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A multicopter is a mechanically simple aerial vehicle whose motion is controlled by speeding or slowing
 multiple downward thrusting motor/propeller units.

MultiCopters are aerodynamically unstable and absolutely require an on-board computer (aka flight
 controller) for stable flight.  As a result, they are “Fly by Wire” systems and if the computer isn’t
 working, you aren’t flying.  The flight controller combines data from small on-board MEMs gyroscopes,
 accelerometers (the same as those found in smart phones) to maintain an accurate estimate of it’s
 orientation and position.

The quadcopter shown above is the simplest type of multicopter, with each motor/propeller spinning in
 the opposite direction from the two motors on either side of it (i.e. motors on opposite corners of the
 frame spin in the same direction).

A quad copter can control it’s roll and pitch rotation by speeding up two motors on one side and
 slowing down the other two.  So for example if the quad copter wanted to roll left it would speed up
 motors on the right side of the frame and slow down the two on the left.  Similarly if it wants to rotate
 forward it speeds up the back two motors and slows down the front two.

The copter turns (aka “yaw”) left or right by speeding up two motors that are diagonally across from
 each other, and slowing down the other two.

Horizontal motion is accomplished by temporarily speeding up/slowing down some motors so that the

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/3DR-quad-motors-top.jpg
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 vehicle is leaning in the direction of desired travel and increasing the overall thrust of all motors so the
 vehicle shoots forward.  Generally the more the vehicle leans, the faster it travels.

Altitude is controlled by speeding up or slowing down all motors at the same time.

What is the difference between a MultiCopter and a UAV/Drone?
A multicopter becomes a UAV or Drone when it is capable of autonomous flight.  Normally this means
 taking the accelerometer and gyro information and combining it with barometer and GPS data so the
 flight controller understands not only it’s orientation but also it’s position.

MultiCopter Demo illustrating Manual and Automatic Control

The demo begins in “Stabilize Mode” which provides inertial stabilization and permits manual flight
 control.
 In “Loiter Mode” the Copter automatically maintains position and altitude but permits manual override.
 “Simple Mode” enables the copter to be flown without regard to the copters orientation (the direction it
 is facing).
 “Auto Land” causes the copter to descend and disarm it’s motors when it has landed.

High wind demonstration
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A video by Robert Lefebvre showing how well our firmware can allow a multicopter to operate even in
 60 to 90 kmh gusting winds.  This video illustrates operation under conditions near the physical limits
 of the copter and should not be attempted by non-experts.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Introducing APM:Copter

Español

APM:Copter combines personal multicopters with advanced, autopilot technology, providing an
 autonomous aircraft that anyone can use. APM:Copter is developed and maintained by a dedicated
 group of volunteers from the open source community. Follow their continuing efforts and read about
 new project developments at DIYDrones.com.

This manual will guide you through setup and configuration to your first flight.

1. What is a Multicopter and How Does it Work: New to multicopters? This page gives an overview
 of what makes a multicopter fly and provides some considerations for getting started.

2. What You Need: All the components you’ll need for an autonomous multicopter plus some
 recommendations for sensors and accessories.

3. Safety Information: APM:Copter is a powerful, flying robot and requires a conscious awareness for
 safety concerns. Don’t skip this important section!

4. Choosing a frame: There are many choices (tri, quad, Y6, X8, tradheli, RTF vs Build-your-own),
 spend some time thinking about what you want it for and how much time and money you want to
 spend.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Introduction
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5. Choosing a controller: how to choose between the various ArduCopter capable controllers

6. Quick Start Guide for RTFs: Purchased a Ready-to-Fly APM:Copter from 3D Robotics? This guide
 will get you in the air faster than you can say “unmanned aerial vehicle”.

7. First Time Setup: Complete instructions for setting up and configuring ArduCopter

APM:Copter is an easy-to-set-up and easy-to-fly platform for multirotors and helicopters. Its features
 go far beyond the basic manual control RC multicopters on the market today. Unlike RC-only
 multicopters, APM:Copter is complete UAV solution, offering both remote control and autonomous
 flight, including waypoints, mission planning and telemetry displayed on a powerful ground station.

APM:Copter is on the cutting edge of aerial robotics and intended for those people who want to try
 advanced technology, leading edge techniques and new flight styles.

Features include:

High quality autolevel and auto altitude control – fly level and straight. Or fly the awesome “simple
 flight” mode, which makes APM:Copter one of the easiest multicopters to fly. Don’t worry about

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/introduction/wiki/choosing-a-flight-controller/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/quick-start-guide
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/06/copter-diagram.png
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 keeping an eye on your multicopter’s orientation–let the computer figure it out! You just push the
 stick the way you want to go, and the autopilot figures out what that means for whatever orientation
 the copter is in, using its onboard magnetometer. “Front”, “back”…who cares? Just fly!

No programming required. Just use an easy-to-use desktop utility to load the software with one click
 and set up APM:Copter with quick visual displays, a point-and-click mission planner and a full
 ground station option (see below).

Hundreds of GPS waypoints, free (the exact number depends on the memory of the hardware
 you’re using; APM support 127 waypoints, but platforms based on PX4 can accommodate many
 times that). Just point and click waypoints in the Mission Planner, and APM:Copter will fly itself to
 them. No distance limits! You can script entire missions, including camera control!

“Loiter” anywhere. Just flip the toggle switch and your copter will hold its position using its GPS and
 altitude sensors.

Return to launch. Flip a switch to have APM:Copter fly back to the launch location automatically.

Do all mission planning via a two-way wireless connection option. Waypoints, mode changing, even
 changing the gains of every control parameter can be done from your laptop, even while the copter
 is in the air!

Automatic takeoff and landing. Just flick a switch and watch APM:Copter execute its mission
 completely autonomously, returning home to land by itself in front of you when it’s done.

 

Due to the rich feature set and fully-autonomous capabilities of APM, the learning curve can appear
 somewhat intimidating. Fortunately, the APM suite of components has made this endeavor very
 straightforward and achievable.

Please do not be tempted to skip over steps and rush into flight. This is robotics and aviation
 combined–both of which are quite complex on their own. Follow the steps patiently, and you will have
 your robot safely up in the air.

Autonomous robots, flying machines, high-energy power systems, driving rotating blades —
 you are in charge of these potential hazards. Always follow best safety practices and pay close
 attention to safety warnings.
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All of us involved with this project care a great deal about the privacy and safety of those whom we
 share this planet with. Please be a good steward of this technology. It is the product of many evenings
 and weekends, we make it available for benevolent use. 

The APM:Copter Forum permits the developers to respond to your questions and enables you to
 research similar issues, Please choose the sub-forum that is most appropriate to the wiki page and
 issues you are having.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

Build Your Own Frame

Improving the Capabilities of Your Multicopter

Advanced MultiCopter Design

http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=3
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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This section covers the First Time setup of the flight controller including mounting to the frame,
 connecting it to the receiver and ESCs and then performing initial configuration and calibration.  This
 section assumes that you’ve already chosen and built a frame and have selected your flight controller.

1. Install Mission Planner (Windows, Mac) or APM Planner (Windows, Mac, Linux) on your desktop
 or laptop computer which will be used to install ArduCopter on your flight controller and to perform the
 required calibration and configuration.

2. Mounting the flight controller to the frame and Vibration Dampening

3. Flight Controller specific instructions for Connecting the APM2, Pixhawk and PX4 to the radio
 receiver, ESCs, etc

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > First Time Setup
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Powering the Pixhawk, PX4 or APM2
Mounting the GPS with Compass module
Connecting the radio receiver
Connect the ESCs/Motors

4. Load Copter Firmware onto APM, Pixhawk or PX4: Load your autopilot with the latest copter
 firmware.

5. Hardware Configuration: Use Mission Planner to configure radio control, calibrate the compass
 and accelerometer, and select your copter’s orientation.

6. ESC Calibration: ESCs must be calibrated before they can be used. This section guides you
 through calibrating ESCs automatically and manually.

7. Motor Setup: This page shows you how to test the spin directions of the motors, set them correctly,
 and attach propellers.

Example builds
DJI F3300 FlameWheel Assembly Instructions

Done all the above?  Then you’re ready for the First Flight.

The APM:Copter Forum permits the developers to respond to your questions and enables you to
 research similar issues, Please choose the sub-forum that is most appropriate to the wiki page and
 issues you are having.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/wiki/common-powering-the-pixhawk/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/wiki/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/wiki/connecting-the-escs-and-motors/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-load-firmware-apm/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/wiki/common-loading-firmware-onto-pixhawk/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-load-firmware-px4/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/configuring-hardware/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/motor-setup//
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/dji-f330-flamewheel/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/wiki/flying-arducopter/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=3
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Mission Planner is free, open source software available for Windows. These instructions will guide you
 through installing Mission Planner on your ground station computer.

Contents

1 Download the most recent Mission Planner installer file
2 Run the installation utility
3 Open Mission Planner

Download the most recent Mission Planner installer file
Go to the Mission Planner download page and click on the “Mission Planner – MSI – Permanent link to
 latest” and then on the next page push the Download button.  Alternatively you can get the MSI
 directly from this link.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Installing Mission Planner

Installing Mission Planner
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Run the installation utility
Open the Microsoft installer file (.msi) and select Run to run the installation utility.

 Follow the instructions to complete the setup process. The installation utility will automatically install
 any necessary software drivers. If you receive a DirectX installation error, please update your DirectX
 plug-in from the DirectX Download Center.

If you receive the warning pictured here, select Install this driver software anyway to continue.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/mission-planner-download.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/installation.png
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=35
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Mission Planner is normally installed in the C:\Program Files (x86)\APM Planner folder or
 the C:\Program Files\APM Planner folder. That is where your log files folder is located.  An icon to
 open the Mission Planner is created according to your instructions during the installation.

Open Mission Planner
Once installation is complete, open Mission Planner by clicking on the Icon. Mission Planner
 automatically notifies you about available updates. Please always run the most current version of
 Mission Planner.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/driver1.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
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The diagram above is an overview of how an APM2 can be connected to a receiver, ESC, GPS and
 even a camera gimbal.  Please visit the links below for more detailed information on how the APM2
 can be connected to each of the individual components.

Connecting the Radio Receiver (APM2)
Connect the ESCs/Motors (APM2)

 

Powering your copter
The easiest way to power your copter is using a 3DR Power Module with a LiPo battery (see Battery
 Information Page). For alternative methods of powering your copter, see the APM 2.5 and 2.6
 Overview Page.

To wiring a power module, connect the red-and-black two wire cable on the power module to the PDB
 red and black two-wire. Connect the power module to the APM PM port using a 6-position cable.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/QuadHookUp800B.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/assembly-instructions/wiki/connecting-your-rc-input-and-motors/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/assembly-instructions/wiki/connecting-the-escs-and-motors/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/battery-information
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/battery-information
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Connect the PDB multi-wire cable to APM Output Signal pins with the M1 wire connecting to the signal
 pin labeled 1, M6 and signal pin 6, etc. (For wiring with a PX4 autopilot, click here for PX4 wiring
 instructions.)

Connect ESCs and motors
Connect motor cables to electronic speed controller (ESC) bullet connectors. Each motor must connect
 to only one ESC.

Connect ESC Deans connectors to Power Distribution Board (PDB) Deans connectors. Connect three-
wire cables from the ESCs to the PDB signal pins according to motor number (view Motor Setup to
 find the motor number configuration for your frame). Connect the ESC for motor 1 to the PDB pins
 marked M1, motor 6’s ESC to the pins marked M6, etc.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/power-wiring.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/06/esc-motor-connect.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/06/pdb-esc-connect.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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1 Mounting the Flight Controller
2 Alternative orientations

The Flight Controller (Pixhawk, PX4, APM2) should be mounted with the white arrow pointing directly towards
 the front of the vehicle.

It should be attached to the frame using 4 cubes of vibration dampening foam (3DR uses a foam made by 3M). 
 More information on Vibration dampening can be found on this wiki page.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Mounting the Flight Controller
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It should be placed close to the center of gravity of the vehicle (both horizontally and vertically).  Generally this
 means it should be placed within a few centimeters of the middle of the vehicle and level with the motors.  It is
 not critical that it is placed exactly at the middle (there have not been any recorded cases of problems caused by
 the controller being far from the COG) but closer is better.

Alternative orientations
If the standard orientation of the Pixhawk/APM2 is not convenient, it can be mounted in over 30 other possible
 orientations.  The full list of possible orientations can be seen and set through the Mission Planner’s
 Config/Tuning >> Advanced Params’s screen, look for the “Board Orientation (AHRS_ORIENTATION)”
 parameter.
 For Roll values, positive means roll right (i.e. “Roll90″ means board is rolled right 90 degrees so the white arrow
 still points forward but the board is standing on it’s right edge).
 For Pitch values, positive numbers indicate pitch back (i.e. “Pitch90″ means the board’s nose is pitched up 90
 degrees so the arrow points directly up)
 For Yaw values, positive numbers indicate the nose of the board is rotated clockwise (i.e. “Yaw90″ means board
 is rotated so white arrow points off to the right).

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/09/MountingToFrame_MPBoardOrientation.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Contents

1 Vibration Damping and Isolation of the Flight Control Boards
2 Why vibration damping is important:
3 Measuring your vibration levels:
4 Check frame motors, props and prop adapters:
5 Isolate the APM/PX4 from the frame:

5.1 Dubro Foam
5.2 Gel pads
5.3 O-ring Suspension Mount:
5.4 Ear Plug Mount
5.5 Bulb Damper + Ear Plug .05G Ultra Low Vibration Mount
5.6 An Excellent 3D Printed Anti-Vibration Platform

6 Additional Vibration Reduction Considerations
7 A Summary of the particular vibration characteristics we need to damp:
8 Note on terminology:
9 Links to related discussions:

Why vibration damping is important:
The APM and PX4 Flight Control boards have accelerometers built into the board that are sensitive to
 vibrations.
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APM:Copter (the firmware) combines the data from these accelerometers with barometer and GPS data to
 calculate an estimate of its position.
This position estimate is critical when in AltHold, Loiter, RTL, Guided, Position and AUTO flight modes.
With excessive vibrations, the estimate can be thrown off and lead to very bad performance in these modes
 (i.e. the copter becomes jumpy or flies off).

Measuring your vibration levels:
Vibration needs to be less than 0.3 G in the X and Y axes and less than 0.5 G in the Z axis.
You should strive to get in the region of + and – 1/10 G in all axes, the information provided here will
 generally achieve that.
Please refer to the Measuring Vibration wiki page for details of how to measure whether your copter’s
 levels are within the acceptable range.

Check frame motors, props and prop adapters:
For copters vibration comes mostly from frame flex and motors and propellers and often you can reduce
 vibration significantly:

Frame flex especially arm flex is a big cause of asynchronous vibration, Frame arms should be as rigid as
 possible.
The real DJI Flamewheel copters have sufficiently rigid injection molded arms, the many off brand clones do
 not.
Generally carbon fiber armed copters have sufficient anti twist and anti-bend characteristics.
Heavier aluminum armed copters like the Arducopter are flex free, cheaper Chinese ones often not.
Most purpose designed commercial copters with injection molded exoskeletons or arms like the Iris or
 Phantom are sufficiently rigid.
Cheap, light frames tend to flex more than high quality stronger ones and the heavier you load the copter the
 more “Flexi” it gets.
Motor to frame arm and frame arm to central hub mounts need to be secure and flex free (sometimes a
 problem for carbon tube arms).
Motors need to run smoothly (bearings not worn-out or “screeching”).
Prop adapters connecting the propellers to the motors need to be concentric and very straight.
Propellers should be fully balanced using a good manual prop balancer
Motor balancing (or really well factory balanced motors like T-Motor) can have a major effect.
Propellers that are not well matched to the frame and weight or do not have the same flex for CCW and CW
 are very problematic.
Get Good propellers, the new APC multirotor propellers are a good choice as often are GemFan carbon filled

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/vibration-damping/wiki/ac_measuringvibration/
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 propellers.
Carbon Fiber propellers are best, but the main company, Graupner has just gone out of business and cheap CF
 props are problematic.
And carbon fiber props are expensive, rigid strong and as sharp as a razor so they are a major safety hazard.
Large slow propellers will definitely induce more vibration than small fast ones, but the big slow props are a
 lot more efficient.
And large slow propellers will also make frame flex a lot worse as the motor units will twist around the props
 axis from unbalanced lift.
If you really optimize all of the above characteristics, your flight controller will likely need only a bit of Gel
 or foam for vibration isolation.

Isolate the APM/PX4 from the frame:
Double sided foam tape or Velcro has traditionally been used to attach the APM/PX4 to the frame.
In many cases foam tape or Velcro does not provide adequate vibration isolation because the mass of the
 flight control board is so small.
Below are 4 possible alternatives that have been tested and shown to perform better:

Dubro Foam
1/4″ dubro foam can be purchased directly from DuBro or from other RC retailers.
Use Krazy Glue  (or equivalent) to attach the foam to one of the levels of your frame.
Then glue the bottom of the APM/PX4 case (containing the APM/PX4 of course) directly to the foam.
The Glued on Foam method means it will be difficult to remove the flight controller.
You can purchase extra cases  or frame parts  to allow you to swap the flight controller between frames or
 use one of the other methods.
The APM 2.5 and 2.6 and Pixhawk case can be unscrewed from the top and the controller swapped to another
 glued down case back.
Unfortunately APM 2.0 case screws are on the bottom making swapping using this method problematic.

http://shop.dubro.com/p/1-4-r-c-protective-foam-rubber-qty-pkg-1
http://shop.dubro.com/p/1-4-r-c-protective-foam-rubber-qty-pkg-1
http://shop.dubro.com/p/1-4-r-c-protective-foam-rubber-qty-pkg-1
http://www.krazyglue.com/products/product.aspx?pc=KG585&g=2
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/apm-2-5-case-side-entry
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-arducopter-replacement-stack-up-plate
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Gel pads
1. Put off-the-shelf vibration damping gel pads of 1/2″ ~ 1″ (1cm ~ 2cm) on each corner of the flight control
 board.   Possible gels include:

Kyosho Zeal Gel Tape Probably the single best solution, now in stock at Amazon, E-
Bay and A-Main Hobbies.
United States Silicone Gel Tape and Pads (V10Z62MGT5 tape recommended)
United Kingdom Silicone Gel Tape, Pads and grommets
Moon Gel Pads (also available in music stores).  Caution: Moon Gel has been
 shown to fail in heat above 100 degrees Fahrenheit so it should be used cautiously.

2. Secure the board with a 1/4″ ~ 1/2″ (~1cm) wide velcro retaining strap or a rubber band.  Be careful the strap
 does not hold down the controller so securely that it interferes with the damping of the pads.  Consider putting a
 layer of soft foam between the strap and the flight controller.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/IMG_0267.jpg
http://www.amainhobbies.com/product_info.php/cPath/61_179/products_id/19713/n/Kyosho-Zeal-Vibration-Absorption-Gyro-Reciever-Mounting-Gel-1-Sheet
http://www.vibrationmounts.com/RFQ/VM08010.htm
http://www.gelmec.co.uk/family.php?page=58&ty=9&gr=9
http://www.gelmec.co.uk/family.php?page=64&ty=19&gr=19
http://www.amazon.com/MG4-Moon-Drum-Damper-Pads/dp/B000E6LMR0
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FlameWheel F330 with Kyosho Zeal Pads

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/FlameWheel330ZealPads.jpg
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FlameWheel F330 With PX4 Mounted on Intermediate platform

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/Flamewheel330PX4onZeal2.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/Flamewheel330PX4Hardtop.jpg
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FlameWheel F330 With PX4 on Zeal Pads with Protective Hard Top

The Zeal Mounted FlameWheel has Plus and Minus one vibration all axes = 1/10 G

This video demonstrates vibration isolation using Moon Gel on a Go-Pro camera (Here!).

O-ring Suspension Mount:
1. Create a platform upon which to mount your flight control board with holes or screws on the four corners. 

 Mount your flight controller on this board with double sided foam tape.
2. Mount 4 standoffs on the top of your frame spaced 1/10″ to 1/8″ further apart than the width of the platform

 upon which the control board has been mounted.
3. Insert 1/16″ nylon O-rings through each corner of the flight control board and the standoffs so that the flight

 controller has no hard connections to the frame.  Link (Here!)
The overall O-ring diameter should be chosen to firmly retain the board while providing for light to
 moderate initial but rapidly snubbed movement of the board (generally 1/2″ to 3/4″ OD) and Silicone
 O-rings should generally damp better than Buna-N O-rings (Sizes 15 – 21) if you can acquire them.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/PX4F330accels_5_9_13.jpg
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/testing-simple-anti-vibration-solutions-for-gopro-on-an
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/testing-simple-anti-vibration-solutions-for-gopro-on-an
http://www.oringwarehouse.com/#selector
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 FlameWheel F450 O-Ring Suspension Platform Mount Raw Accel Values

Graph of vibration levels shows they are under 0.1G on all axis

Warning! If you are mounting your flight control board to the power distribution board it might be better to
 mount the standoffs for the Flight control board to a separate piece of fiberglass cut to size that can subsequently
 be bolted through existing holes in the power distribution board. Only drill through the power distribution board
 for mounting the standoffs if you are completely certain you will not cause a short and use threaded nylon

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/330FOringSuspPlate45.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/Flamewheel330SuspMount.jpg
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 machine screws or standoff studs.

Vibrations are short coupled, so all that leaving excess corner clearance does is to require higher initial O-ring
 tension which reduces vibration damping responsiveness and allows the board to physically tilt more (which is
 undesirable as it throws the sensor to airframe relationship off).

The disadvantage to O-ring suspension versus Gel pads is that it is mechanically more complex and it requires
 tuning of both of O-ring diameter and cross section.

You can combine O-ring and gel pad design by using an intermediate plate and benefit from dual rate damping.

Ear Plug Mount
1. Purchase slow response silicon or urethane foam or PVC foam earplugs such as these from 3M
2. Create a platform upon which to mount your flight control board with holes at the four corners.  The holes

 should be large enough to allow the ear plugs to be inserted into them but not so loose that the board comes
 loose during hard landings.  Ensure the holes are smooth so they do not cut into the ear plugs.  Also keep the
 holes near the corners of your electronic module plate as possible to minimize unnecessary module
 movement.

3. Mount your flight controller on this board with double sided foam tape.  Extra mass added to the board may
 improve vibration damping.

4. Squeeze the earplugs through existing holes in the frame (or cut new holes) and the holes in the board upon
 which the flight controller is mounted.  “Tuning” is possible by varying the amount of earplug left exposed in
 the middle.

http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_EU/OccSafety/Home/Products/ProductCatalogue/?PC_7_RJH9U5230GE3E02LECFTDQKKT1000000_nid=D4H3DJ5WP9beN8MT32R3VMgl
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/Vibration_EarPlug.jpg
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Example Ear Plug vibration reducing mount

Bulb Damper + Ear Plug .05G Ultra Low Vibration Mount
1.  Robert Lefebvre developed this extremely high performance mount which actually performed way better than

 expectations.
2. It consists of a mounting plate with a 100g soft rubber bulb type “gimbal” damper at each corner and a half a

 urethane foam earplug placed inside each one.
3. Gimbal bulb type dampers themselves can work in tension or compression.
4. The earplugs provide an additional damping medium with a different frequency damping range than the bulb

 dampers by themselves.
5. The ear plugs also stiffen the bulb mounts up a bit preventing excessive free motion being caused by normal

 flight maneuvers.
6. This was successful at damping a Flamewheel clone with flexible arms and over size 12″ propellers into the

 .05 G range.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/EarPlugVibrationMount.jpg
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7. The APM flight controller is also mounted on anti-vibration grommets available from McMaster
 Carr package of 25 each part #9311K64 recommended.

8. This was successful at damping a FlameWheel clone with flexible arms and over size 12″ propellers into the
 .05 G range.

9. Note that the X & Y vibrations are less than + and – 0.05G, the Z vibrations are a bit higher due to
 Flamewheel clone arm flex, high vibration motors and the inordinately large 12″ propellers.

10. Robert describes this Copter as a real “paint shaker” due to the inadequacies listed above making the results
 acheived even more remarkable.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/DSC01059.jpg
http://www.mcmaster.com/#vibration-damping-grommets/=on00os
http://www.mcmaster.com/#vibration-damping-grommets/=on00os
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/F450-Quad-Vibes-1.png
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11. The 100G bulb type gimbal vibration dampers can be ordered direct from China from a variety of
 vendors: foxtechfpv

12. This can be considered to be an excellent solution for many types of airframes as it seems to have a very wide
 dynamic range.

13. Clearly some fine tuning would be possible by varying the type and size of the earplug section in the dampers.
14. There are also 200G and 300G dampers but those would be best used on higher mass modules perhaps

 including a battery.

An Excellent 3D Printed Anti-Vibration Platform
By GuyMcCaldin with the original Blog article here: http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/3d-printed-
anti-vibration-mount

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/DSC01056.jpg
http://www.foxtechfpv.com/100g-tension-damper-for-gimbal-p-837.html
http://diydrones.com/profile/GuyMcCaldin
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/3d-printed-anti-vibration-mount
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/3d-printed-anti-vibration-mount
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Over the last few weeks, I’ve been prototyping different anti vibration mount designs using an Up Mini 3D
 printer.  I wanted something that performed well, using affordable and readily available components.

The first design started with anti vibration dampeners in a simple vertical configuration.  This suffered from too
 much play in the horizontal plane, which might have caused instability in quick accelerations.  The next design
 rotated the dampeners 45°, which resulted in much more even resistance across the horizontal and vertical
 planes.

http://i.imgur.com/minON7K.jpg
http://i.imgur.com/bgzBepz.jpg
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The large rubber dampeners provide outstanding isolation.  Too much in fact.  The ideal anti vibration mount
 isolates the controller from high frequency vibrations, but conducts lower frequency vibrations that might
 represent small changes in attitude.  For the next design, I moved to smaller and slightly stiffer dampeners
 available from Hobby King.

I’ve been testing them on a Turnigy Talon tricopter, using an APM 2.5.  The GPS is mounted to the top of the
 APM to increase the moving weight, which assists slightly in reducing higher frequency vibrations.

The results so far suggest that it’s working very well:

The above graph is taken from a two minute hover in loiter mode.  All axes are below ±1g, which exceeds the
 specifications set out in Arducopter guidelines.

Using a tool (Link) that Forrest Frantz developed, we can see these results from another perspective:

http://i.imgur.com/pJsUheM.jpg
http://i.imgur.com/7TksoQI.png
http://www.diydrones.com/forum/attachment/download?id=705844%3AUploadedFile%3A1419464
http://www.diydrones.com/profile/ForrestFrantz
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The Acceleration results are still excellent, but the pitch and roll stability shows a bit of oscillation.  I’m using
 default PID values which would definitely benefit from tuning, and flying in slightly windy conditions.  I’m also
 new to rotary wing flight, so I’m still honing my flying skills.  I’m able to keep the tricopter in a 1m x 1m x 1m
 cube, but it slowly drifts around if there is a change in wind.

These are the most likely causes, but in the interests of full disclosure, I wanted to mention that it could be caused
 by the APM not responding to small changes in attitude if the mount is creating too much isolation.  It certainly
 doesn’t appear to be affecting flying performance, the tricopter is impressively stable in loiter mode.  I won’t
 know if it’s an issue or not until more people try Forrest’s tool out, so I have more data to compare my results to
 (you can find the forum thread (Here!)

If you have access to a 3D printer, you can download the STL files here: Omnimac APM Mount v1.5.stl

Alternatively, I’ve uploaded the design to Shapeways.  You can purchase it starting from $22.92 depending on
 material:

I’ve include a 30% margin in the price (~$5) that will go towards a trip to Africa in November, where I’ll be
 donating time and resources using 3DR powered UAS in wildlife research and conservation.

To complete the mount, you’ll need these Dampers which cost $1.20 from Hobby King.

The mount can be installed using double sided tape, or M3 screws spaced at 45mm x 45mm.  If you’d like me to
 modify the file to suit the mounting options of your airframe, just let me know.

The log file that was used to produce the results shown above can be downloaded from here: Turnigy Talon
 2min Loiter (default PIDs)

http://i.imgur.com/9wFdgV0.png
http://www.diydrones.com/forum/topics/vibration-isolation-and-dampening-of-apm-px4-for-version-2-9?xg_source=activity&id=705844%3ATopic%3A1102762&page=21#comments
https://www.dropbox.com/s/69zrbzy1lz53xnc/Omnimac%20APM%20Mount%20v1.5.stl
https://www.shapeways.com/model/1388904/omnimac-apm-mount-v1-5.html?li=aeTabs
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__37447__General_Purpose_Anti_Vibration_Rubber_w_M3_x_11mm_Screw_and_M3_Nylock_Nut_4pcs_set.html
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qju3b33a82wbh3v/2013-10-03%2009-55%2010.log
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qju3b33a82wbh3v/2013-10-03%2009-55%2010.log
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Additional Vibration Reduction Considerations
1.  These grommets can provide sufficient or supplemental vibration reduction: Hard Disk Drive Anti-

Vibration Grommets
2. Significant gains in vibration isolation can also be realized by using a high flex wire and strain relief approach

 to all wires connected to the Flight control board (and using the minimum number of wires necessary as
 well.)

3. Some frames have lower than normal vibration characteristics due to frame stiffness / flex and isolated
 centralized mass can greatly influence motor/prop vibration transfer to the central fight controller.

4. Isolation and damping can be improved somewhat by sandwiching the flight control board / enclosure
 between damping pads on both sides in about twenty percent compression. 30 durometer Sorbothane is
 actually specified at 15 to 20 percent compression for optimal damping.

5. Although 30 durometer Sorbothane seems an excellent candidate, personal experience indicates that it
 becomes permanently compressed and is not as effective at vibration reduction as the Gel solutions.

6. A link to a Blog about the first APM anti-vibration mounting system to achieve 0.05 G damping (2/20/2013
 improved to 0.02 G), a dual zone isolation system, combining Oring suspension and silicone pad is (Here!)

7. Motor balancing can also reduce vibration and especially so for cheaper or larger motors.  Balancing involves:
Tightly fasten a small tie wrap around a motor (WITH NO PROP), trim off the extended tab and spin it up.
Try multiple times, each time turning the tie wrap on the motor housing a bit until the vibration reduces or
 goes away.
A small piece of Scotch tape can be re-positioned instead of the tie wrap if desired or for smaller motors.
When you locate the spot where there is the least vibration (and you should be able to hear it), mark the
 spot directly under the clasp of the tie-wrap with a felt pen.
Add a small dot of hot glue gun glue where the Tie-Wrap clasp was and increase the glue a bit at a time till
 the vibration is minimized.
If you put too much glue on it can be removed with an X-acto knife.

8. Vibration damping motor mounts like this or this may or may not reduce vibration.
9. Camera Mounts also need to be effectively isolated and damped from vibration, but they already have a

 number of “soft” mounting solutions.
10. The camera servos need to be vibration isolated as well, either in the isolated camera mount itself or with their

 own vibration reduction solution.
11. You should use high quality ball joints on your camera servo arms and adequate bearings or bushings in the

 mount itself with zero free play to prevent inertial slop.
12. Quality servos without free play are also a must for precision camera work.
13. At this point in time it seems that the more rigid the frame the better because frame flex introduces

 undesirable mechanical delay (hysteresis) in translating motor induced actions to the centrally located flight
 control board. (Do NOT shock mount the motor Arms).

14. The amount and type of damping medium needs to be carefully matched to the weight (mass) of the item we
 are trying to isolate as well as the frequency and amplitude of the vibrations we are seeking to damp.  We are

http://www.frozencpu.com/products/8869/scr-138/Hard_Disk_Drive_Anti-Vibration_Screw_Shoulder_Screw_Type.html?tl=g33c113&id=gdASxUFI
http://www.frozencpu.com/products/8869/scr-138/Hard_Disk_Drive_Anti-Vibration_Screw_Shoulder_Screw_Type.html?tl=g33c113&id=gdASxUFI
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/very-good-anti-vibration-results-with-following-apm2-5-mount-quad
http://store.jdrones.com/Anti_Vibration_MultiMount_for_Multicopters_p/mmset02.htm
http://www.shop.aglhobbiesllc.com/Motor-Mounts/Universal-Anti-Vibration-Mount.html
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 trying to isolate a flight control board that weighs less than 2 ounces and this is a very small mass.
15. Virtually all off the shelf solutions (either pad or stud type) are designed for an isolated mass that would

 weigh at least 5 to 10 times what an APM or PX4 / IO board weighs for optimal effectiveness.  This includes
 all pre-made Sorbothane, Alpha gel, EAR, memory foam or other silicone or urethane gel or foam mounts as
 well as Lord Micro mounts.

16. A threaded stud or sleeve type mount gel mount properly designed for the mass of our flight control board or
 electronics module undergoing the stress’s of normal flight would be a much better long term solution.

A Summary of the particular vibration characteristics we need to
 damp:
1. The vibration frequency and amplitude we primarily need to reduce is a characteristic of the motor / prop units

 turning at flight speed.
2. That is, it is a fairly high frequency with fairly low amplitude.
3. This requires that we provide a short coupled damping and isolation range.
4. The board itself does not need to have nor benefit from a range of motion that exceeds the amplitude of the

 vibration.
5. Because the board does not apply any force to the airframe, the only thing we need to be concerned with

 Damping / Isolating is the weight (mass) of the board itself plus the forces applied to it by airframe’s normal
 flight maneuvering.

6. Since excellent broad frequency range, high damping materials are available our biggest concern will be to
 use the proper amount of them to optimally damp our flight control board. (Too much is just as bad as too
 little.)

7. Combining the Flight control board and receiver onto a separate vibration damped electronics module “plate”
 or enclosure can increase the mass of the module making it easier to damp effectively as well as reducing the
 interconnecting wiring and making the whole system more modular.

Note on terminology:
Isolation is simple undamped (spring or rubber band support) which allows the movement of the isolated
 object largely separate from the containing object (Automobile spring for instance).
Damping is the conversion of vibration into heat energy by a shock absorbing medium (Automobile shock
 absorber for instance.)
 Our ultimate goal here is to provide the most high and medium frequency reduction while still allowing low
 frequency actual board movement to take place in concert with the airframe with a minimum of delay so
 realistically our methods incorporate both damping and isolation.
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Links to related discussions:
RC Groups page on Vibration Effects relating to a camera mounts
DIYDrones discussion related to Vibration Control
Gary McCray’s DIYDrones BLOG re Vibration Control

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

Build Your Own Frame

Improving the Capabilities of Your Multicopter

Advanced MultiCopter Design

Battery Information

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showpost.php?p=16315017&postcount=16338
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/vibration-isolation-and-dampening-of-apm-px4-for-version-2-9
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/vibration-control-wiki-section-started-for-better-or-worse
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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For most users powering the Pixhawk is as simple as connecting the 6-pin DF13 cable from the 3DR
 power module into the Pixhawk’s “Power” port as shown above.  This will provide a steady 5V and
 allow the Pixhawk to measure the current and voltage of the main battery.  The power module can be
 used with 3S or 4S batteries (i.e. up to 18V) and 90amps of power (most multicopters draw less than
 20amps when hovering and rarely consume less than 90amps at full throttle).

Backup power from ESC

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Powering the Pixhawk

Powering the Pixhawk

ArduCopter
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http://store.3drobotics.com/products/apm-power-module-with-xt60-connectors
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/apm-power-module-with-xt60-connectors
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/pixhawkpower-port.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://ardupilot.com/
http://ardupilot.com/downloads/
http://www.diydrones.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/introduction/project-news/
http://store.3drobotics.com/?utm_source=www&utm_medium=corporate+site&utm_term=store&utm_campaign=store+click+on+corporate+site
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If a secondary source of 5.8V or less is available (such as from an ESC) it can be connected to the
 rear “MAIN OUT” or “AUX OUT” pins as shown below. If the voltage provided by the power module
 falls too low (4V?) the secondary source will be used.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/09/PoweringThePixhawk_backupBEC.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Table of Contents

Connecting the Radio Receiver (APM2)

Contents

1 Connecting the Radio Receiver (APM2)
2 Connecting the RC inputs

Connecting the RC inputs

Connect your RC receiver “S” (signal) pins to the “S” pins on
 Inputs of APM, using the jumper cable that came with your
 APM:Copter kit.  You must connect at least channels 1 ~ 5. 
 Channels 6 ~ 8 are optional. Your RC receiver will require power.
 Normally this is done by using one 2 or 3 wire connector between the
 APM Inputs and one channel output on the receiver. See APM Power
 Details for limitations and important warnings.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Connecting the radio receiver

Connecting the radio receiver

ArduCopter
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http://store.3drobotics.com/products/jumper-cable-6-pin-to-6-pin-individual-female-15cm
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-apm25-and-26-overview//#Powering_the_APM_2526_Board
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-apm25-and-26-overview//#Powering_the_APM_2526_Board
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If you are using a PPM Receiver, put a jumper on the “S” inputs of channel 2 and 3, and
 connect the PPM input to channel 1.

If you need to rearrange the channel order when using PPM and are unable to do this from the

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-connecting-a-ppm-sum-receiver/
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9044
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 transmitter, you can do this with the RCMAP Advanced parameters. Read more about them here

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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4 Checking the motor numbering with the Mission Planner Motor test

Connecting the ESCs and Motors
There are two methods of connecting the motor outputs: connect the electronic speed controllers
 (ESCs) to APM directly or use a power distribution board (PDB).

When using a power distribution board, connect the power (+), ground (-), and signal (s) wires for each
 ESC to the PDB according to motor number. Find your frame type below to determine the assigned
 order of the motors. Then connect the signal wires from the PDB to the main output signal pins on
 APM, ensuring that the motor order numbers match the main output pin numbers on APM. If you are
 using a power module, it is optional to connect the power and ground wires from the PDB to APM. If
 you would like to use these cables in addition to or instead of the power module or as a common point
 for low current servos, connect the ground (-) wire to a main output ground (-) pin and the power (+)
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 wire to a main output power (+) pin.

When connecting the ESCs directly to APM, connect the power (+), ground (-), and signal (s) wires for
 each ESC to the APM main output pins by motor number. Find your frame type below to determine
 the assigned order of the motors.

NOTE: Information on assembling PDB is found
 here for Quad and here for Hexa.

http://3drobotics.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/PDB-Assembly-Instructions-Quad.pdf
http://3drobotics.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/PDB-Assembly-Instructions-Hexa.pdf
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/APM_2_5_MOTORS_QUAD_enc.jpg
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(*Tricopter note: If the direction of your tail servo is going the wrong way in response to yaw then set
 RC7_REV to -1 (from 1), you may also need to then reverse your transmitter rudder channel as well.)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/APM_2_5_MOTORS_QUAD_Hb.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/APM_2_5_MOTORS_TRI.jpg
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Checking the motor direction the simple way
If you have completed the Radio and ESC calibration, you can check that your motors are spinning in
 the correction direction:
Note: Motor Direction is reversed simply by interchanging two of the three ESC to motor power
 leads.

holding down your copter with the props clear of your body for safety, arm the ESCs (For a PX4
 system, press and release the Arming button) hold your throttle stick all the way to the right for four
 seconds.

Now gently raise the throttle just a bit, until the props start turning. Note the direction each one
 turns.
They should match directions shown in the images above for the frame you’ve chosen.
For any motor spinning in the wrong direction simply reverse any two of the three ESC to Motor
 power input leads.

Checking the motor numbering with the Mission Planner Motor test
An alternative way to check that the motors have been hooked up correctly is to use the “Motors” test
 in the Mission Planner Initial Setup menu. When connected to the vehicle via MAVLink, you can click

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/APM_2_5_MOTORS_X8.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/connecting-the-escs-and-motors/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_radio_control
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/connecting-the-escs-and-motors/wiki/initial-setup/esc-motor/
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 on the green buttons shown below and the corresponding motor should spin for five seconds. Letters
 correspond to motor numbers as shown in the example below.

Take off your props first!
If no motors turn, raise the “Throttle %” to 10% and try again. If that doesn’t work, try 15%

The first motor to spin will be the one located directly forward in the case of + configuration, or the first
 motor to the right of straight forward in the case of X configuration. The motor test will then proceed in
 a clockwise rotation.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/Capture.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/APM_2_5_MOTORS_QUAD_enc.jpg
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In the case of X8, it will spin the top front-right motor first, then the bottom front-right, and proceed
 around with the same pattern.

OctoV will spin the front-right motor first, and then again, proceed clock-wise until reaching the front left
 motor.
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This article shows how to connect your RC input and motors to Pixhawk.

Contents

1 Connect buzzer and safety switch
2 Connect other peripherals
3 Connect RC inputs
4 Power Pixhawk
5 Connect motor outputs
6 A Special note about KDE (and other) Opto Isolated ESCs
7 Motor order diagrams
8 Attach propellers
9 Recognizing clockwise and counterclockwise propellers

Connect buzzer and safety switch
The buzzer and safety switch button are mandatory for Pixhawk. Connect to the BUZZER and

 SWITCH ports, respectively. 
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Connect other peripherals
3DR Power Module (pictured): Connect the power module port to the Pixhawk POWER port with the
 six-position DF13 cable. 3DR GPS+Compass (pictured): Connect the GPS ports with the six-position
 DF13 cable, and connect the MAG port to the I2C port with the four-position DF13 cable. 3DR u-blox
 GPS: To connect the GPS-only module to Pixhawk, you will need to modify the existing cable to use a
 6-position DF13 connector on one end instead of the existing 6-position JST connector. When using
 this, or any other GPS-only module, Pixhawk will automatically use its internal compass. 3DR Radio
 V2 (pictured): Connect the air module to the TELEM 1 port with the six-position DF13 cable. 3DR
 Radio V1: To connect Pixhawk to a 3DR Radio V1 air module, you will need to modify the existing
 connector cable to use a six-position DF13 connector instead of the existing five-position connector.

Connect RC inputs
Pixhawk is compatible with PPM RC receivers, Futaba S.Bus receivers, and Spektrum DSM,DSM2,
 and DSM-X Satellite receivers. For traditional single-wire-per-channel (PWM) receivers a PPM
 encoder can be used to convert the receiver outputs to ppm sum.  more details can be found on this

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/required-peripherals.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/pixhawk-optional-peripherals.png
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/8-channel-ppm-encoder-version-2
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/8-channel-ppm-encoder-version-2
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/pixhawk-and-px4-compatible-rc-transmitter-and-receiver-systems/
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 wiki page. To connect a PPM receiver, Futaba S.Bus receiver, or PPM encoder, connect the black
 ground, red power and white signal wires to the RC pins. Note: Futaba S.BUS2 receivers are not yet
 supported.  These S.BUS receivers have been tested and are known to work: R2008SB, R6008SB.
 For a Spektrum DSM, DSM2, or DSM-X Satellite receiver, connect to the SPKT/DSM port.

NOTE: Do not connect any servos to the direct PWM outputs of your receiver. The RCIN port on the
 Pixhawk is designed for low power devices only, and a servo may draw a lot of current when moving
 rapidly. If you connect a servo directly onto your receiver while the receiver is powered from the RCIN
 port of your Pixhawk you may damage your Pixhawk

Power Pixhawk

Pixhawk should primarily be powered via its power port as shown in the picture above. The power port
 simultaneously powers Pixhawk and reads voltage and current analog measurements produced by an
 optional 3DR power module (or other voltage/current measurement devices such as an Attopilot). To

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/pixhawk-and-px4-compatible-rc-transmitter-and-receiver-systems/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/rc-input-wiring.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/spektrum-connect.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/pixhawkpower-port.jpg
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 power Pixhawk off the servo rail without a power module, see the main Pixhawk page for instructions
 and more powering information.

Connect motor outputs
There are two methods of connecting the motor outputs: connect the electronic speed controllers
 (ESCs) to Pixhawk directly or use a power distribution board (PDB). When using a power distribution
 board, connect the power (+), ground (-), and signal (s) wires for each ESC to the PDB according to
 motor number. Find your frame type in the section below to determine the assigned order of the
 motors (select images to enlarge). Then connect the signal wires from the PDB to the main output
 signal pins on Pixhawk, ensuring that the motor order numbers match the main output pin numbers on
 Pixhawk. If you are using a power module, it is optional to connect the power and ground wires from
 the PDB to Pixhawk. If you would like to use these cables in addition to or instead of the power
 module or as a common point for low current servos, see the instructions above for powering Pixhawk
 off the servo rail. When connecting the ESCs directly to Pixhawk, connect the power (+), ground (-),
 and signal (s) wires for each ESC to the Pixhawk main output pins by motor number. Find your frame
 type in the section below to determine the assigned order of the motors (select images to enlarge).

A Special note about KDE (and other) Opto Isolated ESCs
The KDEXF-UAS and KDEF-UASHV Series are opto-solated and do not provide BEC power output for
 the peripheral equipment. They require +5V to power the opto-isolator and while the Pixhawk can be
 powered from the servo rail, it does not provide +5V to the servo rail. The ESCs must be powered by a
 BEC or with a jumper from an unused connector on the board.  It is strongly recommended that you
 use a BEC to power the rail rather than a jumper.  Do not add servos or other devices to the servo rail
 as the power module is not intended to supply power to them.

The KDE ESCs have fixed PWM ranges so you must manually set the output range of each PWM
 signal so that RCx_MIN is 1100 and RCx_MAX is 1900us using the Advanced Parameter or Full
 Parameter Settings Page in the planner.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-pixhawk-wiring-and-quick-start/wiki/common-pixhawk-overview/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/Pixhawk-Correction-to-KDE-Optoisolated-ESC.png
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Motor order diagrams

 

        

           

 Note: 2014 3DR RTF Y6 uses the Y6B configuration.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/quads_PH.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/hexa-octo.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/APM_2_5_MOTORS_Y6A_Y6B.jpg
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Attach propellers
Find your frame in the motor order diagrams above. Clockwise motors are shown in green, marked
 CW, and take pusher propellers. Counterclockwise motors are shown in blue, marked CCW, and take
 puller propellers. Use the diagram for your frame type, and attach propellers to your vehicle as shown.
 For copters, attach propellers with the writing facing towards the sky. For more information on
 recognizing the different types of propellers, see the next section.

Recognizing clockwise and counterclockwise propellers
The diagrams above show two types of propellers: clockwise (called pushers) and counterclockwise
 (called pullers). Pusher propellers are often marked with a P. However not all propellers are marked
 and both types are often available in either rotational direction. Therefore, it is most reliable to
 recognize the correct propeller type by its shape as shown below. Note that the propellers below have
 the edge with the shallow consistent curve at the leading edge in direction of rotation and the more
 radical scalloped (and usually thinner edge) as the trailing edge. You can use these features to
 recognize propellers of the correct direction of rotation. 

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/APM_2_5_MOTORS_HEXA_OCTA.jpg
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Jethro Hazelhurst produced this magnificent Pixhawk wiring chart for a Quadcopter for us.

(Control Scroll wheel will let you zoom in on the image below!)
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This chart Illustrates a quadcopter with a variety of options.
A 4 in 1 ESC is used instead of individual ESCs reducing EMF and allowing a neater installation and
 no power distribution board.
Actual Motor number to Quadcopter frame location is shown below and will require appropriate
 signal and motor wire routing.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/Pixhawk-Inforgraphic2.jpg
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A 3DR PPM-Sum encoder with conventional receiver is illustrated, A PPM-Sum receiver could be
 used instead.
Generally a 3S or 4S LiPo battery is appropriate for a Quadcopter and the XT60 connectors shown
 are a reliable choice.
An optional battery warning indicator can provide quick battery status and provide an audible
 warning when nearby.
Optional 3DR telemetry radios may be connected to your Pixhawk and tablet or laptop to permit real
 time monitoring and operation.

A (GCS (Ground Control Station) program like Mission Planner, AndroPilot or DroidPlanner
 provides in flight information and control.

An optional GoPro camera and brushless gimbal are illustrated and can provide very high quality
 photo and video results.

It is quite reasonable to use a GoPro camera and brushless gimbal on 400 and larger
 Quadcopters.
Brushless camera gimbals perform more smoothly and adequately than the older servo type
 gimbals.
The brushless gimbal illustrated above has an anti-vibration mount which is important for good
 photo results.
For cameras larger than GoPro or “Sport” types, a larger QuadCopter, HexaCopter or
 OctoCopter should be used.

You could also install an optional FPV (First Person View) video system but it is not shown in the
 illustration above.

An FPV system consists of a tiny video camera and transmitter on the copter plus a receiver and
 video goggles or an LCD screen.
Almost any size Quadcopter can support a First Person View system.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/APM_2_5_MOTORS_QUAD_enc1.jpg
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An optional OSD (On Screen Display) can add a video heads up display of current in flight
 conditions to your FPV flight display.

The telemetry, camera, gimbal, FPV and OSD options mentioned above can be combined as you
 wish for your copter but start simple.
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Bill Of Materials
1. PX4 FMU Board plus PX4 IO Board kit available from 3DRobotics (Here!)
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Assembly
1. Solder the right angle 9×3 pin connector that was included with your PX4 kit to the side of

 the PX4IO board that has “PX4 autopilot” printed on it.
1. When you insert the 9 x 3 connector into the PX4IO board put it in with the plastic spacer on the

 connector facing to the back of the board, NOT down against the board.
2. Solder the small white PAP-02-VS 2 pin connector into the 2 holes directly behind the battery

 pads on the PX4IO board.
3. Install the PX4IO board on top of the PX4FMU board.

1. To protect the barometer from wind, gusts, motion effects and prop wash:
1. Cut a piece of 1/2″ thick soft foam to the size of the PX4FMU board minus the inter-board connector.
2. Place place the piece of 1/2″ foam between the PX4FMU board and the PX4IO board before you

 connect them.
3. An enclosure could mitigate barometer problems too, but ensure that it does not interfere with the

 magnetometer.
2. Connect the PX4FMU board to the PX4IO board and ensure all of the connector pins are straight

 and insertion is complete.
3. Mount the PX4-FMU + PX4-IO board stack in a central and level location on top of your Copter.
4. The PX4FMU board is normally on top.
5. It can be advantageous to mount the PX4IO board on top to provide for better Connector access.
6. If you do mount the PX4IO board on top it will be necessary to set the “Board Orientation

 (AHRS_ORIENTATION)” parameter to 8 i.e “Roll 180″, in the Advanced Parameter List in
 Mission Planner.

7. The arrow labeled “FRONT” should be facing to the front of the aircraft.
8. The Micro SD memory card holder should face to the back of the Aircraft.

4. Use the included standoffs and hardware.
1. Which ever side of which ever board is going to be on top but a black standoff through one of the

 mounting holes from the bottom and thread a black plastic nut onto it from the top.
2. Repeat the above for the remaining 3 holes.
3. Connect the PX4FMU and PX4IO board insuring no pins are bent on the board interconnection

 connector.
4. Thread 4 more of the black standoffs into the already installed black standoffs.

5. In order to reduce DC EMF effect on the Magnetometer you should review the link: (Here!)
6. You will need additional vibration damping and should review the Wiki section on vibration

 control (Here!)
1. At a minimum you should mount the standoffs to an intermediate plate.
2. Mount the plate to your airframe with 4 small (<1″)square pads of Kyosho “Zeal” gel or “Moon

 Gel” in the corners.
7. Mount the GPS facing up with an unobstructed “view” of the sky.

1. Connect the GPS cable to the GPS connector on the PX4FMU board.
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2. The GPS must be positioned so that it’s cable will connect without strain to the PX4FMU’s GPS
 connector.

3. The GPS can be mounted on a short riser to give it the widest satellite access.

PX4FMU plus PX4IO Wiring Diagram

Wire the PX4FMU and PX4IO boards to Your Copter
1. Wire the PX4-IO board.

1. The PX4IO board has a built in Power Supply which can connect to up to 18 volts.
2. Insert the white PAP-02-VS 2 pin connector with the black and red wires coming out of it into the

 mating power connector you soldered in previously on the PX4IO board.
3. Battery Plus is the(red wire) and should be soldered to your battery red power lead / connector.
4. Battery Ground is the(black wire) and should be soldered to your battery black battery (Ground)

 lead / connector.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/PX4IOWiring1PPMSUMrec.jpg
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5. The main power inputs of your ESC’s will also need to connect to these wires and to a battery
 connector.

6. A Power Distribution board can also be used.
2. Connect your PPM-Sum RC receiver’s 3 wire cable to the end of the 9 x 3 angle connector

 that is nearest the edge of the PX4IO board with the signal wire furthest from the board and
 the ground closest to the board.

3. Wire the PX4 boards servo out signals to your ESC control inputs.
1. Run the Signal wires ONLY from the ESCs to the 3 x 9 Servo Connector on the PX4IO board.
2. The PX4IO board connector for Motor 1 is at the edge of the connector next to the Battery power

 in wires.
3. Insert the Motor ESC wires arranged progressively from that edge, (1,2,3,4,etc) for 4 to 8 motors

 depending on your copter type.
4. You can put the ESC Signal wires into a single inline connector with the correct number of pins

 for your copter.
5. The ESC Signal Wires / connector should be plugged into the top row (furthest from the board) of

 the PX4IO boards 3 x 9 Servo Connector.
4. Note, the cable that is supplied in the plastic envelope with the UBLOX GPS which has white

 6 pin connectors on both ends is not the correct cable for the PX4FMU board.
1. The correct longer cable is provided in a separate envelope and has a 5 pin “beige” connector on

 one end and a 6 pin white connector on the other end.
2. Plug the correct GPS cable’s white 6 pin connector into the 6 pin socket on the GPS.
3. Plug the beige 5 pin connector into the PX4FMU board’s 5 pin GPS socket which is next to the

 15 pin DF13 Mini connector.
5. Plug the 2 pin connector attached to the lead supplied with the buzzer into the buzzer socket

 on the side of the PX4FMU board that has the SD card holder on it.
6. Connect the “Safety Button” to the Safety connector on the PX4IO board on the opposite

 side of the board from the Battery pads.

PX4FMU plus PX4IO with 3DR 8 channel encoder and 3DR telemetry
 radio
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1. Using a 3DR telemetry radio with your PX4FMU plus PX4IO system.
1. You will need a 3DR radio (Here!)
2. Plug the telemetry adapter cable’s large black connector into the 3DR radio as shown above.
3. The telemetry radio is shown above  incorrectly connected to the FMU USART2 socket at the corner of

 the PX4IO board.
1. Correctly plug the telemetry adapter cable’s beige connector into the PX4IO boards FMU UART5

 socket.
2. FMU UART5 is the middle socket on the end of the PX4IO board as indicated by the red arrow

 above.
3. (FMU UARTx) means a port that is pass through connected directly from the PX4IO board to the

 PX4FMU.

Separate Servo power for high power applications

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/PX4FMU_PX4IO_Wire_3DRradio2.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-radio-telemetry-kit-915-mhz
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1. Using a separate power supply to provide power to the center servo power pins of the PX4IO
 board.
1. If you are driving high power servos with your PX4IO board you will want to provide servo power

 separately.
2. In order to do this, remove the L1 Ferrite device circled in red on the image above.
3. Then run power from your separate power supply to one of the center pins of the Servo Connector.
4. And run the ground from your separate power supply to one of the servo connector pins nearest the edge of

 the board.

Wiring your Motors for X or + mode configuration

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/PX4io-bottom1.jpg
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http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/FRAMES_QUAD_PX4.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/MOTORS_Hexa-octo-y6.jpg
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http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/MOTORS_Hexa-octo-y6.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/FRAMES_X8.jpg
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Using a Standard RC Radio Receiver with an 8 channel PPM Encoder
You can use a standard radio receiver with an 8 channel PPM Encoder in place of the
 PPM-SUM receiver.

An 8 Channel PPM Encoder is available from 3DRobotics (Here!)
Solder a 3×8 Right angle connector from the top into one end of the 8 Channel PPM Encoder board.
With the 3×8 connector up and facing away from you, solder a 3×1 Right angle connector on the right
 edge of the 8 Channel PPM Encoder board.

Connect 5-8 output channels of your receiver to the inputs of the 8 Channel Encoder
 (signal wire furthest from board) with 5-8 female to female servo jumpers.

Connect the PPM-SUM output of the Encoder with a 3 wire cable to the PX4IO boards PPM sum input
 (1×3 connector).

Note! If you are using a 3DR PPM Encoder it is important to know that when you are
 calibrating your transmitter you will quite likely need to hook up your flight battery to the
 PX4IO because the USB port alone can’t supply enough power.

3DRobotics 8 Channel PPM-Sum Encoder

 There are Several Radio systems that support PPM-Sum or S-Bus
 directly

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/8-channel-ppm-encoder-version-2
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/03/PPMEncoderDesc.jpg
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FRSky transmitter adapter module and PPM-Sum receiver

FRSky PPM-Sum compatible transmitter

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/FRSkySystem.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/FRSkyTaranis.jpg
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Turnigy transmitter compatible with FRSky transmitter module

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/Turnigy9XR.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/FutabaT8FG.jpg
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Futaba transmitter compatible with Futaba S-Bus receivers

You can also go to the PixHawk Link for even more options  (Here!)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

Build Your Own Frame

Improving the Capabilities of Your Multicopter

Advanced MultiCopter Design

Battery Information

https://pixhawk.ethz.ch/px4/modules/peripherals#rc_transmitters
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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APM firmware is the brains of your autopilot operation, created and maintained by the dedicated open
 source community. Downloading the latest firmware onto APM is an important part of first time setup
 and also useful when updating APM’s existing firmware. These instructions will show you how to
 download the latest firmware onto APM.

Contents

1 Connect APM to computer
2 Connect APM to Mission Planner
3 Select firmware
4 Connect to MavLink

Connect APM to computer
Once you’ve downloaded Mission Planner onto your ground station computer, connect APM to your
 computer using the micro USB connector and APM’s micro USB port. Use a direct USB port on your
 computer, not a USB hub. Click on images to enlarge.

Windows will automatically detect APM and install the correct driver software. If you get a message

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Loading Firmware onto APM

Loading Firmware onto APM

ArduCopter
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http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-glossary/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/apm_micro_usb.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://ardupilot.com/
http://ardupilot.com/downloads/
http://www.diydrones.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/introduction/project-news/
http://store.3drobotics.com/?utm_source=www&utm_medium=corporate+site&utm_term=store&utm_campaign=store+click+on+corporate+site
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 stating “driver not found”, follow these instructions to download the software manually.

Connect APM to Mission Planner
Next we’ll let Mission Planner know which port we’re using to connect to APM. In Mission Planner, use
 the drop-down menus in the upper-right corner of the screen (near the Connect button) to connect to
 APM. Select Arduino Mega 2560 and set the Baud rate to 115200 as shown. Don’t hit Connect just
 yet.

Select firmware
Now we’ll select which firmware to download to APM; this depends on the configuration of your craft.
 Select the Hardware screen from the icons at the top of the display. Choose your copter’s frame by
 clicking the corresponding icon: Quad, Hexa, Y6, plane, rover, or other. (We’ll specify + or x
 configuration later.) The firmware screen will not appear if you have already selected Connect, so
 ensure that Mission Planner shows a disconnected icon in the upper-right corner to access the
 firmware.

Once you select your frame, Mission Planner will automatically detect the latest firmware version for
 your craft and prompt you to confirm the download. Select Yes to download the firmware onto APM.
 When the download status reads Done, your firmware download is complete.

http://ardupilot.com/downloads/?did=19
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/connect-to-com-port.png
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/mission-planner-firmware-download.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/06/mission-planner-select-firmware.png
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Connect to MavLink
Select Connect (upper-right corner of the screen) to load MavLink parameters to APM. Mission
 Planner will display a window showing the progress of the MavLink download.

When the window displays Done and Mission Planner shows the Disconnect option in place
 of Connect, your APM firmware has been downloaded successfully.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/condiscon.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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These instructions will show you how to download the latest firmware onto the Pixhawk.

Contents

1 Connect Pixhawk to computer
2 Select the COM port
3 Install firmware
4 Re-Installing the Mission Planner and Pixhawk Drivers

Connect Pixhawk to computer
Once you’ve installed the Mission Planner onto your computer, connect the Pixhawk to your computer
 using the micro USB cable. Use a direct USB port on your computer, not a USB hub. Click on images
 to enlarge.

Windows should automatically detect and install the correct driver software. If you get a message
 stating “driver not found” or “Failed to install driver”, follow the instructions at the bottom of this page to
 reinstall the mission planner and drivers.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Loading Firmware onto Pixhawk

Loading Firmware onto Pixhawk

ArduCopter
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Select the COM port
Open the Mission Planner and select the com port drop-down on the upper-right corner of the screen
 (near the Connect button).  Select AUTO or PX4 FMU. Don’t hit Connect just yet.

Install firmware
On the Mission Planner’s Initial Setup >> Install Firmware screen select the appropriate icon that
 matches your frame (i.e. Quad, Hexa).  Answer “Yes” when it asks you “Are you sure?”.

After the Mission Planner detects which board you are using (i.e. Pixhawk) it will ask you to unplug the
 board, plug it back in and then press OK within a few seconds (during this brief period the bootloader
 accepts requests to upload new firmware).

If all goes well you will see some status appear on the bottom right including the words, “erase…”,
 “program…”, “verify..” and “Upload Done”.  The firmware has been succesfully uploaded to the board.

You can teste the firmware is basically working by switching to the Mission Planner’s Flight Data

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/Pixhawk_ConnectWithMP.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/Pixhawk_InstallFirmware.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/Pixhawk_InstallFirmware2.png
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 screen and pressing the “Connect” button.  The HUD should update as you tilt the board.

Re-Installing the Mission Planner and Pixhawk Drivers
If the driver failed to install correctly when the Pixhawk was first plugged in or you received the
 message “Error: No response from board” when uploading follow these instructions which may resolve
 the problem.

1. Backup the Mission Planner’s logs directory if there are dataflash or tlogs from earlier flights you
 would like to keep.  Normally the logs directory can be found in “C:\Program Files (x86)\APM
 Planner\logs” or “C:\Program Files (x86)\Mission Planner\logs”.

2. Uninstall the Mission Planner using the “Uninstall Mission Planner” application which can normally
 be found in your Start menu >> All Programs >> Mission Planner (or APM Planner).

3. Open a file explorer and delete the “C:\Program Files (x86)\Mission Planner” or “C:\Program Files
 (x86)\APM Planner” directories if they exist

4. Uninstall the Pixhawk driver:
1. Open the Start >> All Programs >> Accessories >> System Tools >> Control Panel >>

 Devices and Printers
2. while the Pixhawk is still plugged in right-mouse-button click on the PX4 FMU device and

 select Properties, the select the Hardware tab and select Properties
3. On the General tab select Change Settings, on the Driver tab select Uninstall
4. On the Confirm Device Uinstall window click the “Delete the driver software for this device”

 and press “OK”
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5. Re-install the mission planner from the latest MSI.  This should install the latest mission planner and
 also automatically reinstall the latest Pixhawk drivers onto your computer.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/Pixhawk_UninstallDriver.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-loading-firmware-onto-pixhawk/wiki/initial-setup/common-install-mission-planner/
http://ardupilot.com/wp-content/plugins/download-monitor/download.php?id=82
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Table of Contents

Mandatory Hardware Configuration
As part of first time setup, you’ll need to configure some required hardware components using the
 Mission Planner. These instructions describe the process for selecting frame orientation and
 configuring the RC transmitter/receiver, compass, and accelerometer.

Contents

1 Mandatory Hardware Configuration
2 Select frame type
3 Calibrate Compass
4 Calibrate accelerometer
5 Calibrate radio control
6 Configure additional hardware (optional)

Select frame type
On the Mission Planner’s Initial Setup screen select Mandatory Hardware > Frame Type. Select the
 frame for your copter. The default configuration is X. If you want one of the arms to serve as the
 exclusive front-facing direction, select the Plus configuration. For Tricopters, Traditional Helis and
 Y6s, the frame type is ignored.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Configuring Hardware
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(For an H-Frame quadcopter use the option to set the frame type to ‘3’ in the Advanced Parameter
 Tab. To apply the H-frame configuration, swap the left rear and right rear props and reverse the motor
 direction for each of those motors (by swapping any two motor wires). Repeat the same process for
 the front two motors.)

 

Calibrate Compass
To perform the basic compass calibration you should:

Under Intial Setup > Mandatory Hardware select Compass. Select the correct orientation for your
 setup.
Ensure the Enable and AutoDec check boxes are checked
Click the “Live Calibration” button
Next select your autopilot configuration, for Pixhawk and PX4, select the option Pixhawk/PX4 with
 the image of the Pixhawk. For APM 2.6, select APM with External Compass with the image of the
 GPS with Compass module. These options will automatically enter the correct orientation for the
 board. Ensure that you have mounted the GPS with Compass with the arrow facing toward the front
 of the vehicle and in the same direction as the arrow on the autopilot.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/select-frame-type1.png
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A window should pop-up informing you that you have 60 seconds in which to rotate the APM/PX4
 around all axis, press “OK”
A countdown window should appear to show that the mission planner is collecting compass data

During these next 60 seconds you should hold the copter in the air and rotate it slowly so that each
 side (front, back, left, right, top and bottom) points down towards the earth for a few seconds in
 turn.

Upon completion, another window will pop up showing you the new offsets that it calculated.
For APM, as long as all three values are between -150 and 150 the offsets are good.  Press “OK”.
Note, for PX4 and Pixhawk values may be greater than 150 and less than -150. Press “OK”.

Check out this video for an example of performing compass calibration.

More details on this and other compass set-up procedures “compassmot” can be found here.

General discussion on magnetic interference and ways to reduce it can be found here.

 

Calibrate accelerometer
Under Initial Setup, select Accel Calibration from the left-side menu.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/calibrate-compass.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/compass-dance.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmsueBS0J3E
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/wiki/ac_compasssetupupadvanced/#Compassmot_8211_compensation_for_interference_from_the_PDB_ESC_motors
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/wiki/ac_compasssetupupadvanced/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/wiki/automatic-compass-declination/
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If you are using ArduCopter Code 3.0, make sure you check the AC 3.0+ box. If you are using 2.9.1b
 (or earlier), leave the box unchecked.  This process will require you to place your copter in the
 positions shown below in sequence. The level position is the most important to get right as this will be
 the attitude that your controller considers level while flying.

It is important not to move the copter immediately after pressing the key for each step. Check out this
 video for an example of how to hold the copter.

When you’re ready to perform the calibration, select Calibrate Accel.

Mission Planner will prompt you to place the copter in each calibration position and press any key.
 Proceed through the required positions. (It is not necessary to use the Click When Done button.)

When you’ve completed the calibration process, Mission Planner will display “Calibration Successful!”
 as shown below.

https://vimeo.com/56224615
https://vimeo.com/56224615
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/accel-calib-positions.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/calibrate-accel.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/accel-clibration-press-any-key.png
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Calibrate radio control
Turn on transmitter. Verify that the transmitter is in Airplane mode (APM needs airplane mode
 regardless of the platform type being piloted) and all trims are centered.

For Mode 1 transmitters, the left stick will control pitch and yaw, the right stick will control throttle and
 roll.

For Mode 2 transmitters, the left stick will control throttle and yaw; the right stick will control pitch and
 roll.

For either type of transmitter, the transmitter’s three-position switch should be attached to channel 5
 and will control flight modes.

Optionally the transmitter’s tuning knob should control channel 6 for inflight tuning.  Channel 7 and
 Channel 8 switches can be used for controlling auxiliary functions.
 In Mission Planner, click on the green “Calibrate Radio” button in the lower right of the window.
 Mission Planner will call a dialog window to ensure radio control equipment is on, battery is not
 connected, and propellers are not attached. Select OK.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/calibration-successful.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/radio_setup1.png
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Select OK; move the control sticks and toggle switches on your transmitter to their limits of travel and
 observe the results on the radio calibration bars. Red lines will appear across the calibration bars to
 indicate maximum and minimum values. Move the Ch 5 and 6 toggle switches through their range of
 positions (Ch 7 and 8 are not used for basic operations).
 Your transmitter should cause the following control changes:
 Channel 1: low = roll left, high = roll right.
 Channel 2: low = pitch forward, high=pitch back.
 Channel 3: low = throttle down (off), high = throttle up.
 Channel 4: low = yaw left, high = yaw right.

When the red bars for roll, pitch, throttle, yaw, and radio 5 (and optionally radio 6, 7 and 8) are set at
 the minimum and maximum positions, select Click when Done. Mission Planner will show a summary
 of the calibration data. Normal values are around 1100 for minimums and 1900 for maximums.  If the
 bars go in the opposite direction of the direction you’re moving the sticks, that means that the
 channel is reversed on your RC transmitter side. Use your RC transmitter’s channel-reverse
 function to reverse it at the transmitter sid. (see your RC gear’s manual for that, if you’re not familiar
 with the process)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/calibrate-radio.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/radio-calib-click-when-done.png
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Configure additional hardware (optional)
Optional Hardware configuration for the battery monitor, sonar, airspeed sensor, optical flow, OSD,
 camera gimbal, and antenna tracker are detailed on the Optional Hardware wiki page.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/radi-calib-results.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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 Table of Contents

ESC Calibration

Electronic speed controllers are responsible for spinning the motors at the speed requested by the
 autopilot. Most ESCs need to be calibrated so that they know the minimum and maximum pwm values
 that the flight controller will send.  This page provides instructions for calibrating ESCs. Please
 complete radio calibration before performing ESC calibration.

Contents

1 ESC Calibration
2 About ESC Calibration
3 All at once calibration
4 Manual ESC-by-ESC Calibration

4.1 Safety Check!
4.2 Calibrating ESCs individually (Currently Untested on PX4)

5 Testing
6 Notes / Troubleshooting

About ESC Calibration
ESC calibration will vary based on what brand of ESC you are using, so always refer to the
 documentation for the brand of ESC you are using for specific information (such as tones).  “All at
 once” calibration works well for most ESCs, so it is good idea to attempt it first and if that fails try the
 “Manual ESC-by-ESC” method.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > ESC Calibration
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For 3DR ESCs can use the “All at once” method.
DJI Opto ESCs do not require and do not support calibration, so skip this page completely
Some brands of ESC do not allow calibration and will not arm unless you adjust your radio’s throttle
 end-points so that the minimum throttle is around 1000 PWM.  Note that if you change the end-
points on your TX you must re-do the Radio Calibration.
Begin this procedure only after you have completed the “Calibrate radio control” section of the
 Configuring Hardware page and “Connect ESCs and motors” part of the Assembly Instructions. 
 Next follow these steps:

All at once calibration
Safety Check!

Before calibrating ESCs, please ensure that your copter has NO PROPS on it and that the APM is
 NOT CONNECTED to your computer via USB and the Lipo battery is disconnected.

1. Turn on your transmitter and put the throttle stick at maximum.

2. Connect the Lipo battery.  The autopilot’s red, blue and yellow LEDs will light up in a cyclical
 pattern. This means the it’s ready to go into ESC calibration mode the next time you plug it in.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/esc-motor/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_radio_control
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/esc-motor/wiki/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_radio_control
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/esc-motor/wiki/configuring-hardware
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/esc-motor/wiki/assembly-instructions/#Connect_ESCs_and_motors
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/esc-motor/wiki/assembly-instructions/
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3. With the transmitter throttle stick still high, disconnect and reconnect the battery.

4. For PX4 or Pixhawk, press and hold the safety button until it displays solid red.
5. The autopilot is now in ESC calibration mode. (On an APM you may notice the red and blue LEDs

 blinking alternatively on and off like a police car).
6. Wait for your ESCs to emit the musical tone, the regular number of beeps indicating your battery’s

 cell count (i.e. 3 for 3S, 4 for 4S) and then an additional two beeps to indicate that the maximum
 throttle has been captured.

7. Pull the transmitter’s throttle stick down to its minimum position.

8. The ESCs should then emit a long tone indicating that the minimum throttle has been captured and
 the calibration is complete.

9. If the long tone indicating successful calibration was heard, the ESCs are “live” now and if you raise
 the throttle a bit they should spin. Test that the motors spin by raising the throttle a bit and then
 lowering it again.

10. Set the throttle to minimum and disconnect the battery to exit ESC-calibration mode.

Here is a video demonstrating the process:
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Demonstration of ESC calibration process with Pixhawk:

Manual ESC-by-ESC Calibration

Safety Check!
Before calibrating ESCs, please ensure that your copter has NO PROPS on it and that the APM is
 NOT CONNECTED to your computer via USB.

Calibrating ESCs individually (Currently Untested on PX4)
1. Plug one of your ESC three-wire cables into the throttle channel of the RC receiver. (This is usually
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 channel 3.)
2. Turn on the transmitter and set throttle stick to maximum (full up).
3. Connect the LiPo battery
4. You will hear a musical tone then two beeps.
5. After the two beeps, lower the throttle stick to full down.
6. You will then hear a number of beeps (one for each battery cell you’re using) and finally a single

 long beep indicating the end points have been set and the ESC is calibrated.
7. Disconnect battery. Repeat these steps for all ESCs.
8. If it appears that the ESC’s did not calibrate then the throttle channel on the transmitter might need

 to be reversed.
9. If you are still having trouble after trying these methods (for example, ESCs still beep continuously)

 try lowering your throttle trim 50%.
10. You can also try powering your APM board via the USB first to boot it up before plugging in the

 LiPo.

Testing
Once you have calibrated your ESCs, you can test them by plugging in your LiPo.  Remember: no
 propellers!

Ensure your transmitter’s flight mode switch is set to “Stabilize Mode”.

Arm your copter (instructions are (Here!) if you’ve never done this before)

Give a small amount of throttle.  All motors should spin at about same speed and they should start
 at the same time. If the motors do not all start at the same time and spin at the same speed, the
 ESC’s are still not properly calibrated.
Disam your copter

Notes / Troubleshooting
The All-at-once ESC calibration mode simply causes the APM to pass through the pilot’s throttle
 directly through to the ESCs. If you power up the APM while in this mode you’ll send the same PWM
 signal to all the ESCs. That’s all it does.  Many ESCs use full throttle at startup to enter programming
 mode, full throttle postition is then saved as the upper end point and when you pull the throttle down to
 zero, that position is saved as the lower end point.

If after calibration your motors do NOT spin same speed nor start at the same time, repeat the

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/initial-setup/esc-motor/wiki/arming_the_motors/
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 calibration process. If you tried the auto calibration above and it didn’t work or the ESCs do not drive
 the motors identically, try the manual calibration method described above. That should work almost
 every time. (Rarely after a full manual calibration you will also need to do an additional final automatic
 calibration).

Finally, there are a huge number of brands and types of ESCs available and some of them do not
 adhere to the normal programming conventions (sometimes even though they claim to) and they may
 simply not work with the APM the way it is now. This is an unfortunately necessary but true disclaimer.

Recommended ESC settings as follows:

1. Brake: OFF
2. Battery Type: Ni-xx(NiMH or NiCd)  (even if you’re using Li-po batteries this setting reduces the

 likelihood that the ESC’s low voltage detection will turn off the motors)
3. CutOff Mode: Soft-Cut (Default)
4. CutOff Threshold: Low
5. Start Mode: Normal (Default)
6. Timing: MEDIUM

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Table of Contents

Motor Setup

Multicopters require that the motors spin in specific directions according to their configuration.
 As part of first time setup, you’ll need to verify that each motor spins in the correct direction.
 This page gives instructions for setting motor directions, selecting propellers, and attaching propellers
 to motors.

Contents

1 Motor Setup
2 Ensuring that the motor order is correct
3 Testing motor spin directions
4 Set correct spin directions
5 Choosing propellers
6 Attach propellers

Ensuring that the motor order is correct
The most important thing in setting up a new copter is ensuring that the motors are connected in the
 right order to the autopilot.

Use these instructions to connect motors in correct order to APM 2
Use these instructions to connect motors in correct order to Pixhawk

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Motor Setup

Motor Setup
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Testing motor spin directions
1. Make sure there are no propellers on your copter!!
2. Turn transmitter on and ensure the flight mode switch is set to Stabilize.
3. Connect battery.
4. Arm copter by holding the throttle down and rudder right for five seconds.
5. If it fails to Arm with the throttle down and to the right and the motors will not spin, it has probably

 failed the  Pre-Arm Safety Check.
1. Pre-Arm safety check failure is also indicated by the red arming light double flashing and then

 repeating.
2. If the Pre-Arm check fails go to the Prearm Safety Check Page and correct the problem or

 disable the check before continuing.
6. When you can Arm successfully, apply a small amount of throttle, and observe and note spin

 direction of each motor.

Set correct spin directions
Now that your motors are spinning, we’ll set the correct direction for each motor.
 The direction the motors spin (clockwise or counterclockwise) is determined by the connection to the
 ESCs.
 As you apply a small amount of throttle to the motors, check and see what direction they are spinning
 in.
 Motors should spin as indicated by the diagrams below according to type.
 Check the diagram below to see what direction each motor should spin and verify that the motor does
 spin in the specific direction.

          

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/APM_2_5_MOTORS_QUAD_enc-Copy.jpg
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Most likely some of your motor directions will need to be switched.
 Take note of which motors needs to be reversed and disconnect the battery from your copter.
 To reverse the spin direction of a motor, switch two of the three cables connecting the motor to the
 ESC by disconnecting two of the bullet connectors, switching the wires, and reconnecting as shown
 below.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/hexa-octo.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/APM_2_5_MOTORS_Y6A_Y6B.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/motor-spin2.jpg
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Choosing propellers
Propellers come in many varieties and are suited to different needs. Have experience choosing
 propellers? Help us by editing this section!

Attach propellers
Unscrew prop nuts and add propellers to motor collets with writing on props facing up in relation to the
 sky.
 If you have a co-axial motor configuration, make sure that the writing on the props faces up even if the
 motor faces down.
 Add metal spacers on top of prop nuts if prop hub measures less than 5 mm in height.
 Tighten prop nuts to secure propellers in place.
 Try inserting a 2 mm (5/64) hex wrench into the hole in the side of the prop nut to get better leverage
 when tightening prop nuts.
 Select propellers based on motor directions.
 Find your frame in the images above. Use pusher propellers for motors marked clockwise and normal
 propellers marked counterclockwise.
 Pusher propellers are usually marked “P” or “SFP” on the propeller.

More detailed information on the set-up of motors (and RC Inputs) can be found (Here!).

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/motor-setup/wiki/connecting-your-rc-input-and-motors/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Table of Contents

First Flight

This section covers the information you will need to know for your first flight and also some basic
 configuration to get your copter flying reasonably well.  Please follow each of the links below.

1. Setting up the Flight Modes
2. APM/PX4 board LEDs and their meaning
3. Pre-Arm safety checks
4. Arming and Disarming
5. Getting off the ground – tips for new pilots
6. Roll and Pitch rate tuning
7. Measuring Vibration levels
8. Setting Throttle Mid
9. Save Trim & Auto Trim

 

Some of this contents is also covered in this “first flight checks” video

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > First Flight with ArduCopter
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Done all the above?  Then you must be ready for the Advanced Configuration or jump straight to
 Autonomous flight!

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flying-arducopter/wiki/configuration/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flying-arducopter/wiki/mission-planning-and-analysis/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Setting up Flight Modes

Contents

1 Setting up Flight Modes
2 GPS Dependency

There are 14 flight modes available in APM:Copter, 10 of which are regularly used.  You can set these
 up by doing the following:

Turn on your RC transmitter
Connect the APM/PX4 to the Mission Planner
Go to the Initial Setup > Mandatory Hardware > Flight Modes screen
Note as you move your transmitter’s flight mode switch (channel 5) the green highlight bar will move
 to a different position.
Use the drop-down on each line to select the flight mode for that switch position ensuring that at
 least one switch position is left assigned to Stabilize
Optionally check the Simple Mode check-box for that switch position.  If using AC3.1 or higher you
 can optionally set Super Simple mode.  If both Simple mode and Super Simple mode checkboxes
 are checked Super Simple will be used.
When finished press the “Save Modes” button.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Flight Modes

Flight Modes
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In general when first starting to use APM:Copter you should progress through the flight modes in the
 order listed below, being sure that you are comfortable with each before progressing to the next.  Click
 on any of the flight modes below for more details.

Stabilize
Alt Hold
Loiter (& OF_loiter)
RTL (Return-to-Launch)
Auto

Additional flight modes

Acro
Sport
Drift
Guided
Circle
Position
Land
Follow Me
Simple and Super Simple 

Most transmitters provide a 3 position switch but you can find instructions here for setting up a 6-
position flight mode switch.

If you do not wish to use the mission planner you can also set the flight modes through the CLI
 (command line interface).

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/MP_SetupFlightMode.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/stabilize-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/altholdmode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/loiter-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/loiter-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/loiter-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/rtl-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/auto-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/acro-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/sport-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/ac2_guidedmode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/circle-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/ac2_positionmode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/land-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/common-six-modes/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/common-six-modes/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/setting-up-flight-modes-with-the-cli/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/setting-up-flight-modes-with-the-cli/
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With some small code modifications you can set-up custom flight modes which are combinations of
 existing flight modes as described in the developer section (Here!)

GPS Dependency
Flight modes that use GPS-positioning data require an active GPS lock prior to takeoff. To see if your
 autopilot has acquired GPS lock, connect to a ground station or consult your autopilot’s hardware
 overview page to see the LED indication for GPS lock. Below is a summary of GPS dependency for
 APM:Copter flight modes.

Requires GPS lock prior to takeoff:

Loiter (& OF_loiter)
RTL (Return-to-Launch)
Auto
Guided
Drift
Position
Follow Me
Circle

Does not require GPS lock:

Stabilize
Alt Hold
Acro
Sport
Land

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wiki/user-definable-flight-modes/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/loiter-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/loiter-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/loiter-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/rtl-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/auto-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/ac2_guidedmode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/ac2_positionmode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/circle-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/stabilize-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/altholdmode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/acro-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/sport-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/wiki/land-mode/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Overview
Acro mode (Rate mode) uses the RC sticks to control the angular velocity of the copter. Release the
 sticks and the vehicle will maintain its current attitude and will not return to level. Acro mode is useful
 for aerobatics such as flips or rolls, or FPV when smooth and fast control is desired.

The throttle is completely manual with no compensation for tilt angle of the vehicle.  If the pilot puts
 the throttle completely down the motors will go to their minimum rate.
AC3.1 and higher include an Acro Trainer functionality that can be turned on/off to make learning to
 fly Acro easier.
Stick inputs are interpreted in the “body frame” (as opposed to Sport mode in which they are “earth
 frame”).  The difference between “body frame” and “earth frame” is most obvious when the vehicle
 is leaned over.  For example when pitched forward at 45degrees, when left yaw is applied if using
 an earth frame controller (i.e. Sport mode) the copter will maintain it’s pitch and roll angles as it’s
 heading changes.  With a body frame controller like Acro it will rotate about the vehicle’s vertical
 axis meaning the pitch angle will become the roll angle and the roll angle will become the pitch
 angle.

Warning: Acro is the most difficult flight mode to master and you can look forward to crashing multiple

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Acro Mode
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 times before you get the hang of it.

The above video was filmed with a Pixhawk running AC3.2 in ACRO mode using FPV goggles.

Acro Trainer
The ACRO_TRAINER parameter can be set to:

0  = disabled.  This means the pilot operates in full Rate control with no automatic leveling
 nor angle-limiting performed by the autopilot.
1 = automatic leveling.  The vehicle will automatically return to the level when the pilot
 releases the sticks.  The aggressiveness with which it returns to level can be controlled
 with the ACRO_BAL_ROLL and ACRO_BAL_PITCH parameters.  The default of 1.0 will
 cause it to return to level at up to 30deg/sec.  Higher values will make it return more
 quickly.
2 (Default) = automatic leveling and lean angle limited.  Includes the automatic levelling as
 option #1 but in addition the vehicle will not lean more than 45 degrees (this angle can be
 configured with the ANGLE_MAX parameter).

The trainer can be enabled/disabled using the Ch7/Ch8 switches.  With a 3 position switch the off
 position (i.e. PWM < 1200) will disable the trainer, middle position will enable option #1 (automatic
 leveling) and the top position (i.e. PWM > 1800) will enable option #2 (leveling and lean angle limited).
 With a 2 position switch only options #0 (disabled) and option #2 (leveling & limited) are possible.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/acro-mode/wiki/common-fpv-first-person-view/
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Tuning Parameters
ACRO_RP_P controls the rotation rate for the roll and pitch axis.  The default, 4.5, will command a
 200deg/sec rotation rate.  Higher values lead to higher rotation rates, lower to slower rotation rates.
ACRO_YAW_P controls the rotation rate for the yaw axis.  The default, 4.5, like roll and pitch, will
 command a 200deg/sec rotation rate.
ACRO_EXPO is an amount of Exponential to apply to the pilots stick inputs that only applies to
 ACRO mode.  By default, ACRO mode is much more responsive, even in the center-sticks
 positions, than the other modes, so this parameter allows the pilot to fine-tune stick response in the
 control to match what they feel when they are in other modes such as Stabilize, AltHold, PosHold,
 etc.  The default value of 0 applies 30% expo to Roll and Pitch demands from the pilot.

Advanced Tuning Parameters
After you have become very confident with flying in ACRO mode, you may want to go deeper in to
 tuning it based on your vehicle’s performance characteristics.  These parameters should be adjusted
 by advanced users only with the intent of removing “bounce” after very fast roll or flip maneuvers on a
 vehicle that you are confident is very well tuned.  Note that these parameters are global parameters
 that apply to all flight modes, not just ACRO.

ATC_RATE_RP_MAX maximum rotation rate in roll/pitch axis.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/MP_Ch7_AcroTrainer.png
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ATC_RATE_Y_MAX maximum rotation rate in yaw axis
ATC_ACCEL_RP_MAX: Maximum acceleration in roll/pitch axis measured in Centi-degres/sec/sec.
  Let’s say you have a highly nimble quadcopter and you have your ACRO_RP_P parameter set to
 9, which translates to a roll request of ~400deg/sec.  The copter is not physically capable of going
 from 0deg/sec to 400deg/sec without a brief moment of acceleration.  During that time, error is
 building up in the controller in order to get you to 400deg/sec.  When you let off the sticks, that error
 can still be present, resulting in an overshoot of desired attitude, followed by a bounce-back.  This
 parameter can be tuned to help remove that error during the maneuver and soften if not remove the
 bounce-back.  Note that this is completely different from tuning the Rate D terms for Pitch and Roll,
 and should come only after those terms are properly tuned.
ATC_ACCEL_Y_MAX: Maximum acceleration in Yaw axis measured in Centi-degress/sec/sec.
  Same principle as ATC_ACCEL_RP_MAX but on the YAW axis based on the ACRO_YAW_P
 parameter value (likely a much lower, more attainable value.)

User Videos

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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In altitude hold mode, the copter maintains a consistent altitude while allowing roll, pitch, and yaw to be
 controlled normally. This page contains important information about using and tuning alt hold.

Contents

1 Overview
2 Controls
3 Tuning
4 Verifying AltHold performance with dataflash logs
5 Common Problems
6 Adequate Power

Overview
When altitude hold mode (aka AltHold) is selected, the throttle is automatically controlled to maintain
 the current altitude. Roll, Pitch and yaw operate the same as in Stabilize mode meaning that the pilot
 directly controls the roll and pitch lean angles and the heading.

Automatic altitude hold is a feature of many other flight modes (Loiter, Sport, etc) so the information
 here pertains to those modes as well.

Note: The flight controller uses a barometer which measures air pressure as the primary means for
 determining altitude (“Pressure Altitude”) and if the air pressure is changing in your flight area due to
 extreme weather, the copter will follow the air pressure change rather than actual altitude (unless you
 are within 20 feet of the ground and have SONAR installed and enabled). Below 26 feet, SONAR (if
 enabled) will automatically provide even more accurate altitude maintenance.
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Controls
The pilot can control the climb or descent rate of the vehicle with the throttle stick.

If the throttle stick is in the middle (40% ~ 60%) the vehicle will maintain the current
 altitude.
Outside of the mid-throttle deadzone (i.e. below 40% or above 60%) the vehicle will
 descend or climb depending upon the deflection of the stick.  When the stick is
 completely down the copter will descend at 2.5m/s and if at the very top it will climb
 by 2.5m/s.  These speeds can be adjusted with the PILOT_VELZ_MAX parameter.
The size of the deadband can be adjusted with the THR_DZ parameter (AC3.2 and
 higher only).  This params value should be between “0” and “400” with “0” meaning
 no deadband.  “100” would produce a deadband 10% above and below mid throttle
 (i.e. deadband extends from 40% to 60% throttle stick position).

AC3.1 and later allow arming and disarming in altitude hold mode. When disarming, the copter may
 need to rest in the landing position for a few seconds to allow the “landing checker” to verify that the
 copter has landed before you are able to disarm.

Tuning

The Altitude Hold P is used to convert the altitude error (the difference between the desired altitude
 and the actual altitude) to a desired climb or descent rate.  A higher rate will make it more

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Tuning_AltHold.png
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 aggressively attempt to maintain it’s altitude but if set too high leads to a jerky throttle response.

The Throttle Rate (which normally requires no tuning) converts the desired climb or descent rate into a
 desired acceleration up or down.

The Throttle Accel PID gains convert the acceleration error (i.e the difference between the desired
 acceleration and the actual acceleration) into a motor output.  The 1:2 ratio of P to I (i.e. I is twice the
 size of P) should be maintained if you modify these parameters.  These values should never be
 increased but for very powerful copters you may get better response by reducing both by 50% (i.e P to
 0.5, I to 1.0).

Verifying AltHold performance with dataflash logs
Viewing the altitude hold performance is best done by downloading a dataflash log from your flight,
 then open it with the mission planner and graph the barometer altitude, desired altitude and inertial
 navigation based altitude estimate.  This data is found in slight different columns depending upon the
 version and board.

APM running AC3.1: graph CTUN’s BarAlt (baro alt), WPAlt (desired altitude) and the GPS message’s
 RelAlt (inertial nav alt estimate)

APM running AC3.2 or Pixhawk running AC3.1 or AC3.2: CTUN’s BarAlt (baro alt), DAlt (desired alt)
 and Alt (inertial nav alt estimate)

The three should track well as shown below.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Alt-Hold-PID-version-3.0.1.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/altholdmode/wiki/downloading-and-analyzing-data-logs-in-mission-planner/
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Common Problems
1. High vibrations can lead to the copter rapidly climbing as soon as altitude hold is engaged.  Check

 the Measuring Vibration and Vibration Dampening wiki pages for details on how to measure and
 reduce vibrations.

2. Copter slowly descends or climbs until the pilot retakes control in stabilize.  Normally this is caused
 by not having the throttle stick in the mid position.  This commonly happens when the pilot is
 switching into AltHold from a manual flight mode (like Stabilize) on a copter that does not hover at
 mid throttle.  See the wiki page related to setting the mid throttle position.

3. The motors seem to stop for a moment just as AltHold is engaged but then it soon recovers.  This
 normally occurs when the pilot enters AltHold while climbing rapidly.  The target altitude is set at the
 moment the pilot switches into alt hold but because the vehicle is rising quickly it flies above the
 target.  The aggressive altitude hold controller then responds by momentarily reducing the motors
 to near minimum until the copter begins falling back to the target altitude.  The workaround is to
 enter AltHold while the copter is flying at a stable altitude.

4. Air pressure changes cause the vehicle to drift up or down by a couple of meters over longer period
 of time or for the altitude shown on the GCS to be inaccurate by a couple of meters including
 occasional negative altitudes (meaning altitudes below the home altitude).

5. Momentary altitude loss of 1m ~ 2m when the copter levels out after a high speed forward flight. 
 This is caused by an aerodynamic effect which leads to a momentary low pressure bubble forming
 on the top of the copter where the flight controller is mounted which leads the altitude hold
 controller to believe it is climbing so it responds by descending.  There is no cure for this behaviour
 at the moment although increasing the INAV_TC_Z parameter to 7 (default is 5) reduces the effect
 but increases the change of Common Problem #1 listed above.

6. Altitude hold becomes erratic when the vehicle is close to the ground or during landing.  This can be
 caused by the barometer being affected by pressure changes created by prop-wash.  The solution

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Tuning_AltHoldCheck.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/altholdmode/wiki/ac_measuringvibration/
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http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/altholdmode/wiki/ac_throttlemid/
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 is to move the flight controller out of the prop wash effect or shield it within an appropriately
 ventilated enclosure.

7. Sudden altitude changes caused by light striking the barometer.  APM2.x sold after mid 2013 come
 with black tape on the inside of the case to protect against this.

Adequate Power
It is very important that the vehicle has enough power available.  Without this the AltHold and attitude
 controllers can require more power than is available from one or more motors and will be forced to
 sacrifice some control which could lead to a loss of attitude or altitude.

Ideally the vehicle should be able to hover at about 50% throttle (mid stick) and anything higher than
 70% is dangerous.

Warning: If you incorporate expo on your transmitter, that directly increases the size of the Alt
 Hold throttle dead band.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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In Auto mode the copter will follow a pre-programmed mission script stored in the autopilot which is
 made up of navigation commands (i.e. waypoints) and “do” commands (i.e. commands that do not
 affect the location of the copter including triggering a camera shutter). This page provides an overview
 of  Auto mode.  Information on creating a mission script, can be found on the Planning a mission
 with waypoints and events page.  A full list of supported commands can be found on the Mission
 Command List page.

Contents

1 Overview
2 Controls
3 Ending a Mission
4 Tuning
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AUTO mode incorporates the altitude control from AltHold mode and position control from Loiter mode
 and should not be attempted before these modes are flying well.  All the same requirements apply
 including ensuring that vibration levels and compass interference levels are acceptable and that the
 GPS is functioning well including returning an HDOP of under 2.0.

Controls
AUTO should be set-up as one of the Flight Modes on the flight mode switch.

If starting the mission while the copter is on the ground the pilot should ensure the throttle is down,
 then switch to the Auto flight mode, then raise the throttle.  The moment that the throttle is raised
 above zero, the copter will begin the mission.

If starting the mission from the air the mission will begin from the first command the moment that the
 flight mode switch is moved to Auto.  If the first command in the mission is a take-off command but the
 vehicle is already above the take-off command’s altitude the take-off command will be considered
 completed and the vehicle will move onto the next waypoint.

At any time the pilot can retake control from the autopilot by returning the flight mode switch to another
 flight mode such as Stabilize or Loiter.  If the pilot then switches to AUTO again, the mission will
 restart from the first command.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/auto.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/auto-mode/wiki/altholdmode/
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During the mission the pilot’s roll, pitch and throttle inputs are ignored but the yaw can be overridden
 with the yaw stick.  This allows the pilot to for example aim the nose of the copter (which might have a
 hard mounted camera on it) as the copter flies the mission.  The autopilot will attempt to retake yaw
 control as the vehicle passes the next waypoint.

Missions can be entered, amended through the Mission Planner’s Flight Plan screen.  Please refer to
 the Mission Command List wiki page for a full list of supported commands along with a short
 description of each.

Ending a Mission
Missions should normally have an RTL as their final command to ensure the copter will return after the
 mission completes.  Alternatively the final command could be a LAND with a different location. 
 Without a final RTL or LAND command the copter will simply stop at the final waypoint and the pilot
 will need to retake control with the transmitter.

Remember that when using RTL, the copter will return to the “home” position which is the location
 where the copter was armed.

As the copter touches down at the end of the mission the pilot should move the throttle to zero at which
 point the autopilot will disarm the motors if it also believes that it has landed.

Tuning

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/auto-mode/wiki/mission-command-list/
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AUTO mode incorporates the altitude control from AltHold mode and position control from Loiter mode.

The maximum horizontal speed of the copter can be adjusted with the Speed (aka WPNAV_SPEED)
 parameter from the Mission Planner’s Config/Tuning >> APM:Copter Pids screen (see blue box
 above).  The default is 500 meaning 5m/s.  A typical copter can reach top speeds of 10m/s ~ 13m/s
 (i.e. 1000 ~ 1300) before it becomes unable to both maintain altitude and horizontal speed.

The vertical speeds up and down can similar be adjusted with the Speed Up (WPNAV_SPEED_UP)
 and Speed Dn (WPNAV_SPEED_DN) parameters.

The Radius allows you to control how close the copter must come to the exact waypoint position
 before the waypoint is considered “complete” and the copter moves onto the next waypoint.  This only
 applies when the waypoint command includes a delay of 1 second or more.  Without a delay the
 waypoint is considered a “fast waypoint” and the copter will begin towards the next waypoint once the
 intermediate target that it is chasing has reached the waypoint.  This intermediate target can be 10m
 or more ahead of the copter (it’s distance ahead of the copter increases with the Speed parameter).

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Circle Mode

Circle will orbit a point of interest with the nose of the vehicle pointed towards the center.

The radius of the circle can be controlled by modifying the CIRCLE_RADIUS parameter.

NB: The units are meters in AC 3.1 and will be centimeters in AC 3.2.  ***Mission Planner will report
 the units as cm for both versions of the code.

Setting the CIRCLE_RADIUS to zero will cause the copter to simply stay in place and slowly rotate
 (useful for panorama shots).

The speed of the vehicle (in deg/second) can be modifed by changing the CIRCLE_RATE parameter. 
 A positive value means rotate clockwise, a negative means counter clockwise.  The vehicle may not
 achieve the desired rate if this requires the acceleration towards the center of the circle to surpass the
 maximum acceleration held in the WPNAV_ACCEL parameter (units are cm/s/s).

The pilot does not have any control over the roll and pitch but can change the altitude with the throttle
 stick as in AltHold or Loiter mode.

The pilot can control the yaw of the copter, the autopilot will not retake control of the yaw until circle
 mode is re-engaged.

The mission command LOITER_TURNS invokes Circle mode during a mission.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Circle Mode
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Drift Mode

This page provides tips for flying in Drift Mode and methods for tuning your copter to fly optimally in
 Drift Mode.

Contents

1 Drift Mode
2 Overview
3 How Drift Mode works:
4 Whats it Useful For:
5 Setting up Drift Mode:

Overview
Drift Mode allows the user to fly a multi-copter as if it were a plane with built in automatic
 coordinated turns.
The user has direct control of Yaw and Pitch, but Roll is controlled by the autopilot.  This allows the
 copter to be controlled very intuitively with a single control stick if using a Mode 2 transmitter
The user has completely manual control over the throttle as in Stabilize mode.
Drift Mode is available as of release 3.1 of the APM:Copter firmware.
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How Drift Mode works:
You “fly” the MultiCopter with the right stick (on Mode 2 controllers) controls Pitch and Yaw.
You use the left stick primarily for altitude control but not for yaw directly.
When you push the right stick forward or back the copter will pitch (and accelerate) in the
 appropriate direction.
When you push the right stick towards one side or the other the right or to the left the copter will turn
 in the direction specified.
The copter will also bank at the same time so as to make a coordinated turn in that direction.
When turning with the right stick yaw is automatically applied and sufficient roll is added to cancel
 the copters velocity in the roll axis.
This allows you to maintain a coordinated (non-skidding) turn.
Letting go of the sticks effectively turns on a speed brake in the Pitch axis that slows the copter to a
 stop over a two second period.
A copter in Drift Mode with the right stick in the center will loosely hold horizontal position (It will
 slowly drift in the wind.)
Pilot’s throttle input controls the average motor speed meaning that constant adjustment of the
 throttle is required to maintain altitude.  If the pilot puts the throttle completely down the motors will
 go to their minimum rate (MOT_SPIN_ARMED) and if the vehicle is flying it will lose attitude control
 and tumble.
Drift Mode relies on your GPS for control.
If you lose your GPS signal in flight while in Drift Mode, your copter will either land or enter altitude
 hold based on your failsafe_gps_enabled setting.
You should also be prepared to switch back to Stabilize Mode for manual recovery if necessary.

Whats it Useful For:
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FPV flyers who are looking for a dynamic, plane like flight as well as loiter-like position hold.
New flyers who want to try a more intuitive and easy to learn flight mode.
Anybody who would like to try an easy to fly and easy to learn and very fun mode.
Photographers and especially videographers who want a smoother and more coordinated filming
 result.

Setting up Drift Mode:
In the Mission Planner Configuration Section under flight modes select Drift Mode to to apply to an
 appropriate switch setting.
More information on tuning Drift mode is expected to be forthcoming shortly as are additional
 enhancements to Drift Mode itself.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Guided Mode

 Guided mode is a capability of APM:Copter to dynamically guide the copter to a target location
 wirelessly using a telemetry radio module and ground station application. This page provides
 instructions for using guided mode.

Contents

1 Guided Mode
2 Overview
3 What You’ll Need
4 Instructions

Overview
Guided mode is not a traditional flight mode that would be assigned to a mode switch like other flight
 modes. The guided mode capability is enabled using a ground station application (such as Mission
 Planner) and telemetry radio (such as the 3DR Telemetry Radio). This capability allows you to
 interactively command the copter to travel to a target location by clicking on a point on the Mission
 Planner Flight Data map. Once the location is reached, the copter will hover at that location, waiting
 for the next target. Follow Me mode also uses Guided Mode to make the copter follow the pilot around
 the field.
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What You’ll Need
To use guided mode, you’ll need a telemetry device like the 3DR Telemetry Kit 915mhz (US) or
 433mhz (Europe) allowing your computer and autopilot to communicate during flight, a ground station
 computer or tablet, and a ground station application such as Mission Planner.

Instructions
Set up your copter at the field and establish a MAVLink connection over wireless telemetry between
 your copter and your laptop.
On your laptop, using the software that came with the telemetry module, make sure that it’s working
 and that you have a GPS lock.
Take off in Stabilize mode and once at a reasonable altitude, switch to Loiter.
In the Mission Planner Flight Data screen map, try right-clicking on a nearby spot and select “Fly to
 Here”.
You will be asked for a guided mode altitude. Enter an above home altitude in meters.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/guided.png
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A “Guided” target should appear on the map and the orange line (which indicates the target
 heading) should point to this guided target.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/FlightModes_Guide_FlyToHere.png
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The vehicle should fly to the target location and wait there until you enter another location or switch
 to another mode.

 

Note: There’s no need to set up one of your flight modes as “Guided”

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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PosHold Mode

The PosHold flight mode (previously known as “Hybrid”) is a new mode for AC3.2.  It is similar to Loiter
 in that the vehicle maintains a constant location, heading, and altitude but is generally more popular
 because the pilot stick inputs directly control the vehicle’s lean angle providing a more “natural” feel.

Contents

1 PosHold Mode
2 Overview
3 Controls

Overview
When switched on, PosHold mode will automatically attempts to maintain the current location, heading
 and altitude. Good GPS position, low magnetic interference on the compass and low vibrations are all
 important in achieving good loiter performance.
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Controls
The pilot can control the copter’s location horizontally and vertically with the control sticks.

Horizontal location can be adjusted with the the Roll and Pitch control sticks with the default
 maximum lean angle being 45 degrees (angle can be adjusted with the ANGLE_MAX parameter).
 When the pilot releases the sticks the copter will lean back to bring the vehicle to a stop.
Altitude can be controlled with the Throttle control stick just as in AltHold mode
The heading can be set with the Yaw control stick
You may arm in PosHold mode but only once the GPS has 3D lock and the HDOP has dropped to
 2.0 or lower.

On an APM2 the board’s blue light will become solid when 3D lock is attained. On a Pixhawk the
 LED will become green (more details on LED patterns here).
 The HDOP value can be made clearly visible through the mission planner’s Quick screen by
 double clicking and then selecting “gpshdop” from the large grid of checkboxes.

The maximum brake-angle can be set with the PHLD_BRAKE_ANGLE parameter (i.e. 3000 = the
 vehicle will lean back up to 30degrees)
The speed the vehicle rotates back to the maximum angle can be set with the
 PHLD_BRAKE_RATE parameter (i.e. 8 = rotates back at 8 degrees per second))

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/poshold-mode/wiki/altholdmode/#Controls
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/poshold-mode/wiki/common-apm-board-leds/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Loiter_DisplayHDOP.png
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RTL Mode

In return to launch (RTL) mode, the copter navigates from its current position to hover above the home
 position. The behavior of RTL mode can be controlled by several adjustable parameters. This page
 describes how to use and customize RTL mode.

Contents

1 RTL Mode
2 Overview
3 Options (User Adjustable Parameters)
4 Notes

Overview
When RTL mode is selected, the copter will return to the home location. The copter will first rise to
 RTL_ALT before returning home or maintain the current altitude if the current altitude is higher than
 RTL_ALT.  The default value for RTL_ALT is 15m.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > RTL Mode

RTL Mode

ArduCopter
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RTL is a GPS-dependent move, so it is essential that GPS lock is acquired before attempting to use
 this mode. Before arming, ensure that the APM’s blue LED is solid and not blinking. For a GPS
 without compass, the LED will be solid blue when GPS lock is acquired. For the GPS+Compass
 module, the LED will be blinking blue when GPS is locked.

RTL will command the copter to return to the home position, meaning that it will return to the location
 where it was armed. Therefore, the home position is always supposed to be your copter’s actual GPS
 takeoff location, unobstructed and away from people. For APM:Copter if you get GPS lock and then
 ARM your copter, the home position is the location the copter was in when it was armed. This means
 if you execute an RTL in APM:Copter, it will return to the location where it was armed.

Warning: In RTL mode the flight controller uses a barometer which measures air pressure as the
 primary means for determining altitude (“Pressure Altitude”) and if the air pressure is changing in your
 flight area, the copter will follow the air pressure change rather than actual altitude (unless you are
 within 20 feet of the ground and have SONAR installed and enabled).

Options (User Adjustable Parameters)
RTL_ALT: The minimum altitude the copter will move to before returning to launch.

Set to zero to return at the current altitude.
The return altitude can be set from 1 to 8000 centimeters.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/08/RTL.png
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The default return altitude Default is 15 meters (1500)
RTL_ALT_FINAL: The altitude the copter will move to at the final stage of “Returning to Launch” or
 after completing a Mission.

Set to zero to automatically land the copter.
The final return altitude may be adjusted from 0 to 1000 centimeters.

RTL_LOIT_TIME: Time in milliseconds to loiter above the “Home” position before beginning final
 descent.

The “Loiter” time may be adjusted from 0 to 60,000 milliseconds.
WP_YAW_BEHAVIOR: Sets how the autopilot controls the “Yaw” during Missions and RTL.

0 = Never change Yaw.
1 = Face Next Waypoint including facing home during RTL.
2 = Face Next Waypoint except for RTL (i.e. during RTL vehicle will remain pointed at it’s last
 heading)

LAND_SPEED: The descent speed for the final stage of landing in centimeters per second.
The landing speed is adjustable from 20 to 200 centimeters per second.

Notes
Other navigation settings also have an influence over RTL mode:

WPNAV_ACCEL
WPNAV_LOITER_SPEED
WPNAV_SPEED_DN
WPNAV_SPEED_UP

To use RTL, GPS lock needs to be achieved (Blue GPS LED and Blue APM LED on solid not
 blinking) before arming and takeoff to establish the home or launch position.
Note on the UBLOX GPS module the LED is off while acguiring satellites and on blinking when
 satellites have been acquired.
Landing and re-arming the copter will reset home, which is a great feature for flying at airfields.
If you get lock for the first time while flying, your home will be set at the location of lock.
If you set the ALT_HOLD_RTL to a number at other than 0 it will go to and maintain that altitude
 while returning.
RTL uses the waypoint_speed to determine how fast it travels.
Once the copter arrives at the home location the copter will enter Loiter mode, timeout
 (AUTO_LAND), then land.
To prevent auto-landing, simply change modes with the control switch to clear the landing timer and
 resume normal flight.
The throttle stick controls the altitude while returning or loitering above home and not the motors
 directly.
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“Simple” and “Super Simple” modes are used in combination with the Stabilize, Sport, Drift and
 Land flight modes.
They allow the pilot to control the movement of the copter from the pilot’s point of view regardless of
 which way the copter is facing.
Useful for new pilots who have not mastered adjusting their roll and pitch inputs depending upon
 which way the vehicle is facing and for cases when the copter is far enough away that it’s heading
 is not apparent.
Simple Mode allows you to control the copter relative to the copters heading at take off and relies
 only on a good compass heading.
Super Simple Mode allows you to control the copter relative to it’s direction from home (i.e. where it
 was armed) but requires a good GPS position.
Either mode can be assigned to a particular flight mode switch position or can be enabled/disabled
 from the Ch7/Ch8 switches.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Simple and Super Simple Modes

Simple and Super Simple Modes
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Normal Mode

Without Simple or Super Simple enabled, the pilot’s transmitter stick inputs are applied in the
 orientation of the copter.  For example in the diagram above when the pilot applies roll input right (red)
 the vehicle rolls to it’s right.

With the copter is facing in the same direction as the pilot, it is relatively easy to control the vehicle but
 when the vehicle is facing towards the pilot an inexperienced pilot will feel that the controls are all
 reversed.  I.e. if the pilot inputs right roll, the vehicle will move to the left from the pilot’s point of view.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/NormalControls.png
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Simple Mode

Similar to the “care free” mode on other systems, this mode allows you to fly your copter as though it
 were pointed in the direction it was pointed when it was armed regardless of its current heading
 orientation.  So if you hold the pitch stick forward the copter will fly away from you, pull the pitch stick
 back and it will come back towards home.  You can even apply yaw to spin the copter in any direction
 but the movement of the copter’s position relative to the stick inputs will behave exactly as it did at
 take off.

Generally when arming you should stand behind the vehicle with it’s nose pointing directly away from
 you.  While flying you should try to keep the vehicle flying in front of it’s starting position because if it
 flies behind you all the controls will feel reversed.

As mentioned above simple mode is also very useful in emergency situations where the copter is far
 enough away that it is very difficult to determine it’s heading.

Super Simple Mode

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/SimpleModeControls.png
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Super Simple mode is the same as simple mode except that it uses the vehicle’s position relative to
 home instead of the vehicle’s initial heading when it was armed.  This means no matter where the
 vehicle is, pulling the pitch back will cause it to return towards home regardless of the vehicle’s
 actual heading.
The advantage over simple mode is that the controls are applied from the pilot’s point of view even
 when the copter flies behind the pilot/home location.
If the pilot holds full right roll the vehicle will fly a circle clockwise around the pilot (although the
 circle’s radius may tend to grow slightly with each orbit due to “lag”)
The disadvantage is that mode require a GPS lock because so you should ensure you have GPS
 lock before take-off.
The orientation is not updated when the vehicle is within 10m of home meaning close fly-bys of the
 home location should be avoided.
To ensure the controls are correct right at take-off, as with simple mode, you should arm with the
 pilot standing behind the vehicle and with both pilot and vehicle pointing in the same direction.

Use Ch7/Ch8 to select Normal, Simple or Super Simple Mode

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/SuperSimpleControls.png
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Ch7 or Ch8 can be set-up to enable/disable Simple and Super Simple mode.
 If Simple Mode is selected the raising the switch high will enable Simple mode, low will disable it.
 If Super Simple mode is selected then raising the switch high will enable Super Simple mode, low will
 disable it and if a 3-position switch is used the middle position will enable regular simple mode.
 Only Ch7 or Ch8 (not both) should be set to either Simple mode or Super Simple mode.
 The Ch7/Ch8 switch position will be override the simple/super-simple options selected on the Flight
 Modes screen.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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 This page describes Sport Mode which is available in AC3.1 and higher.

Contents

1 Sport Mode
2 Overview

Overview
Sport Mode is also known as “rate controlled stabilize” plus Altitude Hold.
It was designed to be useful for flying FPV and filming dolly shots or fly bys because you can set the
 vehicle at a particular angle and it will maintain that angle.
The pilot’s roll, pitch and yaw sticks control the rate of rotation of the vehicle so when the sticks are
 released the vehicle will remain in it’s current attitude.
The vehicle will not lean more than 45 degrees (this angle is adjustable with the ANGLE_MAX
 parameter)
The altitude is maintained with the altitude hold controller so the vehicle will attempt to hold it’s
 current altitude when the sticks are placed with 10% of mid-throttle. It will climb or descend at up to
 2.5m/s (this speed is adjustable with the PILOT_VELZ_MAX parameter)

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Sport Mode

Sport Mode

ArduCopter
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Stabilize Mode

Stabilize mode allows you to fly your vehicle manually, but self-levels the roll and pitch axis.

Contents

1 Stabilize Mode
2 Overview
3 Tuning
4 Verifying performance with dataflash logs
5 Common Problems

Overview
Pilot’s roll and pitch input control the lean angle of the copter.  When the pilot releases the roll and
 pitch sticks the vehicle automatically levels itself.
Pilot will need to regularly input roll and pitch commands to keep the vehicle in place as it is pushed
 around by the wind.
Pilot’s yaw input controls the rate of change of the heading.  When the pilot releases the yaw stick
 the vehicle will maintain it’s current heading.
Pilot’s throttle input controls the average motor speed meaning that constant adjustment of the
 throttle is required to maintain altitude.  If the pilot puts the throttle completely down the motors will
 go to their minimum rate (MOT_SPIN_ARMED) and if the vehicle is flying it will lose attitude control

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Stabilize Mode

Stabilize Mode

ArduCopter
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 and tumble.
The throttle sent to the motors is automatically adjusted based on the tilt angle of the vehicle (i.e.
 increased as the vehicle tilts over more) to reduce the compensation the pilot must do as the
 vehicle’s attitude changes.

If you’re learning to fly, try Alt Hold or Loiter instead of Stabilize. You’ll have fewer crashes if you don’t
 need to concentrate on too many controls at once.

Always switch into a manual mode such as stabilize if the autopilot fails to control the vehicle.
 Maintaining control of your copter is your responsibility.

Tuning
AC3.1 (and higher) includes AutoTune which may allow you to automatically determine the best
 Stabilize and Rate PID values. It is highly suggested running AutoTune on your vehicle rather than
 manually adjusting PIDs.

ANGLE_MAX controls the maximum lean angle which by default is 4500 (i.e. 45 degrees)
ANGLE_RATE_MAX controls the maximum requested rotation rate in the roll and pitch aixs which
 by default is 18000 (180deg/sec).
ACRO_YAW_P controls how quickly copter rotates based on a pilot’s yaw input.  The default of 4.5
 commands a 200 deg/sec rate of rotation when the yaw stick is held fully left or right.  Higher values
 will make it rotate more quickly.
Stabilize Roll/Pitch P controls the responsiveness of the copter’s roll and pitch to pilot input and
 errors between the desired and actual roll and pitch angles.  The default of 4.5 will command a
 4.5deg/sec rotation rate for each 1 degree of error in the angle. A higher gain such as 7 or 8 will
 allow you to have a more responsive copter and resist wind gusts more quickly.

A low stabilize P will cause the copter to rotate very slowly and may cause the copter to feel
 unresponsive and could cause a crash if the wind disturbs it. Try lowering the RC_Feel
 parameter before lowering Stability P if smoother flight is desired.

Rate Roll/Pitch P, I and D terms control the output to the motors based on the desired rotation rate
 from the upper Stabilize (i.e. angular) controller.  These terms are generally related to the power-to-
weight ratio of the copter with more powerful copters requiring lower rate PID values.  For example
 a copter with high thrust might have Rate Roll/Pitch P number of 0.08 while a lower thrust copter
 might use 0.18 or even higher.

Rate Roll/Pitch P is the single most important value to tune correctly for your copter.
The higher the P the higher the motor response to achieve the desired turn rate.
Default is P = 0.15 for standard Arducopter.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/stabilize-mode/wiki/autotune/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/stabilize-mode/wiki/ac_rollpitchtuning/
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Rate Roll/Pitch I is used to compensate for outside forces that would make your copter not
 maintain the desired rate for a longer period of time
A high I term will ramp quickly to hold the desired rate, and will ramp down quickly to avoid
 overshoot.
Rate Roll/Pitch D is used to dampen the response of the copter to accelerations toward the
 desired set point.
A high D can cause very unusual vibrations and a “memory” effect where the controls feel like
 they are slow or unresponsive. A properly mounted controller should allow a Rate D value of
 .011.
Values as low as 0.001 and as high as .02 have all been used depending upon the vehicle.

See the AC2_attitude_PID for more detailed tuning information.

Verifying performance with dataflash logs
Viewing the stabilize mode performance is best done by downloading a dataflash log from your flight,
 then open it with the mission planner and graph the ATT message’s Roll-In or DesRoll (pilot desired
 roll angle) vs Roll (actual roll) and Pitch-In or DesPitch (desired pitch angle) vs Pitch (actual pitch
 angle). These two should track well as shown below.

Common Problems
new copter flips immediately upon take-off.  This is usually caused by the motor order being
 incorrect or spinning in the wrong direction or using an incorrect propeller (clockwise vs counter-
clockwise).  Check the rc connections for your apm2 or pixhawk.
copter wobbles on roll or pitch axis.  This usually means the Rate P values are incorrect.  See

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Tuning_StabilizeCheck.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/stabilize-mode/wiki/connecting-your-rc-input-and-motors/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/stabilize-mode/wiki/common-pixhawk-wiring-and-quick-start/
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 Tuning section above for some hints as to how to adjust these gains.
copter wobbles when descending quickly.  This is caused by the copter falling through it’s own
 props wash and is nearly impossible to  tune out although raising the Rate Roll/Pitch P values
 may help.
copter yaw right or left 15degrees on take-off.  Some motors may not be straight or the ESCs
 have not been calibrated.
copter always tends to fly in one direction even in a windless environment.  Try SaveTrim or
 AutoTrim to level the copter.
copter does not maintain altitude or does not stay perfectly still in the air.  As mentioned above
 this is a manual flight mode and requires constant control of the sticks to maintain altitude and
 position.
occasional twitches in roll or pitch.  Normally caused by some kind of interference on the receiver
 (for example FPV equipment placed too close to the receiver) or by ESC problems that may be
 resolved by calibrating them.
sudden flips during flight.  This is nearly always caused by mechanical failures of the motor or
 ESCs.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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LAND mode attempts to bring the copter straight down and has these features:

descends to 10m (or until the sonar senses something below the copter) using the regular Altitude
 Hold controller which will descend at the speed held in the WPNAV_SPEED_DN parameter which
 can be modified on the Mission Planner’s Config/Tuning > ArduCopter Pids screen.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Land mode

Land mode

ArduCopter
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below 10m the copter should descend at the rate specified in the LAND_SPEED parameter which
 defaults to 50cm/s.

Upon reaching the ground the copter will automatically shut-down the motors and disarm the copter

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/08/Land_DescentSpeed1.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/08/Land_DescentSpeed2.png
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 if the pilot’s throttle is at minimum.

Note: APM:Copter will recognise that it has landed if the motors are at minimum but it’s climb rate
 remains between -20cm/s and +20cm/s for one second.  It does not use the altitude to decide whether
 to shut off the motors except that the copter must also be below 10m above the home altitude.

If the copter appears to bounce or balloon back up a couple of times before settling down and
 turning the props off, try lowering the LAND_SPEED parameter a bit.
If the vehicle has GPS lock the landing controller will attempt to control it’s horizontal position but
 the pilot can adjust the target horizontal position just as in Loiter mode.
If the vehicle does not have GPS lock the horizontal control will be as in stabilize mode so the pilot
 can control the roll and pitch lean angle of the copter.

Warning! In any Alt Hold based mode including: Alt Hold, Loiter, Auto, AutoLand or RTL if your
 copters operation becomes erratic when you are close to the ground or landing (and also if any
 auto landing procedure results in bouncing or failure to turn off motors properly after landing) you
 probably have the fight controller situated such that it’s barometer (altimeter) is being affected by
 the pressure created by the copters prop-wash against the ground.

This is easily verified by looking at the Altimeter reading in your logs and seeing if it spikes or
 oscillates when near the ground.
If this is a problem, move the flight controller out of prop wash effect or shield it with an
 appropriately ventilated enclosure.
Success can be verified by flight test and by log results.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Overview
Loiter automatically attempts to maintain the current location, heading and altitude. The pilot may fly
 the copter in Loiter mode as if it were in manual. Releasing the sticks will continue to hold position.

Good GPS position, low magnetic interference on the compass and low vibrations are all important in
 achieving good loiter performance.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Loiter Mode
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Controls
The pilot can control the copter’s position with the control sticks.

Horizontal location can be adjusted with the the Roll and Pitch control sticks with the default
 maximum horizontal speed being 5m/s (see Tuning section below on how to adjust this).  When the
 pilot releases the sticks the copter will slow to a stop.
Altitude can be controlled with the Throttle control stick just as in AltHold mode
The heading can be set with the Yaw control stick

In AC3.1 (and above) you may arm in Loiter mode but only once the GPS has 3D lock and the HDOP
 has dropped to 2.0 or lower.
 On an APM2 the board’s blue light will become solid when 3D lock is attained.  On a Pixhawk the LED
 will become green (more details on LED patterns here).
 The HDOP value can be made clearly visible through the mission planner’s Quick screen by double
 clicking and then selecting “gpshdop” from the large grid of checkboxes.

 

Tuning

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/altholdmode/#Controls
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/common-apm-board-leds/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Loiter_DisplayHDOP.png
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Loiter mode incorporates the altitude controller from AltHold mode.  Details for tuning AltHold are on
 this wiki page.

The maximum horizontal speed of the copter during loiter mode can be adjusted with the Loiter Speed
 (aka WPNAV_LOIT_SPEED) parameter on the Config/Tuning >> APM:Copter Pids screen.  The value
 is expressed in cm/s so 500 = 5m/s.  The maximum acceleration during Loiter mode is always 1/2 of
 the Loiter speed.

The Loiter PID’s P value (top right of the screen shot above) is used to conver the horizontal position
 error (i.e difference between the desired position and the actual position) to a desired speed towards
 the target position.  It is generally not required to adjust this.

The Rate Loiter PID values are used to convert the desired speed towards the target to a desired
 acceleration.  The resulting desired acceleration becomes a lean angle which is then passed to the
 same angular controller used by Stabilize mode.  It is generally not required to adjust this.

Verifying Loiter performance with dataflash logs
Viewing the loiter’s horizontal performance is best done by downloading a dataflash log from your
 flight, then open it with the mission planner and graph the NTUN message’s DesVelX vs VelX and
 DesVelY vs VelY.  In a good performing copter the acxtual velocities will track the desired velocities as

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Loiter_Tuning.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/altholdmode/#Tuning
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/altholdmode/#Tuning
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/stabilize-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/altholdmode/wiki/downloading-and-analyzing-data-logs-in-mission-planner/
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 shown below.  X = latitude (so positive = moving North, negative = South), Y = longitude (positive =
 East, negative = West).

Checking altitude hold performance is the same as for AltHold mode.

Common Problems
As mentioned above, Loiter mode incorporates the altitude controller from AltHold mode.  Alt hold
 issues are on the AltHold wiki page.

1. The vehicle circles (aka “toiletbowls”).  This is normally caused by a compass problem the most
 likely being magnetic interference from the power cables under the flight controller.  Running
 compassmot or purchasing a GPS+compass module normal resolves this.  Other possibilities
 include bad compass offsets set during the live calibration process or incorrect compass
 orientation.

2. The vehicle takes off in the wrong direction as soon as loiter is engaged.  The cause is the same as
 #1 except that the compass error is greater than 90deg.  Please try the suggestions above to
 resolve this.

3. The vehicle is loitering normally and then suddenly takes off in the wrong direction.  This is generally
 caused by a GPS Glitch.  There is no 100% reliable protection against these which means the pilot
 should always be ready to take-over manual control.  Beyond that ensuring a good GPS HDOP
 before take-off is always good and it may help to reduce the GPSGLITCH_RADIUS and/or
 GPSGLITCH_ACCEL parameters (see GPSGlitch wiki page for details) to tighten up on the glitch
 detection.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Loiter_TuningCheck.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/altholdmode/#Verifying_AltHold_performance_with_dataflash_logs
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/altholdmode/#Common_Problems
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-3G9ZvXHhk
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/common-diagnosing-problems-using-logs/#Compass_interference
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/ac_compasssetupupadvanced/#Compassmot_8211_compensation_for_interference_from_the_PDB_ESC_motors
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_Compass
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/gps-failsafe/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/loiter-mode/wiki/gps-failsafe/
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OF_LOITER Mode
OF_LOITER is a special version of Loiter mode that will use the Optical Flow device to maintain
 position. It is not yet implemented but work is ongoing. Do Not select OF_LOITER mode until an
 update of APM:Copter specifies that it is installed and working.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Position Mode

Position mode is the same as loiter mode, but with manual throttle control. This means that, in
 position mode, the copter maintains a consistent location and heading, while allowing the operator to
 control the throttle manually.
Note: This mode is not available in AC3.2 and higher.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Position Mode

Position Mode

ArduCopter
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Position mode is GPS dependent, so it is important to ensure that GPS is locked before arming the
 copter when using this mode. GPS lock is indicated by the following LED states:

Blue LED on APM is solid.
Blue LED on GPS module is solid.
Blue LED on GPS+Compass module is blinking.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/position.png
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LED: Behavior:

Power On when powered

A (red) Solid = armed, motors will spin when throttle raisedSingle Blink = disarmed, motors will not
 spinDouble Blink = disarmed, motors will not spin, cannot arm because of failure in pre-arm checks

B (yellow) Only flashes along with A and B during calibration or as part of the in-flight auto trim feature

C (blue) Solid = GPS working, 3D lockBlinking = GPS working, no LockOFF = GPS not attached or not
 working

PPM/Serial Flashing when data detected
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APM 2.0 board

 

LEDs: Behavior:

Power On when powered

3D Fix Flashing while GPS is waiting for a fix; solid once it has a fix

ABC See below

Pixhawk/PX4 Sounds
The tone alarm plays tunes to indicate various states. Click on the descriptions below to download and

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/LED_and_their_meaning_APM2.jpg
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 listen to the associated tune.

EKF or Inertial Nav Failure

Description

Start up OK

Start up Failed

New IO board firmware found (restart with safety button pushed to upload)

New IO board firmware loaded successfully

No SD Card

Armed

Disarmed

Failed to Arm

Low Battery

GPS glitch

Barometer Glitch

Parachute Release

Pixhawk/PX4 LEDs

Flashing red and blue: Initializing gyroscopes. !! Hold the vehicle still and level while it initializes the
 sensors.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/EKF_Or_InertialNavFailure.wav
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/PX4_StartUpOk.wav
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/FailedToStart.wav
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/PX4_ReadyToUploadIOBoardFirmware.wav
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/PX4_CompletedIOBoardFirmwareUpload.wav
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/NoSDCard_short.wav
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/Armed.wav
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/Disarmed.wav
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/failedToArm.wav
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/LowBattery.wav
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/GPSGlitch.wav
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/BaroGlitch.wav
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/parachute_release.wav
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Flashing blue: Disarmed, no GPS lock found

Solid blue: Armed with no GPS lock

Flashing green: Disarmed, GPS lock acquired (with quick double beep tone at time of disarming)

Solid green: Armed, GPS lock acquired (with single long tone at time of arming)

Double flashing yellow: Failing pre-arm checks

Single Flashing yellow: Radio failsafe activated

Single Flashing yellow with quick beeping tone: Battery failsafe activated

Flashing blue and yellow with high-high-high-low tone sequence (dah-dah-dah-doh): GPS glitch
 or GPS failsafe activated

Flashing red and yellow with rising tone: EKF or Inertial Nav failure

Flashing purple and yellow: Barometer glitch

Safety Switch
Quick, constant blinking: performing system check. Please wait.
Intermittent blinking: system ready. Press the safety switch to enable outputs to the motors
 (prerequisite for arming on copters)
Solid: outputs to motors enabled (copters can now be armed)

3DR GPS+Compass Module
The 3DR GPS+Compass module has two LED indicators: one for power (solid red) and one for GPS
 lock (flashing blue).

LEDs: Behavior:

Power Solid red when powered

GPS lock Flashing blue when 3D GPS lock acquired
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 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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ArduCopter includes a suite of Pre-arm Safety Checks which will prevent the vehicle from arming if any
 of a fairly large number of issues are discovered before take-off including missed calibration,
 configuration or bad sensor data. These checks help prevent crashes and fly-aways but they can also

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Prearm_Safety_Check

Prearm_Safety_Check
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 be disabled if necessary.

Recognising which Pre-Arm Check has failed using the GCS
The pilot will notice a pre-arm check failure because he/she will be unable to arm the copter and the
 LED will be flashing yellow.  To determine exactly which check has failed:

1. Connect the Flight Controller to the ground station using a USB cable or Telemetry.
2. Ensure the GCS is connected to the vehicle (i.e. on Mission Plannerand push the “Connect” button

 on the upper right).
3. Turn on your radio transmitter and attempt to arm the vehicle (regular procedure using throttle

 down, yaw right)
4. The first cause of the Pre-Arm Check failure will be displayed in red on the HUD window

Failure messages
RC failures (i.e. transmitter/receiver failures):

RC not calibrated : the radio calibration has not been performed.  RC3_MIN and RC3_MAX must
 have been changed from their default values (1100 and 1900) and for channels 1 to 4, the MIN
 must be less than 1300 and the MAX greater than 1700.

Barometer failures:

Baro not healthy : the barometer sensor is reporting that it is unhealthy which is normally a sign
 of a hardware failure.

Alt disparity : the barometer altitude disagrees with the inertial navigation (i.e. Baro +
 Accelerometer) altitude estimate by more than 2 meters.  This message is normally short-lived
 and can occur when the flight controller is first plugged in or if it receives a hard jolt (i.e. dropped
 suddenly).  If it does not clear the accelerometers may need to be calibrated or there may be a
 barometer hardware issue.

Compass failures:

Compass not healthy : the compass sensor is reporting that it is unhealthy which is a sign of a
 hardware failure.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/common-telemetry-landingpage/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_radio_control
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_accelerometer
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Compass not calibrated : the compass(es) has not been calibrated.  the COMPASS_OFS_X, Y,
 Z parameters are zero or the number or type of compasses connected has been changed since
 the last compass calibration was performed.

Compass offsets too high : the primary compass’s offsets length (i.e. sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)) are
 larger than 500.  This can be caused by metal objects being placed too close to the compass.  If
 only an internal compass is being used (not recommended), it may simply be the metal in the
 board that is causing the large offsets and this may not actually be a problem in which case you
 may wish to disable the compass check.

Check mag field : the sensed magnetic field in the area is 35% higher or  lower than the expected
 value.  The expected length is 530 so it’s > 874 or < 185.  Magnetic field strength varies around
 the world but these wide limits mean it’s more likely the compass calibration has not calculated
 good offsets and should be repeated.

Compasses inconsistent : the internal and external compasses are pointing in different
 directions (off by >45 degrees).  This is normally caused by the external compasses orientation
 (i.e. COMPASS_ORIENT parameter) being set incorrectly.

GPS related failures:

GPS Glitch : the GPS is glitching and the vehicle is in a flight mode that requires GPS (i.e. Loiter,
 PosHold, etc) and/or the circular fence is enabled.

Need 3D Fix : the GPS does not have a 3D fix and the vehicle is in a flight mode that requires the
 GPS and/or the circular fence is enabled.

Bad Velocity : the vehicle’s velocity (according to inertial navigation system) is above 50cm/s. 
 Issues that could lead to this include the vehicle actually moving or being dropped, bad
 accelerometer calibration, GPS updating at below the expected 5hz.

High GPS HDOP : the GPS’s HDOP value (a measure of the position accuracy) is above 2.0 and
 the vehicle is in a flight mode that requires GPS and/or the circular fence is enabled.  This may be
 resolved by simply waiting a few minutes, moving to a location with a better view of the sky or
 checking sources of GPS interference (i.e. FPV equipment) are moved further from the GPS. 
 Alternatively the check can be relaxed by increasing the GPS_HDOP_GOOD parameter to 2.2 or
 2.5.  Worst case the pilot may disable the fence and take-off in a mode that does not require the
 GPS (i.e. Stabilize, AltHold) and switch into Loiter after arming but this is not recommended.

Note: the GPS HDOP can be readily viewed through the Mission Planner’s Quick tab as

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_Compass
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_Compass
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/gps-failsafe/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/ac2_simple_geofence/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/ac2_simple_geofence/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/ac2_simple_geofence/
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 shown below.

INS checks (i.e. Acclerometer and Gyro checks):

INS not calibrated : some or all of the accelerometer’s offsets are zero.  The accelerometers need
 to be calibrated.

Accels not healthy : one of the accelerometers is reporting it is not healthy which could be a
 hardware issue.  This can also occur immediately after a firmware update before the board has
 been restarted.

Accels inconsistent : the accelerometers are reporting accelerations which are different by at
 least 1m/s/s.  The accelerometers need to be re-calibrated or there is a hardware issue.

Gyros not healthy : one of the gyroscopes is reporting it is unhealthy which is likely a hardware
 issue.  This can also occur immediately after a firmware update before the board has been
 restarted.

Gyro cal failed : the gyro calibration failed to capture offsets.  This is most often caused by the
 vehicle being moved during the gyro calibration (when red and blue lights are flashing) in which
 case unplugging the battery and plugging it in again while being careful not to jostle the vehicle
 will likely resolve the issue.  Sensors hardware failures (i.e. spikes) can also cause this failure.

Gyros inconsistent : two gyroscopes are reporting vehicle rotation rates that differ by more than
 20deg/sec.  This is likely a hardware failure or caused by a bad gyro calibration.

Board Voltage checks:

Check Board Voltage : the board’s internal voltage is below 4.3 Volts or above 5.8 Volts.

If powered through a USB cable (i.e. while on the bench) this can be caused by the desktop

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/06/MP_QuicHDOP.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_accelerometer
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_accelerometer
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/initial-setup/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_accelerometer
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 computer being unable to provide sufficient current to the flight controller – try replacing the
 USB cable.

If powered from a battery this is a serious problem and the power system (i.e. Power Module,
 battery, etc) should be carefully checked before flying.

Parameter checks:

Ch7&Ch8 Opt cannot be same : Ch7 and Ch8 auxiliary switches are set to the same option
 which is not permitted because it could lead to confusion.

Check FS_THR_VALUE : the radio failsafe pwm value has been set too close to the throttle
 channels (i.e. ch3) minimum.

Check ANGLE_MAX : the ANGLE_MAX parameter which controls the vehicle’s maximum lean
 angle has been set below 10 degrees (i.e. 1000) or above 80 degrees (i.e. 8000).

ACRO_BAL_ROLL/PITCH : the ACRO_BAL_ROLL parameter is higher than the Stabilize Roll P
 and/or ACRO_BAL_PITCH parameter is higher than the Stabilize Pitch P value.  This could lead
 to the pilot being unable to control the lean angle in ACRO mode because the Acro Trainer
 stabilization would overpower the pilot’s input.

Disabling the Pre-arm Safety Check

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/channel-7-and-8-options/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/throttle-failsafe/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/acro-mode/#Acro_Trainer
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/wiki/acro-mode/#Acro_Trainer
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If you are confident that the pre-arm check failure is not a real problem you can disable the checks by:

Connecting your Flight Controller to the Mission Planner
Go to Mission Planner’s Config/Tuning >> Standard Params screen
set the Arming Check drop-down to “Disabled” or one of the “Skip” options which more effectively
 skips the item causing the failure.
Push the “Write Params” button

Ideally however you should determine the cause of the pre-arm failure and if it can be resolved, return
 the Arming Check parameter back to “Enabled”

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/06/MP_PreArmCheckDisable.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Arming the motors
Before arming the motors, make sure all people and objects are clear of the propellers. Then do the
 following:

1. Turn on your transmitter
2. Plug in your LiPo battery.  The red and blue lights should flash for a few seconds as the gyros are

 calibrated (do not move the copter)
3. The pre-arm checks will run automatically and if any problems are found an APM2.x will double

 blink the red arming light, on a Pixhawk the RGB led will blink yellow.  Please refer to this page.
4. Check that your flight mode switch is set to Stabilize, ACRO, AltHold or Loiter.
5. If using a PX4, press the safety button until the light goes solid.
6. If you are planning on using the autopilot (i.e. Loiter, RTL, Drift, Auto or Guided modes) you should

 wait for 30 seconds after the GPS has gotten 3d lock.  This will give the GPS position time to
 settle.  On APM2 the GPS lock is indicated by the blue LED going solid.  On an Pixhawk the RGB
 LED will blink green.

7. Arm the motors by holding the throttle down, and rudder right for 5 seconds.  It takes approximately
 5 seconds the first time the copter is armed as it re-initialises the gyros and barometer.  Do not hold
 the rudder right for too long (>15 seconds) or you will begin the AutoTrim feature.

8. Once armed, the red arming light should go solid and the propellers will begin to spin slowly.  The
 speed they spin can be adjusted with the MOT_SPIN_ARMED parameter.

9. Raise the throttle to take-off.
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Note: you can only arm or disarm in Stabilize, ACRO, AltHold and Loiter mode

Note: if you leave the throttle at minimum for 15 seconds while in any of the above modes the motors
 will automatically disarm.

Disarming the motors
To disarm the motors do the following:

1. Check that your flight mode switch is set to Stabilize, ACRO, AltHold or Loiter
2. Hold throttle at minimum and rudder to the left for 2 seconds
3. The red arming light should start flashing on the APM2.  On the Pixhawk the RGB LED will start

 flashing green.
4. If using a PX4, press the safety button until the led begins flashing
5. Disconnect the Lipo battery
6. Turn off your transmitter

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Getting Off the Ground – Tips for New Operators
This page gives some advice on initial flying strategies for those with limited or no previous experience
 flying RC aircraft or multicopters.

First flight
Hold the copter still and level after connecting the battery while the gyroscopes initialize. Ensure that
 your RC mode toggle switch is in Stabilize mode. Slowly raise the throttle until the copter just lifts off
 the ground.

If it seems like it’s going to flip or otherwise isn’t lifting relatively straight up, drop the throttle and land it.
 Hold the copter firmly in your hand and level in the air and with the props clear of your body,
 advance the throttle a bit to get a feel for what’s going on. When you move the stick forward, back,
 right and left, does the copter tilt that way? (If not, you’ve set the wrong +/x orientation, hooked up
 your motors in the wrong order or have the prop direction or pusher/puller order wrong).

If any of the controls are reversed (pitch or roll are backwards, meaning the copter moves in the
 opposite direction as your stick), you’ll need to reverse the affected channel at your RC transmitter
 side. Please see your RC transmitter’s manual if you’re not familiar with the process. It’s a good idea
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 to re-do your RC calibration in the Mission Planner after you’ve reversed a channel.

If it lifts off smoothly, you may see a little yaw. That shouldn’t be more than about 30 degrees and will
 correct itself with more flying time. There should be no pronounced wobble (if there is, you may have
 an unbalanced prop or out-of-true motor).

The copter should also tend to stay in place, and you shouldn’t have to fight strong tendencies to move
 left or right or forward or back. If you do see that behavior, do NOT use your RC trims to correct (this
 just throws off the calibration). Instead, it probably means that the copter may not have been
 completely flat during calibration or the airframe is out of true (one motor tilted). Land and correct that.

If you’re having trouble and the copter is not hovering smoothly, run through the troubleshooting guide
 (Here!)

Assuming that all is fine so far, you’re ready for more advanced modes, such as Alt Hold and Loiter.

Tips for your first flights
Make sure you are in a wind free environment. (Wind will play against you on in air auto trim.)
Make sure you have no trim on your Radio. (The APM is what we want to trim, the radio should
 never get trimmed.)
Hold the copter still and level after connecting the battery to allow the gyroscopes to initialize.
Get above ground effect, around 3-4 feet is enough on most models.
Make sure to practice a lot before you actually try the auto trim to find the sweet spot on the Radio
 right stick to have the copter super stable and not moving. (This is where wind affect your inputs.)
We recommend not starting in Simple mode. Begin your flying in the basic Stabilize mode.
APM:Copter establishes its home position at the time of arming, so arm your copter in the location
 you wish to designate as the home position.

Warning about low batteries
When flying APM:Copter, you need to keep in mind that it flies much differently than a winged
 airplane. In an airplane, lift is generated by the wing and you still have control surfaces for
 maneuvering if the motor were to stop. Multicopters generate lift solely from the thrust of the motors,
 so if your battery is excessively depleted, you have no lift and no control over your APM:Copter, and it
 may flip over and crash without a gradual warning. During first flights, fly only short durations until you
 know your battery consumption and use one of the following batteries monitoring methods to ensure
 that you always have enough power remaining to safely land your copter (and not ruin the battery).

The APM 2.5 power module and PX4 have Battery voltage monitoring built in. For more information,

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/troubleshooting-2/
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 visit the 3DR Power Module for Measuring Voltage and Current page.
You may also program your ESCs to use a slow or no cutoff at low voltages.
For APM 2 or 2.5 without power module it is HIGHLY recommended you install a Battery Voltage
 Monitor: (Here!)

For 3S LiPo batteries, the two wires can be soldered to the P-PCB directly, or you can connect to
 the balancing plug of your battery.
The battery voltage monitor linked above has a buzzer and LEDs that function as follows:

Voltage LED Buzzer

> 11.0v Solid Blue Off

10.0v – 11.0v Flashing Blue Off

9.8v – 10.0v Solid Red Off

< 9.8v Flashing Red On

Note: If you are using a battery monitor, always connect the main LiPo battery wire before
 connecting the balancing port wire to the APM.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED
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Overview
After your first flight, you may notice that you copter doesn’t respond to control inputs the way you want
 it to or you may have trouble maintaining control of your copter. If you are familiar with PID controllers,
 check out the advanced tuning guide here. If you are an experienced operator, try out the autotune
 feature. This page will cover the basic tuning section of Mission Planner and APM Planner that
 simplified the complex tuning process into a few simple sliders. This is the best tuning method for new
 operators.

Roll and pitch tuning
Tuning is easiest at the field using a telemetry radio. Perform an initial flight with the following
 questions in mind:
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How does the copter respond to roll and pitch? Is the response more sluggish or twitchy than you
 want?
When the copter is hover, what level is the throttle set at? Does it hover at the middle position of the
 stick or is it above or below the center position?
When raising the throttle, what rate does the copter accelerate at? Does it gain altitude more slowly
 or more quickly than you want?

Connect the telemetry radio ground module to your ground station computer and open either Mission
 Planner or APM Planner. Select the correct COM port and select Connect. You should see live data
 on the Flight Data screen. To begin tuning, select Config/Tuning and Basic Tuning.

Start with the Roll/Pitch slider at the top of the page. If you observed that your copter was too twitchy in
 response to roll and pitch controls, move the slider one tick mark to the left, or, if you observed that
 your copter was too sluggish, move the slider one tick mark to the right. Repeat your flight to
 determine if the change was beneficial. Repeat the process until you are satisfied with the way your
 copter responds to roll and pitch.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/04/apm-planner-basic-tuning2.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/04/mission-planner-basic-tuning.png
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Throttle tuning
The bottom two sliders allows you to tune the throttle control. Adjust the slider marked Throttle Hover
 until the copter hovers at the throttle stick’s middle position. If the copter hovers with the throttle stick
 above middle position, move the slider to the left by one tick-mark until it hovers at mid-stick, testing
 as you go. If the copter hovers with the throttle stick below middle position, move the slider to the right
 by single tick-mark increments until it does. Make sure to test each set of tuning settings as you go.

Move the slider marked Throttle Accel or Climb Sensitivity to the right to have the copter gain altitude
 more aggressively or to the left to have the copter gain altitude more gently. Test each increment after
 setting to evaluate the tune.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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For good altitude hold and loiter performance it is important that your vibration levels are low.  The
 instructions below will shows you how to measure the vibration levels.  If you find they are out-of-
tolerance you should follow the advice found on the First Time Set-up sections Vibration Damping
 page.

Please follow these steps to ensure your vibration levels are within tolerance:

Connect your APM/PX4 to the mission planner
Go to the CONFIG/TUNING > Standard Params screen and set the Log bitmask to Default+IMU. 
 This will enable the capture of the accelerometer data to the dataflash logs.
Press the “Write Params” button
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Fly your copter in Stabilize mode and try to maintain a level hover (it doesn’t need to be perfectly
 stable or level)
Disconnect the Lipo, reconnect your APM/PX4 to the mission planner
Download the latest dataflash log using the Terminal screen (more detailed explanation of working
 with dataflash logs is here)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/Vibration_EnableDataflashIMU.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/ac_measuringvibration/wiki/common-downloading-and-analyzing-data-logs-in-mission-planner/
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After the download has completed, close the “Log” window and push the “Log Browse” button and
 open the latest file in the log directory (it’s last digit will be the Log number you downloaded so in
 the example above we downloaded Log #1 so the filename will end in 1.log)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/Vibration_DownloadLogs.png
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When the Log Browser appears, scroll down until you find any IMU message.  Click on the row’s
 AccX and push “Graph this data Left” button.  Repeat for the AccY and AccZ columns to produce a
 graph like below.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/Vibration_BrowseLogs.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/DiagnosingWithLogs_Vibes.png
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Check the scale on the left and ensure that your vibration levels for the AccX and AccY are between
 -3 and +3.  For AccZ the acceptable range is -15 to -5.  If it is very close or over these limits you
 should refer back to the Vibration Dampening page for possible solutions.
After all the above is complete, go to the Mission Planner’s standard parameters page (you may
 need to press the “Connect” button again) and set the Log Bitmask back to “Default”.  This is
 important because especially on the APM logging requires significant CPU resources and it’s a
 waste to log these if they’re not really needed.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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If you have a slightly overpowered or underpowered copter the throttle required to keep the vehicle in a
 stable hover may be under 40% or over 60%.  Although this is fine while flying purely stabilize mode it
 can lead to a rough transition to autopilot modes (Alt Hold, Loiter) where having the throttle outside of
 the 40% ~ 60% deadzone will be interpreted as meaning you want the copter to climb or descend.

For this reason it is a good idea to adjust the Throttle Mid parameter (also known as THR_MID) so that
 your mid throttle while in stabilize mode is closer to 50%.

Please follow these instructions to adjust your manual throttle to so that your copter hovers at 50%
 throttle:

Fly your copter in stabilize mode in a stable hover for at least 30 seconds
Disconnect your lipo battery and connect your APM/PX4 to the Mission Planner
Go to the Terminal screen and download your latest dataflash log file (more details on working with
 dataflash logs can be found here)
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After the download has completed, close the “Log” window and push the “Log Browse” button and
 open the latest file in the log directory (it’s last digit will be the Log number you downloaded so in
 the example above we downloaded Log #1 so the filename will end in 1.log)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/Vibration_DownloadLogs.png
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When the Log Browser appears, scroll down until you find any CTUN message.  Click on the row’s
 “ThrOut” column and push “Graph this data Left” button.

While referring to the scale on the left of the graph, estimate approximately what the throttle level
 was during the hover.  In the example above (which was an unnecessarily long flight) the mid
 throttle appears to be about 550.

Note: if the average throttle is below 300 (i.e. 30%) then you have a very overpowered

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/Vibration_BrowseLogs.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/ThrMid_DataFlash_ThrOut1.png
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 copter and it would be best to add a some extra weight (i.e. a bigger battery perhaps) or
 reduce the power in some other way (smaller motors, move from a 4S to a 3S battery,
 etc)
If the average throttle is above 700 (i.e. 70%) then you have a very underpowered
 copter.  You should consider increasing the power of the motors and ESCs or use a
 higher voltage battery (i.e. switch from a 3S to a 4S battery).

Open the Mission Planner’s Software > Standard Params screen and update the Throttle Mid
 Position (THR_MID) to the value estimated above (you’ll find it near the bottom of the list)
Push the Write Params button

On your next flight you should find the throttle is closer to mid while flying in stabilize mode

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Wind of course has a strong effect on your copter and will push it around. However you may also find
 that while flying in stabilize mode, even in a windless environment your copter tends to always drift
 away in the same direction. This can largely be corrected using the “Save Trim” or “Automatic Trim”
 functions.

Contents

1 Save Trim
2 Auto Trim
3 Video demonstrations of Save Trim and Auto Trim

Save Trim
Save trim is the simpler method and involves essentially transferring your radio transmitter’s trims to
 the APM (video demo here).

1. Check that your CH7 switch goes above 1800 on the MissionPlanner’s Hardware > Mandatory
 Hardware > Radio Calibration screen.
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2. Set the CH7 Option to Save Trim on the Software > ArduCopter Pids screen and press the “Write
 Params” button.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/MP_SaveTrim_Ch7PWMCheck.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/MP_SaveTrim_Ch7.png
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3. With your CH7 switch in the off position, fly your copter in Stabilize mode and use your transmitters’s
 roll and pitch trim to get it flying level.

4. Land and put your throttle to zero

5. Release the roll and pitch sticks and switch the CH7 switch high for at least 1 second.

6. Reset your transmitters roll and pitch trims back to the center and fly again and it should fly level
 now. If it does not repeat steps 3, 4 & 5.

Auto Trim
With auto trim the roll and pitch trim are captured as you fly in a stable hover.

1. Find a wind free environment with sufficient space to fly your copter without crashing into something.

2. Hold throttle down and rudder right for 15seconds or until you see the small red, blue and yellow
 leds flash in a cyclic pattern.

3. Fly your copter for about 25 seconds in a stable hover

4. Land and put your throttle to zero and wait for a few seconds (the trims are being saved to eeprom)

5. Take off again in stabilize mode and check if your copter is flying level now. If not repeat steps 2, 3
 and 4.

Note: you can also test these procedures above are operational on the ground with your battery
 disconnected. Connect your APM to the mission planner and observing the Flight Data screen as you
 simulate completing the steps above.
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Note2: you can manuual set the trim through the mission planner’s Adv Parameters List page. Roll trim
 is AHRS_TRIM_X, Pitch trim is AHRS_TRIM_Y. Both values are in radians with left roll and forward
 pitch being negative numbers.

Note3: it’s nearly impossible to get rid of all drift so that your copter remains completely motionless
 without any input.

 

Video demonstrations of Save Trim and Auto Trim

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/MP_SaveTrim_FlightDataScreen.png
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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This section will take you through the more advanced configuration and tuning options for APM:Copter

Compass Set-up (Advanced) – all the compass set-up procedures explained

Failsafes – protection for loss of radio contact, low battery, loss of GPS lock, loss of contact with the
 ground station

Fence – protection against fly-aways

PPM Encoder information

General information on the PPM Encoder
Updating your APM’s PPM Encoder firmware – important if you purchase your APM before Mar
 2013
Updating your APM’s PPM Encoder firmware (2) – same information as above
Using the stand-alone PPM Encoder

Ch7 & Ch8 Auxiliary Functions – features that can be invoked from the Ch7 and Ch8 switches

Tuning – main tuning guide for APM:Copter

Attitude Tuning (i.e. more details on Roll and Pitch Tuning)
Altitude Hold Tuning
Loiter and Navigation Tuning

APM: Copter parameters:

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Advanced Configuration
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Full parameter list
Standard parameter list

Testing your APM’s accelerometer and gyro sensors

Done all the above?  Then you’re ready for Mission Planning and Analysis!

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

Build Your Own Frame

Improving the Capabilities of Your Multicopter

Advanced MultiCopter Design

Battery Information
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This page covers how to setup and calibrate the compass.  Most users will only need to select the Orientation and
 perform the Live Calibration  but details are also given on the lesser used CompassMot and Manual Declination. 
 All this configuration can be performed from the Mission Planner’s Initial Setup >> Mandatory Hardware >>
 Compass screen.  Other ground stations likely have similar features.

Accurately setting up the compass is critical because it is the primary source of heading information. Without an
 accurate heading the vehicle will not move in the correct direction in autopilot modes (i.e. Loiter, PosHold, RTL,
 Auto, etc). This can lead to circling (aka “toiletbowling”) or fly-aways.

Contents

1 Set the Orientation
2 Live Calibration of offsets
3 CompassMot – compensation for interference from the power wires, ESCs and motors
4 Manual Declination
5 Tuning Declination in-flight

Set the Orientation

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Advanced Compass Setup
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 From the Mission Planner’s Initial Setup >> Mandatory Hardware >> Compass screen’s Orientation area select
 the flight controller you are using (i.e. “Pixhawk” or “APM”) which will set the compass orientation to the
 default for that board:

Pixhawk/PX4 : select this if you are using a Pixhawk or PX4 board.  Internal and External compasses will
 be detected.  If an external compass is detected it will be assumed to be a 3DR GPS/Compass module (or
 compatible) placed so it’s white arrow points forward on the vehicle frame.  If you are not using a 3DR
 GPS/Compass module you may need to set the orientation manually (see below).

APM with OnBoard Compass: select this if you are using an APM with only an onboard compass (i.e.
 APM2.5 or earlier)

APM with External Compass : select this if you are using an APM with no internal compass (i.e.
 APM2.6) with a 3DR GPS/Compass module placed so that it’s white arrow points forward on the frame.  If
 you are not using a 3DR GPS/Compass module you may need to set the orientation manuall (see below)

Manual : if using a non-standard external compass or if using a 3DR GPS/Compass module in a non-
standard orientation.  all orientations in 45 degree increments and even upside down can be accommodated. 
 Use a hand-held compass and the following procedure to determine the correct setting.

Set the vehicle on a flat surface and compare the heading the Flight Data screen’s HUD to the known
 heading

From the drop-down select one of the first 8 option (i.e. “ROTATION_NONE” to
 “ROTATION_YAW_315″) that leads to the vehicle’s heading (shown in the HUD) agreeing with the
 actual heading.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/CompassCalibration_Orientation.png
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Now turn your air frame right or left and if the heading in the HUD correctly follows you are done.

If the heading turned in the opposite direction from the vehicle set the Manual rotation to include
 “_ROLL_180_”.  I.e. ROTATION_YAW_45 would become ROTATION_ROLL_180_YAW_45.

Live Calibration of offsets
Calculates offsets to compensate for “hard iron” distortions by chasing the white dots.

Push the “Live Calibration” button to start the calibration.
A window will appear that shows a sphere (or two if your flight controller has two compasses) with a red dot
 showing where the compass is pointing.  As you rotate the vehicle you will notice the red dot moves and
 (perhaps confusingly) the sphere itself also rotates.  A colored trail is left behind wherever the compass has
 already been.
On the sphere are six targets shown as white dots.
Rotate the vehicle so that the red dot reaches each white dot and causes it to disappear.
When all white dots are gone you can push Done to complete the calibration and save the offsets.
The final offsets will be displayed (3 numbers for each compass), if all these numbers are below 250 then you
 can assume they are good.  If you missed the numbers they can be seen as COMPASS_OFS_X, Y and Z  in
 the Advanced Parmaeters list.  If the numbers are very high it may indicate there is some metal near the
 compasses.

One strategy for capturing all the white dots is to rotate the vehicle slowly so that each side (front, back, left,

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/ac_compasssetupupadvanced/wiki/arducopter-parameters/#Compass_offsets_on_the_X_axis_COMPASS_OFS_X
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/CompassCalibration_LiveCalibration.png
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 right, top and bottom) points down toward the ground for a few seconds (Note: the image below shows only 4 of
 the 6 recommended positions)

The video below is from earlier versions of the calibration routine but may still produce good offsets.

Some members of the development team recommend performing the calibration outdoors away from metal
 objects using wireless telemetry (primarily so you don’t get tangled in the cable) although no tests have been
 performed to confirm this is necessary.

CompassMot – compensation for interference from the power wires,
 ESCs and motors
This is recommended for vehicles that have only an internal compass and on vehicles where there is significant
 interference on the compass from the motors, power wires, etc. CompassMot only works well if you have a
 battery current monitor because the magnetic interference is linear with current drawn.  It is technically possible
 to set-up CompassMot using throttle but this is not recommended.

Please follow these instructions:

Enable the current monitor (aka Power Module )
Disconnect your props, flip them over and rotate them one position around the frame.  In this configuration

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/compass-dance.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/ac_compasssetupupadvanced/wiki/common-powermodule-landingpage/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/ac_compasssetupupadvanced/wiki/common-powermodule-landingpage/
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 they should push the copter down into the ground when the throttle is raised
Secure the copter (perhaps with tape) so that it does not move
Turn on your transmitter and keep throttle at zero
Connect your vehicle’s Lipo battery
Connect your flight controller to your computer with the usb cable
If using AC3.2:

Open the Initial Setup >> Optional Hardware >> Compass/Motor Calib screen
Press the Start button

If using AC3.1.5:
open the Terminal screen, press the “Connect APM” or “Connect PX4″ button
At the prompt type setup and then compassmot.
If the PowerModule/Current monitor is enabled you should see “measuring compass vs CURRENT”

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/CompassCalibration_CompassMot.png
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You should hear your ESCs arming beep
Raise the throttle slowly to between 50% ~ 75% (the props will spin!) for 5 ~ 10 seconds
Quickly bring the throttle back down to zero
Press the Finish button (AC3.2) or Press enter (AC3.1.5) to complete the calibration
Check the % of interference displayed.  If it is less than 30% then your compass interference is acceptable and
 you should see good Loiter, RTL and AUTO performance.  If it is 31% ~ 60% then the interference is in the
 “grey zone” where it may be ok (some users are fine, some are not).  If it is higher than 60% you should try
 moving your APM/PX further up and away from the sources of interference or consider purchasing an
 external compass  or GPS+compass module.

Here is a video of the procedure based on AC3.1.5:

Manual Declination
By default the declination is looked up in a compressed table when the vehicle first achieves GPS lock. This
 method is accurate to within 1 degree (which should be sufficient) but if you wish to use the uncompressed

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/CompassMot1.png
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/hmc5883l-triple-axis-magnetometer
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-gps-ublox-with-compass
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 declination:

Open the Declination Website .
It should automatically figure out your location based on you IP address or you can enter your location

Uncheck the Auto Dec checkbox and manually enter the declination (highlighted in red in the image above)
 into the mission planner’s declination field. In this example, we would enter “14” Degrees and “13” Minutes.
As soon as your cursor exits the field (i.e by pressing Tab) the value will be converted to decimal radians and
 saved to the COMPASS_DEC parameter.

http://magnetic-declination.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/CompassCalibration_ManualDec.png
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Tuning Declination in-flight
Although we do not believe this is ever necessary, you can manually tune the declination in flight using the
 Channel 6 tuning knob on your transmitter by following these steps:

1. Connect your APM/PX4 to the Mission Planner
2. Go to the Software > ArduCopter Pids screen
3. Set the Ch6 Opt to “Declination”, Min to “0.0” and Max to “3.0”.  This will give a tunable range of -30 to +30

 degrees.  Set Max to “2.0” to tune from -20 to +20 degrees, etc.

Check the declination is updating correctly when turning the channel 6 tuning knob to it’s maximum position,
 go to Config/Tuning >> Standard Params screen, press the “Refresh Params” button and ensuring that
 COMPASS_DEC is 0.523 (this is 30 degrees expressed in radians)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/CompassCalibration_TuneDec.png
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 Fly your copter in Loiter mode in at least two directions and ensure that after a fast forward flight you do not
 see any circling (also known as “toilet bowling”).
If you find it’s impossible to tune away the circling then it’s likely your compass interference is will require
 an external compass  or GPS+compass module.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/CompassCalibration_TuneDecCheck.png
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/hmc5883l-triple-axis-magnetometer
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-gps-ublox-with-compass
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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 ArduCopter supports Return-To-Launch in cases where contact between the Pilot’s RC transmitter and the flight
 controller’s receiver is lost.  This page explains this failsafe’s setup and testing.  Note the “Radio failsafe” was
 previously called “Throttle failsafe” because of the way in which some receivers use the throttle channel to
 signal the loss of contact.

Note: ArduCopter also support Battery , GPS, Ground Station  and EKF/DCM failsafes.

When the failsafe will trigger
If enabled and set-up correctly the radio failsafe will trigger if:

The pilot turns off the RC transmitter
The vehicle travels outside of RC range (usually at around 500m ~ 700m)
The receiver loses power (unlikely)
The wires connecting the receiver to the flight controller are broken (unlikely).  Note: with APM2 only the
 ch3 connection between receiver and flight controller will trigger the failsafe.

What will happen
When a radio failsafe is triggered one of the following will happen:

Nothing if the vehicle is already disarmed
Motors will be immediately disarmed if the vehicle is landed OR in stabilize or acro mode and the
 pilot’s throttle is at zero
Return-to-Launch (RTL) if the vehicle has a GPS lock and is more than 2 meters from the home position
LAND if the vehicle has:

no GPS lock OR
is within 2 meters of home OR

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/RadioFailsafe_Intro.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/throttle-failsafe/wiki/failsafe-battery/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/throttle-failsafe/wiki/gps-and-gcs-failsafes/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/throttle-failsafe/wiki/ekf-inav-failsafe/
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the FS_THR_ENABLE parameter is set to “Enabled Always Land”

Continue with the mission if the vehicle is in AUTO mode and the FS_THR_ENABLE parameter is set
 to “Enabled Continue with Mission in Auto Mode”.

If the failsafe clears (i.e. transmitter and receiver regain contact) the copter will remain in its current flight mode.
 It will not automatically return to the flight mode that was active before the failsafe was triggered. This means
 that if, for example, the vehicle was in Loiter when the failsafe occured and the flight mode was automatically
 changed to RTL, even after the transmitter and receiver regained contact, the vehicle would remain in RTL.  If
 the pilot wished to re-take control in Loiter he/she would need to change your flight mode switch to another
 position and then back to Loiter.

Receiver and flight controller set-up
By default, a newly purchased receiver will be set-up to simply hold all channels at their last known position
 when the receiver and transmitter lose contact.  This is not good because the flight controller has no way to know
 that the Pilot has lost control of the vehicle.  Instead the receiver must be set-up to signal to the flight controller
 it has lost contact and there are two ways that it can do this (the method depends upon the receiver):

“Low-Throttle” method – the receiver pulls the throttle channel (normally channel 3) to a value below the
 bottom of it’s normal range (normally below 975).  This method is used by Futaba systems and many older
 systems.
“No Signal” method – the receiver stops sending signals to the flight controller.  This is the preferred method
 and is how most modern FrSky receivers operate.

Each brand of Transmitter/Receiver is slightly different so please refer to your transmitter’s user manual to
 determine which method is available and how to set it up.

Set-up for low-throttle method
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Above is the setup method for a Futaba T7C Transmitter with R617FS or TFR4-B receiver which uses the “low
 throttle” method.

With the LiPo battery disconnected:

Connect your flight controller to the mission planner and select Initial Setup >> Mandatory Hardware >>
 Failsafe.
Set the Failsafe Options to one of the three options:

“Enabled always RTL” to force the vehicle to always RTL even if flying a mission in AUTO mode
“Enabled Continue with Mission in AUTO” to allow the vehicle to continue with missions even if it
 takes the vehicle outside of RC range (not recommended).  In all other cases the vehicle will RTL.
“Enable always LAND” to force the vehicle to Land immediately if it loses RC contact

Set the “FS Pwm” value to be:

at least 10 PWM higher than your Channel 3’s PWM value when the throttle stick is
 fully down and the transmitter is off
at least 10 lower than your channel 3’s PWM value when the throttle stick is fully
 down and the transmitter is on
above 910
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Set-up for No-Signal method

Above is the setup method for a FlySky 9 channel transmitter with FrSky D4R-II receiver which uses the “No
 Signal” method.

Similar to the “Low-Throttle” method, with the LiPo battery disconnected:

Connect your flight controller to the mission planner and select Initial Setup >> Mandatory Hardware >>
 Failsafe.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/RadioFailsafe_MPSetup.png
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Set the Failsafe Options to one of the three options:
“Enabled always RTL” to force the vehicle to always RTL even if flying a mission in AUTO mode
“Enabled Continue with Mission in AUTO” to allow the vehicle to continue with missions even if it
 takes the vehicle outside of RC range (not recommended).  In all other cases the vehicle will RTL.
“Enable always LAND” to force the vehicle to Land immediately if it loses RC contact

Because the throttle is not pulled low, there is no need to set the “FS Pwm” value.

Testing
You can check your failsafe by performing the following tests with the Pixhawk/APM connected to the Mission
 Planner either via a USB cable or telemetry link. You can complete these tests without plugging in your LiPo
 battery but if you do connect a battery you should first remove the propellers.

Test #1 : if using the “Low-Throttle” method, ensure the throttle channel drops with loss of
 radio contact

1. Ensure your RC transmitter is on and connected with the throttle all the way down and flight mode set to
 Stabilize

2. The throttle (channel 3) PWM value should be approximately as in first illustration below.  It’s value may be
 higher or lower but it should definitely be at least 10 higher than the value held in the FS PWM field

3. Turn the transmitter off and the throttle PWM value should drop to be at least 10 below the FS PWM field
 value (as in the second illustration below) below
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Test #2 : ensuring motors disarm if in stabilize or acro with throttle at zero

Switch to stabilize mode, arm your motors but keep your throttle at zero. Turn off your transmitter. The
 motors should disarm immediately (red led will start flashing, DISARMED will be displayed in the Mission
 Planner’s Flight Data screen).

 

Test #3 : ensuring flight mode changes to RTL or LAND when throttle is above zero

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/MPFailsafeSetup1.png
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Switch to stabilize mode, arm your motors and raise your throttle to the mid point. Turn off your transmitter.
 The Flight Mode should switch to RTL if you have a GPS lock or LAND if you do not have a GPS lock (the
 flight mode and GPS lock status are visible in the Mission Planner’s flight data screen).

 

Test #4 : retaking control after the failsafe has cleared

continuing on from test #3, turn your transmitter back on
while the flight mode is still in RTL or LAND and armed, change the flight mode switch to another position
 and then back to stabilize mode.  Ensure that the flight mode displayed on the Failsafe page is updating
 appropriately.

Test #5 (optional) : removing power from the receiver

Switch to stabilize mode, arm your motors and keep your throttle above zero.
Carefully disconnect the power wires connecting the receiver to the APM
The Flight Mode should switch to RTL or LAND as described in Test #3
Warning: unplug the APM so that it is powered down before reattaching the receiver’s power

Using the receiver to set the flight mode (not recommended)
Instead of setting up the receiver and flight controller as described above (i.e. “Low-Throttle” and “No Signal”
 methods) the receiver can be set-up to set channel 5 (flight mode channel) to a flight mode slot that has been set
 to RTL.  For example the receiver could be setup to move ch5’s pwm value to 1700 which is “Flight Mode 5″
 which could then be set to RTL on the Mission Planner’s Initial Setup >> Mandatory Hardware >> Flight Modes
 screen.

Although this mostly works it is not recommended because it will not trigger if the receiver loses power or if the
 wires between the receiver and flight controller are broken.

Warning to ArduCopter 3.1.5 and FRSky receiver users and users of
 other receivers that modify channel 5 during a failsafe event
Some FRSky tx/rx systems receivers can only be set-up to modify all channels including the flight mode channel
 (channel 5) when a failsafe event occurs.  For these receivers if using ArduCopter 3.1.5 (or earlier) it is
 important to setup the receiver’s channel 5 failsafe value so that the Pixhawk/APM is switched into RTL, Loiter
 or LAND.  This is critical because there is a very short period of time (3/50ths of a second) between when the

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/throttle-failsafe/wiki/flight-modes/
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 receiver pulls the throttle low and when the Pixhawk/APM initiates the RTL or LAND.  During this time, if the
 receiver also switches the flight mode channel to stabilize or acro the Pixhawk/APM may switch to stabilize
 momentarily and then because the copter is in stabilize with throttle at zero it will disarm the copter (i.e. Test
 #2).

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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2 When the failsafe will trigger
3 What will happen
4 Setting up the battery failsafe
5 Low Battery warning (even with failsafe disabled)

The battery failsafe can be set-up to automatically trigger an RTL or LAND when the vehicle battery
 voltage or estimated remaining power has crossed a configurable threshold.  Please follow the
 instructions below to setup and test the failsafe.

To use this failsafe the vehicle must have a Power Module or other voltage and (optionally) current
 monitor.

In addition to this battery failsafe ArduCopter supports Radio, GPS and Ground Station Control
 failsafes.

When the failsafe will trigger
If enabled and set-up correctly the battery failsafe will trigger if:

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > failsafe-battery

failsafe-battery

ArduCopter
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the main battery voltage drops below 10.5 volts (configurable) for more than 10 seconds
the main battery’s remaining capacity falls below the configurable Reserved MAH

What will happen
When the failsafe is triggered one of the following will happen:

Nothing if the vehicle is already disarmed
Disarm motors if the vehicle is in Stabilize or Acro mode and the throttle is at zero OR the vehicle
 is landed
Return-to-Launch (RTL) if the FS_BATT_ENABLE param is set to “2” (“RTL”) OR the vehicle is in
 AUTO mode, has a GPS lock and are at least 2 meters from your home position
Land in all other cases

Setting up the battery failsafe
Setup the power module as described in the Power Modules section of this wiki including setting the
 totally battery capacity if using a current monitor
On the INITIAL SETUP > Mandatory Hardware > Failsafe page:

set the “Low Battery” threshold voltage (i.e. 10.5 volts)
set the “Reserved MAH” or leave as “0” if the failsafe should never trigger based on estimated
 current consumed.  “600” would be an appropriate number to cause the vehicle to LAND or RTL
 when only 20% of a 3000mAH  battery remains.
select the desired behavior as “Land” or “RTL” (Note: the placement of the drop-down is
 confusing but this will be corrected in a future version of the mission planner)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/failsafe-battery/wiki/common-powermodule-landingpage/
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Low Battery warning (even with failsafe disabled)
Even if the battery failsafe is not enabled (i.e. FS_BATT_ENABLE = 0) the “Low Battery” voltage
 threshold and “Reserved MAH” numbers are used to issue a battery warning. This will result in:

“Low Battery!” message appearing on the ground stations HUD (if using telemetry)
Loud beeping if a buzzer is attached
Flashing LEDs

The only way to disable this warning completely is to set the “Low Battery” voltage and “Reserved
 MAH” values to zero.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/11/Failsafe_Battery_Setup.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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ArduCopter four failsafes : Radio, Battery, GPS and Ground Station Control (GCS). This pages covers
 the set-up and testing of the GPS and GCS failsafes.

GPS Failsafe
The GPS Failsafe is enabled by default but you can enable or disable it on the Mission Planner’s
 Standard Parameter List, by set the FS_GPS_ENABLE parameter to 0 (Disable) or 1 (Land) or 2
 (switch to AltHold).  It is highly recommended to leave it enabled and no known reason why it
 should ever be disabled.
If you lose GPS lock or experience a GPS Glitch for 5 seconds while in a mode that requires the
 GPS (Auto, Guided, Loiter, RTL, Circle, Position or Drift) mode it will initiate a Land (or AltHold if
 FS_GPS_ENABLE is set to 2).

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > GPS and GCS Failsafes

GPS and GCS Failsafes

ArduCopter
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Below is a video of a simulated GPS Failure resulting in the copter Landing.

Additional information on the GPS failsafe and Glitch protection can be found here.

Ground Control Station Failsafe
In Mission Planner’s Advanced Parameter List, set the FS_GCS_ENABLE parameter to:

0 to disable the GCS failsafe
1 to enable and always RTL in event of loss of contact
2 to RTL unless in AUTO mode in which case we should continue with the mission

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/GPSFailsafeAltHold2.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/gps-and-gcs-failsafes/wiki/gps-failsafe/
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If you have been using the ground station to control the copter (i.e. using a joystick) and then lose
 Ground Control Station contact for at least 5 seconds the following will happen:

Disarm motors – if you are in stabilize or acro mode and your throttle is zero
RTL – if you have a GPS lock and are more than 2 meters from your home position
LAND – if you have no GPS lock or are within 2 meters of home
Continue with the mission – if you are in AUTO mode and have set the GCS Failsafe Options to
 2 (Enabled_continue_in_auto_mode).

If the failsafe clears (contact with the ground station is restored) the copter will remain in it’s current
 flight mode. It will not automatically return to the flight mode that was active before the failsafe was
 triggered. This means that if, for example, you are flying in stabilize mode when the failsafe is
 triggered, and this causes the flight mode to change to RTL or LAND, if you wish to re-take control
 of the copter you will need to set your flight mode again back to stabilize.

Please Note: All Failsafe Parameters can also be observed or set from the Advanced Parameter
 List. 

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/FailsafeAdvPar801.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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ArduCopter 3.2 adds a DCM heading check and an EKF (Extended Kalman Filter – Pixhawk only)
 check to catch flyaways caused by a bad heading estimate.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > ekf-failsafe

ekf-failsafe

ArduCopter
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When will it trigger?
The DCM check runs by default on all boards and will trigger when the GPS implied heading and
 DCM’s estimated heading disagree by at least 60 degrees (configurable with the
 DCM_CHECK_THRESH parameter) for a full second.

The EKF check runs only on the Pixhawk and only when the EKF is being used as the primary source
 for attitude and position estimates (i.e. AHRS_EKF_USE = 1).  This check will trigger when the EKF’s
 compass and velocity “variance” are higher than 0.8 (configurable with EKF_CHECK_THRESH
 parameter) for one second.  This “variance” increases as the estimates become untrustworthy.  0 =
 very trustworthy, >1.0 = very untrustworthy.  If both variances climb above the
 EKF_CHECK_THRESH parameter (default is 0.6) the EKF/Inav failsafe triggers.

What will happen when the failsafe triggers?
The Pixhawk’s LED will flash red-yellow, the tone-alarm will sound.
 If telemetry is attached “EKF variance” will appear on the HUD.
 And EKF/DCM error will be written to the dataflash logs

If flying in a flight mode that does not require GPS nothing further will happen but you will be unable to
 switch into an autopilot flight mode (Loiter, PosHold, RTL, Guided, Auto) until the failure clears.

If flying in a mode that requires GPS (Loiter, PosHold, RTL, Guided, Auto) the vehicle will switch to
 “pilot controlled” LAND.  Meaning the pilot will have control of the roll and pitch angle but the vehicle
 will descend, land and finally disarm it’s motors.  The pilot can, like always switch into a manual flight
 mode including Stabilize or AltHold to bring the vehicle home.

Adjusting sensitivity or disabling the check
The DCM and EKF check and failsafe can be disabled by setting the DCM_CHECK_THRESH or
 EKF_CHECK_THRESH to “0” through the Mission Planner’s Config/Tuning >> Full Parameter List. 
 Alternatively it can be made less sensitive by increasing this parameter from 0.8 to 0.9 or 1.0.  The
 downside of increasing this parameter’s value is that during a flyaway caused by a bad compass or
 GPS glitching, the vehicle will fly further away before the vehicle is automatically switched to LAND
 mode.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-CMLrAwlco&feature=player_detailpage#t=60
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/08/ekfcheck_setupThroughMP.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Overview

AC 3.0.1 (and higher) include a simple “tin can” shaped fence centered on home that will attempt to
 stop your copter from flying too far away by initiating an RTL.  The maximum circular distance and
 altitude and the vehicle behaviour when the fence is reached can be configured using Mission
 Planner.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Fence

Fence

ArduCopter
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If the vehicle strays outside these borders it will switch into RTL or LAND.  At the moment the fence is
 breached a backup fence is erected 20m further out (or up).  If the copter breaches this backup fence
 (for example if the the vehicle is not set up correctly or the operator takes control but is unable to bring
 the copter back towards home) the copter will be switched into RTL again (and another backup fence
 an additional 20m further out will be created).
If the copter eventually flies 100m outside the configured fence distance, the vehicle will switch into
 LAND mode.  The idea being that it’s clearly impossible to get the copter home so best to just bring it
 down.  The pilot can still retake control of course with the flight mode switches.  Like with the earlier
 fences, another fence is erected 20m out which will again switch the copter to LAND if it continues
 away from home.

Enabling the Fence in Mission Planner

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Fence.png
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The Fence can be set-up by doing the following:

Connect your APM/PX4 to the Mission Planner
Go to the Software -> GeoFence screen
Click the “Enable” button
Leave the “Type” as “Altitude and Circle” (unless you want only an Altitude limit or only a Circular
 fence in which case you can select “Altitude” or “Circle”)
Leave the Action as “RTL or Land”
Set “Max Alt” to the altitude limit you want (in meters)
Set “Max Radius” to the maximum distance from home you want (in meters).  This should normally
 be at least 50m

Enabling the fence with Channel 7 or 8
It is not necessary to set-up a switch to enable or disable the fence but if you wish to control the fence
 with a switch please follow these steps:

Go to the Mission Planner’s Software > ArduCopter Pids screen and set either “Ch7 Opt” OR “Ch8
 Opt” to Fence.
holding the switch high (i.e. PWM > 1800) will enable the fence, low (under 1800) will disable the
 fence.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Fence_MPSetup.png
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Warnings:
The minimum recommended fence radius is 30m
The fence requires the GPS to be functioning well so do not disable the GPS arming check nor the
 GPS failsafe while the fence is enabled.  Conversely if you disable either of these checks, disable
 the Fence.
For the best results, ensure RTL is working on your vehicle.
With the Fence enabled, the pre-arm checks will require you have GPS lock before arming the
 vehicle.
If GPS failsafe is not enabled and the Fence is enabled and you loose GPS lock while flying the
 fence will be disabled.
If GPS failsafe is enabled and the Fence is enabled and you lose GPS lock while flying the vehicle
 will switch to LAND because we no longer know the vehicle position and we want to ensure the
 copter never travels far outside the fence.  This beahviour will occur regardless of the flight mode.
  If a LAND sequence is not desired, the pilot can retake control by moving the flight mode switch.
The backup fences are created 20m out from the previous breached fence not 20m out from the
 vehicle’s position.  This means if you choose to override the fence you may have less than 20m to
 regain vehicle control before the fence switches the copter to RTL (or LAND) again.  If you really
 want to override the fence, you should be ready to switch the flight mode twice or alternatively set-
up the enable/disable fence switch.

Video overview of the Fence setup and Operation

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Fence_MPCh78.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/ac2_simple_geofence/wiki/prearm_safety_check/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/ac2_simple_geofence/wiki/battery-gps-and-gcs-failsafes/#GPS_Failsafe
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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 By default, Channel 7 is configured to save the current location as a waypoint (see “Save WP” below)
 but you can change the default behavior from the Mission Planner’s Software > ArduCopter Pids
 screen.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Channel 7 and 8 Options

Channel 7 and 8 Options

ArduCopter
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Here are the options:

Option Description

Flip Vehicle will flip is on roll axis.  Vehicle will rise for 1 second and then rapidly roll.  The
 vehicle will not flip again until the switch is brought low and back to high. Give yourself at
 least 10m of altitude before trying flip for the first time!

Simple Mode The copter moves left, right, forward and back as if it were facing in the same direction as
 when it took off regardless of the copter’s heading.

RTL Return-to-Launch. The vehicle will first climb to a safe altitude (defined by RTL_ALT
 parameter), then return home, pause over home for 5 seconds (configurable by
 RTL_LOIT_TIME parameter) then descend to 2m or land (configurable by
 RTL_ALT_FINAL parameter).

Save Trim Adjust the vehicle level position using the current roll and pitch stick inputs. See details
 here.

Save WP Save the current location (including altitude) as a waypoint in the mission. If in AUTO mode
 no waypoint will be saved, instead the vehicle will RTL

Multi Mode Ch6 tuning knob position controls which of the following 3 functions is invoked when ch7 or
 ch8 switch put in the on position.

Ch6 <1200 : Flip

Ch6 1201 ~ 1799 : RTL

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/01/MPchan7options.png
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Ch6 > 1800 : Save Waypoint

Camera Trigger Camera shutter will be activated. See more details here.

Sonar Sonar is disabled when switch is in low position, enabled when it high position.

Fence Fence is disabled when switch is in low position, enabled when it high position.

ResetToArmedYaw Vehicle will turn to face the same direction that it was facing when it was first armed (e.g. at
 take-off).  An alternative to simple mode when you’ve lost orientation and need to bring the
 craft home.

Super Simple
 Mode

Similar to simple mode except controls are relative home position. Move the pitch stick
 forward and the copter will fly away from home, pull pitch back and it will return. Move roll
 stick left or right and the copter to orbit home regardless of the copter’s actual heading.

Check Ch7 & Ch8 PWM values reach 1800
Your channel 7 and/or channel 8 pwm value must reach at least 1800 PWM or the auxiliary function
 will not be activated.  You can check that it surpasses this threshold using the Mission Planner’s radio
 config page.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/channel-7-and-8-options/wiki/camera-mount/#Shutter_configuration
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/01/MPCH7checkPWMrange.png
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Overview

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Tuning
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The default PID gains are meant for the 3DR quad copter although they work on a wide variety of
 frames.  Still to get optimal performance you may need to adjust them which can be done through the
 Mission Planner’s Config/Tuning >> APM:Copter Pids screen.  The screen shot above shows the most
 important parameters for Roll/Pitch (yellow), Yaw (orange), Altitude hold (green), Loiter (pink) and
 Waypoint navigation (blue).

The most important parameter to get right is the Rate Roll P (and by default Rate Pitch P is locked to
 the same value) as discussed here.

Normally it’s best to start by tuning the Rate Roll/Pitch P in Stabilize mode then move onto tuning
 altitude hold in AltHold mode, then Loiter (which often needs no tuning) and finally the waypoint
 navigation performance in Auto mode.

Note: Dave C’s AC2.8.1 tuning guide has good information for tuning for rate roll and pitch but altitude
 hold, Loiter and navigation has changed dramatically since AC2.8.1 so those sections are no longer
 valid.

Roll/Pitch tuning
The Stabilize Roll/Pitch and Rate Roll/Pitch parameters, highlighted in yellow in the screen shot above
 control the roll pitch response.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Tuning_CommonThingsToChange.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PID_controller
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/IRIS
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/auto-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/ac_rollpitchtuning/
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/arducopter-tuning-guide
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 The Rate parameters which convert the desired rotation rate into a motor output are the most
 important.  The Rate Roll and Pitch P tuning page has the most information on tuning them.
 The Stabilize Roll/Pitch P converts the desired angle into a desired rotation rate which is then fed to
 the Rate controller.

A higher value will make the copter more responsive to roll/pitch inputs, a lower
 value will make it smoother
If set too high, the copter will oscillate on the roll and/or pitch axis
If set too low the copter will become sluggish to inputs

More information on tuning the roll and pitch can be found on the Stabilize mode page’s Tuning
 section.

An objective view of the overall Roll and Pitch performance can be seen by graphing the dataflash
 log’s ATT message’s Roll-In vs Roll and Pitch-In vs Pitch. The “Roll” (i.e. actual roll) should closely
 follow the “Roll-In” while in Stabilize or AltHold modes. Pitch should similarly closely follow Pitch-In.

Alternatively you may wish to try tuning both the rate and stabilize (i.e. angular) parameters using the
 AutoTune feature.

Yaw tuning
The Stabilize Yaw and Rate Yaw parameters, highlighted in orange in the screen shot above control
 the yaw response. It’s rare that the yaw requires much tuning.

Similar to roll and pitch if either Stabilize Yaw P or Rate Yaw P is too high the copter’s heading will
 oscillate. If they are too low the copter may be unable to maintain it’s heading.

As mentioned on the Stabilize mode’s tuning section, the ACRO_YAW_P parameter controls how
 quickly copter rotates based on a pilot’s yaw input.  The default of 4.5 commands a 200 deg/sec rate
 of rotation when the yaw stick is held fully left or right.  Higher values will make it rotate more quickly.

Altitude Tuning
The Altitude hold related tuning parameters are highlighted in green in the screen shot above.

The Altitude Hold P is used to convert the altitude error (the difference between the desired altitude
 and the actual altitude) to a desired climb or descent rate.  A higher rate will make it more

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/ac_rollpitchtuning/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/stabilize-mode/#Tuning_Parameters
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/stabilize-mode/#Tuning_Parameters
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/downloading-and-analyzing-data-logs-in-mission-planner/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/downloading-and-analyzing-data-logs-in-mission-planner/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/autotune/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/stabilize-mode/#Tuning_Parameters
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 aggressively attempt to maintain it’s altitude but if set too high leads to a jerky throttle response.

The Throttle Rate (which normally requires no tuning) converts the desired climb or descent rate into a
 desired acceleration up or down.

The Throttle Accel PID gains convert the acceleration error (i.e the difference between the desired
 acceleration and the actual acceleration) into a motor output.  The 1:2 ratio of P to I (i.e. I is twice the
 size of P) should be maintained if you modify these parameters.  These values should never be
 increased but for very powerful copters you may get better response by reducing both by 50% (i.e P to
 0.5, I to 1.0).

See the Altitude Hold flight mode page for more information.

Loiter Tuning
Generally if Roll and Pitch are tuned correctly,  the GPS and compass are set-up and performing well
 and vibration levels are acceptable, Loiter does not require much tuning but please see the Loiter
 Mode page for more details on tunable parameters including the horizontal speed.

In-flight tuning
A single parameter’s value can be tuned in flight using the transmitter’s Ch6 tuning knob.  A specific
 example for tuning the Rate Roll/Pitch P values can be found on the Rate Roll and Pitch P tuning wiki
 page.  Please see the Ch6 Opt drop-down on the Mission Planner’s Config/Tuning > APM:Copter
 Pids’s screen for a full list of parameters that can be tuned.

After setting the Ch6 Opt value, the Min and Max should also be set to reasonable values (i.e. non-
zero and also not unreasonably high) and then the “Refresh screen” button should be pushed by
 tuning the Ch6 knob to ensure that the parameter is updating correctly.

Video introduction to PIDs
PIDs (Proportional – Integral – Derivative) are the method used by our firmware to continuously
 stabilize the vehicle

Proportional = Immediate Correction: The further off you are the bigger the correction you make.
 Integral = Over time or steady state correction: If we are failing to make progress add additional

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/altholdmode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/common-diagnosing-problems-using-logs/#GPS_glitches
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/common-diagnosing-problems-using-logs/#Compass_interference
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/common-diagnosing-problems-using-logs/#Vibrations
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/loiter-mode/#Tuning
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/loiter-mode/#Tuning
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/ac_rollpitchtuning/#In-flight_tuning
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/wiki/ac_rollpitchtuning/#In-flight_tuning
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 correction.
 Derivative = Take it Easy correction: Is the correction going to fast? if it is slow it down (dampen) it
 a bit to avoid overshoot.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Although there are many gains that can be tuned in APM:Copter to get optimal performance, the most
 critical is the Rate Roll and Pitch P values which convert the desired rotation rate into a motor output. 
 This alone will likely get it flying reasonably well at least in Stabilize mode.

Some general advice on how to tune this parameter:

Too high and the copter will oscillate quickly in roll and/or pitch
Too low and the copter will become sluggish
High powered copter should use a lower gain, under powered copters are a higher gain

Contents

1 In-flight tuning
2 Video of in-flight tuning

In-flight tuning
Rate Roll P and Rate Pitch P can be tuned in flight using your transmitter’s channel 6 tuning knob by
 following these instructions:

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > InFlight tuning of Roll and Pitch

InFlight tuning of Roll and Pitch

ArduCopter
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1. Connect your APM/Pixhawk/PX4 to the Mission Planner
2. On the mission planner, select Config/Tuning >> APM:Copter Pids
3. Set the CH6 Opt to “Rate Roll/Pitch kP”
4. Set Min to 0.08, Max to 0.20 (most copters ideal gain is within this range although from a small

 number of copter the Max can be as high as 0.25)
5. Push the “Write Params” button
6. Turn your transmitter’s CH6 tuning knob to the minimum position, press the “Refresh Params”

 button and ensure that the Rate Roll P and Rate Pitch P values become 0.08 (or something very
 close)

7. Turn the CH6 knob to it’s maximum position, press “Refresh Params” and ensure the Rate Roll P
 moves to 0.20

8. Move the CH6 knob back to the middle
9. Arm and fly your copter in Stabilize mode adjusting the ch6 knob until you get a copter that is

 responsive but not wobbly
10. After the flight, disconnect your lipo battery and reconnect the APM to the mission planner
11. With the CH6 knob in the position that gave the best performance, return to the ArduCopter Pids

 screen and push the “Refresh Params” button
12. In the Rate Roll P and Rate Pitch P fields re-type the value that you see but just slightly modified so

 that the mission planner recongises that it’s changed and resends to the APM/PX4 (Note: if you re-
type exactly the same number as what appears in Rate Roll P it won’t be updated).  So for example
 if the Rate Roll P appears as “0.1213” make it “0.1200”

13. Set Ch6 Opt back to “None” and push “Write Params”

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/RollPitchTuning.png
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14. Push the Disconnect button on the top right, and the Connect
15. Ensure that the Rate Roll P value is the value that you retyped in step #12

 

Note: while you are moving the tuning knob the values update at 3 times per second.  The need to
 press the Refresh button in the mission planner in steps #6 and #7 above is just because the
 APM:Copter is not sending the updates to the mission planner in real-time.

Video of in-flight tuning

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
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Contents

1 Overview
2 How to invoke AutoTune
3 Dataflash logging

Overview
AutoTune is a feature available in ArduCopter 3.1-rc5 (and later) versions. It attempts to tune the
 Stabilize P and Rate P and D terms that provide the highest response without significant overshoot. It
 does this by twitching the copter in the roll and pitch access which means that the copter needs to be
 basically flyable in AltHold mode before attempting to use AutoTune.

How to invoke AutoTune

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > AutoTune

AutoTune

ArduCopter
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1. Set up one flight mode switch position to be AltHold.
 2. Set the Ch7 Opt or Ch8 Opt to Autotune to allow you to turn the auto tuning on/off with the ch7 or
 ch8 switch.

3. Ensure the ch7 or ch8 switch is in the LOW position.
 4. Wait for a calm day and go to a large open area.
 5. Take off and put the copter into AltHold mode at a comfortable altitude.
 6. Set the ch7/ch8 switch to the HIGH position to engage auto tuning:

You will see it twitch about 20 degrees left and right for a few minutes, then it will
 repeat forward and back.
Use the roll and pitch stick at any time to reposition the copter if it drifts away (it will
 use the original PID gains during repositioning and between tests).  When you
 release the sticks it will continue auto tuning where it left off.
Move the ch7/ch8 switch into the LOW position at any time to abandon the
 autotuning and return to the origin PIDs.
Make sure that you do not have any trim set on your transmitter or the autotune may
 not get the signal that the sticks are centered.

7. When the tune completes the copter will change back to the original PID gains.
 8. Put the ch7/ch8 switch into the LOW position then back to the HIGH position to test the tuned PID
 gains.
 9. Put the ch7/ch8 switch into the LOW position to fly using the original PID gains.
 10. If you are happy with the autotuned PID gains, leave the ch7/ch8 switch in the HIGH position, land
 and disarm to save the PIDs permanently.
 If you DO NOT like the new PIDS, switch ch7/ch8 LOW to return to the original PIDs. The gains will
 not be saved when you disarm.

Notes:

Warning!  AutoTune can request very large and fast changes in outputs to the motors which

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/autotune/wiki/channel-7-and-8-options/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/10/AutoTuneCh7Switch.png
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 can cause ESC sync issues especially when using SimonK firmware and/or low KV motors
 (under 500KV).  See this video showing a test which recreates a sync problem.

AutoTune is sometimes unable to find a good tune for frames with very soft dampening on the APM
 or very flexible arms.
For best results the copter shouldn’t be allowed to build up too much speed. This can be prevented
 by applying a quick correction between tests (twitches).
Be advised that AutoTune will engage in Stabilize, so don’t accidentally flip your AutoTune switch
 until you are in AltHold and ready to begin the procedure.
When reporting issues with AutoTune please include a description of your frame and a dataflash log
 of the flight.

Dataflash logging
ATUN (auto tune overview) and ATDE (auto tune details) messages are written to the dataflash logs.
 Some details of the contents of those messages can be found on the dataflash logging message
 details wiki page.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Reference Manual Table of Contents

Complete Parameter List

This is a complete list of the parameters which can be set via the MAVLink protocol in the EEPROM of
 your APM to control vehicle behaviour. This list is automatically generated from the latest ardupilot
 source code, and so may contain parameters which are not yet in the stable released versions of the
 code.

Contents

1 ArduCopter Parameters
1.1 Eeprom format version number (ArduCopter:SYSID_SW_MREV)
1.2 Software Type (ArduCopter:SYSID_SW_TYPE)
1.3 Mavlink version (ArduCopter:SYSID_THISMAV)
1.4 My ground station number (ArduCopter:SYSID_MYGCS)
1.5 Telemetry startup delay (ArduCopter:TELEM_DELAY)
1.6 RTL Altitude (ArduCopter:RTL_ALT)
1.7 Rangefinder gain (ArduCopter:RNGFND_GAIN)
1.8 Battery Failsafe Enable (ArduCopter:FS_BATT_ENABLE)
1.9 Failsafe battery voltage (ArduCopter:FS_BATT_VOLTAGE)
1.10 Failsafe battery milliAmpHours (ArduCopter:FS_BATT_MAH)
1.11 GPS Failsafe Enable (ArduCopter:FS_GPS_ENABLE)
1.12 Ground Station Failsafe Enable (ArduCopter:FS_GCS_ENABLE)

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > ArduCopter Parameters

ArduCopter Parameters

ArduCopter
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1.13 GPS Hdop Good (ArduCopter:GPS_HDOP_GOOD)
1.14 Compass enable/disable (ArduCopter:MAG_ENABLE)
1.15 Super Simple Mode (ArduCopter:SUPER_SIMPLE)
1.16 RTL Final Altitude (ArduCopter:RTL_ALT_FINAL)
1.17 Receiver RSSI sensing pin (ArduCopter:RSSI_PIN)
1.18 Receiver RSSI voltage range (ArduCopter:RSSI_RANGE)
1.19 Yaw behaviour during missions (ArduCopter:WP_YAW_BEHAVIOR)
1.20 RTL loiter time (ArduCopter:RTL_LOIT_TIME)
1.21 Land speed (ArduCopter:LAND_SPEED)
1.22 Pilot maximum vertical speed (ArduCopter:PILOT_VELZ_MAX)
1.23 Pilot vertical acceleration (ArduCopter:PILOT_ACCEL_Z)
1.24 Throttle Minimum (ArduCopter:THR_MIN)
1.25 Throttle Maximum (ArduCopter:THR_MAX)
1.26 Throttle Failsafe Enable (ArduCopter:FS_THR_ENABLE)
1.27 Throttle Failsafe Value (ArduCopter:FS_THR_VALUE)
1.28 Throttle Trim (ArduCopter:TRIM_THROTTLE)
1.29 Throttle Mid Position (ArduCopter:THR_MID)
1.30 Throttle deadzone (ArduCopter:THR_DZ)
1.31 Flight Mode 1 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE1)
1.32 Flight Mode 2 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE2)
1.33 Flight Mode 3 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE3)
1.34 Flight Mode 4 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE4)
1.35 Flight Mode 5 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE5)
1.36 Flight Mode 6 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE6)
1.37 Simple mode bitmask (ArduCopter:SIMPLE)
1.38 Log bitmask (ArduCopter:LOG_BITMASK)
1.39 ESC Calibration (ArduCopter:ESC)
1.40 Channel 6 Tuning (ArduCopter:TUNE)
1.41 Tuning minimum (ArduCopter:TUNE_LOW)
1.42 Tuning maximum (ArduCopter:TUNE_HIGH)
1.43 Frame Orientation (+, X or V) (ArduCopter:FRAME)
1.44 Channel 7 option (ArduCopter:CH7_OPT)
1.45 Channel 8 option (ArduCopter:CH8_OPT)
1.46 Arming check (ArduCopter:ARMING_CHECK)
1.47 RC Feel Roll/Pitch (ArduCopter:RC_FEEL_RP)
1.48 PosHold braking rate (ArduCopter:PHLD_BRAKE_RATE)
1.49 PosHold braking angle max (ArduCopter:PHLD_BRAKE_ANGLE)
1.50 Land repositioning (ArduCopter:LAND_REPOSITION)
1.51 EKF check compass and velocity variance threshold (ArduCopter:EKF_CHECK_THRESH)
1.52 DCM yaw error threshold (ArduCopter:DCM_CHECK_THRESH)
1.53 Heli Stabilize Throttle Collective Minimum (ArduCopter:H_STAB_COL_MIN)
1.54 Stabilize Throttle Maximum (ArduCopter:H_STAB_COL_MAX)
1.55 ESC Update Speed (ArduCopter:RC_SPEED)
1.56 Acro Roll and Pitch P gain (ArduCopter:ACRO_RP_P)
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1.57 Acro Yaw P gain (ArduCopter:ACRO_YAW_P)
1.58 Acro Balance Roll (ArduCopter:ACRO_BAL_ROLL)
1.59 Acro Balance Pitch (ArduCopter:ACRO_BAL_PITCH)
1.60 Acro Trainer (ArduCopter:ACRO_TRAINER)
1.61 Acro Expo (ArduCopter:ACRO_EXPO)
1.62 Roll axis rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:RATE_RLL_P)
1.63 Roll axis rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:RATE_RLL_I)
1.64 Roll axis rate controller I gain maximum (ArduCopter:RATE_RLL_IMAX)
1.65 Pitch axis rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:RATE_PIT_P)
1.66 Pitch axis rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:RATE_PIT_I)
1.67 Pitch axis rate controller I gain maximum (ArduCopter:RATE_PIT_IMAX)
1.68 Yaw axis rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:RATE_YAW_P)
1.69 Yaw axis rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:RATE_YAW_I)
1.70 Yaw axis rate controller I gain maximum (ArduCopter:RATE_YAW_IMAX)
1.71 Loiter latitude rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:LOITER_LAT_P)
1.72 Loiter latitude rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:LOITER_LAT_I)
1.73 Loiter rate controller I gain maximum (ArduCopter:LOITER_LAT_IMAX)
1.74 Loiter latitude rate controller D gain (ArduCopter:LOITER_LAT_D)
1.75 Loiter longitude rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:LOITER_LON_P)
1.76 Loiter longitude rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:LOITER_LON_I)
1.77 Loiter longitude rate controller I gain maximum (ArduCopter:LOITER_LON_IMAX)
1.78 Loiter longituderate controller D gain (ArduCopter:LOITER_LON_D)
1.79 Throttle rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:THR_RATE_P)
1.80 Throttle rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:THR_RATE_I)
1.81 Throttle rate controller I gain maximum (ArduCopter:THR_RATE_IMAX)
1.82 Throttle rate controller D gain (ArduCopter:THR_RATE_D)
1.83 Throttle acceleration controller P gain (ArduCopter:THR_ACCEL_P)
1.84 Throttle acceleration controller I gain (ArduCopter:THR_ACCEL_I)
1.85 Throttle acceleration controller I gain maximum (ArduCopter:THR_ACCEL_IMAX)
1.86 Throttle acceleration controller D gain (ArduCopter:THR_ACCEL_D)
1.87 Roll axis stabilize controller P gain (ArduCopter:STB_RLL_P)
1.88 Pitch axis stabilize controller P gain (ArduCopter:STB_PIT_P)
1.89 Yaw axis stabilize controller P gain (ArduCopter:STB_YAW_P)
1.90 Altitude controller P gain (ArduCopter:THR_ALT_P)
1.91 Loiter position controller P gain (ArduCopter:HLD_LAT_P)

2 Library Parameters
3 SERIAL Parameters

3.1 Serial0 baud rate (SERIAL0_BAUD)
3.2 Telem1 protocol selection (SERIAL1_PROTOCOL)
3.3 Telem1 Baud Rate (SERIAL1_BAUD)
3.4 Telemetry 2 protocol selection (SERIAL2_PROTOCOL)
3.5 Telemetry 2 Baud Rate (SERIAL2_BAUD)
3.6 Serial 3 (GPS) protocol selection (SERIAL3_PROTOCOL)
3.7 Serial 3 (GPS) Baud Rate (SERIAL3_BAUD)
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3.8 Serial4 protocol selection (SERIAL4_PROTOCOL)
3.9 Serial 4 Baud Rate (SERIAL4_BAUD)

4 HS1_ Parameters
4.1 RC min PWM (HS1_MIN)
4.2 RC trim PWM (HS1_TRIM)
4.3 RC max PWM (HS1_MAX)
4.4 RC reverse (HS1_REV)
4.5 RC dead-zone (HS1_DZ)

5 HS2_ Parameters
5.1 RC min PWM (HS2_MIN)
5.2 RC trim PWM (HS2_TRIM)
5.3 RC max PWM (HS2_MAX)
5.4 RC reverse (HS2_REV)
5.5 RC dead-zone (HS2_DZ)

6 HS3_ Parameters
6.1 RC min PWM (HS3_MIN)
6.2 RC trim PWM (HS3_TRIM)
6.3 RC max PWM (HS3_MAX)
6.4 RC reverse (HS3_REV)
6.5 RC dead-zone (HS3_DZ)

7 HS4_ Parameters
7.1 RC min PWM (HS4_MIN)
7.2 RC trim PWM (HS4_TRIM)
7.3 RC max PWM (HS4_MAX)
7.4 RC reverse (HS4_REV)
7.5 RC dead-zone (HS4_DZ)

8 RC1_ Parameters
8.1 RC min PWM (RC1_MIN)
8.2 RC trim PWM (RC1_TRIM)
8.3 RC max PWM (RC1_MAX)
8.4 RC reverse (RC1_REV)
8.5 RC dead-zone (RC1_DZ)

9 RC2_ Parameters
9.1 RC min PWM (RC2_MIN)
9.2 RC trim PWM (RC2_TRIM)
9.3 RC max PWM (RC2_MAX)
9.4 RC reverse (RC2_REV)
9.5 RC dead-zone (RC2_DZ)

10 RC3_ Parameters
10.1 RC min PWM (RC3_MIN)
10.2 RC trim PWM (RC3_TRIM)
10.3 RC max PWM (RC3_MAX)
10.4 RC reverse (RC3_REV)
10.5 RC dead-zone (RC3_DZ)
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11 RC4_ Parameters
11.1 RC min PWM (RC4_MIN)
11.2 RC trim PWM (RC4_TRIM)
11.3 RC max PWM (RC4_MAX)
11.4 RC reverse (RC4_REV)
11.5 RC dead-zone (RC4_DZ)

12 RC5_ Parameters
12.1 RC min PWM (RC5_MIN)
12.2 RC trim PWM (RC5_TRIM)
12.3 RC max PWM (RC5_MAX)
12.4 RC reverse (RC5_REV)
12.5 RC dead-zone (RC5_DZ)
12.6 Servo out function (RC5_FUNCTION)

13 RC6_ Parameters
13.1 RC min PWM (RC6_MIN)
13.2 RC trim PWM (RC6_TRIM)
13.3 RC max PWM (RC6_MAX)
13.4 RC reverse (RC6_REV)
13.5 RC dead-zone (RC6_DZ)
13.6 Servo out function (RC6_FUNCTION)

14 RC7_ Parameters
14.1 RC min PWM (RC7_MIN)
14.2 RC trim PWM (RC7_TRIM)
14.3 RC max PWM (RC7_MAX)
14.4 RC reverse (RC7_REV)
14.5 RC dead-zone (RC7_DZ)
14.6 Servo out function (RC7_FUNCTION)

15 RC8_ Parameters
15.1 RC min PWM (RC8_MIN)
15.2 RC trim PWM (RC8_TRIM)
15.3 RC max PWM (RC8_MAX)
15.4 RC reverse (RC8_REV)
15.5 RC dead-zone (RC8_DZ)
15.6 Servo out function (RC8_FUNCTION)

16 RC9_ Parameters
16.1 RC min PWM (RC9_MIN)
16.2 RC trim PWM (RC9_TRIM)
16.3 RC max PWM (RC9_MAX)
16.4 RC reverse (RC9_REV)
16.5 RC dead-zone (RC9_DZ)
16.6 Servo out function (RC9_FUNCTION)

17 RC10_ Parameters
17.1 RC min PWM (RC10_MIN)
17.2 RC trim PWM (RC10_TRIM)
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17.3 RC max PWM (RC10_MAX)
17.4 RC reverse (RC10_REV)
17.5 RC dead-zone (RC10_DZ)
17.6 Servo out function (RC10_FUNCTION)

18 RC11_ Parameters
18.1 RC min PWM (RC11_MIN)
18.2 RC trim PWM (RC11_TRIM)
18.3 RC max PWM (RC11_MAX)
18.4 RC reverse (RC11_REV)
18.5 RC dead-zone (RC11_DZ)
18.6 Servo out function (RC11_FUNCTION)

19 RC12_ Parameters
19.1 RC min PWM (RC12_MIN)
19.2 RC trim PWM (RC12_TRIM)
19.3 RC max PWM (RC12_MAX)
19.4 RC reverse (RC12_REV)
19.5 RC dead-zone (RC12_DZ)
19.6 Servo out function (RC12_FUNCTION)

20 RC13_ Parameters
20.1 RC min PWM (RC13_MIN)
20.2 RC trim PWM (RC13_TRIM)
20.3 RC max PWM (RC13_MAX)
20.4 RC reverse (RC13_REV)
20.5 RC dead-zone (RC13_DZ)
20.6 Servo out function (RC13_FUNCTION)

21 RC14_ Parameters
21.1 RC min PWM (RC14_MIN)
21.2 RC trim PWM (RC14_TRIM)
21.3 RC max PWM (RC14_MAX)
21.4 RC reverse (RC14_REV)
21.5 RC dead-zone (RC14_DZ)
21.6 Servo out function (RC14_FUNCTION)

22 CAM_ Parameters
22.1 Camera shutter (trigger) type (CAM_TRIGG_TYPE)
22.2 Duration that shutter is held open (CAM_DURATION)
22.3 Servo ON PWM value (CAM_SERVO_ON)
22.4 Servo OFF PWM value (CAM_SERVO_OFF)
22.5 Camera trigger distance (CAM_TRIGG_DIST)

23 RELAY_ Parameters
23.1 First Relay Pin (RELAY_PIN)
23.2 Second Relay Pin (RELAY_PIN2)
23.3 Third Relay Pin (RELAY_PIN3)
23.4 Fourth Relay Pin (RELAY_PIN4)
23.5 Default relay state (RELAY_DEFAULT)
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24 EPM_ Parameters
24.1 EPM Enable/Disable (EPM_ENABLE)
24.2 EPM Grab PWM (EPM_GRAB)
24.3 EPM Release PWM (EPM_RELEASE)
24.4 EPM Neutral PWM (EPM_NEUTRAL)
24.5 EPM Regrab interval (EPM_REGRAB)

25 CHUTE_ Parameters
25.1 Parachute release enabled or disabled (CHUTE_ENABLED)
25.2 Parachute release mechanism type (relay or servo) (CHUTE_TYPE)
25.3 Parachute Servo ON PWM value (CHUTE_SERVO_ON)
25.4 Servo OFF PWM value (CHUTE_SERVO_OFF)
25.5 Parachute min altitude in cm above home (CHUTE_ALT_MIN)

26 LGR_ Parameters
26.1 Landing Gear Servo Retracted PWM Value (LGR_SERVO_RTRACT)
26.2 Landing Gear Servo Deployed PWM Value (LGR_SERVO_DEPLOY)

27 COMPASS_ Parameters
27.1 Compass offsets on the X axis (COMPASS_OFS_X)
27.2 Compass offsets on the Y axis (COMPASS_OFS_Y)
27.3 Compass offsets on the Z axis (COMPASS_OFS_Z)
27.4 Compass declination (COMPASS_DEC)
27.5 Learn compass offsets automatically (COMPASS_LEARN)
27.6 Use compass for yaw (COMPASS_USE)
27.7 Auto Declination (COMPASS_AUTODEC)
27.8 Motor interference compensation type (COMPASS_MOTCT)
27.9 Motor interference compensation for body frame X axis (COMPASS_MOT_X)
27.10 Motor interference compensation for body frame Y axis (COMPASS_MOT_Y)
27.11 Motor interference compensation for body frame Z axis (COMPASS_MOT_Z)
27.12 Compass orientation (COMPASS_ORIENT)
27.13 Compass is attached via an external cable (COMPASS_EXTERNAL)
27.14 Compass2 offsets on the X axis (COMPASS_OFS2_X)
27.15 Compass2 offsets on the Y axis (COMPASS_OFS2_Y)
27.16 Compass2 offsets on the Z axis (COMPASS_OFS2_Z)
27.17 Motor interference compensation to compass2 for body frame X axis (COMPASS_MOT2_X)
27.18 Motor interference compensation to compass2 for body frame Y axis (COMPASS_MOT2_Y)
27.19 Motor interference compensation to compass2 for body frame Z axis (COMPASS_MOT2_Z)
27.20 Choose primary compass (COMPASS_PRIMARY)
27.21 Compass3 offsets on the X axis (COMPASS_OFS3_X)
27.22 Compass3 offsets on the Y axis (COMPASS_OFS3_Y)
27.23 Compass3 offsets on the Z axis (COMPASS_OFS3_Z)
27.24 Motor interference compensation to compass3 for body frame X axis (COMPASS_MOT3_X)
27.25 Motor interference compensation to compass3 for body frame Y axis (COMPASS_MOT3_Y)
27.26 Motor interference compensation to compass3 for body frame Z axis (COMPASS_MOT3_Z)
27.27 Compass device id (COMPASS_DEV_ID)
27.28 Compass2 device id (COMPASS_DEV_ID2)
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27.29 Compass3 device id (COMPASS_DEV_ID3)
27.30 Compass2 used for yaw (COMPASS_USE2)
27.31 Compass2 orientation (COMPASS_ORIENT2)
27.32 Compass2 is attached via an external cable (COMPASS_EXTERN2)
27.33 Compass3 used for yaw (COMPASS_USE3)
27.34 Compass3 orientation (COMPASS_ORIENT3)
27.35 Compass3 is attached via an external cable (COMPASS_EXTERN3)

28 INS_ Parameters
28.1 IMU Product ID (INS_PRODUCT_ID)
28.2 Accelerometer scaling of X axis (INS_ACCSCAL_X)
28.3 Accelerometer scaling of Y axis (INS_ACCSCAL_Y)
28.4 Accelerometer scaling of Z axis (INS_ACCSCAL_Z)
28.5 Accelerometer offsets of X axis (INS_ACCOFFS_X)
28.6 Accelerometer offsets of Y axis (INS_ACCOFFS_Y)
28.7 Accelerometer offsets of Z axis (INS_ACCOFFS_Z)
28.8 Gyro offsets of X axis (INS_GYROFFS_X)
28.9 Gyro offsets of Y axis (INS_GYROFFS_Y)
28.10 Gyro offsets of Z axis (INS_GYROFFS_Z)
28.11 MPU6000 filter frequency (INS_MPU6K_FILTER)
28.12 Accelerometer2 scaling of X axis (INS_ACC2SCAL_X)
28.13 Accelerometer2 scaling of Y axis (INS_ACC2SCAL_Y)
28.14 Accelerometer2 scaling of Z axis (INS_ACC2SCAL_Z)
28.15 Accelerometer2 offsets of X axis (INS_ACC2OFFS_X)
28.16 Accelerometer2 offsets of Y axis (INS_ACC2OFFS_Y)
28.17 Accelerometer2 offsets of Z axis (INS_ACC2OFFS_Z)
28.18 Gyro2 offsets of X axis (INS_GYR2OFFS_X)
28.19 Gyro2 offsets of Y axis (INS_GYR2OFFS_Y)
28.20 Gyro2 offsets of Z axis (INS_GYR2OFFS_Z)
28.21 Accelerometer3 scaling of X axis (INS_ACC3SCAL_X)
28.22 Accelerometer3 scaling of Y axis (INS_ACC3SCAL_Y)
28.23 Accelerometer3 scaling of Z axis (INS_ACC3SCAL_Z)
28.24 Accelerometer3 offsets of X axis (INS_ACC3OFFS_X)
28.25 Accelerometer3 offsets of Y axis (INS_ACC3OFFS_Y)
28.26 Accelerometer3 offsets of Z axis (INS_ACC3OFFS_Z)
28.27 Gyro3 offsets of X axis (INS_GYR3OFFS_X)
28.28 Gyro3 offsets of Y axis (INS_GYR3OFFS_Y)
28.29 Gyro3 offsets of Z axis (INS_GYR3OFFS_Z)

29 INAV_ Parameters
29.1 Horizontal Time Constant (INAV_TC_XY)
29.2 Vertical Time Constant (INAV_TC_Z)

30 WPNAV_ Parameters
30.1 Waypoint Horizontal Speed Target (WPNAV_SPEED)
30.2 Waypoint Radius (WPNAV_RADIUS)
30.3 Waypoint Climb Speed Target (WPNAV_SPEED_UP)
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30.4 Waypoint Descent Speed Target (WPNAV_SPEED_DN)
30.5 Loiter Horizontal Maximum Speed (WPNAV_LOIT_SPEED)
30.6 Waypoint Acceleration (WPNAV_ACCEL)
30.7 Waypoint Vertical Acceleration (WPNAV_ACCEL_Z)
30.8 Loiter maximum jerk (WPNAV_LOIT_JERK)

31 CIRCLE_ Parameters
31.1 Circle Radius (CIRCLE_RADIUS)
31.2 Circle rate (CIRCLE_RATE)

32 ATC_ Parameters
32.1 Angle Rate Roll-Pitch max (ATC_RATE_RP_MAX)
32.2 Angle Rate Yaw max (ATC_RATE_Y_MAX)
32.3 Yaw target slew rate (ATC_SLEW_YAW)
32.4 Acceleration Max for Roll/Pitch (ATC_ACCEL_RP_MAX)
32.5 Acceleration Max for Yaw (ATC_ACCEL_Y_MAX)
32.6 Rate Feedforward Enable (ATC_RATE_FF_ENAB)

33 POSCON_ Parameters
33.1 Throttle Hover (POSCON_THR_HOVER)

34 SR0_ Parameters
34.1 Raw sensor stream rate (SR0_RAW_SENS)
34.2 Extended status stream rate to ground station (SR0_EXT_STAT)
34.3 RC Channel stream rate to ground station (SR0_RC_CHAN)
34.4 Raw Control stream rate to ground station (SR0_RAW_CTRL)
34.5 Position stream rate to ground station (SR0_POSITION)
34.6 Extra data type 1 stream rate to ground station (SR0_EXTRA1)
34.7 Extra data type 2 stream rate to ground station (SR0_EXTRA2)
34.8 Extra data type 3 stream rate to ground station (SR0_EXTRA3)
34.9 Parameter stream rate to ground station (SR0_PARAMS)

35 SR1_ Parameters
35.1 Raw sensor stream rate (SR1_RAW_SENS)
35.2 Extended status stream rate to ground station (SR1_EXT_STAT)
35.3 RC Channel stream rate to ground station (SR1_RC_CHAN)
35.4 Raw Control stream rate to ground station (SR1_RAW_CTRL)
35.5 Position stream rate to ground station (SR1_POSITION)
35.6 Extra data type 1 stream rate to ground station (SR1_EXTRA1)
35.7 Extra data type 2 stream rate to ground station (SR1_EXTRA2)
35.8 Extra data type 3 stream rate to ground station (SR1_EXTRA3)
35.9 Parameter stream rate to ground station (SR1_PARAMS)

36 SR2_ Parameters
36.1 Raw sensor stream rate (SR2_RAW_SENS)
36.2 Extended status stream rate to ground station (SR2_EXT_STAT)
36.3 RC Channel stream rate to ground station (SR2_RC_CHAN)
36.4 Raw Control stream rate to ground station (SR2_RAW_CTRL)
36.5 Position stream rate to ground station (SR2_POSITION)
36.6 Extra data type 1 stream rate to ground station (SR2_EXTRA1)
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36.7 Extra data type 2 stream rate to ground station (SR2_EXTRA2)
36.8 Extra data type 3 stream rate to ground station (SR2_EXTRA3)
36.9 Parameter stream rate to ground station (SR2_PARAMS)

37 AHRS_ Parameters
37.1 AHRS GPS gain (AHRS_GPS_GAIN)
37.2 AHRS use GPS for navigation (AHRS_GPS_USE)
37.3 Yaw P (AHRS_YAW_P)
37.4 AHRS RP_P (AHRS_RP_P)
37.5 Maximum wind (AHRS_WIND_MAX)
37.6 AHRS Trim Roll (AHRS_TRIM_X)
37.7 AHRS Trim Pitch (AHRS_TRIM_Y)
37.8 AHRS Trim Yaw (AHRS_TRIM_Z)
37.9 Board Orientation (AHRS_ORIENTATION)
37.10 AHRS Velocity Complmentary Filter Beta Coefficient (AHRS_COMP_BETA)
37.11 AHRS GPS Minimum satellites (AHRS_GPS_MINSATS)
37.12 Use NavEKF Kalman filter for attitude and position estimation (AHRS_EKF_USE)

38 MNT_ Parameters
38.1 Mount default operating mode (MNT__DEFLT_MODE)
38.2 Mount roll angle when in retracted position (MNT__RETRACT_X)
38.3 Mount tilt/pitch angle when in retracted position (MNT__RETRACT_Y)
38.4 Mount yaw/pan angle when in retracted position (MNT__RETRACT_Z)
38.5 Mount roll angle when in neutral position (MNT__NEUTRAL_X)
38.6 Mount tilt/pitch angle when in neutral position (MNT__NEUTRAL_Y)
38.7 Mount pan/yaw angle when in neutral position (MNT__NEUTRAL_Z)
38.8 Stabilize mount’s roll angle (MNT__STAB_ROLL)
38.9 Stabilize mount’s pitch/tilt angle (MNT__STAB_TILT)
38.10 Stabilize mount pan/yaw angle (MNT__STAB_PAN)
38.11 roll RC input channel (MNT__RC_IN_ROLL)
38.12 Minimum roll angle (MNT__ANGMIN_ROL)
38.13 Maximum roll angle (MNT__ANGMAX_ROL)
38.14 tilt (pitch) RC input channel (MNT__RC_IN_TILT)
38.15 Minimum tilt angle (MNT__ANGMIN_TIL)
38.16 Maximum tilt angle (MNT__ANGMAX_TIL)
38.17 pan (yaw) RC input channel (MNT__RC_IN_PAN)
38.18 Minimum pan angle (MNT__ANGMIN_PAN)
38.19 Maximum pan angle (MNT__ANGMAX_PAN)
38.20 mount joystick speed (MNT__JSTICK_SPD)
38.21 Roll stabilization lead time (MNT__LEAD_RLL)
38.22 Pitch stabilization lead time (MNT__LEAD_PTCH)
38.23 Mount Type (MNT__TYPE)
38.24 Mount default operating mode (MNT_2_DEFLT_MODE)
38.25 Mount2 roll angle when in retracted position (MNT_2_RETRACT_X)
38.26 Mount2 tilt/pitch angle when in retracted position (MNT_2_RETRACT_Y)
38.27 Mount2 yaw/pan angle when in retracted position (MNT_2_RETRACT_Z)
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38.28 Mount2 roll angle when in neutral position (MNT_2_NEUTRAL_X)
38.29 Mount2 tilt/pitch angle when in neutral position (MNT_2_NEUTRAL_Y)
38.30 Mount2 pan/yaw angle when in neutral position (MNT_2_NEUTRAL_Z)
38.31 Stabilize Mount2’s roll angle (MNT_2_STAB_ROLL)
38.32 Stabilize Mount2’s pitch/tilt angle (MNT_2_STAB_TILT)
38.33 Stabilize mount2 pan/yaw angle (MNT_2_STAB_PAN)
38.34 Mount2’s roll RC input channel (MNT_2_RC_IN_ROLL)
38.35 Mount2’s minimum roll angle (MNT_2_ANGMIN_ROL)
38.36 Mount2’s maximum roll angle (MNT_2_ANGMAX_ROL)
38.37 Mount2’s tilt (pitch) RC input channel (MNT_2_RC_IN_TILT)
38.38 Mount2’s minimum tilt angle (MNT_2_ANGMIN_TIL)
38.39 Mount2’s maximum tilt angle (MNT_2_ANGMAX_TIL)
38.40 Mount2’s pan (yaw) RC input channel (MNT_2_RC_IN_PAN)
38.41 Mount2’s minimum pan angle (MNT_2_ANGMIN_PAN)
38.42 Mount2’s maximum pan angle (MNT_2_ANGMAX_PAN)
38.43 Mount2’s Roll stabilization lead time (MNT_2_LEAD_RLL)
38.44 Mount2’s Pitch stabilization lead time (MNT_2_LEAD_PTCH)
38.45 Mount2 Type (MNT_2_TYPE)

39 BATT_ Parameters
39.1 Battery monitoring (BATT_MONITOR)
39.2 Battery Voltage sensing pin (BATT_VOLT_PIN)
39.3 Battery Current sensing pin (BATT_CURR_PIN)
39.4 Voltage Multiplier (BATT_VOLT_MULT)
39.5 Amps per volt (BATT_AMP_PERVOLT)
39.6 AMP offset (BATT_AMP_OFFSET)
39.7 Battery capacity (BATT_CAPACITY)
39.8 Battery monitoring (BATT_2_MONITOR)
39.9 Battery Voltage sensing pin (BATT_2_VOLT_PIN)
39.10 Battery Current sensing pin (BATT_2_CURR_PIN)
39.11 Voltage Multiplier (BATT_2_VOLT_MULT)
39.12 Amps per volt (BATT_2_AMP_PERVOL)
39.13 AMP offset (BATT_2_AMP_OFFSET)
39.14 Battery capacity (BATT_2_CAPACITY)

40 BRD_ Parameters
40.1 PWM Count (BRD_PWM_COUNT)
40.2 Serial 1 flow control (BRD_SER1_RTSCTS)
40.3 Serial 2 flow control (BRD_SER2_RTSCTS)
40.4 Enable use of safety arming switch (BRD_SAFETYENABLE)

41 SPRAY_ Parameters
41.1 Sprayer enable/disable (SPRAY_ENABLE)
41.2 Pump speed (SPRAY_PUMP_RATE)
41.3 Spinner rotation speed (SPRAY_SPINNER)
41.4 Speed minimum (SPRAY_SPEED_MIN)
41.5 Pump speed minimum (SPRAY_PUMP_MIN)
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42 GND_ Parameters
42.1 Absolute Pressure (GND_ABS_PRESS)
42.2 ground temperature (GND_TEMP)
42.3 altitude offset (GND_ALT_OFFSET)

43 GPS_ Parameters
43.1 GPS type (GPS_TYPE)
43.2 2nd GPS type (GPS_TYPE2)
43.3 Navigation filter setting (GPS_NAVFILTER)
43.4 Automatic Switchover Setting (GPS_AUTO_SWITCH)
43.5 Minimum Lock Type Accepted for DGPS (GPS_DGPS_MIN_LOCK)
43.6 SBAS Mode (GPS_SBAS_MODE)
43.7 Minimum elevation (GPS_MIN_ELEV)

44 SCHED_ Parameters
44.1 Scheduler debug level (SCHED_DEBUG)

45 FENCE_ Parameters
45.1 Fence enable/disable (FENCE_ENABLE)
45.2 Fence Type (FENCE_TYPE)
45.3 Fence Action (FENCE_ACTION)
45.4 Fence Maximum Altitude (FENCE_ALT_MAX)
45.5 Circular Fence Radius (FENCE_RADIUS)
45.6 Fence Margin (FENCE_MARGIN)

46 RALLY_ Parameters
46.1 Rally Total (RALLY_TOTAL)
46.2 Rally Limit (RALLY_LIMIT_KM)

47 GPSGLITCH_ Parameters
47.1 GPS Glitch protection enable/disable (GPSGLITCH_ENABLE)
47.2 GPS glitch protection radius within which all new positions are accepted (GPSGLITCH_RADIUS)
47.3 GPS glitch protection’s max vehicle acceleration assumption (GPSGLITCH_ACCEL)

48 BAROGLTCH_ Parameters
48.1 Baro Glitch protection enable/disable (BAROGLTCH_ENABLE)
48.2 Baro glitch protection distance within which alt update is immediately accepted
 (BAROGLTCH_DIST)
48.3 Baro glitch protection’s max vehicle acceleration assumption (BAROGLTCH_ACCEL)

49 H_ Parameters
49.1 Servo 1 Position (H_SV1_POS)
49.2 Servo 2 Position (H_SV2_POS)
49.3 Servo 3 Position (H_SV3_POS)
49.4 Swash Roll Angle Max (H_ROL_MAX)
49.5 Swash Pitch Angle Max (H_PIT_MAX)
49.6 Collective Pitch Minimum (H_COL_MIN)
49.7 Collective Pitch Maximum (H_COL_MAX)
49.8 Collective Pitch Mid-Point (H_COL_MID)
49.9 Tail Type (H_TAIL_TYPE)
49.10 Swash Type (H_SWASH_TYPE)
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49.11 External Gyro Gain (H_GYR_GAIN)
49.12 Manual Servo Mode (H_SV_MAN)
49.13 Swashplate Phase Angle Compensation (H_PHANG)
49.14 Collective-Yaw Mixing (H_COLYAW)
49.15 External Motor Governor Setpoint (H_GOV_SETPOINT)
49.16 Rotor Speed Control Mode (H_RSC_MODE)
49.17 Flybar Mode Selector (H_FLYBAR_MODE)
49.18 Landing Collective Minimum (H_LAND_COL_MIN)
49.19 RSC Ramp Time (H_RSC_RAMP_TIME)
49.20 RSC Runup Time (H_RSC_RUNUP_TIME)
49.21 Direct Drive VarPitch Tail ESC speed (H_TAIL_SPEED)

50 SS1_ Parameters
50.1 RC min PWM (SS1_MIN)
50.2 RC trim PWM (SS1_TRIM)
50.3 RC max PWM (SS1_MAX)
50.4 RC reverse (SS1_REV)
50.5 RC dead-zone (SS1_DZ)

51 SS2_ Parameters
51.1 RC min PWM (SS2_MIN)
51.2 RC trim PWM (SS2_TRIM)
51.3 RC max PWM (SS2_MAX)
51.4 RC reverse (SS2_REV)
51.5 RC dead-zone (SS2_DZ)

52 SS3_ Parameters
52.1 RC min PWM (SS3_MIN)
52.2 RC trim PWM (SS3_TRIM)
52.3 RC max PWM (SS3_MAX)
52.4 RC reverse (SS3_REV)
52.5 RC dead-zone (SS3_DZ)

53 SS4_ Parameters
53.1 RC min PWM (SS4_MIN)
53.2 RC trim PWM (SS4_TRIM)
53.3 RC max PWM (SS4_MAX)
53.4 RC reverse (SS4_REV)
53.5 RC dead-zone (SS4_DZ)

54 MOT_ Parameters
54.1 Thrust Curve Enable (MOT_TCRV_ENABLE)
54.2 Thrust Curve mid-point percentage (MOT_TCRV_MIDPCT)
54.3 Thrust Curve max thrust percentage (MOT_TCRV_MAXPCT)
54.4 Motors always spin when armed (MOT_SPIN_ARMED)
54.5 Reverse roll feedback (MOT_REV_ROLL)
54.6 Reverse pitch feedback (MOT_REV_PITCH)
54.7 Reverse yaw feedback (MOT_REV_YAW)
54.8 Servo speed (MOT_SV_SPEED)
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55 RCMAP_ Parameters
55.1 Roll channel (RCMAP_ROLL)
55.2 Pitch channel (RCMAP_PITCH)
55.3 Throttle channel (RCMAP_THROTTLE)
55.4 Yaw channel (RCMAP_YAW)

56 EKF_ Parameters
56.1 GPS horizontal velocity measurement noise (m/s) (EKF_VELNE_NOISE)
56.2 GPS vertical velocity measurement noise (m/s) (EKF_VELD_NOISE)
56.3 GPS horizontal position measurement noise (m) (EKF_POSNE_NOISE)
56.4 Altitude measurement noise (m) (EKF_ALT_NOISE)
56.5 Magnetometer measurement noise (Gauss) (EKF_MAG_NOISE)
56.6 Equivalent airspeed measurement noise (m/s) (EKF_EAS_NOISE)
56.7 Wind velocity process noise (m/s^2) (EKF_WIND_PNOISE)
56.8 Height rate to wind procss noise scaler (EKF_WIND_PSCALE)
56.9 Rate gyro noise (rad/s) (EKF_GYRO_PNOISE)
56.10 Accelerometer noise (m/s^2) (EKF_ACC_PNOISE)
56.11 Rate gyro bias process noise (rad/s) (EKF_GBIAS_PNOISE)
56.12 Accelerometer bias process noise (m/s^2) (EKF_ABIAS_PNOISE)
56.13 Earth magnetic field process noise (gauss/s) (EKF_MAGE_PNOISE)
56.14 Body magnetic field process noise (gauss/s) (EKF_MAGB_PNOISE)
56.15 GPS velocity measurement delay (msec) (EKF_VEL_DELAY)
56.16 GPS position measurement delay (msec) (EKF_POS_DELAY)
56.17 GPS velocity mode control (EKF_GPS_TYPE)
56.18 GPS velocity measurement gate size (EKF_VEL_GATE)
56.19 GPS position measurement gate size (EKF_POS_GATE)
56.20 Height measurement gate size (EKF_HGT_GATE)
56.21 Magnetometer measurement gate size (EKF_MAG_GATE)
56.22 Airspeed measurement gate size (EKF_EAS_GATE)
56.23 Magnetometer calibration mode (EKF_MAG_CAL)
56.24 GPS glitch accel gate size (cm/s^2) (EKF_GLITCH_ACCEL)
56.25 GPS glitch radius gate size (m) (EKF_GLITCH_RAD)
56.26 Terrain Gradient % RMS (EKF_GND_GRADIENT)
56.27 Optical flow measurement noise (rad/s) (EKF_FLOW_NOISE)
56.28 Optical Flow measurement gate size (EKF_FLOW_GATE)
56.29 Optical Flow measurement delay (msec) (EKF_FLOW_DELAY)
56.30 Range finder measurement gate size (EKF_RNG_GATE)
56.31 Maximum valid optical flow rate (EKF_MAX_FLOW)
56.32 Fallback strictness (EKF_FALLBACK)

57 MIS_ Parameters
57.1 Total mission commands (MIS_TOTAL)
57.2 Mission Restart when entering Auto mode (MIS_RESTART)

58 RNGFND Parameters
58.1 Rangefinder type (RNGFND_TYPE)
58.2 Rangefinder pin (RNGFND_PIN)
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58.3 Rangefinder scaling (RNGFND_SCALING)
58.4 rangefinder offset (RNGFND_OFFSET)
58.5 Rangefinder function (RNGFND_FUNCTION)
58.6 Rangefinder minimum distance (RNGFND_MIN_CM)
58.7 Rangefinder maximum distance (RNGFND_MAX_CM)
58.8 Rangefinder stop pin (RNGFND_STOP_PIN)
58.9 Rangefinder settle time (RNGFND_SETTLE)
58.10 Ratiometric (RNGFND_RMETRIC)
58.11 Second Rangefinder type (RNGFND2_TYPE)
58.12 Rangefinder pin (RNGFND2_PIN)
58.13 Rangefinder scaling (RNGFND2_SCALING)
58.14 rangefinder offset (RNGFND2_OFFSET)
58.15 Rangefinder function (RNGFND2_FUNCTION)
58.16 Rangefinder minimum distance (RNGFND2_MIN_CM)
58.17 Rangefinder maximum distance (RNGFND2_MAX_CM)
58.18 Rangefinder stop pin (RNGFND2_STOP_PIN)
58.19 Sonar settle time (RNGFND2_SETTLE)
58.20 Ratiometric (RNGFND2_RMETRIC)

59 TERRAIN_ Parameters
59.1 Terrain data enable (TERRAIN_ENABLE)
59.2 Terrain grid spacing (TERRAIN_SPACING)

60 FLOW Parameters
60.1 Optical flow enable/disable (FLOWENABLE)
60.2 X axis optical flow scale factor correction (FLOWFXSCALER)
60.3 Y axis optical flow scale factor correction (FLOWFYSCALER)

ArduCopter Parameters

Eeprom format version number (ArduCopter:SYSID_SW_MREV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This value is incremented when changes are made to the eeprom format

Software Type (ArduCopter:SYSID_SW_TYPE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is used by the ground station to recognise the software type (eg ArduPlane vs ArduCopter)

VALUE MEANING
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0 ArduPlane

4 AntennaTracker

10 Copter

20 Rover

Mavlink version (ArduCopter:SYSID_THISMAV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Allows reconising the mavlink version

Range: 1 255

My ground station number (ArduCopter:SYSID_MYGCS)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Allows restricting radio overrides to only come from my ground station

VALUE MEANING

255 Mission Planner and DroidPlanner

 252  AP Planner 2

Telemetry startup delay (ArduCopter:TELEM_DELAY)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

The amount of time (in seconds) to delay radio telemetry to prevent an Xbee bricking on power up

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: seconds

RTL Altitude (ArduCopter:RTL_ALT)
The minimum altitude the model will move to before Returning to Launch. Set to zero to return at
 current altitude.
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Range: 0 8000
Increment: 1
Units: Centimeters

Rangefinder gain (ArduCopter:RNGFND_GAIN)
Used to adjust the speed with which the target altitude is changed when objects are sensed below the
 copter

Range: 0.01 2.0
Increment: 0.01

Battery Failsafe Enable (ArduCopter:FS_BATT_ENABLE)
Controls whether failsafe will be invoked when battery voltage or current runs low

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Land

2 RTL

Failsafe battery voltage (ArduCopter:FS_BATT_VOLTAGE)
Battery voltage to trigger failsafe. Set to 0 to disable battery voltage failsafe. If the battery voltage
 drops below this voltage then the copter will RTL

Increment: 0.1
Units: Volts

Failsafe battery milliAmpHours (ArduCopter:FS_BATT_MAH)
Battery capacity remaining to trigger failsafe. Set to 0 to disable battery remaining failsafe. If the
 battery remaining drops below this level then the copter will RTL

Increment: 50
Units: mAh
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GPS Failsafe Enable (ArduCopter:FS_GPS_ENABLE)
Controls what action will be taken if GPS signal is lost for at least 5 seconds

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Land

2 AltHold

3 Land even from Stabilize

Ground Station Failsafe Enable (ArduCopter:FS_GCS_ENABLE)
Controls whether failsafe will be invoked (and what action to take) when connection with Ground
 station is lost for at least 5 seconds. NB. The GCS Failsafe is only active when RC_OVERRIDE is
 being used to control the vehicle.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled always RTL

2 Enabled Continue with Mission in Auto Mode

GPS Hdop Good (ArduCopter:GPS_HDOP_GOOD)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

GPS Hdop value at or below this value represent a good position. Used for pre-arm checks

Range: 100 900

Compass enable/disable (ArduCopter:MAG_ENABLE)
Setting this to Enabled(1) will enable the compass. Setting this to Disabled(0) will disable the compass

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled
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1 Enabled

Super Simple Mode (ArduCopter:SUPER_SIMPLE)
Bitmask to enable Super Simple mode for some flight modes. Setting this to Disabled(0) will disable
 Super Simple Mode

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Mode1

2 Mode2

3 Mode1+2

4 Mode3

5 Mode1+3

6 Mode2+3

7 Mode1+2+3

8 Mode4

9 Mode1+4

10 Mode2+4

11 Mode1+2+4

12 Mode3+4

13 Mode1+3+4

14 Mode2+3+4

15 Mode1+2+3+4

16 Mode5

17 Mode1+5

18 Mode2+5

19 Mode1+2+5

20 Mode3+5

21 Mode1+3+5
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22 Mode2+3+5

23 Mode1+2+3+5

24 Mode4+5

25 Mode1+4+5

26 Mode2+4+5

27 Mode1+2+4+5

28 Mode3+4+5

29 Mode1+3+4+5

30 Mode2+3+4+5

31 Mode1+2+3+4+5

32 Mode6

33 Mode1+6

34 Mode2+6

35 Mode1+2+6

36 Mode3+6

37 Mode1+3+6

38 Mode2+3+6

39 Mode1+2+3+6

40 Mode4+6

41 Mode1+4+6

42 Mode2+4+6

43 Mode1+2+4+6

44 Mode3+4+6

45 Mode1+3+4+6

46 Mode2+3+4+6

47 Mode1+2+3+4+6

48 Mode5+6

49 Mode1+5+6
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50 Mode2+5+6

51 Mode1+2+5+6

52 Mode3+5+6

53 Mode1+3+5+6

54 Mode2+3+5+6

55 Mode1+2+3+5+6

56 Mode4+5+6

57 Mode1+4+5+6

58 Mode2+4+5+6

59 Mode1+2+4+5+6

60 Mode3+4+5+6

61 Mode1+3+4+5+6

62 Mode2+3+4+5+6

63 Mode1+2+3+4+5+6

RTL Final Altitude (ArduCopter:RTL_ALT_FINAL)
This is the altitude the vehicle will move to as the final stage of Returning to Launch or after completing
 a mission. Set to zero to land.

Range: -1 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Centimeters

Receiver RSSI sensing pin (ArduCopter:RSSI_PIN)
This selects an analog pin for the receiver RSSI voltage. It assumes the voltage is RSSI_RANGE for
 max rssi, 0V for minimum

VALUE MEANING

-1 Disabled

 0 APM2 A0
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 1 APM2 A1

 2 APM2 A2

 13 APM2 A13

 103 Pixhawk SBUS

Receiver RSSI voltage range (ArduCopter:RSSI_RANGE)
Receiver RSSI voltage range

Values: 3.3:3.3V, 5:5V
Units: Volt

Yaw behaviour during missions
 (ArduCopter:WP_YAW_BEHAVIOR)
Determines how the autopilot controls the yaw during missions and RTL

VALUE MEANING

0 Never change yaw

 1 Face next waypoint

 2 Face next waypoint except RTL

 3 Face along GPS course

RTL loiter time (ArduCopter:RTL_LOIT_TIME)
Time (in milliseconds) to loiter above home before begining final descent

Range: 0 60000
Increment: 1000
Units: ms

Land speed (ArduCopter:LAND_SPEED)
The descent speed for the final stage of landing in cm/s

Range: 30 200
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Increment: 10
Units: cm/s

Pilot maximum vertical speed (ArduCopter:PILOT_VELZ_MAX)
The maximum vertical velocity the pilot may request in cm/s

Range: 50 500
Increment: 10
Units: Centimeters/Second

Pilot vertical acceleration (ArduCopter:PILOT_ACCEL_Z)
The vertical acceleration used when pilot is controlling the altitude

Range: 50 500
Increment: 10
Units: cm/s/s

Throttle Minimum (ArduCopter:THR_MIN)
The minimum throttle that will be sent to the motors to keep them spinning

Range: 0 300
Increment: 1
Units: Percent*10

Throttle Maximum (ArduCopter:THR_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

The maximum throttle that will be sent to the motors. This should normally be left as 1000.

Range: 800 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Percent*10

Throttle Failsafe Enable (ArduCopter:FS_THR_ENABLE)
The throttle failsafe allows you to configure a software failsafe activated by a setting on the throttle
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 input channel

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled always RTL

2 Enabled Continue with Mission in Auto Mode

3 Enabled always LAND

Throttle Failsafe Value (ArduCopter:FS_THR_VALUE)
The PWM level on channel 3 below which throttle sailsafe triggers

Range: 925 1100
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

Throttle Trim (ArduCopter:TRIM_THROTTLE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

The autopilot’s estimate of the throttle required to maintain a level hover. Calculated automatically from
 the pilot’s throttle input while in stabilize mode

Range: 0 1000
Units: Percent*10

Throttle Mid Position (ArduCopter:THR_MID)
The throttle output (0 ~ 1000) when throttle stick is in mid position. Used to scale the manual throttle so
 that the mid throttle stick position is close to the throttle required to hover

Range: 300 700
Increment: 1
Units: Percent*10

Throttle deadzone (ArduCopter:THR_DZ)
The deadzone above and below mid throttle. Used in AltHold, Loiter, PosHold flight modes
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Range: 0 300
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

Flight Mode 1 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE1)
Flight mode when Channel 5 pwm is <= 1230

VALUE MEANING

0 Stabilize

1 Acro

2 AltHold

3 Auto

4 Guided

5 Loiter

6 RTL

7 Circle

9 Land

11 Drift

13 Sport

16 PosHold

Flight Mode 2 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE2)
Flight mode when Channel 5 pwm is >1230, <= 1360

VALUE MEANING

0 Stabilize

1 Acro

2 AltHold

3 Auto
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4 Guided

5 Loiter

6 RTL

7 Circle

9 Land

11 Drift

13 Sport

16 PosHold

Flight Mode 3 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE3)
Flight mode when Channel 5 pwm is >1360, <= 1490

VALUE MEANING

0 Stabilize

1 Acro

2 AltHold

3 Auto

4 Guided

5 Loiter

6 RTL

7 Circle

9 Land

11 Drift

13 Sport

16 PosHold

Flight Mode 4 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE4)
Flight mode when Channel 5 pwm is >1490, <= 1620
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VALUE MEANING

0 Stabilize

1 Acro

2 AltHold

3 Auto

4 Guided

5 Loiter

6 RTL

7 Circle

9 Land

11 Drift

13 Sport

16 PosHold

Flight Mode 5 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE5)
Flight mode when Channel 5 pwm is >1620, <= 1749

VALUE MEANING

0 Stabilize

1 Acro

2 AltHold

3 Auto

4 Guided

5 Loiter

6 RTL

7 Circle

9 Land

11 Drift
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13 Sport

16 PosHold

Flight Mode 6 (ArduCopter:FLTMODE6)
Flight mode when Channel 5 pwm is >=1750

VALUE MEANING

0 Stabilize

1 Acro

2 AltHold

3 Auto

4 Guided

5 Loiter

6 RTL

7 Circle

9 Land

11 Drift

13 Sport

16 PosHold

Simple mode bitmask (ArduCopter:SIMPLE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Bitmask which holds which flight modes use simple heading mode (eg bit 0 = 1 means Flight Mode 0
 uses simple mode)

Log bitmask (ArduCopter:LOG_BITMASK)
4 byte bitmap of log types to enable

VALUE MEANING
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830 Default

894 Default+RCIN

958 Default+IMU

1854 Default+Motors

-6146 NearlyAll-AC315

45054 NearlyAll

131070 All+DisarmedLogging

0 Disabled

ESC Calibration (ArduCopter:ESC)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Controls whether ArduCopter will enter ESC calibration on the next restart. Do not adjust this
 parameter manually.

VALUE MEANING

0 Normal Start-up

 1 Start-up in ESC Calibration mode if throttle high

 2 Start-up in ESC Calibration mode regardless of throttle

Channel 6 Tuning (ArduCopter:TUNE)
Controls which parameters (normally PID gains) are being tuned with transmitter’s channel 6 knob

VALUE MEANING

0 None

1 Stab Roll/Pitch kP

4 Rate Roll/Pitch kP

5 Rate Roll/Pitch kI

21 Rate Roll/Pitch kD

3 Stab Yaw kP
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6 Rate Yaw kP

26 Rate Yaw kD

14 Altitude Hold kP

7 Throttle Rate kP

34 Throttle Accel kP

35 Throttle Accel kI

36 Throttle Accel kD

42 Loiter Speed

12 Loiter Pos kP

22 Loiter Rate kP

28 Loiter Rate kI

23 Loiter Rate kD

10 WP Speed

25 Acro RollPitch kP

40 Acro Yaw kP

13 Heli Ext Gyro

17 OF Loiter kP

18 OF Loiter kI

19 OF Loiter kD

30 AHRS Yaw kP

31 AHRS kP

38 Declination

39 Circle Rate

41 RangeFinder Gain

46 Rate Pitch kP

47 Rate Pitch kI

48 Rate Pitch kD

49 Rate Roll kP
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50 Rate Roll kI

51 Rate Roll kD

52 Rate Pitch FF

53 Rate Roll FF

54 Rate Yaw FF

Tuning minimum (ArduCopter:TUNE_LOW)
The minimum value that will be applied to the parameter currently being tuned with the transmitter’s
 channel 6 knob

Range: 0 32767

Tuning maximum (ArduCopter:TUNE_HIGH)
The maximum value that will be applied to the parameter currently being tuned with the transmitter’s
 channel 6 knob

Range: 0 32767

Frame Orientation (+, X or V) (ArduCopter:FRAME)
Controls motor mixing for multicopters. Not used for Tri or Traditional Helicopters.

VALUE MEANING

0 Plus

 1 X

 2 V

 3 H

 4 V-Tail

 5 A-Tail

 10 Y6B (New)
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Channel 7 option (ArduCopter:CH7_OPT)
Select which function if performed when CH7 is above 1800 pwm

VALUE MEANING

0 Do Nothing

 2 Flip

 3 Simple Mode

 4 RTL

 5 Save Trim

 7 Save WP

 8 Multi Mode

 9 Camera Trigger

 10 RangeFinder

 11 Fence

 12 ResetToArmedYaw

 13 Super Simple Mode

 14 Acro Trainer

 16 Auto

 17 AutoTune

 18 Land

 19 EPM

 20 EKF

 21 Parachute Enable

 22 Parachute Release

 23 Parachute 3pos

 24 Auto Mission Reset

 25 AttCon Feed Forward

 26 AttCon Accel Limits
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 27 Retract Mount

 28 Relay On/Off

 29 Landing Gear

Channel 8 option (ArduCopter:CH8_OPT)
Select which function if performed when CH8 is above 1800 pwm

VALUE MEANING

0 Do Nothing

 2 Flip

 3 Simple Mode

 4 RTL

 5 Save Trim

 7 Save WP

 8 Multi Mode

 9 Camera Trigger

 10 RangeFinder

 11 Fence

 12 ResetToArmedYaw

 13 Super Simple Mode

 14 Acro Trainer

 16 Auto

 17 AutoTune

 18 Land

 19 EPM

 20 EKF

 21 Parachute Enable

 22 Parachute Release
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 23 Parachute 3pos

 24 Auto Mission Reset

 25 AttCon Feed Forward

 26 AttCon Accel Limits

 27 Retract Mount

 28 Relay On/Off

 29 Landing Gear

Arming check (ArduCopter:ARMING_CHECK)
Allows enabling or disabling of pre-arming checks of receiver, accelerometer, barometer, compass and
 GPS

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

 1 Enabled

 -3 Skip Baro

 -5 Skip Compass

 -9 Skip GPS

 -17 Skip INS

 -33 Skip Parameters

 -65 Skip RC

 127 Skip Voltage

RC Feel Roll/Pitch (ArduCopter:RC_FEEL_RP)
RC feel for roll/pitch which controls vehicle response to user input with 0 being extremely soft and 100
 being crisp

Range: 0 100

VALUE MEANING

0 Very Soft
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 25 Soft

 50 Medium

 75 Crisp

 100 Very Crisp

Increment: 1

PosHold braking rate (ArduCopter:PHLD_BRAKE_RATE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

PosHold flight mode’s rotation rate during braking in deg/sec

Range: 4 12
Units: deg/sec

PosHold braking angle max
 (ArduCopter:PHLD_BRAKE_ANGLE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

PosHold flight mode’s max lean angle during braking in centi-degrees

Range: 2000 4500
Units: Centi-degrees

Land repositioning (ArduCopter:LAND_REPOSITION)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Enables user input during LAND mode, the landing phase of RTL, and auto mode landings.

VALUE MEANING

0 No repositioning

 1 Repositioning
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EKF check compass and velocity variance threshold
 (ArduCopter:EKF_CHECK_THRESH)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Allows setting the maximum acceptable compass and velocity variance (0 to disable check)

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

 0.8 Default

 1.0 Relaxed

DCM yaw error threshold (ArduCopter:DCM_CHECK_THRESH)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Allows setting the maximum acceptable yaw error as a sin of the yaw error (0 to disable check)

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

 0.8 Default

 0.98 Relaxed

Heli Stabilize Throttle Collective Minimum
 (ArduCopter:H_STAB_COL_MIN)
Helicopter’s minimum collective position while pilot directly controls collective in stabilize mode

Range: 0 500
Increment: 1
Units: Percent*10

Stabilize Throttle Maximum (ArduCopter:H_STAB_COL_MAX)
Helicopter’s maximum collective position while pilot directly controls collective in stabilize mode

Range: 500 1000
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Increment: 1
Units: Percent*10

ESC Update Speed (ArduCopter:RC_SPEED)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is the speed in Hertz that your ESCs will receive updates

Range: 50 490
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Acro Roll and Pitch P gain (ArduCopter:ACRO_RP_P)
Converts pilot roll and pitch into a desired rate of rotation in ACRO and SPORT mode. Higher values
 mean faster rate of rotation.

Range: 1 10

Acro Yaw P gain (ArduCopter:ACRO_YAW_P)
Converts pilot yaw input into a desired rate of rotation in ACRO, Stabilize and SPORT modes. Higher
 values mean faster rate of rotation.

Range: 1 10

Acro Balance Roll (ArduCopter:ACRO_BAL_ROLL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

rate at which roll angle returns to level in acro mode. A higher value causes the vehicle to return to
 level faster.

Range: 0 3
Increment: 0.1

Acro Balance Pitch (ArduCopter:ACRO_BAL_PITCH)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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rate at which pitch angle returns to level in acro mode. A higher value causes the vehicle to return to
 level faster.

Range: 0 3
Increment: 0.1

Acro Trainer (ArduCopter:ACRO_TRAINER)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Type of trainer used in acro mode

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Leveling

2 Leveling and Limited

Acro Expo (ArduCopter:ACRO_EXPO)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Acro roll/pitch Expo to allow faster rotation when stick at edges

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

0.1 Very Low

0.2 Low

0.3 Medium

0.4 High

0.5 Very High

Roll axis rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:RATE_RLL_P)
Roll axis rate controller P gain. Converts the difference between desired roll rate and actual roll rate
 into a motor speed output
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Range: 0.08 0.25
Increment: 0.005

Roll axis rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:RATE_RLL_I)
Roll axis rate controller I gain. Corrects long-term difference in desired roll rate vs actual roll rate

Range: 0.01 0.5
Increment: 0.01

Roll axis rate controller I gain maximum
 (ArduCopter:RATE_RLL_IMAX)
Roll axis rate controller I gain maximum. Constrains the maximum motor output that the I gain will
 output

Range: 0 4500
Increment: 10
Units: Percent*10

Pitch axis rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:RATE_PIT_P)
Pitch axis rate controller P gain. Converts the difference between desired pitch rate and actual pitch
 rate into a motor speed output

Range: 0.08 0.25
Increment: 0.005

Pitch axis rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:RATE_PIT_I)
Pitch axis rate controller I gain. Corrects long-term difference in desired pitch rate vs actual pitch rate

Range: 0.01 0.5
Increment: 0.01

Pitch axis rate controller I gain maximum
 (ArduCopter:RATE_PIT_IMAX)
Pitch axis rate controller I gain maximum. Constrains the maximum motor output that the I gain will
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 output

Range: 0 4500
Increment: 10
Units: Percent*10

Yaw axis rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:RATE_YAW_P)
Yaw axis rate controller P gain. Converts the difference between desired yaw rate and actual yaw rate
 into a motor speed output

Range: 0.150 0.50
Increment: 0.005

Yaw axis rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:RATE_YAW_I)
Yaw axis rate controller I gain. Corrects long-term difference in desired yaw rate vs actual yaw rate

Range: 0.010 0.05
Increment: 0.01

Yaw axis rate controller I gain maximum
 (ArduCopter:RATE_YAW_IMAX)
Yaw axis rate controller I gain maximum. Constrains the maximum motor output that the I gain will
 output

Range: 0 4500
Increment: 10
Units: Percent*10

Loiter latitude rate controller P gain
 (ArduCopter:LOITER_LAT_P)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Loiter latitude rate controller P gain. Converts the difference between desired speed and actual speed
 into a lean angle in the latitude direction

Range: 0.1 6.0
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Increment: 0.1

Loiter latitude rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:LOITER_LAT_I)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Loiter latitude rate controller I gain. Corrects long-term difference in desired speed and actual speed in
 the latitude direction

Range: 0.02 1.00
Increment: 0.01

Loiter rate controller I gain maximum
 (ArduCopter:LOITER_LAT_IMAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Loiter rate controller I gain maximum. Constrains the lean angle that the I gain will output

Range: 0 4500
Increment: 10
Units: Centi-Degrees

Loiter latitude rate controller D gain
 (ArduCopter:LOITER_LAT_D)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Loiter latitude rate controller D gain. Compensates for short-term change in desired speed vs actual
 speed

Range: 0.0 0.6
Increment: 0.01

Loiter longitude rate controller P gain
 (ArduCopter:LOITER_LON_P)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Loiter longitude rate controller P gain. Converts the difference between desired speed and actual
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 speed into a lean angle in the longitude direction

Range: 0.1 6.0
Increment: 0.1

Loiter longitude rate controller I gain
 (ArduCopter:LOITER_LON_I)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Loiter longitude rate controller I gain. Corrects long-term difference in desired speed and actual speed
 in the longitude direction

Range: 0.02 1.00
Increment: 0.01

Loiter longitude rate controller I gain maximum
 (ArduCopter:LOITER_LON_IMAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Loiter longitude rate controller I gain maximum. Constrains the lean angle that the I gain will output

Range: 0 4500
Increment: 10
Units: Centi-Degrees

Loiter longituderate controller D gain
 (ArduCopter:LOITER_LON_D)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Loiter longitude rate controller D gain. Compensates for short-term change in desired speed vs actual
 speed

Range: 0.0 0.6
Increment: 0.01

Throttle rate controller P gain (ArduCopter:THR_RATE_P)
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Throttle rate controller P gain. Converts the difference between desired vertical speed and actual
 speed into a desired acceleration that is passed to the throttle acceleration controller

Range: 1.000 8.000

Throttle rate controller I gain (ArduCopter:THR_RATE_I)
Throttle rate controller I gain. Corrects long-term difference in desired vertical speed and actual speed

Range: 0.000 0.100

Throttle rate controller I gain maximum
 (ArduCopter:THR_RATE_IMAX)
Throttle rate controller I gain maximum. Constrains the desired acceleration that the I gain will
 generate

Range: 0 500
Units: cm/s/s

Throttle rate controller D gain (ArduCopter:THR_RATE_D)
Throttle rate controller D gain. Compensates for short-term change in desired vertical speed vs actual
 speed

Range: 0.000 0.400

Throttle acceleration controller P gain
 (ArduCopter:THR_ACCEL_P)
Throttle acceleration controller P gain. Converts the difference between desired vertical acceleration
 and actual acceleration into a motor output

Range: 0.500 1.500

Throttle acceleration controller I gain
 (ArduCopter:THR_ACCEL_I)
Throttle acceleration controller I gain. Corrects long-term difference in desired vertical acceleration and
 actual acceleration
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Range: 0.000 3.000

Throttle acceleration controller I gain maximum
 (ArduCopter:THR_ACCEL_IMAX)
Throttle acceleration controller I gain maximum. Constrains the maximum pwm that the I term will
 generate

Range: 0 1000
Units: Percent*10

Throttle acceleration controller D gain
 (ArduCopter:THR_ACCEL_D)
Throttle acceleration controller D gain. Compensates for short-term change in desired vertical
 acceleration vs actual acceleration

Range: 0.000 0.400

Roll axis stabilize controller P gain (ArduCopter:STB_RLL_P)
Roll axis stabilize (i.e. angle) controller P gain. Converts the error between the desired roll angle and
 actual angle to a desired roll rate

Range: 3.000 12.000

Pitch axis stabilize controller P gain (ArduCopter:STB_PIT_P)
Pitch axis stabilize (i.e. angle) controller P gain. Converts the error between the desired pitch angle
 and actual angle to a desired pitch rate

Range: 3.000 12.000

Yaw axis stabilize controller P gain (ArduCopter:STB_YAW_P)
Yaw axis stabilize (i.e. angle) controller P gain. Converts the error between the desired yaw angle and
 actual angle to a desired yaw rate

Range: 3.000 6.000
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Altitude controller P gain (ArduCopter:THR_ALT_P)
Altitude controller P gain. Converts the difference between the desired altitude and actual altitude into
 a climb or descent rate which is passed to the throttle rate controller

Range: 1.000 3.000

Loiter position controller P gain (ArduCopter:HLD_LAT_P)
Loiter position controller P gain. Converts the distance (in the latitude direction) to the target location
 into a desired speed which is then passed to the loiter latitude rate controller

Range: 0.500 2.000

Library Parameters

SERIAL Parameters

Serial0 baud rate (SERIAL0_BAUD)
The baud rate used on the USB console. The APM2 can support all baudrates up to 115, and also can
 support 500. The PX4 can support rates of up to 1500. If you setup a rate you cannot support on
 APM2 and then can’t connect to your board you should load a firmware from a different vehicle type.
 That will reset all your parameters to defaults.

VALUE MEANING

1 1200

2 2400

4 4800

9 9600

19 19200

38 38400

57 57600

111 111100
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115 115200

500 500000

921 921600

1500 1500000

Telem1 protocol selection (SERIAL1_PROTOCOL)
Control what protocol to use on the Telem1 port

VALUE MEANING

1 GCS Mavlink

 2 GCS Mavlink (2nd)

 3 Frsky D-PORT

 4 Frsky S-PORT

 5 GPS

 6 2nd GPS

 7 Alexmos Gimbal Serial

Telem1 Baud Rate (SERIAL1_BAUD)
The baud rate used on the Telem1 port. The APM2 can support all baudrates up to 115, and also can
 support 500. The PX4 can support rates of up to 1500. If you setup a rate you cannot support on
 APM2 and then can’t connect to your board you should load a firmware from a different vehicle type.
 That will reset all your parameters to defaults.

VALUE MEANING

1 1200

2 2400

4 4800

9 9600

19 19200

38 38400
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57 57600

111 111100

115 115200

500 500000

921 921600

1500 1500000

Telemetry 2 protocol selection (SERIAL2_PROTOCOL)
Control what protocol to use on the Telem2 port

VALUE MEANING

1 GCS Mavlink

 2 GCS Mavlink (2nd)

 3 Frsky D-PORT

 4 Frsky S-PORT

 5 GPS

 6 GPS (2nd)

 7 Alexmos Gimbal Serial

Telemetry 2 Baud Rate (SERIAL2_BAUD)
The baud rate of the Telem2 port. The APM2 can support all baudrates up to 115, and also can
 support 500. The PX4 can support rates of up to 1500. If you setup a rate you cannot support on
 APM2 and then can’t connect to your board you should load a firmware from a different vehicle type.
 That will reset all your parameters to defaults.

VALUE MEANING

1 1200

2 2400

4 4800

9 9600
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19 19200

38 38400

57 57600

111 111100

115 115200

500 500000

921 921600

1500 1500000

Serial 3 (GPS) protocol selection (SERIAL3_PROTOCOL)
Control what protocol Serial 3 (GPS) should be used for

VALUE MEANING

1 GCS Mavlink

 2 GCS Mavlink (2nd)

 3 Frsky D-PORT

 4 Frsky S-PORT

 5 GPS

 6 GPS (2nd)

 7 Alexmos Gimbal Serial

Serial 3 (GPS) Baud Rate (SERIAL3_BAUD)
The baud rate used for the Serial 3 (GPS). The APM2 can support all baudrates up to 115, and also
 can support 500. The PX4 can support rates of up to 1500. If you setup a rate you cannot support on
 APM2 and then can’t connect to your board you should load a firmware from a different vehicle type.
 That will reset all your parameters to defaults.

VALUE MEANING

1 1200

2 2400
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4 4800

9 9600

19 19200

38 38400

57 57600

111 111100

115 115200

500 500000

921 921600

1500 1500000

Serial4 protocol selection (SERIAL4_PROTOCOL)
Control what protocol Serial4 port should be used for

VALUE MEANING

1 GCS Mavlink

 2 GCS Mavlink (2nd)

 3 Frsky D-PORT

 4 Frsky S-PORT

 5 GPS

 6 GPS (2nd)

 7 Alexmos Gimbal Serial

Serial 4 Baud Rate (SERIAL4_BAUD)
The baud rate used for Serial4. The APM2 can support all baudrates up to 115, and also can support
 500. The PX4 can support rates of up to 1500. If you setup a rate you cannot support on APM2 and
 then can’t connect to your board you should load a firmware from a different vehicle type. That will
 reset all your parameters to defaults.
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VALUE MEANING

1 1200

2 2400

4 4800

9 9600

19 19200

38 38400

57 57600

111 111100

115 115200

500 500000

921 921600

1500 1500000

HS1_ Parameters

RC min PWM (HS1_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (HS1_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
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Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (HS1_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (HS1_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (HS1_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

HS2_ Parameters

RC min PWM (HS2_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (HS2_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (HS2_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (HS2_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (HS2_DZ)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

HS3_ Parameters

RC min PWM (HS3_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (HS3_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (HS3_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm
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RC reverse (HS3_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (HS3_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

HS4_ Parameters

RC min PWM (HS4_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (HS4_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.
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Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (HS4_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (HS4_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (HS4_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

RC1_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC1_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC1_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC1_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC1_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal
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RC dead-zone (RC1_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

RC2_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC2_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC2_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC2_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
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Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC2_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC2_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

RC3_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC3_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC3_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
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 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC3_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC3_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC3_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

RC4_ Parameters
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RC min PWM (RC4_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC4_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC4_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC4_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal
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RC dead-zone (RC4_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

RC5_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC5_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC5_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC5_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.
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Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC5_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC5_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC5_FUNCTION)
Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron

6 mount_pan
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7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open

10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt

14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2

18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder

24 Flaperon1

25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute

RC6_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC6_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm
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RC trim PWM (RC6_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC6_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC6_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC6_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
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Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC6_FUNCTION)
Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron

6 mount_pan

7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open

10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt

14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2

18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder

24 Flaperon1
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25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute

RC7_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC7_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC7_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC7_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm
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RC reverse (RC7_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC7_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC7_FUNCTION)
Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron

6 mount_pan

7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open
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10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt

14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2

18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder

24 Flaperon1

25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute

RC8_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC8_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC8_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC8_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC8_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC8_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC8_FUNCTION)
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Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron

6 mount_pan

7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open

10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt

14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2

18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder

24 Flaperon1

25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute
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RC9_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC9_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC9_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC9_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC9_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.
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VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC9_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC9_FUNCTION)
Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron

6 mount_pan

7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open

10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt
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14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2

18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder

24 Flaperon1

25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute

RC10_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC10_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC10_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
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Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC10_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC10_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC10_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC10_FUNCTION)
Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled
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1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron

6 mount_pan

7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open

10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt

14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2

18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder

24 Flaperon1

25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute

RC11_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC11_MIN)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC11_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC11_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC11_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal
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RC dead-zone (RC11_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC11_FUNCTION)
Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron

6 mount_pan

7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open

10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt

14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2
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18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder

24 Flaperon1

25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute

RC12_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC12_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC12_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC12_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC12_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC12_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC12_FUNCTION)
Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron
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6 mount_pan

7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open

10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt

14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2

18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder

24 Flaperon1

25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute

RC13_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC13_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
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Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC13_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC13_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (RC13_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC13_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.
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Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC13_FUNCTION)
Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron

6 mount_pan

7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open

10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt

14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2

18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder
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24 Flaperon1

25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute

RC14_ Parameters

RC min PWM (RC14_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (RC14_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (RC14_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm
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RC reverse (RC14_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (RC14_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

Servo out function (RC14_FUNCTION)
Setting this to Disabled(0) will setup this output for control by auto missions or MAVLink servo set
 commands. any other value will enable the corresponding function

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 RCPassThru

2 Flap

3 Flap_auto

4 Aileron

6 mount_pan

7 mount_tilt

8 mount_roll

9 mount_open
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10 camera_trigger

11 release

12 mount2_pan

13 mount2_tilt

14 mount2_roll

15 mount2_open

16 DifferentialSpoiler1

17 DifferentialSpoiler2

18 AileronWithInput

19 Elevator

20 ElevatorWithInput

21 Rudder

24 Flaperon1

25 Flaperon2

26 GroundSteering

27 Parachute

CAM_ Parameters

Camera shutter (trigger) type (CAM_TRIGG_TYPE)
how to trigger the camera to take a picture

VALUE MEANING

0 Servo

1 Relay

Duration that shutter is held open (CAM_DURATION)
How long the shutter will be held open in 10ths of a second (i.e. enter 10 for 1second, 50 for 5seconds)
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Range: 0 50
Units: seconds

Servo ON PWM value (CAM_SERVO_ON)
PWM value to move servo to when shutter is activated

Range: 1000 2000
Units: pwm

Servo OFF PWM value (CAM_SERVO_OFF)
PWM value to move servo to when shutter is deactivated

Range: 1000 2000
Units: pwm

Camera trigger distance (CAM_TRIGG_DIST)
Distance in meters between camera triggers. If this value is non-zero then the camera will trigger
 whenever the GPS position changes by this number of meters regardless of what mode the APM is in.
 Note that this parameter can also be set in an auto mission using the DO_SET_CAM_TRIGG_DIST
 command, allowing you to enable/disable the triggering of the camera during the flight.

Range: 0 1000
Units: meters

RELAY_ Parameters

First Relay Pin (RELAY_PIN)
Digital pin number for first relay control. This is the pin used for camera control.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Disabled

13 APM2 A9 pin

47 APM1 relay
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50 Pixhawk AUXOUT1

51 Pixhawk AUXOUT2

52 Pixhawk AUXOUT3

53 Pixhawk AUXOUT4

54 Pixhawk AUXOUT5

55 Pixhawk AUXOUT6

111 PX4 FMU Relay1

112 PX4 FMU Relay2

113 PX4IO Relay1

114 PX4IO Relay2

115 PX4IO ACC1

116 PX4IO ACC2

Second Relay Pin (RELAY_PIN2)
Digital pin number for 2nd relay control.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Disabled

13 APM2 A9 pin

47 APM1 relay

50 Pixhawk AUXOUT1

51 Pixhawk AUXOUT2

52 Pixhawk AUXOUT3

53 Pixhawk AUXOUT4

54 Pixhawk AUXOUT5

55 Pixhawk AUXOUT6

111 PX4 FMU Relay1

112 PX4 FMU Relay2
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113 PX4IO Relay1

114 PX4IO Relay2

115 PX4IO ACC1

116 PX4IO ACC2

Third Relay Pin (RELAY_PIN3)
Digital pin number for 3rd relay control.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Disabled

13 APM2 A9 pin

47 APM1 relay

50 Pixhawk AUXOUT1

51 Pixhawk AUXOUT2

52 Pixhawk AUXOUT3

53 Pixhawk AUXOUT4

54 Pixhawk AUXOUT5

55 Pixhawk AUXOUT6

111 PX4 FMU Relay1

112 PX4 FMU Relay2

113 PX4IO Relay1

114 PX4IO Relay2

115 PX4IO ACC1

116 PX4IO ACC2

Fourth Relay Pin (RELAY_PIN4)
Digital pin number for 4th relay control.

VALUE MEANING
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-1 Disabled

13 APM2 A9 pin

47 APM1 relay

50 Pixhawk AUXOUT1

51 Pixhawk AUXOUT2

52 Pixhawk AUXOUT3

53 Pixhawk AUXOUT4

54 Pixhawk AUXOUT5

55 Pixhawk AUXOUT6

111 PX4 FMU Relay1

112 PX4 FMU Relay2

113 PX4IO Relay1

114 PX4IO Relay2

115 PX4IO ACC1

116 PX4IO ACC2

Default relay state (RELAY_DEFAULT)
The state of the relay on boot.

VALUE MEANING

0 Off

1 On

2 NoChange

EPM_ Parameters

EPM Enable/Disable (EPM_ENABLE)
EPM enable/disable
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VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

 1 Enabled

EPM Grab PWM (EPM_GRAB)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

PWM value sent to EPM to initiate grabbing the cargo

Range: 1000 2000

EPM Release PWM (EPM_RELEASE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

PWM value sent to EPM to release the cargo

Range: 1000 2000

EPM Neutral PWM (EPM_NEUTRAL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

PWM value sent to EPM when not grabbing or releasing

Range: 1000 2000

EPM Regrab interval (EPM_REGRAB)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Time in seconds that gripper will regrab the cargo to ensure grip has not weakend

VALUE MEANING

0 Never

 15 every 15 seconds
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 30 every 30 seconds

 60 once per minute

CHUTE_ Parameters

Parachute release enabled or disabled (CHUTE_ENABLED)
Parachute release enabled or disabled

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Parachute release mechanism type (relay or servo)
 (CHUTE_TYPE)
Parachute release mechanism type (relay or servo)

VALUE MEANING

0 First Relay

1 Second Relay

2 Third Relay

3 Fourth Relay

10 Servo

Parachute Servo ON PWM value (CHUTE_SERVO_ON)
Parachute Servo PWM value when parachute is released

Range: 1000 2000
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

Servo OFF PWM value (CHUTE_SERVO_OFF)
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Parachute Servo PWM value when parachute is not released

Range: 1000 2000
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

Parachute min altitude in cm above home (CHUTE_ALT_MIN)
Parachute min altitude above home. Parachute will not be released below this altitude. 0 to disable alt
 check.

Range: 0 32000
Increment: 1
Units: Meters

LGR_ Parameters

Landing Gear Servo Retracted PWM Value
 (LGR_SERVO_RTRACT)
Servo PWM value when landing gear is retracted

Range: 1000 2000
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

Landing Gear Servo Deployed PWM Value
 (LGR_SERVO_DEPLOY)
Servo PWM value when landing gear is deployed

Range: 1000 2000
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

COMPASS_ Parameters
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Compass offsets on the X axis (COMPASS_OFS_X)
Offset to be added to the compass x-axis values to compensate for metal in the frame

Range: -400 400
Increment: 1

Compass offsets on the Y axis (COMPASS_OFS_Y)
Offset to be added to the compass y-axis values to compensate for metal in the frame

Range: -400 400
Increment: 1

Compass offsets on the Z axis (COMPASS_OFS_Z)
Offset to be added to the compass z-axis values to compensate for metal in the frame

Range: -400 400
Increment: 1

Compass declination (COMPASS_DEC)
An angle to compensate between the true north and magnetic north

Range: -3.142 3.142
Increment: 0.01
Units: Radians

Learn compass offsets automatically (COMPASS_LEARN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Enable or disable the automatic learning of compass offsets

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled
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Use compass for yaw (COMPASS_USE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Enable or disable the use of the compass (instead of the GPS) for determining heading

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Auto Declination (COMPASS_AUTODEC)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Enable or disable the automatic calculation of the declination based on gps location

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Motor interference compensation type (COMPASS_MOTCT)
Set motor interference compensation type to disabled, throttle or current. Do not change manually.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Use Throttle

2 Use Current

Increment: 1

Motor interference compensation for body frame X axis
 (COMPASS_MOT_X)
Multiplied by the current throttle and added to the compass’s x-axis values to compensate for motor
 interference
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Range: -1000 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Offset per Amp or at Full Throttle

Motor interference compensation for body frame Y axis
 (COMPASS_MOT_Y)
Multiplied by the current throttle and added to the compass’s y-axis values to compensate for motor
 interference

Range: -1000 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Offset per Amp or at Full Throttle

Motor interference compensation for body frame Z axis
 (COMPASS_MOT_Z)
Multiplied by the current throttle and added to the compass’s z-axis values to compensate for motor
 interference

Range: -1000 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Offset per Amp or at Full Throttle

Compass orientation (COMPASS_ORIENT)
The orientation of the compass relative to the autopilot board. This will default to the right value for
 each board type, but can be changed if you have an external compass. See the documentation for
 your external compass for the right value. The correct orientation should give the X axis forward, the Y
 axis to the right and the Z axis down. So if your aircraft is pointing west it should show a positive value
 for the Y axis, and a value close to zero for the X axis. On a PX4 or Pixhawk with an external compass
 the correct value is zero if the compass is correctly oriented. NOTE: This orientation is combined with
 any AHRS_ORIENTATION setting.

VALUE MEANING

0 None

1 Yaw45

2 Yaw90
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3 Yaw135

4 Yaw180

5 Yaw225

6 Yaw270

7 Yaw315

8 Roll180

9 Roll180Yaw45

10 Roll180Yaw90

11 Roll180Yaw135

12 Pitch180

13 Roll180Yaw225

14 Roll180Yaw270

15 Roll180Yaw315

16 Roll90

17 Roll90Yaw45

18 Roll90Yaw90

19 Roll90Yaw135

20 Roll270

21 Roll270Yaw45

22 Roll270Yaw90

23 Roll270Yaw136

24 Pitch90

25 Pitch270

26 Pitch180Yaw90

27 Pitch180Yaw270

28 Roll90Pitch90

29 Roll180Pitch90

30 Roll270Pitch90
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31 Roll90Pitch180

32 Roll270Pitch180

33 Roll90Pitch270

34 Roll180Pitch270

35 Roll270Pitch270

36 Roll90Pitch180Yaw90

37 Roll90Yaw270

38 Yaw293Pitch68Roll90

Compass is attached via an external cable
 (COMPASS_EXTERNAL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Configure compass so it is attached externally. This is auto-detected on PX4 and Pixhawk, but must be
 set correctly on an APM2. Set to 1 if the compass is externally connected. When externally connected
 the COMPASS_ORIENT option operates independently of the AHRS_ORIENTATION board
 orientation option

VALUE MEANING

0 Internal

1 External

Compass2 offsets on the X axis (COMPASS_OFS2_X)
Offset to be added to compass2’s x-axis values to compensate for metal in the frame

Range: -400 400
Increment: 1

Compass2 offsets on the Y axis (COMPASS_OFS2_Y)
Offset to be added to compass2’s y-axis values to compensate for metal in the frame

Range: -400 400
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Increment: 1

Compass2 offsets on the Z axis (COMPASS_OFS2_Z)
Offset to be added to compass2’s z-axis values to compensate for metal in the frame

Range: -400 400
Increment: 1

Motor interference compensation to compass2 for body frame
 X axis (COMPASS_MOT2_X)
Multiplied by the current throttle and added to compass2’s x-axis values to compensate for motor
 interference

Range: -1000 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Offset per Amp or at Full Throttle

Motor interference compensation to compass2 for body frame
 Y axis (COMPASS_MOT2_Y)
Multiplied by the current throttle and added to compass2’s y-axis values to compensate for motor
 interference

Range: -1000 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Offset per Amp or at Full Throttle

Motor interference compensation to compass2 for body frame
 Z axis (COMPASS_MOT2_Z)
Multiplied by the current throttle and added to compass2’s z-axis values to compensate for motor
 interference

Range: -1000 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Offset per Amp or at Full Throttle

Choose primary compass (COMPASS_PRIMARY)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

If more than one compass is available this selects which compass is the primary. Normally 0=External,
 1=Internal. If no External compass is attached this parameter is ignored

VALUE MEANING

0 FirstCompass

1 SecondCompass

Compass3 offsets on the X axis (COMPASS_OFS3_X)
Offset to be added to compass3’s x-axis values to compensate for metal in the frame

Range: -400 400
Increment: 1

Compass3 offsets on the Y axis (COMPASS_OFS3_Y)
Offset to be added to compass3’s y-axis values to compensate for metal in the frame

Range: -400 400
Increment: 1

Compass3 offsets on the Z axis (COMPASS_OFS3_Z)
Offset to be added to compass3’s z-axis values to compensate for metal in the frame

Range: -400 400
Increment: 1

Motor interference compensation to compass3 for body frame
 X axis (COMPASS_MOT3_X)
Multiplied by the current throttle and added to compass3’s x-axis values to compensate for motor
 interference

Range: -1000 1000
Increment: 1
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Units: Offset per Amp or at Full Throttle

Motor interference compensation to compass3 for body frame
 Y axis (COMPASS_MOT3_Y)
Multiplied by the current throttle and added to compass3’s y-axis values to compensate for motor
 interference

Range: -1000 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Offset per Amp or at Full Throttle

Motor interference compensation to compass3 for body frame
 Z axis (COMPASS_MOT3_Z)
Multiplied by the current throttle and added to compass3’s z-axis values to compensate for motor
 interference

Range: -1000 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Offset per Amp or at Full Throttle

Compass device id (COMPASS_DEV_ID)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Compass device id. Automatically detected, do not set manually

Compass2 device id (COMPASS_DEV_ID2)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Second compass’s device id. Automatically detected, do not set manually

Compass3 device id (COMPASS_DEV_ID3)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Third compass’s device id. Automatically detected, do not set manually
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Compass2 used for yaw (COMPASS_USE2)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Enable or disable the second compass for determining heading.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Compass2 orientation (COMPASS_ORIENT2)
The orientation of the second compass relative to the frame (if external) or autopilot board (if internal).

VALUE MEANING

0 None

1 Yaw45

2 Yaw90

3 Yaw135

4 Yaw180

5 Yaw225

6 Yaw270

7 Yaw315

8 Roll180

9 Roll180Yaw45

10 Roll180Yaw90

11 Roll180Yaw135

12 Pitch180

13 Roll180Yaw225

14 Roll180Yaw270

15 Roll180Yaw315
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16 Roll90

17 Roll90Yaw45

18 Roll90Yaw90

19 Roll90Yaw135

20 Roll270

21 Roll270Yaw45

22 Roll270Yaw90

23 Roll270Yaw136

24 Pitch90

25 Pitch270

26 Pitch180Yaw90

27 Pitch180Yaw270

28 Roll90Pitch90

29 Roll180Pitch90

30 Roll270Pitch90

31 Roll90Pitch180

32 Roll270Pitch180

33 Roll90Pitch270

34 Roll180Pitch270

35 Roll270Pitch270

36 Roll90Pitch180Yaw90

37 Roll90Yaw270

38 Yaw293Pitch68Roll90

Compass2 is attached via an external cable
 (COMPASS_EXTERN2)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Configure second compass so it is attached externally. This is auto-detected on PX4 and Pixhawk.
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VALUE MEANING

0 Internal

1 External

Compass3 used for yaw (COMPASS_USE3)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Enable or disable the third compass for determining heading.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Compass3 orientation (COMPASS_ORIENT3)
The orientation of the third compass relative to the frame (if external) or autopilot board (if internal).

VALUE MEANING

0 None

1 Yaw45

2 Yaw90

3 Yaw135

4 Yaw180

5 Yaw225

6 Yaw270

7 Yaw315

8 Roll180

9 Roll180Yaw45

10 Roll180Yaw90

11 Roll180Yaw135
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12 Pitch180

13 Roll180Yaw225

14 Roll180Yaw270

15 Roll180Yaw315

16 Roll90

17 Roll90Yaw45

18 Roll90Yaw90

19 Roll90Yaw135

20 Roll270

21 Roll270Yaw45

22 Roll270Yaw90

23 Roll270Yaw136

24 Pitch90

25 Pitch270

26 Pitch180Yaw90

27 Pitch180Yaw270

28 Roll90Pitch90

29 Roll180Pitch90

30 Roll270Pitch90

31 Roll90Pitch180

32 Roll270Pitch180

33 Roll90Pitch270

34 Roll180Pitch270

35 Roll270Pitch270

36 Roll90Pitch180Yaw90

37 Roll90Yaw270

38 Yaw293Pitch68Roll90
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Compass3 is attached via an external cable
 (COMPASS_EXTERN3)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Configure third compass so it is attached externally. This is auto-detected on PX4 and Pixhawk.

VALUE MEANING

0 Internal

1 External

INS_ Parameters

IMU Product ID (INS_PRODUCT_ID)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Which type of IMU is installed (read-only).

VALUE MEANING

0 Unknown

1 APM1-1280

2 APM1-2560

88 APM2

3 SITL

4 PX4v1

5 PX4v2

256 Flymaple

257 Linux

Accelerometer scaling of X axis (INS_ACCSCAL_X)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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Accelerometer scaling of X axis. Calculated during acceleration calibration routine

Range: 0.8 1.2

Accelerometer scaling of Y axis (INS_ACCSCAL_Y)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer scaling of Y axis Calculated during acceleration calibration routine

Range: 0.8 1.2

Accelerometer scaling of Z axis (INS_ACCSCAL_Z)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer scaling of Z axis Calculated during acceleration calibration routine

Range: 0.8 1.2

Accelerometer offsets of X axis (INS_ACCOFFS_X)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer offsets of X axis. This is setup using the acceleration calibration or level operations

Range: -300 300
Units: m/s/s

Accelerometer offsets of Y axis (INS_ACCOFFS_Y)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer offsets of Y axis. This is setup using the acceleration calibration or level operations

Range: -300 300
Units: m/s/s

Accelerometer offsets of Z axis (INS_ACCOFFS_Z)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer offsets of Z axis. This is setup using the acceleration calibration or level operations

Range: -300 300
Units: m/s/s

Gyro offsets of X axis (INS_GYROFFS_X)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Gyro sensor offsets of X axis. This is setup on each boot during gyro calibrations

Units: rad/s

Gyro offsets of Y axis (INS_GYROFFS_Y)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Gyro sensor offsets of Y axis. This is setup on each boot during gyro calibrations

Units: rad/s

Gyro offsets of Z axis (INS_GYROFFS_Z)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Gyro sensor offsets of Z axis. This is setup on each boot during gyro calibrations

Units: rad/s

MPU6000 filter frequency (INS_MPU6K_FILTER)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Filter frequency to ask the MPU6000 to apply to samples. This can be set to a lower value to try to
 cope with very high vibration levels in aircraft. The default value on ArduPlane, APMrover2 and
 ArduCopter is 20Hz. This option takes effect on the next reboot or gyro initialisation

VALUE MEANING
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0 Default

5 5Hz

10 10Hz

20 20Hz

42 42Hz

98 98Hz

Units: Hz

Accelerometer2 scaling of X axis (INS_ACC2SCAL_X)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer2 scaling of X axis. Calculated during acceleration calibration routine

Range: 0.8 1.2

Accelerometer2 scaling of Y axis (INS_ACC2SCAL_Y)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer2 scaling of Y axis Calculated during acceleration calibration routine

Range: 0.8 1.2

Accelerometer2 scaling of Z axis (INS_ACC2SCAL_Z)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer2 scaling of Z axis Calculated during acceleration calibration routine

Range: 0.8 1.2

Accelerometer2 offsets of X axis (INS_ACC2OFFS_X)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer2 offsets of X axis. This is setup using the acceleration calibration or level operations
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Range: -300 300
Units: m/s/s

Accelerometer2 offsets of Y axis (INS_ACC2OFFS_Y)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer2 offsets of Y axis. This is setup using the acceleration calibration or level operations

Range: -300 300
Units: m/s/s

Accelerometer2 offsets of Z axis (INS_ACC2OFFS_Z)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer2 offsets of Z axis. This is setup using the acceleration calibration or level operations

Range: -300 300
Units: m/s/s

Gyro2 offsets of X axis (INS_GYR2OFFS_X)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Gyro2 sensor offsets of X axis. This is setup on each boot during gyro calibrations

Units: rad/s

Gyro2 offsets of Y axis (INS_GYR2OFFS_Y)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Gyro2 sensor offsets of Y axis. This is setup on each boot during gyro calibrations

Units: rad/s

Gyro2 offsets of Z axis (INS_GYR2OFFS_Z)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Gyro2 sensor offsets of Z axis. This is setup on each boot during gyro calibrations

Units: rad/s

Accelerometer3 scaling of X axis (INS_ACC3SCAL_X)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer3 scaling of X axis. Calculated during acceleration calibration routine

Range: 0.8 1.2

Accelerometer3 scaling of Y axis (INS_ACC3SCAL_Y)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer3 scaling of Y axis Calculated during acceleration calibration routine

Range: 0.8 1.2

Accelerometer3 scaling of Z axis (INS_ACC3SCAL_Z)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer3 scaling of Z axis Calculated during acceleration calibration routine

Range: 0.8 1.2

Accelerometer3 offsets of X axis (INS_ACC3OFFS_X)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer3 offsets of X axis. This is setup using the acceleration calibration or level operations

Range: -300 300
Units: m/s/s

Accelerometer3 offsets of Y axis (INS_ACC3OFFS_Y)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer3 offsets of Y axis. This is setup using the acceleration calibration or level operations

Range: -300 300
Units: m/s/s

Accelerometer3 offsets of Z axis (INS_ACC3OFFS_Z)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Accelerometer3 offsets of Z axis. This is setup using the acceleration calibration or level operations

Range: -300 300
Units: m/s/s

Gyro3 offsets of X axis (INS_GYR3OFFS_X)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Gyro3 sensor offsets of X axis. This is setup on each boot during gyro calibrations

Units: rad/s

Gyro3 offsets of Y axis (INS_GYR3OFFS_Y)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Gyro3 sensor offsets of Y axis. This is setup on each boot during gyro calibrations

Units: rad/s

Gyro3 offsets of Z axis (INS_GYR3OFFS_Z)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Gyro3 sensor offsets of Z axis. This is setup on each boot during gyro calibrations

Units: rad/s
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INAV_ Parameters

Horizontal Time Constant (INAV_TC_XY)
Time constant for GPS and accel mixing. Higher TC decreases GPS impact on position estimate

Range: 0 10
Increment: 0.1

Vertical Time Constant (INAV_TC_Z)
Time constant for baro and accel mixing. Higher TC decreases barometers impact on altitude estimate

Range: 0 10
Increment: 0.1

WPNAV_ Parameters

Waypoint Horizontal Speed Target (WPNAV_SPEED)
Defines the speed in cm/s which the aircraft will attempt to maintain horizontally during a WP mission

Range: 0 2000
Increment: 50
Units: cm/s

Waypoint Radius (WPNAV_RADIUS)
Defines the distance from a waypoint, that when crossed indicates the wp has been hit.

Range: 100 1000
Increment: 1
Units: cm

Waypoint Climb Speed Target (WPNAV_SPEED_UP)
Defines the speed in cm/s which the aircraft will attempt to maintain while climbing during a WP
 mission
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Range: 0 1000
Increment: 50
Units: cm/s

Waypoint Descent Speed Target (WPNAV_SPEED_DN)
Defines the speed in cm/s which the aircraft will attempt to maintain while descending during a WP
 mission

Range: 0 500
Increment: 10
Units: cm/s

Loiter Horizontal Maximum Speed (WPNAV_LOIT_SPEED)
Defines the maximum speed in cm/s which the aircraft will travel horizontally while in loiter mode

Range: 0 2000
Increment: 50
Units: cm/s

Waypoint Acceleration (WPNAV_ACCEL)
Defines the horizontal acceleration in cm/s/s used during missions

Range: 50 500
Increment: 10
Units: cm/s/s

Waypoint Vertical Acceleration (WPNAV_ACCEL_Z)
Defines the vertical acceleration in cm/s/s used during missions

Range: 50 500
Increment: 10
Units: cm/s/s

Loiter maximum jerk (WPNAV_LOIT_JERK)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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Loiter maximum jerk in cm/s/s/s

Range: 500 2000
Increment: 1
Units: cm/s/s/s

CIRCLE_ Parameters

Circle Radius (CIRCLE_RADIUS)
Defines the radius of the circle the vehicle will fly when in Circle flight mode

Range: 0 10000
Increment: 100
Units: cm

Circle rate (CIRCLE_RATE)
Circle mode’s turn rate in deg/sec. Positive to turn clockwise, negative for counter clockwise

Range: -90 90
Increment: 1
Units: deg/s

ATC_ Parameters

Angle Rate Roll-Pitch max (ATC_RATE_RP_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

maximum rotation rate in roll/pitch axis requested by angle controller used in stabilize, loiter, rtl, auto
 flight modes

Range: 9000 36000
Increment: 500
Units: Centi-Degrees/Sec
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Angle Rate Yaw max (ATC_RATE_Y_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

maximum rotation rate in roll/pitch axis requested by angle controller used in stabilize, loiter, rtl, auto
 flight modes

Range: 4500 18000
Increment: 500
Units: Centi-Degrees/Sec

Yaw target slew rate (ATC_SLEW_YAW)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Maximum rate the yaw target can be updated in Loiter, RTL, Auto flight modes

Range: 500 18000
Increment: 100
Units: Centi-Degrees/Sec

Acceleration Max for Roll/Pitch (ATC_ACCEL_RP_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Maximum acceleration in roll/pitch axis

Range: 0 180000

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

 72000 Slow

 108000 Medium

 162000 Fast

Increment: 1000
Units: Centi-Degrees/Sec/Sec

Acceleration Max for Yaw (ATC_ACCEL_Y_MAX)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Maximum acceleration in yaw axis

Range: 0 72000

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

 18000 Slow

 36000 Medium

 54000 Fast

Increment: 1000
Units: Centi-Degrees/Sec/Sec

Rate Feedforward Enable (ATC_RATE_FF_ENAB)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Controls whether body-frame rate feedfoward is enabled or disabled

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

 1 Enabled

POSCON_ Parameters

Throttle Hover (POSCON_THR_HOVER)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

The autopilot’s estimate of the throttle required to maintain a level hover. Calculated automatically from
 the pilot’s throttle input while in stabilize mode

Range: 0 1000
Units: Percent*10
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SR0_ Parameters

Raw sensor stream rate (SR0_RAW_SENS)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of RAW_IMU, SCALED_IMU2, SCALED_PRESSURE, and SENSOR_OFFSETS to
 ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extended status stream rate to ground station
 (SR0_EXT_STAT)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of SYS_STATUS, MEMINFO, MISSION_CURRENT, GPS_RAW_INT,
 NAV_CONTROLLER_OUTPUT, and LIMITS_STATUS to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

RC Channel stream rate to ground station (SR0_RC_CHAN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of SERVO_OUTPUT_RAW and RC_CHANNELS_RAW to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Raw Control stream rate to ground station (SR0_RAW_CTRL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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Stream rate of RC_CHANNELS_SCALED (HIL only) to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Position stream rate to ground station (SR0_POSITION)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of GLOBAL_POSITION_INT to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extra data type 1 stream rate to ground station (SR0_EXTRA1)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of ATTITUDE and SIMSTATE (SITL only) to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extra data type 2 stream rate to ground station (SR0_EXTRA2)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of VFR_HUD to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extra data type 3 stream rate to ground station (SR0_EXTRA3)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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Stream rate of AHRS, HWSTATUS, and SYSTEM_TIME to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Parameter stream rate to ground station (SR0_PARAMS)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of PARAM_VALUE to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

SR1_ Parameters

Raw sensor stream rate (SR1_RAW_SENS)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of RAW_IMU, SCALED_IMU2, SCALED_PRESSURE, and SENSOR_OFFSETS to
 ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extended status stream rate to ground station
 (SR1_EXT_STAT)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of SYS_STATUS, MEMINFO, MISSION_CURRENT, GPS_RAW_INT,
 NAV_CONTROLLER_OUTPUT, and LIMITS_STATUS to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
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Units: Hz

RC Channel stream rate to ground station (SR1_RC_CHAN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of SERVO_OUTPUT_RAW and RC_CHANNELS_RAW to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Raw Control stream rate to ground station (SR1_RAW_CTRL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of RC_CHANNELS_SCALED (HIL only) to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Position stream rate to ground station (SR1_POSITION)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of GLOBAL_POSITION_INT to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extra data type 1 stream rate to ground station (SR1_EXTRA1)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of ATTITUDE and SIMSTATE (SITL only) to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
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Units: Hz

Extra data type 2 stream rate to ground station (SR1_EXTRA2)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of VFR_HUD to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extra data type 3 stream rate to ground station (SR1_EXTRA3)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of AHRS, HWSTATUS, and SYSTEM_TIME to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Parameter stream rate to ground station (SR1_PARAMS)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of PARAM_VALUE to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

SR2_ Parameters

Raw sensor stream rate (SR2_RAW_SENS)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of RAW_IMU, SCALED_IMU2, SCALED_PRESSURE, and SENSOR_OFFSETS to
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 ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extended status stream rate to ground station
 (SR2_EXT_STAT)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of SYS_STATUS, MEMINFO, MISSION_CURRENT, GPS_RAW_INT,
 NAV_CONTROLLER_OUTPUT, and LIMITS_STATUS to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

RC Channel stream rate to ground station (SR2_RC_CHAN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of SERVO_OUTPUT_RAW and RC_CHANNELS_RAW to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Raw Control stream rate to ground station (SR2_RAW_CTRL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of RC_CHANNELS_SCALED (HIL only) to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Position stream rate to ground station (SR2_POSITION)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of GLOBAL_POSITION_INT to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extra data type 1 stream rate to ground station (SR2_EXTRA1)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of ATTITUDE and SIMSTATE (SITL only) to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extra data type 2 stream rate to ground station (SR2_EXTRA2)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of VFR_HUD to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Extra data type 3 stream rate to ground station (SR2_EXTRA3)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of AHRS, HWSTATUS, and SYSTEM_TIME to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

Parameter stream rate to ground station (SR2_PARAMS)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Stream rate of PARAM_VALUE to ground station

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1
Units: Hz

AHRS_ Parameters

AHRS GPS gain (AHRS_GPS_GAIN)
This controls how how much to use the GPS to correct the attitude. This should never be set to zero
 for a plane as it would result in the plane losing control in turns. For a plane please use the default
 value of 1.0.

Range: 0.0 1.0
Increment: .01

AHRS use GPS for navigation (AHRS_GPS_USE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This controls whether to use dead-reckoning or GPS based navigation. If set to 0 then the GPS won’t
 be used for navigation, and only dead reckoning will be used. A value of zero should never be used
 for normal flight.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Yaw P (AHRS_YAW_P)
This controls the weight the compass or GPS has on the heading. A higher value means the heading
 will track the yaw source (GPS or compass) more rapidly.

Range: 0.1 0.4
Increment: .01
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AHRS RP_P (AHRS_RP_P)
This controls how fast the accelerometers correct the attitude

Range: 0.1 0.4
Increment: .01

Maximum wind (AHRS_WIND_MAX)
This sets the maximum allowable difference between ground speed and airspeed. This allows the
 plane to cope with a failing airspeed sensor. A value of zero means to use the airspeed as is.

Range: 0 127
Increment: 1
Units: m/s

AHRS Trim Roll (AHRS_TRIM_X)
Compensates for the roll angle difference between the control board and the frame. Positive values
 make the vehicle roll right.

Range: -0.1745 +0.1745
Increment: 0.01
Units: Radians

AHRS Trim Pitch (AHRS_TRIM_Y)
Compensates for the pitch angle difference between the control board and the frame. Positive values
 make the vehicle pitch up/back.

Range: -0.1745 +0.1745
Increment: 0.01
Units: Radians

AHRS Trim Yaw (AHRS_TRIM_Z)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Not Used
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Range: -0.1745 +0.1745
Increment: 0.01
Units: Radians

Board Orientation (AHRS_ORIENTATION)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Overall board orientation relative to the standard orientation for the board type. This rotates the IMU
 and compass readings to allow the board to be oriented in your vehicle at any 90 or 45 degree angle.
 This option takes affect on next boot. After changing you will need to re-level your vehicle.

VALUE MEANING

0 None

1 Yaw45

2 Yaw90

3 Yaw135

4 Yaw180

5 Yaw225

6 Yaw270

7 Yaw315

8 Roll180

9 Roll180Yaw45

10 Roll180Yaw90

11 Roll180Yaw135

12 Pitch180

13 Roll180Yaw225

14 Roll180Yaw270

15 Roll180Yaw315

16 Roll90

17 Roll90Yaw45
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18 Roll90Yaw90

19 Roll90Yaw135

20 Roll270

21 Roll270Yaw45

22 Roll270Yaw90

23 Roll270Yaw136

24 Pitch90

25 Pitch270

26 Pitch180Yaw90

27 Pitch180Yaw270

28 Roll90Pitch90

29 Roll180Pitch90

30 Roll270Pitch90

31 Roll90Pitch180

32 Roll270Pitch180

33 Roll90Pitch270

34 Roll180Pitch270

35 Roll270Pitch270

36 Roll90Pitch180Yaw90

37 Roll90Yaw270

AHRS Velocity Complmentary Filter Beta Coefficient
 (AHRS_COMP_BETA)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This controls the time constant for the cross-over frequency used to fuse AHRS (airspeed and
 heading) and GPS data to estimate ground velocity. Time constant is 0.1/beta. A larger time constant
 will use GPS data less and a small time constant will use air data less.

Range: 0.001 0.5
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Increment: .01

AHRS GPS Minimum satellites (AHRS_GPS_MINSATS)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Minimum number of satellites visible to use GPS for velocity based corrections attitude correction. This
 defaults to 6, which is about the point at which the velocity numbers from a GPS become too
 unreliable for accurate correction of the accelerometers.

Range: 0 10
Increment: 1

Use NavEKF Kalman filter for attitude and position estimation
 (AHRS_EKF_USE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This controls whether the NavEKF Kalman filter is used for attitude and position estimation

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

MNT_ Parameters

Mount default operating mode (MNT__DEFLT_MODE)
Mount default operating mode on startup and after control is returned from autopilot

VALUE MEANING

0 Retracted

1 Neutral

2 MavLink Targeting

3 RC Targeting
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4 GPS Point

Mount roll angle when in retracted position
 (MNT__RETRACT_X)
Mount roll angle when in retracted position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Mount tilt/pitch angle when in retracted position
 (MNT__RETRACT_Y)
Mount tilt/pitch angle when in retracted position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Mount yaw/pan angle when in retracted position
 (MNT__RETRACT_Z)
Mount yaw/pan angle when in retracted position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Mount roll angle when in neutral position (MNT__NEUTRAL_X)
Mount roll angle when in neutral position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Mount tilt/pitch angle when in neutral position
 (MNT__NEUTRAL_Y)
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Mount tilt/pitch angle when in neutral position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Mount pan/yaw angle when in neutral position
 (MNT__NEUTRAL_Z)
Mount pan/yaw angle when in neutral position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Stabilize mount’s roll angle (MNT__STAB_ROLL)
enable roll stabilisation relative to Earth

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Stabilize mount’s pitch/tilt angle (MNT__STAB_TILT)
enable tilt/pitch stabilisation relative to Earth

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Stabilize mount pan/yaw angle (MNT__STAB_PAN)
enable pan/yaw stabilisation relative to Earth

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled
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1 Enabled

roll RC input channel (MNT__RC_IN_ROLL)
0 for none, any other for the RC channel to be used to control roll movements

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

5 RC5

6 RC6

7 RC7

8 RC8

Minimum roll angle (MNT__ANGMIN_ROL)
Minimum physical roll angular position of mount.

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

Maximum roll angle (MNT__ANGMAX_ROL)
Maximum physical roll angular position of the mount

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

tilt (pitch) RC input channel (MNT__RC_IN_TILT)
0 for none, any other for the RC channel to be used to control tilt (pitch) movements

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

5 RC5
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6 RC6

7 RC7

8 RC8

Minimum tilt angle (MNT__ANGMIN_TIL)
Minimum physical tilt (pitch) angular position of mount.

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

Maximum tilt angle (MNT__ANGMAX_TIL)
Maximum physical tilt (pitch) angular position of the mount

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

pan (yaw) RC input channel (MNT__RC_IN_PAN)
0 for none, any other for the RC channel to be used to control pan (yaw) movements

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

5 RC5

6 RC6

7 RC7

8 RC8

Minimum pan angle (MNT__ANGMIN_PAN)
Minimum physical pan (yaw) angular position of mount.

Range: -18000 17999
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Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

Maximum pan angle (MNT__ANGMAX_PAN)
Maximum physical pan (yaw) angular position of the mount

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

mount joystick speed (MNT__JSTICK_SPD)
0 for position control, small for low speeds, 100 for max speed. A good general value is 10 which gives
 a movement speed of 3 degrees per second.

Range: 0 100
Increment: 1

Roll stabilization lead time (MNT__LEAD_RLL)
Causes the servo angle output to lead the current angle of the vehicle by some amount of time based
 on current angular rate, compensating for servo delay. Increase until the servo is responsive but
 doesn’t overshoot. Does nothing with pan stabilization enabled.

Range: 0.0 0.2
Increment: .005
Units: Seconds

Pitch stabilization lead time (MNT__LEAD_PTCH)
Causes the servo angle output to lead the current angle of the vehicle by some amount of time based
 on current angular rate. Increase until the servo is responsive but doesn’t overshoot. Does nothing
 with pan stabilization enabled.

Range: 0.0 0.2
Increment: .005
Units: Seconds

Mount Type (MNT__TYPE)
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Mount Type (None, Servo or MAVLink)

VALUE MEANING

0 None

 1 Servo

 2 MAVLink

 3 Alexmos Serial

Mount default operating mode (MNT_2_DEFLT_MODE)
Mount default operating mode on startup and after control is returned from autopilot

VALUE MEANING

0 Retracted

1 Neutral

2 MavLink Targeting

3 RC Targeting

4 GPS Point

Mount2 roll angle when in retracted position
 (MNT_2_RETRACT_X)
Mount2 roll angle when in retracted position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Mount2 tilt/pitch angle when in retracted position
 (MNT_2_RETRACT_Y)
Mount2 tilt/pitch angle when in retracted position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
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Units: Degrees

Mount2 yaw/pan angle when in retracted position
 (MNT_2_RETRACT_Z)
Mount2 yaw/pan angle when in retracted position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Mount2 roll angle when in neutral position
 (MNT_2_NEUTRAL_X)
Mount2 roll angle when in neutral position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Mount2 tilt/pitch angle when in neutral position
 (MNT_2_NEUTRAL_Y)
Mount2 tilt/pitch angle when in neutral position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Mount2 pan/yaw angle when in neutral position
 (MNT_2_NEUTRAL_Z)
Mount2 pan/yaw angle when in neutral position

Range: -180.00 179.99
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Stabilize Mount2’s roll angle (MNT_2_STAB_ROLL)
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enable roll stabilisation relative to Earth

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Stabilize Mount2’s pitch/tilt angle (MNT_2_STAB_TILT)
enable tilt/pitch stabilisation relative to Earth

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Stabilize mount2 pan/yaw angle (MNT_2_STAB_PAN)
enable pan/yaw stabilisation relative to Earth

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Mount2’s roll RC input channel (MNT_2_RC_IN_ROLL)
0 for none, any other for the RC channel to be used to control roll movements

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

5 RC5

6 RC6

7 RC7

8 RC8
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Mount2’s minimum roll angle (MNT_2_ANGMIN_ROL)
Mount2’s minimum physical roll angular position

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

Mount2’s maximum roll angle (MNT_2_ANGMAX_ROL)
Mount2’s maximum physical roll angular position

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

Mount2’s tilt (pitch) RC input channel (MNT_2_RC_IN_TILT)
0 for none, any other for the RC channel to be used to control tilt (pitch) movements

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

5 RC5

6 RC6

7 RC7

8 RC8

Mount2’s minimum tilt angle (MNT_2_ANGMIN_TIL)
Mount2’s minimum physical tilt (pitch) angular position

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

Mount2’s maximum tilt angle (MNT_2_ANGMAX_TIL)
Mount2’s maximum physical tilt (pitch) angular position
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Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

Mount2’s pan (yaw) RC input channel (MNT_2_RC_IN_PAN)
0 for none, any other for the RC channel to be used to control pan (yaw) movements

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

5 RC5

6 RC6

7 RC7

8 RC8

Mount2’s minimum pan angle (MNT_2_ANGMIN_PAN)
Mount2’s minimum physical pan (yaw) angular position

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

Mount2’s maximum pan angle (MNT_2_ANGMAX_PAN)
MOunt2’s maximum physical pan (yaw) angular position

Range: -18000 17999
Increment: 1
Units: Centi-Degrees

Mount2’s Roll stabilization lead time (MNT_2_LEAD_RLL)
Causes the servo angle output to lead the current angle of the vehicle by some amount of time based
 on current angular rate, compensating for servo delay. Increase until the servo is responsive but
 doesn’t overshoot. Does nothing with pan stabilization enabled.
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Range: 0.0 0.2
Increment: .005
Units: Seconds

Mount2’s Pitch stabilization lead time (MNT_2_LEAD_PTCH)
Causes the servo angle output to lead the current angle of the vehicle by some amount of time based
 on current angular rate. Increase until the servo is responsive but doesn’t overshoot. Does nothing
 with pan stabilization enabled.

Range: 0.0 0.2
Increment: .005
Units: Seconds

Mount2 Type (MNT_2_TYPE)
Mount Type (None, Servo or MAVLink)

VALUE MEANING

0 None

 1 Servo

 2 MAVLink

 3 Alexmos Serial

BATT_ Parameters

Battery monitoring (BATT_MONITOR)
Controls enabling monitoring of the battery’s voltage and current

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

3 Analog Voltage Only

4 Analog Voltage and Current

5 SMBus
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Battery Voltage sensing pin (BATT_VOLT_PIN)
Setting this to 0 ~ 13 will enable battery voltage sensing on pins A0 ~ A13. For the 3DR power brick on
 APM2.5 it should be set to 13. On the PX4 it should be set to 100. On the Pixhawk powered from the
 PM connector it should be set to 2.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Disabled

 0 A0

 1 A1

 2 Pixhawk

 13 A13

 100 PX4

Battery Current sensing pin (BATT_CURR_PIN)
Setting this to 0 ~ 13 will enable battery current sensing on pins A0 ~ A13. For the 3DR power brick on
 APM2.5 it should be set to 12. On the PX4 it should be set to 101. On the Pixhawk powered from the
 PM connector it should be set to 3.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Disabled

 1 A1

 2 A2

 3 Pixhawk

 12 A12

 101 PX4

Voltage Multiplier (BATT_VOLT_MULT)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Used to convert the voltage of the voltage sensing pin (BATT_VOLT_PIN) to the actual battery’s
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 voltage (pin_voltage * VOLT_MULT). For the 3DR Power brick on APM2 or Pixhawk, this should be
 set to 10.1. For the Pixhawk with the 3DR 4in1 ESC this should be 12.02. For the PX4 using the
 PX4IO power supply this should be set to 1.

Amps per volt (BATT_AMP_PERVOLT)
Number of amps that a 1V reading on the current sensor corresponds to. On the APM2 or Pixhawk
 using the 3DR Power brick this should be set to 17. For the Pixhawk with the 3DR 4in1 ESC this
 should be 17.

Units: Amps/Volt

AMP offset (BATT_AMP_OFFSET)
Voltage offset at zero current on current sensor

Units: Volts

Battery capacity (BATT_CAPACITY)
Capacity of the battery in mAh when full

Increment: 50
Units: mAh

Battery monitoring (BATT_2_MONITOR)
Controls enabling monitoring of the battery’s voltage and current

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

3 Analog Voltage Only

4 Analog Voltage and Current

5 SMBus

Battery Voltage sensing pin (BATT_2_VOLT_PIN)
Setting this to 0 ~ 13 will enable battery voltage sensing on pins A0 ~ A13. For the 3DR power brick on
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 APM2.5 it should be set to 13. On the PX4 it should be set to 100. On the Pixhawk powered from the
 PM connector it should be set to 2.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Disabled

 0 A0

 1 A1

 2 Pixhawk

 13 A13

 100 PX4

Battery Current sensing pin (BATT_2_CURR_PIN)
Setting this to 0 ~ 13 will enable battery current sensing on pins A0 ~ A13. For the 3DR power brick on
 APM2.5 it should be set to 12. On the PX4 it should be set to 101. On the Pixhawk powered from the
 PM connector it should be set to 3.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Disabled

 1 A1

 2 A2

 3 Pixhawk

 12 A12

 101 PX4

Voltage Multiplier (BATT_2_VOLT_MULT)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Used to convert the voltage of the voltage sensing pin (BATT_VOLT_PIN) to the actual battery’s
 voltage (pin_voltage * VOLT_MULT). For the 3DR Power brick on APM2 or Pixhawk, this should be
 set to 10.1. For the Pixhawk with the 3DR 4in1 ESC this should be 12.02. For the PX4 using the
 PX4IO power supply this should be set to 1.
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Amps per volt (BATT_2_AMP_PERVOL)
Number of amps that a 1V reading on the current sensor corresponds to. On the APM2 or Pixhawk
 using the 3DR Power brick this should be set to 17. For the Pixhawk with the 3DR 4in1 ESC this
 should be 17.

Units: Amps/Volt

AMP offset (BATT_2_AMP_OFFSET)
Voltage offset at zero current on current sensor

Units: Volts

Battery capacity (BATT_2_CAPACITY)
Capacity of the battery in mAh when full

Increment: 50
Units: mAh

BRD_ Parameters

PWM Count (BRD_PWM_COUNT)
Number of auxillary PWMs to enable. On PX4v1 only 0 or 2 is valid. On Pixhawk 0, 2, 4 or 6 is valid.

VALUE MEANING

0 No PWMs

2 Two PWMs

4 Four PWMs

6 Six PWMs

Serial 1 flow control (BRD_SER1_RTSCTS)
Enable flow control on serial 1 (telemetry 1) on Pixhawk. You must have the RTS and CTS pins
 connected to your radio. The standard DF13 6 pin connector for a 3DR radio does have those pins
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 connected. If this is set to 2 then flow control will be auto-detected by checking for the output buffer
 filling on startup. Note that the PX4v1 does not have hardware flow control pins on this port, so you
 should leave this disabled.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

2 Auto

Serial 2 flow control (BRD_SER2_RTSCTS)
Enable flow control on serial 2 (telemetry 2) on Pixhawk and PX4. You must have the RTS and CTS
 pins connected to your radio. The standard DF13 6 pin connector for a 3DR radio does have those
 pins connected. If this is set to 2 then flow control will be auto-detected by checking for the output
 buffer filling on startup.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

2 Auto

 Enable use of safety arming switch (BRD_SAFETYENABLE)
Disabling this option will disable the use of the safety switch on PX4 for arming. Use of the safety
 switch is highly recommended, so you should leave this option set to 1 except in unusual
 circumstances.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

SPRAY_ Parameters
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Sprayer enable/disable (SPRAY_ENABLE)
Allows you to enable (1) or disable (0) the sprayer

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Pump speed (SPRAY_PUMP_RATE)
Desired pump speed when travelling 1m/s expressed as a percentage

Range: 0 100
Units: percentage

Spinner rotation speed (SPRAY_SPINNER)
Spinner’s rotation speed in PWM (a higher rate will disperse the spray over a wider area horizontally)

Range: 1000 2000
Units: ms

Speed minimum (SPRAY_SPEED_MIN)
Speed minimum at which we will begin spraying

Range: 0 1000
Units: cm/s

Pump speed minimum (SPRAY_PUMP_MIN)
Minimum pump speed expressed as a percentage

Range: 0 100
Units: percentage

GND_ Parameters
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Absolute Pressure (GND_ABS_PRESS)
calibrated ground pressure in Pascals

Units: pascals
Increment: 1

ground temperature (GND_TEMP)
calibrated ground temperature in degrees Celsius

Units: degrees celsius
Increment: 1

altitude offset (GND_ALT_OFFSET)
altitude offset in meters added to barometric altitude. This is used to allow for automatic adjustment of
 the base barometric altitude by a ground station equipped with a barometer. The value is added to the
 barometric altitude read by the aircraft. It is automatically reset to 0 when the barometer is calibrated
 on each reboot or when a preflight calibration is performed.

Range: -128 127
Increment: 1
Units: meters

GPS_ Parameters

GPS type (GPS_TYPE)
GPS type

VALUE MEANING

0 None

1 AUTO

2 uBlox

3 MTK

4 MTK19
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5 NMEA

6 SiRF

7 HIL

8 SwiftNav

9 PX4EXPERIMENTAL

2nd GPS type (GPS_TYPE2)
GPS type of 2nd GPS

VALUE MEANING

0 None

1 AUTO

2 uBlox

3 MTK

4 MTK19

5 NMEA

6 SiRF

7 HIL

8 SwiftNav

9 PX4EXPERIMENTAL

Navigation filter setting (GPS_NAVFILTER)
Navigation filter engine setting

VALUE MEANING

0 Portable

2 Stationary

3 Pedestrian

4 Automotive
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5 Sea

6 Airborne1G

7 Airborne2G

8 Airborne4G

Automatic Switchover Setting (GPS_AUTO_SWITCH)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Automatic switchover to GPS reporting best lock

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Minimum Lock Type Accepted for DGPS
 (GPS_DGPS_MIN_LOCK)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Sets the minimum type of differential GPS corrections required before allowing to switch into DGPS
 mode.

VALUE MEANING

0 Any

50 FloatRTK

100 IntegerRTK

SBAS Mode (GPS_SBAS_MODE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This sets the SBAS (satellite based augmentation system) mode if available on this GPS. If set to 2
 then the SBAS mode is not changed in the GPS. Otherwise the GPS will be reconfigured to
 enable/disable SBAS. Disabling SBAS may be worthwhile in some parts of the world where an SBAS
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 signal is available but the baseline is too long to be useful.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

2 NoChange

Minimum elevation (GPS_MIN_ELEV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This sets the minimum elevation of satellites above the horizon for them to be used for navigation.
 Setting this to -100 leaves the minimum elevation set to the GPS modules default.

Range: -100 90
Units: Degrees

SCHED_ Parameters

Scheduler debug level (SCHED_DEBUG)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Set to non-zero to enable scheduler debug messages. When set to show “Slips” the scheduler will
 display a message whenever a scheduled task is delayed due to too much CPU load. When set to
 ShowOverruns the scheduled will display a message whenever a task takes longer than the limit
 promised in the task table.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

2 ShowSlips

3 ShowOverruns

FENCE_ Parameters
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Fence enable/disable (FENCE_ENABLE)
Allows you to enable (1) or disable (0) the fence functionality

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Fence Type (FENCE_TYPE)
Enabled fence types held as bitmask

VALUE MEANING

0 None

1 Altitude

2 Circle

3 Altitude and Circle

Fence Action (FENCE_ACTION)
What action should be taken when fence is breached

VALUE MEANING

0 Report Only

1 RTL or Land

Fence Maximum Altitude (FENCE_ALT_MAX)
Maximum altitude allowed before geofence triggers

Range: 10 1000
Increment: 1
Units: Meters
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Circular Fence Radius (FENCE_RADIUS)
Circle fence radius which when breached will cause an RTL

Range: 30 10000
Units: Meters

Fence Margin (FENCE_MARGIN)
Distance that autopilot’s should maintain from the fence to avoid a breach

Range: 1 10
Units: Meters

RALLY_ Parameters

Rally Total (RALLY_TOTAL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Number of rally points currently loaded

Rally Limit (RALLY_LIMIT_KM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Maximum distance to rally point. If the closest rally point is more than this number of kilometers from
 the current position and the home location is closer than any of the rally points from the current
 position then do RTL to home rather than to the closest rally point. This prevents a leftover rally point
 from a different airfield being used accidentally. If this is set to 0 then the closest rally point is always
 used.

Increment: 0.1
Units: kilometers

GPSGLITCH_ Parameters

GPS Glitch protection enable/disable (GPSGLITCH_ENABLE)
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Allows you to enable (1) or disable (0) gps glitch protection

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

GPS glitch protection radius within which all new positions are
 accepted (GPSGLITCH_RADIUS)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

GPS glitch protection radius within which all new positions are accepted

Range: 100 2000
Increment: 100
Units: cm

GPS glitch protection’s max vehicle acceleration assumption
 (GPSGLITCH_ACCEL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

GPS glitch protection’s max vehicle acceleration assumption

Range: 100 2000
Increment: 100
Units: cm/s/s

BAROGLTCH_ Parameters

Baro Glitch protection enable/disable (BAROGLTCH_ENABLE)
Allows you to enable (1) or disable (0) baro glitch protection

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled
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Baro glitch protection distance within which alt update is
 immediately accepted (BAROGLTCH_DIST)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Baro glitch protection distance within which alt update is immediately accepted

Range: 100 2000
Increment: 100
Units: cm

Baro glitch protection’s max vehicle acceleration assumption
 (BAROGLTCH_ACCEL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Baro glitch protection’s max vehicle acceleration assumption

Range: 100 2000
Increment: 100
Units: cm/s/s

H_ Parameters

Servo 1 Position (H_SV1_POS)
Angular location of swash servo #1

Range: -180 180
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Servo 2 Position (H_SV2_POS)
Angular location of swash servo #2

Range: -180 180
Increment: 1
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Units: Degrees

Servo 3 Position (H_SV3_POS)
Angular location of swash servo #3

Range: -180 180
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Swash Roll Angle Max (H_ROL_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Maximum roll angle of the swash plate

Range: 0 18000
Increment: 100
Units: Centi-Degrees

Swash Pitch Angle Max (H_PIT_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Maximum pitch angle of the swash plate

Range: 0 18000
Increment: 100
Units: Centi-Degrees

Collective Pitch Minimum (H_COL_MIN)
Lowest possible servo position for the swashplate

Range: 1000 2000
Increment: 1
Units: PWM

Collective Pitch Maximum (H_COL_MAX)
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Highest possible servo position for the swashplate

Range: 1000 2000
Increment: 1
Units: PWM

Collective Pitch Mid-Point (H_COL_MID)
Swash servo position corresponding to zero collective pitch (or zero lift for Assymetrical blades)

Range: 1000 2000
Increment: 1
Units: PWM

Tail Type (H_TAIL_TYPE)
Tail type selection. Simpler yaw controller used if external gyro is selected

VALUE MEANING

0 Servo only

1 Servo with ExtGyro

2 DirectDrive VarPitch

3 DirectDrive FixedPitch

Swash Type (H_SWASH_TYPE)
Swash Type Setting – either 3-servo CCPM or H1 Mechanical Mixing

VALUE MEANING

0 3-Servo CCPM

 1 H1 Mechanical Mixing

External Gyro Gain (H_GYR_GAIN)
PWM sent to external gyro on ch7 when tail type is Servo w/ ExtGyro

Range: 0 1000
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Increment: 1
Units: PWM

Manual Servo Mode (H_SV_MAN)
Pass radio inputs directly to servos for set-up. Do not set this manually!

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enabled

Swashplate Phase Angle Compensation (H_PHANG)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Phase angle correction for rotor head. If pitching the swash forward induces a roll, this can be correct
 the problem

Range: -90 90
Increment: 1
Units: Degrees

Collective-Yaw Mixing (H_COLYAW)
Feed-forward compensation to automatically add rudder input when collective pitch is increased. Can
 be positive or negative depending on mechanics.

Range: -10 10

External Motor Governor Setpoint (H_GOV_SETPOINT)
PWM passed to the external motor governor when external governor is enabled

Range: 0 1000
Increment: 10
Units: PWM

Rotor Speed Control Mode (H_RSC_MODE)
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Controls the source of the desired rotor speed, either ch8 or RSC_SETPOINT

VALUE MEANING

0 None

 1 Ch8 Input

 2 SetPoint

Flybar Mode Selector (H_FLYBAR_MODE)
Flybar present or not. Affects attitude controller used during ACRO flight mode

Range: 0:NoFlybar 1:Flybar

Landing Collective Minimum (H_LAND_COL_MIN)
Minimum collective position while landed or landing

Range: 0 500
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RSC Ramp Time (H_RSC_RAMP_TIME)
Time in seconds for the output to the main rotor’s ESC to reach full speed

Range: 0 60
Units: Seconds

RSC Runup Time (H_RSC_RUNUP_TIME)
Time in seconds for the main rotor to reach full speed. Must be longer than RSC_RAMP_TIME

Range: 0 60
Units: Seconds

Direct Drive VarPitch Tail ESC speed (H_TAIL_SPEED)
Direct Drive VarPitch Tail ESC speed. Only used when TailType is DirectDrive VarPitch
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Range: 0 1000
Increment: 1
Units: PWM

SS1_ Parameters

RC min PWM (SS1_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (SS1_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (SS1_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (SS1_REV)
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Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (SS1_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

SS2_ Parameters

RC min PWM (SS2_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (SS2_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
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Units: pwm

RC max PWM (SS2_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (SS2_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (SS2_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

SS3_ Parameters

RC min PWM (SS3_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.
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Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (SS3_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (SS3_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC reverse (SS3_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (SS3_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users
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dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

SS4_ Parameters

RC min PWM (SS4_MIN)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC minimum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC trim PWM (SS4_TRIM)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC trim (neutral) PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper
 limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm

RC max PWM (SS4_MAX)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

RC maximum PWM pulse width. Typically 1000 is lower limit, 1500 is neutral and 2000 is upper limit.

Range: 800 2200
Increment: 1
Units: pwm
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RC reverse (SS4_REV)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Reverse servo operation. Set to 1 for normal (forward) operation. Set to -1 to reverse this channel.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Reversed

1 Normal

RC dead-zone (SS4_DZ)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

dead zone around trim.

Range: 0 200
Units: pwm

MOT_ Parameters

Thrust Curve Enable (MOT_TCRV_ENABLE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Controls whether a curve is used to linearize the thrust produced by the motors

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

1 Enable

Thrust Curve mid-point percentage (MOT_TCRV_MIDPCT)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Set the pwm position that produces half the maximum thrust of the motors
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Range: 20 80
Increment: 1

Thrust Curve max thrust percentage (MOT_TCRV_MAXPCT)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Set to the lowest pwm position that produces the maximum thrust of the motors. Most motors produce
 maximum thrust below the maximum pwm value that they accept.

Range: 20 80
Increment: 1

Motors always spin when armed (MOT_SPIN_ARMED)
Controls whether motors always spin when armed (must be below THR_MIN)

VALUE MEANING

0 Do Not Spin

70 VerySlow

100 Slow

130 Medium

150 Fast

Reverse roll feedback (MOT_REV_ROLL)
Ensure the feedback is negative

VALUE MEANING

-1 Opposite direction

1 Same direction

Reverse pitch feedback (MOT_REV_PITCH)
Ensure the feedback is negative
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VALUE MEANING

-1 Opposite direction

1 Same direction

Reverse yaw feedback (MOT_REV_YAW)
Ensure the feedback is negative

VALUE MEANING

-1 Opposite direction

1 Same direction

Servo speed (MOT_SV_SPEED)
Servo update speed in hz

Values: 50, 125, 250

RCMAP_ Parameters

Roll channel (RCMAP_ROLL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Roll channel number. This is useful when you have a RC transmitter that can’t change the channel
 order easily. Roll is normally on channel 1, but you can move it to any channel with this parameter.

Range: 1 8
Increment: 1

Pitch channel (RCMAP_PITCH)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Pitch channel number. This is useful when you have a RC transmitter that can’t change the channel
 order easily. Pitch is normally on channel 2, but you can move it to any channel with this parameter.
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Range: 1 8
Increment: 1

Throttle channel (RCMAP_THROTTLE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Throttle channel number. This is useful when you have a RC transmitter that can’t change the channel
 order easily. Throttle is normally on channel 3, but you can move it to any channel with this parameter.
 Warning APM 2.X: Changing the throttle channel could produce unexpected fail-safe results if
 connection between receiver and on-board PPM Encoder is lost. Disabling on-board PPM Encoder is
 recommended.

Range: 1 8
Increment: 1

Yaw channel (RCMAP_YAW)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Yaw channel number. This is useful when you have a RC transmitter that can’t change the channel
 order easily. Yaw (also known as rudder) is normally on channel 4, but you can move it to any channel
 with this parameter.

Range: 1 8
Increment: 1

EKF_ Parameters

GPS horizontal velocity measurement noise (m/s)
 (EKF_VELNE_NOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is the RMS value of noise in the North and East GPS velocity measurements. Increasing it
 reduces the weighting on these measurements.

Range: 0.05 5.0
Increment: 0.05
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GPS vertical velocity measurement noise (m/s)
 (EKF_VELD_NOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is the RMS value of noise in the vertical GPS velocity measurement. Increasing it reduces the
 weighting on this measurement.

Range: 0.05 5.0
Increment: 0.05

GPS horizontal position measurement noise (m)
 (EKF_POSNE_NOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is the RMS value of noise in the GPS horizontal position measurements. Increasing it reduces the
 weighting on these measurements.

Range: 0.1 10.0
Increment: 0.1

Altitude measurement noise (m) (EKF_ALT_NOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is the RMS value of noise in the altitude measurement. Increasing it reduces the weighting on this
 measurement.

Range: 0.1 10.0
Increment: 0.1

Magnetometer measurement noise (Gauss) (EKF_MAG_NOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is the RMS value of noise in magnetometer measurements. Increasing it reduces the weighting on
 these measurements.

Range: 0.01 0.5
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Increment: 0.01

Equivalent airspeed measurement noise (m/s)
 (EKF_EAS_NOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is the RMS value of noise in magnetometer measurements. Increasing it reduces the weighting on
 these measurements.

Range: 0.5 5.0
Increment: 0.1

Wind velocity process noise (m/s^2) (EKF_WIND_PNOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This noise controls the growth of wind state error estimates. Increasing it makes wind estimation faster
 and noisier.

Range: 0.01 1.0
Increment: 0.1

Height rate to wind procss noise scaler (EKF_WIND_PSCALE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

Increasing this parameter increases how rapidly the wind states adapt when changing altitude, but
 does make wind speed estimation noiser.

Range: 0.0 1.0
Increment: 0.1

Rate gyro noise (rad/s) (EKF_GYRO_PNOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This noise controls the growth of estimated error due to gyro measurement errors excluding bias.
 Increasing it makes the flter trust the gyro measurements less and other measurements more.
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Range: 0.001 0.05
Increment: 0.001

Accelerometer noise (m/s^2) (EKF_ACC_PNOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This noise controls the growth of estimated error due to accelerometer measurement errors excluding
 bias. Increasing it makes the flter trust the accelerometer measurements less and other
 measurements more.

Range: 0.05 1.0
Increment: 0.01

Rate gyro bias process noise (rad/s) (EKF_GBIAS_PNOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This noise controls the growth of gyro bias state error estimates. Increasing it makes rate gyro bias
 estimation faster and noisier.

Range: 0.0000001 0.00001

Accelerometer bias process noise (m/s^2)
 (EKF_ABIAS_PNOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This noise controls the growth of the vertical acelerometer bias state error estimate. Increasing it
 makes accelerometer bias estimation faster and noisier.

Range: 0.00001 0.001

Earth magnetic field process noise (gauss/s)
 (EKF_MAGE_PNOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This noise controls the growth of earth magnetic field state error estimates. Increasing it makes earth
 magnetic field bias estimation faster and noisier.
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Range: 0.0001 0.01

Body magnetic field process noise (gauss/s)
 (EKF_MAGB_PNOISE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This noise controls the growth of body magnetic field state error estimates. Increasing it makes
 compass offset estimation faster and noisier.

Range: 0.0001 0.01

GPS velocity measurement delay (msec) (EKF_VEL_DELAY)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is the number of msec that the GPS velocity measurements lag behind the inertial measurements.

Range: 0 500
Increment: 10

GPS position measurement delay (msec) (EKF_POS_DELAY)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This is the number of msec that the GPS position measurements lag behind the inertial
 measurements.

Range: 0 500
Increment: 10

GPS velocity mode control (EKF_GPS_TYPE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This parameter controls use of GPS velocity measurements : 0 = use 3D velocity, 1 = use 2D velocity,
 2 = use no velocity, 3 = use no GPS

Range: 0 3
Increment: 1
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GPS velocity measurement gate size (EKF_VEL_GATE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This parameter sets the number of standard deviations applied to the GPS velocity measurement
 innovation consistency check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements willbe
 rejected. Increasing it makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

Range: 1 100
Increment: 1

GPS position measurement gate size (EKF_POS_GATE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This parameter sets the number of standard deviations applied to the GPS position measurement
 innovation consistency check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be
 rejected. Increasing it makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

Range: 1 100
Increment: 1

Height measurement gate size (EKF_HGT_GATE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This parameter sets the number of standard deviations applied to the height measurement innovation
 consistency check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be rejected.
 Increasing it makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

Range: 1 100
Increment: 1

Magnetometer measurement gate size (EKF_MAG_GATE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This parameter sets the number of standard deviations applied to the magnetometer measurement
 innovation consistency check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be
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 rejected. Increasing it makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

Range: 1 100
Increment: 1

Airspeed measurement gate size (EKF_EAS_GATE)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This parameter sets the number of standard deviations applied to the airspeed measurement
 innovation consistency check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be
 rejected. Increasing it makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

Range: 1 100
Increment: 1

Magnetometer calibration mode (EKF_MAG_CAL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

EKF_MAG_CAL = 0 enables calibration based on flying speed and altitude and is the default setting
 for Plane users. EKF_MAG_CAL = 1 enables calibration based on manoeuvre level and is the default
 setting for Copter and Rover users. EKF_MAG_CAL = 2 prevents magnetometer calibration
 regardless of flight condition and is recommended if in-flight magnetometer calibration is unreliable.

VALUE MEANING

0 Speed and Height

1 Acceleration

2 Never

Increment: 1

GPS glitch accel gate size (cm/s^2) (EKF_GLITCH_ACCEL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This parameter controls the maximum amount of difference in horizontal acceleration between the
 value predicted by the filter and the value measured by the GPS before the GPS position data is
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 rejected. If this value is set too low, then valid GPS data will be regularly discarded, and the position
 accuracy will degrade. If this parameter is set too high, then large GPS glitches will cause large rapid
 changes in position.

Range: 100 500
Increment: 50

GPS glitch radius gate size (m) (EKF_GLITCH_RAD)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This parameter controls the maximum amount of difference in horizontal position (in m) between the
 value predicted by the filter and the value measured by the GPS before the long term glitch protection
 logic is activated and an offset is applied to the GPS measurement to compensate. Position steps
 smaller than this value will be temporarily ignored, but will then be accepted and the filter will move to
 the new position. Position steps larger than this value will be ignored initially, but the filter will then
 apply an offset to the GPS position measurement.

Range: 10 50
Increment: 5

Terrain Gradient % RMS (EKF_GND_GRADIENT)
This parameter sets the RMS terrain gradient percentage assumed by the terrain height estimation.
 Terrain height can be estimated using optical flow and/or range finder sensor data if fitted. Smaller
 values cause the terrain height estimate to be slower to respond to changes in measurement. Larger
 values casue the terrain height estimate to be faster to respond, but also more noisy. Generally this
 value can be reduced if operating over very flat terrain and increased if operating over uneven terrain.

Range: 1 – 50
Increment: 1

Optical flow measurement noise (rad/s) (EKF_FLOW_NOISE)
This is the RMS value of noise and errors in optical flow measurements. Increasing it reduces the
 weighting on these measurements.

Range: 0.05 – 1.0
Increment: 0.05
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Optical Flow measurement gate size (EKF_FLOW_GATE)
This parameter sets the number of standard deviations applied to the optical flow innovation
 consistency check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be rejected.
 Increasing it makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

Range: 1 – 100
Increment: 1

Optical Flow measurement delay (msec) (EKF_FLOW_DELAY)
This is the number of msec that the optical flow measurements lag behind the inertial measurements. It
 is the time from the end of the optical flow averaging period and does not include the time delay due to
 the 100msec of averaging within the flow sensor.

Range: 0 – 500
Increment: 10

Range finder measurement gate size (EKF_RNG_GATE)
This parameter sets the number of standard deviations applied to the range finder innovation
 consistency check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be rejected.
 Increasing it makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

Range: 1 – 100
Increment: 1

Maximum valid optical flow rate (EKF_MAX_FLOW)
This parameter sets the magnitude maximum optical flow rate in rad/sec that will be accepted by the
 filter

Range: 1.0 – 4.0
Increment: 0.1

Fallback strictness (EKF_FALLBACK)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

This parameter controls the conditions necessary to trigger a fallback to DCM and INAV. A value of 1
 will cause fallbacks to occur on loss of GPS and other conditions. A value of 0 will trust the EKF more.
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VALUE MEANING

0 Trust EKF more

 1 Trust DCM more

MIS_ Parameters

Total mission commands (MIS_TOTAL)
Note: This parameter is for advanced users

The number of mission mission items that has been loaded by the ground station. Do not change this
 manually.

Range: 0 32766
Increment: 1

Mission Restart when entering Auto mode (MIS_RESTART)
Controls mission starting point when entering Auto mode (either restart from beginning of mission or
 resume from last command run)

VALUE MEANING

0 Resume Mission

 1 Restart Mission

RNGFND Parameters

Rangefinder type (RNGFND_TYPE)
What type of rangefinder device that is connected

VALUE MEANING

0 None
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1 Analog

2 APM2-MaxbotixI2C

3 APM2-PulsedLightI2C

4 PX4-I2C

Rangefinder pin (RNGFND_PIN)
Analog pin that rangefinder is connected to. Set this to 0..9 for the APM2 analog pins. Set to 64 on an
 APM1 for the dedicated ‘airspeed’ port on the end of the board. Set to 11 on PX4 for the analog
 ‘airspeed’ port. Set to 15 on the Pixhawk for the analog ‘airspeed’ port.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Not Used

 0 APM2-A0

 1 APM2-A1

 2 APM2-A2

 3 APM2-A3

 4 APM2-A4

 5 APM2-A5

 6 APM2-A6

 7 APM2-A7

 8 APM2-A8

 9 APM2-A9

 11 PX4-airspeed port

 15 Pixhawk-airspeed port

 64 APM1-airspeed port

Rangefinder scaling (RNGFND_SCALING)
Scaling factor between rangefinder reading and distance. For the linear and inverted functions this is in
 meters per volt. For the hyperbolic function the units are meterVolts.
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Units: meters/Volt
Increment: 0.001

rangefinder offset (RNGFND_OFFSET)
Offset in volts for zero distance

Units: Volts
Increment: 0.001

Rangefinder function (RNGFND_FUNCTION)
Control over what function is used to calculate distance. For a linear function, the distance is (voltage-
offset)*scaling. For a inverted function the distance is (offset-voltage)*scaling. For a hyperbolic function
 the distance is scaling/(voltage-offset). The functions return the distance in meters.

VALUE MEANING

0 Linear

1 Inverted

2 Hyperbolic

Rangefinder minimum distance (RNGFND_MIN_CM)
Minimum distance in centimeters that rangefinder can reliably read

Units: centimeters
Increment: 1

Rangefinder maximum distance (RNGFND_MAX_CM)
Maximum distance in centimeters that rangefinder can reliably read

Units: centimeters
Increment: 1

Rangefinder stop pin (RNGFND_STOP_PIN)
Digital pin that enables/disables rangefinder measurement for an analog rangefinder. A value of -1
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 means no pin. If this is set, then the pin is set to 1 to enable the rangefinder and set to 0 to disable it.
 This can be used to ensure that multiple sonar rangefinders don’t interfere with each other.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Not Used

50 Pixhawk AUXOUT1

51 Pixhawk AUXOUT2

52 Pixhawk AUXOUT3

53 Pixhawk AUXOUT4

54 Pixhawk AUXOUT5

55 Pixhawk AUXOUT6

111 PX4 FMU Relay1

112 PX4 FMU Relay2

113 PX4IO Relay1

114 PX4IO Relay2

115 PX4IO ACC1

116 PX4IO ACC2

Rangefinder settle time (RNGFND_SETTLE)
The time in milliseconds that the rangefinder reading takes to settle. This is only used when a
 STOP_PIN is specified. It determines how long we have to wait for the rangefinder to give a reading
 after we set the STOP_PIN high. For a sonar rangefinder with a range of around 7m this would need
 to be around 50 milliseconds to allow for the sonar pulse to travel to the target and back again.

Units: milliseconds
Increment: 1

Ratiometric (RNGFND_RMETRIC)
This parameter sets whether an analog rangefinder is ratiometric. Most analog rangefinders are
 ratiometric, meaning that their output voltage is influenced by the supply voltage. Some analog
 rangefinders (such as the SF/02) have their own internal voltage regulators so they are not ratiometric.
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VALUE MEANING

0 No

1 Yes

Second Rangefinder type (RNGFND2_TYPE)
What type of rangefinder device that is connected

VALUE MEANING

0 None

1 Analog

2 APM2-MaxbotixI2C

3 APM2-PulsedLightI2C

4 PX4-I2C

Rangefinder pin (RNGFND2_PIN)
Analog pin that rangefinder is connected to. Set this to 0..9 for the APM2 analog pins. Set to 64 on an
 APM1 for the dedicated ‘airspeed’ port on the end of the board. Set to 11 on PX4 for the analog
 ‘airspeed’ port. Set to 15 on the Pixhawk for the analog ‘airspeed’ port.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Not Used

 0 APM2-A0

 1 APM2-A1

 2 APM2-A2

 3 APM2-A3

 4 APM2-A4

 5 APM2-A5

 6 APM2-A6

 7 APM2-A7
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 8 APM2-A8

 9 APM2-A9

 11 PX4-airspeed port

 15 Pixhawk-airspeed port

 64 APM1-airspeed port

Rangefinder scaling (RNGFND2_SCALING)
Scaling factor between rangefinder reading and distance. For the linear and inverted functions this is in
 meters per volt. For the hyperbolic function the units are meterVolts.

Units: meters/Volt
Increment: 0.001

rangefinder offset (RNGFND2_OFFSET)
Offset in volts for zero distance

Units: Volts
Increment: 0.001

Rangefinder function (RNGFND2_FUNCTION)
Control over what function is used to calculate distance. For a linear function, the distance is (voltage-
offset)*scaling. For a inverted function the distance is (offset-voltage)*scaling. For a hyperbolic function
 the distance is scaling/(voltage-offset). The functions return the distance in meters.

VALUE MEANING

0 Linear

1 Inverted

2 Hyperbolic

Rangefinder minimum distance (RNGFND2_MIN_CM)
Minimum distance in centimeters that rangefinder can reliably read
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Units: centimeters
Increment: 1

Rangefinder maximum distance (RNGFND2_MAX_CM)
Maximum distance in centimeters that rangefinder can reliably read

Units: centimeters
Increment: 1

Rangefinder stop pin (RNGFND2_STOP_PIN)
Digital pin that enables/disables rangefinder measurement for an analog rangefinder. A value of -1
 means no pin. If this is set, then the pin is set to 1 to enable the rangefinder and set to 0 to disable it.
 This can be used to ensure that multiple sonar rangefinders don’t interfere with each other.

VALUE MEANING

-1 Not Used

50 Pixhawk AUXOUT1

51 Pixhawk AUXOUT2

52 Pixhawk AUXOUT3

53 Pixhawk AUXOUT4

54 Pixhawk AUXOUT5

55 Pixhawk AUXOUT6

111 PX4 FMU Relay1

112 PX4 FMU Relay2

113 PX4IO Relay1

114 PX4IO Relay2

115 PX4IO ACC1

116 PX4IO ACC2

Sonar settle time (RNGFND2_SETTLE)
The time in milliseconds that the rangefinder reading takes to settle. This is only used when a
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 STOP_PIN is specified. It determines how long we have to wait for the rangefinder to give a reading
 after we set the STOP_PIN high. For a sonar rangefinder with a range of around 7m this would need
 to be around 50 milliseconds to allow for the sonar pulse to travel to the target and back again.

Units: milliseconds
Increment: 1

Ratiometric (RNGFND2_RMETRIC)
This parameter sets whether an analog rangefinder is ratiometric. Most analog rangefinders are
 ratiometric, meaning that their output voltage is influenced by the supply voltage. Some analog
 rangefinders (such as the SF/02) have their own internal voltage regulators so they are not ratiometric.

VALUE MEANING

0 No

1 Yes

TERRAIN_ Parameters

Terrain data enable (TERRAIN_ENABLE)
enable terrain data. This enables the vehicle storing a database of terrain data on the SD card. The
 terrain data is requested from the ground station as needed, and stored for later use on the SD card.
 To be useful the ground station must support TERRAIN_REQUEST messages and have access to a
 terrain database, such as the SRTM database.

VALUE MEANING

0 Disable

1 Enable

Terrain grid spacing (TERRAIN_SPACING)
Distance between terrain grid points in meters. This controls the horizontal resolution of the terrain
 data that is stored on te SD card and requested from the ground station. If your GCS is using the
 worldwide SRTM database then a resolution of 100 meters is appropriate. Some parts of the world
 may have higher resolution data available, such as 30 meter data available in the SRTM database in
 the USA. The grid spacing also controls how much data is kept in memory during flight. A larger grid
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 spacing will allow for a larger amount of data in memory. A grid spacing of 100 meters results in the
 vehicle keeping 12 grid squares in memory with each grid square having a size of 2.7 kilometers by
 3.2 kilometers. Any additional grid squares are stored on the SD once they are fetched from the GCS
 and will be demand loaded as needed.

Units: meters
Increment: 1

FLOW Parameters

Optical flow enable/disable (FLOWENABLE)
Setting this to Enabled(1) will enable optical flow. Setting this to Disabled(0) will disable optical flow

VALUE MEANING

0 Disabled

 1 Enabled

X axis optical flow scale factor correction (FLOWFXSCALER)
This sets the parts per thousand scale factor correction applied to the flow sensor X axis optical rate. It
 can be used to correct for variations in effective focal length. Each positive increment of 1 increases
 the scale factor applied to the X axis optical flow reading by 0.1%. Negative values reduce the scale
 factor.

Range: -200 +200
Increment: 1

Y axis optical flow scale factor correction (FLOWFYSCALER)
This sets the parts per thousand scale factor correction applied to the flow sensor Y axis optical rate. It
 can be used to correct for variations in effective focal length. Each positive increment of 1 increases
 the scale factor applied to the Y axis optical flow reading by 0.1%. Negative values reduce the scale
 factor.

Range: -200 +200
Increment: 1
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Overview
The mission planner supports the following features.  For a full set of feature refer to the Mission
 Planner wiki.

Point-and-click waypoint entry, using Google Maps.
Full ground station for monitoring missions and sending in-flight commands.
Select mission commands from drop-down menus
See sensor output and test autopilot performance
Download mission log files and analyze them
Configure APM settings for your airframe
See the output from APM’s serial terminal

Installing the software
Follow the instructions here to download and install the Mission Planner.

The Mission Planner functions:

http://planner.ardupilot.com/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-planning-and-analysis/wiki/initial-setup/common-install-mission-planner/
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Using a Ground Station
Full command list
Planning a mission with waypoints and events
Dataflash Logs
Telemetry Logs
Diagnosing common problems using the Logs
Flying with a joystick/gamepad instead of RC controller
Geotagging Images with the Mission Planner
Python scripting
Other Mission Planner features

Done all the above?  Perhaps you should hop up your vehicle with Optional Hardware.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/arducopter/mission-planning-and-analysis/using-a-ground-station/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-planning-and-analysis/wiki/mission-command-list/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/arducopter/mission-planning-and-analysis/planning-a-mission-with-waypoints-and-events/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-planning-and-analysis/wiki/common-downloading-and-analyzing-data-logs-in-mission-planner/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-planning-and-analysis/wiki/common-mission-planner-telemetry-logs/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-planning-and-analysis/wiki/common-diagnosing-problems-using-logs/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/arducopter/mission-planning-and-analysis/flying-with-a-joystickgamepad-instead-of-rc-controller/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/arducopter/mission-planning-and-analysis/geotagging-images-with-the-mission-planner/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/arducopter/mission-planning-and-analysis/python-scripting/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/arducopter/mission-planning-and-analysis/other-mission-planner-features/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-planning-and-analysis/wiki/optional-additions/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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23 Do-Mount-Control

 This page provides details of all the mission commands (i.e. MAVLink commands) supported by
 ArduCopter that can be run as part of a mission (i.e. AUTO flight mode).

Each of the commands below is either a “Navigation” command or a “Do” command.  Navigation
 commands (i.e. “TakeOff” and “Waypoint”) affect the location of the vehicle while “Do” commands (i.e.
 “Do-Set-Servo” and “Do-Cam-Trigg-Dist”) are for auxiliary functions and do not affect the vehicle’s
 position.  During a mission at most one “Navigation” command and one “Do” command can be running
 at one time.  The “Do” commands will be run in order as soon as the preceeding navigation command
 before them starts.  For more information on setting up missions please refer to the Planning a
 Mission with Waypoints and Events page.

Takeoff

 The vehicle will climb straight up from it’s current location to the altitude specified (in meters). This
 should be the first command of nearly all missions. If the mission is begun while the copter is already
 flying, the vehicle will climb straight up to the specified altitude, if the vehicle is already above the
 specified altitude the takeoff command will be ignored and the mission will move onto the next
 command immediately.

https://pixhawk.ethz.ch/mavlink/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/auto-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-planning-a-mission-with-waypoints-and-events/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-planning-a-mission-with-waypoints-and-events/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/TakeOff.png
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Waypoint

 The vehicle will fly a straight line to the location specified as a lat, lon and altitude (in meters).

Delay – the amount of time to wait (in seconds) at the waypoint before proceeding to the next
 command
Hit Rad – not supported – meant to hold the distance (in meters) from the target point that will
 qualify the waypoint as complete. This command is not supported. Instead the WPNAV_RADIUS
 parameter should be used (see “WP Radius” field in above screen shot or adjust through the
 Standard Parameters List).  Even the WPNAV_RADIUS is only used when the waypoint has a
 Delay. With no delay specified the waypoint will be considered complete when the virtual point
 that the vehicle is chasing reaches the waypoint. This can be 10m (or more) ahead of the vehicle
 meaning that the vehicle will turn towards the following waypoint long before it actually reaches
 the current waypoint
Yaw Ang – not supported – meant to hold the resulting yaw angle in degrees (0=north, 90 = east).
 Instead use a CONDITION_YAW command.
 Lat, Lon – the latitude and longitude targets.  If left as zero it will hold the current location.
 Alt – the target altitude above home in meters.  If left as zero it will hold the current altitude.

Spline Waypoint

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/WayPoint.png
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 From AC3.2 (and higher), Spline waypoints are supported.  The Spline commands take all the same
 arguments are regular waypoints (lat, lon, alt, delay) but when executed the vehicle will fly smooth
 paths (both vertically and horizontally) instead of straight lines.  Spline waypoints can be mixed with
 regular straight line waypoints as shown in the image above.

The Mission Planner shows the path the vehicle will take.  The image above shows some
 characteristics of the spline

The 1 second delay at the end of Waypoint #1 causes the vehicle to stop so Spline command #2
 begins by taking a sharp 90degree turn
The direction of travel as the vehicle passes through Spline Waypoint #3 is parallel to an imaginary
 line drawn between waypoints #2 and #4
Waypoint #5 is a straight line so the vehicle lines itself up to point towards waypoint #5 even before
 reaching waypoint #4.

Note: as of AC3.2-rc4, there is a slight twitch as the vehicle passes through each spline waypoint.  This

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_SplineWaypoint.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spline_%28mathematics%29
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 is a technical issue that we hope to resolve in an upcoming release.

Loiter_Time

The vehicle will fly to and then wait at the specified location for the specified number of seconds.  This
 is the mission equivalent of the Loiter flight mode.

Times – the number of seconds to remain at the location.
Lat, Lon – the latitude and longitude targets. If left as zero it will hold at the current location.
 Alt – the target altitude above home in meters. If left as zero it will hold at the current altitude.

Loiter_Turns

 The mission equivalent of the Circle flight mode.  The vehicle will fly a circle around the specified lat,
 lon and altitude (in meters).  The radius of the circle is controlled by the CIRCLE_RADIUS parameter
 (i.e. cannot be set as part of the mission).

Turn – the number of full rotations to complete around the point.
Dir 1=CW – the direction to turn around the point. -1 = counter clockwise, +1 = clockwise.
Lat, Lon – the latitude and longitude targets.  If left as zero it will circle around the current location.
 Alt – the target altitude above home in meters.  If left as zero it will circle at the current altitude.

Loiter_Unlimited

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_LoiterTime.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/loiter-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_LoiterTurns.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/circle-mode/
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 The vehicle will fly to and then wait at the specified location indefinitely.  The mission will not proceed
 past this command.

Lat, Lon – the latitude and longitude targets. If left as zero it will circle around the current location.
 Alt – the target altitude above home in meters. If left as zero it will circle at the current altitude.

Return-To-Launch

Mission equivalent of the RTL flight mode.  As described on the RTL flight mode wiki page, the vehicle
 will first climb to the RTL_ALT parameter’s specified altitude (default is 15m) before returning home. 
 The home location is where the vehicle was last armed.
 This command takes no parameters and generally should be the last command in the mission.

Land

Vehicle will land at it’s current location or at the lat/lon coordinates provided.  This is the mission
 equivalent of the LAND flight mode.

Lat, Lon – the latitude and longitude targets. If left as zero it will land at the current location.

Do-Set-ROI

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_LoiterUnlimited.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_RTL.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/rtl-mode/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_Land.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/land-mode/
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Points the nose of the vehicle and camera gimbal at the “region of interest”.  In the example above the
 nose and camera would be pointed at the red marker.

If using AC3.1.5: The nose would point at the marker for only the period that the vehicle is flying from
 Waypoint #1 to Waypoint #3.  If you wanted the nose/camera to continue to point at the red marker as
 it flies from #3 to #4, a second DO_SET_ROI command would need to be entered after Waypoint #3.

If using AC3.2: The nose would continue to point at the red marker until the end of the mission.  To
 “clear” the do-set-roi and cause the vehicle to return to it’s default behaviour (i.e. pointing at the next
 waypoint) a second DO_SET_ROI command should be placed later in the mission with all zero for
 Lat, Lon and Alt.

Lat, Lon – the latitude and longitude targets.
 Alt – the target altitude above home in meters.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoSetRoi.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-cameras-and-gimbals/
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Condition-Delay

 Delays the start of the next “Do” command for the specified number of seconds. In the example
 above, Command #4 (Do-Set-Roi) is delayed so that it only starts 5 seconds after the vehicle has
 passed Waypoint #2. Note: this command does not stop the vehicle. Also note that the delay timer is
 only active until the next waypoint is reached, so if the “Do” command hasn’t been triggered by then it
 never will be.

Time (sec) – the time to delay the next “Do” command in seconds.

Condition-Distance

 Delays the start of the next “Do” command until the vehicle is within the specified number of meters of
 the next waypoint. In the example above, Command #4 (Do-Set-Roi) is delayed so that it only starts
 once the vehicle is within 50m of waypoint #5. Note: this command does not cause the vehicle to stop
 or pause during the mission, it only affects “Do” commands.

Dist (m) – how close the vehicle should be to the next waypoint (in meters) before beginning the
 next “Do” command.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_ConditionDelay.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_ConditionDistance.png
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Condition-Yaw

 Point the nose of the vehicle to the specified heading by a specified amount.

Deg – the desired heading in degrees (0 = North, 90 = East, etc) when “rel/abs” field is “0”
 (meaning absolute)
 OR the change in heading (in degrees) when “rel/abs” field is “1” (meaning relative)
Sec – not supported.  meant to limit the rotation speed (in deg/sec) as the vehicle turns to the
 desired heading
Dir (1=CW, -1=CCW) – Used only when relative heading is specified (i.e. “rel/abs” = “1”) denotes
 whether the flight controller should add (CW) or subtract (CCW) the degrees (Deg) from the
 current heading to calculate the target heading. The vehicle will always turn in direction that most
 quickly gets it to the new target heading regardless if CW or CCW are used.
rel/abs – allows specifying the heading (i.e “Deg” field) as an absolute heading (if “0”) or relative to
 the current heading (if “1”)

Do-Jump

 Jump to the specified mission command the specified number of times before continuing with the
 mission.  In the example above the vehicle would fly back-and-forth between waypoints #1 and #2 a
 total of 3 times before flying on to waypoint #4.

WP # – the mission command to jump to.
Repeat – the maximum number of times we should perform the jump. -1 means always jump

Despite the name, Do-Jump is really a “Nav” command rather than a “Do” command, so conditional

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_ConditionYaw.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoJump.png
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 commands like CONDITION_DELAY won’t affect Do-Jump, it will always perform the jump as soon as
 it hits that command.

Note: No more that three (3) Do-Jump commands can be used in a mission, the fourth and
 subsequent Do-Jumps will be ignored.

Note: this command should not be used with ArduCotper 3.1.5 or earlier (it works properly in
 AC3.2).

Do-Change-Speed

 Change the target horizontal speed (in meters/sec) of the vehicle.

speed m/s – the desired maximum speed in meters/second.

Note: In AC3.1.5 (and earlier) versions the speed change will only take effect after the current
 navigation command (i.e. waypoint command) completes. From AC3.2 onwards the vehicle
 speed will change immediately. Also note that in AC3.2 the speed parameter will be in the
 SECOND COLUMN, not the first column as in previous releases as shown in the screenshot
 above (this is to match the official MAVLINK protocol)

Do-Set-Home

This command should not be used because of an issue found in AC3.2.  Instead Rally Points can
 be used to control the position used for Return-To-Launch (“Home” is also used internally as the
 “origin” for all navigation calculations).

Current(1)/Spec(0) – if “1” use the current location as the new home, if “0” use the specified Lat
 and Lon coordinate (not labelled yet!)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoChangeSpeed.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoSetHome.png
https://github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/issues/1677
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-rally-points/
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Lat, Lon – the latitude and longitude targets.

Do-Set-Cam-Trigg-Dist

 Trigger the camera shutter at regular distance intervals. For example the command above will cause
 the camera shutter to trigger after every 5m that the vehicle travels.

Dist (m) – distance interval in meters.

Note: In AC3.1.5 (and earlier) versions this command cannot be shut-off. The camera will
 continue to be triggered repeatedly even after the mission has been ended. In AC3.2 (and
 higher) providing a distance of zero will stop the camera shutter from being triggered

Do-Set-Relay

 Set a Relay pin’s voltage high or low.  The columns are mislabelled in the Mission Planner (issue
 here).

First column is Relay number : 0 = First Relay, 1 = Second Relay
Second column is On/Off : 0 = Off (i.e. 0V), 1 = On (i.e. 3.3V on Pixhawk, 5V on APM)

Do-Repeat-Relay

Toggle the Relay pin’s voltage a specified number of times. In the example above, assuming the relay

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoSetCamTriggDist.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-camera-shutter-with-servo/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoSetRelay.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-relay/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoRepeatRelay.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-using-the-relay-switch/
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 was off to begin with, it would be set high and then after 3 seconds it would be toggled low again.

First column is Relay number : 0 = First Relay, 1 = Second Relay
Repeat # : how many times the relay should be toggled
Delay(s) – Number of seconds between each toggle.

Do-Set-Servo

 Move a servo to a particular pwm value. In the example above, the servo attached to output channel 8
 would be moved to pwm 1700 (servo’s generally accept pwm values between 1000 and 2000).

Ser No : the output channel the servo is attached to
PWM : PWM value to output to the servo

Do-Repeat-Servo

Repeatedly move a servo back and forth between it’s mid position and a specified PWM value. In the
 example above, the servo attached to output channel 8 would be moved to PWM 1700, then after 4
 second, back to mid (default is 1500 which is held in the RC8_TRIM parameter), after another 4
 seconds it would be moved to 1700 again, then finally after 4 more seconds it would be moved back to
 mid.

Ser No : the output channel the servo is attached to
PWM : PWM value to output to the servo
Repeat # : Number of times to move the servo to the specified PWM value
Delay (s) : the delay in seconds between each servo movement

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoSetServo.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-servo/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoRepeatServo.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-servo/
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Do-Digicam-Control

Trigger the camera shutter once. This command takes no additional arguments.

Do-Mount-Control

Not Supported. This command does nothing and takes no arguments.

In a future version of this command will allow specifying a roll, pitch and yaw angle which will be sent
 to the camera gimbal. This could be useful for pointing the camera in specific directions at various
 times in the mission.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoDigicamControl.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-camera-shutter-with-servo/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/MissionList_DoMountControl.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/mission-command-list/wiki/common-cameras-and-gimbals/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
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This page describes generic waypoint setup for all types of vehicles.
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Setting the Home Position
For APM:Copter  the home position is set as the location where the copter was armed. This means if
 you execute an RTL in APM:Copter, it will return to the location where it was armed, so arm your
 copter in the location you want it to return to.

For APM:Plane  the home position is the location of the plane where the GPS was locked. This means
 if you execute an RTL in APM:Plane, it will return to the location where it first acquired the GPS lock,
 so only power up your plane in the location you intend it to return to when performing an RTL.

Video: Produce and save a Multi-waypoint Mission
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Video: Load an already saved Multi-waypoint Mission

Instructions
Note: When APM:Copter executes the Land command it will land from its current location. It will not fly
 to a location, then land like the planes do. If you want to land at a particular waypoint, you must fly to a
 normal WP, then the next command will be Land. The Absolute Altitude checkbox in the Mission Planner
 is ignored. ArduCopter only uses the default relative altitude.

In the screenshot above, a mission for arducopter starts with an auto takeoff to 20 meters attitude; then
 goes to WP 2 rising to 100 meters altitude on the way, then waits 10 seconds; then the craft will
 proceed to WP 3 (descending to 50 meters altitude on the way), then returns to launch.  Since the
 default altitude is 100 meters, the return to launch will be at 100 meters.  After reaching the launch
 position, the craft will land. The mission assumes that the launch position is set at the home position.

You can enter waypoints and other commands (see below for the full list). In the dropdown menus on
 each row, select the command you want. The column heading will change to show you what data that
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 command requires. Lat and Lon can be entered by clicking on the map. Altitude is relative to your
 launch altitude, so if you set 100m, for example, it will fly 100m above you.

Default Alt is the default altitude when entering new waypoints. It’s also the altitude RTL (return to
 launch) mode will fly at if you have “Hold Default ALT” checked; if you don’t have that checked, your
 aircraft will try to maintain the altitude it was at when you switched on RTL.

Verify height means that the Mission Planner will use Google Earth topology data to adjust your
 desired altitude at each waypoint to reflect the height of the ground beneath. So if your waypoint is on
 a hill, if this option is selected the Mission Planner will increase your ALT setting by the height of the
 hill. This is a good way to make sure you don’t crash into mountains!

Once you are done with your mission, select “Write” and it will be sent to APM and saved in EEPROM.
 You can confirm that it’s as you wanted by selecting “Read”

You can save multiple mission files to your local hard drive by selecting “Save WP File” or read in files
 with “Load WP File” in the right-click menu:
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Tips
Prefetch: You can cache map data so you don’t need Internet access at the field. Click the Prefetch
 button, and hold down Alt to draw a box to download the selected imagery of a location.
Grid: This allows you to draw a polygon (right click) and automatically create waypoints over the
 selected area. Note that it does not do “island detection”, which means if you have a big polygon
 and a little one inside of that, the little one will not be excluded from the big one (see this for more).
 Also, in the case of any polygon that partialy doubles backs on itself (like the letter U), the open
 area in the center will be included as part of the flyover.
Setting your home location to the current location is easy, just click “Home Location” above where
 you enter your home location, and it will set your home location to the current coordinates.
You can measure the distance between waypoints by right-clicking at one end and selecting
 Measure Distance. Then right-click on the other end and select Measure Distance again. A dialog
 box will open with the distance between the two points.

Auto grid
You can also have the Mission Planner create a mission for you, which is useful for function like
 mapping missions, where the aircraft should just go back and forth in a “lawnmower” pattern over an
 area to collect photographs.

To do this, in the right-click menu select Polygon and draw a box around the area you want to map.
 Then select Auto WP, Grid. Follow the dialog box process to select altitude and spacing. The Mission
 Planner will then generate a mission that looks something like this:

Basic waypoint commands
WAYPOINT

Option Alt Lat Lon

Delay (seconds) Altitude (meters) Latitude Longitude

Mavlink command is NAV_WAYPOINT
Delay option is triggered after the craft reaches the waypoint radius. The Next command is loaded
 after the delay.
Delay time is in seconds, the default is 0

Waypoint Option Bitmask  – not yet available in the Mission Planner

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Relation:multipolygon
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bit 0 Altitude is stored 0: Absolute 1: Relative

bit 1 Change Alt between WP 0: Gradually 1: ASAP

bit 2

bit 3 Req.to hit WP.alt to continue 0: No 1: Yes

bit 4 Relative to Home 0: No 1: Yes

bit 5

bit 6

bit 7 Move to next Command 0: YES 1: Loiter until commanded

LOITER_UNLIM

Option Alt Lat Lon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Will cause the craft to begin to Loiter at the current location when the command is invoked.

LOITER_TIME

Option Alt Lat Lon

Time in seconds Altitude (in meters) Latitude Longitude

Will cause the craft to begin to Loiter at the current location when the command is invoked.
Optionally give a location to loiter at that wp – The clock starts ticking after the WP is reached.

LOITER_TURNS

Option Alt Lat Lon

Number of turns (N x 360°) N/A N/A N/A

Will cause the craft to begin to orbit the current location when the command is invoked.

RETURN_TO_LAUNCH
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Option Alt Lat Lon

N/A Altitude (meters) N/A N/A

Will cause the craft to return to the home position set when the craft is armed (requires GPS Lock!)
If Altitude is 0, craft will return to home at the altitude specified by the Mission Planner

LAND

Option Alt Lat Lon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Will cause the craft to land at the current location when the command is invoked.
If you have Sonar, the craft will stop holding position at 3 meters and drop straight down.
The motors will not stop on their own, you must exit the AP mode to cut the engines

TAKEOFF

Pitch* Alt Lat Lon

Climb angle* Altitude (meters)** N/A N/A

Will cause the craft to take off and hold position until the altitude is reached.

* APM:Plane only. This is the MIN climb angle the when using an airspeed sensor, and MAX angle
 when not using an airspeed sensor.
** The altitude the plane will climb to before going to the next waypoint. The plane is only attempting to
 climb at this point and can be pushed off its heading by wind.

CONDITION_DELAY

N/A N/A Time in Seconds N/A

Will delay the execution of the next conditional command.

CONDITION_DISTANCE

N/A N/A Distance (meters) N/A
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Will override the next waypoint altitude.
Useful when used after a delay or distance conditional command

CONDITION_CHANGE_ALT

Option Alt Lat Lon

N/A Altitude (meters) N/A N/A

Will override the next waypoint altitude.
Useful when used after a delay or distance conditional command

CONDITION_YAW

Option Alt Lat Lon

Direction (1=clockwise,
 0=counter)

Relative: amount (degrees), Absolute:
 ending angle(degrees)

Speed
 (meters/s)

Relative angle change = 1,
 Absolute = 0

Fine grain controls of the Yaw

DO_SET_MODE

Option Alt Lat Lon

Not Implemented

DO_JUMP

Option Alt Lat Lon

The desired command index # of Jumps

DO_CHANGE_SPEED

Option Alt Lat Lon

Speed (in meters/s)
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* Speed change will stick until reboot

DO_SET_RELAY

Option Alt Lat Lon

1 = on, 0 = off, -1 = toggle N/A N/A N/A

* Toggling the Relay will turn an off relay on and vice versa

DO_REPEAT_RELAY

Option Alt Lat Lon

N/A # of repetitions cycle time (in seconds) >N/A

* Toggling the Relay will turn an off relay on and vice versa

DO_SET_SERVO

Option Alt Lat Lon

Servo channel (1-8) PWM (1000-2000) N/A N/A

DO_REPEAT_SERVO

Option Alt Lat Lon

Servo channel (5-8) PWM (1000-2000) # of repetitions cycle time (in seconds)

DO_CONTROL_VIDEO

Option Alt Lat Lon

DO_SET_ROI

Yaw tracking option Altitude (in meters) Latitude Longitude

Setting will persist until the next waypoint is reached.
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Note: When you’re using the Jump command, remember that waypoint logic can be a bit confusing. A
 waypoint command means “start heading to this WP”, not “wait until you get to this WP.” So, for
 example, if you put a “Jump to WP1″ command in-between WP4 and WP5, the aircraft will never get to
 WP5. That’s because once it starts heading in the direction of WP5, it then executes the next command,
 which is the jump, and that takes priority. So in that instance, if you want the aircraft to hit WP5, you’d
 create a fake WP6 and issue the Jump command after that.

A full guide to MAVLink command and parameter syntax for developers can be found in the Developer
 section. (Click on Community, select Developer, then look in the table of contents. 

How to prefetch a stored Mission Map
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Occasionally You will see some really big Numbers

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Log Types (Dataflash vs tlogs)
There are two ways to record your flight data with ArduCopter. With some exceptions, the two methods
 record very similar data but in different ways:

dataflash logs (the subject of this page) use the APM or Pixhawk’s onboard dataflash memory,
 which you can download after the flight. On ArduPlane and ArduRover dataflash logs are created
 soon after start-up. On ArduCopter they are created after you first arm the copter.
telemetry logs (also known as “tlogs”) are recorded by the mission planner (or other ground
 station) when you connect your APM to your computer via your 3DR or Xbee wireless telemetry
 link. You can find the details here.
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Downloading logs via MAVLink
This method is available in AC3.2 (or higher).

Connect your vehicle to the mission planner using the micro USB cable
Open the Mission Planner’s Flight Data screen
On the bottom left, select the “DataFlash Logs” tab and push the “Download DataFlash Log Via
 Mavlink” button

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/07/Capture1.png
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Then, select the log you want to download. This will save that log to your MissionPlanner/logs
 directory, in a folder named after the vehicle type, such as QUADCOPTER.

Automatic Analysis of logs

The simplest analysis is to generate a basic automated report that will highlight common problem
 areas. For that, click on “Log Analysis” and select a log that you’ve already saved to the
 MissionPlanner/logs directory.  They will be in folders named after the vehicle type, such as
 QUADCOPTER or ROVER. Once you pick the log you want, it will generate a report that looks like

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/07/Capture.png
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 this: 

Manually review a log
For more detailed analysis, click on “Review a Log” and select a log that you’ve already saved to the
 MissionPlanner/logs directory.  Once again, they will be in folders named after the vehicle type, such
 as QUADCOPTER or ROVER. Once you pick the log you want, you will get charts such as the below.
 The basic format of the dataflash is:

Line numbers appear on the very left side of the viewer
Software version and board type appear at the top
FMT messages are next which tell the mission planner the column headers for each message type
PARM rows which show each parameter (in the order in which they appear in the eeprom) along
 with their value at the beginning of the flight
Flight data messages including GPS, IMU, etc.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/07/Capture3.png
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 Graph any flight data by first clicking on the appropriate row, you should see the column headers
 update appropriately. Next find the column you wish to graph, click on it and then push the “Graph this
 data” button. In the example above the ATT’s Roll-In and Roll data have been graphed. The mouse’s
 scroll wheel can be used to zoom in or out. You may also select an area of the graph to zoom in on it.
 Zoom out by right-mouse-button clicking and selecting “Set Scale to Default”. Here’s a mini tutorial on
 using this feature. You may also filter on just the first column (the flight data message type) by clicking
 on the first column and selecting the message type from the drop-down. This is very useful especially
 for viewing the different flight modes (called “MODE” messages) used during the mission. Click the
 first column again but press “Cancel” to clear the filter. 

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/MissionPlanner_Dataflash_format.png
http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blog/show?id=705844%3ABlogPost%3A801607
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Setting what data you want recorded
The LOG_BITMASK parameter controls what message types are recorded in the dataflash. If you only
 wish to enable one particular message type in addition to the defaults you can use the Log Bitmask
 drop down in the Mission Planner’s Standard Parameters list. 

Message Details (APM:Copter specific)

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/MissionPlanner_CLI_openDataflashFilter.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/07/MissionPlanner_LogBitmask.png
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ATT (attitude information):

RollIn: the pilot’s desired roll angle in centi-degrees (roll left is negative, right is positive)

Roll: the vehicle’s actual roll in centi-degrees (roll left is negative, right is positive)

PitchIn: the pilot’s desired pitch angle in centi-degrees (pitch forward is negative, pitch back is
 positive)

Pitch: the vehicle’s actual pitch angle in centi-degrees (roll left is negative, right is positive)

YawIn: the pilot’s desired yaw rate as a number from -4500 ~ 4500 (not in deg/sec, clockwise
 is positive)

Yaw: the vehicles actual heading in centi-degrees with 0 = north

NavYaw: the desired heading in centi-degrees

ATUN (auto tune overview):

Axis: 0 = Roll, 1 = Pitch

TuneStep: 0 = Returning towards Level (before or after a test), 1 = Testing (i.e. performing a
 twitch to test response), 2 = Updating gains (twitch completed and gains adjusted)

RateMin: Minimum recorded rate during this test

RateMax: Maximum recorded rate during this test

RPGain: Rate P gain value being tested

RDGain: Rate D gain value being tested

SPGain: Stabilize P gain being tested

ATDE (auto tune step details):

Angle: angle of the copter in centi-degrees for the axis being tested

Rate: rate of rotation of the copter for the axis being tested
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CAM (time and position when camera shutter was activated):

GPSTime : the GPS reported time since epoch in milliseconds

Lat : the accelerometer + GPS latitude estimate

Lat : the accelerometer + GPS longitude estimate

Alt: the accelerometer + barometer estimated altitude in cm above ground

Roll: the vehicle roll angle in centi-degrees

Pitch: the vehicle pitch angle in centi-degrees

Yaw: the vehicle’s heading in centi-degrees

CMD (commands received from the ground station or executed as part of a mission):

CTot: the total number of commands in the mission

CNum: this command’s number in the mission (0 is always home, 1 is the first command, etc)

CId: the mavlink message id

Copt: the option parameter (used for many different purposes)

Prm1: the command’s parameter (used for many different purposes)

Alt: the command’s altitude in meters

Lat: the command’s latitude position

Lng: the command’s longitude position

COMPASS (raw compass, offset and compassmot compensation values):

MagX, MagY. MagZ: raw magnetic field values for x, y and z axis

OfsX, OfsY, OfsZ: raw magnetic offsets (will only change if COMPASS_LEARN parameter is
 1)

https://pixhawk.ethz.ch/mavlink/
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MOfsX, MOfsY, MOfsZ: compassmot compensation for throttle or current

CURRENT (battery voltage, current and board voltage information):

Thr: pilot input throttle from 0 ~ 1000

ThrInt: integrated throttle (i.e. sum of total throttle output for this flight)

Volt: battery voltage in volts * 100

Curr: current drawn from the battery in amps * 100

Vcc: board voltage

CurrTot: total current drawn from battery

CTUN (throttle and altitude information):

ThrIn: the pilot’s throttle in as a number from 0 to 1000

SonAlt: the altitude above ground according to the sonar

BarAlt: the altitude above ground according to the barometer

WPAlt: the desired altitude while in AltHold, Loiter, RTL or Auto flight modes

NavThr: not used

AngBst: throttle increase (from 0 ~ 1000) as a result of the copter leaning over (automatically
 added to all pilot and autopilot throttle to reduce altitude loss while leaning)

CRate: accelerometer + baro climb rate estimate in cm/s

ThrOut: final throttle output sent to the motors (from 0 ~ 1000). Normally equal to
 ThrIn+AngBst while in stabilize mode.

DCRate – pilot desired climb rate in cm/s

D32, DU32 (single data values which are either signed 32bit integers or unsigned 32bit
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 integers):

id: identification number for the variable.  There are only two possible values

7 = bit mask of internal state.  The meaning of individual bits can be found in
 ArduCopter.pde’s definition of the ap structure.

9 = simple mode’s initial heading in centi-degrees

EKF (Extended Kalman Filter): see dedicated page here.

ERR (an error message):

SubSystem and Error codes listed below

1: Main (never used)

2: Radio

ECode 1: “Late Frame” which means the APM’s onboard ppm encoder did not provide an
 update for at least 2 seconds

ECode 0: error resolved which means the ppm encoder started providing data again

3: Compass

ECode 1: the compass failed to initialise (likely a hardware issue)

ECode 2: failure while trying to read a single value from the compass (probably a
 hardware issue)

ECode 0: above errors resolved

4: Optical flow

Ecode 1: failed to initialise (likely a hardware issue)

5: Throttle failsafe

ECode 1: throttle dropped below FS_THR_VALUE meaning likely loss of contact between

https://github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/blob/master/ArduCopter/ArduCopter.pde#L361
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/downloading-and-analyzing-data-logs-in-mission-planner/wiki/common-apm-navigation-extended-kalman-filter-overview/
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 RX/TX

ECode 0: above error resolve meaning RX/TX contact likely restored

6: Battery failsafe

ECode 1: battery voltage dropped below LOW_VOLT or total battery capacity used
 exceeded BATT_CAPACITY

7: GPS failsafe

ECode 1: GPS lock lost for at least 5 seconds

ECode 0: GPS lock restored

8: GCS (Ground station) failsafe

ECode 1: updates from ground station joystick lost for at least 5 seconds

ECode 0: updates from ground station restored

9: Fence

ECode 1: altitude fence breached

ECode 2: circular fence breached

ECode 3: both altitude and circular fences breached

ECode 0: vehicle is back within the fences

10: Flight Mode

ECode 0 ~ 10: the vehicle was unable to enter the desired flight mode

(0=Stabilize, 1=Acro, 2=AltHold, 3=Auto, 4=Guided, 5=Loiter, 6=RTL, 7=Circle,
 8=Position, 9=Land, 10=OF_Loiter)

11: GPS
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ECode 2: GPS Glitch

ECode 0: GPS Glitch cleared

12: Crash Check

ECode 1: Crash detected

EV: (an event number). The full list of possible events can be found in defines.h but the most
 common are:

10 = Armed

11 = Disarmed

15 = Auto Armed (pilot has raised throttle above zero and autopilot is free to take control of
 throttle)

16 = TakeOff

18 = Land Complete

25 = Set Home (home location coordinates have been capture)

GPS:

Status – 0 = no GPS, 1 = GPS but no fix, 2 = GPS with 2D fix, 3 = GPS with 3D fix

Time: the GPS reported time since epoch in milliseconds

NSats: the number of satellites current being used

HDop: a measure of gps precision (1.5 is good, >2.0 is not so good)

Lat: Lattitude according to the GPS

Lng: Longitude according to the GPS

RelAlt: Accelerometer + Baro altitude in meters

https://github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/blob/master/ArduCopter/defines.h#L291
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dilution_of_precision_%28GPS%29
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Alt: GPS reported altitude (not used by the flight controller)

SPD: horizontal ground speed in m/s

GCrs: ground course in degrees (0 = north)

IMU (accelerometer and gyro information):

GyrX, GyrY, GyrZ: the raw gyro rotation rates in degrees/second

AccX, AccY, AccZ: the raw accelerometer values in m/s/s

Mode (flight mode):

Mode: the flight mode displayed as a string (i.e. STABILIZE, LOITER, etc)

ThrCrs: throttle cruise (from 0 ~ 1000) which is the autopilot’s best guess as to what throttle is
 required to maintain a stable hover

NTUN (navigation information):

WPDst: distance to the next waypoint (or loiter target) in cm. Only updated while in Loiter,
 RTL, Auto flight modes.

WPBrg:bearing to the next waypoint in degrees

PErX: distance to intermediate target between copter and the next waypoint in the latitude
 direction

PErY:distance to intermediate target between copter and the next waypoint in the longitude
 direction

DVelX: desired velocity in cm/s in the latitude direction

DVelY: desired velocity in cm/s in the longitude direction

VelX: actual accelerometer + gps velocity estimate in the latitude direction

VelY: actual accelerometer + gps velocity estimate in the longitude direction
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DAcX: desired acceleration in cm/s/s in the latitude direction

DAcY: desired acceleration in cm/s/s in the longitude direction

DRol: desired roll angle in centi-degrees

DPit: desired pitch angle in centi-degrees

PM (performance monitoring):

RenCnt: DCM renormalization count – a high number may indicate problems in DCM
 (extremely rare)

RenBlw:DCM renormalization blow-up count – how many times DCM had to completely
 rebuild the DCM matrix since the last PM. Normally innocuous but a number that constantly
 grows may be an indication that DCM is having troubles calculating the attitude (extremely
 rare)

FixCnt: the number of GPS fixes received since the last PM message was received (it’s hard
 to imagine how this would be useful)

NLon: number of long running main loops (i.e. loops that take more than 5% longer than the
 10ms they should)

NLoop: the total number of loops since the last PM message was displayed. Normally 1000
 and allows you to calculate the percentage of slow running loops which should never be
 higher than 15%.

MaxT: the maximum time that any loop took since the last PM message. This should be close
 to 10,000 but will be up to 6,000,000 during the interval where the motors are armed

PMT: a number that increments each time a heart beat is received from the ground station

I2CErr: the number of I2C errors since the last PM message. Any I2C errors may indicate a
 problem on the I2C bus which may in turn slow down the main loop and cause performance
 problems.

RCOUT (pwm output to individual RC outputs): RC1, RC2, etc : pwm command sent from flight
 controller to the esc/motor/RC output
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Viewing KMZ FILES
When you download the dataflash log files from the APM/PX4 it will automatically create a KMZ file
 (file with extension .kmz). This file can be opened with Google Earth (just double click the file) to view
 your flight in Google Earth. Please see the instructions on the Telemetry Logs Page for additional
 details.

Video Tutorials
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62TmGiwFiDU https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcVlJCR8N2g

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

Build Your Own Frame

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Log Types (Dataflash vs tlogs)
There are two ways to record your flight data with ArduCopter. With some exceptions, the two methods
 record very similar data but in different ways:

dataflash logs use the APM’s onboard 16Mb dataflash memory, which you can download after use.
 See table of contents.
telemetry logs (also known as “tlogs” and the subject of this page) are recorded by the mission
 planner when you connect your APM to your computer via your 3DR or Xbee wireless telemetry link
 or USB.

When and where tlogs are created
Tlogs are recordings of the MAVLink telemetry messages sent between the APM/PX and the
 groundstation and are automatically created the moment you press the connect button on the mission
 planner.  Files of the format YYYY-MM-DD hh-mm-ss.tlog appear in the “logs” subfolder in your

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Mission Planner Telemetry Logs
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 Mission Planner installation folder or to the location you select in the Planner options [Config/Tuning]
 [Planner].

Besides the “.tlog” files, “.rlog” files are also created.  These contain all the .tlog data plus additional
 debug output from the mission planner.  but cannot be parsed or played back so they should be
 ignored.

Setting the datarate
The desired rate at which data is sent from the APM/PX to the ground station can be controlled
 through the mission planner’s Software > Planner screen’s Telemetry drop-downs.  Because all data
 sent over the telemetry link is also recorded in the tlog, this also controls the rate of data saved to the
 tlogs.

Note that especially on ArduCopter, due to CPU resource limitations, the actual rate of the data sent
 and saved may be lower than the rate requested.

Playing back missions
If you are using wireless telemetry and have connected to to APM via the Mission Planner, your flight
 data will automatically recorded.  You can play back these logs by doing the following:

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/MissionPlanner_TelemetryRate.png
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Open the mission planner’s Flight Data screen
click on the Telemetry Logs tab
Press “Load Log” and find the flight’s tlog file
Press “Play”

You can also jump to the point of interest in the log using the slider and control the speed of the
 playback with the predefined Speed buttons.

While the log is replaying, the HUD will move and the vehicles location on the map will update as it did
 during the flight.  Individual data values can be seen through the Status tab and you can even display
 them in a graph by clicking on the “Tuning” checkbox under the map and then double clicking on the
 data legend to bring up a box from which you can choose exactly which data fields are graphed as
 shown below.  This will show the recorded data changing as the flight progresses.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/MissionPlanner_TlogPlayBack.png
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Creating 3d images of the flight path
You can create KMZ files by doing this:

Open the mission planner’s Flight Data screen
Click on the Telemetry Logs tab
Press the “Tlog > Kml or Graph” button
Press the “Create KML + GPX” button
select the flight tlog
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A .kmz and .kml file will be created along side the original .tlog and this can be opened in google earth
 to interactively view the 3d flight path. You can open the kmz file in Google Earth to view the flight or
 path. Just double click the file or drag it and drop into Google Earth.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/MissionPlanner_CreateKMZfromTLOG2.png
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The different flight modes used during the flight will appear as different colored tracks.  You can
 change some details about how the flight paths are displayed including their color and whether the
 paths extend to the ground by doing this:

Find the log file’s name in the “Places” pane on the left.  It should appear in a “Temporary Places”
 folder.
Right click on an individual path and select “Properties” to open the Edit Path window.
The color can be changed on the “Style, Color” tab
The area below the path can be removed (added) on the “Altitude” tab by un-checking (checking)
 “Extend path to ground”

Extracting parameters and Waypoints
You can extract the parameters and waypoints from the tlog by following the same steps as for
 creating the KML file except that at the last step select “Extract Params” or “Extract WPs”.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/FlightPath_KMZ2.png
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Extract Params will cause a .param file to be created along side the tlog.  This file is tab separated and
 contains a full list of parameters (in the same order as they appear in the eeprom) along with their
 values during the flight.  This can be opened in excel or a text editor.

Extract WPs will create one or more .txt files containing any missions uploaded to the APM/PX4. 
 These files can be opened in the Mission Planner by switching to the Flight Plan screen, right-mouse-
button clicking on the map and selecting “File Load/Save”, “Load WP File”.

Graphing data from a flight
Data from the flight can be graphed by doing the following:

Open the mission planner’s Flight Data screen
Click on the Telemetry Logs tab
Press the “Tlog > Kml or Graph” button
Press the “Graph Log” button
select the flight tlog

When the “Graph This” screen appears, use the left or right mouse button to click on the
 checkboxes beside the items you wish to graph.  Note that the items are grouped into categories

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/MissionPlanner_GraphData1.png
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 like “RC_CHANNELS” and “RAW_IMU” although it’s still often difficult to find exactly the item you
 wish to graph
If you use the left mouse button the scale for the item will appear on the left of the graph.  If you use
 the right mouse button it will appear on the right
Click the checkbox multiple times to cycle through all the possible colours
Change the zoom of the graph with your mouse’s middle wheel, by select an area of the graph with
 the left mouse button held down or by right-mouse-button clicking on the graph and selecting “Set
 Scale To Default”

Video overview of tlogs

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/MissionPlanner_GraphData2.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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This page aims to show you how to diagnose the top 5 most common problems affecting APM:Copter
 in particular but to some extent APM:Plane and APM: Rover as well.  If you are not yet familiar with
 the basics of telemtery logs and dataflash logs you will probably want to review the introductory pages
 that go over where these logs are stored and how you can download and view the information held
 within them.

Contents

1 Mechanical Failures
2 Vibrations
3 Compass interference
4 GPS glitches
5 Power Problems (BrownOuts, etc)
6 Unexpected ERRORS including Failsafes

Mechanical Failures
Common mechanical failures include a motor or ESC failure (including ESC sync failures), the
 propeller slipping or coming off, etc.  These appear in the log as a sudden divergence in the desired
 roll and pitch vs the vehicles actual roll and pitch.  This discrepancy is most clearly visible in the
 dataflash logs by graphing the ATT message’s Roll-In vs Roll and Pitch-In vs Pitch and to a lesser
 extent in the NavYaw vs Yaw.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Diagnosing problems using Logs
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In the example above the vehicle’s actual roll (“Roll”) closely follows the desired roll (“Roll-In”) for the
 first part of the log but then suddenly diverges.  The flight controller wanted the roll to remain level (0
 roll) but it was unable to likely meaning a mechanical failure.  This is very different from a software
 failure in which the flight controller freaked out and for some strange reason suddenly wanted the
 copter up-side-down because in such cases the desired roll would be also be crazy and actual roll
 would follow.

Extra notes:

tlogs are generally more difficult to use in this case because although we have nav_roll and
 nav_pitch which hold the desired roll and pitch, they are only updated when in RTL, Loiter or Auto
 flight modes.
in AC3.1 (and higher) Roll-In and Pitch-In only hold the desired roll and pitch while in stabilize
 mode.  When in an autopilot mode you must look at the NTUN messages’s DRol and DPit columns

Vibrations
High vibrations cause the APM:Copter’s accelerometer based altitude and horizontal position
 estimates to drift far off from reality which leads to problems with alt hold (normally rocketing into the
 sky) or Loiter (drifting).

Vibrations are best viewed by graphing the dataflash’s IMU message’s AccX, AccY and AccZ values. 
 The AccX and AccY values (primarily used for horizontal position control) should be between -3 and

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DiagnosingWithLogs_RollInVsRoll.png
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 +3 m/s/s and the AccZ should be between -15 and -5 m/s/s.  The accelerometer values will change
 momentarily as the copter moves up and down which is why it is better to pull the data from a portion
 of the flight where the copter was mostly stationary but even with a copter that is moving you can still
 see the vibration levels by comparing the difference between the top and bottom of the “grass”.  an
 occasional blade of grass going over the lines is ok but if it’s sustained then it’s likely a real vibration
 problem.

The below graph shows acceptable vibration levels.

Tlog’s RAW_IMU xacc, yacc and zacc can also be used but their update is much slower (generally
 less than 10hz) than the dataflash log (50hz) so it becomes more difficult to see whether the changes
 in accelerometer values are due to the copter moving or are just vibrations.

If using tlogs the scale is in milli-Gs so the acceptable range for xacc and yacc is -300 ~ +300, and for
 zacc is -500 ~ -1500.  Note that in the image below the values appear out of that range which perhaps
 indicates a vibration problem although this user did not complain of AltHold or Loiter problems so it is
 more likely that these variations were because the copter was not in a stable hover and the update
 rate was low.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DiagnosingWithLogs_Vibes.png
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Compass interference
Interference from the power distribution board, motors, battery, esc and other electrical devices near
 the APM or PX4 can throw off the compass heading which can lead to circling (aka “toilet bowling”) or
 even the copter flying off in completely the wrong direction.  Graphing the tlog’s mag_field (found
 under “CUSTOM”) and throttle (found under VFR_HUD) values are the easiest way to quickly see the
 amount of interference.

In the graph’s below shows an acceptable amount of magnetic interference.  You can see the
 mag_field fluctuates when the throttle is raised but only moves around by about 10% ~ 20%.  Below
 30% inteference is acceptable.  Between 30% ~ 60% is in the grey zone where it might be ok (some
 users are ok, some are not) and really bad magnetic interference will show up as jumps of over 60%
 when the throttle is raised.

Extra Notes:

The length of the mag_field can be anywhere from 120 ~ 550 depending upon where in the world
 the vehicle is but it is normally around 330.
The magnetic interference as a percentage of the total mag field is also displayed at the end of the
 compassmot set-up procedure.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DiagnosingWithLogs_VibesTlog.png
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DiagnosingWithLogs_MagFieldVsThr.png
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Dataflash log’s COMPASS message hold the compass’s raw x, y and z axis values (called MagX,
 MagY, MagZ) which are equivalent to the tlog’s RAW_IMU xmag, ymag and zmag fields.  It’s
 possible to calculate the mag-field length by first loading the dataflash log file into excel, filtering by
 the COMPASS message and then calculating the mag-field using the formula mag_field =
 sqrt(MagX^2, MagY^2, MagZ^2).  Note that the COMPASS message is not enabled by default in
 the dataflash logs because it runs at 50hz and does affect CPU performance a bit.
Another general thing to check re the compass is the offsets which should bet between -150 ~ 150. 
 These are found in the tlog’s SENSOR_OFFSET group as mag_ofs_x, mag_ofs_y, mag_ofs_z
 and in the dataflash’s COMPASS message as OfsX, OfsY, OfsZ.  They can also be seen in the
 parameters as COMPASS_OFS_X, COMPASS_OFS_Y, COMPASS_OFS_Z.
The image above it shows a short spike at the beginning of the graph but this can be ignored
 because it’s before the throttle is raised so it’s probably just as the user plugged in some other
 electrical device.

GPS glitches
When in autopilot modes (Loiter, RTL, AUTO) position errors from the GPS can cause APM:Copter to
 think that it’s suddenly in the wrong position and lead to aggressive flying to correct the perceived
 error.  These “glitches” show up in both the tlogs and dataflash logs as an decrease in the number of
 satellites visible and an increase in the hdop.

If using tlogs graph the the you can do this by graphing the GPS_RAW_IT group’s “eph” and
 “satellites_visible” values.  An hdop value of 1.5 (displayed as 150) or lower is very good.  Over 2.0
 (i.e. 200) indicates a bad position value.  The number of satellites falling below 9 is also bad.  A
 significant change in these two values often accompanies a GPS position change.

In the Dataflash logs’s GPS message you will find the “HDop” and “NSats” columns.  Note the hdop
 values are in the correct units in the dataflash (i.e. not 100x too big like in the tlogs).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dilution_of_precision_%28GPS%29
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DisagnosingWithLogs_GPShdopAndNumSats.png
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AC 3.1 includes GPS Glitch detection which attempts to ignore glitches by sanity checking the
 positions.

Power Problems (BrownOuts, etc)
The introduction of the 3dr power module has made it much easier for people to provide a reliable
 power supply to their APM/PX4.  This has led to a massive reduction in the number of brown-outs
 reported but they do still occur.  They can normally be reconised by the logs suddenly ending while
 the copter is still in the air (i.e. barometer or inerital navigation altitude is still well above zero).

Try graphing the:

Dataflash log’s CTUN message’s Baro Alt
Dataflash log’s GPS message’s RelAlt (the combined accelerometer + barometer altitude estimate)
Tlog’s VFR_HUD alt (the combined accelerometer + barometer altitude estimate)
Tlog’s GLOBAL_POSITION relative_alt

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DisagnosingWithLogs_GPShdopAndNumSats_DF.png
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Changes in the board voltage can also be a sign of a power problem.  Variations of 0.10 to 0.15 volts
 are normal.  Beyond that could be a sign that other devices sharing the power source with the APM
 are causing ripples in the power supply that could lead to a brown-out or other weird behaviour.  The
 board voltage can be graphed using:

Dataflash CURRENT message’s VCC
Tlog HWSTATUS’s Vcc

In the image directly below shows the board voltage sinking by 0.15V when the throttle is raised.  This
 is generally not a good thing but because it’s only 0.15V it’s probably ok. The 2nd graph below (a
 dataflash graph from a different user’s log) shows a more random variation in voltage but also up to
 0.15V which is typical.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DiagnosingWithLogs_BrownOut.png
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DiagnosingWithLogs_BoardVccVsThr.png
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Unexpected ERRORS including Failsafes
When unexpected behaviour from the flight controller occurs (especially when the user complains that
 the copter no longer responded to their input) it is often caused by one of the failsafes being
 triggered.  There are 5 failsafes that can be activated: Throttle Failsafe, GPS Failsafe, GCS Failsafe
 (ground station failsafe), Battery Failsafe and the Fence.

The easiest way to find these is to look in the dataflash logs and filter the 1st column by “ERR”.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DiagnosingWithLogs_DataFlashBoardVcc.png
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/DiagnosingWithLogs_FilterForErrors.png
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The Subsys (aka Sub-system) gives the area that generated the error and the ECode (aka Error Code)
 tells you what the error was specifically.  The very limited number of subsystems and error codes can
 be found at the bottom of the APM:Copter defines.h file.

Sub Systems / Error Codes

1: Main (never used)

2: Radio

ECode 1: “Late Frame” which means the APM’s onboard ppm encoder did not
 provide an update for at least 2 seconds

ECode 0: error resolved which means the ppm encoder started providing data again

3: Compass

ECode 1: the compass failed to initialise (likely a hardware issue)

ECode 2: failure while trying to read a single value from the compass (probably a
 hardware issue)

ECode 0: above errors resolved

4: Optical flow

Ecode 1: failed to initialise (likely a hardware issue)

5: Throttle failsafe

ECode 1: throttle dropped below FS_THR_VALUE meaning likely loss of contact
 between RX/TX

ECode 0: above error resolve meaning RX/TX contact likely restored

6: Battery failsafe

ECode 1: battery voltage dropped below LOW_VOLT or total battery capacity used
 exceeded BATT_CAPACITY

https://github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/blob/master/ArduCopter/defines.h#L409
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7: GPS failsafe

ECode 1: GPS lock lost for at least 5 seconds

ECode 0: GPS lock restored

8: GCS (Ground station) failsafe

ECode 1: updates from ground station joystick lost for at least 5 seconds

ECode 0: updates from ground station restored

9: Fence

ECode 1: altitude fence breached

ECode 2: circular fence breached

ECode 3: both altitude and circular fences breached

ECode 0: vehicle is back within the fences

10: Flight Mode

ECode 0 ~ 10: the vehicle was unable to enter the desired flight mode

(0=Stabilize, 1=Acro, 2=AltHold, 3=Auto, 4=Guided, 5=Loiter, 6=RTL, 7=Circle,
 8=Position, 9=Land, 10=OF_Loiter)

11: GPS

ECode 2: GPS Glitch

ECode 0: GPS Glitch cleared

12: Crash Check

ECode 1: Crash detected

13: Flip
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ECode 2: Flip abandoned (because of 2 second timeout)

14: AutoTune

ECode 2: Bad Gains (failed to determine proper gains)

15: Parachute

ECode 2: Too low to deploy parachute

16: EKF/InertialNav Check

ECode 2: Bad Variance

ECode 0: Bad Variance cleared

17: EKF/InertialNav Failsafe

ECode 2: EKF Failsafe triggered

18: Baro glitch

ECode 2: Baro glitch

ECode 0: Baro glitch cleared

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Overview
Ordinarily when a plane or copter enters Return to Launch (RTL) mode (typically triggered by an
 autopilot failsafe), the default behaviour is to return to the Home point, but there are often cases when
 that can be undesirable. For example it may be an area full of people or property and a system
 running in RTL mode may very likely be in a state that merits extreme caution!  It is also possible that
 the flight plan is large enough that should the aircraft enter RTL mode it is undesirable to traverse all
 the way back to the point of takeoff.

For this reason we now support the creation of multiple Rally Points.  Should an aircraft enter RTL and
 Rally Points have been defined then it will proceed to the closest Rally Point, rather than proceeding
 to the Home position. APM:Plane will then loiter at that location, and APM:Copter will perform an
 automated landing there.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Rally Points

Rally Points

ArduCopter
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A flight plan with Rally Points. Rally Points are denoted with Purple place
 markers. Mousing over a Rally Point will give its loiter altitude (as in the
 middle point above).

 

Setting Up Rally Points
The following steps are for specifying Rally Points in Mission Planner:

1. Rally Point latitude and longitude.To set a Rally Point’s location, right click on the Flight Plan map,
 and select Rally Points > Set Rally Point on the resulting pop-up menu (note that this ONLY work in
 the Flight Plan screen, not the Flight Data screen):

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/11/threeRallyPointsAndPlan.png
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2. The Rally loiter altitudes need to be specified (note that the default altitude for Rally Points is the
 default waypoint altitude value):

 

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/11/rallyPointDialog.png
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3. Repeat for all desired Rally points!
4. Upload to the vehicle by selecting Rally Points > Upload from the right-click popup menu

 

The following should be considered when using Rally Points:

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/11/rallyAltDialog.png
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/11/defaultAltCircled1.png
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1. If using a geofence: ensure the Rally Points you intend to use at your event are inside the geofence.
2. Make sure Rally Point altitudes are high enough to clear terrain and buildings.
3. Because of the limited flash memory size on the APM hardware the number of Rally Points is

 restricted to 10 on APM:Plane and 6 on APM:Copter — this limit may be expanded on other
 platforms such as PX4 and Pixhawk in the future.

4. On APM:Plane, loiter radius for a Rally Point is the same as all other loiter points; determined by
 the WP_LOITER_RAD parameter.

5. The ALT_HOLD_RTL / RTL_ALT parameters are NOT used with Rally Points!  The aircraft will
 transit to the Rally Point at the altitude specified when adding that point.

 

The following MAVLink parameters control Rally Point behavior:

1. RALLY_LIMIT_KM is the maximum distance a Rally Point may be from the aircraft to be considered
 for an RTL event.  If all Rally Points are greater than this distance from the aircraft, then the Home
 location is used for RTL events (at altitude ALT_HOLD_RTL) unless Home is farther away than the
 nearest Rally Point — in which case the nearest Rally point is used.  This parameter is to prevent
 fly offs if Rally Points have been specified for multiple flying fields. This parameter can be disabled
 if set to 0.

2. RALLY_TOTAL is the number of Rally Points currently specified. This parameter will be set for you
 by your ground control station (e.g., Mission Planner) when you add and remove Rally Points.  IT IS
 HIGHLY UNLIKELY YOU WANT TO SET THIS PARAMETER MANUALLY AND IT IS
 PROBABLY UNSAFE TO DO SO.  RALLY_TOTAL should be 0 if you have specified no Rally
 Points and in this case the Home location will be used for RTL events.

Example Flight
 

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/geofencing-3/
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/arduplane-parameters/#Waypoint_Loiter_Radius_ArduPlaneWP_LOITER_RAD
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/arduplane-parameters/#RTL_altitude_ArduPlaneALT_HOLD_RTL
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/arduplane-parameters/#Rally_Limit_ArduPlaneRALLY_LIMIT_KM
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/arduplane-parameters/#RTL_altitude_ArduPlaneALT_HOLD_RTL
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/arduplane-parameters/#Rally_Total_ArduPlaneRALLY_TOTAL
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Flight in which RTL was commanded near waypoint 4. Plane began loitering
 about the southernmost Rally Point.

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/11/rallyDemo.png
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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As of APM:Plane 3.0.4 you can use automatic terrain following for fixed wing aircraft if you have an
 autopilot board with local storage (such as the Pixhawk). This page explains how terrain following
 works, how to enable it and what its limitations are.

ArduCopter 3.2 (on Pixhawk/PX4) supports terrain data but only for viewing purposes.  AC3.3 (and
 higher) will likely allow using this data for missions, landing, etc.

Contents

1 How it works
2 Terrain Following Flight Modes
3 Uses of Terrain Following

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Terrain Following

Terrain Following

ArduCopter
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4 Sources of terrain data
5 Terrain Spacing
6 Terrain Accuracy
7 Setting up for terrain following
8 Terrain Lookahead

How it works
Terrain following works by maintaining a terrain database on the microSD card on the autopilot which
 gives the terrain height in meters above sea level for a grid of geographic locations. On the Pixhawk
 this database is stored in the APM\TERRAIN directory on the microSD card.

The database is populated automatically by the autopilot requesting terrain data from the ground
 station over a MAVLink telemetry link. This can happen either during flight planning when the autopilot
 is connected over USB, or during flight when connected over a radio link. Once the terrain data is sent
 from the GCS to the autopilot it is stored on the microSD card so that it is available even when the
 GCS is not connected. This makes it possible for the autopilot to use terrain data to perform a terrain
 following RTL (Return To Launch) even when it is not able to talk to the ground station.

During flight the ardupilot code automatically pages in the needed terrain data from the microSD card
 into memory as the aircraft approaches a new area. It maintains an area of about 7km by 8km in
 memory if the default terrain grid spacing is used.

In addition to any terrain data for the immediate vicinity of the aircraft, ardupilot also asks the ground
 station for terrain data for any mission waypoints which are loaded, and for any rally points which are
 loaded. This ensures that terrain data is available on the microSD card for a whole mission even if the
 GCS becomes unavailable.

Terrain Following Flight Modes
In APM:Plane terrain following is available in the following flight modes:

RTL – Return to launch
LOITER – circle a point
CRUISE – long distance cruising
FBWB – speed/height maintenance
GUIDED – “fly to” waypoints
AUTO – fully autonomous missions

Use of terrain following in RTL, LOITER, CRUISE, FBWB and GUIDED modes is controlled by the
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 TERRAIN_FOLLOW parameter. That parameter defaults to off, so no terrain following will be used in
 those modes. Set TERRAIN_FOLLOW to 1 to enable terrain following in those modes.

Use of terrain following in AUTO missions is controlled on a waypoint by waypoint basis using the
 reference frame of the waypoint. Normal (non terrain following) waypoints have a “Relative” reference
 frame, and altitudes are specified relative to the home location. Terrain following waypoints have a
 “Terrain” reference frame, and altitudes are relative to the ground level given in the terrain database.

Uses of Terrain Following
Terrain following is very useful when flying ardupilot in areas where the terrain may vary significantly.
 Key uses are:

Safe RTL. Being able to come over a hill rather than trying to fly through it when you enter RTL in a
 hilly area is very useful!
Aerial Photography. It is useful to be able to maintain a constant altitude over the ground when
 taking a sequence of aerial photos
FPV flying. When flying FPV in CRUISE mode it is useful to maintain constant height above the
 ground so you can spend more time enjoying the scenary and less time avoiding hills

Sources of terrain data
The ground station is responsible for providing the raw terrain data which is sent to the aircraft via
 MAVLink. Right now only MissionPlanner (version 1.3.9 or later) and MAVProxy support the required
 TERRAIN_DATA and TERRAIN_REQUEST messages needed for terrain following support. If you are
 using a different ground station then to load terrain data you will need to connect using one of the two
 support ground stations to allow ardupilot to load terrain data onto your board. It typically takes around
 2 minutes to load all the terrain data for a mission. Once it is loaded it is saved permanently on the
 microSD card.

Both MissionPlanner and MAVProxy support the global SRTM database for terrain data. That
 database has a global grid spacing of 3 arc-seconds (around 100 meters), but has a smaller grid
 spacing in some parts of the world (around 30 meters in the US). Support for other terrain databases
 can be added by extending the ground station code without changes to the ardupilot code.

Terrain Spacing
The ardupilot terrain code has a user settable parameter called TERRAIN_SPACING which controls
 the grid spacing which is used for requests for terrain data from the aircraft to the ground station. The
 default TERRAIN_SPACING is 100 meters, but users may set a different grid spacing for specialist

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SRTM
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 applications.

Note that the amount of terrain data kept in memory is directly related to the grid spacing. If you
 decrease the TERRAIN_SPACING by a factor of 2 then the amount of terrain area kept in memory is
 reduced by a factor of 4. It is recommended that you use a TERRAIN_SPACING of at least 30 meters
 to prevent the aircraft running off the side of a grid in flight and not having data available.

If the ground station does not have terrain data available at the resolution requested by the aircraft
 then the ground station will interpolate as necessary to provide the requested grid size.

Terrain Accuracy
The accuracy of the SRTM database varies over the surface of the earth. Typical accuracy is around
 10 to 20 meters, although some areas are worse. This makes terrain following suitable for aircraft that
 are flying at altitudes of 60 meters or more. Using terrain data for low flights is not recommended.

Setting up for terrain following
To setup your fixed wing aircraft for terrain following follow these steps

make sure you have APM:Plane 3.0.4 or later loaded
make sure you have the latest MissionPlanner installed (version 1.3.9 or later)
set TERRAIN_ENABLE to 1 and TERRAIN_FOLLOW to 1
connect to your vehicle over USB when you have GPS lock
check the FlightData->Status page in MissionPlanner and look for the terrain status data:
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When the autopilot has finished loading terrain data you should see “ter_pend” goes to zero and the
 current terrain altitude in meters showing up in “ter_alt”. The “ter_pend” value is the number of terrain
 blocks that the autopilot is waiting to load from the ground station.

Terrain Lookahead
The terrain following code “looks ahead” of the current position along the flight path to try to ensure
 that the aircraft climbs soon enough to avoid upcoming terrain. The amount of lookahead is controlled
 by the TERRAIN_LOOKAHD parameter, which defaults to 2000 meters. The lookahead is also limited
 by the distance to the next waypoint in AUTO mode, so you need to ensure that you don’t have any
 legs of your mission which include climb rates your aircraft cannot achieve.

The climb rate used in the terrain look ahead is based on the TECS_MAX_CLIMB parameter,
 combined with your current ground speed.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/MP-terrain.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Geo-tagged aerial pictures are very useful for mosaic mapping as well as the creation of accurate 3D
 models from a terrain.

The Mission Planner has a handy feature that will inject GPS data into your photos’ EXIF tags by using
 APM’s telemetry log from a flight.

This tutorial was created to show you how does it work. (Original work from Sandro Benigno and Guto
 Santaella updated by Jesus Alvarez)

Contents

1 Overview
1.1 CAM Messages
1.2 Time offset (picture time log time)

2 Interface
2.1 Files selection

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Geotagging Images with Mission Planner
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2.2 Geotag Mode
2.3 Time offset Estimation and Shutter Lag
2.4 Item offsets in log
2.5 FOV and Altitude reference
2.6 Action Buttons
2.7 Process Messages

3 Processing Instructions
3.1 Common Pre-steps
3.2 CAM Messages
3.3 Time Offset
3.4 Common Post-steps

Overview
One of the most important application of UAVs is photogrammetry, orthophoto generation, 3D terrain
 modeling etc.
 In all cases, having pictures with geographical information about the camera position at the trigger
 instant, is crucial.

If your camera has a built-in GPS you may or may not add autopilot GPS location from its log. If you
 are using CAM method it may be more accurate to use it instead of the built-in GPS.

Mission Planner provides two methods for geotagging your photos from a mission log

1. CAM messages from dataflash log
2. Time offset (picture time log time)

CAM Messages
APM/Pixhawk can trigger a camera by using a relay output or a PWM output during preprogrammed
 missions or by RC activation.
 CAM messages are generated (and stored in dataflash log) every time the autopilot triggers the
 camera. This can happen by either DO_DIGICAM_CONTROL, by a DO_SET_CAM_TRIGG_DIST or
 any future command.
 When using this geotag method, Mission Planner will use the exact information recorded in the CAM
 Message (at the time of the trigger) to geotag a picture.
 This is the most precise geotag method.

Time offset (picture time log time)
This method tries to figure out the time offset between the camera internal clock time and log time. By
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 doing this, every picture can be geotagged with GPS information stored in the telemetry or dataflash
 logs.
 User must tune the offset value until it finds a coherent result.

This method is mainly used when there is no connection between camera and autopilot

Interface
Geotag tool interface is shown below

Files selection
This is where the user has to select the log location and camera pictures folder

Geotag Mode
As explained above, there are two options. CAM Messages and Time offset.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/geotag_overview_explained.png
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Time offset Estimation and Shutter Lag
Time offset estimation part is only allowed if Time Offset mode has been selected.
 Time offset needs to be estimated by comparing the first picture time and the first GPS time in the log.
 Once the user click the “Estimate Offset” button, the tool will calculate time offset as said above and
 will print the result in the Process Messages section at the bottom of the window.

Offset Estimation = 1st_Picture_Time – 1st_GPS_Time_Logged

If CAM Message is selected, the Shutter Lag option is available. Note that GPS positions are stored at
 5Hz by default (if using 3DR GPS) so they are recorded every 200ms.
 If Shutter Lag is less than 100ms, then GPS position is taken from current CAM Message.
 If Shutter Lag is bigger than 100ms, the GPS position is taken from 200ms ahead in log.

Item offsets in log
This section allows the user to tell the tool where specific information can be found in the log.
 Item offsets are preset to the last stable APM release.

There are three messages whose offsets need to be defined

CAM
GPS
ATT

Example of how to find out item offset in a message line within a log
 Lets take a look at the GPS Line Format definition at the beginning of a log:

FMT, 130, 45, GPS, BIHBcLLeeEefI,

 Status,TimeMS,Week,NSats,HDop,La6t,Lng,RelAlt,Alt,Spd,GCrs,VZ,T

The field with the number 1 is the one after the Units-definition-word.
 In our case, the Units-definition-word is BIHBcLLeeEefI. So the field with number 1 is Status
 Counting from it, we should have:
 TimeMS = 2
 Week = 3
 Lat = 6
 …

FOV and Altitude reference
In this part of the UI, the user can define the Field of View related information and Camera orientation.
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 This information is incorporated into the result files but it is not used or stored in the picture EXIF data.

AMSL Alt checkbox allows to select either AGL Altitude (Above Ground Level) or AMSL Altitude
 (Above Mean Sea Level).

Action Buttons
Pre-process
When this button is clicked, Geotag tool will try to extract and calculate pictures positions

Location Kml
When this button is clicked, Geotag tool will open Google Earth and show pictures position on a
 map so the user can check their correct positioning.

GeoTag Images
If everything was correct in previous steps and pictures are well positioned in the map, this button
 will write the position information in the EXIF data of every picture

Process Messages
This is the place where the tool will output information

Processing Instructions

Common Pre-steps
Very first step: Open the Mission Planner and press “Ctrl+F”. It will open a hidden screen like the
 one shown below.

Click the button “Geo ref images”. It will give you access to the Geo Tagging tool

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/geotag_temp_form.png
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Click the button “Browse Log” and select the log (.tlog or .log) of the flight related to the shooting
 session.
Click the button “Browse Directory” and select the folder where your aerial pictures were
 downloaded from your camera.
 Notice that the camera picture folder can contain other files apart from the pictures. However in
 terms of pictures, it must contain just the ones belonging to the flight.

From now, it depends on the type of processing.

CAM Messages
In order to process CAM messages, the mission file had to be defined to use remote camera trigger by
 means of any of the available mission commands (CAM_TRIGG_DISTANCE,
 DO_DIGICAM_CONTROL, etc).

Select the CAM Message method if it is not selected in the Geotag Mode section.
Enter Shutter Lag value (in milliseconds) if you know it. If not leave it with 0
Check that Log offsets are correct according to your log version. Most of the times they should be
 ok
Enter FOV information if needed
Select Use AMSL Alt checkbox if you want absolute altitude. Otherwise, uncheck it
Click Pre-process!

If everything goes right, you will see Done at the end of the Process Messages Area

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/geotag_overview.png
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The most common problem in this processing mode is having a discrepancy between the number of
 CAM messages in log and the number of pictures in the folder. If the tool finds that they are different, it
 will output an error message and abort.

Check the pictures proposed location by means of Location Kml button (See Common Post-steps
 section)

Time Offset
Select the Time Offset method if it is not selected in the Geotag Mode section.
Click on Estimate Offset button
 The tool will calculate (as explained in previous section) the time difference between the first picture
 and the first GPS time in the log.
Copy the calculated offset printed in the Process Messages Area and paste it into the field Seconds
 offset
 Take a look at the following picture:

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/geotag_cam_processing_1_no_shutter_AMSL_total.png
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Click Pre-process!
Check that there is no warning or error message in the Process Messages Area
 Introducing a erroneous Time Offset is the most common problem when using this method.
 If this is the case, Geotag tool will output a warning as there might be some picture times that (once
 corrected with the given offset) are not found in the autopilot log. See picture below:

 Note: It must be taken into account that the estimated time offset is just a starting point.

Check the pictures proposed location by means of Location Kml button (See Common Post-steps
 section)
If proposed location is not correct, add or substract some seconds to the Offset Time and repeat

Common Post-steps
Two things left to do, check that proposed picture locations are ok and write location information to the

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/geotag_offset_calculation.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/geotag_offset_problem.png
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 pictures EXIF data.

Click on the Location Kml button. Google Earth will open and show the proposed picture locations.
 See following image:

Check that they are ok.
 If you were using CAM Message Mode, there shouldn’t be any problem. If there is, just order
 pictures alphabetically and check that the first picture is the list is also the oldest one.
 If you were using Time Offset, just try adding or substracting seconds to time offset.
If everything is OK, Click on GeoTag Images button and wait to see:

Geotagged files can be found in geotagged folder inside the original pictures folder

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/geotag_google_earth_review.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/geotag_geotag_finished.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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One of the cool features of the Mission Planner is that it can run Python scripts, which is an easy way
 to extend the functionality of the program beyond its built-in functions. It can also enable integration
 easily with other dlls and modules far beyond the original scope of the Mission Planner.

Contents

1 Overview
2 Classes Exposed by Mission Planner to Python
3 Using CPython Standard Libraries
4 Tutorials and sample scripts

Overview
You can easily program your UAV to do anything, from robotic acrobatics to just script-driven missions.
 Python 2.x is currently supported, up to 2.7 (Mission Planner uses an implementation of IronPython
 internally)

Aside from the regular Python commands, these are the special Mission Planner commands you can
 use:

cs.????

 = currentstate, any variable on the status tab in the planner can be used.

Script.????

options are

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Using Python Scripts in Mission Planner

Using Python Scripts in Mission Planner

ArduCopter
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 Script.Sleep(ms)

 Script.ChangeParam(name,value)

 Script.GetParam(name)

 Script.ChangeMode(mode)

(same as displayed in mode setup screen ‘AUTO’)

 Script.WaitFor(string,timeout)

 Script.SendRC(channel,pwm,sendnow)

 

Here’s an example, which tells a multicopter to do a roll in the air!

print 'Start Script'

for chan in range(1,9):

 Script.SendRC(chan,1500,False)

 Script.SendRC(3,Script.GetParam('RC3_MIN'),True)

 Script.Sleep(5000) 

while cs.lat == 0:

 print 'Waiting for GPS' 

 Script.Sleep(1000) 

 print 'Got GPS' 

 jo = 10 * 13 

 print jo 

 Script.SendRC(3,1000,False) 

 Script.SendRC(4,2000,True) 

 cs.messages.Clear() 

 Script.WaitFor('ARMING MOTORS',30000) 

 Script.SendRC(4,1500,True) 

 print 'Motors Armed!'

 Script.SendRC(3,1700,True) 

while cs.alt < 50:   
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 Script.Sleep(50)  

 Script.SendRC(5,2000,True) # acro  

 Script.SendRC(1,2000,False) # roll   

 Script.SendRC(3,1370,True) # throttle    

while cs.roll > -45: # top half 0 - 180 

 Script.Sleep(5) 

while cs.roll < -45: # -180 - -45   

 Script.Sleep(5)  

 Script.SendRC(5,1500,False) # stabilize   

 Script.SendRC(1,1500,True) # level roll   

 Script.Sleep(2000) # 2 sec to stabilize   

 Script.SendRC(3,1300,True) # throttle back to land  

 thro = 1350 # will descend   

while cs.alt > 0.1: 

 Script.Sleep(300)

 Script.SendRC(3,1000,False) 

 Script.SendRC(4,1000,True) 

 Script.WaitFor('DISARMING MOTORS',30000) 

 Script.SendRC(4,1500,True)

print 'Roll complete'

Classes Exposed by Mission Planner to Python
Mission Planner exposes classes using the following code:

linking classes into python

scope.SetVariable(Variablename, ClassInstance);

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/07/ardu_sciptcs.jpg
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That the following classes are exposed:

scope.SetVariable(“MAV”, MainV2.comPort);

 

scope.SetVariable(“cs”, MainV2.comPort.MAV.cs);

 

scope.SetVariable(“Script”, this);

 

scope.SetVariable(“mavutil”, this);

 

This is where you can add your own classes.
 For now lets us explore the important methods and properties you can use into your script using these
 classes.

 

Class Name: Script.cs

Python Variable: Script , mavutil

 

Method Description

bool ChangeParam (string param, float value)

Float getParam (string param)

bool ChangeMode (string mode) Changes flying mode

bool SendRC (int channel, ushort pwm, bool sendnow) Send Chxout values.

Class Name: CurrentState.cs
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Python Variable: cs

 

Method Type Description

roll float Roll (deg)

pitch float Pitch (deg)

yaw float Yaw (deg)

lat float Latitude (deg)

lng float Longitude (deg)

groundcourse float Ground Course (deg)

alt float Altitude (dist)

altoffsethome float Altitude Home Offset (dist)

gpsstatus float GPS Status

gpshdop float GPS HDOP

satcount float Satellite Count

altd100 float Altitude / 100

altd1000 float Altitude / 1000

airspeed float Airspeed (speed)

targetairspeed float Airspeed Target (speed)

groundspeed float Ground Speed (speed)

verticalspeed float Vertical Speed (speed)

wind_dir float Wind Direction (deg)

wind_vel float Wind Velocity (speed)

ax, ay, az float Acceleration Values in x,y,z

gx, gy, gz float Gyro Values in x,y,z

mx, my, mz float Mag Values in x,y,z

failsafe bool Faile Sate Active or Not

rxrssi float
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chx1in, chx2in, …. chx8in float Input Channels from 1 to 8

ch1out, chx2out, …. chx8out float Output Channel form 1 to 8

nav_roll float Roll Target (deg)

nav_pitch float Pitch Target (deg)

nav_bearing float Bearing target (deg)

target_bearing float Bearing Target (deg)

wp_dist float Distance to Next Waypoint (dist)

alt_error float Altitude Error (dist)

ber_error float Bearing Error (dist)

aspd_error float Airspeed Error (speed)

wpno float Flying Mode

mode String Flying Mode

dimbrate float Climb Rate (speed)

tot int Time over target (sec)

distTraveled float Distance Travelled (dist)

timeInAir float Time in Air (sec)

turnrate float Turn Rate (speed)

radius float Turn Radius (dist)

battery_voltage float Battery Voltage (volt)

battery_remaining float Battery Remaining (%)

current float battery Current (Amps)

HomeAlt float

DistToHome float Absolute Pressure Value

press_abs float Absolute Pressure Value

sonarrange float Sonar Range (meters)

sonarVoltage float Sonar Voltage (volt)

armed bool True if Armed
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Please note that although these properties are read/write howvever writing to some of them can
 corrupt the status. Use methods from Script class to control the vehicle. for example use
 Script.ChangeMode(xmode) rather than cs.mode = xmode.

 

Class Name: MavLink.cs

Python Variable: MAV

 

Method Description

bool setParam (string paramname, float value) Same as Script.ChangeParam()

bool doARM (bool armit) BE CAREFUL when using it.

byte getWPCount ( ) Gets Waypoints Count.

 

 

Using CPython Standard Libraries
You can import standard libraries from your regular Python 2.x folders by adding this line to top of your
 script (replacing “c:\python27\lib” with whatever the folder is on your drive):

import sys

sys.path.append(r"c:\python27\lib")

Here, for example, we’re importing the serial, os, and threading libraries, which are in two folders in a
 typical Python 2.7 installation. Appending the specific folder paths for those three libraries first allows
 us to import them with the next “import” command:

import sys

sys.path.append(r"c:\Python27\Lib\site-packages")
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sys.path.append(r"c:\Python27\Lib")

import serial, os, threading

 

Tutorials and sample scripts
Scripting fixed-wing acrobatics
Adding new variables and classes
Writing a time-based script

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/scripted-fixed-wing-acrobatics
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blog/show?id=705844%3ABlogPost%3A1469666
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/how-to-python-script-a-time-based-flight-plan
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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ArduCopter/ArduPlane/ArduRover support sharing information with a ground station (or transmitter)
 using telemetry. Follow the links below for configuration information based upon your set-up.

3DR Radio (ver2, ver1)
3DR Bluetooth module
RFD900 Radio
FRSky Telemetry
XBee

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Telemetry (landing page)

Telemetry (landing page)

ArduCopter
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The 3DR Radio  is the easiest way to setup a telemetry connection between your APM/Pixhawk and a ground station.
 Small, inexpensive and with ranges of about 300m easily achievable and up to several kilometers with the use of a
 patch antenna on the ground.  The 3DR radio uses open source firmware  which has been specially designed to work
 well with MAVLink packets and to be integrated with the Mission Planner, ArduCopter, ArduRover and ArduPlane.

Instructions on this page cover the newer Version 2.   Instructions for the older Version 1 can be found here along
 with additional technical details that apply to both radios.

Contents

1 Overview
2 Connecting the radio to your Pixhawk
3 Connecting the radio to your APM2.x
4 Connecting the radio to your PC and testing the connection
5 Connecting the radio to your Android Tablet
6 Configuring using the Mission Planner

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-3DR Radio version 2

3DR Radio version 2

ArduCopter
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http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-3dr-radio-version-2/wiki/common-using-the-3dr-radio-for-telemetry-with-apm-and-px4/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-3dr-radio-version-2/wiki/common-using-the-3dr-radio-for-telemetry-with-apm-and-px4/
http://ardupilot.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://ardupilot.com/
http://ardupilot.com/downloads/
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http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/introduction/project-news/
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7 Upgrading the radio firmware
8 Monitoring the link quality
9 What Range can I expect and how can I improve this?
10 Diagnosing range problems
11 Support for different countries/regions
12 3DR Radio Discussion Forum

Overview
The 3DR Radio has interchangeable air and ground modules meaning that you use them as a pair but it does not
 matter which one goes on the vehicle and which remains on the ground.  The radios can be either 915Mhz or
 433Mhz and you should purchase the module which is appropriate for your country/region (see country table here).

 

The 3DR Radios have 2 status LEDs, one red and one green. The meaning of the different LED states is:

green LED blinking – searching for another radio
green LED solid – link is established with another radio
red LED flashing – transmitting data
red LED solid – in firmware update mode

Connecting the radio to your Pixhawk
Use the 6 pin DF13 connector  that should have come with the radio to connect the 3DR radio to your Pixhawk’s
 “Telem 1″ (“Telem 2″ or “Serial 4/5″ can also be used but the default recommendation is “Telem1″).

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/3DR-Radio-V2.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/3dr-radio-pinout.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/df13-6-position-connector-15-cm
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Connecting the radio to your APM2.x
Use the 6-to-5 pin DF13  connector to connect the 3DR radio to your APM2’s Telem port.  Because of the limited
 number of serial ports on the APM2.x, the telemetry radio cannot be used while the board is also plugged in with the
 micro USB port.

Connecting the radio to your PC and testing the connection
Connecting the 3DR radio to your Windows PC is as simple as connecting the micro USB cable (which should have
 been included with the radio) to your PC. The necessary drivers should be installed automatically and the radio will
 appear as a new “USB Serial Port” in the Windows Device Manager under Ports (COM & LPT). The Mission
 Planner’s com port selection drop-down should also contain the same new COM port.

 Select the new COM port, set the baud rate drop down (which appears between the COM port and Connect buttons)
 to 57600.
 Press the “Connect” button and if the two radios connect successfully you should be able to lean your vehicle left
 and right and see it’s attitude update on the MP’s Flight Data screen’s artificial horizon.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/Telemetry_3DR_Radio_Pixhawk.png
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/df13-6-position-to-5-position-connector-15-cm
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/Telemetry_3DR_Radio_APM2.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/Telemetry_3drRadio_DeviceManagerAndMP.png
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Connecting the radio to your Android Tablet
Connecting the 3DR radio to your Android tablet using the L shaped micro USB cable (which should have been
 included with the radio). More details can be found on the Android Ground Station wiki page .

Configuring using the Mission Planner
In many cases there is no need to configure the radios but in case you wish to make changes, please follow these
 instructions:

Connect one of the 3DR radios to your computer using the micro USB cable.
Power the radio attached to the vehicle by plugging in the vehicle’s battery.
Open the Mission Planner and go to the Initial Setup >> Optional Hardware >> 3DR Radio page.
Select the correct COM port and set the baud rate to 57600.  Ensure the “Connect” button is in a disconnected
 state as shown in the image below..
Press the “Load Settings” button and both the “Local” and “Remote” areas should fill in with values including the
 firmware Version

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-3dr-radio-version-2/wiki/common-android-ground-stations/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/Telemetry_3DR_Radio_Tablet.png
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The most common entry to change is the Net ID.  The default is 25 for all 3DR radios but if you plan to fly in an
 area with other pilots who may be using the same radio it is best to change this to another number.
After making changes, click the “Copy Required Items to Remote” and press “Save Settings”

 

Other parameters you may choose to update:

Baud (default 57) : the rate at which the mission planner or vehicle communicates with the local radio.  “57” =
 57600 bits per second.
Air Speed (default 64) : the rate at which the two radios will communicate with each other.  “64” = 64kbps
 (kilobits per second).  Setting a lower rate will increase the range of the radio but reduce the rate of data (i.e. the
 amount of data that can be sent in a given time) across the link.
ECC (default is “on”): controls whether error correction is on or off.  When on “12/24 Golay error correcting
 code” is used which involves sending a 16 bit CRC byte along with the data to ensure that bad data is thrown
 away.  Unfortunately this also halves the data rate across the link but it is recommended to leave ECC on
 especially when when the vehicle is far from home base because transmission errors increase greatly with
 distance.
MAVlink (default is “MAVLink”) : this controls whether the transmission is optimised for MAVLink packets or
 not.  Set to “Low Latency” if using a joystick or an android tablet’s virtual joystick to manually fly the vehicle. 
 Note that information on the radio signal strength (rssi) and error rate is only sent if this parameter is set to it’s
 default, “MAVLink”.
Tx Power (default 20) : the transmission power where 1=1.3milliWats, 2=1.5mW, 5=3.2mW,
 8=6.3mW,11=12.5mW, 14=25mW, 17=50mW, 20=100mW.  This should be set to conform with your local

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/Telemetry_MPSetup_NetID.png
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 regulations.  Some per-country information is below.
Duty Cycle (default 100) : the maximum percentage of time that the radio will transmit packets.  Some regions of
 the world allow for higher transmit power or more frequencies if you have a duty cycle below a given threshold.
 So for example in Europe you can transmit on a wider range of frequencies in the 433 band if your duty cycle is
 below 10%.  Telemetry traffic is quite ‘bursty’, so the average transmit time is not generally high.  When you set
 a duty cycle below 100% then your available bandwidth will be reduced, so you will find it will only work well
 for telemetry at higher air speeds.  A radio can be set to receive only by setting it’s Duty Cycle to zero.
Max Window (default 33) : ensure the GCS can send a packet to the vehicle ever 33msec.  This should be kept as
 a low number (like 33) when the “MAVLink” setting is “Low Latency”
LBT Rssi (default 0) : holds the threshold used for “listen before talk” which allows it to comply with some
 country’s regulatory requirements. When non-zero the radio listens for quiet period of time where no signals
 from other radios are received before transmitting.  This parameter holds the receiver signal strength below
 which the airwaves are considered “quiet”.  If this param is set to zero then LBT is disabled.  Setting this to 25
 (the min) is -121 dBm.  Each increment above 25 raises the threshold by about 0.5dB so for example 40 equals a
 signal strength of 7.5dB.  The full formula is:

signal_dBm = (RSSI / 1.9) - 127

The LBT implementation in the 3DR radio uses a minimum listen time of 5ms, plus randomised listen time as per
 the European 9.2.2.2 rules.  Note that in many regions you need to implement LBT in conjunction with AFA
 (Adaptive Frequency Agility). The 3DR Radio implements AFA as long as you have NUM_CHANNELS set to
 more than 1.

Upgrading the radio firmware
The firmware for the 3DR radios is open source , and new features are regularly added.  The easiest way to upgrade is
 to:

Connect the radio to be upgraded to your computer using the micro USB cable
Open the Mission Planner and go to the Initial Setup >> Optional Hardware >> 3DR Radio page.
Select the correct COM port and set the baud rate to 57600.  Ensure the “Connect” button is in a disconnected
 state as shown in the image below..
Press the “Upload Firmware (Local)” button and after a short delay, the “programming” message should appear
 and the green bar should slowly increase from the left to right.

https://github.com/tridge/SiK
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The above process should be performed for both radios.
 Note: occasionally a new firmware update will modify some settings so it might be a good idea to compare the
 settings before and after and look for changes.

Monitoring the link quality
You can monitor the link quality in real time using the Mission Planner by graphing the “rssi” (PC’s radio signal
 strength) and the “remrssi” (remote radio’s signal strength).  Values above 50 are considered good.

Here is a graph (produced using MAVProxy) of the RSSI levels for one of the developers flying an airplane at a
 local flying field.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/Telemetry_3DR_Radio_UploadFirmware.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/Telemetry_3DR_Radio_MonitorLink.png
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The RSSI value scales approximately as 1.9x the dBm signal strength, plus an offset. See the Si1000 data sheet for
 the exact mapping between RSSI and dBm received signal strength, or use this approximate formula

signal_dBm = (RSSI / 1.9) - 127

What Range can I expect and how can I improve this?
Reported ranges achieved with the 3DR radios using standard configuration and antenna seems to be about 300 ~
 500m.  This can be improved by:

Using a small “patch antenna” on the ground like this flat patch antenna  or this Yagi antenna  perhaps mounted on
 an Antenna Tracker
Replace at least one of the two 3DR radios with a higher powered RFD900
Reduce the AirRate parameter which will increase range but at the expense of the rate of the data transfer.

 

The graph below shows the ground and remote receiver strength vs distance from home (in meters) for a test flight of
 a 3DR radio on a SkyFun plane.  The ground based radio was attached to a 3.5dB flat patch antenna.  The SkyFun
 had a small ‘wire’ antenna.  The graph shows the vehicle reached a distance of nearly 3km and the link was
 completely maintained throughout the flight.

http://www.readymaderc.com/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=11_45_47&products_id=51
http://www.readymaderc.com/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=11_45_47&products_id=296
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-3dr-radio-version-2/wiki/common-antennatracker-introduction/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-3dr-radio-version-2/wiki/common-rfd900/
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Although anecdotal, another user provided a tlog showing a good link kept while the vehicle was 4.5km from the
 base station, using default radio settings for a 3DR 900 radio. The plane used a small omni antenna, and a 8dB patch
 antenna on the ground station.

Diagnosing range problems
If you get less range than you would expect from the above information then what you need to do is graph the noise
 and signal levels from a flight to work out what the problem is.

The most common source of range problems is noise. Noise is unwanted radio emissions in the same frequency
 range that your radio is using that interferes with the operation of your radio. The 3DR radios have telemetry
 logging built in to help you diagnose the source of the noise.

There are three key types of noise that are likely to affect your 3DR radios

noise from the electronics in your aircraft (such as your motor, ESC, APM etc)
noise from your ground station computer, especially its USB bus
noise from other people operating radios nearby that are on the same frequency as your 3DR
 radios

To work out what sort of noise you have, open up mission planner and choose the “telemetry logs” tab. Then choose
 “Tlog>
 Kml or Graph”. When the window pops up choose “Graph Log” and select a log from a test flight with your radios.
 Wait for the log to load, then choose the following items to log:

rssi
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remrssi
noise
remnoise

Put all 4 values on the one graph. You will end up with a plot like this:

That graph shows you 4 things:

the amount of signal being received on the ground
the amount of signal being received in the aircraft
the amount of noise being received on the ground
the amount of noise being received in the aircraft

For the best possible range you want the two noise lines to be low, and the two signal lines to be high. In the above
 graph (taken from my SkyFun with a pair of 3DR-433 radios) you can see that the noise levels in the plane are
 higher than the noise levels on the ground. Also note that at the start of the flight (before I started the motor) the
 noise levels on the plane were lower, then they went up after I started the motor. That shows I’m getting some noise
 from my motor. If I wanted more range I would need to move the radio further from the motor and ESC.

Perhaps the most common source of noise with the 3DR-433 is noise from the USB bus on your ground station. That
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 shows up as high values for the RADIO.noise value. If you get this, then you could try using a different USB cable,
 or a different laptop. You can also try using a USB hub between your laptop and your radio.

If the ‘rssi’ and ‘noise’ levels meet on the graph then you will lose the link. To determine what your range would be,
 a rough rule of thumb is to subtract the ‘rssi’ and ‘noise’ numbers, then divide by 2. That tells you your “fade
 margin” in decibels. For each 6dB of fade margin your range doubles. So if you have 18dB of fade margin, then you
 will be able to do roughly 8x whatever range you were at when you measured the margin.

Another key source of range problems is the antenna placement. Your ground station antenna should be well clear of
 obstructions and a couple of meters off the ground. You may need to build a stand to hold it to get the best range.

Support for different countries/regions
It is very important that you find out what the local country or region regulations are on frequency, hopping channels
 and power levels and configure your 3DR Radios correctly for your local rules.

Here is some general information to help you get started.

Region Radio
 Model

Settings Standard

USA 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ902000 MAX_FREQ928000
 NUM_CHANNELS=50

FCC 15.247

Canada 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
902000 MAX_FREQ
 928000 NUM_CHANNELS=50

RSS-210 Annex 8.1

Australia 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
915000 MAX_FREQ
 928000 NUM_CHANNELS>=20

LIPD-2000 item 52

Australia 3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433050 MAX_FREQ
 434790 TXPOWER<=14

LIPD-2000 item 17

Europe (most
 countries)

3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
434040 MAX_FREQ
 434790 TXPOWER<
8 NUM_CHANNELS>
 30

ETSI EN300 220 7.2.3

Europe (most
 countries)

3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433050 MAX_FREQ
 434790 TXPOWER<
8 DUTY_CYCLE
 10

ETSI EN300 220 7.2.3

United Kingdom 3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433050 MAX_FREQ
 434790 TXPOWER<

IR2030/1/10

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/spectrum/spectrum-policy-area/spectrum-management/research-guidelines-tech-info/interface-requirements/IR_2030.pdf
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8 DUTY_CYCLE
 10

New Zealand 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
921000 MAX_FREQ
 928000

Notice 2007, Schedule 1

New Zealand 3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433050 MAX_FREQ
 434790

Notice 2007, Schedule 1

Brazil 3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433000 MAX_FREQ
 435000 TXPOWER<=8

252315&assuntoPublicacao
null&caminhoRel
 In%EDcio-Biblioteca-
Apresenta%E7%E3o&filtro
1&documentoPath
 252315.pdf”>Resolu??o ANATEL
 n?506/2008

Brazil 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
902000 MAX_FREQ
 907500 NUM_CHANNELS>=11

Resolu??o ANATEL n?506/2008

Brazil 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
915000 MAX_FREQ
 928000 NUM_CHANNELS>=26

Resolu??o ANATEL n?506/2008

We’d be delighted to add more countries to this table! Please post the information on the forums, giving links to the
 applicable regulations and information on what it all means. Also, please point out any inaccuracies in the existing
 table.

Note that the above table is for most users without any special license. If you are have an application specific license
 or have a HAM license then you should know what rules are applicable to you.

Finally, compliance is your responsibility. The 3DR radio is a ‘DIY’ radio part and you need to ensure what
 whatever you build meets local regulations. Please check your local rules carefully.

3DR Radio Discussion Forum
The best place to get involved with the development or tuning of these radios is the
3DR Radios forum . Join in on the forum to help make these radios even better!

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your query,
 and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=22
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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The 3DR Radio  is the ideal way to setup a telemetry connection between your APM/Pixhawk and a ground
 station.  Small, inexpensive and with great range, the 3DR radio uses an open source firmware which allows us to
 do things that cannot be done with other radios. 

Instructions on this page cover the newer Version 2  and the earlier Version 1.

Contents

1 Radio Features
2 Connecting your 3DR Radios

2.1 Connecting to APM 2.5
2.2 Connecting to APM 2.0
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Radio Features
very small size
light weight (under 4 grams without antenna)
available in 900MHz or 433MHz variants
receiver sensitivity to -121 dBm
transmit power up to 20dBm (100mW)
transparent serial link
air data rates up to 250kbps
MAVLink protocol framing and status reporting
frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS)
adaptive time division multiplexing (TDM)
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support for LBT and AFA
configurable duty cycle
builtin error correcting code (can correct up to 25% data bit errors)
demonstrated range of several kilometres with a small omni antenna
can be used with a bi-directional amplifier for even more range
open source firmware
AT commands for radio configuration
RT commands for remote radio configuration
adaptive flow control when used with APM
based on HM-TRP radio modules, with Si1000 8051 micro-controller and Si4432 radio module

Connecting your 3DR Radios
You will need two 3DR radios, one for your aircraft, and the other for your ground station.  If using version 1 of
 the 3dr radio, the “ground” module has a USB connector making it easy to connect directly to your ground
 station.

On a windows 7 or higher machine, the require drivers should be automatically installed the first time you plug in
 the ground module but if it does not install for some reason or the ground computer is running Windows XP (or
 earlier) you can get the D2XX FTDI driver here.

For version 1, the ‘aircraft’ model has a FTDI six pin header, allowing it to be directly connected to your
 APM/Pixhawk/PX4’s telemetry port as shown in the sections below.

Note: You cannot connect via the radios when your APM 2.x is also connected via USB (they
 share the same port) so make sure you disconnect your USB cable from the flight controller
 before attempting a wireless connection.

Connecting to APM 2.5

Use the included cable  and plug it into the telemetry port on APM 2.5 and on the 3DR radio side, plug the

http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/D2XX.htm
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/APM2_telemcable.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/telemetry-adapter-cable-for-apm-2-5
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 connector with the red cable on the +5v pin and the black cable on the end on GND as shown:

Connecting to APM 2.0
Connect the air modules to APM 2 as shown below:
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The radios come pre-configured for a serial rate of 57600, which is the default rate that APM uses for telemetry,
 but you can change this to any rate you like, either using the AT command set, the APM Mission Planner radio
 setup interface, or the
3DR Radio Configuration Utility

Connecting to the Pixhawk
The Pixhawk telemetry ports use a 6 pin cable  instead of 5 pins used on the APM2.  This allows flow control but
 unfortunately means that you will need to hack a cable to get a Version1 radio to a Pixhawk.  The connections
 required are shown below.

http://vps.oborne.me/3drradioconfig.zip
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/df13-6-position-connector-15-cm
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/telemetry-adapter-cable-for-apm-2-5
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Connecting to the PX4

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/3drRadioV1_pixhawk1.png
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Using the 3DR telemetry radio with your PX4FMU plus PX4IO Flight Controller.
You will need a 3DR radio (Here!)
Plug the large black connector of the adapter cable into the 3DR radio remote as shown above.

The side of the black connector with the wire missing goes towards the center of the board.
Plug the adapter cable’s beige connector into the PX4IO FMU UART5 as shown above.

The FMU UART5 connector is on the opposite edge of the PX4IO from the Servo connector and is in the
 middle of the board.

3DR Radio Version 2
The second version of the 3DR Radio has interchangeable air and ground modules, a micro-USB port, and a DF13
 six-position port. The configuration instructions on this page apply to both versions of the radio.

   

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/PX43DRtelemetry.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-radio-telemetry-kit-915-mhz
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Configuration and use of 3DR Telemetry Radio

Status LEDs
The 3DR Radios have 2 status LEDs, one red and one green. The meaning of the different LED states is as
 follows:

green LED blinking – searching for another radio
green LED solid – link is established with another radio
red LED flashing – transmitting data
red LED solid – in firmware update mode

Configuring using the Mission Planner
The latest versions of the APM Mission Planner support configuring your 3DR radios using a simple GUI
 interface. In the Mission Planner (top right) select the Com port that your “ground” 3DR radio is connected to and
 57k as the baud rate. Then press Control-A, and it will open this window. Click on “Load Settings” and it will
 populate it with data similar to that shown (the remote radio’s settings will only show if it is also powered on and
 connected to APM running current APM:Plane or APM:Copter code).

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/3DR-Radio-V2.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/3dr-radio-pinout.jpg
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 This is the recommended configuration method for most users.

Using a FTDI-to-USB cable to configure 3DR radios
If the previous paragraphs don’t work try the following…

Connect everything, Configure 3DR ground radio
Connect your 3DR air radio with FTDI-to-USB cable to your computer USB port & note Com port #

Use Windows > Device Manager > Ports to identify com port #
You’ll know the FTDI cable is correctly oriented on the air radio when a green LED blinks.

Connect the 3DR ground radio to a USB port on your PC & note Com port # * In MP Flight Data tab, at top
 right, set baud to 57600 & select ground radio com port #
In MP Flight, press Ctrl + A to open the radio configuration window Click on Load Settings (from the ground
 radio)
In Mission Planner radio configuration window, (MP) check the Advanced Options box
If loaded values aren’t the same as above recommended settings, make it so, then click on Save

Configure 3DR air radio
In MP at top right, select the 3DR air radio’s com port
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In MP radio configuration window, click on Load Settings (from air radio)
Edit the air radio’s settings (including Advanced Options) so they are exactly the same as the ground radio’s,
 then click on Save Settings (to air radio)
You may not be able to add a value in the Format field, that’s OK
In Mp, press Configure > 3DR Radio > enter exact same settings including advanced > click Save Settings.

Wait for both radios to connect (solid green LED)

Update firmware if above doesn’t work
Click on Update Firmware while connected to each radio in turn. Then repeat the above.

Keep in mind that while you are physically connected to a radio via a specific Com port, you can’t use the ‘Copy
 Required items to Remote’ button (there is no remote until you go wireless)

To verify wireless telemetry
Remove the FTDI to USB cable from APM
Connect the air radio to APM & LIPO
In MP > Flight Data tab > select the ground radio com port then click on Connect

 

This section of the 3DRadio wiki was contributed by the Documentation User Group (DUG)

Serial and air rates ‘one byte form’
The SERIAL_SPEED and AIR_SPEED parameters are in the same form that APM uses for the SERIAL3_SPEED
 EEPROM parameter. It is the rate in kbps, truncated to an integer. So ‘9’ means 9600 baud, ’38’ means 38400,
 ‘115’ means 115200 etc.
Choosing the air data rate
 The key parameter that controls the range of your radios is the AIR_SPEED. The default is 64 (which is 64kbps)
 will give you a range of over a kilometre with small omni antennas. The lower you set the AIR_SPEED the longer
 your range, although lowering the AIR_SPEED also lowers how much data you can send over the link.

The radio firmware can only support 13 possible air date rates, which are 2, 4, 8, 16, 19, 24, 32, 48, 64, 96, 128,
 192 and 250. If your application needs a different air rate for some reason then we can potentially add it to the
 register tables. If you choose an unsupported air rate then the next highest rate from the supported list will be
 chosen.

What air data rate you choose will depend on the following factors
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what range you need
what data rate you will be sending
whether you primarily send in one direction, or both
whether you have ECC enabled
whether you have an APM firmware with adaptive flow control

For most telemetry applications you will primarily be sending data mostly in one direction, from the aircraft to the
 ground station. For most people, the amount of data sent from the ground station to the aircraft is small, just an
 occasional control packet plus heartbeat packets.

If you are using a joystick to control your aircraft then you will be sending a lot more data from the ground station
 to the aircraft, and in that case you may find a higher AIR_SPEED is needed, although your range will be
 reduced.

The ECC parameter makes a big difference to the data rate you can support at a given AIR_SPEED. If you have
 ECC set to zero, then no error correcting information is sent, and the radio uses a simple 16 bit CRC to detect
 transmission errors. In that case your radio will be able to support data transfers in one direction of around 90% of
 the AIR_SPEED.

If you enable ECC (which is highly recommended), then the data rate you can support is halved. The ECC system
 doubles the size of the data sent by the radios. It is worth it however, as the bit error rate will drop dramatically,
 and you are likely to get a much more reliable link at longer ranges.

If you have the latest APM firmware (APM:Plane 2.33 or later, or APM:Copter 2.54 or later) then the APM will
 automatically adapt its telemetry rates to what the radio can handle, by using MAVLink RADIO packets injected
 into the MAVLink streams by the radios firmware. That allows you to ‘oversubscribe’ your link, by setting up a
 SERIAL_SPEED larger than what the radios can actually handle.

The other factor in choosing the air data rate is the TDM ‘sync time’. The two radios need to work out each others
 frequency hopping pattern. They do this by slowly changing the receive channel while rapidly changing the
 transmit channel. This process of getting in sync with the other radio takes just a few seconds at high air data
 rates, but gets slower for low air data rates.

For most amateur UAV applications the default AIR_SPEED of 64 with ECC enabled will be good.

Error Correction
As mentioned above, the radios support a 12/24 Golay error correcting code if you set the ECC parameter to 1.
 This means that for every 12 bits of data the radio will send 24 bits, calculating the bits using Golay code lookup
 tables. The process is reversed on the receiving end, and allows the radio to correct bit errors of up to 3 bits in
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 every 12 bits send (i.e. 25% bit error rate).

The downside of the ECC option is that it halves your available data bandwidth, but in most cases this is worth it,
 as you are able to sustain a reliable link over longer ranges. You will also get a lot less ‘noise’ in the serial stream.

MAVLink framing
If you set the MAVLINK option to 1 or 2 then the radio will do ‘MAVLink framing’. The MAVLink protocol is
 used by APM for transmitting telemetry date to a ground station. When MAVLink framing is used, the radio will
 try to align radio packets with MAVLink packet boundaries. This means that if a packet is lost you don’t end up
 with half a MAVLink packet being seen by the receiver. That partial packet would appear as line noise on your
 ground stations console.

If you set MAVLINK to 2, then in addition to doing MAVLink framing the radio will look for RC_OVERRIDE
 packets (used for joysticks) and ensure that those packets get sent as quickly as possible.  This option is useful if
 you are using a tablet based joystick for control.

The radio firmware will try to fit multiple MAVLink packets into one radio packet where possible for maximum
 efficiency. The highest radio packet size is 252 bytes.

The radio firmware supports both the MAVLink 0.9 and the MAVLink 1.0 transmission formats.

MAVLink reporting
If you have MAVLINK set to 1, then the radio firmware will also look for MAVLink HEARTBEAT messages
 coming from the serial connection. If it sees a HEARTBEAT message then it knows that the MAVLink protocol
 is in use, and it will start injecting MAVLink ‘RADIO’ status packets into the the serial stream.

The RADIO packets contain information about the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) level at both ends of
 the link, allowing the ground station or aircraft to take action in case the link quality falls too low.

The RADIO packets also contain information about error rates, and how full the serial transmit buffer is (as a
 percentage). The latest APM firmware can use this information to automatically adapt the telemetry stream rates
 to the data rate that the radios can sustain.

Power levels
You need to be very careful to configure your radios to stay within the legal power limits of the country you are
 operating in. The default power level of 20dBm is fine for the US and Australia, as up to 30dBm is allowed by the
 LIPD class licenses there in the 915-928MHz frequency band for a frequency hopping radio. So as long as your
 antennas have a gain of less than 10dBi you should be within the ISM rules.
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The radio cannot support arbitrary power levels. It can only support the power levels given in the following table

Power (dBm) Power (milliWatts)

1 1.3

2 1.6

5 3.2

8 6.3

11 12.5

14 25

17 50

20 100

If you choose an unsupported power level the radio will choose the next highest power level from the above table.

Please carefully check the EIRP (Equivalent isotropically radiated power) power limits for your country, making
 sure you take into account the antenna gain. The 3DR radio is a ‘DIY’ radio part and it is entirely your
 responsibility to ensure any use of it is compliant with local rules.

For example, if your local rules allow for a maximum of 30dBm (1W) EIRP, then if you use a amplifier with a
 12dB transmit gain, and an antenna with 3dBi gain, then you will need to set TXPOWER to at most 14.

If you don’t know how to calculate it, we’ve made a tutorial for you here:
Understanding dB, Watts and dBm

 .

Using the AT command set
The 3DR radios support a variant of the Hayes ‘AT’ modem command set for configuration.

If you connect with a serial console to a 3DR radio at the current serial baud rate, you can tell the radio to enter
 AT command mode by entering the sequence ‘+++’. To prevent data being seen as the command sequence there
 is a guard time required, so make sure you type nothing on the serial link for 1 second before and after you enter
 the sequence.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-db-watt-dbm/
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When you enter AT command mode you will receive a ‘OK’ prompt from the radio and it will stop displaying data
 sent from the other radio.

Once in AT command mode, you can give the radio either ‘AT’ commands to control the local radio, or (if
 successfully connected) you can use ‘RT’ commands to control the remote radio.

The AT commands available are:

ATI – show radio version
ATI2 – show board type
ATI3 – show board frequency
ATI4 – show board version
ATI5 – show all user settable EEPROM parameters
ATI6 – display TDM timing report
ATI7 – display RSSI signal report
ATO – exit AT command mode
ATSn? – display radio parameter number ‘n’
ATSn=X – set radio parameter number ‘n’ to ‘X’
ATZ – reboot the radio
AT&W – write current parameters to EEPROM
AT&F – reset all parameters to factory default
AT&T=RSSI – enable RSSI debug reporting
AT&T=TDM – enable TDM debug reporting
AT&T – disable debug reporting

all of these commands, except for ATO, may be used on a connected remote radio by replacing ‘AT’ with ‘RT’.

Perhaps the most useful command is ‘ATI5′ which displays all user settable EEPROM parameters. That will
 produce a report like this:

S0: FORMAT=22

 S1: SERIAL_SPEED=57

 S2: AIR_SPEED=64

 S3: NETID=25

 S4: TXPOWER=20

 S5: ECC=1

 S6: MAVLINK=1

 S7: OPPRESEND=1

 S8: MIN_FREQ=915000

 S9: MAX_FREQ=928000
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 S10: NUM_CHANNELS=50

 S11: DUTY_CYCLE=100

 S12: LBT_RSSI=0 

 S13: MANCHESTER=0

 S14: RTSCTS=0

 S15: MAX_WINDOW=131

The first column is the S register to set if you want to change that parameter. So for example, to set the transmit
 power to 10dBm, use ‘ATS4=10′.

Most parameters only take effect on the next reboot. So the usual pattern is to set the parameters you want, then
 use ‘AT&W’ to write the parameters to EEPROM, then reboot using ‘ATZ’. The exception is the transmit power,
 which changes immediately (although it will revert to the old setting on reboot unless you use AT&W).

The meaning of the parameter is as follows:

FORMAT – this is for EEPROM format version. Don’t change it
SERIAL_SPEED – this is the serial speed in ‘one byte form’ (see below)
AIR_SPEED – this is the air data rate in ‘one byte form’
NETID – this is the network ID. It must be the same for both your radios
TXPOWER – this is the transmit power in dBm. The maximum is 20dBm
ECC – this enables/disables the golay error correcting code
MAVLINK – this controls MAVLink framing and reporting. 0=no mavlink framing, 1=frame mavlink, 2=low
 latency mavlink
MIN_FREQ – minimum frequency in kHz
MAX_FREQ – maximum frequency in kHz
NUM_CHANNELS – number of frequency hopping channels
DUTY_CYCLE – the percentage of time to allow transmit
LBT_RSSI – Listen Before Talk threshold (see docs below)
MAX_WINDOW – max transmit window in msecs, 131 is the default, 33 recommended for low latency (but
 lower bandwidth)

For two radios to communicate the following must be the same at both ends of the link:

the radio firmware version
the AIR_SPEED
the MIN_FREQ
the MAX_FREQ
the NUM_CHANNELS
the NETID
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the ECC setting
the LBT_RSSI setting
the MAX_WINDOW setting

the other settings may be different at either end of the link, although you will usually set them up the same at both
 ends.

Support for different countries/regions
It is very important that you find out what the local country or region regulations are on frequency, hopping
 channels and power levels and configure your 3DR Radios correctly for your local rules.

Here is some general information to help you get started.

Region Radio
 Model

Settings Standard

USA 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ902000 MAX_FREQ928000
 NUM_CHANNELS=50

FCC 15.247

Canada 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
902000 MAX_FREQ
 928000 NUM_CHANNELS=50

RSS-210 Annex 8.1

Australia 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
915000 MAX_FREQ
 928000 NUM_CHANNELS>=20

LIPD-2000 item 52

Australia 3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433050 MAX_FREQ
 434790 TXPOWER<=14

LIPD-2000 item 17

Europe (most
 countries)

3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
434040 MAX_FREQ
 434790 TXPOWER<
8 NUM_CHANNELS>
 30

ETSI EN300 220 7.2.3

Europe (most
 countries)

3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433050 MAX_FREQ
 434790 TXPOWER<
8 DUTY_CYCLE
 10

ETSI EN300 220 7.2.3

United Kingdom 3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433050 MAX_FREQ
 434790 TXPOWER<
8 DUTY_CYCLE
 10

IR2030/1/10

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/spectrum/spectrum-policy-area/spectrum-management/research-guidelines-tech-info/interface-requirements/IR_2030.pdf
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New Zealand 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
921000 MAX_FREQ
 928000

Notice 2007, Schedule 1

New Zealand 3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433050 MAX_FREQ
 434790

Notice 2007, Schedule 1

Brazil 3DR 433 MIN_FREQ
433000 MAX_FREQ
 435000 TXPOWER<=8

252315&assuntoPublicacao
null&caminhoRel
 In%EDcio-Biblioteca-
Apresenta%E7%E3o&filtro
1&documentoPath
 252315.pdf”>Resolu??o ANATEL
 n?506/2008

Brazil 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
902000 MAX_FREQ
 907500 NUM_CHANNELS>=11

Resolu??o ANATEL n?506/2008

Brazil 3DR 900 MIN_FREQ
915000 MAX_FREQ
 928000 NUM_CHANNELS>=26

Resolu??o ANATEL n?506/2008

We’d be delighted to add more countries to this table! Please post the information on the forums, giving links to
 the applicable regulations and information on what it all means. Also, please point out any inaccuracies in the
 existing table.

Note that the above table is for most users without any special license. If you are have an application specific
 license or have a HAM license then you should know what rules are applicable to you.

Finally, compliance is your responsibility. The 3DR radio is a ‘DIY’ radio part and you need to ensure what
 whatever you build meets local regulations. Please check your local rules carefully.

Available Frequency Ranges
The following table may be helpful matching your local radio regulations to the two radio models available

Radio Minimum Frequency (MHz) Maximum Frequency (MHz)

3DR 433 414.0 454.0

3DR 900 895.0 935.0

Duty Cycle setting
Most users will want to set the DUTY_CYCLE to 100. The DUTY_CYCLE is the maximum percentage of time
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 that the radio will transmit packets.

The reason the duty cycle is included is that some regions of the world allow for higher transmit power or more
 frequencies if you have a duty cycle below a given threshold. So for example in Europe you can transmit on a
 wider range of frequencies in the 433 band if your duty cycle is below 10%.

When you set a duty cycle below 100% then your available bandwidth will be reduced, so you will find it will
 only work well for telemetry at higher baud rates. It is still quite practical to get good telemetry from an APM
 with a 10% duty cycle, as telemetry traffic is quite ‘bursty’, so the average transmit time is not generally high
 anyway.

For example, you can easily receive all telemetry streams at 2Hz with AIR_SPEED set to 128, ECC enabled and a
 DUTY_CYCLE set to 10.

You can also set a radio to receive only by setting the DUTY_CYCLE to 0. That will work best if you set
 NUM_CHANNELS to a low number, as otherwise the clock synchronisation will be poor.

Low latency mode
The 3DR radio can be configured to use ‘low latency mode’ to improve performance for things like tablet based
 joysticks etc…  The two parameters you should set to enable this mode are as follows:

Set MAVLINK to 2.  This turns on special checking for the RC_OVERRIDE packets used in joystick control,
 to allow those packets to always be sent first.  If you are using mavlink (you probably are) there are no
 downsides for choosing this setting.
Change MAX_WINDOW from the default of 131 to 33.  This will ensure that the GCS can send a packet to the
 vehicle at least once every 33 msecs.  It is worth noting that this will lower the available bandwidth, so if you
 need absolute maximum bandwidth you are best off with the default of 131.  Both radios on a channel
 must have the same value for this parameter, or they will not be able to talk to each other.

Listen Before Talk (LBT)
The 3DR Radio can implement ‘listen before talk’ (LBT) functionality to allow it to comply with a wider range of
 regional regulatory requirements. LBT is a system where the radio is required to listen for a period of time and see
 no signal from other radios before it is allowed to transmit. By using a non-zero LBT_RSSI value your radio will
 become more ‘polite’, by waiting until everyone else has stopped transmitting before starting to transmit itself.

To enable LBT in your radio you need to set the LBT_RSSI threshold. This is the signal strength that the radio
 considers to be an indication that the channel is busy. If you set LBT_RSSI to zero then LBT is disabled.

The minimum non-zero setting is 25 which is a few dB above the receive sensitivity of the radio (-121 dBm). To
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 setup LBT_RSSI you need to know what signal level your local radio regulations require for LBT functionality.
 Each increment in LBT_RSSI above 25 is roughly equal to 0.5dB above the radios receive sensitivity. So if you
 set LBT_RSSI to 40 then the radio will consider the channel to be free if the signal strength is less than 7.5dB
 above the receiver sensitivity.

Alternatively, you can use this formula to get the received signal strength in dBm:

signal_dBm = (RSSI / 1.9) - 127

This formula is approximate, but quite close. See the Si1000 data sheet for a more precise graph.

You will need to lookup your local regulatory requirements to see what LBT_RSSI setting you should use.

The LBT implementation in the 3DR radio uses a minimum listen time of 5ms, plus randomised listen time as per
 the European 9.2.2.2 rules.

Note that in many regions you need to implement LBT in conjunction with AFA (Adaptive Frequency Agility).
 The 3DR Radio implements AFA as long as you have NUM_CHANNELS set to more than 1.

Technical Details
When evaluating if this radio meets your local regulations it may be helpful to know what technology it uses.

The firmware implements frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) with synchronous adaptive time division
 multiplexing (TDM).

Specifically, the radio divides up the frequency range between MIN_FREQ+delta and MAX_FREQ-delta into
 NUM_CHANNELS channels. The ‘delta’ value is a guard range to ensure that we stay well away from the edges
 of the allowed band. The guard range is set to half a channel width. The channel width is defined as:

channel_width = (MAX_FREQ - MIN_FREQ) / (NUM_CHANNELS+2)

Additionally, the radio skews the base frequency by up to one channel using a random seed based on NETID. This
 means that two radios using different NETID numbers use slightly different frequencies.

The radios use GFSK (Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying) for transmission on a particular frequency.

The TDM works by dividing up time into slices, based on multiples of 16 microsecond ticks. The time slicing is
 designed to give a maximum dwell time on any frequency of 0.4s (this is to meet US regulations). The TDM
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 algorithm then works as follows:

the EEPROM parameters determine a set of TDM parameters, particularly the transmit window and silence
 period, both are in 16 microsecond units. You can view the results using ATI6.
the transmit window is scaled to allow for 3 full sized packets to be transmitted
the silence period is equal to twice the packet latency, for the given data rate
The two radios synchronise their clocks automatically by adding 13 bits of timestamp information to all
 packets. The timestamp is in 16 microsecond units.
Each radio only transmits when it is ‘their turn’. So a radio gets one transmit window worth of time, then there
 is a silence period when neither radio transmits, then the other radio gets its turn. We never have the situation
 where both radios transmit at the same time
the transmit channels are organised into a random sequence based on the NETID
the frequency is changed to the next channel twice for each full TDM round, during the silence periods
when not transmitting, data that comes in over the serial port is buffered in a 2048 byte buffer
to prevent the buffer from getting too much data (which increases latency and risks overflow) the radios send
 information on how full the buffer is to the connected device. The APM code adapts its telemetry rates by
 small amounts to keep the amount of buffered data reasonable.
The TDM algorithm is also adaptive, in the sense that when it is the turn of radio A to transmit, it can send a
 small token to radio B saying “I don’t need to send anything right now, you can take the rest of my timeslice”.
 That is how the link auto-balances for asymmetric loads
during the initial search for another radio, and any time the link is lost, the radios go into a mode where they
 move the receiving frequency very slowly but move the transmit frequency at the normal rate. This allows the
 two radios to find each other for initial clock sync. How long this takes depends on the number of channels, the
 air data rate and the packet loss rate.

In some regions you may need to know the distribution of radiated energy within each channel. That depends on a
 number of factors, but mostly the frequency deviation used for the GFSK modulation. The following formula will
 give you an estimate of the frequency deviation:

frequency_deviation = air_data_rate * 1.2    min freq deviation = 40    max 

freq deviation = 159

where frequency_deviation is in kHz and the air_data_rate is in kilo bits per second.

Using a bi-directional amplifier for very long range
You can combined a 3DR Radio with a bi-directional amplifier in order to extend the range to very long distances.

We have had a lot of success testing amplifiers made by
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Shireen

 . In particular, Shireen were kind enough to donate a 900MHz amplifier which we tested with a pair of 900MHz
 3DR radios.

This amplifier gives 12dB transmit gain, and 18dB receive gain, automatically switching between transmit and
 receive modes when the radio starts and stops transmitting. It can either run on 5V from a UBEC, or can use a
 builtin switching regulator with a 2S or 3S !LiPo.

We tested this amplifier at one end of a 7.6km link between two hills in Canberra, Australia. At one end we had a
 simple wire antenna, and at the other end we had a cheap eBay 3.5dBi omni antenna, plus the Shireen amplifier.

This was the test rig at the end without the amplifier

https://www.shireeninc.com/
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With the following setting:

S0: FORMAT=22

 S1: SERIAL_SPEED=9

 S2: AIR_SPEED=24

 S3: NETID=25

 S4: TXPOWER=14

 S5: ECC=1

 S6: MAVLINK=1

 S7: OPPRESEND=1

 S8: MIN_FREQ=915000

 S9: MAX_FREQ=928000

 S10: NUM_CHANNELS=50

we found that we got a great link at 7.6 km range. We then progressively lowered the transmit power at each end
 of the link in order to measure the ‘fade margin’, which allows us to estimate how far the radios could transmit at
 full power. We found that the fade margin was about 12dB at both ends, which implies that the radios should have
 been able to sustain a link at approximately 4x the range we tested over.
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Note that if you use an amplifier (or high gain antenna) you need to be very careful not to exceed the EIRP level
 that your local rules allow.

Monitoring the link quality
You can use the MAVLink support in the 3DR Radios to monitor the link quality while flying, if your ground
 station supports it.

The two key message parameters are RADIO.rssi and RADIO.remrssi. The first is the RSSI (signal strength) level
 that the local radio is receiving at. The remrssi parameter is the RSSI that the remote radio is receiving at.

Here is a typical graph of the RSSI levels for a flight at my local flying field.

The RSSI value scales approximately as 1.9x the dBm signal strength, plus an offset. See the Si1000 data sheet for
 the exact mapping between RSSI and dBm received signal strength, or use this approximate formula

signal_dBm = (RSSI / 1.9) - 127

The reason the RSSI varies so much during this flight is that the signal is attenuated when the plane is rolled over
 in a turn as I was using a simple wire antenna in the plane. The RSSI values for this flight were plenty high
 enough for the link quality to be excellent throughout the flight using the default radio parameters.

What range can I expect?
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The most common question about a telemetry radio is what range you can get with it. It is also a difficult question
 to answer, as it depends on so many factors.

We have done a lot of test flights to try to gauge what the practical range of these radios is with small
 omnidirectional antennas and no amplifiers. Here is a typical result:

In this case the 3DR 900 radios were setup with default parameters, except that the TXPOWER had been set to 2
 dBm, which means they were transmitting with just 1.6% of their maximum power. Theoretically, a radios range
 doubles with each additional 6 dB of transmit power, so the range achieved with this test should be about 1/8 of
 the range that the radios can achieve at an air rate of 64kbps. That is why the above graph shows the distance in
 meters times 8. This was on a tiny SkyFun model, and I wanted to keep the plane where I could see it, which is
 why I did the test with reduced transmit power rather than just flying it a long distance.

The radios kept a perfect link throughout this flight, so we are confident that these radios will achieve a few
 kilometers range in practice. In this particular case I was flying with a small ‘wire’ antenna in the SkyFun and was
 using a cheap eBay 3.5dBi antenna on the ground station.

Of course, the range would be considerably better if I had dropped the air data rate. I find 64kbps to be a good rate
 for general use, but I tend to use 24 kbps if I am wanting to test at longer ranges.

The range of these radios has also been confirmed by other users. For example, I was sent a log showing a good
 link kept over a flight of 4.5km from the base station, using default radio settings for a 3DR 900 radio. That was
 using a small omni antenna in the plane, and a 8dB patch antenna on the ground station. The signal level in the
 log suggests it could have gone quite a bit further.
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Diagnosing range problems
If you get less range than you would expect from the above information then what you need to do is graph the
 noise and signal levels from a flight to work out what the problem is.

The most common source of range problems is noise. Noise is unwanted radio emissions in the same frequency
 range that your radio is using that interferes with the operation of your radio. The 3DR radios have telemetry
 logging built in to help you diagnose the source of the noise.

There are three key types of noise that are likely to affect your 3DR radios

noise from the electronics in your aircraft (such as your motor, ESC, APM etc)
noise from your ground station computer, especially its USB bus
noise from other people operating radios nearby that are on the same frequency as your 3DR radios

To work out what sort of noise you have, open up mission planner and choose the “telemetry logs” tab. Then
 choose “Tlog>
 Kml or Graph”. When the window pops up choose “Graph Log” and select a log from a test flight with your
 radios. Wait for the log to load, then choose the following items to log:

rssi
remrssi
noise
remnoise

Put all 4 values on the one graph. You will end up with a plot like this:
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That graph shows you 4 things:

the amount of signal being received on the ground
the amount of signal being received in the aircraft
the amount of noise being received on the ground
the amount of noise being received in the aircraft

For the best possible range you want the two noise lines to be low, and the two signal lines to be high. In the above
 graph (taken from my SkyFun with a pair of 3DR-433 radios) you can see that the noise levels in the plane are
 higher than the noise levels on the ground. Also note that at the start of the flight (before I started the motor) the
 noise levels on the plane were lower, then they went up after I started the motor. That shows I’m getting some
 noise from my motor. If I wanted more range I would need to move the radio further from the motor and ESC.

Perhaps the most common source of noise with the 3DR-433 is noise from the USB bus on your ground station.
 That shows up as high values for the RADIO.noise value. If you get this, then you could try using a different USB
 cable, or a different laptop. You can also try using a USB hub between your laptop and your radio.

If the ‘rssi’ and ‘noise’ levels meet on the graph then you will lose the link. To determine what your range would
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 be, a rough rule of thumb is to subtract the ‘rssi’ and ‘noise’ numbers, then divide by 2. That tells you your “fade
 margin” in decibels. For each 6dB of fade margin your range doubles. So if you have 18dB of fade margin, then
 you will be able to do roughly 8x whatever range you were at when you measured the margin.

Another key source of range problems is the antenna placement. Your ground station antenna should be well clear
 of obstructions and a couple of meters off the ground. You may need to build a stand to hold it to get the best
 range.

Upgrading your radio firmware
The firmware for the 3DR radios is open source, and new features are regularly added. You should check for new
 releases regularly to get the most from your radios.

The easiest way to upgrade is using the APM Mission Planner. Go into the 3DR Radio configuration screen and
 use the ‘Upload Firmware’ button.

After you upgrade please carefully check all your settings. A firmware update may change your settings to the
 default values if the EEPROM format has changed.

We also encourage you to get involved in the development of the firmware. Start by looking at the
firmware source code

 and contribute some patches!

Forcing bootloader mode
If you somehow manage to get your radio in a state where you can’t upload a new firmware via the Mission
 Planner then you may need to force the radio into bootloader mode.

The way firmware upload normally works is the planner connects to the radio and sends a AT&UPDATE
 command to put the radio into bootloader mode ready to receive a new firmware. That only works if the planner
 can send AT commands to the radio.

If you can’t send AT commands, then you can force bootloader mode by shorting the CTS and GROUND pins on
 the radio while powering on. The red LED will light up when in bootloader mode.

On the air radios the CTS and GROUND pins are easy to find, as they are marked on the back of the radio (they
 are two of the FTDI connector pins). On the USB radios it isn’t as obvious, so this diagram may help:

https://github.com/tridge/SiK
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After you have the radio in bootloader mode you should be able to upload a firmware.

3DR Radio Discussion Forum
The best place to get involved with the development or tuning of these radios is the
3DR Radios forum . Join in on the forum to help make these radios even better!

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=22
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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The 3DR Bluetooth Data Link  can be used to connect your APM2 or Pixhawk to your bluetooth enabled PC or
 Android Ground station at distances up to 50m.

Contents
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Connecting to the Pixhawk or APM2.x
The 3DR blue tooth data link comes with both a DF13 6 pin and 6-to-5 pin connector which make it easy to
 connect to the Pixhawk Telem1 or APM2.x’s Telem ports.  Note that for the Pixhawk, although Telem1 is the
 recommendation, Telem2 or even Serial 4/5 will work.

 Once you have connected the Bluetooth data link you can power up the board.  It is OK to use USB connected
 power while using the Bluetooth module connected to the Ardupilot or PixHawk the USB connection can supply
 enough power BUT YOU MUST USE A WALL WART with Micro or Mini USB).

Bluetooth data link’s LEDs:

Red LED blinks at 1hz : device is working, not connected
Red LED blinks at 0.5z : pairing
Red LED solid : connected

Quick Start connecting with Mission Planner
If you are familiar with Bluetooth, search for Bluetooth Device HC-05 or 6 (some may have Linvor as well) ,
 Pair with device (code 1234 or 0000) check it’s properties and look at the services tab. Make sure SPP com port
 box is checked (only there if your Bluetooth device is active) Look in Device Manager (Windows) and make
 sure there is a Com Port for the Bluetooth and in the com port properties set the baud rate to 57600 (note the
 Com Port number).

For use with Mission Planner on the Configure/Tuning tab make sure and UNCHECK the box “Reset on USB

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/Telemetry_Bluetooth_PixhawkAPM2.png
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 Connect”

The default Baud Rate for the 3DR Bluetooth Module is 57600 (most other modules are 9600) Be sure when you
 connect it is at 57600 and for the new Com Port you saw in Device Manager.

When you power up the PixHawk or APM with the Bluetooth the module will flash at 1hz the red LED when not
 connected. When Paring it will flash at .5 Hz and when connected it will be steady on.

And your done! You can now use your Bluetooth telemetry for up to about 50m range. (your range may vary
 depending on back ground noise and conditions in your area)

If you have problems connecting or you don’t know Bluetooth very well or you want to change the default Baud
 Rate or Device Name, read on for the step by step process.

Step-by-Step connecting with Mission Planner

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/mp.jpg
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Many PCs and Laptops have bluetooth adapters built in but if not then you can use a generic USB Bluetooth
 dongle (pic above) or use an additional 3DR Bluetooth Data Link connected via an FTDI Cable .

After first making sure your Pixhawk/APM2 is powered on, and your PC’s bluetooth dongle is plugged in and
 installed, click on the Windows task bar’s little up triangle (aka “show hidden icons”) which should be on the
 bottom right of the screen.

 The “hidden icons box” should appear.  Right-mouse-button-click on the BlueTooth icon and select “show
 Bluetooth devices”

 Windows should bring up the devices box. Any devices you may already have connected by Bluetooth will be in
 this box. If you have not connected any BT devices before this box will be empty. Select “Add a device”.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/Mini_Bluetooth_Dongle.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/bluetooth-data-link
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/ftdi-cable-3-3v
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/task-bar.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/BT.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/BT-1.jpg
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 Windows will search for BT devices for you. If you have any BT devices turned on they will show up here (like
 perhaps your cell phone) ignore any other devices and select the HC-05 or HC-06 (or Linvor) .

 Select Paring using device code.

Enter the device code (1234 or 0000) this is the default code.

 Once paired right click the device and select “properties” The check box for Comm Port SPP should be checked
 (also note the com port number).

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/BT-3.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/discovery.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/pairing.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/pin.png
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 In device manager select Com Ports
 Choose the comm port you noted in the above step.
 Right click and select “properties”
 Change baud rate to 57600
 Once again start Mission Planner and go to the Configure/Tuning tab and make sure you UNCHECK the box
 “Reset on USB connect”

Your Bluetooth device should now be ready and you can connect to the proper port at the proper baud rate of
 57600 (red LED steady on and not flashing)

Connecting From your Android ground station
These instructions will show you how to connect to your vehicle from AndroPilot or DroidPlanner 2 running on 
 NExus 7 tablet using the Bluetooth module.

Open the Android device’s settings application and turn Bluetooth connectivity ON (usually by sliding a slider to
 the right).  In the same settings screen click on “Bluetooth” which should cause a list of AVAILABLE
 DEVICES to appear

Power the vehicle and the “HC-06″ device should appear.  Click on it and enter “1234” or “0000” as the PIN to
 pair with the device, then select OK.

The device will appear under “PAIRED DEVICES”

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/properties.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/mp.jpg
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If using DroidPlanner:

open the Droid Planner settings, and select Telemetry Connection Type, Bluetooth.
In the main DroidPlanner interface, select Connect, and select the paired Bluetooth
 device.

If using AndroPilot:

a “bluetooth” button should appear on the screen, click it

When live data appears on the screen, you’re ready to start mission planning.

How to Change Baud Rate, Device Name and Device PIN
You will need a FTDI to USB cable to change any of the configurations of the device (not supplied) It is not
 necessary to change anything in order for your BT device to function properly it will function quite well as
 supplied. This is for reference and your convenience only!

To change the above you need a “Terminal” emulator program. You can not use “Putty” (a popular serial port
 tool)  because it will not accept “line” commands. The Bluetooth Modules read the input at a rate of once per
 second therefore you must use an emulator that will allow you to input an entire line before hitting “send”. You
 can use the Arduino IDE to send commands to the com port if you are familiar with that. I use  “Advanced Serial
 Port Terminal” but any terminal emulator that allows you to type in a line of text before hitting send will work
 just a good.

Change the Baud Rate:
The index  after the command AT+BAUD corresponds to the following baud rate:

1—-1200bps
 2—-2400bps
 3—-4800bps
 4—-9600bps
 5—-19200bps
 6—-38400bps
 7—-57600bps
 8—-115200bps

There are additional baud rates. Warning! do not set these baud rates unless you have a special fast UART chip.
 If you don’t know do not use these rates they are beyond the standard PC UART speed and once set you will
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 loose communication with the device and the only way to contact the device after that will be with a high speed
 UART.  (these are for reference only)

9—-230400bps
 A—-460800bps
 B—-921600bps
 C—-1382400bps

The change of Baud rate takes effect immediately after the command is sent. So if you
 want to keep configuring the Bluetooth module, you need to set the Baud rate of your
 terminal program to the new Baud rate the Bluetooth is using. To test it, send AT again,
 you should receive ‘OK’

Change the Device Name
This example show you how to change the name of the Bluetooth module to Ardupilot: In
 the terminal program, send the command (case sensitive):

AT+NAMEArdupilot

The Bluetooth should reply:

OKsetname

Change the Device PIN
The following example shows how to change the pairing code to 5566 In the terminal
 program, send the command (case sensitive):

AT+PIN5566

The Bluetooth should reply:

OKsetPIN

Troubleshooting
You can test the device by making a loopback from TX to RX.
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Open your terminal program select the correct comm port and in terminal type anything you like. If you see the
 test displayed then your device is working properly. If you do not see the text you typed and you have selected
 the correct comm port and your device is paired and connected (red LED solid on not flashing) then you may
 have a problem with your device.

Specs
Dimensions : 1.4” x 0.6” x 0.17”
 Weight 9.6 g (0.3 oz)
 Operation voltage: 3.6 to 6 V
 I/O level: 3.3 V
 Typical -80dBm sensitivity
 Up to +4dBm RF transmit power
 UART interface with programmable baud rate
 Default baud rate: 57600

Supported baud rates: 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200,38400, 57600, 115200, 230400, 460800
 Pairing code: 1234 or 0000
 Auto-connect to the last device on power as default
 Permit pairing device to connect as default
 Integrated antenna
 Range: 50 m

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/07/bluetooth-loopback.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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The RFD900 Radio Modem is a high powered 900Mhz, ISM band radio modem designed for long
 range serial communication.  Ranges of 15km and much higher have been reported.

The hardware is closed source but the software is open and is based on the same software that runs
 on the 3DR Radio meaning configuration and setup is extremely similar and these radios can even be
 paired with a 900Mhz 3DR radio (i.e. you may choose to use one RFD900 on the ground, and a 3DR
 radio in the aircraft).

The radio can be purchased or the RFDesign Online store and jDrones.

Discussion Forum
The best place to discuss these radios including set-up issues is on Seppo’s RFD900 discussion on
 diydrones.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-RFD900
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 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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FrSky telemetry can be used to transmit some vehicle information down to your FrSky transmitter
 (including the Taranis).  Instructions for the set-up are below and these are largely based upon
 information from the Pixhawk website.

This feature is only officially supported on the Pixhawk (running AC3.2 or higher) but there is a DIY
 solution for the APM2.x here.
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What you will need for D-Receiver
FrSky D telemetry capable receiver such as the FrSky D4R-II from 3DRobotics.
FrSky D telemetry capable transmitter such as the Taranis which runs the OpenTX open source
 transmitter software.
TTL-to-RS232 converter such as the FrSky FUL-1 which is sold by many retailers including these on
 ebay.
DF13 6 position connector which will be cut and soldered to the TTL-to-RS232 converter
Molex Picoblade 4 position telemetry wire which will be cut and soldered to the TTL-to-RS232
 converter (should be included with the receiver)

X-Receiver setup

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/Telemetry_FrSky_Pixhawk.png
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/frsky-d4r-ii-receiver
http://www.frsky-rc.com/product/pro.php?pro_id=113
https://github.com/opentx/opentx
https://github.com/opentx/opentx
http://www.frsky-rc.com/product/pro.php?pro_id=34
http://www.ebay.com/sch/i.html?_trksid=p2050601.m570.l1313.TR11.TRC1.A0.H0.Xfrsky+ful-1.TRS0&_nkw=frsky+ful-1&_sacat=0&_from=R40
http://www.ebay.com/sch/i.html?_trksid=p2050601.m570.l1313.TR11.TRC1.A0.H0.Xfrsky+ful-1.TRS0&_nkw=frsky+ful-1&_sacat=0&_from=R40
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/df13-6-position-connector-15-cm
http://www.molex.com/molex/products/family?key=picoblade&channel=products&chanName=family&pageTitle=Introduction&parentKey=wire_to_board_connectors
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What you will need for X-Receiver
FrSky X telemetry capable receiver such as the FrSky X4R, X6R or X8R .
FrSky X telemetry capable transmitter such as the Taranis which runs the OpenTX open source
 transmitter software.
TTL-to-RS232 converter such as the FrSky FUL-1 which is sold by many retailers including these on
 ebay.
SPC cable such as SPC Cable
DF13 6 position connector which will be cut and soldered to the TTL-to-RS232 converter
Molex Picoblade 4 position telemetry wire which will be cut and soldered to the TTL-to-RS232
 converter (should be included with the receiver)

Setup through the mission planner
To enable the FrSky Telemetry output on the Pixhawk’s Telem2 port, please connect with the Mission
 Planner and then open the Config/Tuning >> Full Parmeter List page and set the
 SERIAL2_PROTOCOL parameter to “2” for D-Receiver and “3” for X-Receiver

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2015/01/Telemetry_FrSky_Pixhawk-SPORT.png
http://www.frsky-rc.com/product/pro.php?pro_id=113
https://github.com/opentx/opentx
https://github.com/opentx/opentx
http://www.frsky-rc.com/product/pro.php?pro_id=34
http://www.ebay.com/sch/i.html?_trksid=p2050601.m570.l1313.TR11.TRC1.A0.H0.Xfrsky+ful-1.TRS0&_nkw=frsky+ful-1&_sacat=0&_from=R40
http://www.ebay.com/sch/i.html?_trksid=p2050601.m570.l1313.TR11.TRC1.A0.H0.Xfrsky+ful-1.TRS0&_nkw=frsky+ful-1&_sacat=0&_from=R40
http://www.frsky-rc.com/product/pro.php?pro_id=132
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/df13-6-position-connector-15-cm
http://www.molex.com/molex/products/family?key=picoblade&channel=products&chanName=family&pageTitle=Introduction&parentKey=wire_to_board_connectors
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Transmitter set-up
Please refer to the OpenTX manual for how to control which values from the telemetry feed will be
 displayed on the transmitter’s screen.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2015/01/MP-Serial2_protocol.png
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qlh09LzxtpPt7j_aqG8yiOu2yoYMzP9XA-PJA81rDJQ/edit#heading=h.36trni4byo5x
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/Telemetry_FrSky_TXSetup.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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XBee radios (also known as ZigBee radios) are generally not recommended over the 3DR Radio and
 RFD900 Radio.  Still there may be some situations where only an XBee can be used so these high-
level instructions could be helpful.

Contents
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XBee radios are available from Sparkfun and many other robotics stores globally.  Generally you will
 need two XBee radiios (one for the ground station and one for the vehicle) along with two different
 adapter boards.  One with a USB connection for the ground station computer and another with a serial
 connection which can be connected to the flight controller as shown above.

Configuration
Click on the diagram at the top of this page to see the individual wire connections that must be made
 between the flight controller and Xbee module.  Note that in the diagram above only 4 wires are
 connected (GND, 5V, Transmit, Receiver).  The CTS and RTS (Ready-to-send) pins are left
 unconnected because although connecting them should improve the data rate during the creation of
 this wiki page we were unable to successfully connect.

With the CTS and RTS pins disconnected the BRD_SER1_RTSCTS (if using Telem1) or
 BRD_SER2_RTSCTS (if using Telem2) should be set to zero (after making the change the flight
 controller will need to be restarted).

The X-CTU application can be used to configure the XBee modules.  In particular they should be set to
 transmit at 57600 baud.

Connecting from the Ground Station
Once properly configured you should be able to connect to the vehicle from the ground station (i.e.
 Mission Planner) by selecting the appropriate COM port for the XBee and selecting the baud rate of
 57600. If the connection is successful but the download of parameter stalls please see the notes
 above re CTS and RTS.

https://www.sparkfun.com/categories/111
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/11812
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/11373
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/11373
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/11/Telemetry_XBee_MPSetup.jpg
http://www.digi.com/products/wireless-wired-embedded-solutions/zigbee-rf-modules/xctu
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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If possible it is best to power your APM, Pixhawk or PX4 flight controller with a 3DR power module to
 reduce the chances of a brownout.  Following the links below for information on these modules and
 alternatives when they cannot be used.

3DR Power Module
AttoPilot current sensor
AttoPilot current sensor with Pixhawk and 6S batteries

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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This page explains how to set up the Power Module (PM) to measure battery voltage and current
 consumption.

Contents

1 Overview
2 Connecting it to the APM 2.5 board

2.1 Note for ArduPlane users:
2.2 Note for ArduCopter users:

3 Setup through mission planner
4 Calibrating the voltage reading

Overview
The APM 2.5 has a dedicated connector for attaching the 3DR Power Module (PM) which is useful
 because:

it provides a stable 5.3V and 2.25Amp power supply to the APM which reduces the chances of
 a brown-out
allows monitoring of the battery’s voltage and current and triggering a return-to-launch when
 the voltage becomes low or the total power consumed during the flight approaches the
 battery’s capacity
allows the APM:Copter firmware to more accurately compensate for the interference on the
 compass from the PDB, ESCs and motors

The PM accepts a maximum input voltage of 18V (up to 4S Lipo battery) and maximum current of
 90Amps.
When used with an APM the full 90Amp current sensing range can be used, with the PX4/Pixhawks up to
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 60Amps can be measured.
Warning: The Power Module’s maximum input voltage is 18V, the maximum allowed by the on-board
 regulator. (4 cell LiPo max).
Warning: The Power Module does not have sufficient power for servos or high current devices
 such as FPV transmitters.

The power module does provide sufficient power for the APM, your receiver and a small electronic
 module such as a PPM encoder or 3DR telemetry radio.
You may “control” servos from the signal pin of A9, A10 and A11 on the left side of the APM but the
 servos must be powered by a separate ESC meaning you should detach jumper JP1 and use a
 separate BEC (or the BEC built into your ESCs) to power the APM’s rear power rail and then attach
 the servo’s red and black wires to the rear power rails’s middle and bottom row respectively.

Connecting it to the APM 2.5 board

The 6-pos cable plugs into the 6-pos connector on both the Power Module and APM.
Your battery connects to the Power Module’s male connector, and its female connector plugs into your
 ESC or Power Distribution Board.
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the pin mapping from the image shown above from left to right is GND, GND, Voltage measurement,
 Current measurement, 5V, 5V

Note for ArduPlane users:
You must remove the APM’s JP1 jumper when using the Power Module so your electronics are only
 powered from the Power Module’s on board regulator and not from your ESC’s built in BEC.
Removing the jumper allows you to use the APM’s servo output rail to distribute power from your ESC’s
 BEC or separate UBEC to your servos.
Plug a BEC or UBEC power wire and ground wire into two of the power and ground pins on the APM’s
 servo output rail.

Note for ArduCopter users:
You should normally remove the APM’s JP1 jumper when using the Power Module so that only your APM
 board and your receiver are powered from the Power Module’s on-board regulator and not from your
 ESCs.

Removing the jumper allows you to use the APM’s servo output rail to distribute power from your
 ESC’s BEC or separate UBEC to any servos or external equipment.
If you are using servos, plug an ESC BEC or stand alone UBEC power wire and ground wire into two
 of the power and ground pins on the APM’s servo output rail to provide a common power and ground
 bus for servo power.

You can leave the jumper present if you are using ESCs that have no BECs or if all the ESC BECs power
 wires are cut and you are not powering any servos from the servo out rail.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/3DR-current-sensor-APM-conn.jpg
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You can also individually power each servo from each individual ESC-BEC.
Simply run the power and ground from each ESC-BEC individually and directly to each servo. (Very
 handy for multicopters).

Setup through mission planner
Battery measurement is set up in the Mission Planner’s Hardware > Optional Hardware > Battery Monitor
 screen

  1   Enable voltage and current sensing by selecting:

Monitor: 4: Voltage and Current

Sensor: 4: 3DR Power Module

APM: 2: APM2.5 – 3DR Power Module

Battery Capacity: Fill in the your battery capacity in mAh

 2    Low Battery Alert from ground station

If you wish the mission planner to alert you verbally when your battery is low check the “MP Alert on Low

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/06/MP_battery_monitor.png
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 Battery” checkbox and enter the warning you wish to hear (it will be read out by a computerized voice), the
 voltage level and finally the percentage of remaining current.

Calibrating the voltage reading
You can check that the APM/PX4 is correctly measuring the voltage of the battery by:

1. Check the voltage of your lipo battery with a hand-held volt meter or a power analyzer
2. Connect your APM/PX4 to your computer and plug in the lipo battery
3. Check the voltage through the mission planner’s INITIAL SETUP > Optional Hardware >

 Battery Monitor screen or on the Flight Data screen’s HUD or Status tab.

http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__10080__Turnigy_130A_Watt_Meter_and_Power_Analyzer.html
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/MPCheckVoltage.png
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If you find the voltage is not correct (i.e. if off from the hand-held volt meter’s reading by more than perhaps
 0.2V) you can correct the APM/PX4’s reading by doing the following:

1. On the mission planner’s INITIAL SETUP > Optional Hardware > Battery Monitor screen
 set the “Sensor” to “Other”.

2. Enter the voltage according to the hand-held volt meter in the “Measured Battery
 Voltage” field

3. Press tab or click out of the field and the “Voltage Divider (Calced)” value will update and
 the “Battery voltage (Calced)” should now equal the measured voltage

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/CalibrateVoltage.png
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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In general it is best to power your APM 2.5, 2.6, Pixhawk or PX4 with the 3DR power module because
 it provides solid 5V power and also allows you to read current and voltage. But for cases where you
 need to measure over 18V (i.e. over 4S batteries) or current over 90A, you should use the AttoPilot
 180A current and voltage module which can be purchased from Sparkfun.

Contents

1 Connection to APM
2 Connection to Pixhawk
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4 Calibrating the voltage sensor
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Connect the autopilot sensor to APM as shown in the photo above including connecting:

V pin (voltage) to APM’s A1’s S pin
I pin (current) to APM’s A2’s S pin
GND pin (ground) to APM’s A1 “-” pin

Connection to Pixhawk

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/ConnectionDiagram2.png
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Connecting the autopilot sensor to the Pixhawk requires modifying a DF13 6 position cable as shown
 in the photo above including connecting:

V pin (voltage) to the Pixhawk’s 3rd pin from the left
I pin (current) to the Pixhawk’s 4th pin from the left
GND pin (ground) to the 1st pin on the left

Setup in Mission Planner
To configure the sensor go to the Mission Planner’s INITIAL SETUP > Optional Hardware > Battery
 Monitor page and set the “Monitor”, “Sensor” and “APM” fields as shown in the image below.  If a
 battery is then connected you should see the “Battery voltage (Calced)” field become populated with
 the voltage of the battery.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/Pixhawk_Non3DRCurrentSensor2.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/df13-6-position-connector-45-cm
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Note: Due to the voltage scaling of the sensor to 3.3V, the maximum current you can measure with the
 180Amp sensor described here is actually 272Amps and for the smaller AttoPilot 90A sensor it is
 136Amps.

Calibrating the voltage sensor
You can calibrate the voltage sensor to match the voltage from a hand-held volt meter by following the
 instructions on the 3DR power module page here.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/MP_AttoPilot180ACurrentSensor.png
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9028
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-using-a-current-sensor/wiki/common-measuring-battery-voltage-and-current-consumption-with-apm/#Calibrating_the_voltage_reading
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Pixhawk 3DR kit is delivered by default with a 4S maximum power module. For those wanting to use 5S or 6S or
 higher voltage batteries there is currently, to my best knowledge, no “how-to” guide for the Pixhawk board. I
 therefore decided to document it for others who might need it too.

For those who would like the same “how-to guide” for APM 2.x , here is a link I wrote a while ago:

http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/powering-your-apm-drone-or-how-not-to-shutdown-apm-like-the-us

Pixhawk comes standard with three (redundant) ways to powered it up:

1-USB : not used to fly obviously; just useful on the ground for connection on a ground station software.

2-The power module port accepting a maximum input voltage of 5.7volts (and will not get destroyed up to 20
 Volts input)

3-The RC input pins. Will accept a maximum voltage of 5.7volts also (and is also protected up to 20 Volts)

This guide assumes a use of Pixhawk’s power module port which provides not only a way to power the board but
 also the pins to measure current and voltage values of the main battery.

This guide assumes a use of a 6S battery in combination with a Attopilot current & Voltage sensor board. This
 Attopilot “power module” replaces the 3DR 4S limited power module. The Attopilot board comes in three
 flavors: 45 amps, 90 amps or 180 amps.

http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/powering-your-apm-drone-or-how-not-to-shutdown-apm-like-the-us
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The choice of the right Attopilot board (45A, 90A or 180 A) will depend on your motor/props combination: take
 the Attopilot version that has the smallest amps capacity above your max multicopter current consumption.
 However we will introduce in this guide a way to use the 90 amps Attopilot board to measure up to 150 amps,
 still using Pixhawk’s power module port.

Attopilot description:
An Attopilot board provides three wire soldering pads to solder : a current measurement wire, a voltage
 measurement wire and a ground wire. See picture below:

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/attopilot90A.jpg
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Attopilot 90A support up to 50Volts for a maximum of 90A. However the resistor specifications exceed the 90A
 limitation which makes it possible to use it for measuring 150 amps (we will take this as a assumed max current
 as our example for the rest of the explanation).

The datasheet of Attopilot specifies that the Voltage measurement wire outputs an analog voltage of 63,69
 milliVolt per Volt. Similarly the current measurement wire outputs an analog voltage of 36,60 milliVolt per Volt.

So for a 6S battery the maximum analog voltage values will be:

-For voltage measurement: [min 0V –  max 1.6V]

-For current measurement: [min 0V – max 3,3 V]

Pixhawk power port description (pinout):

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/attopilot90Apixhawk.jpg
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Reusing the excellent pixhawk infographics published in the wiki, the image shows circled in yellow where the
 power port is on the pixhawk board.

The power port is a so-called DF13 connector with 6 pins.

The six pins of this connector are assigned in the following order, starting by the red wire on the leftmost pin:

Power Port Pinout Description:

1- Vcc (5V input)
2- Vcc (5V input)
3- I (Battery current measurement analog voltage input)
4- V (Battery voltage measurement analog voltage input)
5- Ground
6- Ground

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/pixhawkpowerport.jpg
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Wiring Case 1 : to measure up to a maximum of 90 amps
The connections between Attopilot and Pixhawk are shown in the illustration below:

We have added an optional BEC in the illustration that would be connected to the Vcc and Ground wires of the
 power module. It is optional as Pixhawk could alternatively be powered via the RC inputs.

Wiring Case 2 : to measure up to a maximum of 150 amps
The connections between Attopilot and Pixhawk will integrate resistors to be able to measure up to 150 amps.

Indeed the ADC of this power port on Pixhawk has a range of 0-3.3V. This means that for the maximum true
 current of 150 amps, we want the current analog wire of Attopilot to output maximum 3.3Volts (as it is the case
 in case1 for 90 amps max without additional resistors).

So we will build a small resistors divider on wire 3 (current measurement) & wire 5 or 6 (Ground) as follows:

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/ConnexionsAttopilotPixhawk.jpg
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The equation that gives the value of Vout in function of the resistors R1 and R2 is:

What we want is to get Vout = 3,3 when Current =150 amps or a Vout of :

When current is 90 amps versus 150 amps, it requires a reduction in voltage of :

So using the above equation :

For R1=10kOhms,

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/ConnexionsAttopilotPixhawkcase2.jpg
http://api.ning.com/files/z7xKGPrSF9ALuKpsawpKXgsZJecsj9i44beTFgiWfJ8ZfFZM95bWANBqqgHS6*rVU*QD4KezXquMhc8i4TdsNwtu7zyTZc4W/Eq1.jpg
http://api.ning.com/files/z7xKGPrSF9CngK1Px1tRb5wUmJzNodG6ltmqiHSo5mb3hy-Cu3Esyd0lumQf9nH8p9XipMfGIuxwBlnjeFJspgYshW0Czfzw/Sanstitre12.jpg
http://api.ning.com/files/z7xKGPrSF9C85cog5VJvnSPXrG0mvjmvlspYQXZqnzK4e*SLmyVCDOrvJQbQN6A3cEDqi9-6cVhgzT6RVQ3ULFCF0rv9B0AV/Sanstitre13.jpg
http://api.ning.com/files/z7xKGPrSF9BszylLqSuIr9mRXhtr698iU8st1gZ5AvHq3dv31PUVQvXKHXHfBI9Hap4FK*hMP5VYVD82farf5z*wC*TimPpH/Sanstitre14.jpg
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So, for R1=10kOhms, R2 =15kOhms.

You can choose other values of R1 and calculate the resulting R2 resistor value. You can choose also another max
 amp output (but I would not advise higher than 150 amps with the 90 amps Attopilot, otherwise use the 180
 amps version instead) and calculate the resulting R1, R2 resistors.

As a result, when the current is 150amps, Vout will have value of 3.3Volts.

Mission planner / parameters configuration in battery monitor screen:
In the battery monitor parameters screen, you can manually select which current and voltage sensor you are
 using. In the present case, you will select the power module and modify the following parameters to make the
 mission planner voltage and current display match the real values (measured using a wattmeter for example).
 The explanation below is an extract from the Arducopter parameters list.

Battery monitoring (BATT_MONITOR)
Controls enabling monitoring of the battery’s voltage and current

Value Meaning

0 Disabled

3 Voltage Only

4 Voltage and Current

Battery Voltage sensing pin (BATT_VOLT_PIN)
Setting this to 0 ~ 13 will enable battery current sensing on pins A0 ~ A13. For the 3DR power brick on APM2.5 it
 should be set to 13. On the PX4 it should be set to 100. On the Pixhawk powered from the PM connector it
 should be set to 2.

Value Meaning

http://api.ning.com/files/z7xKGPrSF9D7WnGGQ5FEaHB9bJfbDVd0cBUXfGtnbwP9-XQ8a6SURludpEvf3hvW51iu6xKA9GmOgvv4UZLzT5Gdsjmas5d-/Sanstitre15.jpg
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-1 Disabled

0 A0

1 A1

2 Pixhawk

13 A13

100 PX4

Battery Current sensing pin (BATT_CURR_PIN)
Setting this to 0 ~ 13 will enable battery current sensing on pins A0 ~ A13. For the 3DR power brick on APM2.5 it
 should be set to 12. On the PX4 it should be set to 101. On the Pixhawk powered from the PM connector it
 should be set to 3.

Value Meaning

-1 Disabled

1 A1

2 A2

3 Pixhawk

12 A12

101 PX4

Voltage Multiplier (BATT_VOLT_MULT)
Used to convert the voltage of the voltage sensing pin (BATT_VOLT_PIN) to the actual battery’s voltage
 (pin_voltage * VOLT_MULT). For the 3DR Power brick on APM2 or Pixhawk, this should be set to 10.1. For the
 Pixhawk with the 3DR 4in1 ESC this should be 12.02. For the PX4 using the PX4IO power supply this should be set
 to 1.

This is a parameter to adjust to match the real Voltage value with the displayed mission planner
 value.

Amps per volt (BATT_AMP_PERVOLT)
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Number of amps that a 1V reading on the current sensor corresponds to. On the APM2 or Pixhawk using the 3DR
 Power brick this should be set to 17. For the Pixhawk with the 3DR 4in1 ESC this should be 17. Units: A/V.

This is a parameter to adjust to match the real Voltage value with the displayed mission planner value.

There you go! I hope this will help you configure your pixhawk with higher than 4S batteries.

Cheers,

Hugues

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Instead of a full sized computer running Mission Planner you can perform many operations including
 setting up and running missions from the two available Android based ground stations AndroPilot and
 DroidPlanner2.

   

AndroPilot                                                               DroidPlanner 2

Contents

1 What you’ll need
2 Next Steps

What you’ll need
1. Google Nexus tablet or other Android based tablet that can act as a USB host (compatible hardware

 list is here and here).
2. 3DR Telemetry set (915 Mhz for US, 433 for Europe)
3. USB OTG cable like these found on ebay.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Android Ground Stations

Android Ground Stations

ArduCopter
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Next Steps
Open GooglePlay on your tablet and install AndroPilot and/or DroidPlanner2.
Follow the instructions on the wiki for AndroPilot or DroidPlanner2 for further details on it’s features
 and how to use it

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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ArduCopter/ArduPlane/ArduRover support a number of different rangefinders including Maxbotix Sonar
 and Pulsed Light LED range finders. Follow the links below for configuration information based upon
 your set-up.

Maxbotix’s Analog Sonars
Maxbotix’s I2C sonars
Pulsed Light’s LIDAR-Lite
Lightware’s SF02

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Rangefinders (landing page)
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ArduCopter supports the MaxSonar line of sonar sensors for “Terrain Following” while in Loiter or Alt Hold
 modes.  In these modes, the copter will attempt to maintain a constant distance from the ground.  The sonar is also
 used during LAND mode.  The copter will slow it’s descent to 50cm/s (configurable with LAND_SPEED
 parameter) when the sonar detects something below the vehicle.

Supported Sonars
The Maxbotix recommended Sonar for Multicopter use is the MaxBotix XL-EZ4 (aka MB1240) which has a
 7.65m max range and a narrow beam which helps reduce the chance of interference from other sources of sound at
 the same frequency.

It is definitely worth reading the MaxSonar Operation on a MultiCopter article by Maxbotix.

These other sonar are also supported:

XL-EZL0 (10.68m max range but lower resolution, also XLL)

HRLV-EZ4 (5m max range but higher resolution, also HRLV-EZ0)

LV-EZ4 (6.45m max range, cheaper but less resistant to noise, also LV_EZ0)

We do not yet support I2C based MaxBotix sonars.

Building a cable to reduce sonar noise
As described in this Maxbotix article, you will need to make a special cable which requires:

100uF capacitor

10ohm resistor

3-wire shielded cable

0.1″ crimp connector housing and crimp pins

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/sonar/wiki/land-mode/
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/MB1240-XL-MaxSonar-EZ4
http://www.maxbotix.com/articles/067.htm
http://www.maxbotix.com/Ultrasonic_Sensors/MB1260.htm
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/11309
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/mb1040-lv-maxsonar-ez4-high-performance-ultrasonic-range-finder
http://www.maxbotix.com/articles/035.htm
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/96
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10969
http://www.pololu.com/catalog/product/1901
http://www.pololu.com/catalog/product/1901
http://www.pololu.com/catalog/product/1901
http://www.pololu.com/catalog/product/1930
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Connecting the Sonar Sensor on APM 2.x
The sensor’s GND, V+ and “AN” or “3” pins should be connected to APM 2’s A0 pins as shown in the diagram
 below:

Connecting the Sonar Sensor on PX4
You will need to assign the Sonar (signal line) to an appropriate PX4 pin in Mission Planner – Configuration –
 Advanced Params – Adv Parameter List using the SONAR_PIN parameter.  The following PX4 “Pins” are
 available for SONAR use.
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SONAR_PIN = 11 – (recommended)
 The “airspeed” pin. Located on a 3 pin DF13 connector on the PX4IO
 board, but directly visible to the ADC on the PX4FMU. This pin can
 take voltages up to 6.6V (it has an internal voltage divider).

SONAR_PIN = 12
 A general analog input pin. Located on pin 3 of the “FMUSPI” port on the
 PX4IO board, this pin is directly visible to the PX4FMU analog input
 code. This can take voltages up to 3.3V.

SONAR_PIN = 13
 A general analog input pin. Located on pin 4 of the “FMUSPI” port on the
 PX4IO board, this pin is directly visible to the PX4FMU analog input
 code. This can take voltages up to 3.3V.  It is being worked on and will be included in this section when it is
 available.

Mounting the Sonar Sensor
It’s important that the sonar sensor be mounted at least three inches (10cm) away from sources of
 electrical noise including the ESCs and other interference. One good way is to use a 3DR Sonar mount for quad  or
 hexacopter  (the quad version is larger).

Enabling the Sonar through Mission Planner
Enable the sonar by connecting your APM/PX4 to the Mission Planner and then:

Go to Initial Setup > Optional Hardware > Sonar
Check the “Enable” checkbox
Select the sonar model from the drop down list

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-quad-sonar-mount
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-hexa-b-sonar-mount
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Sonar_3DR_QuadSonarMount.png
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Testing the sonar
You can test the sonar basically works by connecting your APM/PX4 to the mission planner and then:

Go to the Terminal window and press “Connect to APM” or “Connect to PX4″
when the prompt appears type test
type sonar

The current distanced sensed by the sonar should be displayed.  Aim the sonar at targets of different distances (i.e.
 ceiling, wall, etc) and ensure the numbers change.  If they do not then there may be a hardware issue with the sonar
 or cabling.

You should also hear the sonar clicking very rapidly (10hz) whenever power is applied if you do not hear this then
 it’s possible that the sonar is defective or is not being powered for some reason.

Tuning the gain
If when flying you find that your copter bobs up and down it is possible that the default SONAR_GAIN is too high
 for your copter.  Go to the mission planner’s Config/Tuning > Full Parameter List and reduce the SONAR_GAIN
 parameter from it’s default of 0.2 to 0.1 or even 0.05 and press “Write Params”.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Sonar_Setup.png
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Sonar Maximum Altitude
When enabled Sonar is used as the means of determining altitude below Sonar Maximum Altitude, above
 that the barometer is used.
Sonar Maximum Altitude is calculated as 60 percent of the factory specified maximum Sonar range for the
 Sonar type selected.
Sonar is used for determining altitude only when the Sonar itself is detecting the ground and is below it’s Sonar
 Maximum Altitude.

XL-EZ4 or XL-EZ0 have a Maximum range of 7.65 meters and a Sonar Maximum Altitude of 4.59 meters.
XL-EZLO have a Maximum range of 10.68 meters and a Sonar Maximum Altitude = 6.4 meters.
HRLV-EZ4 or HRLV-EZ0 with Maximum range of 5 meters and a Sonar Maximum Altitude of 3 meters.
LV-EZ4 or LV-EZ0 have a Maximum range of 6.45 meters and a Sonar Maximum Altitude = 3.87 meters.

If the Sonar gets an unreliable return below the Sonar Maximum Altitude, it is ignored and the Barometer
 altitude is used.

Cold weather performance
The MaxBotix XL-EZ0 sonar (and other variations of their indoor sonar) may not function for about 10 minutes
 after an extreme drop in temperature (i.e. a drop from a warm 27C/80F house to the chilly 10C/50F outdoors)
 because of condensation building up on the sensor.
This post  includes one member’s ( Geir Engebakken ) solution (initially suggested by the developer Olivier ADLER)
 involving attaching 4x10Ohm resistors to the base of the sonar powered from a 5V source.

Other Potential Causes of Sonar Noise
If you are having problems with excessive noise on your sonar as shown in the dataflash log below (sonar is in red ,
 baro is in green )

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/sonar/MaxBotix.html
http://www.diydrones.com/forum/topics/arducopter-2-0-48?xg_source=activity&id=705844%3ATopic%3A676942&page=31#comments
http://www.diydrones.com/forum/topic/listForContributor?user=3a28calx54gma
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There are a number of possible causes which should be investigated:

Sonar is susceptible to “noise” from a variety of sources and several “fixes” may be required to
 achieve adequate performance.

Electrical noise caused by ESCs, Servos, or switching BEC’s on the same circuit as the Sonar.
The RC filter and use of shielded cable as described above are usually sufficient.

EMF radiation from motors, motor wires, ESC’s or Xbee.
Sonar is especially susceptible to AC EMF noise generated by the ESCs and ESC to motor wiring.
This can be greatly reduced by wrapping the nearby ESCs and their motor wiring in aluminum (gutter) tape.

Acoustic noise from propellers, prop wash and turbulence.
It is very important to keep the Sonar out of direct prop wash or turbulence.
Balancing propellers (and motors) can help.
Mounting the sonar sensor inside a small can or tube thinly lined with foam can greatly reduce unwanted
 exterior acoustic noise.
Wrap Sonar module board and components in rubber or foam tape to reduce transferred acoustic noise.

Vibration from motors, props, etc.
Sonar is very subject to frame transmitted vibration.
Mounting the Sonar module on double sided foam or Gel tape will pretty much eliminate this noise source.

The MB 1240 series is the only Sonar considered suitable for multicopter use by the manufacturer – Maxbotix.

NOTE: Please read this tutorial for a comprehensive review  Sonar Operation on a Multi-Copter–Max Botix

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your query,
 and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Sonar_Spikes.png
http://maxbotix.com/articles/067.htm
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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These instructions are for ArduCopter 3.2 and recent versions of ArduPlane, ArduRover.  Setup instrructions for
 ArduCopter-3.1.5 (and earlier) can be found here.

XL-Maxbotic-EZ line of analog sonars (XL-MaxSonar-EZ0, EZ4 and EZL0) are relatively inexpensive, short
 range (7m to 10m) range finder primarily designed for indoor use but which has been successfully used outdoors
 on ArduCopter and ArduRover.  These are the predecessors to I2C sonar .
 The EZ4 (recommended) has the narrowest beam providing the best noise resistance while the EZ0 has the
 widest beam and higher sensitivity.  The long range EZL0 has the same sensitivity as the EZ0 but a 10m range
 (as opposed to 7m).
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Connecting to the Pixhawk
The sonar should be conneted to the Pixhawk’s ADC 3.3V port as shown below. The Pixhawk will provide the
 regulated 5V power supply the sonar requires.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Maxbotic Analog Sonar – ArduCopter3.2
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Connecting to the APM2.x
The sonar should be conneted to the APM’s A0 port as shown below. The APM will provide the regulated 5V
 power supply the sonar requires.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_MaxbotixAnalog_Pixhawk.png
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Setup through the mission planner
please first connect with the Mission Planner and then open the Config/Tuning >> Full Parmeter List page and
 set the following parameters:

RNGFND_PIN = “14” for Pixhawk’s ADC 3.3v pin #2 OR “0” for APM2.x
RNGFND_MAX_CM = “700” (i.e. 7m max range) if using EZ0 or EZ4, “1000” if using EZL0
RNGFND_SCALING = “2.04” (i.e. 7m / 5v) if using EZ0 or EZ4, “4.08” (i.e. 10m / 5v) if using EZL0
RNGFND_TYPE = “1″ (Analog)

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_MaxbotixAnalog_APM2.jpg
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Testing the sensor
Distances read by the sensor can be seen in the Mission Planner’s Flight Data screen’s Status tab. Look closely
 for “sonarrange”.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_MaxbotixAnalog_Pixhawk_MPSetup.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_LIDARLite_Testing.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Maxbotic I2C EZ4  sonar (also known as the I2CXL-MaxSonar-EZ4 or MB1242) is a relatively inexpensive,
 short range (up to 7m) range finder primarily designed for indoor use but which has been successfully used
 outdoors on ArduCopter.
 The EZ4 (recommended) has the narrowest beam providing the best noise resistance while the EZ0 has the
 widest beam and highest sensitivity.  The datasheet can be found here.  Additional information on the similar
 analog version of this sonar can be found here.
 This rangefinder is only supported on the Pixhawk running AC3.2 or higher or recent versions of ArduPlane and
 ArduRover.
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Connecting to the Pixhawk
The sonar should be conneted to the Pixhawk’s I2C port as shown below or alternatively through an I2C
 expansion board. The Pixhawk will provide the regulated 5V power supply the sensor requires.
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Setup through the mission planner
To configure ArduCopter, ArduPlane or ArduRover to use the Maxbotix I2C, please first connect with the
 Mission Planner and then open the Config/Tuning >> Full Parmeter List page and set the following parameters:

RNGFND_MAX_CM = “700” (i.e. 7m max range)
RNGFND_TYPE = “4″ (PX4-MaxbotixI2C sonar)

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_MaxBotixI2C_Pixhawk.png
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Testing the sensor
Distances read by the sensor can be seen in the Mission Planner’s Flight Data screen’s Status tab. Look closely
 for “sonarrange”.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_MaxbotixI2C_MPSetup.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_LIDARLite_Testing.png
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The PulsedLight LIDAR-Lite  rangefinder is a low-cost optical distance measurement solution with up to a 60m
 range, low power consumption, and small form factor.  This sensor can be purchased from 3DRobotics  and the
 data sheet  and other technical info can be found here .
 This rangefinder is only supported on the Pixhawk running AC3.2 or higher (and is supported on recent versions
 of ArduPlane and ArduRover).
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Connecting to the Pixhawk
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The cable is configured with a 6-position Molex CLIK Mate connector on one end and tinned leads on the
 opposite end.  You will need to solder the tinned ends to a modified DF13 4-pin I2C cable  as shown below.

The power to the rangefinder should be supplied from a separate external BEC as shown in the diagram below.

LIDAR-Lite/Pixhawk Connection Diagram

Note: The low pass filter shown in the diagram is required for first generation hardware (as
 available Jan 2015) – a schematic and PCB design are provided here. These should not be
 required in later versions of the LIDAR Lite (at which point the diagram will change to this and
 will have this circuit diagram).

You may wish to also purchase an I2C splitter board  so that you can continue to connect an external
 GPS/Compass module.

Note: It is important to ensure that the ground from the BEC is connected to the ground on the servo rail.

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/df13-4-position-connector-10-cm-1-2-3-4
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_LIDARLite_Pixhawk_v2_Capacitor1.png
http://123d.circuits.io/circuits/514802-lidar-lite
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_LIDARLite_Pixhawk_v2.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/LIDAR-LitePixhawkConnectionCircuitDiagram.png
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/pixhawk-i2c-splitter
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-rangefinder-lidarlite/wiki/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-rangefinder-lidarlite/wiki/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module/
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Setup in Mission Planner
To configure ArduCopter, ArduPlane or ArduRover to use the LIDAR-Lite, please first connect with the Mission
 Planner and then open the Config/Tuning >> Full Parameter List page and set: RNGFND_TYPE to “3″ if using
 an APM2, or “4” if using a PX4 or Pixhawk.

You also need to set the RNGFND_MAX_CM parameter to 4000 (40m) which is the maximum distance in
 centimeters that your LiDAR is reliable over.  This number may need to be lower (i.e. 1000 or 2500) depending
 on the exact model of LiDAR that you have (and to some extent the surface you are flying over).

Testing the sensor
Distances read by the sensor can be seen in the Mission Planner’s Flight Data screen’s Status tab.  Look closely
 for “sonarrange”.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_LIDARLite_MPSetup.png
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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The Lightware SF02  is lightweight laser rangefinder module that provides fast and accurate distance
 measurements up to 40 meters (130 feet). In tests by the development team the sensor has produced very reliable
 distance measurements for long and short ranges even on fast moving vehicles.
 This rangefinder is only supported on the Pixhawk running AC3.2 or higher or recent versions of ArduPlane and
 ArduRover using the sensor’s analog output much like an analog sonar.
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Connecting to the Pixhawk
The SF02’s Analog Out pin should be conneted to the Pixhawk’s 3.3V ADC (analog to digital converter) as
 shown below.  The Pixhawk will provide the regulated 5V power supply the sensor requires.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Lightware SF02 Rangefinder
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Setup through the mission planner
To configure ArduCopter, ArduPlane or ArduRover to use the LIDAR-Lite, please first connect with the Mission
 Planner and then open the Config/Tuning >> Full Parmeter List page and set:

RNGFND_MAX_CM = “4000” (i.e. 40m max range)
RNGND_PIN = “14” (2nd pin of 3.3V ADC connector)
RNGFND_SCALING = “12.12” (ie. 40m / 3.3v = 12.12)
RNGFND_TYPE = “1″ (Analog)
RNGFND_RMETRIC = “0” (non-ratiometric, shown incorrectly in the diagram below)

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_SF02_Pixhawk.png
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Testing the sensor
Distances read by the sensor can be seen in the Mission Planner’s Flight Data screen’s Status tab. Look closely
 for “sonarrange”.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_SF02_MPSetup.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/08/RangeFinder_LIDARLite_Testing.png
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Table of Contents

Cameras and Gimbals
ArduCopter/ArduPlane/ArduRover support up to 3-axis gimbals and triggering of a camera shutter
 automatically.  Follow the links below for configuration information based upon your set-up.

 

Servo based gimbal
Tarot 2-axis brushless gimbal
VRGimbal 3-axis brushless gimbal

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Cameras and Gimbals
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Camera shutter triggered with servo
Camera shutter triggered with CHDK (Canon only)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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APMCopter, APMPlane or APMRover can stabilize a gimbal with up to three axis of motion using any of the
 free output channels. Combining stabilization with input from the pilot is also possible (normally using
 receiver’s channel 6 tuning knob).

The examples shown below use APMCopter Screen Shots, but work exactly the same for Plane and Rover.

A camera’s shutter can be triggered from the APM once connected with a servo or “relay”. The act of triggering
 the shutter can be controlled through your receiver’s channel 7 switch or automatically during missions.

For best performance, ensure that after you add the extra weight of the camera gimbal your copter still hovers
 ideally at 50% throttle but certainly no more than 70% throttle while in Stabilize mode because an underpowered
 copter also has less power to recover from disturbances.

Contents

1 Connecting the Servos to a Pixhawk
2 Connecting the Servos to a PX4
3 Connecting the servos to an APM2
4 Gimbal configuration through the mission planner
5 Common fixes for poor video
6 Shutter configuration

Connecting the Servos to a Pixhawk
Connect the gimbal to Pixhawk’s auxiliary output pins. Connect tilt (pitch) to aux out signal (s) pin 1, roll to aux
 out signal (s) pin 2, and ground to an aux out ground (-) pin.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Camera Gimbal

Camera Gimbal

ArduCopter
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Connecting the Servos to a PX4
1. The Camera Gimbal Servo connections are located on (FMU USART2) on the PX4IO board.
2. The 5 pin connector on the end of the PX4IO board opposite the servo connector and at the edge of the board.
3. The roll camera gimbal  servo out signal wire should connect to pin 2 (RC9).
4. The pitch camera gimbal  servo out signal wire should connect to pin 3 (RC11).
5. If you have a yaw camera gimbal it’s servo out signal wire should should connect to pin 4 (RC12).
6. Provide power and ground separately to the servos.

Connecting the servos to an APM2
The gimbal’s roll and pitch servo’s signal wires (only the signal wires!) should be connected to the inner most
 pin (labelled S in the image below) of A10 and A11.

Very Important 1: The labels on the side of the APM2 case may not exactly line up with the pins.
Very Important 2: The illustration below shows the 2 rows of SPI pins (marked “NC” in the image) as
 being unpopulated but most APM2.x boards will also have connector pins in them.
Very Important 3: You MUST NOT hook up to the pins marked NC below.

If you have digital servos you can assign the gimbal roll/tilt to RC5 to RC8 outputs, if they are free.
Do not connect the servo’s power (red) and ground (black) wires to the RC10 (A10) & RC11 (A11) or you
 may cause the APM to brownout when the servos move.  Instead power the servos from an external BEC or
 from the APM’s rear power rail with the JP1 jumper removed.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/gimbal-control-connect2.jpg
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Note: APM2.x RC10 & RC11 outputs operate at 50hz (labeled A10 & A11 on the case) making them acceptable
 for analog or digital servos while PWM outputs RC1 to RC8 operate at 490hz making them theoretically only
 suitable for digital servos.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/CAMERA_APM2b.jpg
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Gimbal configuration through the mission planner
Under the configuration Menu, Hardware Options you will find a Camera Gimbal set-up screen. (see image
 below)

For each servo/axis of your camera gimbal select the appropriate servo channel and ensure the “Stabilise”
 checkbox is checked.

The Servo Limits should be adjusted to ensure the gimbal servos don’t bind.

The Angle Limits should correspond to the tilt angle of the gimbal itself at the servo limits. If you find during
 testing that your gimbal is not properly remaining stabilised (for example it’s over or undercorrecting as you tilt
 the copter), adjust the angle limits up or down slightly.

(These are not really ‘angle’ limits but how much the servo is commanded to move within the limits of the 60°
 most servos can move.

eg If set to -60/+60 the servo will reach -30°/+30° (its limit) when the ‘copter reaches -60°/+60°

If set to -15/+15 the servo will reach -30°/+30° (its limit) when the ‘copter reaches -15°/+15°)

“Retract Angles” refer to the position of the gimbal when the mount’s mode is “retracted” (i.e.
 MNT_MODE=0). “Retracted” normally means when the gimbal is pulled into the body of the aircraft which is
 generally not relevant for multicopters.

“Neutral Angles” refer to the position of the gimbal when the mount is first initialised. This is normally facing
 straight forward.

“Control Angles” are parameters to allow control of the gimbal from a ground station perhaps using a joystick.
 These values are overwritten by the ground station so there’s no point in updating them on the MP screen.

If you find your gimbal is moving in the wrong direction, check the Reverse checkbox.
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Gimbal & Shutter Config

If you wish to adjust the gimbal tilt, roll or pan while flying, you can set the input channel to “RC6″ which
 normally corresponds to your transmitters tuning knob.
!Note! If you do this you need to set your CH6 Opt to “CH6_NONE” in the Mission Planner “Standard
 Parameters” -> “Configuration” screen.
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Common fixes for poor video
“Jello” effect (or rolling shutter) is a by-product of using a camera with a CMOS sensor (GoPro, et al) caused
 by vibration from unbalanced props/motors and can be mitigated by mounting the camera on soft rubber,
 silcone, foam ear plugs or sometimes just on velcro.
digital and optical stabilization systems found in many cameras often do not perform well because of the
 vibrations found on many multicopters.

Exceptions: the Sony video camera balanced steady shot system is very effective even at maximum 30
 power zoom.

If you have jerky camera movement adjust the RC_Feel parameter to a lower number such as 50 or 25.
For better and smoother Yaw, use Expo control on your RC and lower the Acro_Yaw_P gain in APM.

Shutter configuration
Details on automatically triggering the camera shutter using a servo are here .
Details using a Canon camera’s CHDK method are here  and here .

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Overview
The Tarot 2-Axis Gimbal  is the recommended gimbal for the APM2 and Pixhawk  due to its low cost and good
 performance. ArduCopter, ArduPlane, ArduRover currently only support passing through a pilot desired roll or
 pitch angle but future releases will support more advanced automated aiming of the camera (i.e. ROI – region-
of-interest).
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Gimbal Assembly instructions
Paper instructions are normally provided with the gimbal but a short user manual can also be found in the “User
 Manual” directory of the Tarot Gimbal Firmware v1.5 zip file which is available in the downloads area.

Connecting the gimbal to the Pixhawk

 The Tarot gimbal’s red and black power wires should be connected directly to a 2S or 3S battery. If you plan to
 use 4S, please use a voltage regulator to ensure the voltage stays within safe operating limits: DC 7.4 V – 14.8 V
 (recommended 12 V). 3DR RTF Quad, Y6, and X8 include a voltage regular to allow use of 4S batteries with
 the Tarot gimbal.
 The “T” pin should be connected to the Pixhawk’s AUX1 signal pin.
 One of the two “-” pins should be connected to the Pixhawk’s AUX1 ground pin.

Operation
Upon powering your vehicle, the gimbal will display a solid yellow light while it is starting and calibrating. Do
 not touch the gimbal while it is starting up. When the gimbal displays a blinking blue light, it is ready for flight.
 If the gimbal is not connected to the autopilot, it will perform basic stabilization without autopilot control,
 indicated by a solid blue light.

LED meanings
 Solid yellow      = calibrating
 Blinking blue      = ready, connected to autopilot
 Solid blue     = ready, not connected to autopilot

http://ardupilot.com/downloads/?did=110
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/Gimbal_Pixhawk_Tarot.png
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Configuring the gimbal
Tarot gimbals purchased from 3DR should come pre-configured to work with ArduCopter but if you have
 purchased from another source or just wish to change the configuration you should:

1. Use the provided USB dongle to connect the Gimbal board to your computer (Windows only).  If this is the
 first time you have plugged in the dongle you will likely see a USB device installation window.  After successful
 installation of the driver a new COM port named “Prolific USB-to-Serial Comm Port” should appear in the
 Device Manager as shown below.  If drivers cannot be found you may be able to install Windows 7 or Windows
 XP drivers using one of the .exe files found in the “driver” directory of the Tarot Gimbal Firmware v1.5 zip  file.

2. Download and unzip the Tarot Gimbal Firmware v1.5 zip  file to a convenient place on your computer.
 3. Double click on the ZYX-BMGC-EN_V1.5.exe file (found in the above zip) and the configuration UI shown
 below should appear

http://ardupilot.com/downloads/?did=110
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/Gimbal_Tarot_DeviceManager2.png
http://ardupilot.com/downloads/?did=110
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 4. Power the Gimbal by plugging in the battery.
 5. In the configuration UI, select the COM port and press the “Open COM Port” button.  After a few seconds the
 image of the camera should begin moving as the gimbal is moved.
 6. The most important setting is to set the “Default Mode” (just above COM port drop-down) to “Default Mode:
 stick position mode”.  Select this and press “Write Settings To Flash”.  Alternatively to load all the 3DR
 recommended configuration:

a) first right-click on this link to the 3DR_Tarot.bgsc file  and save to somewhere on your computer.

b) press the “Load Config” button on the configuration UI and select the 3DR_Tarot.bgsc file downloaded
 above

c) press “Write Settings To Flash” button

Set-up through the mission planner

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/Tarot_Gimbal_Config.png
https://raw.github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/master/Tools/Frame_params/3DR_Tarot.bgsc
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The channel 6 tuning knob’s output can be used to control the pitch angle of the gimbal by:

Connect the Pixhawk to the mission planner
Open the Initial Setup >> Optional Hardware >> Camera Gimbal screen set:

Tilt drop-down to RC9 (equivalent to the Pixhawk’s AUX OUT1)
Input Ch drop-down to RC6
The “Stabilize Tilt” checkbox should not be checked

Do-Set-ROI  mission commands and the MP’s “Point Camera Here” feature should work if the Tilt Servo Limits
 and Angle Limits Min and Max values as set as shown above.
 The “Servo Limits” holds the minimum and maximum PWM values that will be sent from the APM/Pixhawk to
 the gimbal (i.e. on RC9 if set-up like above).

The “Angle Limits” are the earth-frame angles (in degrees) that the gimbal can achieve. “0” degrees is straight
 ahead, “90” degrees is straight up, “-90″ degrees is straight down. The Tarot gimbal is capable of pointing
 straight down (i.e. “-90″) to straight ahead (i.e. “0”).

Testing the gimbal moves correctly

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/Tarot_MP_CameraGimbal_setup.png
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Testing the pilot’s control of pitch

Once powered the gimbal should point to it’s Tilt Angle Min (i.e. straight down) when your transmitter’s channel
 6 tuning knob is at it’s minimum pwm value (perhaps around 1000) and the camera should point to it’s
 maximum tilt angle (i.e. straight forward) when the tuning knob is at it’s maximum (perhaps around 2000). The
 mission planner’s Radio calibration page can be used to check the Ch6’s current input pwm value.

Testing ROI

You must have GPS lock to test ROI. The ROI feature points the vehicle and/or camera to point at a target.
 The instructions above describe setting up the APM/Pixhawk so that it only controls the Tilt (i.e. pitch) of the
 Tarot gimbal so when a Do-Set-ROI  command is received ArduCopter will attempt to turn the vehicle’s nose to
 point in the direction of the target and tilt camera depending upon the vehicle’s distance and altitude. You can
 test the gimbal tilt moves correctly by connecting with the mission planner, then on the Flight Data screen’s
 map, right-mouse-button-click on a point about 50m ahead of the vehicle (the orange  and red  lines show the
 vehicle’s current heading), select “Point Camera Here” and input an altitude of -50 (meters). This should cause
 the gimbal to point down at about 45 degrees.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/Tarot_BenchTestROI.png
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Updating the gimbal software
The gimbal must be running firmware version 1.4 or higher. Follow the instructions below to update both the
 controller and motor firmwares.

1. Connect the gimbal to your computer using the USB dongle. Ensure that the gimbal end is plugged into the
 “Gimbal Controller Connector” (see diagram in the Connecting the Gimbal to the Pixhawk section above).
 Leave the gimbal unpowered for now.

2. Start the “ZYX-BMGC-EN_V1.5″ configuration application
3. Select “Open Firmware” and select the ../Firmware_V1.5/Gimbal Controller Firmware V1.5.bgsf file

 from the Tarot Gimbal Firmware v1.5 zip.
4. Select the COM Port that has been assigned to the gimbal, then select “Open COM Port.”
5. Select “Start Upgrade.”
6. Connect the battery to power the gimbal. You will see a green progress bar on the screen indicating the status

 of the update.
7. To verify that the firmware has updated successfully, disconnect and reconnect the battery. Select “Open

 COM Port”, and check that the version firmware number now displays the updated version.
8. Now you’ll need to update the motor firmware. Disconnect the battery from the gimbal so that it is not

 powered. Disconnect the USB dongle from the “Gimbal Controller Connector” and reconnect to the “Motor
 Driver Connector” on the other side of the board.

9. Select “Motor Configuration.”
10. Select “Open COM Port.” Ensure that the same COM port as before is selected (the gimbal controller and

 motor controller use the same COM port)
11. Now select “Open Firmware,” but this time select the ../Firmware_V1.5/Motor Driver Firmware

 V1.5.bmcf file.
12. Select “Start Upgrade.”
13. Connect the battery to power the gimbal. There will be another progress bar indicating the status of the

 upgrade.
14. Disconnect and reconnect the battery from the gimbal to complete the upgrade process.
15. You may need to check/set the configuration settings again, as above. In particular, check that the manual

 control mode is “Stick Position Mode” and remember to write your settings when you’re done!

 

http://ardupilot.com/downloads/?did=110
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Overview
The VRGimbal  (2-axis  and 3-axis  available) began as a fork of the open source Martinez 2-axis brushless gimbal
 controller to support the more powerful STM32 CPUs but since then has been mostly rewritten and includes
 significant enhancements including 3-axis support and Mavlink for serial communication with the flight
 controller or ground station.

Official quick start guide can be found here

Code can be found here

Hardware schematics coming soon
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http://ardupilot.com/
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As with the Tarot gimbal , ArduCopter, ArduPlane, ArduRover currently only support passing through a pilot
 desired roll or pitch angle but future releases will support more advanced automated aiming of the camera (i.e.
 ROI – region-of-interest).

Gimbal Assembly instructions
We do not yet have an recommended affordable 3-axis gimbal for use with the VRGimbal.  Testing by the
 Ardupilot dev team has so far been limited to using a Tarot 2-axis gimbal.

Connecting the VRGimbal to the Pixhawk

 The IMU Sensor should be attached to the top or bottom of the camera so that the white arrow points forward.
 The Gimbal controller’s red and black power wires should be connected directly to a 3S or 4S battery.
 The Pitch, Roll and Yaw (if present) gimbal motors should be connected to MOT1, MOT2 and MOT3
 respectively.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-vrgimbal/wiki/common-tarot-gimbal/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/VRGimbal_Wiring1.png
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 The “RC2″ pin (label on the underside of the board) should be connected to the Pixhawk’s AUX OUT 1 signal
 pin (see image above).
 The gound pin which is on the edge of the board near “RC2″ should be connected to the Pixhawk’s AUX OUT 1
 “-” pin (see image above).

Operation
Upon powering the gimbal, the green power light (bottom right in the image above) should turn on immediately. 
 The gimbal should not be touched within the first 10seconds after start-up as it will be performing an IMU
 calibration.  Once the calibration is done the red LED (immediately left of the green LED) will come on and the
 controller will attempt to stabilize the cmaera.

LED meanings
 Solid Green LED = power on
 Solid Red LED = calibration complete, stabilizing camera

Configuring the gimbal
Use a mini USB cable to connect the Gimbal board to your computer (Windows only?). If this is the first time
 you have plugged in the dongle you will see a USB device installation window but it will likely fail (see “BAD”
 device driver screen shot below).  To update the Maple driver:

Download the latest driver from here  and unzip it to somewhere convenient on your computer
In the device manager, right-mouse-button-click on the the Maple driver and select “Update Driver Software”,
 then “Browse my computer for driver software” and select the folder where you unzipped the driver. 
 Windows 8 machines may complain because the driver is not signed, instructions are here  on how to get
 around this.
After the driver is installed, if the Maple device appears as COM9 or higher you will not be able to connect. 
 The Control Panel’s Device Manager can be used to reassign the comport to the COM1 ~ COM8 range. 
 Instructions on how to do this are here.

http://www.radionav.it/virtualrobotix/fwtools/maple_usb_serial_win.zip
http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/how-can-i-install-hardware-with-unsigned-drivers-in-windows-8/
http://www.digi.com/support/kbase/kbaseresultdetl?id=3308
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 2. Download and run the latest VRGimbal UI installation .msi file by going to the VRGimbal wordpress site and
 select the top item from the Downloads menu.  At the time this wiki page was written it was version 1.13 .  After
 installation the “VRGimbal GUI” should appear in your start menu.
 3. Start the VRGimbal GUI from the start menu.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/VRGimbal_DeviceManager.png
http://vrgimbal.wordpress.com/download/
http://vrgimbal.wordpress.com/download/
http://vrgimbal.wordpress.com/download/vrgimbal-1-13-2/
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 4. Connect the gimbal to your computer with the mini USB cable
 5. On the VRGimbalGUI select the COM port and press the “Open” button
 6. Click on the Pitch tab, click the “Absolute” checkbox, press “Send Config” and “Save to Flash” buttons.

Set-up through the mission planner

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/VRGimbalGUI_PitchAbsolute.png
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 The channel 6 tuning knob’s output can be used to control the pitch angle of the gimbal by:

Connect the Pixhawk to the mission planner
Open the Initial Setup >> Optional Hardware >> Camera Gimbal screen set:

Tilt drop-down to RC9 (equivalent to AUX OUT1)
Input Ch drop-down to RC6
The “Stabilize Tilt” checkbox should not be checked

Updating the gimbal software
Please see the VRGimbal firmware upgrade wordpress site  for details.

Common Problems
Camera is not level.  Perform the accelerometer calibration as described at the bottom of this page .
Small gimbal motors emit a high pitches squeal.  Connect with the VRGimbalGui, Go to the Advanced tab
 and set the “PWM frequency” to High.  Press “Send Config” and “Save to Flash” buttons.

Other Open Source Alternatives

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/Gimbal_Tarot_MPsetup.png
http://vrgimbal.wordpress.com/quick-start-guide/firmware-upgrade/
http://vrgimbal.wordpress.com/quick-start-guide/configuration-and-calibration/
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Martinez 2-axis gimbal controllers  using the original AVR328 chip can be found at retailers including
 hobbyking .
OlliW’s STorM3 BGC 3-Axis STM32 based brushless gimbal controller  is open source hardware, closed source
 (but free) gimbal firmware and open source windows configuration UI.

Questions about the VRGimbal? Post to the VRGimbal User group  (not directly associated with the DIYDrones
 or 3dRobotics)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

Build Your Own Frame

Improving the Capabilities of Your Multicopter

Advanced MultiCopter Design

http://sourceforge.net/projects/brushless-gimbal-brugi/
https://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__41386__2_Axis_Brushless_Camera_Gimbal_Stabilization_Control_Board_w_IMU.html
http://www.olliw.eu/2013/storm32bgc/?en
http://www.virtualrobotix.com/group/vr-gimbal-user-group
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Shutter configuration
Use the Shutter drop-down (see image below) to select which analog output the servo is connected to,
 typically A10 or A11 (although the Mission Planner calls them RC10 and RC11 – check the photos in
 the Connecting Servos section below as to which is A10 & A11). If you select “Relay” from the drop-
down, then pin A9 on the APM2 will be pulled high to trigger the camera’s shutter).

Set up the Servo Limits so that the servo does not bind. Under “Shutter” you can set the PWM values
 (normally between 1000 ~ 2000) that correspond to the servo positions when the shutter is “pushed”
 and “not pushed”.

The “Duration” field controls how long the servo pressing the shutter button remains held down. 10 = 1
 second, 20 = 2 seconds, etc. 

You can manually test that the shutter is being activated correctly if you set the the CH7 option (in
 Arducopter PID tab) to “Trigger Camera”, having set the “Shutter” to A10 and the limits in the previous

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Camera Shutter with Servo

Camera Shutter with Servo

ArduCopter
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 step.

You can also trigger the shutter during a mission using the “DO_DIGICAM_CONTROL” command (no
 additional parameters required).

Please note that like all other DO_x commands it cannot appear right at the beginning or end of a
 mission, it must be appear between two waypoints.

Shutter configuration for Canon cameras
A page describing how to trigger the Canon shutter using CHDK can be found here.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/MPCH7TriggerCamera.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/MPTriggerCameraFromMissionSmall.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-camera-shutter-with-servo/wiki/common-chdk-camera-control-tutorial/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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If, like me, you are not using a canon camera, you then do not have access to the CHDK canon firmware
 which provides advanced automation scripts to automate your camera trigger on your UAV.
There exist on the market other great alternatives for all camera brands (some of them are functionally richer
 and simpler to use than CHDK).
As an example in this guide, I will use the “Stratosnapper V2″.
This is a little smart thing that allows you to trigger any camera brand (Sony, Canon, Nikon, etc) by many
 ways : infrared, cable, LANC, etc. If you’d like more details on this little marvel read here .
I personally prefer the “IR trigger mode” the best because it does not require an extra cable connected to your
 camera, which is a must when you are using a brushless gimbal.
It supposes of course your camera supports an IR trigger function;
I thus assume the use of a Sony NEX5 in this guide, widely used for aerial photography among UAV’iers.
Then there is another obstacle for many of us : how does Pixhawk work to trigger such a triggering device in
 auto mission ?
There is a lot of posts on diydrones.com about how to do this with APM, but not much yet on the recent
 Pixhawk.
Therefore this guide will try to document it.
I will end the guide with a practical auto photo taking mission example (making sure it really works!).

Parts and hardware connections:
Let’s start by a general hardware scheme showing all the required parts and general cabling: 

2.1 Pixhawk board

http://littlesmartthings.com/stratosnapper2/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/generalhwconnectionscheme.jpg
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One or more of the 6 AUX ports can be used on Pixhawk (AUX1=RC9, AUX2=RC10, AUX3=RC11, etc.): 

In this guide I chose port 2 which corresponds to AUX2 as is illustrated in this detailed view : 

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/Pixhawklargeview.jpg
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By default, only the three first AUX ports can be used (1 to 3, or RC9 to RC11).
To trigger the IR device, we need a servo output (PWM signal), not a relay signal.
We will see later what parameters configuration is required in mission planner screens (we can for example
 also configure 6 AUX ports as PWM outputs.
More details later – let’s finish the hw description first).

2.2 IR trigger device
Here an illustration of “stratosnapper” with its inputs/outputs: 

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/Pixhawkdetailview.jpg
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You may notice two servo leads are connected on the input side of stratosnapper.
This is one of the most important point in this guide : a servo lead must be used to power the
 IR device from a BEC (5V in this case); the power provided by the second servo lead coming
 from Pixhawk AUX2 port DOES NOT provide enough power to make it work !!!
Either you have powered the Pixhawk ouputs rail with a BEC and you are fine.
Either you must provide a separate BEC power to the IR device.
This is also true for any other type of device you will connect on Pixhawk.
DO NOT expect pixhawk to power these devices (and certainly not servos as we already knew in the context
 of the previous generation flight controller, APM2.x).
Stratosnapper works with a servo lead on one of its 4 servo inputs (yes, you may control stratosnapper from 4
 different inputs, isn’t that great ?).
The servo inputs may be various things : push-button, stick, two way switch, three way switch, etc (all
 configured by a GUI configuration utility from your PC via usb).

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/stratosnapper2cables.jpg
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And it ouputs on a IR cable to trigger a IR led that must be placed in front of your camera IR sensor:

2.3 IR Led positionning and camera gimbal
The IR led works perfectly, even under a bright sun (verified on the field).
It works even quite faraway from the sensor (no problem 5 inches away of the Sony NEX5 sensor) and works
 fine in any orientation versus the sensor.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/SS2AUX1.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/SS2IR.jpg
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Shown here is a picture of X8 Mr Grey (formerly known as Mr Red when was used with APM.
My wife had only grey flower pots I could snatch to cover the new Pixhawk & electronics).
The Sony NEX5 is held in a 2-axis stabilized brushless gimbal (NEX5 not shown…used to take this picture).
Here below a zoomed view of the IR LED positionning and gimbal: 

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/vuegimbal1.jpg
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Gardeners & farmers are notoriously UAV friendly.
After getting a flower pot to protect your electronics, snatch also some green gardening wire which is very
 handy to shape your IR LED cable, so it is correctly positionned in front of the camera’s IR sensor.

Software and parameters configuration:

Mission planner
We need to configure Pixhawk to output a servo command on AUX2 (RC10) to trigger stratosnapper which
 will in turn trigger the IR LED which will in turn trigger the camera.
And this needs to happen automatically during an auto mission.
How do we do this ? By using the CAM_TRIGG_DIST function or by using a programmed
 DO_DIGICAM_CONTROL command.
In this guide we will only document the CAM_TRIGG_DIST function.
The CAM_TRIGG_DIST function will command your UAV to take picture everytime it has moved a certain
 distance (in meters).
This is very useful to take pictures at precise distance intervals during geomapping missions or
 photogrammetry missions.
To configure CAM_TRIGG_DIST, go in mission planner, click on config/tuning to open the full parameters
 list.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/vuegimbal2.jpg
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In this list you will find three parameters to configure: 

CAM_TRIGG_DIST : defines in meters the distance between two camera triggers.
For an auto mission, leave value at zero.
It will be changed automatically during the mission by a DO_SET command, to avoid taking pictures
 before and after the useful parts of your auto mission.

-CAM_TRIG_TYPE : defines if you want the Pixhawk AUX output used to control a relay or to ouput a
 PWM signal.

In the case of an IR device we need a PWM servo signal, so we set it to a value of zero.
-CH7_OPT: internal firmware parameter.

In this case, it does NOT correspond to the CH7 of your receiver.
You must set it to a value of 9 to indicate the firmware that it must do a camera trigger to the AUX ouput
 (which will be defined in the camera gimbal setup screen).

Next, we need to define to which AUX ouput we want this servo/PWM signal produced.
To do this, open “Initial setup”, then “Optional Hardware”, then “Camera Gimbal”:

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/cam_trigg_dist1.jpg
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In the shutter drop down list, select which AUX port you’d like to use (RC10 = AUX2 in my example).
Then do not forget to adapt the “pushed” and “not pushed” PWM values that will trigger your IR device
 (stratosnapper in my example).
Tune also the duration to the required button pressure duration to trigger your camera.

For a Sony NEX5, I set it to 10 = equivalent of 1 second button pressure.

IR device configuration (stratosnapper V2):
Every IR device comes with its own configuration method.
Stratosnapper comes with an ultra easy GUI interface to define which PWM values will trigger what port.
It is explained in this video:

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/missionplannercameragimbalscreen.jpg
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http://player.vimeo.com/video/67660032

Concrete application : test auto mission, applying all of the above
Finally lets’ apply all of the above in a true auto mission on the field , I configured this test auto mission as an
 example: 

http://player.vimeo.com/video/67660032
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/missionexemple.jpg
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To create this auto mission, we can use a very convenient “SURVEY” function of mission planner.
You start by drawing a polygon of the zone you’d like to photograph.
Then you right click on the map to select “Survey(Grid)”:

It will then show you a configuration screen that will allow you to define which camera make/model you are
 using and other rather self explanatory parameters (like how much overlap you want between pictures, lens
 size, etc).
The tool will then automatically define for you which is the best CAM_TRIGG_DIST parameter! :

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/surveyexample.jpg
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After clicking on “Accept”, you will get automatically a list of waypoints starting with a
 “DO_SET_CAM_TRIGG_DIST” command that will set the distance in meters between two camera triggers
 during your mission.
It ends with another “DO_SET_CAM_TRIGG_DIST” to set the parameter back to zero (stops the shooting).
DO NOT forget to add at least a waypoint (take -off) before and another waypoint (land or RTL) after the last
 waypoint.
After this is done, after you have passed through your checklist, after you have got all of the authorizations,
 etc, -> you are then ready to arm, flick the auto switch and off you go!
The above test auto mission lead to this result below.
It is a stiched panorama of about 15 pictures; shown here as a reduced thumbnail image (because the full size
 image is too large at about 107 Mbytes).
Click on image for better resolution: 

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/surveyexample2.jpg
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I hope this will help you in your own auto-photo-shoot missions! Cheers, Hugues

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/03/Mortierthumbnail2.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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First Person View provides you with a true pilot’s eye view while flying by placing a video camera and
 transmitter on your vehicle paired with a receiver and either an LCD or gogles on the ground.  An
 optional OSD (On Screen Display) helps maintain orientation by providing aircraft instrument overlay
 on your FPV monitor.

Contents

1 Recommended parts
2 Connection diagram

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-FPV (First Person View)

FPV (First Person View)
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3 Minim OSD setup through mission planner
4 User Videos / Blogs
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Recommended parts
The 3DR Video/OSD Kit provides most of what you need to set-up an FPV system on your
 ArduCopter/ArduPlane equipped vehicle:

Sony CCD camera
MinimOSD for On Screen Display of aircraft data
5.8Ghz 200mw video transmitter/receiver pair
Two 900mAh LiPo batteries (one for the air, one for the ground) to power the
 transmitter, receiver and camera

In addition you will need a monitor like the Black Pearl or goggles.

 

Goggle options:

Fat Shark has a wide range of goggles including the “Attitude” and “Dominator” that have been
 proven to work.  Note that some models come with a built in transmitter & receiver that would
 replace the 3DR video kits 5.8 Ghz transmitter/receiver pair mentioned above.
Low cost 320×240 resolution goggles (example video) are not recommended because the higher
 resolution 640×480 (example video) or SVGA goggles provide a much better flying experience.

 

In addition you may wish to set-up a separate camera gimbal (perhaps with Go-Pro attached) to record
 the flight in HD.

Connection diagram
Here is a wiring diagram created by IVC for a TBS Discovery Quadcopter that includes an APM2 and
 MinimOSD:

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-fpv-osd-kit
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/super-had-ccd-camera-1-3-sony-520tv-lines
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/apm-minimosd-rev-1-1
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/fpv-monitor-1
http://www.fatshark.com/default.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tG-4JNpE2fc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywqacXyjcNw
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-fpv-first-person-view/wiki/common-cameras-and-gimbals/
http://beta.ivc.no/wiki/index.php/TBS_Discovery_graphic
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FPV equipment on the vehicle should be placed as far away as possible from GPS and RC receiver to
 reduce the chance of interference.

Minim OSD setup through mission planner
The MinimOSD set-up guide can be found on the MinimOSD wiki page.

User Videos / Blogs
Richard Evan’s FPV flight footage (recorded from the ground station) of his ArduCopter based
 quadcopter including MinimOSD

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/tbs_discovery_install_APM2.6withminimosdtbscore.jpg
https://code.google.com/p/arducam-osd/wiki/minimosd
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Stefan Cenkov’s FPV flight footage (recoded from the ground station) of his ArduPlane running on
 VrBrain including MinimOSD.

Robert Mcintosh’s in Lone Pine California FPV Flight with HD video footage from GoPro camera

http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/the-best-place-to-fly
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Euan Ramsey’s APM2 powered TBS Discovery.  Note the TBS frame spreads the 2 front arms apart
 so the blades don’t interfere with the FPV and allow the camera to easily be mounted in front

Safety WarningS Relating Specifically to FPV Flight
Because of the limited field-of-view of the FPV camera you may not be able to easily see obstacles
 near the vehicle which may be why the Academy of Model Aeronautics requires that there be a
 second person acting as spotter for all FPV flights.
Be ready for loss of FPV video caused by flying beyond your FPV systems limits or interference
 from structures between you and the vehicle.
Know and recognise the FPV signal loss warning signs and be ready to shed the FPV equipment
 and retake manual control at all times.
FPV equipment can interfere with the vehicle’s radio or GPS if placed too close

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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MinimOSD (which can be purchased from 3DRobotics) is a small circuit board designed and
 programmed by Sandro Benigno and 3D Robotics that pulls telemetry data from your APM or Pixhawk
 flight controller and over-lays it on your First Person View monitor.

To connect to Pixhawk, use this DF13 6-pin cable to connect to the TELEM2 port. To connect to APM
 2.5 and 2.6, use a 5-pin splitter cable that allows the telemetry port to be connected to both a 3DR
 Radio and the MinimOSD.

Quick instructions for the connection are below, for more detailed instructions please refer to the

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Minim OSD Quick Installation Guide

Minim OSD Quick Installation Guide

ArduCopter
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 MinimOSD wiki page.

Contents

1 Basic wiring Diagram
2 Optional setup for critical cooling conditions

Basic wiring Diagram
The orignal MinimOSD’s power setup provides two stages to avoid noises coming from servos
 attached to your ArduPilot boards. Those noises could introduce some glitches on video signal. The
 independent analog powering from a dedicated battery will heat the board considerably, but the video
 is the most clean as possible from MAX7456.

Maybe you don’t need to use the two stages. The way those noises would impact on the video signal
 will vary depending on a chain of aspects like servo’s brand, model, cables length, etc. So, try yourself
 and see if it’s important for your setup.

Here is the basic diagram which uses two stages approach of MinimOSD board: 

https://code.google.com/p/arducam-osd/wiki/minimosd
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/11/DiagramaMinimOSD.jpg
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Optional setup for critical cooling conditions
(Hardware V0.1 and 1.0 only)

The second stage regulator from the MinimOSD boards earlier than V1.1 gets too hot on 12V video
 setups. If your frame has not a good air flow for cooling the OSD board you may want to feed the OSD
 entirely from APM. Probably it will add some noises from servos, but you’ll be more safe by this way:
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http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/11/DiagramaMinimOSD_OP.jpg
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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The 3DR UBlox GPS + Compass module is the recommended GPS for Pixhawk, PX4 and APM2.6
 (and above) flight controllers using ArduPlane, Rover and Copter.  These come set-up with the best
 known GPS configuration and have been thoroughly tested by thousands of users.

This page covers the installation of the GPS+Compass module.  If you are installing a GPS without on-
board compass follow the instructions found here.  For instructions on installing a stand-alone
 compass follow the instructions here.

Contents

1 Connecting to Pixhawk
2 Connecting to APM 2.6

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Installing 3DR UBlox GPS + Compass Module

Installing 3DR UBlox GPS + Compass
 Module
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Connecting to Pixhawk
Connect the GPS’s 6-pin DF13 connector to the Pixhawk’s “GPS” port and the compass’s 4-pin
 connector to the I2C port.  Alternatively the compass can be first connected through an I2C splitter if
 other I2C devices are to be attached.

 As of ArduCopter 3.2 and recent versions of ArduPlane and ArduRover, a secondary GPS can be
 connected to the Pixhawk’s Serial 4/5 port.  Limited testing suggests that a secondary GPS can
 reduce the likelihood that GPS glitches will affect the vehicle.  If the parameters are set-up as shown
 below, the flight controller will use the GPS with the higher number of satellites (Note: it will switch

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/pixhawk-i2c-splitter
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/GPS_Pixhawk_Dual.png
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 when one GPS has at least 2 more satellites than the other).

GPS_AUTO_SWITCH = 1
 GPS_TYPE2 = 1

Note that a secondary external compass cannot be attached.

Connecting to APM 2.6
3DR uBlox GPS with Onboard Compass is compatible with APM 2.6 and includes two cables: one 4-
position cable and one 5-position-to-6-position cable. To connect the GPS module to APM 2.6, connect
 the GPS port to the APM GPS port using the 5-position-to-6-position cable (use the top-entry port, not
 the side-entry port), and connect the GPS MAG port to the APM I C port using the 4-position cable.2

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/GPS_MPSetup_Dual.jpg
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Mounting the GPS Module
This module permits the GPS to be mounted separately from the flight control module so that it can
 have the best clear (view) of the sky and allows the compass to be distanced from interfering
 magnetic fields. When mounting the GPS+Compass module:

Place the module on the outside of your vehicle (in an elevated position if appropriate) with a clear
 view of the sky, as far as possible from the motors and ESCs, with the arrow facing forward.
Distance the module from DC power wiring and the batteries by at least 10cm.  Use of a mast is
 highly recommended.
Place the module clear of nearby iron containing metallic objects. (Use nylon or non magnetic
 stainless steel hardware and nylon or aluminum standoffs to mount the module).
Twist power and ground wires where possible.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/gps-to-apm-wiring-web.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/gps-mast
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Setup in Mission Planner
Start Mission Planner, connect your autopilot, and select the “Connect” tab. Select the “Initial Setup”
 tab, then select the left menu “Mandatory Hardware” tab and select the “Compass” tab.

Select the option to Enable the compass and to allow Auto Dec. To manually input the declination,
 select Declination Website and enter the magnetic declination minutes and seconds for your location.

Next select your autopilot configuration, for Pixhawk and PX4, select the option Pixhawk/PX4 with the
 image of the Pixhawk. For APM 2.6, select APM with External Compass with the image of the GPS
 with Compass module. These options will automatically enter the correct orientation for the board.
 Ensure that you have mounted the GPS with Compass with the arrow facing toward the front of the
 vehicle and in the same direction as the arrow on the autopilot.

To input a manual orientation for APM, select the Manual option at the bottom of the screen, and
 consider the following factors when selecting an orientation. Note: The information below does not
 apply to Pixhawk and PX4; for these autopilots, select the Pixhawk/PX4 option to assign the correct
 orientation.

If the GPS / Magnetometer board is mounted in its correct direction (arrow pointing forward) and the
 Flight controller board is also mounted right side up with its arrow pointing forward, the

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/GPS_sampleMoutning.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/calibrate-compass.png
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 (COMPASS_ORIENT) parameter will need to be set to (Roll 180) or “8” because the compass is
 upside down under the GPS modules antenna.
If the Flight controller board is put in an alternate orientation, the Orientation (i.e.
 COMPASS_ORIENT parameter) should be set according to the gps’s attitude to the flight
 controller.  So for example if both the Flight controller and the GPS+compass module were
 mounted on the bottom of the vehicle (a ridiculous example) then you would leave the Compass
 orientation as ROTATION_ROLL_180.  If however you wanted to mount the GPS+Compass right-
side-up you would pick Orientation “ROTATION_NONE” because the original rotation was Roll 180,
 then you add the compass rotation which is another roll 180 = Roll 360 = no rotation.

Connecting to APM 2.5 / APM 2.0
Please follow the instructions re how to connect an external compass to the APM2.5 and APM2.0.

Note: after connecting the external compass you will need to re-do the Live Calibration
 and Compassmot (if you had run this procedure for the internal compass)

Connecting to PX4
To connect GPS part of the this module to PX4, connect the GPS port to the PX4FMU’s GPS
 connector.
Connect the magnetometer lead on the module to the PX4IO’s I2C port.
The PX4IO board I2C port is the 4 pin connector located on the board side opposite the Servo Out
 connectors in the second row of connectors in and next to the board mounting hole.
When the external magnetometer is plugged into the PX4IO boards I2C port, it is automatically
 detected and used and the internal magnetometer is disabled.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module/wiki/common-external-magnetometer-for-improved-performance/#Instructions_for_APM_25
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module/wiki/common-external-magnetometer-for-improved-performance/#Instructions_for_the_APM20
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/configuring-hardware/#Calibrate_Compass
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Next connect with the Mission Planner and go to INITIAL SETUP > Mandatory Hardware > Compass
 and set the Orientation to ROTATION_ROLL_180.

LED Indicators
The 3DR GPS+Compass module has two LED indicators: one for power (solid red) and one for GPS
 lock (flashing blue).

LEDs: Behavior:

Power Solid red when powered

GPS lock Flashing blue when 3D GPS lock acquired

Advanced configuration of the UBlox GPS’s internal settings is documented here.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/PX4IOtopI2C.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module/wiki/common-ublox-gps/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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This page covers the installation of an Stand-alone external compass.  You may alternatively use the
 combined GPS+Compass module, the installation of which is covered on this page.

Contents

1 Overview
2 Connecting to the APM 2.5
3 Connecting to the APM2.0
4 Setup through the Mission Planner

Overview
The 3DR external compass should only be used with the APM series of flight controllers, its 5 volt
 signal output is not compatible with PX4 or Pixhawk which require 3.3 volts. For the Pixhawk or PX4
 use the  3DR combination GPS / Magnetometer module

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-External Magnetometer for Improved Performance

External Magnetometer for Improved
 Performance

ArduCopter
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http://ardupilot.com/
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1. If you’re having trouble with magnetic noise affecting your compass on-board the APM 2.5 board,
 you may want to switch to an external compass that you can mount further away from noise
 sources such as motors and your power wiring and batteries.

2. Magnetometers are most strongly influenced by DC magnetic fields and your batteries and the ESC
 primary power wiring are the worst offenders.

3. Your primary goal is to distance the magnetometer from batteries, DC battery wiring and the wiring
 to your ESCs.

4. It will also help to twist the battery and ESC power and ground wires wires together where possible.
5. It is also important to keep the magnetometer distanced from magnetic metallic objects (use nylon

 or non magnetic stainless screws and hardware in it’s vicinity and use aluminum or nylon
 standoffs.).

6. Note: If the Magnetometer board is mounted in its forward facing direction (Drone logo on the tab
 facing forward and in the opposite direction of the Y arrow) the (COMPASS_ORIENT) parameter
 will need to be set to (Normal) or “0”.
1. If you have the Y arrow pointing to the front (Drone on tab pointing to the back), set

 (COMPASS_ORIENT) to (Yaw 180).
7. Note: You will need to set the Magnetometer Orientation Parameter (COMPASS_ORIENT) in the

 Mission Planner Advanced Parameter List correctly to accommodate the Magnetometer’s
 orientation.

8. Note: If the Flight controller board is used in an alternate orientation (or upside down), the
 (COMPASS_ORIENT) parameter will need to also be adjusted to accommodate the Flight
 controller boards orientation as well as it’s own. (They are additive).

9. Note: It can be confusing, but all orientations in 45 degree increments and even upside down can
 be accommodated.
1. This Quick Setup Procedure will always work and allow you to set up your compass even if you

 use a non-3DR magnetometer.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/Magnetometer1.jpg
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2. Set the (COMPASS_ORIENT) Yaw parameter so the direction your airframe is currently pointing
 agrees with the HUD in Mission Planner.

3. Now turn your air frame right or left and if the compass correctly follows the direction it is pointed
 you are done.

4. If the compass turned in the opposite direction of your airframe set (COMPASS_ORIENT) Roll to
 180 (flips the compass over).

5. If you need to set Roll to 180 (COMPASS_ORIENT) will also need to include the Yaw from B.
 above (Example: Yaw 180 Roll 180).

Connecting to the APM 2.5
1. Purchase a HMC5883L magnetometer breakout board. Ensure the magnetometer board is set to
 use 3.3 volts (the APM 2.5’s I2C port uses 3.3 volts, not 5 volts). The magnetometer board is supplied
 with the 5 volt pad solder bridged and must be modified as shown below.

2. Looking at the below picture, cut the jumper trace in the middle of the APM 2.5 board. This disables
 the SDA line to the board’s internal magnetometer, rendering it inert.

http://store.3drobotics.com/HMC5883L_Triple_Axis_Magnetometer_p/br-hmc5883-01.htm
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/MagnetometerJumper3v3.jpg
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3. The APM 2.5 I2C connector needs a 4 pin DF13 connector, such as this one. Cut off one and and
 strip and tin the four wires.

4. Connect the DF13’s 4 wires to the compass breakout board. Note that the wires will not be one to
 one. Pin 1 on the DF13 connector will not go to pin 1 of the compass board. The standard 3DR cable
 has one red wire and three black wires. Substitute your wire colors accordingly. Solder the wires as
 follows:

Red wire
 on end of connector (+3.3v) goes to the VCC (or +3.3v) pad on the compass board (see labels on
 board for location). This is the wire closest to the interior on the APM 2.5 board.
Wire next to red wire
 (SCL) goes to the SCL pad on the compass board.
Wire next to wire next to red wire
 (SDA) goes to the SDA pad on compass board.
Black wire on end of connector
 (ground) goes to ground pad on compass board. This is the wire closest to the edge of the APM 2.5
 board.

5. The photo below depicts a MultiCopter with the Magnetometer mounted on top away from the
 DC magnetic fields generated by the Power Wiring and ESCs.

Double-sided foam tape works well for this.

http://store.3drobotics.com/DF13_4_Position_Connector_10_cm_p/ca-0001-16-02.htm
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The GPS modules antenna must be on top.
In the picture below, we’ve mounted the board “components up with pins forward”.
Flight controller board orientation and magnetometer orientation must be used to calculate the
 COMPASS_ORIENT parameter.

Connecting to the APM2.0
The APM 2.0 requires the cutting of the SDA trace on the top of the GPS / Magnetometer / SDA carrier
 board.
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Also, leave the pads on the external Magnetometer board bridged for 3.3 volts rather than switching it
 to 5 volts..

The remainder of the procedure is exactly as explained for the APM 2.5.

Setup through the Mission Planner

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/apm2_mag_cut_2.jpg
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/CompassScreen.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Table of Contents

OpticalFlow

ArduCopter on APM2 supports the mouse based optical flow sensor in a special OF_Loiter mode.
 Select the links below for information on the mouse based and PX4Flow sensors.

 ADNS3080 Mouse based sensor for APM
 PX4Flow sensor for Pixhawk (not yet supported)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > opticalflow-landingpage
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Table of Contents

Optical Flow Sensor (mouse sensor based version)

Contents

1 Optical Flow Sensor (mouse sensor based version)
2 Connecting the sensor to the APM1
3 Connecting the sensor to the APM2
4 Connecting the sensor to the APM2.5
5 Testing the sensor
6 Capturing an image from the sensor
7 How it works
8 Known issues
9 Acknowledgements:

To improve position hold accuracy in GPS denied environments APM:Copter supports the mouse
 sensor based OpticalFlow sensor.
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Connecting the sensor to the APM1
Directly solder wires to the top of the Oilpan as shown below
Default mounting is lens pointing down, pins forward

Connecting the sensor to the APM2

http://store.3drobotics.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCodeBR-0016-01
http://store.3drobotics.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCodeBR-0016-01
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Power, GND, NCS pins should be attached to A3
MISO, MOSI and SCLK pins should be directly soldered to the pins shown
Default mounting is lens pointing down, pins forward

Connecting the sensor to the APM2.5
Note: as of 15-Sep-2012, the code to support the optical flow on the APM2.5 has not yet been
 released.
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Connect VCC, GND, MISO, MOSI, SCLK and NCS pins as shown in the diagram below
Default mounting is lens pointing down, pins forward

Cut and resolder the MISOLVL jumper on the back of the board to switch the MISO pin to work on
 3.3v. This is critical to ensure the optical flow sensor does not interfere with the MPU6000.
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Testing the sensor
Upload the test sketch to the APM:

If using an APM2, you can download the hex file from the downloads area and then upload
 to your APM2 using the Mission Planner’s INITIAL SETUP > Install Firmware > Load
 custom firmware link
If using an APM1 you must open the AP_OpticalFlow_test.pde sketch in the arduino IDE,
 compile and upload to your APM1

Connect to your APM with the Serial Monitor or AP Mission Planner Terminal
type ‘c’ to ensure that the sensor is responding to the APM
type ‘m’ and move the camera back and forth and check that x,y values change. If they do not
 change, modify the focus of the lens by turning it left or right.

http://ardupilot.com/downloads/?did=94
https://raw.github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/860f4b260552297253a28b83a7f108302b84b97e/libraries/AP_OpticalFlow/examples/AP_OpticalFlow_test/AP_OpticalFlow_test.pde
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Capturing an image from the sensor
In order to check that you have the lens properly focused you can capture an image directly from the
 sensor and display it using a simpler viewer written in Python.

1. Upload the AP_OpticalFlow_test.pde to the APM (see above)
2. Install Python 2.7 (or later version) from the official python site

https://www.python.org/downloads/
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(For windows users, for compatibility with pyserial, you should install the 32bit version even if you
 are running 64bit windows)

3. Install PySerial 2.5. The Windows package is (Here!)
4. Start the Python IDLE editor
5. File, Open, …/arduino-

0022/libraries/AP_OpticalFlow/examples/ADNS3080ImageGrabber/ADNS3080ImageGrabber.py
6. Run, Run Module – the Python Shell and then ADNS3080ImageGrabber applications should appear
7. On the ADNS3080ImageGrabber screen, change the default com port to the port connected to your

 APM and press Open
8. Push the Send button to start/stop grabbing images from the sensor (a new image should appear

 every 2 seconds)

Note 1: After capturing images, you will need to reset the sensor (i.e. plug/unplug it) to restore it to the
 normal motion capture mode.

Note 2: you should see the the AP_OpticalFlow_ADNS3080’s menu and any errors appear in the
 Python Shell

How it works
The mouse sensor returns the average movement (in the x and y directions) of surface features that it
 sees. A single pixel move will not cause the sensor to return “1”. It will return a higher value around 5.
 This value is referred to as the scaler below. In the example below, the value returned would be about
 1.6 ( (-5+5+5) / 3)

Sensor’s x and y values can be converted to real distances based on altitude

In order to convert values from the sensor to real distances moved, we need to take into account the
 altitude. This is necessary because as you can see from the two pictures below, if we have two quads
 moving the same distance, but one at a low altitude, the other at a higher altitude, the lower quad will

http://www.python.org/ftp/python/2.7.2/python-2.7.2.msi
http://pyserial.sourceforge.net/
http://pypi.python.org/packages/any/p/pyserial/pyserial-2.5.win32.exe#md5ea4579b9ad39a4f0171c3ec3da0a8212
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 see surface features appear to move further and this will result in a higher optical flow values

We compensate for vehicle roll and pitch changes

Change in the vehicle’s roll and pitch will also cause changes in the x and y values returned by the
 sensor. Unlike the lateral movement calculations these are not dependent upon the distance of the
 visible objects. In the picture below you can see that as the quad has rolled 10 degrees but both
 flowers have moved from the center of the camera’s view in the 1st pic to the edge of the view in the

 2nd pic.
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The expected change in sensor values can be calculated directly from the change in roll and pitch
 given the formula below. We subtract these expected changes from the real values returned by the
 sensor.

Once we have the x/y movements we can integrate these values over time with the current yaw to
 arrive at an estimate of position.

Known issues
The sensor only works in well lit environments
A fixed-focus lens is used meaning it cannot focus on objects closer than 30cm (1 foot).
Rotating the sensor will confuse the sensor

Acknowledgements:
1. Marko Klein Berkenbusch’s position hold with mouse sensor
2. research paper re optical flow for position hold

http://www.diydrones.com/profile/MarkoKleineBerkenbusch
http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/quad-position-hold-with-mouse
http://www.araa.asn.au/acra/acra2007/papers/paper181final.pdf
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3. research paper re optical flow for object avoidance

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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The PX4-FLOW (Optical Flow) Sensor is a specialized high resolution downward pointing camera
 module that uses the ground texture and visible features plus the built-in Maxbotix LZ-EZ4 sonar to
 determine aircraft ground velocity.  The built-in 3 axis gyro enables automatic compensation for
 vehicle tilt and heading relative to the ground.  The PX4-FLOW incorporates the same powerful Cortex
 M4F Microcontroller as is used in the PX4-FMU.

Warning: the PX4Flow is not supported in the current stable releases of ArduCopter, ArduPlane or
 ArduRover software. Support will be added for the Pixhawk in ArduCopter 3.3 but it is unlikely that it
 will ever be supported for use with the APM2.

Contents

1 Connecting to the Pixhawk

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-PX4-FLOW Optical Flow Camera Board Overview

PX4-FLOW Optical Flow Camera Board
 Overview

ArduCopter
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2 Setup through the Mission Planner
3 Testing the sensor
4 Additional Information

Connecting to the Pixhawk

The sensor should be connected to the Pixhawk’s the 4-pin I2C port.  In most cases an I2C splitter
 should be used to allow other I2C devices (like the external RGB LED and GPS/Compass module’s
 compass) to the same port.

Setup through the Mission Planner

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/OptFlow_Pixhawk.png
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/pixhawk-i2c-splitter
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/OptFlow_MPSetup.png
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The sensor can be enabled by connecting with the Mission Planner and then on the Initial Setup >>
 Optional Hardware >> Optical Flow page check the “Enable checkbox”.  Alternatively the
 FLOW_ENABLE parameter should be set to “1” through the full parameters list.  The sensor will be
 initialised once the Pixhawk board is rebooted.

Testing the sensor
The raw data from the sensor will eventually be visible on the Mission Planner’s Flight Data screen’s
 Status tab (issue raised here).  Until then you can perform the following test in a well lit room:

Remove the lens cap from the sensor
If using ArduCopter, arm the vehicle  to allow logging to start (no need to connect the flight battery)
Move the sensor around
Download the dataflash logs and graph the OF message’s data including “Qual”, flowX and flowY
 values.

Additional Information
We recommend using this modified px4flow sensor firmware.

More information on this sensor including how to upgrade the sensor’s firmware using QGroundControl
 can be found on the ETH’s PX4Flow wiki page.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

https://github.com/diydrones/MissionPlanner/issues/745
http://ardupilot.com/downloads/?did=118
http://pixhawk.org/modules/px4flow
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
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Video above is from Henri’s DIYDrones discussion that led to this feature being added to Arducopter.
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 Arducopter 3.2 on Pixhawk adds support for manual and automatic parachute release.  This page
 describes the set-up
 This feature is still experimental and should be used with caution.

What you will need
A complete parachute mechanism like this:

SkyCat

OR if you prefer a DIY solution, parachute release mechanism that can be triggered by a PWM signal
 (i.e. a Servo) and a parachute large enough to slow your multicopter’s decent to less than 5m/s. Some
 recommended parachute vendors:

Fruity Chutes
Opale Paramodels
Mars Mini

Connecting to the Pixhawk
The parachute release mechanism can be triggered from either a Relay or a PWM (i.e. Servo) but
 because of an issue with the Relay pins being pulled high at start-up, we recommend using PWM, in
 particular any of the Pixhawk’s AUX OUT 1 to 4 pins.

Setup through the mission planner

http://www.skycat.pro/shop/
http://fruitychutes.com/uav_rpv_drone_recovery_parachutes.htm
http://www.opale-paramodels.com/index.php/en/shop-opaleparamodels/4/rescue-systems
http://1uas.com/Gears/Parachutes-Protection-System/Mars-Mini
https://github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/issues/1239
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/08/Parachute_Pixhawk.png
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To configure the parachute release please first connect with the Mission Planner and then open the
 Config/Tuning >> Full Parmeter List page and set the following parameters.

CHUTE_ENABLE = “1”
CHUTE_TYPE = “10” to release with a servo
CHUTE_SERVO_ON should be set to the servo position required to release the parachute
CHUTE_SERVO_OFF should be the “resting” servo position.  I.e. the position the servo is in before
 the parachute is released
RC9_FUNCTION = “27”.  RC9 refers to the Pixhawk’s AUX OUT 1.  To use AUX OUT2 instead set
 RC10_FUNCTION to 27, etc.

Setup Ch7 to manually deploy the parachute from the Mission Planner’s Extended Tuning page.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/08/Parachute_MPSetup1.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/08/Parachute_MPSetup2.png
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When will the parachute deploy?
When the “Crash Check” feature determines that the vehicle has lost attitude control and has begun
 falling, the motors will be stopped and the parachute will deploy automatically.  The following must all
 be true for a full 2 seconds for the crash checker to trigger the parachute release:

The motors are armed
The vehicle is not “landed” (the vehicle will consider itself landed if the output throttle
 is less than 25%, the motors have hit their lower limit, the vehicle is not rotating by
 more than 20deg/sec and the pilot is not requesting a climb.  All this must be true
 for 1 second for the vehicle to consider itself landed)
The vehicle is not in FLIP or ACRO flight mode
the roll and/or pitch angle of the vehicle is 20 degrees off from the target lean angle
the barometer shows the vehicle is not climbing
the vehicle is above the CHUTE_ALT_MIN altitude

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/08/Parachute_MPSetup_Ch7.png
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Testing the chute
Depending upon the release mechanism a parachute deployment can be dangerous so please take
 care when performing these tests, removing the parachute and vehicle propellers as is appropriate.

To test manual deployment:

Set the CHUTE_ALT_MIN parameter to zero to disable the minimum altitude check
Arm the vehicle in stabilize mode and raise the throttle above minimum
move the Ch7 switch to the high position

You should see the motors stop, the parachute servo move and if telemetry is attached, “Parachute:
 Released!” should appear on the Flight Data screen’s HUD.

To test the automatic deployment:

Set the CHUTE_ALT_MIN parameter to zero to disable the minimum altitude check
Arm the vehicle in stabilize mode and raise the throttle above minimum
somehow tilt the vehicle over by at least 20 degrees

After 2 seconds, the motors should stop, the parachute servo will move and if telemetry is attached,
 “Parachute: Released!” should appear on the Flight Data screen’s HUD.

After the test is complete, return the CHUTE_ALT_MIN to the desired altitude (default is 10m)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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APM:Copter, Plane and Rover can control servos for whatever use you can think of including triggering
 a camera shutter, releasing a parachute or dropping a tennis ball.  These servo(s) can be controlled
 either directly by the pilot via a switch on the transmitter, through commands sent from the ground
 station or as part of a mission.  Either analog or digital servos may be used.

Contents

1 Connecting the servo to a Pixhawk
2 Connecting the servo to an APM2.x
3 Controlling the servo as a camera shutter
4 Controlling the servo as a servo
5 Testing with the Mission Planner

Connecting the servo to a Pixhawk
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If using Arducopter Connect the servo to AUX OUT 1, 2, 3 or 4.  MAIN OUT 1 ~ 8 should be
 avoided because these update at 400hz.
If using ArduPlane or ArduRover where all pins update at 50hz, any unused MAIN OUT or AUX
 OUT 1 ~ 4 may be used.
AUX OUT 5 and 6 cannot be used by default because they are setup as Relays.  These pins can
 changed to Servo outputs by setting the BRD_PWM_COUNT parameter to 6 and setting
 RELAY_PIN and RELAY_PIN2 to -1.
The Pixhawk flight controller cannot provide power to the servos so an external BEC or ESC that
 can provide 5V should be used.

Connecting the servo to an APM2.x

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/08/Servo_Pixhawk.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-servo/wiki/common-relay/
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On Arducopter connect the servo’s signal wire to either A10 or A11 on the left side of the APM
On ArduPlane the servos may also be connected to any available channel RC1 ~ RC8 on the back
 of the APM.
Connect the power and ground wires to the rear power rail (if the JP1 jumper is removed) or to an
 external BEC (if the JP1 jumper is left in place).  It is absolutely critical that the servos power and
 ground wires not be connected to the + and – pins on A10 or A11 because the servos will then be
 sharing their power source with the main CPU.  Movements of the servo will cause ripples in the
 power supply to the CPU and could cause brown-outs. For the same reason the rear power rail
 should not be used if the JP1 jumper is left in place.

Controlling the servo as a camera shutter
Details on how to set-up and control the servo as if it were triggering the shutter of a camera can be
 found  here on the Camera Gimbal wiki page.  The  advantage of this set-up is:

the servo can be triggered from the ch7 or ch8 auxiliary switch on APM:Copter

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/08/OptionalHardware_Servo.jpg
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if you wish the servo to move to one position, delay for a moment then return to it’s original position
 this can all be accomplished with a single mission command
the location and attitude of the copter will be recorded to the dataflash each time the servo is
 triggered

The disadvantage of using the camera shutter method is the servo can only be moved to two pre-
configured positions.

Video example of a tennis ball dropped used at Sparkfun’s AVC 2012.

Controlling the servo as a servo
The traditional way to control a servo only works as part of a mission (i.e. AUTO mode).  Follow these
 instructions:

Connect your APM or Pixhawk to the mission planner
On the Config/Tuning > Full Parameter List page, ensure that the RCXX_FUNCTION is set to zero
 for the servo (i.e. RC10_FUNCTION if the servo is connected to A10 on the left side of the APM,
 RC9_FUNCTION is the servo is connected to the Pixhawk’s AUX OUT 1).
Press the Write Params button

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_vwC1r3k2g
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Create the mission you wish to fly and add a DO_SET_SERVO command and include the servo
 number (i.e. “10”) in the “Ser No” field and the PWM value (usually between 1000 ~ 2000) in the
 “PWM” field.

Note that the DO_SET_SERVO command is a “do command” meaning that it can only be run between

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/08/MissionPlanner_ServoSetup.jpg
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/08/MissionPlanner_MoveServo.png
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 waypoints so it must not be the first or last command in the mission.  It will be executed immediately
 after the waypoint that precedes it.

Testing with the Mission Planner
The mission planner’s Flight Data screen includes a “Servo” tab on the bottom right that can be used to
 test that the servos are moving correctly.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/08/Servo_TestingWithMP.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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A “Relay” is an digital output pin on the APM or Pixhawk that can be switched between 0 volts and
 either 3.3V (Pixhawk) or 5V (APM2).  Similar to a servo it allows the flight controller to invoke some
 action from another device on the vehicle.  In ArduCopter, Plane and Rover, up to 4 pins can be
 defined as relays.

Contents

1 Relay pins on the Pixhawk
2 Relay pins on the APM2
3 Defining the relay pins through the Mission Planner
4 Pilot control of the relay
5 Mission control of the relay

Relay pins on the Pixhawk
On the Pixhawk AUX OUT 5 (pin 54) and AUX OUT 6 (pin 55) are setup as the “First” (or #0) and
 “Second” (or #1) Relays respectively.

 The number of available Relays can be increased to a maximum of 6 by reducing the number of AUX

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Relay Switch
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 pins used as Servo outputs.  This can be accomplished by reducing the BRD_PWM_COUNT from 4
 to 2 or 0.

Relay pins on the APM2
On the APM2, A9 (pin 9) is the pin that is recommended to be used as a relay.  In fact any of the pins
 from A0 ~ A8 may also be used as relays but to use these you must manually set the RELAY_PIN
 parameter (to “0” ~ “8”) through the Mission Planner’s full parameter list.

Defining the relay pins through the Mission Planner
The First ~ Fourth relay pins can be defined most easily using the Mission Planner’s Config/Tuning
 screen’s Standard Params list as shown below.  Alternatively if you know the exactly pin number to
 use, the RELAY_PIN parameter can be set directly through the mission planner’s Full Parameters
 List.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-relay/wiki/common-servo/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/Relay_APM2.png
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Pilot control of the relay
On ArduCopter 3.2 (and higher) the “First” relay can be controlled with the Ch7/Ch8 switches.

Mission control of the relay
Similar to a servo, the Relays can be activated during a mission using the Do-Set-Relay mission
 command.  This is described on the ArduCopter Mission Command List wiki page.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/Relay_SetupWithMP.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/Relay_SetupCh7WithMP.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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External LEDs and Buzzer
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External LED for Pixhawk
An external Pixhawk LED can be added by connecting it to the Pixhawk’s I2C port. Because most
 users use an Ublox GPS and Compass module, an I2C splitter is recommended.  Once connected the
 similar LED on the center of the Pixhawk will no longer light up.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > External LEDs
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Two External LED solutions for APM2
There are two recommended solutions for adding LEDs to your APM/Arducopter

the JDrones I/O board (video here) and LED strips listens to the mavlink messages on the
 APM/PX4’s telemetry port (much like the minimOSD)  and updates the LEDs.  The board includes a
 voltage regulator so it takes power directly from the battery
the APM’s A4 ~ A11 pins can be used to control LEDs directly.  This is an example of a community
 members solution you can purchase or you can build your own by purchasing a Darlington Driver
 DIP chip (like this one from Sparkfun) to allow you to power the LEDs from the battery.  See this
 blog post for more details.

If you choose to control the pins directly from the APM, you must choose LEDs which have a current
 draw lower than the maximum permissible current of the AVR chip on the APM: 40mA.

For AC3.1.5, the pinout of the APM is as follows:

A4 : AUX led
A5 : Beeper – can drive a piezo buzzer directly (see below)
A6 : GPS – will flash with no GPS lock, solid with GPS lock
A7 ~ A11 : Motor LEDs

Which LEDs are active and when they blink is somewhat configurable through the LED_MODE

http://store.jdrones.com/jD_IOBoard_p/jdioboard11.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Q2oT808mJnQ
http://store.jdrones.com/Night_Flying_LED_Drivers_s/94.htm
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/nav-leds/wiki/common-on-screen-display-for-fpv/
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/apm-2-x-led-buzzer-modules
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/apm-2-x-led-buzzer-modules
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/312
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/adding-external-led-indicators-and-a-piezo-beeper-for-arm-and-gps
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/leds01.jpg
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 parameter which can be set from the Mission Planner’s CONFIG/TUNING > Standard Params >
 Copter LED Mode drop down.

For AC3.2, the LED_MODE parameter is removed but all the following reduced set of pins are always
 active:

A4 : Motor LED
A5 : Beeper – can drive a piezo buzzer directly (see below)
A6 : GPS – will flash with no GPS lock, solid with GPS lock
A7: Arming LED

 

Buzzer for APM2
A piezo buzzer like this one from RadioShack can be connected directly to the APM’s A5 pins.  If
 purchasing a different piezo beeper, you must ensure that the piezo is internally modulated, meaning
 that it creates it’s own tone when simply driven with a 5V input.  Some piezo beepers rely on external
 circuitry to create the tone, this is typically done to play music with multiple notes, but the APM is not
 capable of driving these.  If you hook up a piezo, and all you hear is a <click>, then you know it is not
 internally modulated.  Also note that any piezo beeper being used must have a current draw below 40
 mA.

Connect the buzzer as follows:

buzzer’s red wire should be connected to the APM’s A5’s inner signal pin
buzzer’s black wire should be connected to the outer ground pin

http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2062399
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The buzzer will beep in these situations:
 Arming: twice at the beginning of the arming procedure, and then again twice when completed
 (arducopter can take a long time to arm especially the first time).
 Disarming: once when the pilot disarms the copter
 Low Battery: continuous tone when the battery voltage is low. The only way to turn off the tone is to
 arm or disarm the copter.

In AC3.2 the buzzer is always enabled, for AC3.1.5, the buzzer can be enabled/disabled through the
 Mission Planner’s CONFIG/TUNING > Standard Params > Copter LED Mode drop down.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Buzzer_ConnectionDiagram.png
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Video demonstration of connecting the buzzer is below.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/Buzzer_MPSetup.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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The EPM688 from NicaDrone.com is a small (less than 4cm x 4cm x 2cm) Electro Permanent Magnet
 gripper capable of 7kg of force meaning it can hold about 1kg of cargo.  The gripping and releasing of
 the cargo if accomplished by delivering a short pulse to an electromagnet which reverses it’s field. 
 Objects that it grips onto should be metal or have the included thin steel target square attached to
 them.

The device accepts a standard PWM servo input and uses a 5V power supply.  Significant amounts of
 power are only required for less than 1 second when it first grips or releases the cargo.

See Kickstarter Video of the product here!
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 The EPM is connected to the Pixhawk in the same way as a servo.

If using ArduCopter, Connect the EPM to AUX OUT 1, 2, 3 or 4.  MAIN OUT 1 ~ 8 cannot be used
 because the EPM does not accept the 400hz update rate.  AUX OUT 5 an 6 cannot be used
 because they are reserved for Relays.
If using ArduPlane or ArduRover where all pwm pins update at 50hz, any unused MAIN OUT or
 AUX OUT 1 ~ 4 may be used.
A BEC or ESC should be used that can provide 600milliamps of current at 5V for the short period
 that the gripper is first activated to latch onto the cargo.

Connecting to an APM2

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/EPM_Pixhawk.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-electro-permanent-magnet-gripper/wiki/common-servo/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-electro-permanent-magnet-gripper/wiki/common-relay/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/EPM_APM2.png
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The EPM is connected to the APM2 in the same way as a servo.

If using ArduCopter, connect the EPM’s signal wire to either A10 or A11 on the left side of the APM.
If using ArduPlane or ArduRover A10, A11 or any available RC1 ~ RC8 connectors on the back of
 the APM may be used.
The EPM should be powered using the rear power rail (ensure JP1 jumper is removed) or to an
 external BEC (not shown).  It is absolutely critical that the power and ground wires not be
 connected to the + and – pins of A10 or A11 because the EPM will be sharing power with the
 APM2’s CPU and will likely cause a brownout when it is activated.

Controlling from a transmitter using servo pass-through
Unfortunately with the latest versions of ArduCopter, Plane and Rover the EPM can be controlled
 either from the transmitter OR during missions.  Either is possible but parameter changes are required
 meaning both methods are not available during a single flight.  Below are instructions for setting up
 manual control through a transmitter.

Control using the transmitter is accomplished by setting up “RC Pass Through” which means the
 “input” channel from the transmitter is passed through to the Pixhawk/APM’s “output” channel of the
 same number.  For ArduCopter this means you must have a transmitter capable of 9 or more
 channels because the EPM is connected to output ch9 (or higher).

Assuming the above is possible for your set-up, connect with the mission planner.  Go to the
 Config/Tuning >> Full Parameters List and set the RC9_FUNCTION to “1” (i.e. “RCPassThru”).  Note
 that if the EPM is connected to AUX OUT 2 then RC10_FUNCTION should be set instead, etc.

On the transmitter set CH9 to be controlled from a 3-position switch and the positions set as follows:

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-electro-permanent-magnet-gripper/wiki/common-servo/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/EPM_SetupManualControlMP.png
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low position set to about 1100 pwm.  This will release the cargo
mid position set to about 1500 pwm.  This is the neutral position, after pulling the
 switch high or low to grab or release, the switch should be returned to this position
high position set to about 1900 pwm.  This will activate the EPM so it grips onto the
 cargo.

To grab onto the cargo, bring the cargo close to the EPM and momentarily bring the switch high and
 then return the switch to neutral.
 To release the cargo, momentarily bring the switch low and then return it to neutral.

Note: the ArduCopter Ch7/Ch8 switch includes options for the EPM but these unfortunately do not
 function properly.

Note: it is also possible (if using an older style, non ppm-sum receiver) to directly connect one signal
 wire from the receiver to the EPM’s PWM pin thus by passing the Pixhawk/APM2 completely.  The
 image below shows the power line between the receiver and EPM connected but this is not correct
 and is quite dangerous because power spikes could pass through the receiver to the Pixhawk/APM2. 
 Only PWM and Ground should be connected.  The EPM should be powered from a BEC (not shown
 below).

Controlling during missions and from GCS
As mentioned above, the EPM can be controlled either through a transmitter or from the ground station
 (including during missions, aka AUTO mode) but not both during the same flight. Below are
 instructions for setting up control through the ground station.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/DSC00803.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-servo/wiki/auto-mode/
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Connect with the mission planner. Go to the Config/Tuning >> Full Parameters List and set the
 RC9_FUNCTION to “0” (it’s default value). Note that if the EPM is connected to Pixhawk’s AUX OUT 2
 then RC10_FUNCTION should be set instead, etc.  If using an APM2 it will be the RC10_FUNCTION
 or RC11_FUNCTION parameter.

Create the mission you wish to fly and add pairs of DO_SET_SERVO commands to grip or release the
 cargo and then return the EPM to neutral.

“Ser No” should be set according to which output the EPM is connected to (i.e. “9” = Pixhawk’s AUX
 OUT 1, “10” = APM2’s RC10).
“PWM” should be set to 1100ms to release the cargo, 1500ms to return to neutral, and 1900ms to
 grip the cargo.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/EPM_SetupMissionControlMP.png
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In the example above the vehicle takes off to 20m, flies west 150m where it delays for 5 seconds,
 releases the cargo, delays another 5 seconds and then returns home.

In order to pick up the cargo before the mission begins, push the round black button on the EPM to
 momentarily turn it on.  A cumbersome alternative is to use the Mission Planner’s Flight Data screen’s
 Servo tab to momentarily set the output to 1900 pwm (i.e. “High” in the image below) and then back to
 neutral (i.e. 1500 or “Low” in the image below).

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/EPM_Mission.png
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Specifications and more info
The EPM has an onboard PIC12F MCU
 with an in circuit programming header
 to allow easy reflashing.

When first gripping or releasing the
 cargo it consumes 400mA for 0.4
 seconds.  The majority of the energy is
 consumed to move the target into
 place and the rest realigns the
 magnets.  The on-board LED will blink
 rapidly 4 times when a switching cycle
 is being executed

On-board tactile push button: Allows
 toggle testing the EPM on/off  having
 only the power connected

Full bridge Thyrisotor drive circuit
 increases efficiency and reduces
 capacitor size .

Reduced magnetic interference allows
 mounting within 5cm of a
 magnetometer (please test it with your application)

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/EPMV2_1.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/EPM_MPFlightData_ServoTab.png
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Paper by Ara Nerses Knaian
Datasheet
Schematics and PCB files
Git repository for Parts Drawing PCB Masks Pic12F source code
User Group (Help)

 

 

 

Magnetic interference and Board Voltage check
The EPM can cause magnetic interference especially while gripping or releasing the cargo or if left in
 the “on” state with no cargo attached.  Make sure to mount the EPM at least 10cm from the flight
 controller’s compass.

The EPM’s impact on the compass can be tested in real-time by connecting with the Mission Planner,
 go to the Flight Data screen and click on the “Tuning” checkbox at the bottom, middle.  Double click on
 the graph that appears on the top right and when the “Graph This” window appears select “magfield”.

Turning the EPM on and off and ensure the magfield length does not change by more than 10%.

http://opengrab.googlecode.com/files/Electropermanent_Magnets_Knaian.pdf
http://nicadrone.com/img/Datasheet%20EPM688-V2.0.pdf
https://upverter.com/eda/#tool=schematic,designId=5466622af0d942e4
https://github.com/ctech4285/EPM_688_V2
https://groups.google.com/forum/#%21forum/opengrab
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/mag_field.jpg
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In addition to magnetic interference, if a weak BEC is used a voltage drop may be noticed.  For
 example the BEC in a 3DR ESC leads to a drop of 0.4V when the EPM is activated.  This is normally
 not a concern because the BEC should only be powering the servo rail of the Pixhawk/APM2 and so
 the CPU’s voltage should be unaffected.  This can be tested by graphing the “hwvoltage” field in the
 same way the “magfield” was checked above.  Ideally this test should be performed when connected
 via Telemetry because a USB cable will also provide power the CPU and may hide any voltage
 disturbance.

User Video

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Provide RSSI from FrSky receiver to APM.
Select the input pin with the RSSI_PIN parameter.
However some of receivers such as FrSky D8R-XP output 0 – 3.3 V.
For that reason I’ve added new parameter: RSSI_RANGE.
This was also a requested issue previously: https://github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/issues/648
When the RSSI_RANGE parameter is set to your radio’s maximum RSSI voltage the RSSI rxrssi is
 shown in the range 0-100.
The ability to set the RSSI_RANGE  parameter has been added to Mission Planner in the Full
 Parameter List:

Complete System with RSSI addition

https://github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/issues/648
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/11/screenshot2.png
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RSSI Filter
A 4.7k resistor and 10uF capacitor are used to filter out the pulses from the receiver’s RSSI
 output.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/11/photo1.jpg
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RSSI Connections

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/11/photo2.jpg
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Developed and illustrated by Lukasz – Thank You – Hope this helps.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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ArduCopter supports “RC overrides” which allows ground stations including the Mission Planner to
 allow you to fly your vehicle with a computer joystick or gamepad.  Follow the instructions below to set
 it up.

Note: we recommend that even if flying with a joystick, you should keep a regular transmitter/receiver
 connected and ready for use as a backup.  In future versions of Arducopter, after more failsafe testing
 has been completed we may change this recommendation.

What you will need
You will need the following equipment:

USB joystick or Gamepad such as the Logitech F310 (shown above)
a telemetry connection (such as the 3DR radio) between your ground station and vehicle
a laptop computer at the field running Mission Planner (other GCSs may also support “RC
 overrides” but this wiki page only covers the mission planner method

Setup with the Mission Planner

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/Joystick_LogitechF310.jpg
http://gaming.logitech.com/en-us/product/f310-gamepad
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flying-with-a-joystickgamepad-instead-of-rc-controller/wiki/common-telemetry-landingpage/
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-radio
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Connect your USB joystick/gamepad to the laptop computer
open the Mission Planner’s and on the Flight Data screen’s “Actions” tab push the Joystick button
Ensure the Logitech joystick appears in the drop-down
The “Enable” button, once pushed, will tell the mission planner to start sending commands to the
 vehicle so for the initial setup do not push it.
On the “Roll” row, click the “Auto Detect” button and then waggle the control you wish to use for roll,
 left and right.
The channel can be reversed with the “Reverse” checkbox
The Expo number should be in the range of -100 to 100

0 = no expo
100 = low response around the middle, very fast response at the edges
-100 = very fast response around the middle, less response at the edges (very few
 people use negative expo)

Repeat for “Pitch”, “Throttle” and “Rudder” and push the Save button

You will likely want to set-up other buttons for “Arm” and “Disarm”
Instead of setting up a stick or button for ch5 (the flight mode channel), it is better to set individual
 buttons to initiate a flight mode by selecting “Change Mode” and then push the “Settings” button
 and select the flight mode from the drop-down (see pic above)
When done, push the save button

 

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/Joystick_MPSetup.png
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We recommend that you continue to have your RC gear connected because it is possible to lose the
 telemetry connection in flight so you will need to be able to fall back to regular RC control or switch to
 “hardware manual” in the case of an autopilot failure. However, in most cases you can use the
 joystick/gamepad for all manual flying, never touching the RC transmitter.

To set it up, do the following: Once the controller is plugged in, just select “Joystick” (circled in red
 below) and it will open a screen that will allow you to assign functions to different joystick/gamepad
 buttons.

Testing the controls before flying
Before flying for the first time you should test that all features work well.

To check the above controls move in the correct direction:

Click the “Enable” button on the Joystick setup screen to enable sending messages to the
 vehicle
Connect your flight controller to the computer with a USB cable
Push the Mission Planner’s Connect button
Go to the Initial Setup >> Mandatory Hardware >> Radio Calibration screen and ensure the
 green bars all move in the correct direction.  Remember the bars move in the same direction
 as the sticks except for Pitch which moves in the opposite direction.
If any controls are reversed, check the “Reverse” checkbox on the Joystick setup screen.

Next test you are able to arm, disarm and switch into the various flight modes (not need to connect the
 battery)

Testing the failsafes
All of these tests should be performed on the ground with the battery disconnected or at least with the
 propellers off the vehicle.

Simulate disabling the joystick in flight with transmitter off (i.e. no failover to regular transmitter):

1. Turn regular transmitter off
2. Connect with the mission planner, push Joystick window’s “Enable” button and

 ensure RC overrides are being sent to the vehicle (use Radio Calibration screen) or
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 Flight Data’s status screen.
3. Arm vehicle, switch to Stabilize or Loiter mode and raise the throttle
4. Ensure the motors are spinning by checking the Flight Data screen’s “ch1out” ~

 “ch4out”
5. Push Joystick screen’s “Disable” button
6. “Failsafe” should appear on the HUD and the vehicle should switch to “LAND” or

 “RTL”
7. Repeat the above test but at step #5 actually disconnect the joystick from the

 computer.  The results should be the same.

Simulate failing over to the regular transmitter/receiver

1. Turn the regular transmitter on and ensure you can control the vehicle (perhaps by
 checking the Radio calibration page or the Flight Data screen’s Status tab’s “ch1in”
 ~ “ch8in”).

2. With the regular transmitter leave the vehicle in AltHold mode and raise the throttle
 to mid

3. On the Joystick screen push the “Enable” button
4. Arm the vehicle in Stabilize mode and raise throttle to full (with the Joystick).
5. Check the throttle is at full in the Flight Data screen’s Status tab by checking “ch3in”

 is very high (around 1900 usually)
6. On the Joystick screen push the “Disable” button and check the “ch3in” has dropped

 to a mid value (around 1500)
7. The vehicle should remain in it’s current flight mode (Stabilize) but controls have

 been returned to the transmitter.  The pilot’s inputs should be reflected in the
 “ch1in” ~ “ch8in” values.  Switch the vehicle to AltHold mode by moving the flight
 mode switch.

 

Simulate loss of radio contact:

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/Joystick_FailsafeTesting1.png
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If radio contact is lost, the vehicle should respond as if the Joystick was “Disabled” or disconnected
 from the PC.  You can test this by repeating the test above but instead of pushing the “Disable” button
 on the Joystick screen, disconnect the radio.  In order to see the status of the vehicle you will need to
 connect two Mission Planner’s separately (only possible on Pixhawk).  The Mission Planner with the
 Joystick should be connected through telemetry and the 2nd Mission Planner should be connected
 through a USB connection.

Reducing lag in the controls
It is nearly impossible to make the Joystick as responsive as a regular transmitter but lag can be
 reduced by:

reducing the rate of other telemetry data being sent between the vehicle and GCS
 from the MP’s Config/Tuning >> Planner page

If using a 3DR radio or RFD900 radio these can be put into Low Latency mode as
 described here.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/Joystick_ReduceLag_MPRates.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flying-with-a-joystickgamepad-instead-of-rc-controller/wiki/common-using-the-3dr-radio-for-telemetry-with-apm-and-px4/#Low_latency_mode
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flying-with-a-joystickgamepad-instead-of-rc-controller/wiki/common-using-the-3dr-radio-for-telemetry-with-apm-and-px4/#Low_latency_mode
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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The AntennaTracker firmware runs on any of the support flight controller boards (Pixhawk, APM2, etc)
 and can be used to create an antenna tracker that significantly increases your telemetry range by
 pointing a directional antenna directly at a vehicle running ArduCopter, ArduRover or ArduPlane.

This manual will guide you through setup and configuration process.

1. Choosing an antenna

2. Assembling a frame

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Antenna Tracker Introduction
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3. Loading the firmware

4. Configuration

5. Connecting with a ground station

6. How to operate

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

Build Your Own Frame

Improving the Capabilities of Your Multicopter
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This section provides an overview of the APM and PX4 autopilot hardware.

1. APM 2 Overview

Disabling the Built-in GPS on APM 2 to use an External GPS

 

2. APM 2.5 and 2.6 Overview

Board Connections

 

3. PX4 FMU Overview

Wiring
PX4 IO Board Overview
Analog Pins
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Contents

1 APM 2.5
2 APM 2.6
3 Using the APM 2.5/2.6 Enclosure
4 Or Not
5 Powering the APM 2.5/2.6 Board
6 Alternative ways to power your board
7 A Non technical Description of the Power Supply Requirements
8 Power Supply Rails Connected Requirements (JP1 Installed)

8.1 No Power Module and No Servos and Power provided by BEC from ESC
8.2 No Power Module but using Servos and a high power External BEC
8.3 No Power Module but using Servos and multiple BECs from ESC’s (A BEC for each Servo)

9 Power Supply Rails Not Connected Requirements (JP1 Not Installed)
9.1 Power Module and No Servos
9.2 Power Module and using Servos with External BEC power
9.3 Power Module and using Servos with BEC power from one ESC
9.4 No Power Module and using Servos with BEC power from two ESCs

10 APM Power Wiring Example
11 Explanation of solder jumper options on the bottom of the board

11.1 APM 2.5 Board Features
11.2 APM 2.5 Board Assembly Options

12 Analog input pins
13 Digital output pins

APM 2.5
The APM 2.5 board requires no assembly, and is ready for firmware. You have a choice of side or top
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 entry pin configuration, in order to accommodate a variety of installations. You’ll see this option when
 you order.

***Click and drag the image above to spin it!

This page gives you a look under the hood, and goes into more detail about the design of this board.
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The APM 2.5 has some improvements over the APM 2.0, but they both have a very similar layout and
 function.

APM 2.6
APM 2.6 is a revision of the APM that makes use of an external magnetometer (compass).
The APM 2.6 has no on board compass, and is optimized for vehicles where the compass should be
 placed as far from power and motor sources as possible to avoid magnetic interference.
APM 2.6 is designed to be used with the 3DR GPS uBlox LEA-6 with Compass module.
The GPS/Compass module may be mounted further from noise sources than the APM itself.
APM 2.6 requires a GPS unit with an on board compass for full autonomy.
For information on installing a 3DR GPS uBlox LEA-6 with Compass, visit .

Using the APM 2.5/2.6 Enclosure
The APM 2.5/2.6 board is shipped in an enclosure with foam protecting the barometric pressure
 sensor, as shown here.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module/
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/apm25.3.jpg
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Or Not
If you aren’t using the enclosure, make sure to cover the barometric sensor with some open cell foam,
 cotton padding or tissue to protect it from prop wash, wind and turbulence. Also, the barometric sensor
 is sensitive to light and readings can change by several meters from direct sunlight to shade. Some
 type of light shield (on top of the foam) will minimize the effects of light changes.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/APM25encl1.jpg
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Powering the APM 2.5/2.6 Board
Like any computer, the APM needs a power supply with a steady clean voltage and sufficient current.

3DR provides an APM power module that supplies 2.25A at 5.37V. The module is designed to convert
 power from the main flight battery (18 volt maximum).  That module will supply sufficient power for
 your APM, and low power radios including your RC receiver (without servos). Your RC receiver can be
 powered from any APM Input (+5V and ground). This is normally done by connecting a 2 or 3 wire
 cable between an APM Input and one of the output channels on the RC radio.

If you are using any servos such as are required with a traditional helicopter or a camera gimbal, you
 will need to provide an additional dedicated power supply for the servos. The APM is intended to
 control servos, not power them.

In order to design a power supply for your APM, or provide additional power, you’ll need a basic
 understanding of the power circuit in the APM.

There are two “sides” to the
 positive circuit in the board.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/IMG_54001.jpg
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 Each side has positive-rails
 available for inputing power
 or distributing it to peripheral
 devices. The center row of
 pins in the three groups of
 pins (Outputs, Inputs,
 Analog) labeled “+” are
 referred to as a “positive-rail”.
 This means that the base of
 all the + pins are connected
 so they represent a single
 electrical path. The positive-
rails of the Input and Analog
 group are connected
 together. So we have two separate positive circuits, one in the Outputs and the other made up of the
 Input/Analog.

All of the components on the board take power from various points on these rails, so it is necessary for
 both “sides” to be receiving +5V (within the specs below) for the board to function.

These positive-rails can be joined together by placing JP1 in it’s position on the board. This connects
 all the positive-rails ands provides power to both sides of the board, so that low-level power can be
 distributed to peripheral sensors and devices: 3DR Radios, sonar, RC Rx, etc. via the power-rails.

When using the power module, the circuit path is as follows:

From the power module connection the negative wire is connected to a negative-rail shared by the
 entire board regardless of JP1.

Positive voltage comes in to a T-junction. to the left is a path through the JP1 to the positive-rail of the
 Outputs. To the right it flows through an over-voltage, over-current, reverse-polarity protection(500mA
 fuse and 6V Zener diode). A side effect of passing through the Zener diode is a .37V loss, therefore
 input voltage should be bumped up by .37V to account for this. From here the positive voltage runs to
 the positive-rails of the Inputs and Analog. Inputs should not be used to power anything except your
 RC receiver.

Higher current loads such as servos should be powered from the power-rails (positive-negative) of the
 Output side. You must use an adequate voltage-regulator to provide power directly to the Output
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 power-rails, all servo power leads will attach to these same rails (the signal wires can connect on the
 Analog “S” pins in the case of a camera gimbal). Since JP1 is removed in this scenario, the other
 “side” of the board will need power provided to it’s power-rails directly.

Alternative ways to power your board
3DR Power Module

If you are using the 3DR Power Module please find instructions here: Using the 3DR Power Module

Warning! Under no circumstances should you ever attempt to draw servo power from the analog
 input connector.
Warning: You may “control” servos from A9, A10 and A11 from the A0 – A11 I/O connector, but you
 must run servo power separately.

The A0 – A11 I/O connector cannot supply sufficient power for servos.
A9, A10 and A11 of the I/O connector come pre-wired to correct digital out for use as servo
 control lines.
For servo use, it is imperative that they have not been reassigned to analog use with the pads on
 the back of the APM board.

A Non technical Description of the Power Supply Requirements
The description below simply supplements and provides an alternate view of the information above.

1. The APM 2.5/2.6 board has two separate power circuits which make it very easy to power by a
 variety of methods.
1. A fused power circuit provides primary board and general I/O power: (It cannot provide power for

 servos).
2. The Other power circuit is for the OUTPUT connector power rail: (it can provide power for

 servos).
2. The jumper JP 1 determines whether the two power circuits are connected or separate.

1. If JP1 is removed, the power rail on the OUTPUT connector “Floats” and may be used to
 distribute power.

2. Although if JP1 is removed the OUTPUT connector cannot be used to supply power to the APM
 board.

3. It is possible to power the APM board from the Power Module connector or the OUTPUT or INPUT
 connectors.

4. Normally the APM 2.5/2.6 “Power Module” is used to provide primary APM 2.5 board and general
 I/O power.

5. Alternatively primary board power can be supplied by a BEC either from one of the ESCs or from an
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 external BEC.
6. If servos are used, supplementary power is required.

1. Generally one power supply is provided for the board and one or more additional power supplies
 for the servos.

2. But if a sufficiently large external BEC is used it can supply power for both via the OUTPUT
 connector.

7. Only the OUTPUT connector can provide power for servos as the other circuit is fused.
1. The address connector is sometimes used provide servo signals, but the servos power must

 come from elsewhere.
8. How you are powering your APM board and or servos determines whether JP1 is  installed or not.

1. (Whether the two power circuits are separated or connected).
2. All possible configurations are detailed Below.

9. The type of use will determine which options are available.
1. APM:Copter can power the APM from a power module or a UBEC or a BEC from one of the

 ESCs and can power servos from a UBEC or from the other ESC’s BECs.
2. APM:Plane can power the APM from the power module,  the BEC from the flight motors ESC or

 a  separate UBEC and can power servos from a separate UBEC or the flight motors BEC if it is
 large enough.

3. APM:Rover  can power the APM from the power module,  the BEC from the drive motor’s ESC or
 a  separate UBEC and can power the steering servo from a separate UBEC or the drive motors
 BEC if it is large enough.

Power Supply Rails Connected Requirements (JP1 Installed)
Warning: Do not exceed Abs MAX input voltages when connecting the power supply or you will
 damage your board.
Warning: Connecting USB when you have input voltages at the high end of the range (near Abs Max)
 can damage the board. Disconnect battery before connecting USB or test input voltages so they are
 within the specified range.

Power Options Nominal Abs MAX JP1 status

Power on Output PWM connector 5.37V +-0.5 6V JP1 connected

Power on Input PWM connector 5.00V +-0.25 5.5V JP1 connected

No Power Module and No Servos and Power provided by BEC from ESC
If you do not have a power module and you are not using servos.
Ensure JP1 is installed and provide the necessary power via the BEC from one of your ESC’s.
Connect one ESC’s BEC power and ground wires to one pair of the APM OUTPUT connectors
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 power and ground pins.
Clip the BEC power leads on the remaining 3 wire connectors.
Ensure that the ESC’s signal wires are connected to the appropriate APM OUTPUT connector
 signal pins.
You must ensure that your ESC’s BEC has a sufficient power capability (at least 2 amps).

Most 20 amp or higher ESCs have 2 amp BECs.

No Power Module but using Servos and a high power External BEC
If you do not have a power module and are using servos you can use a high power external BEC.
Ensure JP1 is installed and provide the necessary power via a high power external BEC (5 to 10
 amps or more).
The BEC power must be provided to one pair of the APM OUTPUT connector pins.
Warning! Clip all power leads on the ESC’s BECs (they would conflict with the external BEC).
Your servos will determine the size of the BEC required.
You should allow at least 2 or 3 amps extra to power the APM, receiver and to prevent (brown outs).
All of the positive power for driving each servo must come from the OUTPUT connector.

This is true even if the servo(s) signal wires are connected to the ADDRESS connector.
This option requires you to take responsibility for providing sufficient power to prevent brownout.

No Power Module but using Servos and multiple BECs from ESC’s (A BEC
 for each Servo)

If you do not have a power module and are using servos you can use multiple BECs from your
 ESC’s.
Ensure JP1 is installed and plug one of your ESC’s signal cables with power leads into the
 OUTPUT connector.
Remove the power and ground leads from the remaining ESCs signal cable connectors.
Plug the signal wire connector from each ESC onto the appropriate pin on the OUTPUT connector.

You can heat shrink these or plug them into a multi-wire connector appropriate for your copter.
Connect one pair of each of the remaining BEC power and ground lines to the power and ground of
 each individual servo.
Clip or heat shrink any remaining excess BEC power and ground leads.
The BEC power from one ESC must be provided to one pair of the APM output connector pins.
Plug only the signal input wire from your servos into the appropriate OUTPUT or ADDRESS
 connector pin.
Your ESC’s BECs should be at least 2 amps.
The ESC’s BEC grounds are in common with battery and internal signal ground so grounding the
 servos this way is OK.
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Power Supply Rails Not Connected Requirements (JP1 Not Installed)
Warning: Do not exceed Abs MAX input voltages when connecting the power supply or you will
 damage your board.
Warning: Connecting USB when you have input voltages at the high end of the range (near Abs Max)
 can damage the board. Disconnect battery before connecting USB or test input voltages so they are
 within the specified range.

Power Options Nominal Abs MAX JP1 status

Power on Output PWM connector 5.00V +-0.5 6V JP1 open

Power on Input PWM connector 5.00V +-0.25 5.5V JP1 open

Power Module and No Servos
If you have a power module and you are not using servos.
Ensure JP1 is not installed.
Provide the necessary power via the power module connected to the APM’s power module
 connector.
When connecting your ESCs to the OUTPUT connector clip the BEC power leads on each ESC’s 3
 wire connector.

Or connect only the ESC’s signal wires to the OUTPUT connector.

Power Module and using Servos with External BEC power
If you have a power module and an external BEC and you are using servos.
Ensure JP1 is Not installed
Provide APM board and receiver power via the power module connected to the power module
 connector.
Connect an external BEC with sufficient power for your servos to one pair of the OUTPUT connector
 power pins.
When connecting your ESCs to the OUTPUT connector clip the BEC power leads on each ESC’s 3
 wire connector.

Or connect only the ESC signal wires to the OUTPUT connector.

Power Module and using Servos with BEC power from one ESC
If you have a power module and you are using servos Remove JP1.
Provide APM and receiver power via the power module connected to the APM’s power module
 connector.
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The BEC of a single ESC must provide sufficient power for all your servos.
When connecting your ESCs to the OUTPUT connector clip the BEC power leads on all but one of
 the ESC’s connectors.
Or connect only the ESC signal wires to the OUTPUT connector for all except one ESC.

And on that ESC connect all 3 wires to the OUTPUT connector.

No Power Module and using Servos with BEC power from two ESCs
If you do not have a power module and you are using servos remove JP1.
Provide APM and receiver power via 1 pair of ESC-BEC power wires connected to the APM INPUT
 connector power pins.
Also connect another of the ESCs power wire pair to the OUTPUT connector.
The BEC of a single ESC must provide sufficient power for all your servos.
Clip the signal power leads on your remaining ESC’s.
Connect all ESC signal wires to the appropriate OUTPUT connector pins.

APM Power Wiring Example
Warning: Do not exceed Abs MAX input voltages when connecting power supply or you will damage
 your board.
Warning: Connecting USB when you have input voltages at the high end of the range (near Abs Max)
 can damage the board. Disconnect battery before connecting USB or test input voltages so they are
 within the specified range.

On the bench, you’ll probably be powering the board via your USB cable while you set it up and test it.
 But in your aircraft, you’ll need to power it with your on board power system, which is usually your
 LiPo battery going through an ESC or the Power Module. In the case of a multicopter, this can come
 through your Power Distribution Board (PDB), which will break out the 5V output from the one of the
 electronic speed controls (ESCs) or the Power module which is wored directly to the battery.

In the picture below, the red and black wires are the 5b    m hV power cable coming from a PDB. You
 can plug them into any two pins along the 5V and Ground (middle and outer) rows of pins on APM
 2.5’s Output side. The other cable, which in this case is a four-wire cable with orange and white wires
 for a quadcopter, is the signal cable to the PDB, which are the wires that APM 2.5 will use to
 command each of the ESCs.

The picture below is of APM 2; but the concept is applicable to APM 2.5.
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It’s also possible to power APM 2.5 from two separate sources, one powering the RC system on the
 input side, and the other powering the output side (servos or ESCs). This is determined by a jumper
 on the JP1 pins (see below). If the jumper is on, which is the factory default, the board is powered
 from the OUTPUT rail or the USB. If the jumper is off, the board is powered from the INPUT rail, but
 the OUTPUT rail will need its own power source. This configuration is used if you want to have two
 separate power sources in your aircraft, one powering the servos and the other powering the
 electronics. The ideal input voltage is 5.37v +/-0.0v and may not be provided by a typical ESC.

Warning: Do not exceed Abs MAX input voltages when connecting power supply or you will
 damage your board.

In some cases it may be a good idea to set the input voltage slightly above the median (but below the
 maximum) to account for possible voltage drops during momentary high current events.

The APM2.5 by itself draws relatively little current (200ma range) and a power source capable of

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/pdbpower.jpg
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 providing 300 – 500ma will provide plenty of margin. However, if servos or other power consuming
 devices are being driven by the same power source you must consider the power requirements for
 those devices as well and provide plenty of margin to prevent disastrous “brown-outs”. For instance, a
 single digital servo can easily draw 1-5 amps depending on it’s size and performance. (Note: ESCs do
 not consume power from the APM) If you experience spurious resets or other odd behavior it is most
 likely due to noisy or insufficient power to the APM. As with all logic boards, electrical noise from the
 motors, servos, or other high current devices on the power source can cause unpredictable behavior.

It is recommend that a power filter be used in such conditions.

Too short or long power wires, bad or old connectors, or insufficient current capability of the APM
 power source can result in a “brown-out” situation resulting in unpredictable operation. This is
 particularly true in traditional helicopters where the collective servos can draw 3-20 amps in short
 bursts. The power source must be able to accommodate this without voltage droop or voltage spikes.
 A quality switching type BEC such as one of
these

 or one of
these

 can be a solution depending on overall current requirements. Many of these type of regulators are
 programmable so remember to program them with in the safe operating range of the APM2. Linear
 voltage regulators are not recommended as they are inefficient and prone to overheating and heat
 induced failures. APM2 should never be connected directly to a battery of any type.

Power source problems are common and can be insidious and frustrating. Be meticulous. Any
 autopilot or flight controller is useless and potentially dangerous without good clean power source.

The picture below is of APM 2; but the concept is applicable to APM 2.5/2.6.

http://www.dpcav.com/xcart/Power-Supply-Filter-L-C-Type.html
http://www.castlecreations.com/products/ccbec.html
http://www.readyheli.com/WRL-HBECM2-Western-Robotics-Hercules-Super-Mini-BEC-G2-_p_36453.html
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Explanation of solder jumper options on the bottom of the board

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/APM2_JP1.jpg
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APM 2.5 Board Features

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/apm25-explained.jpg
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APM 2.5 Board Assembly Options

 

Quadzimodo has produced a really nice editable 3D model of the APM 2.5 board in SketchUp
 8: APM 2.5 Google Sketchup File

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/apm.jpg
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/Assembly_APM25.jpg
http://api.ning.com/files/z*snRdi7rtEVMDL6zeTTD678X-*SIqNkeiepEP-wb-0A5OFmvQtg033sq9pqhoTVdRIYs9ti10ygSpGNk-hhNnRNbQd8kV78/APM2.5SketchupFile.zip
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Analog input pins
Pin 0 to 8: The APM2 has a row of analog input pins down one side, labelled A0 to A8 on the
 underside of the board. These are available as pin numbers 0 to 8 inclusive in PIN variables.

All these pins can take up to 5V and may be used for any general analog input. They are commonly
 used for airspeed and sonar inputs.

Pin 12: power management connector current pin, accepts up to 5V, usually attached to 3DR power
 brick with 17:1 scaling

Pin 13: power management connector voltage pin, accepts up to 5V, usually attached to 3DR power
 brick with 10.1:1 scaling

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/APM2.5frontquarter.jpg
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Digital output pins
The APM2 uses the same set of 9 analog input pins as digital output pins. They are configured as
 digital output pins automatically when you start to use them as digital outputs.

Pin 54 to 62: You need to add 54 to the pin number to convert from an analog pin number to a digital
 pin number. So pin 54 is digital output pin on the A0 connector. Pin 58 is A4 etc.

These pins are usually used with the RELAY_PIN to RELAY_PIN4 parameters, allowing you to control
 things like camera shutter, bottle drop etc. They are also used as sonar “stop” pins allowing you to
 have multiple sonars and not have them interfere with each other.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/01/apm-analog-pins2.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
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This page provides an overview of the PX4 Flight Management Unit.

Contents

1 Pixhawk (FMUv2) and PX4 (FMUv1)
2 The PX4 (FMUv1) Flight Management System Includes:
3 Detailed Description
4 PX4FMU Connector Diagram

Pixhawk (FMUv2) and PX4 (FMUv1)
There are now two separate platforms supporting the PX4 system.
The Pixhawk (FMUv2) single board flight controller.
And the original PX4 system which consists of the PX4 FMUv1 and various piggyback boards
 including the PX4IO and PX4IOAR.
The new Pixhawk also incorporates several additional features to provide extended capabilities for
 our APM flight system.
A connector diagram of the Pixhawk is shown below, but Go to this link for full information on
 the Pixhawk

The PX4 (FMUv1) Flight Management System Includes:
The PX4-FMU (Flight Management Unit).

A powerful Cortex M4F microcontroller and flash memory for controlling flight and
 communications.
A socket for a plug in SD memory card.
A 3 axis gyro for determining orientation.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-PX4FMU Overview
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A 3 axis Accelerometer for determining outside influences.
A Magnetometer for determining compass heading.
A Barometric pressure sensor for determining altitude.
A Connection for an externally mountable UBLOX LEA GPS for determining absolute position.
Stackable board interconnections for adding various peripheral boards.
Communications interfaces for USB, JTAG and Serial connections.
Connections for PPM-SUM RC radio input and servo outputs.

The PX4-IO (Input Output) Board.
Contains its own on board microcontroller and stacks with the FMU.
Direct battery input power supply.
8 High speed servo PWM outputs.
Futaba SBUS or PPM-SUM serial servo output.
A variety of PPM-SUM / SBUS input connectors.
Two user assignable relays, two 1/2 amp 5 volt outputs and an analog input port.

The PX4-FLOW Smart (Optical Flow) Camera.
Specialized downward pointing camera module that uses ground texture and features to
 determine aircraft motion over the ground.
The PX4 Flow has the same powerful Cortex M4F Microcontroller as is used in the PX4FMU.
The built in microcontroller performs on board automated binned pixel image analysis to
 determine motion relative to ground.
A built in 3 axis gyro enables automatic compensation for variance in aircraft tilt angle.

The PX4-IOAR Quad Carrier is a specialized interface board for the Parrot AR.Drone.

The PX4 FMU circuit board comes preassembled and ready to load the firmware for your
 airframe using the Mission Planner.
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Detailed Description

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/PX4OverviewDiagram.png
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The Back of the PX4 FMU showing the SD card carrier and buzzer socket:

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/PX4-2.jpg
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PX4FMU Connector Diagram

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/03/PX4FMUbottom1.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/px4fmu-pinout.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Specifications
Processor

32-bit ARM Cortex M4 core with FPU
168 Mhz/256 KB RAM/2 MB Flash
32-bit failsafe co-processor

Sensors
MPU6000 as main accel and gyro
ST Micro 16-bit gyroscope
ST Micro 14-bit accelerometer/magnetometer
MEAS barometer

Power

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Pixhawk Overview
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Ideal diode controller with automatic failover
Servo rail high-power (7 V) and high-current ready
All peripheral outputs over-current protected, all inputs ESC protected

Interfaces
5x UART serial ports, 1 high-power capable, 2x with HW flow control
Spektrum DSM/DSM2/DSM-X Satellite input
Futaba S.BUS input (output not yet implemented)
PPM sum signal
RSSI (PWM or voltage) input
I2C, SPI, 2x CAN, USB
3.3 and 6.6 ADC inputs

Dimensions
Weight 38 g (1.3 oz)
Width 50 mm (2.0”)
Height 15.5 mm (.6”)
Length 81.5 mm (3.2”)

Pixhawk Connector Assignments

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/09/64a09ed25796066acab3e37ea630969e.media_.700x1038.png
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Pixhawk Top Connectors

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/09/64a09ed25796066acab3e37ea630969e.media_.700x1038.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/09/pixhawk-status-LEDs-definition.jpg
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Pixhawk PWM Connectors for Servos and ESCs and PPM-SUM in and
 SBUS out

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/09/PixhawkLabled.jpg
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Pixhawk Connector Diagram

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/09/pixhawkPWM.jpg
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For all connectors pin 1 is on the right in the above image.
Serial 1 (Telem 1), Serial 2 (Telem 2) and Serial 3 (GPS) Pins: 6 = GND, 5 = RTS, 4 = CTS, 3 =
 RX,  2 = TX, 1 = 5V.

PIXHAWK Conector Pin Assignments
TELEM1, TELEM2 ports

PIN SIGNAL VOLT

1 (red) VCC +5V

2 (blk) TX (OUT) +3.3V

3 (blk) RX (IN) +3.3V

4 (blk) CTS +3.3V

5 (blk) RTS +3.3V

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/PixHawk_labelled.png
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6 (blk) GND GND

GPS port

PIN SIGNAL VOLT

1 (red) VCC +5V

2 (blk) TX (OUT) +3.3V

3 (blk) RX (IN) +3.3V

4 (blk) CAN2 TX +3.3V

5 (blk) CAN2 RX +3.3V

6 (blk) GND GND

SERIAL 4/5 port – due to space constraints two ports are on one connector.

PIN SIGNAL VOLT

1 (red) VCC +5V

2 (blk) TX (#4) +3.3V

3 (blk) RX (#4) +3.3V

4 (blk) TX (#5) +3.3V

5 (blk) RX (#5) +3.3V

6 (blk) GND GND

ADC 6.6V

PIN SIGNAL VOLT

1 (red) VCC +5V

2 (blk) ADC IN up to +6.6V

3 (blk) GND GND

ADC 3.3V
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PIN SIGNAL VOLT

1 (red) VCC +5V

2 (blk) ADC IN up to +3.3V

3 (blk) GND GND

4 (blk) ADC IN up to +3.3V

5 (blk) GND GND

I2C

PIN SIGNAL VOLT

1 (red) VCC +5V

2 (blk) SCL +3.3 (pullups)

3 (blk) SDA +3.3 (pullups)

4 (blk) GND GND

CAN

PIN SIGNAL VOLT

1 (red) VCC +5V

2 (blk) CAN_H +12V

3 (blk) CAN_L +12V

4 (blk) GND GND

Console Port

The system’s serial console runs on the port labeled SERIAL4/5. The pinout is standard serial pinout, to connect
 to a standard FTDI cable (3.3V, but its 5V tolerant).

PIXHAWK FTDI

1 +5V (red) N/C

2 Tx N/C
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3 Rx N/C

4 Tx 5 Rx (yellow)

5 Rx 4 Tx (orange)

6 GND 1 GND (black)

Pixhawk System Features
The Pixhawk flight controller is a further evolution of the PX4 flight controller system. Pixhawk consists of a
 PX4-FMU controller and a PX4-IO integrated on a single board with additional IO, Memory and other
 features.
It is highly optimized to provide control and automation for APM flight navigation software with high
 performance and capacity. Pixhawk allows current APM and PX4 operators to seamlessly transition to this
 system and lowers the barriers to entry for new users.
The NuttX real-time operating system, features high performance, flexibility, and reliability for controlling
 any autonomous vehicle.
A Unix/Linux-like programming environment, Integrated multithreading and autopilot functions such as Lua
 scripting of missions and flight behavior provide powerful development capabilities.
A custom PX4 driver layer ensures tight timing across all processes.
New peripheral options will include a digital airspeed sensor, support for an external multi-color LED
 indicator and an external magnetometer.
All peripherals are automatically detected and configured.
A very powerful 32-bit processor with an additional failsafe backup controller and extensive
 memory.

STM32F427 32-bit primary microcontroller: 168 MHz, 252 MIPS, Cortex M4 core with a floating point
 unit.
Two megabytes of Flash program memory and 256 kilobytes of RAM.
STM32F103 backup failsafe 32-bit co-processor provides for manual recovery and has its own power
 supply.
Socket for a plug in micro SD memory card for data logging and other uses.

Advanced sensor profile
3 axis 16-bit ST Micro L3GD20H gyro for determining orientation.
3 axis 14-bit accelerometer and magnetometer for determining outside influences and compass heading.
Provision for external magnetometer with automatic switch-over if desired.
MEAS MS5611 barometric pressure sensor for determining altitude.
Built in voltage and current sensing for battery condition determination.
Connection for an externally mountable UBLOX LEA GPS for determining absolute position.

Extensive I/O interfaces with dedicated connectors
Fourteen PWM servo or ESC speed control outputs.
Five UART (serial ports), one high-power capable, 2x with HW flow control.
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Two CAN I/O ports (one with internal 3.3V transceiver, one on expansion connector)
Spektrum DSM / DSM2 / DSM-X® Satellite reciever compatible input: Permits use of Spektrum RC
 Transmitters.
Futaba S.BUS® compatible input and output.
PPM sum signal input.
RSSI (PWM or voltage) input.
I2C and SPI serial ports.
Two 3.3 volt and one 6.6 volt Analog inputs.
Internal microUSB port and external microUSB port extension.
Contains its own on board microcontroller and stacks with the FMU.

Comprehensive power system with redundancy and extensive protection.
The Pixhawk is supplied with an in line power supply with voltage and current sensor outputs.
Ideal diode controller with redundant power supply inputs and automatic fail-over.
Servo rail high-power (max. 10V) and high-current (10A+) ready.
All peripheral outputs are over-current protected and all inputs ESD protected.
The provided external safety button enables safe motor activation / deactivation.
LED status indicators and driver for high brightness external multicolored LED to indicate flight status.
High-power, multi-tone piezo audio indicator also informs of current flight status.
Available high performance UBLOX GPS plus external Magnetometer in protective case.
Weight: 38g (1.31oz), Width: 50mm (1.96″), Thickness: 15.5mm (.613″), Length: 81.5mm (3.21″)

Comparison of PX4-FMU-IO and Pixhawk
The new PX4 Pixhawk module  is an evolution of the existing FMU and IO modules and is completely
 compatible.

The PX4 FMU and IO stack is very small (the size of an 8 ch RC receiver) and very densely packed, Pixhawk
 has more space, more serial ports and more PWM outputs.
There are two groups of servo connectors, one main group of 8 outputs wired through the backup processor,
 and an auxiliary group of 6 outputs directly wired to the main processor.
The port labeled “RC” can take normal PPM sum or Futaba S.Bus inputs and the port labeled “SB” can read
 RSSI our output S.Bus to servos.
A Spektrum satellite compatible port is on top (labeled SPKT/DSM).
The basic operation is the same, and the software is shared.
Inside Pixhawk a FMUv2 and an IOv2 do their duties on a single board (and developers will find that the
 software will refer to FMUv2 and IOv2)
The PX4 / Pixhawk system has more than 10 times the CPU performance and memory of the APM and a lot
 more as well.
14 PWM outputs (Pixhawk) vs. 12 PWM outputs (PX4)
All Pixhawk PWM outputs on servo connectors (PX4: 8 on servo, 4 on 15 pin DF13 connector)

https://pixhawk.ethz.ch/px4/modules/pixhawk
https://pixhawk.ethz.ch/px4/modules/px4fmu
https://pixhawk.ethz.ch/px4/modules/px4io
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5 serial ports vs. 4 (with some double functionality, so only 3 in some configurations on old version)
256 KB RAM and 2 MB flash vs 192 KB RAM and 1 MB flash (old)
Modernized sensor suite (latest generation)
High-power buzzer driver (old: VBAT driven, not as loud)
High-power multicolor led (old: only external BlinkM support)
Support for panel-mounted USB extension (old: not present)
Revised, improved power architecture
Better protection on all input / output pins against shorts and over voltage
Better sensing of power rails (internal and external, e.g. servo voltage)
Support for Spektrum Satellite pairing (needed some manual wiring work in v1, but also software-supported)
No more solid state relays on v2 (was not really used)
Connectors easier to disconnect in case, as the surrounding plastic helps to place the fingers correctly (more
 on this in a separate post)
Case prevents one-off failure operation of servo connectors
The new unit is consirably larger, has the same height, but offers in general more handling convenience.
External power supply similar to existing 3DR power brick (every unit comes with a free module).
Both generations offer the same backup / override processor that allows failover to manual if the autopilot
 fails in fixed wing setups.
For software developers the differences are nicely abstracted in the PX4 middleware, and can be sensed /
 configured at runtime.

Connecting and disconnecting DF13 connectors

Pixhawk analog input pins (Virtual Pin = Firmware Mapped Pin ID)
Virtual Pin 2 and Power connector Pin 4 and Virtual Pin 2: power management connector voltage pin, accepts up
 to 3.3V, usually attached to 3DR power brick with 10.1:1 scaling
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Virtual Pin 3 and Power connector Pin 3: power management connector current pin, accepts up to 3.3V, usually
 attached to 3DR power brick with 17:1 scaling

Virtual Pin 4 and (No connector Pin): VCC 5V rail sensing. This virtual pin reads the voltage on the 5V supply
 rail. It is used to provide the HWSTATUS.Vcc reading that ground stations use to display 5V status

Virtual Pin 13 and ADC 3.3V connector Pin 4: This takes a max of 3.3V. May be used for sonar or other analog
 sensor.

Virtual Pin 14 and ADC 3.3V connector Pin 2: This takes a max of 3.3V. May be used for second sonar or other
 analog sensor.

Virtual Pin 15 and ADC 6.6V connector Pin 2: analog airspeed sensor port. This has 2:1 scaling builtin, so can
 take up to 6.6v analog inputs. Usually used for analog airspeed, but may be used for analog sonar or other analog
 sensors.

Virtual Pin 102: Servo power rail voltage. This is an internal measurement of the servo rail voltage made by the
 IO board within the Pixhawk. It has 3:1 scaling, allowing it to measure up to 9.9V.

Virtual Pin 103: RSSI (Received Signal Strength Input) input pin voltage (SBus connector output pin). This is the
 voltage measured by the RSSI input pin on the SBUS-out connector (the bottom pin of the 2nd last servo
 connector on the 14 connector servo rail). Can alternatively serve as SBus out but not yet implemented.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/pixhawk1.jpg
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Digital outputs (50-55)
The Pixhawk has no dedicated digital output pins on its DF13 connectors, but you can assign up to 6 of the
 “AUX SERVO” connectors to be digital outputs. These are the first 6 of the 14 3-pin servo connectors on the
 end of the board. They are marked as AUX servo pins on the silkscreen. (1 – 6 with white background on image
 above).

To set the number of these pins that are available as digital outputs you set the BRD_PWM_COUNT parameter.
 On Pixhawk this defaults to 4, which means the first 4 AUX connectors are for servos (PWM) and the last 2 are
 for digital outputs. If you set BRD_PWM_COUNT to 0 then you would have 6 digital outputs and still have 8
 PWM outputs on the rest of the connector.

The 6 possible pins are available for PIN variables as pin numbers 50 to 55 inclusive. So if you have
 BRD_PWM_COUNT at the default value of 4, then the two digital output pins will be pin numbers 54 and 55.

Powering

 Pixhawk should primarily be powered via its power port as shown in the picture above, The power port
 simultaneously powers Pixhawk and reads voltage and current analog measurements produced by an optional
 3DR power module (or other voltage/current measurement devices such as an Attopilot). To power Pixhawk off

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/01/pixhawk2.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/pixhawkpower-port.jpg
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 the servo rail without a power module, connect a servo or BEC to a power (+) pin and a ground (-) pin of the
 main outputs. When powering Pixhawk off the servo rail, we recommend adding a Zener diode (part number
 1N5339) to condition the power across the rail and prevent it from becoming too high. This method (with Zener
 diode) can also be used as backup power for Pixhawk when using a power module, so in the case of a failure on
 the power module, Pixhawk will take power from the output rail. See the voltage ratings below for more
 information on powering Pixhawk. Note: The Zener diode should not be used with servos with more than
 5V.Digital servos can feed up to 11v into the servo rail when powered off an external 5.1v bec.Pixhawk does
 not supply power to the servo rail. Looking for a detailed explanation of power wiring with
 Pixhawk? Click here for more information about connecting ESCs and servos to Pixhawk.

 

The block diagram above synthesizes an overview of Pixhawk’s power and ESC wiring, Diagram acronyms:
 PDB = Power Distribution Board. PM = pixhawk power port. PM/Atto = optional power module from
 3DR or Attopilot alternative for higher than 4S battery voltages. In this diagram, a 3DR power module (or
 equivalent device) power Pixhawk through its power port (primary source). One power source is enough but
 obviously not redundant if the power module fails to power this primary source. Therefore we have represented
 on the diagram a second backup power source via a 5V BEC that wires to Pixhawk’s output servo rail. If the
 primary source fails, Pixhawk will automatically switch to this second power source.

Advanced configuration : triple redundant power sources (power module as primary , plus two backup BECs
 – instead of one- to power Pixhawk’s servo rail): A simple Tie bus circuit can be used to make the secondary
 power source redundant ! (therefore the power module can fail, a secondary BEC can fail while the third BEC

http://pixhawk.org/users/actuators/pwm_escs_and_servos
http://pixhawk.org/users/actuators/pwm_escs_and_servos
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/servo-power-wiring.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/zener-diode.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/common_Wiring_Pixhawk2.jpg
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 will take over). In this scheme, a simple MBR1545CT integrated circuit is used. This circuit takes two BEC on
 its inputs and outputs only of of the two BEC according to the highest voltage (i.e. if BEC1 outputs 5.25V and
 BEC2 outputs 5.45V, MBR1545CT will pass BEC2 and blocks BEC1). Here a tie bus circuit wiring diagram
 and example realisation with the MBR1545CT integrated circuit and a 6 pin JST connector:

 

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/MBR1545CT-diagram2.jpg
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Wiring recommendations:

Always connect a ground reference wire with your ESC’s signal wires on pixhawk servo rail (output ports 1-
8). Indeed an ESC’s signal wire should never be left floating without its ground reference (THERE IS NO
 SETUP WHICH WOULDN’T REQUIRE SIGNAL GROUND TO BE CONNECTED).
It is dangerous to power the Pixhawk only from the servo rail, especially with digital servos. Servos may
 cause voltage spikes (as shown on illlustration below that shows the servo rail voltage on an oscilloscope
 when a single digital servo attached to a Pixhawk is moved rapidly ). The key thing is that the digital servo
 causes the voltage on the rail to rise above the critical 5.7V level. Above that level the Pixhawk power
 management will cut power to the FMU and the Pixhawk will reboot. If that happens when flying you will
 lose your aircraft.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/MBR1545CT.jpg
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It is up to the user to provide a clean source of power for the cases when it is powered off the servo rail.
 Servos by themselves are not quiet enough.

Do not connect a BEC power source to the RC IN port (black ground, red power and white signal wires from
 the receiver’s PPM ouput are connected to these RC pins)
Adding an external Zener is a recommendation specifically for systems that are using 5V servos and have the
 servo rail configured for back up power. Connect the recommended Zener diode with its polarity as indicated
 on the diagram. Use as short wires as possible or even better, use a standard 3 position JR servo connector
 with the diode legs directly inserted (and soldered) in the servo female pins. To complement the diode, it is
 also useful to add a capacitorin parallel to the diode. The capacitor will smooth out eventual voltage ripples.
 As advised for the diode, the capacitor should be connected with as short wires as possible. Do not oversize
 the capacitor.

Voltage Ratings
Pixhawk can be triple-redundant on the power supply if three power sources are supplied. The three rails are:
 Power module input, servo rail input, USB input.

Normal Operation Maximum Ratings
 Under these conditions all power sources will be used in this order to power the system.
 Power module input (4.1V to 5.7V) [refers to the voltage coming into Pixhawk from the power module]
 Servo rail input (4.1V to 5.7V)
 USB power input (4.1V to 5.7V)

Absolute Maximum Ratings
 Under these conditions the system will not draw any power (will not be operational), but will remain intact.
 Power module input (0V to 20V) [refers to the voltage coming into Pixhawk from the power module]

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/06/servo-V-spike.jpg
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 Servo rail input (0V to 20V)
 USB power input (0V to 6V)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

Build Your Own Frame

Improving the Capabilities of Your Multicopter

Advanced MultiCopter Design

Battery Information

Propeller Information

Choosing a flight controller

Choosing a Ground Station

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Overview
This page introduces how ArduCopter/ArduPlane along with the right equipment can be used to create
 3d maps.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-3d Mapping

3d Mapping

ArduCopter
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 The image above is Sylvain‘s “the fallen blockhouse” and the winner of the Feb 2014 T3 competition.

Equipment you will need
Plane or Multicopter
 A digital still camera:

Canon cameras capable of CHDK including the S100, S110, Elph 110 HS and SX230HS
 Other camera types including Canon ELPH 520 HS (not CHDK capable) with some method of
 triggering the camera shutter
 GoPro cameras are not recommended because of their fish-eye lenses

A downward facing gimbal or hard mount to attach a camera to the vehicle.

Sample Mission

A good 3d rendering can be accomplished with 60 ~ 100 still pictures. There should be at least 65%
 overlap between consecutive pictures but aiming for 80% or even higher is recommended.  The aerial
 photographs can also be combined with photos taken from the ground.

The altitude of the mission depends upon the subject.  For large flat areas, flying 40m ~ 80m above the
 surface should provide very detailed images (and thus a detailed final product) but for buildings flying
 higher (i.e. 100m above the building) reduces distortion.

http://www.diydrones.com/profile/Sylvain793
http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/the-fallen-blockhouse-t3-entry
http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/announcing-the-winner-of-the-13th-t3-competition
http://plane.ardupilot.com/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://chdk.wikia.com/wiki/For_Developers
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-3d-mapping/wiki/common-cameras-and-gimbals/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/3dMapping_FlightPlanExample.png
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It is recommended to fly a mission that is made up of parallel tracks with each track between 25m and
 100m apart.  The higher the vehicle, the wider apart the tracks can be.  In general you should aim for
 65% overlap in pictures from adjacent tracks.

The camera shutter needs to be triggered throughout the mission (i.e every 2 to 5 seconds or at
 regular distance intervals).  Many cameras include a feature to take pictures at regular time intervals. 
 Canon cameras loaded with CHDK can run a script that does this.  Alternatively
 ArduCopter/ArduPlane/ArduRover can trigger a Canon CHDK camera at timed or distance based
 intervals.

A mission to accomplish this would include some or all of these commands:
TAKEOFF – will cause the vehicle to climb straight to the target altitude provided in the “Alt” column
 (normally in meters)

WAYPOINT – provide as many waypoints as required to fly over the scene in a grid pattern.  Altitude
 should be entered in the “Alt” column.  Adding “1” to the “Delay” columns will cause the copter to
 momentarily stop at each waypoint.

DO_DIGICAM_CONTROL will cause the camera shutter to be pushed once immediately if the
 APM/Pixhawk have been connected using CHDK or a servo.  This command takes no arguments and
 like other “do” commands it executes immediately after the preceding waypoint command begins.

DO_TRIGG_DISTANCE is the same as do-digicam-control (above) except the camera shutter will
 trigger every X meters.  Where X can be defined in the first column labelled “Dist (m)”.  Note: in
 AC3.1.2 there is no mission command to stop the command from running so the shutter will be
 triggered continuously until the vehicle is switched out of AUTO mode.

RETURN_TO_LAUNCH should be the last command in the mission so the vehicles returns home.

DO_SET_ROI can be used to point the nose of the vehicle and gimbal at a specific point on the map. 
 Note: in AC3.1.2, as the vehicle passes a waypoint it will point to the next waypoint, this means that in
 order to point at a single point throughout the mission, the do-set-roi command must appear over and
 over again after each waypoint.  In AC3.2 this behaviour has been modified so that this is not
 necessary.

http://chdk.wikia.com/wiki/User_Written_Scripts
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-3d-mapping/wiki/common-chdk-camera-control-tutorial/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-3d-mapping/wiki/common-chdk-camera-control-tutorial/
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Recommended Desktop 3d mapping software
MicMac based toolchain together with (ImageJ/Fiji, QGIS, SAGA GIS): open source and free!
VisualSFM : free for non-commercial use
Photscan : $179 for the standard edition, $3,499 for the pro edition including georeferencing,
 orthopotos, etc
Pix4d : 6500 euros or 260 euros per month
OpenDroneMap : open source and free! (user intro video)

All of these software packages work in generally the same way in that they consume the still images
 you’ve taken from the vehicle (and you may also choose to add pictures taken by hand from the
 ground as well) and produce a 3d image (in what format?).  This is accomplished by automatically
 matching up the images, it does not rely upon knowing the actual location from where the image was
 taken.

Sharing your model
Sketchfab allows you to upload your completed 3d models so that others can interactively view the
 model in their web browsers.  Click on the image at the top of the blog post to see an example.
Three.js allows you to provide 3D models on your own webpage.
Blender can be used to create video files of virtual fly throughs of the 3d model which can then be
 posted to YouTube.  Here is an example by Richard.
Dronemapper allows uploading and managing raw images.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/02/3dMapping_MPFlightPlanExample.png
http://fiji.sc/Fiji
http://qgis.org/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/saga-gis/
http://ccwu.me/vsfm/
http://www.agisoft.ru/products/photoscan
http://pix4d.com/
http://opendronemap.github.io/odm/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2qp3o8caPs
https://sketchfab.com/
http://threejs.org/
http://www.blender.org/
http://www.diydrones.com/profile/Richard721
http://dronemapper.com/
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Additional resources and Examples
T3 season 2 – “the model” blog post and winner announcement
Sylvain’s “fallen blockhouse” T3 entry blog post
Thorsten’s “resconstruction of largest hallstatt tumulus grave” T3 entry blog post
Stephen Gienow’s “Octocopter scan of UMBC” T3 entry blog post
Krasiczyn Castle 3D model, Poland
MyDrone’s “Buisante Chapel” T3 entry
Creating Maps from Drone Imagery – 3DRobotics and Aero drone
Ecosynth wiki – a suite of tools used to map vegetation in 3d using off-the-shelf digital cameras and
 open-source computer vision software
Triggering non-CHDK cameras from Pixhawk

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/t3-season-2-the-model
http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/announcing-the-winner-of-the-13th-t3-competition
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/the-fallen-blockhouse-t3-entry
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/3d-reconstruction-of-largest-hallstatt-tumulus-grave-in-central
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/apm-octocopter-build-and-mission
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/krasiczyn-castle-3d-model-poland
http://prebut.free.fr/
https://www.mapbox.com/blog/processing-drone-imagery/
http://wiki.ecosynth.org/index.php?title=Main_Page
http://wiki.ecosynth.org/index.php?title=Main_Page
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-3d-mapping/wiki/common-pixhawk-auto-camera-trigger-without-chdk/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Multicopter frame including motors, ESCs and propellers

3DR APM:Copter models are available from
 the 3D Robotics Store. These copters are
 fast, agile, and proven to work with APM
 autopilot technology. For new users and
 basic missions, the Quad copter is the best
 option for simplicity and economy. The Y6 is
 more stable, has a compact design great for
 front-mounted cameras, and offers in-flight
 redundancy to withstand a single motor

 failure. 3DR APM:Copters come in DIY (do-it-yourself) and RTF (ready-to-fly) versions to fit every
 level of operator.

Many other designs and configurations including Traditional Helicopters are also supported.

 

6+ channel RC transmitter and receiver

You’ll need a radio control setup to manually control your copter and to
 activate its automatic modes. You can use any RC transmitter/receiver
 system with at least six channels. At $54, the Turnigy 9x is a popular
 economy choice. If you’d prefer a higher quality device, we like the Futaba
 7C or the high-end Spektrum DX8.

 

 

 

 

Autopilot hardware with GPS module

Your copter’s autopilot determines its capabilities for autonomous flight. 3D Robotics offers both the
 APM and PX4 series of autopilot hardware. APM is a reliable, Arduino-compatible platform flying for
 tens of thousands of users worldwide; it is a solid choice for most mission requirements. PX4 is a
 newer, more powerful autopilot featuring more memory, although it is not Arduino-compatible.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/copters-image.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/spektrum-dx8.png
http://store.3drobotics.com/
http://hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__8992__Turnigy_9X_9Ch_Transmitter_w_Module_8ch_Receiver_Mode_2_v2_Firmware_.html
http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXTTM1&P=0
http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXTTM1&P=0
http://www.horizonhobby.com/products/dx8-8ch-transmitter-with-ar8000-tm1000-no-servos-SPM8800
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 Currently, the functionality of both series are comparable, but the capabilities of PX4 are set to expand
 more in the future with the progression of the APM:Copter code. A GPS module is essential for
 providing the autopilot with location data that allows the autopilot to interact with the real world. 3D
 Robotics offers two GPS modules: Mediatek GPS ($37) and uBlox GPS ($89); we recommend uBlox
 as it has superior performance and has the external compass sensor that is required with APM 2.6, to
 allow placement away from magnetic interference.

 

APM 2.6 is available for $159 from the 3D Robotics
 Store without GPS or select the option to include the
 recommended uBlox GPS with compass for $240.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pixhawk is available for $199 from the 3D Robotics Store with GPS
 sold separately. The remote mounted 3DR GPS / compass
 module provides improved interference control. Pixhawk is the
 newest and most powerful autopilot and it has been specifically
 optimized for our use. It is highly recommended for all new
 applications.

 

 

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/IMG_2080_2.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/pixhawk_store.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/mediatek-mt3329-gps-v2-0
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-gps-ublox-with-compass
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/apm-2-6-kit-1
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-pixhawk
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-gps-ublox-with-compass
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-gps-ublox-with-compass
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PX4 is available for $199 from the 3D Robotics Store with GPS sold
 separately. The remote mounted 3DR GPS / compass module provides
 improved interference control.

 

 

 

 

 

 

LiPo batteries and charger

APM:Copter requires a rechargeable lithium polymer (LiPo) battery. A
 good rule of thumb is to use 1,000 mAH (milliamp hours) per motor. For a
 Quad copter, a 4,000 mAH LiPo like this one would work well. While your
 copter can use only one battery at a time, we recommend having at least
 two batteries in stock; more batteries means more flight time. You’ll also
 need a charging station for your batteries such as this one.

 

 

 

Ground station with Mission Planner software

Configuring your missions is easy with Mission Planner: free, open-source

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/PX4FMU_PX4IO-kit.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/battery2.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/px4-fmu-flight-management-unit-plus-io-input-slash-output-kit
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-gps-ublox-with-compass
http://hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__9185__Turnigy_4000mAh_3S_20C_Lipo_Pack.html
http://hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__24289__Turnigy_2S_3S_Balance_Charger_Direct_110_240v_Input_USA_Warehouse_.html
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 software compatible with APM:Copter. You’ll need to install Mission
 Planner on a ground station computer. Using Mission Planner in the field
 makes changing your mission parameters fast and easy, so we
 recommend selecting a laptop or tablet as your ground station.

 

 

 

We also recommend:

3DR Radio Telemetry

If you’re going to add one extra component to your UAV
 copter system, we recommend the 3DR Radio
 Telemetry Kit ($85). A 3DR radio allows your
 APM:Copter to communicate with your ground station
 from the air using the Mavlink protocol. This allows you
 to interact with your missions in real time and receive
 streaming data from your copter’s cameras and other
 components. 3DR Radio will add considerable
 convenience to your missions and provide greatly
 enhanced functionality for your payloads. 3DR Radio
 comes in 915 Mhz (Americas) and 433 Mhz for Europe
 and other areas disallowing 915 Mhz.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/groundstation-with-MP.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/Telemetry_store.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-radio-telemetry-kit-915-mhz
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-radio-telemetry-kit-915-mhz
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-radio-telemetry-kit-433-mhz
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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 APM:Copter Safety – Read Before Flying
Your first priority must be the safety of people!

1. Crashes can happen, because of pilot error or hardware or software malfunction.
2. If you are flying anywhere near other people, you are putting them at risk!

1. Be sure to maintain safe distances between yourself, and spectators and your copter.
2. Circumstances will require that you will need to make your own determination of what is a “safe

 distance” from people and property.
3. At a minimum, consider: at least 10ft (3m) but not further than 30ft (10m) from you.
4. Keep all other people, property and obstacles considerably further away from your copter.
5. Ensure that no one gets between you and your copter.
6. Spectators should always be a safe distance behind the pilot.
7. If people intrude beyond what you have determined to be the “safe” area, land immediately and

 do not take off until they are clear.
8. At full power, an average sized multi-copter can exceed 20 mph (32 km/h), can ascend to

 hundreds of feet and easily travel more than a mile in distance before running out of battery.
3. If you are flying too high or near airports you are putting manned aircraft and the people on

 them at risk!
1. Get to know where your nearest airports are and do not fly anywhere near them

4. Always ensure the battery cable is NOT connected to the power distribution board or
 harness until you are ready to fly.
1. Always Turn on the transmitter and ensure the throttle stick is all the way down BEFORE

 connecting the battery.
2. After landing the first thing you should do is disconnect your battery cable.
3. Do not turn off the transmitter until after you have disconnected the battery.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Safety MultiCopter
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4. Always remove your props while you are testing motors, your hands, arms and face and those of
 your friends will thank you.

5. When the battery is connected, always assume the motors are armed; You can check with a
 short throttle pulse.

6. Don’t pick up the model and the radio at the same time, you may bump the throttle.
7. Do not attempt to fly longer than your batteries safe capacity, it is very bad for the battery and

 can cause a crash.
5. The APM and PX4 flight controllers we use incorporate a motor arming safety feature.

1. Immediately prior to flight after the battery has been connected, the RC transmitters throttle stick
 needs to be held down and to the right for several seconds to arm the motors.

2. After landing your first response should be to hold the throttle down and to the left for several
 seconds to “Disarm” the motors. * Disarm condition can be tested by moving the throttle stick up,
 if the motors do not move it is disarmed.

3. Even when disarmed, the throttle stick should always be kept in the full down position except
 when flying.

6. Get used to switching back to Stabilize mode from other modes and reassuming full manual
 control.
1. This is the single most important recovery technique (practice it).
2. Stabilize mode can have Simple mode added to it, but if you do you should then practice with it

 till you are proficient.
3. Do not start using any other modes than Stabilize or Stabilize plus Simple until you are VERY

 comfortable flying your copter.
7. It is very important to have excess power available.

1. If you have insufficient power, the automatic controls can require more throttle than is available
 and destabilization may result.

2. Ideally your copter should be able to hover at about 50% throttle (mid stick).
8. Especially while you are learning, it is recommended that you avoid expensive, stiff, ultra-

sharp carbon fiber props.
1. Get cheaper, more flexible and more breakable plastic propellers.
2. Some of the super carbon fiber ones can cut better than a Ginsu and while they are almost

 indestructible – You are not.
9. Important primary response to a crash, inadequate landing or unknown flight controller

 state.
1. The first thing to do is throw a towel over your copters propellers (Propellers may start spinning

 unexpectedly).
2. Then immediately disconnect the battery.
3. A large towel is your most important piece of safety equipment followed by a fire extinguisher and

 a first aid kit.
4. Generally better to use the first one than the last one.

10. When testing or flying any of the (waypoint) navigation modes (using GPS):
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1. Ensure that your GPS has “Lock” before arming and takeoff.
2. Check that your home position on the Mission Planner is in fact correct.
3. If the GPS does not accurately report your home position, reboot and wait for 8 or more satellites

 (not just 3D lock) and check again.
11. Always follow the law:

1. Our personal use of MultiCopters (models in general) is continually under attack by those who
 fear ‘drones’ and invasion of privacy.  If you break the law, or invade someone’s privacy, or put
 them in harm’s way, you threaten the future of our personal use of models. Please, understand
 the law and the rights of others – and fly accordingly.

2. Most countries have a prominent model aircraft organization. In the USA that is the AMA. Review
 the AMA safety code. Working with the FAA and other government organizations, the AMA has
 established (and continues to update) rules for UAV’s and for FPV flight. If you are in the USA
 (or not), read these documents! The AMA has a strong lobbying group that will help protect our
 rights. Get involved and support your country’s model aircraft organizations – and help protect
 our right to fly.

Most important: Keep a safe distance between your Copter and People!

These tips can also help protect your multicopter from damage.

1. Avoid sudden or extreme transmitter control stick deflections.
1. Move the control sticks in small measured increments and don’t “yank” on them.
2. If the copter is properly calibrated and balanced it should require only small stick inputs to control

 altitude, direction and speed.
2. Your copter should be more or less stable on the horizontal plane without any control inputs.

1. If you are “fighting” the copter, land and fix it – something is not right – Hardware adjustment or
 software calibration may be required.

3. Be especially careful of large throttle inputs, as a copter can gain (or lose)
 altitude very rapidly.

4. Because MultiCopters are symmetrical it is especially easy to lose Visual Orientation.
1. For manual flight modes, maintaining a clear vision of the Copters Orientation (direction it is

 facing) is the most critical part of successful flight.
2. Especially while learning it is very important to keep your copter appropriately close to you to aid

 in maintaining visual orientation.
3. Generally: more than 10ft (3m) but not further than 30ft (10m) from you.
4. If the copter gets further than about 100ft (30m) it starts getting difficult to be able to maintain

 orientation and can easily crash.
5. If you lose Yaw orientation while flying in Stabilize mode, try only flying forward and using yaw to

 steer like a car.
6. It is much better to simply descend and land rather than have an orientation-induced crash or

http://www.modelaircraft.org/
http://www.modelaircraft.org/files/105.pdf
http://www.modelaircraft.org/documents.aspx#FPV
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 worse still – a fly away.
7. Fly-Aways often happen when the copter is commanded to tilt back towards the pilot but has

 rotated in the meantime and is so far away that orientation is lost.
8. Result: the copter flies further away and crashes or is lost.

5. Always have Stabilize mode as the (Go To) one of your mode switch options.
6. High or unexpected winds or gusts can make flight considerably more difficult.

1. High winds can prevent forward progress or spin the copter around causing you to become
 disoriented.

2. The higher you are, the more likely high winds will be a problem.
3. Switching to Stabilize mode and landing before you reach your skill limits can help you save your

 copter.
4. Avoid flying at high speed or high altitude until you have gained considerable confidence in both

 manual and automatic modes.
5. When flying around trees or buildings it is very easy to lose visual orientation or even to lose

 sight of the copter completely.
6. Gusting winds around objects can also worsen the problem.
7. Radio signal loss can also occur.
8. If your copter is approaching a potentially interfering object, immediately switch to stabilize mode

 and land or retrieve the copter to your location.
7. ArduPilot specific safety modes: RTL, FailSafe and GeoFence.

1. RTL can provide a safe Return to Launch if it starts to get away from you.
2. Set up a FailSafe on Radio Fail with an RTL or Descend response to save your Copter and

 prevent Injury.
3. GeoFence establishes an automatic flying perimeter that will force your copter to stay in a safe

 proximity.
4. Do not rely solely on the above safety modes, always be ready to take back control in stabilize

 and set the copter down.
5. Especially do not rely on the above safety modes to perform maneuvers or training that you

 would otherwise consider dangerous.
6. These modes are a supplement to, not a replacement for sound safety practices.

8. On your first takeoff after tuning or hardware setup:
1. In stabilize mode advance the throttle very slowly until the copter is almost hovering.
2. If the copter is trying to flip over turn it off and correct the problem.
3. A motor could be turning the wrong direction.
4. Or a wrong direction prop could be installed.
5. If it tries to rotate on it’s axis or fly off in some direction.
6. The transmitter or RC setup in Mission Planner may be incorrect.
7. A motor or ESC may not be performing properly.
8. The wrong props may be on the wrong motors.
9. When all problems are fixed it should be fairly easy to get the copter to hover a foot or 2 above
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 the ground.
10. If a stable and stationary hover a foot or 2 above the ground cannot be achieved, land and fix the

 problem until it can.
9. When flying FPV “First Person View” (with a video camera), Have your modes set to:

 STABILIZE, SIMPLE, and RTL.
1. Ensure RTL is working properly before using FPV.
2. Use Stabilize mode to fly FPV.
3. If you lose your FPV video, you can switch to Simple or RTL to get back.

10. Make sure your battery can’t fall out.
1. Use a Velcro Strap to hold it in place.
2. You can also use adhesive backed velcro under the battery.

Get a Printable PDF Safety Sheet: MultiCopter_Safety

The APM:Copter Forum permits the developers to respond to your questions and enables you to
 research similar issues, Please choose the sub-forum that is most appropriate to the wiki page and
 issues you are having.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/MultiCopter_Safety.pdf
http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=3
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Choosing a frame

One of the first steps in using ArduCopter is to decide on the frame.  Shown above are three options
 from 3DRobotics but there are hundreds of other choices.  This page will hopefully give some
 guidance on the choices available.
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Note: this section of the wiki is a work-in-progress.

Decide what you want it for
Some common uses of multi-copters include:

Taking aerial videos
FPV (first person view)
Sport & Social (racing, aerobatics, impressing your friends)
More professional uses such as 3D mapping, package delivery, agriculture
For research or personal robotics development

Ready-To-Fly, Kits or Build your Own
The choice of Ready-to-fly (RTF) vs Build-your-Own mostly comes down to how much time you are
 happy to spend building up your copter and how personalised you wish it to be.  With the growing
 number of low-cost RTF copters on the market, there is likely little cost advantage to building your
 own, especially for the smaller copters and if you factor in some missteps along the way (like buying
 the wrong parts).

Complete Kits like these from 3DR are an intermediate step.  They ensure you have all the parts you
 need, the final result will be very close to the RTF but they are slightly cheaper because you perform
 the frame assembly and flight controller configuration yourself.

Continued Reading
Below are more work-in-progress pages with general information that may be useful when selecting or
 building a frame.

3DR Kits and Best Practices
Build your own multicopter
Improving the capabilities of your multicopter
Advanced multicopter design
Battery information
Propeller information

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-frame/wiki/common-cameras-and-gimbals/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-frame/wiki/common-fpv-first-person-view/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-frame/wiki/common-3d-mapping/
http://dev.ardupilot.com/
http://store.3drobotics.com/t/diy-kits/arducopter
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-frame/wiki/3dr-kits-and-best-practices/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-frame/wiki/build-your-own-multicopter/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-frame/wiki/improving-the-capabilities-of-your-multicopter/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-frame/wiki/advanced-multicopter-design/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-frame/wiki/initial-setup/battery-information/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-frame/wiki/propeller-information/
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3DR Kits & Best Practices

3DR Kits
The 3DRobotics store offers 2 DIY Kits (quad and Y6) .   Select a model below to jump to the detailed
 assembly instructions.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > 3DR Kits and Best Practices
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Best Practices

When assembling your copter, we recommend using threadlocker on all motor mount screws. For
 more information on using and applying threadlocker, check out this video. When securing wiring,
 keep positive and negative wires close together, use zip ties to secure wiring to frame, and use cable
 mesh where possible. Use a vibration dampening strategy as described in the Vibration Dampening
 and Isolation page.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://3drobotics.com/learn/diy-y6-kit/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qaO3wL3Ypqg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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There are Lots of Ways you Can Put Together a MultiCopter
1. Thoughtful, slow progression is better than jumping in with both feet, you can easily get discouraged by trying

 to do too much too fast.
2. You are likely to have a good experience if you start with a simple, small QuadCopter, either a Ready to

 Fly or an All Inclusive Kit.
3. For for those with good DIY capabilities an Almost Ready To Fly build like the F450 FlameWheel

 described below can also work well.
4. For your first MultiCopter, DO NOT initially try to build a Photo / Video or First Person View copter, just

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Build Your Own Multicopter
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 build a good QuadCopter.
5. Even if you know that’s what you really want to do, it will take you some time to come up to speed on our

 copters and flight controllers.
6. If you just want to get a taste and have a lot of fun, try one of the little inexpensive, safe, sturdy, ready to use

 Micro-QuadCopters below.
7. If you know you’re serious, try the Flamewheel ARF Build or if you just want to fly and can afford it get

 the high end Iris QuadCopter.
8. The Iris includes a top end Pixhawk flight controller and both the Iris and the Flamewheel can do FPV or

 Video when you are ready.
9. Don’t start with a Frame Up Build unless you have a complete article on how to build a really good simple

 Quadcopter like the Flip Sport.
10. Absolutely do not start by trying to Build Your Own Frame, even among experienced builders there are

 more failures than successes.
11. It is very important to NOT start out with a big (dangerous) multicopter with a bunch of photo or video stuff

 on it, you will regret it.
12. A small, agile QuadCopter is always a lot more fun to fly than a big, ponderous and slow Hex or

 OctoCopter in any case.
13. Except for top end professional HD video or photography requiring big cameras you are always better off

 thinking small, light and agile.
14. Safety is very important with multicopters, keep plenty of distance from living or expensive things and

 review our Safety Page.

Chinese Imports Good Deal / Bad Deal?
1. It is very tempting especially when just starting out to buy lots of Chinese direct import stuff because it is so

 much cheaper: Bad Idea!
2. As you gain experience, you will learn which import items are serviceable, if you try to do it at the beginning

 things will not go well.
3. I recommend you always get the main electronics (Flight Controller) from the primary source, in our case the

 Pixhawk from 3DRobotics.
4. You will also want to get the electronic accessories (GPS, magentometer, telemetry and OSD if used) from

 3DRobotics as well.
5. If your going to do first person view, get a 3DRobotics FPV kit or a FatShark Attitude video goggle and

 transmitter.
6. As for cameras, the GoPro Hero 3 and especially the Black is the one to get, because it is what everybody uses

 and it works well.
7. The DJI Flamewheel ARF kit which is recommended is made in China but is a known quality setup, so where

 you get it is up to you.
8. The Traxxas, Hubsan and Helimax highly recommended starter micro-Quadcopters are also made in China
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 but are still a great way to start.
9. Motors, Batteries, ESCs, frames and even FRSky or Turnigy RC transmitters and receivers can be very good

 deals direct from China.
10. A lot of items we buy domestically are actually made in China and of course, quality varies widely, regardless

 of country of origin.
11. A $25.00 RC-Timer motor is not likely to be of the same quality as the equivalent $100.00 Tiger-Motor, but

 hey, it’s only $25.00.
12. Although direct Chinese imports generally have pretty reliable shipping, aftermarket support or returns are

 often very problematic.
13. If you build in a ten to twenty percent broken, damaged or not included expectation for Chinese imports you

 will not be disappointed.
14. In any case, start with two or three of the recommended “builds” below so that you can experience success

 and learn to fly first.

Inexpensive, Ready To Fly Nano, Micro or Small QuadCopter
If you are new to MultiCopters, I very strongly suggest you start with one of these inexpensive
 Ready To Fly QuadCopters.

1. They come with everything you need including the radio and the battery, require no assembly, are very sturdy
 and are great for learning.

2. They are also a ton of fun, can easily and safely be used indoors and typically cost less than a hundred dollars.
3. Importantly you will get you a much better understanding of how they work and of what you really want to do

 next.
4. The Traxxas QR1 QuadCopter is an inexpensive RTF Micro Quadcopter that is great for a first

 experience. (Left image below).
5. For $45.00 the (Hubsan X4) is identical to the Traxxas and for $70.00 you can get it with a still photo and

 720P HD video camera.
6. For $200.00 there is even a really easy to fly FPV version of the Hubsan that comes with a RC transmitter

 with an excellent LCD display.
7. Even the parts for the Hubsans are readily available: Hobby Flip
8. The Helimax 1SQ is another low cost palm sized micro QuadCopter.
9. Or even the really, really tiny $40.00 Estes Proto X actually a Hubsan H111 which flies remarkably well

 (Middle and right images below).

http://traxxas.com/products/models/heli/6208qr1
http://www.amazon.com/Hubsan-X4-H107-Copter-2-4GHZ/dp/B009M1PO7W
http://www.ebay.com/itm/like/171203630670?lpid=82"
http://hobbyflip.com/
http://www.helimax-rc.com/helicopters/hmxe0834-1sq/index.html
http://www.amazon.com/Estes-4606-Proto-Nano-Quadcopter/dp/B00G924W98
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Below left is a larger, but very durable copter, the $88.00 UDI U818A 2.4GHz Quadcopter with Camera from
 Amazon Prime.
And a link to a very important  Blog Article by RocklandUSA for all people considering their first
 Multicopter purchase.
The Blade Nano QX at $90.00 below right is also highly recommended, is very light and easy to fly and
 incredibly durable.

 

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/6208-Stinger-3qtr-blue_o.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/ProtoX1.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/ProtoX.jpg
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/noob-quadcopter-training-thank-you-community
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/SKU074490.14.jpg
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If you are just starting out: Get one of these inexpensive, small, durable Quadcopters and learn to fly it well, it
 will save you a lot of money.

All Inclusive Kit
1. The easiest way to build is to buy a single kit that has all the parts necessary in one box and a set of

 instructions for each step.
2. Outside of (Ready To Fly) a good all inclusive kit is the most reliable and straightforward way to construct a

 quality MultiCopter.
3. Usually all of the components are well balanced with each other and the entire craft can be expected to

 perform well.
4. For an all inclusive kit, assembly is just nuts and bolts and possibly some soldering.
5. The assembly procedure is usually well explained in the supplied instructions.
6. The downside is that often quality kits are a bit more expensive than other alternatives and customization has

 to be added on.
7. If you are not already well qualified at Do It Yourself projects, A good all inclusive kit is definitely the best

 place to start.
8. The 3DR ArduCopter is a true complete assemble it yourself kit with an APM 2.5 flight controller and a

 number of specifiable options.
9. The state of the art, innovative Iris QuadCopter is actually Ready To Fly and comes with the top of the

 line Pixhawk flight controller.
1. It is capable of fully autonomous flight and includes the RC transmitter, the battery and even telemetry, at

 $750.00 it is a real bargain.
2. The Iris structurally strong and resilient and it is set up to support a GoPro camera or even FPV (First

 Person View) when you are ready.

Almost Ready to Fly

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-arducopter-quad-c-frame-kit-1
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/iris
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/AeduCopterAndIris.jpg
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1. If you need everything and want the most versatile copter possible you can’t beat the Iris above, it is simply a
 great deal.

2. If you already have a RC transmitter you can save some money and still build a really high quality
 autonomous QuadCopter.

3. Even if you are just starting there are a few really good choices.
1. The DJI F450 Flamewheel QuadCopter ARF Kit may well be single the best choice at this time.
2. This kit comes with frame with built in power distribution board, the 4 motors and the 4 Electronic Speed

 Controls and 8 Propellers.
3. You need to add a Pixhawk Flight controller, A battery and your Radio Control Transmitter and Receiver.
4. The supplied equipment in the kit is all first rate and the real DJI Flamewheel frame is very stiff and sturdy

 (a good thing).
5. Cost: F450 ARF kit $180.00, Pixhawk with GPS/Compass $280.00 and a Battery $35.00 = ($495.00) plus

 a PPM-Sum receiver.
4. As an alternative, the smaller DJI F330 Flamewheel Quadcopter is also an excellent choice and can be

 better in smaller spaces.
1. There is a Wiki page on constructing the F330 (Here!) but it is applicable to the F450 as well.

5. Most ARF kits that are cheaper than this are not nearly as sturdy and the components generally fail much
 more frequently.

6. You can buy the F450 ARF kit Here! This source has the F350 ARF kit also.
7. DO NOT get a clone kit that looks like it, the real DJI motors and ESCs are top quality and the frame is stiff

 and strong, the clones are not.
8. There are more expensive high quality ARF kits available but the FlameWheels will give great service and

 have very high performance.
9. If you want to keep initial cost to a bare minimum, start with a Simple Flight Controller then graduate to a

 Pixhawk when you are ready
10. The F450 can also serve as a competent Gopro and Gimbal carrying photo and video copter or as an FPV

 platform.
11. The DJI F550 ARF Hexacopter is a good choice for more advanced uses, but it is not ideal as a first

 MultiCopter.

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-pixhawk
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/dji-f330-flamewheel/
http://www.amainhobbies.com/product_info.php/cPath/2_382_2405_3233_3237/products_id/235232/n/DJI-Innovations-Flame-Wheel-F450-ARF-Quadcopter-Kit-w-Motors-ESC-Propellers
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__24723__Hobbyking_KK2_0_Multi_rotor_LCD_Flight_Control_Board.html
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-pixhawk
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Frame Kit
1. Once you get into building your own MultiCopter based on a frame kit you are getting into the big leagues,

 this is really not for beginners.
2. The exception is if you are carefully following a specific and highly detailed build.
3. I am working on 2 Frame Kit based builds at the moment, a Flip 380 Sport QuadCopter and a Tarot 650

 Carbon Fiber Quadcopter.
4. A little bit on the reasons for and methods used in each of the Builds.
5. The Hoverthings Flip 380 Sport Frame is billed as the most indestructible frame ever.

1. It uses incredibly stiff and strong CNC machined 1/4″ thick Fiberglass arms and G10 Fiberglass center
 plates.

2. It can incorporate the same motors and ESCs as used in the DJI Flamewheel and can use up to 10″
 propellers.

3. I purchased the Flip Sport Kit plus an extra pair of “tab” type center sections and extra 7/8″ spacers.
4. The extra center plates mount below the stock plates on 7/8″ spacers to accommodate the battery and flight

 gear.
5. I am using 4 of the stock DJI Flamewheel motors and a special 4 in 1 ESC placed between the center

 plates of the copter.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/FlamewheelF450FrameMotorsEscs.jpg
http://www.hoverthings.com/frame-sets/the-flip-black-orange.html
http://mymobilemms.com/OFFTHEGRIDWATER.CA/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=203
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6. The 4 in 1 ESC produces much less RF and DC interference and is neater than 4 ESCs and a power
 distribution board.

7. I am using GemFan DJI hub compatible 10″ carbon filled propellers because they are very tough and
 very efficient.

8. My goal is to build an even tougher and higher performance copter than the DJI F450 Flamewheel –
 inexpensively.

9. Although it’s a small copter the Flip is powerful and agile enough to use FPV video and/or a GoPro
 Camera and brushless gimbal.

10. Here is a link to the Hoverthings Flip Sport Quadcopter Wiki Build Page using a Pixhawk
 or PX4 flight controller.

6. The Tarot 650 is a carbon fiber frame that is quite large for a QuadCopter and it can incorporate up to 17″
 propellers.
1. I am using 360kv slow speed, large diameter Pancake Motors designed to turn the more efficient large

 propellers at low speeds.
2. I will be using a variety of 14″ to 17″ propellers to explore performance and efficiency at various propeller

 diameters.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/3281_dimg2.jpg
http://www.rcdude.com/servlet/the-2498/GemFan-DJI-Hub-10x4.5/Detail
http://www.rcdude.com/servlet/the-2498/GemFan-DJI-Hub-10x4.5/Detail
http://www.rcdude.com/servlet/the-2498/GemFan-DJI-Hub-10x4.5/Detail
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/FlipPX41.jpg
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Tarot-Iron-Man-650-Foldable-3K-carbon-fiber-Quad-copter-Quadcopter-Frame-TL65B02-/151050276421
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3. Although the Flip Sport build shown above could be appropriate for a first QuadCopter, this Tarot 650
 build is definitely not.

4. This quad is big enough to serve as a heavy lift or long endurance copter or to carry a big video or still
 camera, but:
1. For lifting a 2KG payload with a quadcopter you need some serious motor and some serious prop.
2. Four Tigermotor  MN4010 475 KV motors at $86.00 each, four 15 x 5 or 16 x 5 props and four

 high quality 30 amp ESCs.
3. It needs 10,000mah of 4 cell Lipo batteries (two 5000’s) to achieve approximately ~10 minutes of flight

 time at 4KG total weight.
4. It should be capable of lifting 4 KG total (including 2KG payload) and leave about 50% reserve thrust

 (minimum needed) (6kg total).
5. You will need 16″ x 5  props to achieve the thrust and efficiency necessary to lift 4KG total with

 reasonable flight times.
6. That is why the bigger motors with the lower KV are required and they need to be high quality to

 withstand continuous high output.
7. It is very highly recommended that you do not attempt to construct one of these for your first build.

7. A really handy link for quickly calculating performance requirements for various multicopters and
 components: eCalc

Or Perhaps a really tiny little 250 sized $10.00 frame with FPV capability you can fly indoors or
 out.

http://www.rctigermotor.com/html/2013/Navigator_0910/38.html
http://www.ecalc.ch/xcoptercalc.htm?ecalc&lang=en
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/41KrM7TlOGL.jpg
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__47075__HobbyKing_FPV250_Quad_Copter_A_Mini_Sized_FPV_Multi_Rotor_kit_.html
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Scratch Built
1. Although this is often attempted by those who have never used a multicopter, it very seldom turns out well.
2. At the simplest level a functioning QuadCopter can be built out of sticks or dowels and plywood that will fly.
3. But it is very unlikely to fly well or to be very serviceable or to well tolerate less than perfect “landings”.
4. And this is no way to save money, RTF, Kits and ARF include high quality matched components and actually

 cost less.
5. Even if you are an experienced model builder, machinist or engineer, DO NOT START HERE!
6. Multicopters have their whole own set of flight dynamics and structural demands.
7. Until you have become experienced with them you stand virtually no chance of designing and making a

 worthwhile MultiCopter.
8. There is a really lovely QuadCopter design made by a newbe from bent sheet aluminum on our site right now.
9. Unfortunately sheet aluminum is soft, the copter is heavy and hard landings are common so a very bent copter

 is inevitable.
10. Even if you are very experienced, you will certainly need to make several copters before you achieve a

 worthwhile design.
11. I won’t say Experts only, but you really need to go through at least 3 or 4 commercial MultiCopters before

 you even think about doing this.
12. I have made over a dozen different CAD designs so far and have not yet built one, I will make one, but I’m

 not ready yet and I know it.

Brand Name Ready to Fly
A few words about the Brand Name Ready To Fly QuadCopters like the Parrot, the DJI Phantom and the
 Blade 350QX.

1. Within the scope of their capabilities these are generally well made and often a reasonable bargain for what
 they do.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/470754.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/47075d1.jpg
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2. But they are also not easily modified or improved on and are not easy to upgrade to a more powerful flight
 controller like the Pixhawk.

3. So although they are a moderately capable one stop solution, they can also be a bit of a costly dead end.
4. You can put together a Flamewheel ARF kit with a top end Pixhawk flight controller for about the same

 money and be way ahead.

Which Approach is Right for You
1. It is very important to match your approach to your capability level, if you overreach you can end up with a

 negative experience.
2. It is also much more important to take a robust and conservative approach than to try to do everything the first

 time out.
1. The simplest approach is to get a Ready to Fly system or an All Inclusive Kit.
2. However, a good Almost Ready To Fly kit plus some carefully chosen components can also result in an

 outstanding copter.
3. The ARF approach can often cost somewhat less and enable you to construct a copter that is specifically

 tailored to your needs.
4. The Frame Kit approach presumes that you have sufficient knowledge to specify appropriate components

 that will work together.
5. But it does let you put together a copter that is specifically optimized for your needs and desires.
6. Unless you find and scrupulously follow a comprehensive article detailing a specific “build” a Frame Kit

 should not be your first copter.
7. Clearly that goes double for Scratch Built. It isn’t actually all that hard to build a MultiCopter frame.
8. But the overall process and component matching to make it work well is really for the experienced

 MultiCopter operator / builder.
3. There are expensive, high end Multicopters, which are generally oriented to commercial photo or video use

 and outside our scope here.
4. All of the Copters I have and will be putting together incorporate genuine 3DR APM, PX4 or

 Pixhawk Flight Controllers.
1. These are the best and most capable flight controllers available and they have great DIYDrones

 community support.
2. Beware of clones and counterfeits, they often have small differences that end up making them completely

 unusable.
3. Don’t say I didn’t warn you: “Caveat Emptor” and “You get what you pay for”.

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-pixhawk
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/PixhawkLabled.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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If you are just starting and this is your first MulitiCopter you are in the wrong place, go
 here: Build Your Own Multicopter

This page describes one of our members (Euan Ramasy’s) highly advanced photographic
 quadcopter.
It illustrates the incremental improvements he has been and is making to better optimize it’s
 performance and usefulness.
It serves as an excellent example for how to properly undertake development and improvement of
 your own copter for your own uses.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Improving the Capabilities of Your Multicopter

Improving the Capabilities of Your
 Multicopter

ArduCopter
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Copter Upgrading Goals
Well it’s been a year since I built my first quad (selecting APM, naturally), and I’ve decided to do a
 bit of an upgrade in the off season.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/intro.jpg
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There were four objectives to the exercise:
better reliability
simplify
reduce weight
improve performance

Better reliability
Added 40A ESC’s, giving me 15A overhead (formally 30A on a 25A max draw)
Replaced 5V BEC with a 5.5V, after getting occasion chirp from spektrum telemetry about low volts.
Re-wired the PDB and the ESC’s for better RF
Replaced 1 motor that sounded less than optimal
ESC’s now uprated (if you can “uprate “to HobbyKing…:-)) and outboard for cooling and better
 security.

Simplicity
Number of battery circuits reduced from 3 to one.
New 5.5V and 12V BEC’s used
Unnecessary LED’s dumped.

Only retained 4 for orientation on the odd occasion I don’t FPV.
But they are Braincube’s and are very bright!
Labeled everything.
Here is the controller:
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Reduce weight.
Reduced battery circuits from 3 to 1.
EzOSD replaced with minimOSD.
Also in picture: an FPV camera switcher and the Telemetry junction box.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/lights.jpg
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- LED circuits dumped

Spektrum telemetry TM1000 dumped
GPS finder dumped
Leg components replaced with Carbon Fibre
And did it work?

Starting weight: 3.65kg -> Final weight: 3.62kg – so savings mostly consumed by improved
 brushless gimbal.
If I’d stayed with the quadframe brushless (refused to tune with Martinez board!) and dumped the
 Braincube as well, I would have saved over 200g.

Performance
Moongel replaced with zeal. Unfortunately vibes actually went up! I now hit the +/-5 “safe” limits in
 high power flight and maneuvers.

However, it does seem to respond to very small commands much better.
The zeal is firmer than moongel so I might expect that.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/minimOSD.jpg
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PID’s retuned after 3.0.1, to increase YAW control, and to decrease pitch/roll (only by 7%) to
 improve video footage.

It still handles well, but it’s now more “Transit” than “Cosworth” .
For our american cousins, this translates to: “it’s more light truck than corvette”).

6S Current sensor added. Means
Compassmot can now be run in CURRENT not THROTTLE.
Flight is noticeably more accurate, especially in RTL, Loiter.

Higher GPS pole added.
Compassmot reduced from 4% to 1%.

Quadframe gimbal replaced with RCTimer.
Video quality immediately improved.
The original Quadframe brushless gimbal just refused to take a tune, and never performed well.

Receiver with 2 Satellites
Radio diversity added via Orangerx 800 (DSMX) + 2 satellites.
Each satellite has a 30cm cable, one mounted far out under one arm, one as far down on the leg as
 possible.
It’s not perfect, but better than before. Radio now much more reliable regardless of orientation. No
 more scary moments…
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FPV Transmitter Improvements:
Video TX moved to as far down the legs as possible.
Range has improved from 350m to well over 600 with 600mw tx + ibcrazy omni’s.

Will be pushing out further, as I now have an ibcrazy 5 turn helical antenna to play with as well.
Also to come: 1/4 wavelength 433mhz antenna’s for long range telemetry.

How bad is it? It cuts out before the video does…

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/diversity.jpg
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Camera Gimbal Mount
The Camera Gimbal Mount has had 3 upgrades.
Quadframe brushless gimbals motors replaced with RCTimer.
I replaced the battery plate with my own design, and I’m happy with that.
So happy I’m selling it to anyone who wants one.
I Also replaced the ball bearings with stiffer ones.
I still get a tiny bit of jitter in pitch, but I might need to look at my rx feed into the martinez; it might be
 noisy.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/videotx.jpg
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FPV Camera Improvements
Finally, I dumped the 420 line FPV camera, and went with the 650 line from Security Camera 2000
 (the one everyone goes for!).
I also got some  new low light lenses.
This setup just works so much better.
Just a pity I can’t get minimOSD to overlay on the feed for some reason; works ok on the Gopro
 feed!

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/balls.jpg
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Summary:
Euan’s highly developed QuadCopter had already delivered excellent service as a brushless gimbal
 stabilized photographic platform with highly developed FPV cpability.
And now he has added several improvements.

The camera mount has been replaced with better gimbals, bearings and mounting plate.
FPV now has a better higher resolution camera with better lenses and the FPV range has been
 extended.
RC range has been extended with satellite receivers.
Reliability has been further enhanced by numerous upgrades.
And the copter has been simplified by removing unnecessary devices.

This should give you some idea of the level of detail and effort required to build a top notch platform
 that can be used in a professional capacity.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/camera.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Please Note!  this wiki section is for those interested in constructing and possibly even designing their
 own Multicopter.

For information on understanding how a multicopter works please go Here
For information on how to build your own simple Quadcopter using kits or frames go Here
For information on building or setting up a copter for first Person View (FPV) go Here
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There are several popular frame layouts for MultiCopters
The Tricopter uses 3 motor / propeller propulsion units with a servo to rotate one of them to
 compensate for adverse yaw.

Tricopters were popular early on when the brushless motor / propeller units were new and scarce.
They suffer from less than stellar performance and do not scale well to larger sizes.
But they still have some popularity for small, light hobby use applications.
Because this is primarily an outdated design we will not expand further on it in this article.

The very popular Quadcopter has 4 motor/propeller units and is available in any size.
A Quadcopter is an elegantly simple design and is hands down the most popular layout for a whole lot of
 reasons.
Quadcopters are symmetrical and embody the simplest principle of operation for controlling roll, pitch,
 yaw and motion.
Simply varying the speed of each of the motors provides full 3D motion and rotation and hover capability.
They are relatively inexpensive to produce and they scale well to production manufacturing techniques.
In various sizes and layouts they are capable of actually performing useful tasks beyond simply flying
 around.
Their primary drawback is that a single motor failure generally results in an abrupt descent to the ground
 (crash).
A very wide variety of materials and techniques can be employed to produce a useful Quadcopter.
There are several popular configurations for QuadCopters:

X with and X frame arm layout and the front and back of the copter between 2 propellers.
+ with with the same kind of X frame layout as above but with the front and back of the copter in line
 with one of the propellers.
“Dead Cat” a variation on X which in which the frame arms are further apart in the front and the back
 than they are side to side.

Name actually comes from Bart Jansen a Dutch artist who stuffed his expired cat and made a
 Quadcopter out of it.

H which has frame side arms running between the motors on each side and connected with one or more

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/3.jpg
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 frame arms in the middle.
Square which has frame arms connecting between motors (and usually intermediate frame arms
 supporting a central frame.)
And variations including ones with the motors laid out on a circle.
Most of them primarily operate the same as the X frame (provides better camera exposure between
 motors among other things).
I recommend the standard X frame design because it is strong and simple and it’s natural symmetry
 balances flying forces better.

A humming bird sized  Estes Proto X is shown below.

A well made and very practical and versatile 3DR Iris Quadcopter  capable of taking video and photos
 with the popular GoPro camera.

Excellent design and high quality components like the high strength Zytel frame arms and high impact
 shell ensure a long useful life.

A fifteen thousand dollar SteadyDrone Q4D-X Quadcopter with 28″ propellers, 8KG lifting capability and

http://www.revell.com/radio-control/estescontrol/4606.html
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/leste4606__92098.1384842703.1020.1020.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/IRIS
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/pic_prod_iris.jpg
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 claimed 60 minute flight times.

For professional use, HexaCopters and OctoCopters with 6 and 8 Motor/propeller propulsion units are
 popular.

Hexacopters, Octocopters, Hex Y’s and Octo X’s can provide stable heavy lift platforms good for
 photography and other uses.
Hex and Octocopters may have the benefit of potentially being able to continue to fly with a single motor
 failure.
However the increased complexity versus a Quadcopter makes them more failure prone.
The reduction in prop size and increase in prop speed result in a smoother flight than an equivalent large
 blade Quadcopter.
However it also results in some reduction in flight efficiency and endurance all other things being equal.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/SteadiDroneQ4DX.jpg
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Hex Y6 and Octo X8 designs with pairs of coaxial motor/propeller units mounted back to back are also
 becoming popular.

The coaxial push pull motor/prop units of the Hex Y  and Octo X provide the most lift in the smallest area
 but at the cost of efficiency.

These Y Hex and X Octo  designs are simple and compact with good lifting capability and single motor
 failure tolerance.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/hexacopter.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-rtf-y6-2014
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/pic_prod_y6.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-rtf-x8-2014
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Singlecopters and Coax copters are very new designs and have some advantages in specific applications.
Since they tend to a single ducted body for either the one or two motor/propeller units they tend to be self
 protected indoors.
The coax copter which relies on variable thrust on each of it’s 2 props for rotation is functionally simpler
 than the single copter.
The side profile of the ducted body makes these copters more susceptible to winds outdoors requiring more
 effort to compensate.
While generally good at hovering and fine positioning, they are more speed and performance limited than
 other multicopter designs.
The Singlecopter in particular is reasonably adaptable to gasoline engines for much greater endurance.
The possibility of using a single large propeller implies that good efficiencies could be realized even with
 an electric versions.
The Singlecopter features a single motor/propeller unit with 4 servo controlled vanes to direct roll, pitch
 and yaw.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/pic_prod_x8.jpg
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The Coaxcopter has dual motor/propeller units for thrust and yaw control and 2 servo controlled vanes
 for roll and  pitch.

There are also variable pitch Multicopters for incredible acrobatic performance.
Variable pitch multicopters have some interesting potential uses as well like the Curtis Youngblood
 Stingray 500 shown below.
Servo control of the props (rotors) produces roll, pitch and yaw so they are often powered by a single
 motor with shaft or belt drive.
If you use a single motor it is feasible to use a gasoline engine giving you the potential for considerable
 endurance and range.
These are very high performance and can even fly inverted, they are also mechanically more complex but
 can be built robustly.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/vtolcustom2.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/mav_electric.jpg
http://curtisyoungblood.com/V2/content/stingray-500
http://curtisyoungblood.com/V2/content/stingray-500
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And copters with more than 8 motor/propeller units may be useful for specialized, extreme (or insane)
 applications.

Motors, propellers and ESCs
For multicopters, motors, propellers and ESCs (speed controllers) are critical and have been
 failure prone in the past.
 This ECalc based Xcopter: motor – propeller – battery – ESC calculator will help you pick the best
 components for your copter.

Quadcopter design will be used for illustration as they are the most wide spread and the most versatile.
But the information applies equally to Hex and Octo designs, either conventional or coaxial Y and X types.

The brushless out-runner motors have to support the full weight of the copter continuously while
 turning at high speed.

Hobby grade motors have often used inadequate Conrad type unsealed bearings which are good axially but
 not in thrust.

And the motors are usually open frame to permit the greatest cooling but providing little or no
 protection

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/StingrayCY1.jpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L75ESD9PBOw
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/evolo2.png
http://www.ecalc.ch/xcoptercalc.php?ecalc&lang=en
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This has meant an unnecessarily high failure rate and very poor survival in wet or dusty conditions.
The cheapest possible Chinese motor is never a good choice for something that literally hangs in the air
 by it’s motor.

Some of the best motors have 2 or better 3 easily replaceable ABEC-7 bearings, RCTiger-Motor Pro series
 and KDE for instance.

The best motors are well ventilated, made with high temperature components and coated and sealed for
 environmental protection.
The best motors like TMotor and KDE have performance comparison charts, these should be reviewed
 when designing a copter
You are best off selecting motor – prop – battery cell combinations that will provide 10% or higher
 G/W efficiency at 50% throttle.
You should also target you copter design weight so that it hovers at approximately 50% throttle for
 optimum efficiency and flight time.
Top motors can cost considerably more, but reliability, performance and efficiency can be much better
 and worth it in the long run.
Low KV motors running on lower voltage (fewer cells) with large propellers are the most efficient and
 provide the longest flight times.

Selecting the best motor, propeller, battery set will enable you to build a copter with a usable 30 minute
 flight time including a camera.

You can get 30 minutes from 330 copters with 8″ props to 700 size copters with 18″ props depending on
 camera / gimbal weight.
It is very hard to get much more than 30 minutes of usable flight time from any “useful” multicopter
 regardless of size.
For hobby grade components, 20 minute maximum flight times would be a more realistic goal.

ESCs are also very important.
High quality ESCs are more reliable than cheap ones.
And ESCs need to be properly sized to ensure they can provide the maximum current that is necessary.

Generally use the right size not over sized because they are more efficient if operated in the appropriate
 range (and lighter).

Sufficient cooling is also very important especially for “Heavy Lift” copters, and the ESCs may need to be
 placed in the air stream.
For small to medium QuadCopters there are four in one ESCs in the 20 – 30 Amp size range with several
 advantages.

They eliminate the need for a power distribution plate or block and all the attendant wiring.
The considerable reduction in DC wiring results in less magnetometer (compass) interfering DC EMF
 radiation.
They can often be conveniently installed tidily in the center of the copter frame.
The 20 and 25 amp ones work with 3 or 4 cell LiPo batteries and the 30 amp one works with 3 to 6 cell
 batteries.
They have a built in aluminum heat sink plate on one side (which you can augment with a finned heat
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 sink if necessary).
You can use a thin layer of Fujik silicone thermal glue to attach a finned heat sink if one is needed.
They generally have higher reliability than individual ESCs and are reasonably priced.

Larger diameter slower turning propellers are normally a lot more efficient than smaller, faster ones.
But there are limits and drawbacks:

Trying to turn too large a prop for a given motor can cause it to overheat so motors usually have a
 maximum prop size.
Also, really large, slow props can reduce the responsiveness of the multicopter and even cause it to
 oscillate in the air or vibrate.
Unless taken to extremes these difficulties are not usually significant and can be compensated for by
 various means.
And you can always drop the diameter an inch if the handling characteristics or motor stress are not
 what you want.

There are also different designs of propellers and for larger ones turning at slower speeds design is
 especially critical.

Carbon fiber designs with cupped blades that are wider at the hub and narrower at the tip are best for
 larger sizes 14″ and over.
Smaller ones in the 14″ and under category can be of more conventional design with a wider than
 normal blade and of plastic or CF.
Often motors are “charted” with specific propellers and these are certainly the best starting point for
 optimum performance.
TMotor is considered a premium prop, but good results have been obtained with RC-Timer and Tarot in
 the large tapered props.
APC, DJI, GemFan, RC Drones and Graupner all produce good props in the 14″ and under category.

Professional Grade Power System for large Quadcopters (28″ Propellers)

The Tigermotor U8 Pro  Series motor is currently top of the line for a commercially available (large)
 copter motor.

It features Environmentally protected, closed construction and easily replaceable bearings.

http://www.rctigermotor.com/html/2013/Efficiency-Type_1219/176.html
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They have very high quality two piece 27, 28 and 29″ carbon fiber propellers for them as well

And a top quality 70 AMP ESC (speed controller) to go with it.

U8 Pro T-Motor $300.00, 28″ CF Props $370.00 a pair, 70 Amp Pro ESC $110.00 @ four each =
 $2380.00.
These are used in the large Steadidrone Quadcopter shown above, clearly a top quality professional and

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/TmotorU8Pro1.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/TMotor29Prop.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/thumb_345_220_20131219042814912.jpg
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 expensive product.
This is a very heavy lift and long endurance copter and is completely excessive and hazardous for most
 uses and needs.
This combination will work well for a Quadcopter with a total weight of up to 24 pounds and can achieve
 40 minute flight times.
This is a copter designed for very serious uses that demand it’s heavy lift and long endurance capabilities
 and is not for amateurs.
Disaster relief, search and rescue, fire spotting, surveillance, ecological and geographical survey and
 mapping are appropriate uses.

Professional Grade Power System for Medium Quadcopters (16″ Propellers)

Clearly, applying similar quality to a more reasonably sized (and cost) copter is normally going to be a
 lot more practical.

A 380KV T-Motor 4008  is $85.00, 16×5 CF Prop $90.00 a pair and 30 Amp Pro ESC $50.00 @ four each
 = $720.00.
This setup will work well for a copter up to 10 pounds or so and provide exceptional durability, efficiency
 and endurance.
This is a very practical setup for a professional Quadcopter for photo or video use with full sized cameras
 and a brushless gimbal.
It can be set up to let you choose 4S 14.8 volt, 5S 18.8 volt or 6S 22.2 volt batteries and 14″ to 17″ props
 according to your total weight.
With a proper setup you could reasonably expect to achieve practical 30 minute plus flight times with full
 camera equipment.

http://www.rctigermotor.com/html/2013/Professional_0912/52.html
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/product_thumb.jpg
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This is a very superior ($120.00) KDE 4014XF-380KV Motor with 3 large replaceable ABEC
 bearings rated at about 200 hours.

This motor is capable of using 13″ to 18″ propellers and operating very efficiently with a wide range of
 batteries from 3 cell to 6 cell.
This KDE Motor has a phenomenal range of operation and can be used on a 7 pound to a 20 pound
 Quadcopter.
Every component and manufacturing technique was clearly optimized to produce the best possible motor
 without compromise.
This motor has a finned heat-sink case and a self ventilated design with high temperature encapsulated
 components.
In fact it is designed to run, if necessary, continuously at temperatures that would instantly destroy most
 other motors.
It is reasonable to expect that various configurations could provide well over an hour of useful operating
 time with cameras.
It is feasible to produce a QuadCopter that will approach the performance of the $15,000.00 Steadidrone at
 a fraction of the cost.
A similar practical lifting capability and nearly 40 minute useful flight times should be achievable even
 with 18″ Propellers.
And given the extreme over design and ruggedness of the motors, similar reliability and longevity could
 also be expected.
This is the motor I will be using in my next Quadcopter and I will allow for up to 18″ propellers.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/Tmotor16Prop.jpg
http://www.kdedirect.com/KDE4014XF380.html
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A Hyper Efficient Medium Small Professional Grade Motor For Long Endurance

The $70.00 T-Motor MN3508 380KV Navigator series motor  is ideal for long flight time applications.
This is the only motor in this size that can get G/W efficiencies over 17 at 50 percent throttle.
If you want to build a 4-8 pound copter for maximum endurance this is the motor to use with a 4 cell LiPo.
Because of it’s extremely high efficiency in it’s hover range it is also a candidate for high efficiency lithium

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/KDE4014XF-380_4-276x252.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/KDE4014XF-380_3-363x252.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/thumb_345_220_20130910031425330.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/TMotor14x4.8Props1.jpg
http://www.rctigermotor.com/html/2013/Navigator_0910/36.html
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 batteries.
Panasonic or LG’s high power Lithium batteries have about twice the energy density of the LiPos we
 normally use.
But maximum discharge is only 2C so low current draw is required, the high efficiency of these motors can
 provide that.
Carbon fiber 14″ to 16″ propellers will be required.

Professional Grade Power System for Small Quadcopters (10″ – 14″ Propellers)

The largest market segment is for Quadcopters in frame sizes that use 10 to 14 inch propellers and
 weigh 3 to 7 pounds.

The 650 KV T-Motor MT3506  at $65.00 is a high quality small but powerful pancake that can turn props
 from 11″ to 14″ diameter.
With a 3 cell LiPo battery and T-Motor 14″ prop at $73.00 a pair it can lift up to 7 pounds and achieve very
 good endurance.
Add 4 T-Motor 18 Amp ESCs at $27.00 @ four each = $514.00 for top quality motors, props and ESCs.
This small pancake motor can achieve good efficiency with 3S 11.1 volt or 4S 14.8 volt LiPo batteries and
 an appropriate sized prop.
The frame should be sized to accept up to 14″ propellers and various battery configurations.
It should be configurable to achieve 20+ minute flight times with a GoPro size camera and brushless
 gimbal plus FPV or telemetry.
This would still be a very capable and rugged Quadcopter capable of professional results and reliability.

http://www.rctigermotor.com/html/2013/Professional_0912/49.html
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/product_thumb1.jpg
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The above Motor / Propeller / ESC setups are all as close to professional quality as we can currently make
 them.

Consumer Grade Power System for Medium Quadcopters (15″ – 16″ Propellers)

It is also possible to build a reasonably reliable and efficient Quadcopter using less expensive
 components.

The $45.00 SunnySky 390KV X4112S  motor or the really low cost $18.00 RCTimer 5010-14  360KV
 motors.
Which will work well with an easy to install and low EMF $40.00 Hobbywing four in one ESC.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/TMotor14x4.8Props.jpg
http://www.himodel.com/electric/SUNNYSKY_X4112S_400KV_Outrunner_Brushless_Motor_for_Multi-rotor_Aircraft.html
http://www.rctimer.com/product_575.html
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/9201.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/575.jpg
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 And they both work well with RCTimer 15×5.5″ (4 for $28.00) or 16×5.5″ (4 for $35.00) CF propellers.

The Sunnysky Combo will cost about $260.00 and work very efficiently for copters up to about ten
 pounds.
The RCTimer Combo will cost about $150.00 and will provide extended flight time for copters up to about
 6 pounds.
These motors will both actually support up to 17″ propellers and work with 3 to 6 cell LiPo batteries.
You could still design a copter that would get 30 minute flight times while carrying a GoPro and gimbal if
 desired.
The frame for either of these motors should be designed to support at least 16″ prop diameter and 17″
 would be better.
These will not last as long nor be as reliable as the previous T-Motor configurations but will still deliver
 lots of solid use.

Consumer Grade Power System for Small Quadcopters (8″ – 12″ Propellers)

Here is a durable and low cost alternative for powering smaller hobby or even semi-pro sub 5 pound
 Quadcopters.

The DJI 2212 Motors  provided with their low cost ARF Flamewheel Quadcopters are unusually durable

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/3281_dimg2.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/7471.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/841.jpg
http://www.ebay.com/itm/like/231128616387?lpid=82
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 and cost $24.00 each.
And DJI’s specially hubbed 10″ plastic props at $8.00 a pair are well balanced, efficient and rugged.

And this easy to use $40.00 four in one ESC eliminates a power distribution board, reduces EMF and
 provides good reliability.

 For $150.00 you can actually get quite a useful and durable power system for a smaller sub five pound
 quadcopter.

The $40.00 SunnySky X4108S pancake motor is also capable of being used on Quadcopters lifting up to
 10 pounds.

It is well regarded, efficient and durable and is suitable for use with 14″ or 15″ propellers and 4 cell to 6
 cell LiPo batteries.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/dji-motor01.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/DJI-PROP-1038-2.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/3281_dimg2.jpg
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Clearly these are not the only alternatives.
If you want to use your copter for constant, professional use you will want something like the first 3
 configurations.
For occasional, hobby or non-critical use for flying, FPV and / or personal video or photography the others
 should be OK.
The KDE and Pro T-Motors bearings will last longer and are more weather proof and reliable than the less
 expensive alternatives.
And the more expensive Carbon Fiber props are more efficient, better balanced and more durable than
 cheaper alternatives.
But properly installed on an appropriate copter the less expensive alternatives listed can provide many
 reliable hours of flying.
I have favored slow speed pancake motors because efficiency and flight time benefit from the larger
 propellers they can use.

The above illustrates just some of the possibilities in identifying an appropriate power system for your
 project.

The MultiCopter Frame
There are many types of frames and it is most important to put together a frame that is
 appropriate for your use.

There are a lot of Multicopter frame types and many are available as bare frame kits or Almost Ready To Fly
 or Ready To Fly copters.

Most professional grade Multicopters are made from fiberglass and carbon fiber cut tubing and plate.
Carbon fiber is very strong, but is also brittle and can shatter on impact, it is also hard to machine and to
 glue to.
Fiberglass weighs a bit more for equivalent strength but is more shatter resistant and easier to machine

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/yhst-90268561309754_2272_89762591.jpg
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 and glue to.
Fiberglass or carbon fiber tube and sheet construction are very suitable to use for making your own
 copters.

Many consumer grade Multicopters are made with injection molded plastic parts and aluminum tubing.
Some injection molded parts can be very durable (the Iris’s Zytel frame arms for instance), but others
 are cheap and break easily.
Square aluminum tubing frame arms are common, but they tend to bend or break with annoying
 frequency in normal mishaps.
Except in specialized welded H or box frames aluminum tubing frame arms are sub optimal and will not
 be covered in depth here.

Some of the newer, smaller, commercially made Quadcopters have monolithic injection molded plastic
 shells.

On smaller copters these shells can be quite durable but they would be too fragile on larger ones even if
 mold costs were justified.

A few Quadcopters have monolithic shells made from vacuum formed laminated Kydex or other plastic
 sheet

Vacuum formed shells of laminated Kydex have proven very durable on small copters and are very
 good for waterproof uses.
At least one vacuum formed copter has been made with built in blade guards the Safe Flight 4410
 (unfortunately out of business).

 Hand laid fiberglass or carbon fiber is also popular on high end quadcopters.
There are some very attractive, hard to get and not inexpensive hand laid fiberglass and carbon fiber
 shells made by “DeX”.
There are also a variety of fiberglass shells for civilian, commercial and military use including an
 amphibious one.
Fiberglass shells tend to be expensive and may get damaged in use and can be difficult to repair.

Each type of construction has advantages and disadvantages and it is very important to figure out what is
 important for your needs.
Prop to prop and prop to frame clearance limit the max diameter of your propeller blades.

Allowing for various prop diameters will let you tune the copter for its current weight, batteries and
 function..
Generally allow an additional half inch of clearance from prop tip to tip or to center frame to avoid
 asymmetrical prop wash vibration.
A major design criteria is to size the frame appropriately for the largest propellers you might ever want
 to use.
Generally bigger propeller diameter equals better efficiency and an X frame layout normally permits the
 largest possible props.
Of course the motor speed and power and frame strength have to be matched to the propeller diameter
 and to total lifting capacity.
Pancake Low KV, Low RPM motors can turn bigger propellers efficiently.
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It is possible to overlap prop tips if you have one above the other, but it does affect efficiency and
 induces asymmetric vibration.
Big slow props can have adverse vibration, instability, gust compensation and response rate issues also
 so that is a downside.

The additional motors of Hex and Octocopters can permit single motor out recovery and provide for
 smoother flight for photo uses.

But they need to use smaller propellers because of motor to motor clearance which is less efficient
 resulting in shorter flight times.
There is also additional cost and weight of the frames and extra motors and propellers.
And, the overall increase in complexity also reduces reliability.
High quality extended service larger pancake motors and props are just starting to become available.
So we are likely to see a shift to large Quadcopters from Hexacopters and Octocopters even for
 professional and commercial uses.

The Carbon Fiber or Fiberglass Tube and Plate Frame

The carbon fiber or fiberglass tube and plate frame is popular because it is strong and light and
 easily manufactured.

The Tarot 650  is a typical layout medium sized carbon fiber Quadcopter frame that can work with up
 to 17″ propellers.

It features folding arms and landing gear.
It’s ability to support pancake motors and 17″ props means it can provide long flight times.
Some people have said the quality of construction is not as good as it could be but for $125.00 it is an
 amazing bargain.

http://www.helipal.com/tarot-fy650-quadricopter-frame-set.html
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Fabrication requirements and techniques for fiberglass and carbon fiber tube and plate copters.
On the copters shown above the method of attachment is by clamping carbon fiber tube frame arms with
 aluminum brackets.

This is because of the difficulties in attaching carbon fiber parts as well as the stress that can result from
 drilling the tubing.
Fiberglass is not quite as strong or light as carbon fiber but it is more flexible and easier to join and
 machine.

If what you need is available in a commercial frame kit you are normally better off buying it as you will spend
 more making your own.

It will also take a lot of time and effort to design the copter, to obtain the components and to, cut, drill,
 machine and fabricate them.
There is also a strong possibility that design and fabrication mistakes and misperceptions will require that
 some things get redone.

If you have sufficient reason to make your own frame, tube and plate construction is generally the most
 practical for home production.
It is reasonable to mix materials, commonly carbon fiber frame tubes and fiberglass central and motor
 mounting plates.

Carbon fiber and fiberglass tubing and plate can be cut with a hacksaw or power jig or band saw (with
 metal or fiberglass blades).

It can also be drilled and milled with HSS or TC coated drills and mills, but all tooling wears out very
 quickly cutting these materials.

Carbon fiber in particular is tricky to cut, drill and machine, it can tear, shatter or de-laminate if not done

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/T2eC16hwFIZrQuFnzBSVOZPjKoQ60_3.jpg
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 smoothly and slowly.
A drill press is mandatory for carbon fiber, you cant center punch a pilot drill hole, so it needs to be held
 precisely in place.
Avoid milling of carbon fiber if at all possible, it is very difficult to accomplish satisfactory results.
You will see carbon fiber plates that have milled slots on consumer copters but these have generally
 been cut with a water jet.
With carbon fiber you will generally get better results drilling precision placed holes rather than
 attempting to mill slots in it.
You can carefully and slowly cut a carbon fiber plates exterior edges with a power saw and smooth
 them with a Dremel tool.
If you must put in slots consider drilling a hole at each end and using a small circular saw on a Dremel
 or flex shaft to connect them.

It will be necessary to provide appropriate brackets to clamp the motor mounts and central hub to the frame
 arm tubes.

Tubing needs to be clamped but must not be “crushed”, silicone or rubber gasket can provide protection
 and vibration isolation.
Hardware should be aluminum or stainless steel machine screws and you can use Nylok nuts or “Blue”
 Loctite on regular nuts.
Plate separation and mounting can be provided with Nylon or aluminum standoffs.
(Note: It would be really nice if somebody made an X internal slip-glue fit ferrule for the center of the
 frame tubes but they don’t – yet!)

There are a wide variety of Carbon fiber and epoxy fiberglass components to choose from.
Carbon fiber products are available from RockWest Composites  and Carbon Fiber Tube
 Shop and Dragon Plate
A really good article on cutting and gluing carbon fiber products from Carbon Fiber Tube Shop
Fiberglass and Carbon Fiber products are available from: CST Sales  and ACP Sales
A datasheet for 3M 2216 Epoxy Glue  and a source for it Amazon
A datasheet for Loctite 9430 Glue  and a source for Loctite 9340 Amazon

Using manufactured Plastic and Fiberglass Components in Your Own Frames.

Although often not reasonable to make yourself some parts can be used effectively in your
 own designs.
There are retrofit kits like the Team Blacksheep FPV subframe for a DJI Flamewheel quadcopter that reuse
 it’s plastic frame arms.
And there are many cases where components from various frames can be used to good effect in our own
 designs.
Clearly it is necessary to research your individual design to assure that the component pieces are actually
 available from the distributors.
Research can provide an excellent source of very desireable components:

http://www.rockwestcomposites.com/
http://www.carbonfibertubeshop.com/
http://www.carbonfibertubeshop.com/
http://www.carbonfibertubeshop.com/
http://dragonplate.com/default.asp
http://www.carbonfibertubeshop.com/cut%20&%20bond.html
http://www.cstsales.com/products.html
http://www.acpsales.com/Carbon-Fiber.html
http://multimedia.3m.com/mws/mediawebserver?6666660Zjcf6lVs6EVs666GGfCOrrrrQ-
http://www.amazon.com/3M-Scotch-Weld-Epoxy-Adhesive-EC-2216/dp/B000WXL090/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1392508104&sr=8-2&keywords=3m+2216
http://www.amazon.com/Loctite-9340%C3%A2-Hysol-Adhesive-Temperature/dp/B000WXL1YE/ref=sr_1_1?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1392508821&sr=1-1&keywords=loctite+9340
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Like this effective $15.00 Steadidrones Q4D vibration isolated motor mount for 20mm carbon fiber
 tubes.

Or the $14.00 CNC milled ultra tough fiberglass frame arms  used in the Hoverthings Quadcopters:

DJI injection molded frame arms from their Flamewheel copters are used in the TBS Discovery FPV
 frame.

http://www.steadidrone.ca/extras/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/vibe_damp.jpg
http://www.hoverthings.com/fliparmblack.html
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/2_4_1.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/fliparmblack.jpg
http://team-blacksheep.com/products/product:98
http://team-blacksheep.com/products/product:98
http://team-blacksheep.com/products/product:98
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And although this injection molded 3DR Iris arm  isn’t cheap at $27.00 it is made of ultra strong and
 resilient Zytel.

Clearly using manufactured parts will require research as to suitability and size for your project as well as
 actual availability.

But  if you can accommodate them they can make your project simpler and better.

Homemade waterproof frame using a hinged electrical box

An absolutely excellent, very clean, rugged and waterproof design using carbon fiber arms and plastic electrical
 and plumbing parts.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/Team-Blacksheep-TBS-Discovery-1.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/iris-replacement-arm
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/1IrisArm_Blue.jpg
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Here is a link to Alec Short’s construction article in Makezine
I really like the use of the central 4 way hub for stabilizing the tubes and the slip fit adjustable tension T’s for
 motor mounts are also great.
The mounting of an APM or Pixhawk would really require the separate GPS / Magnetometer module in order
 to work correctly.
There are a wide variety of latch type weatherproof electrical boxes which could be used for this.
The  main requirement is to get CF tube with an outer diameter appropriate to the plumbing / electrical fittings
 you want to use.
I’ll definitely be visiting the electrical and plumbing section the next time I’m in Home Depot.

Vacuum Formed Frames and Components.

Although this is specialized and requires a vacuum forming “press” it may be justified for some
 applications.

A vacuum molding press can be made relatively inexpensively that can make whole small shell type
 frames or for components.
Copters made this way can be made weather tight and even water proof and they can be incredibly tough.
Kydex is a laminated plastic sheet that produces a quite strong monocoque shell when molded properly.
The no longer in production Safe Flight Copters SFC4410-1 vacuum formed propeller protected H Quad
 Frame.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/wavecopterimprovements4.jpg
http://makezine.com/projects/wavecopter-a-waterproof-quadcopter/
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And the inexpensive ($120.00) and extra tough, water proof Aquacopter frame

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/SFC4410_ASSEMBLED.png
http://www.aquacopters.com/
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A fully functional vacuum forming system can actually be constructed with a shop vacuum and an electric
 grill.

Vacuum forming can also be used to make central shells for copters with tube, plastic or fiber glass frame

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/2012-09-16_14-15-56_18.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/proto-form-vacuum-drawing.gif
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 arms.
This may be over specialized for most uses, but if you want to make tough, light central frame shells or
 covers.
Or, if you want to build multiple small to medium Quadcopters that are tough and waterproof this could be
 just the ticket.
(Or you could just buy an Aquacopter frame!!!)

Specific Building Examples and Techinques
Some design considerations for a medium large, high efficiency, heavy lift Quadcopter build.

A simple, rugged and very versatile X Quadcopter with a frame sized large enough to accept 18″ diameter
 propellers might include:
High quality 20mm carbon fiber tube frame arms with SteadiDrone motor mounts and central frame tube
 clamps from EBay or China.
Cut and drilled carbon fiber or fiberglass top and bottom central frame plates mounted to the tube clamps
 and standoffs.
A custom or commercial off the shelf landing gear system.
An optimal Pro configuration might include the top rated $120.00 KDE 4014XF-380KF motors and a 30
 amp 3 – 6 cell  four in one ESC.

The motors and ESC would cost about $540.00 and you would get a copter tuneable to lift up to 20+
 pounds in total weight.
It is reasonable to get this configuration to achieve usable 60 minute flight times even with photo or
 video equipment aboard.

A more conservative hobby configuration might include the $40.00 SunnySky X4108S 380KV motors and
 a 25 amp four in one ESC.

The motors and ESC would cost about $200.00 and you would get a copter tuneable to lift up to 10+
 pounds in total weight.
Even with this setup you could achieve usable flight times in excess of 30 minutes with small to
 medium consumer size cameras.

Some additional features that need to be considered are:
A third frame plate under the two frame tube sandwiching plates can accommodate the batteries, ESCs and
 Receiver.
A vacuum formed, fabricated or adapted top and bottom shell can weatherproof the copter and increase its
 resistance to mishaps.
This frame is less than 27″ from corner to corner, but props can be removed for transport or folding arms
 could be incorporated.
This frame will be very light and strong and it will allow lots of latitude in how it is set up and it will be
 easy to upgrade.
It’s ability to accept larger props even with an inexpensive power system will provide much better than
 average flight times.
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The copters capabilities will be according to the power system selected, the battery combination used and
 the total weight.
You can include a camera gimbal under the center plate, make sure the landing gear does not interfere with
 the cameras view.
The landing gear should minimize interference with prop wash and provide strong, resilient and stable
 support.
If you really are determined to build your own frame, this is a really good place to start.

The above design is a very capable pro-grade Quadcopter with an exceptionally wide performance and

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/Quad18X12.jpg
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 endurance envelope.

A Small Quadcopter Optimised to Use High Efficiency Lithium Batteries

Modern ultra efficient Lithium batteries can have nearly twice the energy per unit weight of the LiPo batteries
 we normally use.
3300 mah 3.7volt Panasonic NCR18650B batteries weigh 47 grams versus a normal LiPo equivalent of about
 100 grams per cell.
Their disadvantage is that their maximum discharge rate is only 2C so 6.6 Amps.
They will also last for many times the number of charge discharge cycles of our normal LiPos.
Used properly a copter using these batteries can get nearly twice the flight time of one with the same weight
 of LiPo batteries.
The most important factor in designing a copter to use these batteries is to keep the weight low enough that
 their is sufficient current.
This quadcopter design uses carefully selected T-Motor MT2206 1200 KV 30 gram motors and 10″ props
 with a light carbon fiber frame.
It includes a 2S 2P 6600mah lithium battery, flight controller, receiver and even an FPV camera and
 transmitter.
It weighs about a pound and since the battery is 2 parallel it can provide 13.2 amps of current (max current is
 less than 10 amps.)
Xcalc computations  show that a hover time of 60 minutes might be possible with a realistic fly around time
 of about 30 minutes.

http://www.ecalc.ch/xcoptercalc.php?ecalc
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This is an easy to build example of a practical and rugged design with exceptional capabilities and double the
 normal flight time.

Links To Specific MultiCopter Builds
Here is a link to Forrest Franz’s build of a very simple, very light weight, very strong carbon fiber
 Quadcopter frame

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/Quad10X1.jpg
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/build-your-own-copter-part-iii?xg_source=activity
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/build-your-own-copter-part-iii?xg_source=activity
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And some links to some of Forrests extremely ambitious copter building techniques and concepts.
building-copters-with-round-tubes-stronger-lighter-easier
build-your-own-copter-part-ii
build-your-own-copter-part-iii
build-your-own-copter-part-iv

And here is a link to Luke Cook’s very serious, very well thought out and meticulously
 executed OctoCopter Build

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/QuadMartyFitTest.jpg
http://diydrones.com/group/arducopterusergroup/forum/topics/building-copters-with-round-tubes-stronger-lighter-easier-to
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/build-your-own-copter-part-ii
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/build-your-own-copter-part-iii
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/build-your-own-copter-part-iv
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/octocopter-scratch-build
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A link to Stuart Dodin’s really nice X8 heavy lifter Octocopter

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/IMG_6670_zps5b79706f.jpg
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/project-custom-design-heavy-lift-x8-carbon-fiber-octocopter
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A Commercial MultiCopter Exhibiting Advanced Design Concepts
Here is an example of an excellent QuadCopter design: the Aeryon SkyRanger for high end
 UAV applications.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/IMG_17971.0.jpg
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This copter has a lot of things right and is really a study in good design and quality
 construction.

1. The rotating ball full enclosure camera Gimbal provides good weather protection and improved performance.
2. The motors are on the bottom under the arms.

1. More aerodynamically efficient with no prop wash interference and very little intake interference.
2. Noticeably increased flight times, greater lift capability and quieter as well.

3. High torque, low KV “pancake” style motors and slow turning, large diameter, high efficiency props.
1. This is much more efficient than faster motors with smaller diameter conventional design props.
2. This also increases flight times and load capacity and reduces the sound footprint.

4. Tapered carbon fiber frame arms are more aerodynamically efficient and are light and very strong.
5. The fully enclosed weather tight framework with snap latch type access makes maintaining the copter easy.
6. A simple spring loaded landing gear provides for uneven landing sites and minimal interference with the prop

 wash.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/Aeryon_SkyRanger2.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/09/Skyranger.jpg
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This QuadCopter incorporates several excellent design concepts and shows what can be done
 without budget constraints.

The Skyranger has features we can use in our own designs but it is important to understand all
 designs are compromises.

The 3DRobotics Iris is one of the best designed QuadCopters that you can actually get and it is
 a real bargain.

Conclusion and Additional Design Considerations.
I have not covered either 3D printing or CNC machining.

These are both perfectly valid techniques for either whole frames or for parts or accessories.
But most people do not have the equipment or capability which is why they are not covered here.
Clearly if you have either of these capabilities they can greatly enhance your copter projects.

I have also not covered in depth hand laid fiberglass or carbon fiber or vacuum bagging.
You can make Dynamite frames or shells this way but this too requires serious individual skill  and
 capability (especially carbon fiber).

I have also not gone into detail about the engineering criteria for multicopters:
A. I don’t know.
B. From what I’ve seen very few people do.
C. One who does is Paul Pounds PHD and here is his Paper on the subject: Quadrotors

If you stick to a simple design and try to keep frame arm to a simple single small tube under the prop
 wash it will work fine.

Round tubing has about half the flat plate area (prop wash interference) as the same sized square tubing.
You can improve efficiency by putting the motor prop under the frame arm but then there are frame design
 and clearance issues.

Try to keep the weight centralized as much as possible and keep the flight controller near the horizontal
 center if possible.

So that the copter tends to roll and pitch as though pivoting around the center of mass and around the flight
 controller.
However it is not as critical as some people have made it out to be because the stabilizing throttles will
 automatically compensate.

You can do a lot with a rudimentary understanding of the forces involved, if you need more it is a
 career, not a hobby.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://eprints.qut.edu.au/33833/1/33833.pdf
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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This page provides general information for using LiPo batteries with APM:Copter.
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Lithium batteries are the preferred power sources for most electric modelers today. They offer
 high discharge rates and a high energy storage/weight ratio. However, using them properly
 and charging them correctly is no trivial task. There are many things to consider before using
 lithium cells for e-flight. But none is more important than safety. Original source.

Charging/Safety IMPORTANT!
Lithium cells must be charged very differently than NiCad or NiMH. They require a special
 charger specifically designed to charge lithium cells. In general any charger that can charge
 lithium ion can charge lithium polymer, assuming that the cell count is correct. You must
 NEVER charge lithium cells with a NiCad or NiMH only battery charger. This is dangerous.
 Charging cells is the most hazardous part of using lithium batteries. EXTREME care must be
 taken when charging them. It is important to set your charger to the correct voltage or cell
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 count. Failure to do this can cause the battery to spew violent flames. There have been
 many fires directly caused by lithium batteries. PLEASE BE RESPONSIBLE when charging
 lithium batteries.

Here are a few MANDATORY guidelines for charging/using LiPos (Lithium Polymer Batteries).

1. Use only a charger approved for lithium batteries. The charger may be designed for Li-Ion
 or Li-Poly. Both batteries are charged in exactly the same. Some older cell phone
 chargers may charge the batteries .1 volt to low (4.1 vs 4.2), but that will not harm the
 battery. However, inexpensive lithium chargers are widely available and the use of
 cellphone chargers is highly discouraged.

2. Make certain that the correct cell count is set on your charger. Watch the charger very
 closely for the first few minutes to ensure that the correct cell count continues to be
 displayed. If you don’t know how to do that, get a charger that you do know how or don’t
 charge the batteries.

3. Use the Taps. Before you charge a new Lithium pack, check the voltage of each cell
 individually. Then do this after every tenth cycle there after. This is absolutely critical in
 that an unbalanced pack can explode while charging even if the correct cell count is
 chosen. If the cells are not within 0.1 volts of each other then charge each cell individually
 to 4.2 volts so that they are all equal. If after every discharge the pack is unbalanced you
 have a faulty cell and that pack must be replaced.
 Taps are provided on most new lithium packs. Taps give you the ability to check
 individual cell voltages and charge one cell at a time. Make sure and get the appropriate
 connector to go into your taps. Don’t try to stick you volt meter probes in the taps to
 measure voltage. They could slip and short your cells. Don’t try to charge more than one
 cell at a time from the taps. Unless you have an isolated ground charging system, you’ll
 short your batteries out. Refer to your individual cell maker for tap pin-outs.

4. NEVER charge the batteries unattended. This is the number one reason for houses and
 cars being burned to a crisp by lithium fires.

5. Use a safe surface to charge your batteries on so that if they burst into flame no damage
 will occur. Vented fire safes, pyrex dishes with sand in the bottom, fireplaces, plant pots,
 are all good options.

6. DO NOT CHARGE AT MORE THAN 1C unless specifically authorized by the pack
 vendor. I have personally had a fire in my home because of violating this rule. Todays
 highest discharge batteries can supposedly be safely charged at greater than 1C,
 however so far in all cases doing so shortens the life of the pack. Better to buy 3 packs
 than to try to charge 1 pack 3 times quickly. This may change in the future but as of
 Winter 2005 1C is still the recommended charge rate.

7. DO NOT puncture the cell, ever. If a cell balloons quickly place it in a fire safe place,
 especially if you were charging it when it ballooned. After you have let the cell sit in the
 fire safe place for at least 2 hours. Discharge the cell/pack slowly. This can be done by
 wiring a flashlight bulb of appropriate voltage (higher is voltage is ok, lower voltage is no)
 up to your batteries connector type and attaching the bulb to the battery. Wait until the
 light is completely off, then throw the battery away.

8. If you crash with your lithium cells they may be damaged such that they are shorted
 inside. The cells may look just fine. If you crash in ANY way carefully remove the battery
 pack from the aircraft and watch it carefully for at least the next 20 min. Several fires have
 been caused by damaged cells being thrown in the car and then the cells catch fire later
 and destroys the car completely.

9. Charge your batteries in a open ventilated area. If a battery does rupture or explode
 hazardous fumes and material will spew from the battery.

10. Keep a bucket of sand nearby when you are flying or charging batteries. This is a cost
 effective way to extinguish fires. This is very cheap and absolutly necessary.
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Lithium batteries like heat, but not too much. In the winter time, try to keep your batteries from
 the cold as much as possible. Leave them in the car while your flying, or keep them in your
 cargo pants… etc. At the same time don’t let them heat up too much. Try to keep your
 batteries from reaching 160F after use. This will prolong the life of the cells. A good way to
 measure temperature is a handheld IR meter, they can be found for around $50.00 at most
 hobby shops.

LiPo Explained
Lithium Polymer batteries are used in many electronic devices. Cell Phone, Laptops, PDA’s,
 Hearing Aids just to name a few. Most, if not all, lithium polymer batteries are not designed
 for RC use, we use them in different applications than they were designed for. They are
 similar to Lithium Ion batteries in that they each have a nominal voltage of 3.6 volts, but
 dissimilar in that they do not have a hard metal casing but rather a flexible material encloses
 the chemicals inside. The “normal” lithium polymer batteries are thin rectangle shapes with
 two tabs on the top one positive one negative. The reason we use Lithium cells is that they
 are significantly lighter than comparable NiCad or NiMH batteries, which makes our planes
 fly longer and better.

Voltage and Cell Count
LiPols act differently than NiCad or NiMH batteries do when charging and discharging.
 Lithium batteries are fully charged when each cell has a voltage of 4.2 volts. They are fully
 discharged when each cell has a voltage of 3.0 volts. It is important not to exceed both the
 high voltage of 4.2 volts and the low voltage of 3.0 volts. Exceeding these limits can harm
 the battery.

The way to ensure that you do not go below 3.0 volts while flying is to set the low voltage cutoff (LVC)
 of your electronic speed control (ESC). It important to use a programmable ESC since the correct
 voltage cutoff is critical to the life of your batteries. Use the ESC’s programming mode to set the LVC
 to 3.0 volts per cell with a hard cutoff, or 3.3 volts per cell with a soft cutoff. If your ESC does not have
 hard or soft cutoff, use 3.0 volts per cell. You will know when flying that it is time to land when you
 experience a sudden drop in power caused by the LVC.
 If your ESC has an automatic lithium mode. Use it, it will correctly sense the number of cells and set
 the auto cutoff appropriately.

If you have previously been flying with NiCad or NiMH batteries, switching over to lithium polymer will
 result in a different number of cells being used. If you had 6 to 7 round cells then 2 lithium polymer
 cells will correctly duplicate the voltage of those cells. If you had 10-11 cells then 3 lithium polymer
 cells would be right for you. There are a lot of 8 cell flyer’s out there that are stuck between 2 and 3
 cells. In my experience the best option is to determine how many watts you were using before and
 duplicate that with your LiPos, Motor, and Prop. For example. If you were running 8 cells (9.6volts) at
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 10 amps on a speed 400 airplane, then you have 9.6 x10, 96 watts. So if you went with 2 lithium
 polymer cells (7.2 volts nominal) then you’d need to change your prop such that you used 13 amps. If
 you went to 3 LiPoly’s (10.8 volts nominal) then you’d need to reduce the amperage to 8.9 amps.
 These estimates are approximate, and some experimentation is required for best results but
 conserving Watts is a good way to start.

Understanding conventions
How fast a battery can discharge is it’s maximum current capacity. Current is generally rated
 in C’s for the battery. C is how long it takes to discharge the battery in fractions of an hour.
 For instance 1 C discharges the battery in 1/1 hours or 1 hour. 2 C discharges the battery in
 ½ or half an hour. All RC batteries are rated in milli Amp hours. If a battery is rated at 2000
 mAh and you discharge it at 2000mA (or 2 amps, 1 amp = 1000mA) it will be completely
 discharged in one hour. The C rating of the battery is thus based on its capacity. A 2000mAh
 cell discharged a 2 amps is being discharged at 1C (2000mA x 1), a 2000mAh cell
 discharged at 6 amps is being discharged at 3C( 2000mA x 3).

All batteries have limitations on how fast they can discharge. Because of this many LiPoly batteries are
 put in parallel to increase the current capacity of the battery pack. When 2 batteries are wired positive
 to positive and negative to negative they become like one battery with double the capacity. If you have
 2 2000mAh cells and you wire them in parallel then the result is the same as 1 4000mAh cell. This
 4000mAh cell has the same C rating as the original 2000mAh cells did. Thus if the 2000mAh cells
 could discharge at a maximum of 5C, or 10 amps then the new 4000mAh cell can also discharge at
 5C or (4000mA x 5) 20 amps. This method of battery pack building allows us to use LiPoly batteries at
 higher currents than single cells could produce.

The naming convention that allows you to decipher how many cells are in parallel and how many are in
 series is the XSXP method. The number in front of the S represents the number of series cells in the
 pack so 3S means it’s a 3 cell pack. The number in front of P means the number of cells in parallel. So
 a 3S4P pack of 2100mAh cells has a total of 12 cells inside. It will have the voltage of any other 3S
 pack since the number of cells in series determines the voltage. It will have the current handling of 4
 times the maximum C rating of the 12 individual cells. So say our 3S4P pack had a maximum
 discharge of 6C. That means that it has a nominal voltage of 10.8 volts (3×3.6) and a maximum
 discharge rate of 50.4 amps (2100mAh x 6Cx4P ).

Which battery should you buy?
With so many choices out there it is difficult to decipher what is marketing hype, what is brand
 loyalty, and what is outright lies. Battery manufacturers are constantly trying to one up one
 another. While capitalism can drive prices down, it also can give cause to false claims about
 products.
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 One great way to find out what the best battery is, is to look at graphs of the batteries
 performance. Looking at how low the voltage of the cell drops at various amperages will give
 you a metric to compare that battery to similar size/weight batteries.

If graphs aren’t your thing then simply look at what other people are using in successful setups that are
 similar to your application. If a lot of people are reporting long flight times and lots of power from
 airplane X, with power system Y, and battery Z and you do the same, then if your setup is similar the
 same battery will probably work well for you.

It pays to learn something about Watts, Volts, and Amps. Understanding these concepts is beyond the
 scope of this document, but can serve you well in not only figuring out what battery is best but also in
 your electric aircraft hobby.

I’m not convinced that a 30C battery is really any better than a 10 or 20C battery. Sure a higher C
 rating means it can discharge faster. But at the same time a battery discharged at 20C continuously
 will be empty in 3 minutes. Do you really only want to use the battery for 3 minutes? I love having
 burst power in helicopters and boats, but in almost all other applications actually running a battery at
 or above 20C is useless to me. I prefer to run batteries at 8-10 C and have a little headroom if I need
 it.

A final note on choosing a battery. Don’t cheap out. Confirm that your batteries are capable of running
 that the amperage level you plan to use them at. Running a cell at a higher C rating than the battery
 can handle can not only damage your batteries, but it can also damage your speed control. Castle
 Creations has an excellent article on how using a weak battery can destroy a perfectly good speed
 control of any brand. Better to buy a bit better battery than you need than to destroy your electronics.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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This page provides some general information on propellers and suggestions on which to buy

Recognizing clockwise and counterclockwise propellers
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 The diagrams above shows two types of propellers: clockwise (called pushers) and counterclockwise
 (called pullers).

Pusher propellers are often marked with a P. However not all propellers are marked and both types are
 often available in either rotational direction. Therefore, it is most reliable to recognize the correct
 propeller type by its shape as shown.

Note that the propellers below have the edge with the shallow consistent curve at the leading edge in
 direction of rotation and the more radical scalloped (and usually thinner edge) as the trailing edge.
 You can use these features to recognize propellers of the correct direction of rotation.

Both pusher type and puller type propellers are available in both CW and CCW rotations.

Most of our “conventional” multicopters use tractor (puller) type propellers but on Coaxial copter (Y6,
 X8) the lower motors will require pusher type propellers and there are also pusher configurations for
 normal Tri, Quad, Hex and Octo copters as well.

Using good quality propellers and statically balancing them will improve performance and flight times
 and reduce vibration.
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Choosing a flight controller

There are three readily available autopilots, the Pixhawk, APM2.6 and PX4, all sold by 3DRobotics that
 run the ArduCopter software.  In addition there are clones of the above boards, small variants and
 then completely original works in various states of development.  This page attempts to mention the
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 choices.

Note: Although these boards have different CPU performance and even different sensors, the user
 experience is nearly identical and supported features are still very similar.

Pixhawk vs APM2.6 vs PX4
If choosing between the three 3DR boards, you should generally choose the Pixhawk (see specs). 
 This single board flight controller has an ARM CPU and is based on the earlier PX4 but includes many
 enhancements.  This is the latest and most advanced of the three boards, with the fastest CPU, most
 RAM, backup accelerometers and gyros, and supports backup compass and GPS.

The APM2.6 (see hardware overview) is the final edition of the traditional AVR CPU based ardupilot
 flight controllers.  The APM was a tried and true champion that was optimised to the fullest to bring us
 the rich capabilities that got us this far, but the ArduCopter firmware now consumes all the little 8 bit
 AVR memory and CPU performance meaning we can no longer add additional enhancements.  AC3.2
 will be the final version that runs on the APM2.6.

The PX4 (see hardware overview of FMU and I/O board components) was the first ARM based board
 to run ArduCopter.  It, like the Pixhawk, was developed in cooperation with ETH’s PX4 team.  With a
 slightly slower CPU and less RAM than the Pixhawk, its main advantage over the other two boards is
 its small size.

Alternatives
VRBrain
Flymaple

Future boards
The next generation of board will likely run Linux. The most advanced of these is currently the APM4.0
 (aka Pixhawk Fire).

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-pixhawk
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-flight-controller/wiki/common-pixhawk-overview/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-flight-controller/wiki/common-apm25-and-26-overview/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-flight-controller/wiki/common-px4fmu-overview/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-flight-controller/wiki/common-px4fmu-overview/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/choosing-a-flight-controller/wiki/common-px4io-overview/
https://pixhawk.org/
http://www.virtualrobotix.com/page/vr-brain-v4-0
http://www.open-drone.org/flymaple
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/apm4-0-first-copter-flight
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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There are at least seven different ground stations (Mission Planner, APM Planner2, MAVProxy, Droid
 Planner, AndroPilot, MAVPilot and QGroundControl) that can be used to communicate with ArduPilot
 (i.e. ArduCopter, ArduPlane, ArduRover, AntennaTracker).  This page gives a high-level overview of
 them and provides links so you can make the appropriate choice.

Most of the rest of this wiki refers to set-up and configuration via the Mission Planner because it was
 first and contains the most features but in many cases the same features exist on other GCSs as well.

Contents

1 Mission Planner
2 APM Planner 2
3 MAVProxy
4 Droid Planner
5 AndroPilot
6 MAVPilot for iPhone
7 QGroundControl

Mission Planner
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The most widely used ground station with the highest number of functions.  Runs best on on Windows
 but can be made to run on MAC using Mono.  Open Source.

Wiki
Support Forum
Issues List
Source Code

APM Planner 2

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/MP-FP-Screen.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=12
https://github.com/diydrones/MissionPlanner/issues
https://github.com/diydrones/MissionPlanner
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/10/ChooseAGCS_APMPlanner2.png
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The best autopilot for use on MAC and Linux platforms.  With a smaller user base than Mission
 Planner it tends to have a reduced feature set as compared with Mission Planner.  Please help
 improve the platform by reporting issues to the Support Forum and Issues List.  Open Source.

Wiki
Support Forum
Issues List
Source Code

MAVProxy

Linux ground station often used by Plane developers.  Primarily a command line interface with
 graphical modules for map and mission editing. Licensed under GNU GPLv3. Written in Python, and
 extensible via python modules.

Getting Started
Issues List
Source Code

Droid Planner

http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=82
https://github.com/diydrones/apm_planner/issues
http://planner2.ardupilot.com/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=82
https://github.com/diydrones/apm_planner/issues
https://github.com/diydrones/apm_planner
http://tridge.github.io/MAVProxy/images/mavproxy_linux.jpg
http://tridge.github.io/MAVProxy/
https://github.com/tridge/MAVProxy/issues
https://github.com/tridge/MAVProxy
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Runs on Android tablets and phones and includes interesting features such as follow-me, “dronies”
 (i.e. “selfies” but raken with a drone) and special missions for 3D mapping.  Open Source.

Google Play
Wiki
Support Forum
Issues List
Source Code

AndroPilot

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/08/DroidPlanner_-_Android_Apps_on_Google_Play.png
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.droidplanner
https://github.com/DroidPlanner/droidplanner/wiki
http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=15
https://github.com/DroidPlanner/droidplanner/issues
https://github.com/DroidPlanner/droidplanner
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Runs on Android tablets and phones.  Open Source.

Google Play
Wiki
Support Forum
Issues List
Source Code

MAVPilot for iPhone

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/08/Andropilot_-_Android_Apps_on_Google_Play.png
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.geeksville.andropilot
https://github.com/geeksville/arduleader/wiki
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https://github.com/geeksville/arduleader/tree/master/andropilot
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The only ArduPilot compatible ground station that runs on iPhone with iPad support coming soon. 
 Closed Source, Not Free.

Announcement Blog & Discussion
Support Blog
iTunes Store link

QGroundControl

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/10/ChooseAGCS_MAVPilot.jpg
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/mav-pilot-v1-0-for-iphone-is-available-in-the-app-store
http://www.communistech.com/support/
http://appstore.com/communistech
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Developed for our sister autopilot system, the “Native PX4 stack” QGroundControl can connect and
 display attitude information and parameter lists but is not customised to work with the ArduPilot
 firmware as much as the other ground stations listed above.

Wiki
Support Forum

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/10/ChooseAGCS_QGroundControl.png
http://www.qgroundcontrol.org/users/start
http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=13
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Table of Contents

Version 3.1 APM:Copter Firmware Preparedness page

Important ! A link back to Randy’s 3.1 Forum Discussion so you can look at the forum
 Comments

After months of testing AC3.1 is finally available in the Mission Planner and GitHub.

Warning #1: Motors will spin (slowly) by default as soon as the copter is armed!  You can
 switch this feature off by setting the MOT_SPIN_ARMED parameter to zero.
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Warning #2: if you see “Bad Gyro” on the HUD then you may have a blown 3.3V regulator. 
 See this thread for details.

Warning #3: if you use a sonar set the SONAR_GAIN parameter to 0.8 or lower

The major improvements over AC3.0.1 are (full list here):

1. Pixhawk support (Tridge & PX4 development team)

2.  Autotune of Roll and Pitch gains (Leonard/Randy)

3. Drift mode (Jason)

4. Improved Acro and new Sport mode (Leonard)

5. Arming, Take-off,  Land in Loiter or AltHold

6. TradHeli improvements (Rob) including:

a) support for direct drive tail rotors

b) smoother ramp-up of main rotor

c) reduced collective for better control in stabilize mode (STAB_COL_MIN, STAB_COL_MAX params)

7. Support for SingleCopter (Bill King)

8. Performance improvements resolve AltHold troubles for Hexa & Octacopters

9. Safety Improvements:

a) GPS Glitch detection (Randy)

b) Motors spin when armed (Jonathan Challinger)

c) Crash detector shuts off motors if copter flipped for 2secs

d) batt failsafe option to RTL instead of LAND, gps failsafe option to trigger AltHold instead of Land

e) more pre-arm checks of inertial nav speed,

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1q6jjha5rgU
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/ac3-1-rc5-spi-speed-problem
https://github.com/diydrones/ardupilot/blob/ArduCopter-3.1/ArduCopter/ReleaseNotes.txt
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-pixhawk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFxqgKJd3JM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaw3-oSahtE
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10. Bug fixes:

a) optical flow working again (although performance is still not great because not integrated with inertial
 navigation)

b) ROI working (use DO_SET_ROI command)

 

How to upgrade:
 Click on the MissionPlanner’s Initial Setup >> Install Firmware screen.  The version numbers should appear as
 “ArduCopter-3.1″, then click the appropriate frame icon and it should upgrade as per usual.

Special thanks to Marco and the many beta testers on the AC3.0.1 thread who put their copters at risk during
 the testing of this new version and uncovered many problems so that you don’t have to!

Here are some of their videos:  loiter in wind, patio
 sonar,autotune, autotune2, roi, beach, acro, vrbrain, tricopter, train spotting, radio failsafe, the
 tree, double loiter

 

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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There are several web applications which can be used with ArduCopter/ArduPlane/ArduRover to
 allowing sharing flight data, videos or even allowing web based control.  Below is the list of known
 applications (in alphabetical order).

DroneDeploy.com – Simple workflows to get stuff done with drones.  Create high-precision surveys,
 agricultural maps, and point clouds with just a few clicks.  Long distance missions without the
 equipment.  Fast connections to your drone with LTE for untethered control over 80% of the US.

Droneshare.com – Flight viewing and sharing application that works with ground control applications to
 let you share your flight data (open source from 3DRobotics)

dronetrack.org – Real-Time tracking and sharing of flight paths

EXmaps.com – online flight logbook made for the Ardupilot system. Just drag and drop log files for
 post flight analysis and cumulative flight time

UAViators.org – video sharing site to aid humanitarian organizations and disaster affected
 communities with greater situation awareness.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Web Apps

Web Apps

ArduCopter
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If you know of more, or are the owner of one of the above and would like to correct the description
 please email drones-discuss@googlegroups.com.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Table of Contents

SingleCopter and CoaxCopter

Contents

1 SingleCopter and CoaxCopter
2 The First Video of a SingleCopter using an APM 2.5
3 SingleCopter

3.1 Connecting the Flight Controller to the SingleCopter:
3.2 Load the Firmware

4 CoaxCopter
4.1 Connecting the Flight Controller to the CoaxCopter:
4.2 Load the Firmware

Warning the SingleCopter (available since AC3.1) and CoaxCopter (available since AC3.2) are
 entirely new and experimental!

As this is VERY new many of the Single copters shown here use either mil-spec or very simple
 stabilize mode controllers.

The First Video of a SingleCopter using an APM 2.5

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > SingleCopter and CoaxCopter

SingleCopter and CoaxCopter

ArduCopter
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SingleCopter
A SingleCopter is an aerial vehicle with one central rotating propeller thrusting downward past 4 controllable
 vanes.
The 4 control vanes (one in each quadrant) permits the control of the vehicles roll, pitch and yaw.
The vanes also permit real time compensation for the motors direction of rotation.
Altitude is controlled by adjusting the motor / propeller speed.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/vtolcustom2.jpg
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An innovatively designed and quite successful hobbyist SingleCopter 

Connecting the Flight Controller to the SingleCopter:
Connect the APM, PX4 or Pixhawk servo output channels 1-4 to the SingleCopters 4 control fins as shown.
Connect the APM, PX4 or Pixhawk servo output channel 7 to the ESC for the brushless motor that powers the
 main single rotor
The 4 fins are attached to four arms and it’s a bit like a Plus quad.
Looking down on the APM from above as in the attached diagram. “servo1″ would be attached to the APM’s
 output channel #1, etc.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/P1060929.jpg
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Load the Firmware
For the time being, the user needs to compile the source code themselves.
Add this line to the APM_Config.h: #define FRAME_CONFIG SINGLE_FRAME
In the near future this will be added as a downloadable binary to firmware.diydrones.com and likely as a
 Mission Planner loadable icon.

And another SingleCopter Video Showing results with a simple stabilize only flight controller:

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/SingleCopterBothView1.jpg
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CoaxCopter
A CoaxCopter is an aerial vehicle with two counter rotating central propellers thrusting downward past 2
 controllable vanes (one side to side and the other from front to back) that permit control of roll and pitch.
Yaw is controlled by varying top and bottom propeller speeds relative to each other.
There are two variant motor configurations of the CoaxCopter:

A contra-rotating motor pair with both Propellers on top and the shaft of the bottom motor passing up
 through the hollow shaft of the top motor
And two motors mounted back to back with one propeller above and the other beneath with appropriate
 support struts.
Both variations are illustrated below.

Connecting the Flight Controller to the CoaxCopter:
Connect the APM, PX4 or Pixhawk servo output channels 1 and 2 to the CoaxCopters two control fins servos
 as shown (Note: the diagram below is incorrect, “Servo3″ should be “Servo1″ and “Servo4″ should be
 “Servo2″).
Connect the APM, PX4 or Pixhawk servo output channel 3 and 4 to the ESC for the brushless motors that
 power the main dual rotors.
The two wide fins are attached to two cross arms and works a bit like the elevator and ailerons of a fixed wing
 plane.
Below is an illustration looking down on an APM/Pixhawk mounted on the frame.  Note the warning re
 Servo3 and Servo4 being mislabelled.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/vtol.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/mav_electric.jpg
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Load the Firmware
Warning CoaxCopter is not yet implemented do not attempt to use.
For the time being, the user needs to compile the source code themselves.
Add this line to the APM_Config.h: #define FRAME_CONFIG COAX_FRAME
In the near future this will be added as a downloadable binary to firmware.diydrones.com and likely as a
 Mission Planner loadable icon.

And a Video of a Research SingleCopter in action:

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/11/CoaxCopterTopView1.jpg
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Table of Contents

Optional Hardware Configuration

In Mission Planner, select Hardware > Optional Hardware to configure additional (optional) hardware
 including the 3DR radio and widely used power module. Follow the links below for set-up instructions:

3DR Radio (telemetry)
 3DR Power Module for measuring battery voltage and current or Non-3DR voltage and current
 monitors
Android Ground Station
Sonar
 Optical Flow: Mouse sensor based optical flow sensor or PX4Flow optical flow sensor (not yet
 supported by APM:Copter, Plane, Rover)
On Screen Display
Camera and Gimbals

Servo based Gimbal (with additional information here)
Tarot 2-axis brushless gimbal
VRGimbal 3-axis brushless gimbal
Camera shutter with Servo
Camera shutter with CHDK (additional information here)

Servo
External Compass
GPS + Compass module

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Optional Additions

Optional Additions

ArduCopter
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External LEDs
Electro Permanent Magnetic Gripper
Joystick or Gamepad instead of RC transmitter
Relay Switch

Done with what’s above? Consider the Hardware Overview for the APM and PX4.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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This page is a quick start guide for users who have purchased a 3DRobotics Ready-to-Fly (RTF)
 multicopter including a Pixhawk preloaded with the latest ArduCopter firmware.  All other users should
 skip to the First Time Setup section which includes the full flight controller set-up and calibration
 instructions.

Contents

1 Install Mission Planner
2 Connect RC receiver
3 Attach propellers
4 Pre-flight information
5 Next steps

Install Mission Planner
Go to the Mission Planner Downloads page and select the most recent Mission Planner MSI. This
 will lead you to the page for the specific download. Select Download to save the installer file to your
 computer. Click on images to enlarge

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Quick Start Guide for Ready-to-Fly Vehicles

Quick Start Guide for Ready-to-Fly
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Open the Microsoft installer file (.msi) and select Run to run the installation utility.

Follow the instructions to complete the setup process. The installation utility will automatically install
 any necessary software drivers. If you receive a DirectX installation error, please update your DirectX
 plug-in from the DirectX Download Center. If you receive the warning pictured here, select Install this
 driver software anyway to continue.

Once installation is complete, open Mission Planner. Mission Planner automatically notifies you about
 available updates. Please always run the most current version of Mission Planner.

Connect RC receiver
Is your RC receiver already connected and configured? If not, follow these instructions.
 For RC control with PWM, connect RC receiver to APM Input Signal pins using connectors to attach
 channel 1 to the APM signal pin labeled 1, channel 2 to signal pin 2, etc. You will also need to provide
 power to the receiver by connecting a three-wire cable between the receiver and the APM for one of
 the channels.

http://ardupilot.com/downloads/?category=4&sortby=date
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/installation.png
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=35
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/driver1.png
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For PPM (all channels over one wire), use PPM jumper connectors to connect Input signal pins 2 and
 3 on APM and signal pins 3 and 4 on the receiver. Use a 3-wire cable to connect the signal, power,
 and ground pins for channel 1 on the receiver to the three pins labeled 1 on APM. The specific pins
 used for the receiver may vary by model, so consult the documentation on your receiver for PPM
 configuration.

Once you’ve downloaded Mission Planner onto your ground station computer, connect APM to your
 computer using the micro USB connector and APM’s micro USB port. Use a direct USB port on your
 computer, not a USB hub.

Windows will automatically detect APM and install the correct driver software. If you get a message
 stating “driver not found”, follow these instructions to download the software manually.

Next we’ll let Mission Planner know which port we’re using to connect to APM. Open Mission Planner,
 and use the drop-down menus in the upper-right corner of the screen (near the Connect button) to
 connect to APM. Select Arduino Mega 2560 and set the Baud rate to 115200 as shown.

Select Connect (upper-right corner of the screen) to load MavLink parameters to APM. Mission

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/PWM-wiring.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/PPM-wiring.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/12/apm_micro_usb.jpg
https://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/APM2Code
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/connect-to-com-port.png
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 Planner will display a window showing the progress of the MavLink download.

When the window displays Done and Mission Planner shows the Disconnect option in place
 of Connect, your APM firmware has been downloaded successfully.

Turn on transmitter. Verify that the transmitter is in Airplane mode (APM needs airplane mode
 regardless of the platform type being piloted) and all trims are centered.

The left stick will control throttle and yaw; the right stick will control roll and pitch. The three-position
 switch will control flight modes.
 In Mission Planner, select Mandatory Hardware and Radio Calibration. Click on the green Calibrate
 Radio button in the lower right of the window. Mission Planner will call a dialog window to ensure
 radio control equipment is on, battery is not connected, and propellers are not attached.

Select OK; move the control sticks and toggle switches on your transmitter to their limits of travel and
 observe the results on the radio calibration bars. Red lines will appear across the calibration bars to

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/07/condiscon.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/01/radio_setup1.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/calibrate-radio.png
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 indicate maximum and minimum values. Move the Ch 5 and 6 toggle switches through their range of
 positions (Ch 7 and 8 are not used for basic operations).
 Your transmitter should cause the following control changes:
 Channel 1: low = roll left, high = roll right.
 Channel 2: low = pitch forward, high=pitch back.
 Channel 3: low = throttle down (off), high = throttle up.
 Channel 4: low = yaw left, high = yaw right.

When the red bars for roll, pitch, throttle, yaw, and radio 5 (and optionally radio 6) are set at the
 minimum and maximum positions, select Click when Done. Mission Planner will show a summary of
 the calibration data. Normal values are around 1100 for minimums and 1900 for maximums.

Attach propellers
Unscrew prop nuts and add propellers to motor collets with writing on props facing up in relation to the
 sky. If you have a co-axial motor configuration, make sure that the writing on the props faces up even
 if the motor faces down. Add metal spacers on top of prop nuts if prop hub measures less than 5 mm
 in height. Tighten prop nuts to secure propellers in place. Try inserting a 2 mm (5/64) hex wrench into
 the hole in the side of the prop nut to get better leverage when tightening prop nuts. Select propellers
 based on motor directions. Find your frame in the images below. Use pusher propellers for motors
 marked clockwise and normal propellers marked counterclockwise. Pusher propellers are usually
 marked “P” or “SFP” on the propeller.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/radio-calib-click-when-done.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/07/radi-calib-results.png
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Pre-flight information
Safety is the key to successful flight. Please read the Safety Information Page before flying. Select an
 unpopulated area to fly your copter, away from people and developed areas, and always run the pre-
flight checklist before connecting the battery. Make sure to read the Flying page for information about
 arming, disarming, and controlling your copter during flight.

When you’re ready to fly, place copter on the ground facing away from you. Connect fully charged LiPo
 battery to the power module connector when you’re ready to power on your copter. Follow the safe
 arming and disarming procedure described on the Maiden Flight page.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/FRAMES_QUAD_PX4.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/FRAMES_all_hexa_octa_y6.jpg
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Next steps
Try learning about different autonomous flight modes to get the most out of your APM:Copter, including
 loitering and running missions.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

Choosing a frame

3DR Kits and Best Practices

Build Your Own Frame
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The Hoverthings FLIP Sport is very easy to build resulting in a remarkably sturdy and very high
 performance little quadcopter. The FLIP Sport is well suited to FPV and GoPro photography
 and videography and can even incorporate a brushless gimbal . 
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Why a FLIP Sport?
The easiest inexpensive high quality build your own project is either the F330 or 450 DJI FlameWheel
 QuadCopter.
The F330 build is detailed elsewhere and the F450 is pretty much identical.
I really love those little FlameWheels for delivering many hours of fun and resisting my every effort to
 destroy them.
This time I thought I’d try and kick it up a notch, something even more indestructible and maybe even more
 fun.
The Flip frame kit is $89.00 from Hoverthings.
In addition to the standard Sport frame kit I also purchased an extended tab pair of center frame pieces and
 some extra 7/8″ stand offs.
It is billed as being nearly indestructible and short of direct Nuclear blast effects, they are probably right.
The frame arms on these Flips are billed as being incredibly stiff and incredibly strong.
The arms are CNC milled high density 1/4″ thick fiberglass and are very stiff, they should be able to withstand
 a lot of punishment.
The frame centers are also very strong and stiff fiberglass and it it seems likely all of it is G10.
This is a small 380 size frame and will accommodate 10″ propellers (Right between the Flamewheel F330 and
 F450.)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/FlipFront.jpg
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What to Get
1. A Hoverthings Flip Sport Frame for $89.00
2. Two tabbed center sections and eight 7/8″

 standoffs.
3. Four DJI motors for Flamewheel from

 Amain Hobby  for $24.00 each.
4. A 20 or 25 Amp four in one ESC from Off

 the Grid Water for $40.00.
5. A PX4 FMU + PX4IO or better a

 Pixhawk  Flight controller from 3DR.
6. Also from 3DR a UBlox GPS and

 Compass module.
7. Two normal  and two reverse  rotation DJI

 compatible Gemfan 10″ carbon filled propellers from RC Dude.
8. A 2600 to 4000mah LiPo battery  that fits between the 2 bottom plates.
9. PPM-Sum compatible receiver that works with your RC transmitter: FRSky  (Delta 8), Futaba SBus or

 Spektrum satellite recommended.
10. For a PX4 system: A Pad of Kyousho Zeal Antivibration gel  and four nylon or aluminum 1 1/2″ threaded

 standoffs.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/3281_dimg2.jpg
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Assembling the Frame
1. There are two different construction methods depending on whether you are using a Pixhawk or a PX4.
2. For the Pixhawk you will use the second untabbed center plate on top as shown above, for a PX4 you will not.
3. Construction procedure is as follows (Use blue Locktite on all machine screws.)
4. Assemble the 2 tabbed center sections with four 7/8″ standoffs on the 2 holes an inch apart 2″ in from the end

 on 2 opposing sides.
5. Mount the arms to the top of one of the tabbed center frames using the short standoffs above the arm and use

 locktite.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/FlipTop.jpg
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1. Ensure that the standoffs mounting the two tabbed frame sections are on either side of your copter, not
 front to back.

2. Put the longer screws up through the tabbed plate and arms (2 on the outside 1 in the middle towards the
 middle) into the short standoffs.

6. Insert and your four in one ESC in between the arms with the excess Motor wire wrapped around the ESC
1. Leave about 3 inches of the 3 ESC motor wires sticking out under each arm (I also braided each motors

 wires on mine.)
2. Leave the ESC signal wires and power leads sticking out the back (between the 2 black arms on mine.).

7. Put an untabbed frame plate on top of your frame and secure with 12 screws to the top of the standoffs.
8. Install your DJI motors onto the frame arms with the supplied screws (use Locktite) with the motor wires

 facing the copter.
9. Thread the motor wires through the top frame arm opening and connect to the ESC wires (tuck excess lead

 into frame).

Installing the Pixhawk Flight Controller
1. If you are using a Pixhawk, mount the 4 remaining 7/8″ long standoffs, directly over the ones securing the

 bottom frame plates.
2. Place a 1″ square of the Double-sided foam tape that came with the Pixhawk on the bottom of it at each

 corner.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/FlipSportMotProp.jpg
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3. Adhere the Pixhawk to the top of the frame with the arrow pointing to the front (between the 2 orange arms on
 mine).

4. Drill a hole through the top 2 frame plates near a frame arm near the edge on one side to accommodate the
 “safety” button.

5. Also mount the buzzer on the top frame member on one side where it will not interfere with a receiver
 installation.

6. Connect the 3DR power module to the Pixhawk connector and attach the power module out of the way also.
7. Solder the other end of the power module wires into a battery connector along with the ESC battery leads.
8. Install the ESC’s signal leads into the Pixhawk (Main Out) servo connectors (signal wire on top).

1. Red wire into 1, Orange into 2, White into 3 (with red and black below) and Brown into 4.
9. Install the GPS and magnetometer wires into the GPS/Compass module and the Pixhawk.

10. Mount your receiver with double sided tape or Velcro on the top frame member to one side of (and not
 touching) the Pixhawk.
1. Run a single servo lead from the PPM-Sum output of the receiver to the left side (RC) input of the

 Pixhawk.
2. Or if it is a Spektrum Satellite run the Spektrum receiver lead to the Spektrum socket on top of the

 Pixhawk.
11. Mount the top untabbed frame member over the Pixhawk to the 7/8″ standoffs you already installed above.
12. Mount the GPS module to the top center of the top frame plate using double sided tape.

Installing the Px4 FMU / PX4IO Flight Controller
1. If you are using a PX4 we can’t use the top frame plate but can construct a little hard top if desired.
2. Cut a 2″ by 2″ rectangle from scrap plastic or fiberglass to support the PX4.
3. Drill 4 holes in the rectangle that line up with the mounting hole in the PX4 board (roughly centered)
4. using 4 of the supplied black screws, mount 4 standoffs to the rectangle.
5. Insert the PX4FMU board (connector side up) over the 4 standoff studs and (carefully) screw 4 more standoffs

 over them.
6. Carefully fasten 4 nuts over the exposed studs securing the PX4 modules to the rectangle you made.
7. Place the PX4IO board over the PX4FMU board so that the connector is aligned and push down over the

 studs.
8. Place a 3/4″ square piece of the Kyosho zeal at each edge of the “rectangle” between the standoff screws.
9. Adhere the rectangle to the center of the top of the frame with the servo connector facing to the rear (between

 the black frame arms).
10. Drill a hole through the top 2 frame plates near a frame arm near the edge on one side to accommodate the

 “safety” button.
11. Also mount the buzzer on the top frame member behind the PX4 stack such that it does not touch the

 “rectangle”.
12. Insert the power connector into the PX4IO board and solder the power leads and the ESC power leads to a
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 battery connector.
13. Connect the buzzer and “Safety” button leads to the PX4 boards.
14. Install the ESC’s signal leads into the PX4IO board servo connectors (signal wire on top).
15. 1. Red wire = right pins, Orange = 2nd from right, White = 3rd from right (with red and black below) and

 Brown = 4 from right.
16. Mount your receiver with double sided tape or Velcro on the top frame member to one side of (and not

 touching) the “rectangle”.
1. Ensure that your receiver does not block the USB connector on the side of the PX4FMU board (put it on

 the other side).
2. Run a single servo lead from the PPM-Sum output of the receiver to the far left side of the Px4IO servo

 connector.
3. Or if it is a Spektrum Satellite receiver run the Spektrum receiver lead to the Spektrum socket on top of the

 Pixhawk.
17. To use the remaining frame plate as a top cover screw the 4 standoffs to the top of the frame using existing

 holes near the edge.
1. Screw the plate to the 4 standoffs.

18. You can make your own top cover from a rectangle of plastic or fiberglass (I used Plexiglass, transparent is
 useful).
1. Ensure that the rectangle is of appropriate size and shape to permit you to secure the standoffs to the top

 plate.
2. Drill holes in the rectangle at the appropriate locations and if needed into the top frame member as well.
3. Attach the standoffs to the top frame member and to the Rectangular top you have made.

19. Adhere the GPS/Compass module to the center of the top of the top cover (it doesn’t matter which way it is
 facing).
1. Connect the GPS / Compass module to the PX4IO with the supplied wiring cables.
2. Note my setup uses an older style UBlox standalone GPS which I have mounted directly to the PX4 stack.
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Final Assembly
1. Mount the battery between the lower frame sections and secure it with a Velcro strap inserted through the

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/IMG_1488.jpg
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 bottom frame plate slots.
2. Route and secure the wires and cables with Zip Ties as shown to prevent snagging on the propellers or

 anything else.
3. Ensure that the battery cable is secure but accessible to be plugged in when needed.

 Setup and Additions
1. Your Flip can now be configured as described elsewhere in this wiki for Pixhawk (recommended) or PX4.
2. For a PX4 set both board and compass orientation parameters to “Roll 180″ because it is installed upside

 down for connector access.
3. There is space for a 3DR telemetry radio and / or an OSD and FPV transmitter between the 2 side tabs.

1. An FPV camera may easily be mounted in front of the battery between the 2 front tabs.
2. If you use FPV keep it’s transmitter and antenna well away from the GPS.

4. The Flip has more than adequate power to support a GoPro camera with a brushless gimbal and the necessary
 extended landing gear.

5. I have had several crashes and only managed to break 2 props while trying (unsuccessfully) to cut down a 80′
 bull pine tree with them.

6. This little copter is very high performance, fully acrobatic, surprisingly efficient and nearly indestructible and
 it is a blast to fly.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/FlipPX41.jpg
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This article explains how to install the USB driver for Auto-Pilot-Multiplatform Controller.

Step One: Installing the APM 2 USB driver
When you plug an APM controller into your PC for the first time, if you have not used Arduino before, you’ll
 need to load a driver.
 You’ll know this because a few seconds after you plug in APM2 for the first time, Windows will give you this
 complaint:

No problem! Just download the USB driver here  and save to a folder on your PC. (Make sure Windows hasn’t
 renamed it with a .txt extension. Sometimes Windows 7 does that; if it has, just rename it back so it has an .inf
 extension.)

Now go to your Windows Control Panel Device Manager (in “Hardware and Sound”/”Devices and Printers”).
 You’ll see the board listed under “Other Devices” as an “Arduino Mega 2560″. Right-click on it and select
 “Update driver software”

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-APM USB Driver

APM USB Driver

ArduCopter
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Then select “Browse my computer for driver software”, and navigate to the folder that you saved the driver you
 downloaded to. You can also try selecting the drivers stored by Mission Planner by navigating to C:\Program
 Files\Mission Planner\Drivers.

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/driver5.png
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Once you’ve told Windows to load that driver, it will give you this warning. Select “Install this driver software
 anyway”.

Once the driver is loaded correctly, you should see APM2 show up in the Ports section like this (the Com number
 assigned to it depends on how many other serial ports you’ve already assigned in Windows; your number will
 probably be different than the one shown here):

http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/driver2.png
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2013/06/driver1.png
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(Note that if you’re also using an Xbee wireless module on this computer for in-flight telemetry and
 mission planning, Windows will assign that module a different port, which you can also see from the
 Control Panel.)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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If you want to have six modes, you’ll probably have to configure your RC transmitter to do this. That’s
 usually accomplished by mixing a two position switch and a three position switch on your transmitter.
 Set your switch(es) to (ideally) produce PWM pulse widths of 1165, 1425, and 1815 microseconds or
 1165, 1295, 1425, 1555, 1685, and 1815 milliseconds. (You can also do this with an analog dial, if you
 have one, but it’s hard to reliably turn it to just the right position for six distinct settings).

How can you know what the PWM pulse widths are? Mission Planner’s Radio Calibration screen!

Here are some user-contributed tutorials for doing this (or adding more modes to RC units with just a

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Six Modes
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 two-position toggle) with various RC systems:

JR XG8 DMSS
JR9303
JR X2720
Futaba T8FG
Futaba T8J
Futaba T7CP
Futaba T6EX
Futaba 12fg
Futaba 9ZAP/ZHP
Futaba T10CAG
Futaba T14
Graupner MX-16
Turnigy 9x(or an even easier way) (Here!)
Turnigy 9x with ER9x firmware
Turnigy 9XR
Hitech Aurora 9
Spektrum DX8  (alternate method below)
Spektrum DX7
Spektrum DX7s

Or
build your own six-position switch!

Here is an alternative way to set 6 modes with the Spektrum DX8
This method uses the Gear switch and the Flight mode switch. All the other switches can be assigned
 as preferred. This method also allows each mode to be set in the middle of each mode’s pulse width
 range so small changes will not change modes. Use Mission Planner Flight Modes setup to monitor
 the Current PWM for these adjustments.

1. Setup the switches (*required for the 6 modes)

Hold roller bar down, turn on DX8, scroll down to Switch Select, Click roller bar.  Set switches as
 follows:
* Gear = Gear (Channel 5)
* FMode = Inh  Not assigned to a channel – Used to mix with Gear Sw (Channel 5) for 6 modes
Others anyway you want. One method is as follows:

Knob to aux1 = channel 6 for camera tilt / tuning

http://www.diydrones.com/forum/topics/how-to-set-up-6-apm-flight-modes-on-1-channel-of-jr-xg8-rc
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/how-to-program-6-flight-modes
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/six-flight-modes-can-be-done
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/acmapm-futaba-t8fg-super-mode
http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/pixhawk-futaba-t8j-6-modes-configuration-with-2-switches-c-d
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/configure-6-flight-modes-for
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/four-modes-switch-for-futaba
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blog/show?id/
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/flight-mode-switching-on-a
http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/getting-six-fly-modes-on-futaba-t10cag-transmitter
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/futaba-t14-mz-mode-configuration-for-all-6-modes
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/six-modes-with-graupner-mx-16
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/mode-switch-setup-for-turnigy-1
http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/another-way-to-set-modes-on-turnigy-9x
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/mode-switch-setup-for-turnigy
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/change-between-6-modes-with-turnigy-9xr-using-mixing
http://www.diydrones.com/forum/topics/quad-goes-to-full-throttle?commentId
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/spectrum-dx8-2-switches-1-tx-channel-6-flight-modes?
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blog/show?id
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/getting-6-modes-out-of-channel-5-on-a-spektrum-dx7s
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/6-position-mode-switch-for-apm
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Mix = aux2 = channel 7 to save Way Point or RTL, auto trim or other settings in APM
 configuration.
Flap to aux3 = channel 8 for other uses

Click BACK until the normal screen appears, or turn off power, then turn power back on.

 2. Set up the non-mixed servo setting for channel 5 (Gear channel controlled by the Gear
 Switch)

This will be the values with no mixing – F Mode switch in the 0 position and sets the lowest pulse
 width to 1165 ms (mode 1) and highest to 1815 ms (mode 6)

Click the roller bar, scroll down to Servo Setup, Select the Gear channel, Select Sub Trim.
Set sub trim to 0
Select Travel.
Set travel (left, position 0) for 1165 ms pulse  (~90%).
Set travel (right, position 1 for 1815 ms pulse (~74%).

 3. Set up Mix 1 to change the Gear Pulse width when F Mode is in position 1

Click roller, scroll down to Mixing, click roller, scroll to first line under Mix (has xxx > xxx, AIL >
 RUD, or some other mix set),click roller, Select Mix 1, Click roller.
Set Mix: Gear > Gear. Gear changes Gear depending on Switch F Mode setting
Set Offset = 0, Trim = Inh.
Set SW = FM 1
Set the F Mode switch on the transmitter to position 1.
Set the Gear switch on the transmitter to position 0.
Set top Rate for pulse width of 1290 ms for mode 2  (~-35%)
 (change = 400 ms * -90% * -35% = 126 ms. Result = 1165 ms + 126 ms = 1251 ms = mode
 2)
Set the Gear switch on the transmitter to position 1.
Set bottom Rate for pulse width of 1685 ms for mode 5  (~– 45%)
 (change = 400 ms * +73% *- 45% = -131 ms. Result = 1815 ms – 131 ms = 1684 ms = mode
 5)

 4. Set up a mix 2 to change the Gear Pulse width when F Mode is in position 2

Mix: Gear > Gear.  Gear changes Gear depending on Switch F Mode setting.
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Set Offset = 0, Trim = Inh
Set SW = FM2
Set the F Mode switch on the transmitter to position 2
Set the Gear switch on the transmitter to position 0.
Rate top Rate for pulse width of 1425 ms for mode 3  (~–72%)
 (change = 400 ms * –90% * – 72% = 259 ms.  Result = 1165 ms + 259 ms = 1424 ms = mode
 3)
Set the Gear switch on the transmitter to position 1.
Set bottom Rate for pulse width of 1550 ms for mode 4  (~–89%)
 (change = 400 ms * +73% * – 89% = -262 ms.  Result = 1815 ms – 262 ms = 1553 ms =
 mode 4)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Follow Me mode
 makes it possible for you to have your copter follow you as you move, using a telemetry radio and a
 ground station. Mission Planner for Windows laptops, APM Planner for OS X laptops, and
 DroidPlanner for Android devices currently support Follow Me; however, it’s easiest to use a phone
 or tablet as your Follow Me ground station.

Follow Me mode uses the APM:Copter dynamic waypoint feature and MAVLink telemetry
 commands.

What you’ll need:
1. An APM:Copter with telemetry
2. A laptop
3. A GPS USB dongle

like this or Bluetooth GPS module
like this.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Follow Me! Mode
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Instructions for Mission Planner
1. Set one of your flight modes to “Loiter”
2. Set up your APM:Copter at the field and establish a MAVLink connection over wireless telemetry
3. Ensure that your GPS USB dongle or Bluetooth device is plugged into to your laptop and showing

 up as a serial port. Using the software that came with the module, make sure that it’s working and
 that you have GPS lock.

4. Take off, and once in the air switch to Loiter. (Sufficient altitude to ensure that while it is following
 you it isn’t attacking you might be a good idea).

5. In the Mission Planner Flight Data screen try right-clicking on a nearby spot and select “Fly to Here”.
 If this works, you’re ready to try Follow Me mode.

6. In the Mission Planner, enter Control-F, which will open the following window. Click on “Follow Me”

This will bring up this window. Select the serial port that is assigned to your GPS device and
 whatever baud rate it uses.
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Once you click “Connect”, the Mission Planner will read the GPS data from your device and send it
 to your APM:Copter as “fly to here” commands every two seconds.

Now pick up your laptop and start walking around.
The APM:Copter should follow you!

If you have set the altitude to 5 feet it might be a good idea to see if you can out run it.
As mentioned before, sufficient altitude to prevent injury is useful.
Seriously this is a great capability, but safety is really important when using Follow Me mode
 especially with an open bladed Multicopter.

Warning: Like all other modes in which the autopilot is responsible for altitude hold (Loiter, AltHold),
 the barometer is used in the altitude calculation meaning that it can drift over time and the copter
 will follow the air pressure change rather than actual altitude above ground.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Radio Testing

 Center all of your trims (except throttle) before setting up the radio. With your RC system powered and
 the transmitter on, move the RC sticks and the relevant bars should show that they are being read.

Radio input display
 (RC pins must be powered!):

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Radio Testing

Radio Testing
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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As mentioned on the main GPS failsafe page, a GPS failsafe event will occur if GPS 3D lock or the
 position “Glitches” for at least 5 seconds while the copter is in a mode that requires the GPS (RTL,
 Auto, Loiter, Circle, Position, Guided or Drift).  The GPS failsafe response can be set to Land or switch
 to AltHold mode (in AC3.1 and higher) so that you can retake manual control.

Without GPS updates, the inertial sensors allow approximately 10 seconds of accurate position
 information but after this the horizontal position drift becomes so large that the horizontal position
 cannot be maintained at all.  At this point if you still have RC radio control it is recommended to take
 back control using Stabilize, Acro or AltHold as soon as possible.

Glitch Protection – Default
This section describes the GPS glitch logic that is used by the default navigation algorithm for AC3.1
 and 3.2. For the faster boards using 32 bit micros, AC3.2 provides an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > GPS Failsafe & Glitch Protection
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 option  for navigation which can be selected by setting AHRS_EKF_USE = 1. This has a different GPS
 glitch protection logic which is described in the next section.

AC3.1 and higher include GPS glitch protection which can help alert the pilot to a bad GPS position,
 trigger a failsafe and reduce the incidents of fly-aways.  Glitches are detected by comparing the each
 new position update received from the GPS with a position projected out from the previous update’s
 position and velocity.  The new position is accepted as “good” if:

1. the two positions are within the GPSGLITCH_RADIUS (defaults to 5m).
2. the new position is within a radius that is 10m/s/s (GPSGLITCH_ACCEL) * dt * dt. 

 Where “dt” is the time difference between the two samples.

During a glitch, “Bad Position” will be written on the ground station’s HUD

Glitch Protection – EKF
The EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) inertial naigation option can be selected by setting
 AHRS_EKF_USE = 1 and is described in more detail in http://copter.ardupilot.com/?p=11874. Glitch
 protection for the EKF works as follows:

1) When new GPS position measurements are received, they are compared to a position predicted
 using IMU measurements.

2) If the difference exceeds a statistical confidence level set by EKF_POS_GATE, then the
 measurement won’t be used.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/06/GPSGlitchDetection.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/?p=2127
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3) While GPS measurements aren’t being used, a circle defined by an uncertainty radius grows around
 the predicted position. The rate at which this radius grows is controlled by EKF_GLITCH_ACCEL. This
 is similar to the circle defined by GPSGLITCH_ACCEL, the difference being it is centered around the
 trajectory predicted by the IMU rather than previous GPS measurements. Because this allows for
 deviations in trajectory due to maneouvres, the default value for EKF_GLTCH ACCEL is smaller at 1.5
 m/s/s. The acceleration growth of the circle is also increased when the vehicle is accelerating or
 turning to allow for the increase in IMU errors during manoevres.

4) If subsequent GPS measurements fall inside the circle, they will be accepted and the circle is reset
 back to the minimum radius controlled by EKF_POS_GATE.

5) If the GPS glitch is large enough and lasts long enough, the GPS measurements will continue to be
 rejected until the circle radius exceeds a value set by EKF_GLITCH_RAD. When this happens, an
 offset is applied to the GPS position so that it matches the estimated vehicle position and the GPS
 positions are used again. The GPS offset is then reduced to zero at 1 m/s. This means that large long
 duration glitches will cause the vehicle to drift at a 1 m/s rate. This is slow enough to give the operator
 plenty of time to react.

 

Technical background and safety recommendations:

The GPS system is not designed to be used as a primary navigation system and signal dropouts or
 inaccurate positions (aka “glitches”) occur from time to time even under clear skies.

It is particularly important to avoid flying auto missions inside canyons, between buildings or
 mountains, or inside backyards because of heavy multipathing producing large GPS errors. More fix
 probability will drop dramatically in those conditions from about 99% to 38 % and position errors can
 rise to 100 meters or more. Only a clear sky view will give good results.

For better results and safety, it is recommended that you check for GPS signal quality and GPS
 advisories for your region before flying using GPS prediction. Check out these sites for location-
specific GPS information:

NavComTech Satellite Position Predictor

US Coast Guard Navigation Site

SBAS (Satellite-based augmentation system):

http://satpredictor.navcomtech.com/
http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/
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If one or more SBAS satellites can be received in your location and you are in a covered region
 (WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS…) then your GPS receiver will get more precision, typically around one
 meter in good conditions, with a guaranteed precision of 7.6 meters. Another function of SBAS is
 integrity reporting: your GPS receiver should be warned about a GPS system integrity defect within
 6.2 seconds. For this to work the SBAS integrity detection needs to be enabled in your GPS receiver.

Getting SBAS acquisition completed (DGPS fix) needs a few minutes after getting a 3D fix. So if you
 want to get the benefit of it (better precision and integrity detection), you should wait between 3 to 10
 minutes before flying. GPS Hotstart function (get a fast fix in a couple seconds) does not work for
 SBAS corrections. So you’ll need to wait minutes after each GPS power off to get a 3D + DGPS fix
 where a 3D fix only will typically ask only for a couple seconds.

SBAS geostationary satellites are often low on the horizon, so they are not always visible before take
 off. This can explain why RTL precision can be affected by a SBAS correction (DGPS fix) applied only
 a few minutes after take off.

In locations where SBAS satellites are not available or very distant, it is better to fully disable SBAS
 corrections. This will save GPS CPU resources, save a couple correlators, and avoid eventual position
 jumps when trying to receive weak or conflicting SBAS satellites.

SBAS will not help for :

very localized atmospheric perturbations causing localized signal delays
multipathing causing signal delays by reflection against mountains or buildings.

Click here for a nice SBAS (EGNOS) simulator tool.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://www.iguassu.cz/sbas-sim/
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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The attitude of the copter is controlled by a nested PI->PID loop. Tuning the inner PID loop is essential
 to good stable flight. The outer PI loop is less sensitive and effects mostly the style of flying desired
 (fast or slow).

Contents

1 Overview
2 PID Rate Tuning
3 PI Control Tuning

Overview
The inner PID loop looks at the desired rate of angular rotation and compares that to the raw gyro
 output. The difference is feed back into the PID controller and sent to the motors to correct the
 rotation. This is the heart of both Rate(Acro) mode, Stabilize mode, and all other modes. It is also the
 most critical gain to adjust for your copter.

The outer PI loop generates the desired rate of angular rotation. The input for this loop can either be
 user with stick movement, or the stabilizer, which tries to achieve a specific angle.

To get a better idea of the flow of command to motor output, here is a diagram of the Roll control.

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > Attitude PID
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PID Rate Tuning
Parameter: RATE_RLL_P and RATE_PIT_P are the proportional response and the default is 0.14.
 Your copter will vary quite a bit depending on the weight and thrust of your engines. If your copter
 oscillates rapidly, lower this value. If it is sluggish, raise the value. This is the
#1 parameter
 that needs tuning. If it is not right, every other parameter is a waste of time.
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Parameter: RATE_RLL_I and RATE_PIT_I are set to 0 by default. Use this value to maintain tight
 control of the speed of rotation the copter. If the copter is not achieving the rotation rate needed to
 hold a tight attitude, this term will make up the difference.

Parameter: RATE_RLL_D and RATE_PIT_D is .0025 by default. This value will dampen the
 acceleration towards the target angle. It If the value is too high you will see small, fast oscillations in
 pitch or roll. You may even temporarily loose control of pitch or roll as the D term saturates the control
 output.

Parameter: STAB_D is .06 by default. This dampens the acceleration of rotation of the copter and can
 eliminate those small wobbles after a set point change (a quick angle change). This is similar to
 RATE_RLL_D but only dampens acceleration. STAB_D is similar to RATE_RLL_D, but it’s unfiltered
 (faster) and has inherently less noise than RATE_RLL_D. Just as the RATE_RLL_D, a large value
 may cause oscillations or temporarily loss of control of pitch or roll as the D term saturates the control
 output.

Note: When tuning your copter, set RATE_I and RATE_D to zero, and only tune RATE_P. Once you
 have that dialed in, then tune RATE_I and RATE_D.

PI Control Tuning
Parameter: STB_RLL_P and STB_RLL_P is by default 4.5 or 4.5° per second rotation for every 1° of
 error. If you want more or less speed of rotation based on user input, adjust this value. A larger Octo
 may want to have a smaller number, 3.5 perhaps, or you will get a large seesaw style oscillation.

Parameter: STB_RLL_I and STB_PIT_I are used to overcome imbalance in the copter. If the copter is
 not symmetrical this iterm will bring the copter to level. The higher the number the faster the copter will
 compensate. Low numbers can have adverse effects by causing a very slow oscillation measured in
 seconds. If you use this term, consider potential conflicts in timing with Rate_I. It may be best to keep
 one or the other zero.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Overview
The availability of faster processors such as the PX4 and Pixhawk have enabled more advanced
 mathematical algorithms to be implemented to estimate the orientation, velocity and position of the
 flight vehicle. An Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm has been developed that uses rate
 gyroscopes, accelerometer, magnetometer, GPS, airspeed and barometric pressure measurements to
 estimate the position, velocity and angular orientation of the flight vehicle. This algorithm is
 implemented in the AP_NavEKF library and is based on initial work documented here:

https://github.com/priseborough/InertialNav.

PX4 and Pixhawk users can use this algorithm instead of the legacy complementary filters by setting
 AHRS_EKF_USE = 1

IMPORTANT: DO NOT SET AHRS_EKF_USE = 1 UNLESS YOU HAVE PERFORMED AN ACCEL
 CALIBRATION ON YOUR BOARD. Failure to do so may result in an erratic flight path due to
 bad accelerometer data.

The advantage of the EKF over the simpler complementary filter algorithms used by DCM and Copters
 Inertial Nav, is that by fusing all available measurements it is better able to reject measurements with
 significant errors so that the vehicle becomes less susceptible to faults that affect a single sensor.

Another feature of the EKF algorithm is that it is able to estimate offsets in the vehicles magnetometer
 readings and also estimate the earth’s magnetic field for both plane, copter and rover applications.
 This makes it less sensitive to compass calibration errors than current DCM and INAV algorithms.

It also provides a growth path so that in the future, measurements from optional sensors such as
 optical flow and laser range finders can be in added to provide further improvements in accuracy and
 robustness.
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Theory
The EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) algorithm implemented, estimates a total of 22 states with the
 underlying equations derived using the following:

https://github.com/priseborough/InertialNav/blob/master/derivations/GenerateEquations22states.m

The following is a greatly simplified non-mathematical description of how the filter works:

1) IMU angular rates are integrated to calculate the angular position

2) IMU accelerations are converted using the angular position from body X,Y,Z to earth North,East and
 Down axes and corrected for gravity

3) Accelerations are integrated to calculate the velocity

4) Velocity is integrated to calculate the position

This process from 1) to 4) is referred to as ‘State Prediction’. A ‘state’ is a variables we are trying to
 estimate like roll,pitch yaw, height, wind speed, etc. The filter has other states besides position,
 velocity and angles that are assumed to change slowly. These include gyro biases, Z accelerometer
 bias, wind velocities, magnetometer biases and the earth’s magnetic field. These other states aren’t
 modified directly by the ‘State Prediction’ step but can be modified by measurements a described
 later.

5) Estimated gyro and accelerometer noise (EKF_GYRO_NOISE and EKF_ACC_NOISE) are used to
 estimate the growth in error in the angles, velocities and position calculated using IMU data. Making
 these parameters larger causes the filters error estimate to grow faster. If no corrections are made
 using other measurements (eg GPS), this error estimate will continue to grow. These estimated errors
 are captured in a large matrix called the ‘State Covariance Matrix’.

Steps 1) to 5) are repeated every time we get new IMU data until a new measurement from another
 sensor is available.

If we had a perfect initial estimate, perfect IMU measurements and perfect calculations, then we could
 keep repeating 1) to 4) throughout the flight with no other calculations required. However, errors in the
 initial values, errors in the IMU measurements and rounding errors in our calculations mean that we
 can only go for a few seconds before the velocity and position errors become too large.

The Extended Kalman Filter algorithm provides us with a way of combining or fusing data from the
 IMU, GPS, magnetometer, airspeed, barometer and other sensors to calculate a more accurate and
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 reliable estimate of our position, velocity and angular orientation.

The following example describes how GPS horizontal position measurements are used, however the
 same principal applies to other measurement types (barometric altitude, GPS velocity, etc)

6) When a GPS measurement arrives, the filter calculates the difference between the predicted
 position from 4) and the position from the  GPS. This difference is called an ‘Innovation’.

7) The ‘Innovation’ from 6), ‘State Covariance Matrix’ from 5), and the GPS measurement error
 specified  by EKF_POSNE_NOISE are combined to calculate a correction to each of the filter states.
 This is referred to as a ‘State Correction’.

This is the clever part of the a Kalman Filter, as it is able to use knowledge of the correlation between
 different errors and different states to correct states other than the one being measured. For example
 GPS position measurements are able to correct errors in position, velocity, angles and gyro bias.

The amount of correction is controlled by the assumed ratio of the error in the states to the error in the
 measurements. This means if the filter thinks its own calculated position is more accurate than the
 GPS measurement, then the correction from the GPS measurement will be smaller. If it thinks its own
 calculated position is less accurate than the GPS measurement, then the correction from the GPS
 measurement will be larger. The assumed accuracy of the GPS measurement  is controlled by the
 EKF_POSNE_NOISE, parameter. Making EKF_POSNE_NOISE larger causes the filter to think the
 GPS position is less accurate.

8) Because we have now taken a measurement, the amount of uncertainty in each of the states that
 have been updated is reduced. The filter calculates the reduction in uncertainty due to the ‘State
 Correction’, updates the  ‘State Covariance Matrix’ and returns to step 1)

Tuning Parameters

AHRS_EKF_USE
This should be set to 1 to enable use of the filter, or set to 0 to use the legacy algorithms. Be aware
 that both algorithms are running regardless of this parameter, and all the EKF data will be logged
 regardless, provided full rate AHRS data logging is enabled.

EKF_VELNE_NOISE
This is the RMS value of noise in the North and East GPS velocity measurements in m/s. If you
 increase this parameter, the filter will think the GPS is more noisy and will place less weighting on the
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 horizontal GPS velocity measurements.

If this parameter is set too small, then the filter will constantly react to noise in the GPS measurement
 which will cause the filter roll and pitch angles to be noisy. If you have the vehicle outside with a clear
 view of the sky and away from buildings and other large objects, then the HUD in mission planer
 should be steady. If it is moving around noticeably, then it is likely the GPS noise is too high for the
 filter setting. This will also result in continual and rapid small angle and position changes in copters
 during loiter.

If this parameter is set too high then the filter will be not take full advantage of the GPS velocity
 information, will wander more in position and will be more susceptible to GPS position glitches.

See the section on interpreting EKF3 log data for more information on using log data to help set this
 parameter.

EKF_VELD_NOISE
This is the RMS value of noise in the vertical GPS velocity measurement in m/s. If you increase this
 parameter, the filter will think the GPS is more noisy and will place less weighting on the vertical GPS
 velocity measurements.

If this parameter is set too small, then the filter will constantly react to noise in the GPS measurement
 which will cause the filter height to be noisy. In copters this will causethe copter to jiggle up and down.

If this parameter is set too high then the filter will be not take full advantage of the GPS velocity
 information, and will be more susceptible to Barometer height glitches.

See the section on interpreting EKF3 log data for more information on using log data to help set this
 parameter.

EKF_POSNE_NOISE
This is the RMS value of noise in the GPS horizontal position measurements. If you increase this
 parameter, the filter will think the GPS is more noisy and will place less weighting on the horizontal
 GPS velocity measurements.

If this parameter is set to small, then the filter will constantly react to noise in the GPS position which
 can cause continual and rapid small attitude and position changes in copters during loiter.

If this parameter is set to large, then the inertial sensor errors will cause the filter position to wander
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 slowly as errors in the inertial calculations are not corrected enough by the GPS. This can cause
 excessive wander in position for copters during loiter.

See the section on interpreting EKF3 log data for more information on using log data to help set this
 parameter.

EKF_ALT_NOISE
This is the RMS value of noise in the altitude measurement. If you increase this parameter, the filter
 will think the barometer is more noisy and will place less weighting on its measurements.

If this parameter is set too small, then the filter will constantly react to noise in the barometer
 measurement which will cause the filter height to be noisy. In copters this will cause the copter to
 jiggle up and down during altitude hold.

If this parameter is set too high, then the height will tend to wander more and will be more susceptible
 to GPS vertical velocity glitches.

See the section on interpreting EKF3 log data for more information on using log data to help set this
 parameter.

EKF_MAG_NOISE
This is the RMS value of noise in magnetometer measurements / 1000. The magnetometer readings
 are scaled by 1/1000 before they are used by the filter to reduce the effect of numerical rounding
 errors. Increasing this noise parameter reduces the weighting on magnetometer measurements. This
 would make the filter yaw less affected less by magnetometer errors, but more affected by Z gyro drift.
  See the section on interpreting EKF3 log data for more information on using log data to help set this
 parameter.

EKF_EAS_NOISE
This is the RMS value of noise in magnetometer measurements. Increasing it reduces the weighting on
 these measurements. See the section on interpreting EKF3 log data for more information on using log
 data to help set this parameter. See the section on interpreting EKF3 log data for more information on
 using log data to help set this parameter.

EKF_WIND_PNOISE
This noise controls the growth of wind state error estimates. Increasing it makes wind estimation faster
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 and noisier.

EKF_WIND_PSCALE
Increasing this parameter increases how rapidly the wind states adapt when changing altitude, but
 does make wind speed estimation noiser.

EKF_GYRO_PNOISE
This noise controls the growth of estimated error due to gyro measurement errors excluding bias.
 Increasing it makes the fllter trust the gyro measurements less and other measurements more.

EKF_ACC_PNOISE
This noise controls the growth of estimated error due to accelerometer measurement errors excluding
 bias. Increasing it makes the flter trust the accelerometer measurements less and other
 measurements more.

EKF_GBIAS_PNOISE
This noise controls the growth of gyro bias state error estimates. Increasing it makes rate gyro bias
 estimation faster and noisier.

EKF_ABIAS_PNOISE
This noise controls the growth of the vertical accelerometer bias state error estimate. Increasing it
 makes accelerometer bias estimation faster and noisier.

EKF_MAGE_PNOISE
This noise controls the growth of earth magnetic field state error estimates. Increasing it makes earth
 magnetic field bias estimation faster and noisier.

EKF_MAGB_PNOISE
This noise controls the growth of body magnetic field state error estimates. Increasing it makes
 compass offset estimation faster and noisier.

EKF_VEL_DELAY
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This is the number of msec that the GPS velocity measurements lag behind the inertial measurements.

EKF_POS_DELAY
This is the number of msec that the GPS position measurements lag behind the inertial
 measurements.

EKF_GPS_TYPE
This parameter controls use of GPS velocity measurements : 0 = use 3D velocity, 1 = use 2D velocity,
 2 = use no velocity

EKF_VEL_GATE
This parameter scales the threshold used for the GPS velocity measurement innovation consistency
 check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be rejected. Increasing it
 makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

EKF_POS_GATE
This parameter scales the threshold used for the GPS position measurement innovation consistency
 check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be rejected. Increasing it
 makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

EKF_HGT_GATE
This parameter scales the threshold used for the height measurement innovation consistency check.
 Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be rejected. Increasing it makes it
 more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

EKF_MAG_GATE
This parameter scales the threshold used for the magnetometer measurement innovation consistency
 check. Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be rejected. Increasing it
 makes it more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

EKF_EAS_GATE
This parameter scales the threshold used for the airspeed measurement innovation consistency check.
 Decreasing it makes it more likely that good measurements will be rejected. Increasing it makes it
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 more likely that bad measurements will be accepted.

EKF_MAG_CAL
Setting this parameter to 1 forces magnetic field state calibration to be active all the time the vehicle is
 manoeuvring regardless of its speed and altitude. This parameter should be set to 0 for aircraft use.
 This parameter can be set to 1 to enable in-flight compass calibration on Copter and Rover vehicles.

EKF_GLITCH_ACCEL
This parameter controls the maximum amount of difference in horizontal acceleration (in cm/s^2)
 between the value predicted by the filter and the value measured by the GPS, before the GPS position
 measurement is rejected. If this value is set too low, then valid GPS data will be regularly discarded,
 and the position accuracy will degrade. If this parameter is set too high, then GPS glitches can cause
 large rapid changes in position.

EKF_GLITCH_RAD
This parameter controls the maximum amount of difference in horizontal position (in m) between the
 value predicted by the filter and the value measured by the GPS, before the long term glitch protection
 logic is activated and an offset is applied to the GPS measurement to compensate. Position jumps
 smaller than this parameter will be temporarily ignored, but if they persist will then be accepted and
 the filter will move to the new position. Position steps larger than this value, will also be ignored
 initially,  but if they persist, the GPS position measurement will be corrected by the amount of the step
 before being used. This prevents a large step change in position. This correction is reduced back to
 zero at a rate of 1 m/s so that the new GPS position will be realised gradually. The value of this
 correction in the north and east directions can be checked by plotting the EKF4.OFN and EKF4.OFE
  flashlog data.

Interpreting Log Data
Correct tuning the Navigation filter is not possible without some analysis of the data logged by the filter
 in the flash logs. To log this data, it is important that AHRS data logging is enabled. The EKF data is
 contained in the EKF1, EKF2, EKF3 and EKF4 log messages. This section describes the meaning of
 the various EKF log data and shows examples obtained from plotting data using the Mission Planner
 DataFlash log review feature.

EKF1
TimeMS – time in msec from startup
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Roll – Roll angle (deg)
Pitch – Pitch angle (deg)
Yaw – Yaw angle (deg)
VN,VE,VD – North,East,Down velocities (m/s)
PN,PE,PD – North,East,Down positions (m) relative to where the vehicle was armed
GX,GY,GZ – X,Y,Z Gyro biases (deg/min)

The following figure shows the gyro biases from a plane with a Pixhawk controller. The gyro biases can
 be seen to vary at the start and stabilise about new values as the sensor warms up and reaches its
 operating temperature. The cheap MEMS inertial sensors used by our controllers can have significant
 bias variation with temperature.

EKF2
TimeMS – time in msec from startup

AX – Weighting percentage of the IMU1 accelerometer data used in the blending of  IMU1 and IMU2
 data. If two IMU’s are available with your hardware (eg Pixhawk), then this will normally fluctuate
 rapidly in the 50% region as seen here.

If it swings close to 100 or 0 % for parts of the flight, then this indicates that you likely have aliasing
 affecting your accelerometer data and you should look for solutions to reduce this (eg vibration
 isolation mounts for your autopilot).

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/GXYZ.jpg
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/normalAX.jpg
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AY – Z accelerometer bias for IMU2 (cm/s )
AZ – Z accelerometer bias for IMU1 (cm/s )

VWN,VWE – North and East wind velocity (m/s). A positive value means the wind is moving in the
 direction of that axis, eg a positive North wind velocity is blowing from the South.

MN,ME,MD – North, East, Down earth magnetic field strength (sensor units). If you are flying quickly,
 or are at low speed with EKF_MAG_CAL enabled, these will slowly change during flight as the filter
 ‘learns’ the earth’s magnetic field.

MX,MY,MZ – X, Y, Z body magnetic field biases (sensor units). If you are flying quickly, or are at low
 speed with EKF_MAG_CAL enabled, these will slowly change during flight as the filter ‘learns’ the
 earth’s magnetic field. These have the same meaning as the compass offsets, but are the opposite
 sign (eg in the following figure MX stabilises at a value of +35, indicating that a COMPASS_OFS_X
 value of -35 should be used.

EKF3
This message contains the innovations for each sensor (GPS, barometer, magnetometer and
 airspeed). Innovations are the difference between the value predicted using the IMU data before
 corrections are applied, and the value measured by the sensor.

2

2

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/MagNED.jpg
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/MagXYZ.jpg
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TimeMS – Time in msec from startup

IVN,IVE,IVD – Innovations for the North,East,Down GPS velocity measurements (m/s). These are an
 important measure of health for the navigation filter. If you have god quality IMU and GPS data they
 will be small and around zero as shown in the following figure:

 

The noise level on these innovations when the vehicle is not manoeuvring can be used to set the value
 of EKF_VELNE_NOISE and EKF_VELD_NOISE. For example in the above figure, the velocity noise
 when the vehicle was non-manoeuvring was around +-0.3 m/s for both the North,East and Down
 velocities. This means that a good starting value for EKF_VELNE_NOISE and EKF_VELD_NOISE for
 this example would be 0.3 m/s.

IPN,IPE – Innovations in the North, East GPS position measurements (m). Similarly to the velocity
 innovations, they should be small and centred on zero as in the following example:

The noise levels on these innovations can be used to set the value of EKF_POSNE_NOISE. In the
 above figure, the noise sits within a band of +-0.5m, so a good starting value for the value of
 EKF_POSNE_NOISE in this example would be 0.5m.

IPD – Innovations on the barometer height measurement (m). They should be small and centered on

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/VelInnov.jpg
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/PosInnov.jpg
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 zero as in the following example, although transients of around 2m are common when sudden height
 changes or manoeuvres are performed due to IMU errors, sensor lag and the effect of changes in
 airflow on he barometer reading.

In the above figure it can be seen that there is a small 1m negative offset that is removed after 2min.
 This is due to bias errors on the Z accelerometers which take time to be learned by the filter and
 compensated for. In this example, the underlying sensor noise is low at about +-0.15m, which
 indicates a good starting value for EKF_ALT_NOISE for plane applications would be 0.15m.

Note: For copter, experience has shown the value of EKF_ALT_NOISE normally has to be increased
 above the theoretical value to smooth out the height response

IMX,IMY,IMZ –  Innovations for the Magnetometer X,Y,Z measurements. These should be centered
 around zero and not exceed +- 50 during manoeuvres as shown in the following figure:

In the above example EKF_MAG_CAL was set to 1, so the copter quickly learnt the magnetometer
 biases (compass offsets). Although the underlying noise of the magnetometer is relatively low (5 or
 less in most cases), there are other errors due to differences in scale factors between axes,
 magnetometer misalignment, and varying magnetic fields produced by electrical power systems that
 cause larger errors. Typically these result in sharp transients of about 50 in the innovations, as can be
 seen in the above figure. For this reason the default value of EKF_MAG_NOISE is set to 0.05 (which
 represents a noise of 50 in sensor units).

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/PosDInnov.jpg
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/MagInnov.jpg
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The following figure is taken from a slow speed copter flight with a bad magnetometer calibration and
 EKF_MAG_CAL = 0. The innovations vary noticeably as the vehicle changes its orientation.

IVT – Innovation for the true airspeed measurement (m/s). This will be zero if the airspeed sensor is
 not fitted or is not being used (eg on ground).  It should be centered around zero if the airspeed
 sensor is calibrated correctly, but will vary in noise level depending on how gusty the flight conditions
 are. the following is an example from a flight with a well calibrated airspeed sensor in moderate wind
 conditions of around 7m/s in low turbulence:

A constant offset of 1m/s from zero would indicate a steady 1m/s airspeed error. Steady airspeed
 errors can be caused if the airspeed sensor is uncovered during initialisation on a windy day resulting
 in a significant pressure offset, is out of cal, or has experienced a large change in temperature since
 initialisation.

This figure can also be used to set the value for EKF_EAS_NOISE. For the example shown above, the
 total noise (including gusts) is around 1.4 m/s, so this would be a good starting value
 for EKF_EAS_NOISE.

EKF4
This message contains plots showing how each sensor is performing relative to the error gates set by
 the EKF_POS_GATE, EKF_VEL_GATE, EKF_HGT_GATE, EKF_MAG_GATE and EKF_EAS_GATE.
 These parameters control how inconsistent a measurement is allowed to be before the filter won’t use
 it. When we refer to inconsistency of measurements in this section, we are talking about the amount of

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/BadMagInnov1.jpg
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/IVT.jpg
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 difference between the measurement predicted by the filter and the measurement taken by the
 sensor. Checking measurements for inconsistencies is particularly important with GPS, because GPS
 measurements can have very large transient position and velocity errors that would cause a crash if
 they were to be used by the filter. The following messages are available in EKF4:

TimeMS – Time in msec from startup

SV – ratio of the combined GPS velocity inconsistency to the limit set by the EKF_VEL_GATE
 parameter. For a flight with good GPS data, this can have the occasional spike to over 1/2, but should
 never go above 1. If this line goes above 1, then it indicates that the filter stopped using the GPS
 velocity data for that period in flight. This should never happen with good sensor data. The following
 figure shows SV taken from a quadrotor flight with 9 to 10 satellites in good GPS conditions, using the
 default parameters. If this line is too high and goes above 1 with good GPS, then the EKF_VEL_GATE
 parameter should be increased.

SP – ratio of the GPS total position inconsistency to the limit set by the EKF_POS_GATE parameter.
 For a flight with good GPS data, this can have the occasional spike to over 1/2, but should never go
 above 1. If this line goes above 1, then it indicates that the filter stopped using the GPS position data
 for that period in flight. This should never happen with good sensor data. The following figure shows
 SP taken from a quadrotor flight with 9 to 10 satellites in good GPS conditions, using the default
 parameters. If this line is too high and goes above 1 with good GPS, then the EKF_POS_GATE
 parameter should be increased.

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/normalised-gps-velocity-error.jpg
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SH – ratio of the barometer height inconsistency to the limit set by the EKF_HGT_GATE parameter.
 This can have the occasional spike to over 1/2, but should never go above 1. If this line goes above 1,
 then it indicates that the filter stopped using the barometer data for that period in flight. This should
 never happen with good sensor data. The following figure shows SH taken from a quadrotor flight at
 airspeeds up to 16 m/s, using the default parameters. If this line is too high and goes above 1, then
 the EKF_HGT_GATE parameter should be increased. Factors that can cause this to be high include
 airflow past the autopilot affecting the barometer reading and accelerometer errors due to sensor drift
 or aliasing.

SMX,SMY,SMZ – ratio of the magnetometer X,Y and Z measurement inconsistencies to the limit set by
 the EKF_MAG_GATE parameter. This can have the occasional spike to over 1/2, but should never go
 above 1. If this line goes above 1, then it indicates that the filter stopped using that component of
 magnetometer data for that period in flight. This should never happen with good sensor data. The
 following figure shows the SMX, SMY and SMZ data taken from a quadrotor flight using the default

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/normalised-gps-position-error.jpg
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/normalised-baro-alt-error.jpg
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 parameters. If this line is too high and goes above 1 on a regular basis, then it indicates a problem
 with the compass calibration or installation. It is recommended that the reasons for the compass errors
 be investigated first before resorting to increasing the EKF_MAG_GATE  parameter.

 

The next figure shows SMX, SMY and SMZ taken from a rover log, with the throttle demand ThrOutR
 also plotted.

 

The large spikes above 1 every time the throttle steps up, and the large values during throttle operation
 can be clearly seen. In this example it would be recommended that steps be taken to reduce the
 amount of compass interference

 

SVT – ratio of the airspeed measurement inconsistency to the limit set by the EKF_EAS_GATE

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/normalised-magnetometer-errors.jpg
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/03/roverMagSpikes.jpg
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 parameter. This can have the occasional spike to over 1/2, but should rarely go above 1. If this line
 goes above 1, then it indicates that the filter stopped using the airspeed data for that period in flight.
 Factors that can cause this to be high include airspeed calibration errors, the presence of strong gusts
 and turbulence, and rapid changes in wind speed. It is normal for this to be higher at the start of the
 flight before the filter has estimated the wind velocity.

<plot to be added when data becomes available>
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Other features that aren’t specific to the modes already described in the menu:

The Mission Planner Console:  When you first open Mission Planner you will see a small window
 with a black background with a lot of text scrolling by.  When Mission Planner finally opens, the
 window may disappear. That window is called the console. You can keep it alive by checking a box
 at the bottom of the Mission Planner help screen.

Shortcut Keys:
F12 – disconnect or connect from/to USB or Telemetry
F5 – Refresh parameters
F2 – change to Flight Data tab
F3 – change to Flight Planner tab
F4 – change to Configuration tab
F5 – Refresh parameter list
CTL-G Nmea Output
CTL-W Wizard config interface

You can display video from your aircraft on the Mission Planner’s HUD if you are digitizing it with the
 same laptop (with a video capture card or USB device). Just select the device in the
 Configuration/Planner screen, chose video format and press “Start” to begin recording. If you select
 the HUD checkbox, the video display will replace the artificial horizon in the HUD.

You can also record the video that you’re displaying to an AVI file. Just right-click in the HUD and
 choose from the menu that will pop up.

You can send NMEA (GPS) output to the serial port. Press control-g and you will get a box asking
 for a comport and baud rate to output standard nmea data at 2 hz, to any serial port. One
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 application would be to use com2com to emulate a serial port to use with third party applications.

You can have the Mission Planner load non-standard firmware (any .hex files that you’ve made or
 got elsewhere) to APM by pressing Control-C on the firmware loading screen.

The Mission Planner can give you audio speech alerts for events that you choose, such as hitting
 waypoints or low battery. Just go to Configuration – Planner – Speech – Enable Speech

The Mission Planner source code can be downloaded and compiled (built) by those with
 programming skills in C# and who are familiar with Microsoft Visual Studio.  Details (Here!)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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You can control your APM-powered UAV with third-party phone/tablet apps for both Android and iOS.
 For Android devices, you will need a 3DR Telemetry Radio System (915 mhz in the US) which
 includes the bidirectional ground and air telemetry units, any Android device with OTG (We
 recommend the Nexus 7 and Nexus 10 tablets), and an Android OTG Cable which is available from
 Amazon for less than $2.00. For iOS, see the Fighting Walrus option below.

The ability to fly without an RC transmitter is being developed and is implemented in early form in
 DroidPlanner and Andropilot. Currently, RC-independent use should only be attempted by experts
 who are prepared to immediately abort to a hard landing if needed. Any app that supports the
 MAVLink communications standard should work, but this page shows the options we recommend. The
 Andropilot and DroidPlanner apps are free, although donations to the hardworking people who wrote
 them are very appreciated.
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Andropilot is available (Here!)

You can go to Andropilot developer Kevin Heter’s Blog for Version 1.8 of Andropilot (Here!)

Droidplanner

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/08/Andropilot_-_Android_Apps_on_Google_Play.png
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.geeksville.andropilot
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/simpler-andropilot-1-8-released-to-production
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Droidplanner is available (Here!)

You can go to Droidplanner developer Arthur Beneman’s Blog for Version 1.2.0 of
 Droidplanner (Here!)

DroidPlanner 2 is available for download here and includes the latest features and interface design.

Fighting Walrus iDroneCtrl
iDroneCtrl is a free, open-source iOS app from Fighting Walrus, LLC. It uses Fighting Walrus’
 iDroneLink radio (915 MHz or 433 MHz) along with an iPhone or iPad to talk to your APM-powered
 UAV.

The $99 iDroneLink can be purchased from fightingwalrus.com. The iDroneCtrl source code can be
 found here.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/08/DroidPlanner_-_Android_Apps_on_Google_Play.png
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.droidplanner
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/update-droidplanner-v1-2-0
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Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!
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QGroundControl is a cross platfrom (Windows/Linux/Mac) ground control station for use with
 unmanned systems. It currently support !ArduPilotMega, the !PixHawk IMU autopilot, the SLUGS
 autopilot, and several other open source autopilot systems. This is made possible by the underlying
 !MavLink protocol that is employed for communication. !ArduPilotMega support for the !MavLink
 protocol is currently supported by APM 2.0, which is in the [http://code.google.com/p/ardupilot-
mega/source/browse/#svn%2FSketchbook%2Ftrunk SVN trunk] (checkout with a SVN client–see
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 [http://code.google.com/p/ardupilot-mega/wiki/Tortoise this tutorial] if you’re not sure how to do that).

Contents

1 Features
2 Download
3 Standard Operator View
4 In Flight Modification of Onboard Parameters/ Gains
5 In Flight Modification of Waypoints/ Mission Plan
6 Netbook Size Operator View
7 Engineer’s View
8 3D View
9 OsgEarth View
10 Testing
11 Documentation

Features
This GCS, which is cross-platform (windows/linux/mac), it includes the following features:

Real-time data plotting and logging for telemetry
See autopilot scaled and raw servo outputs
Save telemetry data logs for flight
Load telemetry logs in built in analysis software
In flight gain tuning.
Change PID gains without recompiling APM.
Request parameters be read to/ written from read only memory.
In flight waypoint/ mission changes.
Select between takeoff/loiter/land/navigate mode.
Enter waypoints as local coordinates relative to home or global lat/lon/alt coordinates.
Light-weight 2D overhead view
online/offline satellite imagery tile caching
3D view
satellite imagery from yahoo/google etc using xml based .earth files
3D terrain rendering
Netbook Support
Can shrink window to very low screen size
All widgets can be closed/reopened, highly adjustable
Multiple Vehicle Support
Uses Mavlink communications protocol, message are encoded with destination system and source
 system. Broadcast style communication also available.
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Download
Get QGroundControl (Here!)

Standard Operator View
This screenshot shows the standard operator view used for setting waypoints and monitoring the
 general status of the system.

In Flight Modification of Onboard Parameters/ Gains
The onboard parameter widget allows you dynamically read/set gains for the vehicle. This makes gains
 adjustments in the field simple and doesn’t require recompiling APM.

http://qgroundcontrol.org/doku.php?id=downloads
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/QGC_Operator.png
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In Flight Modification of Waypoints/ Mission Plan

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/QGC_OnboardParam.png
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The onboard waypoint/ mission planner widget allows you to set the mission for the unmanned system
 and dynamically adjust it, even in flight.

Netbook Size Operator View
This shows the operator view running on a netbook size screen with several windows closed to
 maximize relevant information. Each widget may be docked/undocked/closed/reopened by the user.

Engineer’s View
The engineer’s view shows all of the raw telemetry coming from the system. It also allows data logging
 for post processing. This can be very useful for system identification and control algorithm testing.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/QGC_Waypoints.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/QGC_Netbook.png
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3D View
This is a screenshot of the current 3D view. It shows the vehicle model and allows the trajectory to be
 plotted in 3D. It can be useful for indoor navigation and debugging.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/QGC_Engineer.png
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OsgEarth View
Currently under development is integration with !OsgEarth to provide a 3D outdoor environment with
 terrain height and satellite imagery cached from the web. The cached information is cached offline and
 can be used later without an internet connection. !OsgEarth also makes loading standard vehicle
 model files easy.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/05/QGC_3D.png
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Testing

Documentation
QGroundControl Organization User
PixHawk PX4
QGroundControl Organization Build
QGroundControl Integration for 2

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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Table of Contents

How to Configure a Switch for Channel 8 on the Iris Quadcopter

Contents

1 How to Configure a Switch for Channel 8 on the Iris Quadcopter
2 Turn on the FlySky transceiver
3 Enter Setup Menu & navigate to the Mixer Menu
4 Highlight & copy the CH7 setting:
5 Move the setting to the CH8 mixer:
6 Edit the CH8 setting an assign to the Throttle switch:
7 Scroll down to the Switch parameter:
8 Verify it works:
9 IMPORTANT APM Radio Calibration:
10 Assigning the Function to CH8:
11 The END:

If you have a new Iris Quadcopter from 3DR with a FlySky RC
 Transmitter, you may want to add CH8 option to trigger other
 features.

Below is a walk-through on how to add this to the standard Iris
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 setup.

NOTE: This walk-through works by copying the settings that make
 CH7 work to CH8.

This means you need a preconfigured FlySky from 3DR which is
 setup for Iris.

I will do a later walk-through on how to do it generally for Er9X (OpenTx)

This is a great contribution from Bill Bonney one of our truly dedicated developers.

Here is a link to Bill’s Blog for this article.

Turn on the FlySky transceiver
NOTE: This FlySky unit has been modified to add a back light.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/IMG_1464-225x300.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/how-to-configure-a-switch-for-channel-8-on-the-iris-quadcopter/http://www.communistech.com/blog/how-to-configure-a-switch-for-ch8-on-the-iris-quad/"
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Enter Setup Menu & navigate to the Mixer Menu
Long press the minus button (right button on the control pad), followed by 5 quick presses to take us to
 the Mixer menu.

This is where we configure switches, variable controls to channel outputs.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/IMG_1448.png
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Highlight & copy the CH7 setting:
Scroll down by pressing the DN button on the control pad until CH7 is highlighted.

Press the Menu button to show the following options, then press DN button to select the COPY option.

Press Menu to Copy

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/IMG_1454.png
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Move the setting to the CH8 mixer:
You will notice the entry is not aligned with the CH8 on screen, but has a small ‘+’ sign next to it.

You need to move it, while it is still highlighted by pressing the DN button (down) once to move it to the
 CH8 slot.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/IMG_14561.png
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Edit the CH8 setting an assign to the Throttle switch:
Now with CH8 selected, press Menu button twice to select Edit to go to the second screen shot below.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/IMG_1458.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/IMG_1459-300x225.png
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Scroll down to the Switch parameter:
Press Menu button, then press the + button (left on the control pad) to select the THR switch.

Press Exit Button

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/IMG_1460-300x225.png
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/IMG_1461.png
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Verify it works:
Press exit again until you get back to the main view.

Press the UP key until you see the channel output display.

You will see in the bottom righthand side the channels 7 and 8.

If you move the ELE switch, or the new THR switch you will see the bars move from low to high.

Now we have CH8 assigned to the Throttle Switch.

We need to assign a function to it using Mission Planner or APM Planner 2.

This example we will set it to trigger Return To Launch.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/IMG_1462.png
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IMPORTANT APM Radio Calibration:
Launch APM Planner 2 (or Mission Planner).

Go to Initial Setup and redo the Radio Calibration. See screen shot below.

If you don’t the APM will not see CH8 changes from the Transmitter

Assigning the Function to CH8:
Select Config/Tuning View (1), then Standard Params (2) and then use the combox box to select the
 function i.e RTL.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/radiocalibration.png
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The END:
You now should be able to trigger RTL or whatever function (e.g. simple mode) from this extra switch.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/03/CH8Setting.png
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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Taking Pictures Automatically during Missions with the
 Canon Hacker Development Kit
Looking for an easy and inexpensive way to take high quality pictures during your missions? The
 Canon Hacker Development Kit (CHDK) allows you to turn a Canon point-and-shoot camera into a
 dynamic payload through some simple scripting. This tutorial will guide you through the process of
 implementing this solution for automatic camera control.

First we’ll introduce CHDK: what you’ll need to get started and tips for installing it. The first section will
 cover adding scripts, running scripts, and securing the camera to your fixed-wing plane. This
 straightforward method is great for basic automatic camera control.

Next we’ll describe how to coordinate camera controls with autonomous missions by integrating CHDK
 with APM. Although more complex, this implementation provides excellent functionality for
 taking pictures automatically at waypoints. Finally, we’ll show a fun application where you can map an
 area by creating a composite image of still photos.

 

Taking pictures automatically: What is CHDK?
Canon Hacker Development Kit (CHDK) is a free, experimental development tool that allows you to
 temporarily hack a Canon camera. With all the features of a DSLR unlocked to your control, a hacked
 camera is a smart payload that can read scripted functions such as shoot, zoom, and (importantly for
 later on) read the power applied to its USB port.

To use CHDK, you will need:

A supported Canon camera

CHDK is made possible by the ability of Canon point-and-shoot cameras to
 read software off an SD flash memory card. A team of developers has
 created Canon Hacker Development Kit to take advantage of this capability
 on only certain Canon cameras. For this tutorial, you will need one of the

 Canon point-and-shoot cameras listed on the CHDK wiki as officially supported by CHDK.

 

An SD card

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/camera.jpg
http://chdk.wikia.com/wiki/CHDK
http://chdk.wikia.com/wiki/Template:Supported_Cameras
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We recommend an SD card that can be written to every two seconds and can store
 the amount of pictures you plan to take during your mission. You’ll also need an SD
 card reader for your computer.

 

 

A CHDK USB cable

 We use the gentWIRE USB with two channels, available
 here (half way down page). This cable is necessary for
 integrating CHDK with APM and is not required to use the
 intervalometer script function.

1. Hacking your camera
First you’ll need to install CHDK onto your camera, so naturally, you’ll need STICK: Simple Tool for
 Installing CHDK (available for Windows, Mac, and Linux). (You’ll also need to have Java installed on
 your computer.)

Follow this link to the STICK instructions page, click on “STICK zip file” under the Downloading and
 Installing section to download STICK. Once installed onto your computer, STICK is easy to use: take
 a picture with your camera, connect the SD card to your computer, and drag the picture into the
 STICK window. This nifty tool will download the appropriate CHDK build and prepare your SD card
 automatically. The STICK instructions page has some helpful tips for issues caused by certain
 operating systems.

2. Adding a script to the SD card
CHDK allows you to automate your camera’s functionality by running scripts off an SD card. CHDK
 scripts can be written in both UBASIC and Lua: simple, easy-to-use programming languages. For this
 tutorial, we’ll use UBASIC scripts with file extension .bas. UBASIC script files must carry the
 extension .bas to function.

One of the easiest and most useful ways to apply CHDK to your mission is to take pictures
 automatically at intervals during flight. We’ll do this by adding an intervalometer script to the SD
 card. Our friends at Drone Mapper have created a great CHDK intervalometer script that can be found
 in Drone Mapper’s CHDK documentation or viewed by clicking here. Copy the intervalometer script

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/sd.jpeg
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/gentled-CHDK.jpg
http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/BBKK/BBKK-PARTS.html
http://zenoshrdlu.com/stick/stick.html
http://zenoshrdlu.com/stick/stick.html
http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp
http://zenoshrdlu.com/stick/stick.html
http://zenoshrdlu.com/stick/stick.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UBASIC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lua_(programming_language)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intervalometer
http://dronemapper.com/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/DroneMapper_US/documentation/DroneMapper_CHDK.pdf
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/DM-Intervalometer.txt
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 into a text editor and save the file as DM_interval.bas.

This script will measure time intervals for five minutes and trigger the camera shutter every two
 seconds. These default parameters work well for us (results in about 150 pictures), but if you would
 like to modify them (for example, to take a pictures every five seconds), see CHDK Wiki’s
 page regarding scripting parameters for UBASIC.

To load the script onto the camera, unlock your SD card (by sliding the switch on the slide of the SD
 card to the unlock position), connect it to your computer, and open the SD card’s file structure. Select
 the CHDK folder followed by the Scripts folder. Copy the script file (DM_interval.bas) into the
 Scripts folder.

3. Flying with your camera
Before you’re ready for takeoff, you’ll need to pack the camera into your vehicle. For best results using
 plane, position the camera with the lens pointing down in the center of the plane. You may need to
 modify your plane’s body to create a space for the camera. Be sure to set the plane’s center of gravity
 with the camera in place, and keep in mind the safety of the camera in case of failure. Check out our
 setup for inspiration; we used velcro strips to secure the camera in place.

4. Activating scripts before flight
Prior to launching your plane, it is necessary to activate the intervalometer script on the camera. Make
 sure the SD card is locked and loaded into the camera and the camera is turned on. When you’re
 ready to launch your plane (after completing the pre-flight checklist), enter ALT mode by pressing the
 Print or Play button on the camera (for more information consult the CHDK wiki). Press the Menu
 button to access the main CHDK menu. Select Load Script from File; select DM_interval.bas. Press

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/plane-pack.jpg
http://chdk.wikia.com/wiki/CHDK_scripting
http://chdk.wikia.com/wiki/CHDK_scripting
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/Plane-Flight-Ops-Checklist-onepage-792x1024.jpg
http://chdk.wikia.com/wiki/CHDK
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 the shutter button to run the script. (You can also use the shutter button to stop the script.) Once you
 start the script, the camera will automatically begin taking pictures after a delay of five seconds, so be
 sure to take that into account when launching your plane.

 

Integrating CHDK with APM
To integrate your CHDK setup with APM, you will need a
 CHDK cable (pictured across) that connects the APM’s
 output signal pins with the camera’s USB port. We
 used Gentles’ gentWIRE-USB2 cable. (Stay tuned for a 3DR
 CHDK cable.)

CHDK cables work by translating pulse width modulation (PWM) output by the APM into USB power
 pulses that can be read by the camera. It does this by establishing a range of how long power is
 applied to the USB port (ex: 40-80 ms) and assigning that range to a PWM value corresponding to a
 channel switch position (ex: channel 1 middle). The table below shows the corresponding values
 between the switch position on the RC transmitter, the APM’s PWM output, and the camera’s USB
 power.

Switch position PWM (ms) USB power (ms)

Channel 1 up 1,900 ms <50

Channel 1 mid 1,500 ms >40 and <80

Channel 1 down 1,100 ms >70 and <110

Channel 2 up 1,900 ms >100 and <140

Channel 2 mid 1,500 ms >130 and <170

Channel 2 down 1,100 ms >160 and <120

Each switch position can be assigned to a script function. This means that you can script up to six
 different camera controls such as triggering the shutter and setting different levels of zoom. For this
 tutorial, we’ll show you how to set up three functions using only the first channel, but this process can
 be followed to utilize the full six options if you choose to.

1. Configuring the CHDK cable for use with APM
First we need to select an RC channel to assign to CHDK’s channel 1. Connect your plane’s APM to

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/chdk-cable.png
http://gentles.ltd.uk/gentwire/usb.htm
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 Mission Planner. Go to Configuration -> Radio Calibration to locate an available channel and its
 corresponding three-position switch on your RC transmitter. For this tutorial, we’ll use channel 7. (If
 you decide to use a different channel, substitute your channel wherever we input channel 7.) Don’t
 disconnect your APM yet.

Before we fly, we’ll need to test the integration between this channel and the CHDK cable by manually
 changing the switch position and observing the result. In order to allow manual control of this channel,
 we need to change an important parameter in Mission Planner. Under Configuration -> Standard
 Parameters, scroll about 4/5 of the way down to find the Servo out function parameters for each
 channel. Find the parameter that corresponds to your camera control channel. For us, it’s Servo out
 function (RC7_FUNCTION).

Set this parameter to Manual whenever you want to control your camera using your RC transmitter;
 set to Disabled when you want the APM to control the camera automatically.

Since we’re using the RC transmitter to test the CHDK cable, set Servo out function to Manual.
 Select Write Params before disconnecting your APM.

Once you’ve chosen your camera control channel, you’ll need to connect your CHDK cable to the
 APM’s output pins. Connect either of the pin connectors on the CHDK cable to the APM output pins
 corresponding to your camera control channel (black cable on the outside). For example, we
 connected our CHDK cable to the channel 7 output pins on the APM. Make sure no input pins are
 connected to the APM for that channel.

For Pixhawk, connect the CHDK cable to aux out pin 5. However, this pin outputs only 3.3V, and 5V
 are required to trigger CHDK. To convert to 5V, you’ll need to integrate a step-up converter (like the
 one here from Sparkfun) in-line with the cable to trigger CHDK.

2. Adding a script
Now that you’ve configured your CHDK cable, we’ll add a script to control the camera when
 commanded by the APM. Let’s break down a CHDK cable UBASIC script into its main parts.

@param o Zoom-extended

 @default o 100

 @param i Zoom-stowed

 @default i 30

 @param s Zoom-shoot

 @default s 10

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10968
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10968
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This section defines the parameters that will be used later by the functions. @param names the
 parameter with a variable and a phrase; @default specifies its value. These three parameters specify
 zoom levels, so if you wanted to change a zoom level, you could easily do so by entering a new value
 after the variable following @default.

while 1

 do

 k = get_usb_power

 until k>0

 if k < 5 then gosub "ch1up"

 if k > 4 and k < 8 then gosub "ch1mid"

 if k > 7 and k < 11 then gosub "ch1down"

 if k > 10 and k < 14 then gosub "ch2up"

 if k > 13 and k < 17 then gosub "ch2mid"

 if k > 16 and k < 20 then gosub "ch2down"

 if k > 19 then print "error"

 wend

 end

This is the main body of the script. It tells CHDK to read the power pulse from the USB port
 (get_usb_power) and, according to what range it falls under, execute a specific function. The values
 here are listed in centiseconds, which is why they differ from the table shown above (5 centiseconds =
 50 milliseconds).

:ch1up

 print "Ch1Up-Shoot"; k

 set_zoom s

 shoot

 sleep 1000

 return

:ch1mid

 print "Ch1Mid-Stowed"; k

 set_zoom i

 sleep 1000

 return

:ch1down

 print "Ch1Down-Extended"; k
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 set_zoom o

 sleep 1000

 return

:ch2up

 return

:ch2mid

 return

:ch2down

 return

This is where the script defines what each function will do. Since we aren’t utilizing the channel 2
 options, ch2up, ch2mid, and ch2down functions are empty. The ch1up function will set the zoom to
 the value specified by the variable s using the set_zoom command and take a picture using the
 shoot command. The ch1mid function uses set_zoom to set the lens to its stowed position, and the
 ch1down function fully extends the lens. The print command will output the specified text to the
 camera’s display along with the actual output value of the USB power pulse (k).

In short, the above script will cause the following behaviors:

When channel 7 is set to the up position, CHDK will set zoom to 10 and take a picture.

When channel 7 is set to the mid position, CHDK will set zoom to 30 (stowed position).

When channel 7 is set to the down position, CHDK will set zoom to 100 (extended position).

Click here to view the above script, copy into a text editor, and save as 3DR_Shoot.bas. Now that
 you’re familiar with how the script works, you can easily change the commands of each function. For
 example, you can add a shoot command to ch1down or change one of the zoom level parameters. If
 you’re utilizing the channel two functions, you can easily add commands to those functions in the
 same format shown above.

Add the script file to the SD card as described in the previous section.

3. Testing the CHDK cable
Testing the CHDK cable will ensure that our camera controls execute as expected and is a great
 opportunity to test for potential noise created by your equipment setup.

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/3DR_Shoot.txt
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To tell CHDK to listen to the cable, we need to set the Enable
 Remote parameter. On the camera, access the CHDK menu, select
 Remote Parameters, and select Enable Remote as shown. This
 setting must be enabled to allow communication with the CHDK
 cable.

Connect the CHDK cable to the camera’s USB port, and
 run 3DR_Shoot.bas. Test the result of each switch position. The

 resulting behaviors should reflect those listed in the previous step. Observe the USB pulse values
 output to the camera display, and compare them with the ranges show in the code. If you encounter
 problems, see theAdvanced Topics section below for additional testing and troubleshooting
 information.

4. Programing camera controls in Mission Planner
Mission Planner allows you to program servo outputs as events at waypoints. By using this feature, we
 can add a command to output a PWM value (corresponding to a switch position and function) after the
 plane achieves each waypoint.

Once you have your waypoints configured in Mission Planner as shown below, select your first
 waypoint and click “Add Below”.

For your new command, set Command type to DO_SET_SERVO. (This tells the APM that this

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/USB_Remote_01.png
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/add-command1.png
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 command means output to a servo.) Set Ser No (servo number) to the number of your camera control
 channel (ex: 7). (This tells the APM where to output: for us, servo channel 7 is the CHDK cable.) And
 set PWM to 1900. (This value tells the APM what to output: 1,900 milliseconds of pulse width
 modulation corresponds to the high position under which the shoot command is located). Repeat this
 process for each waypoint at which you would like to take a picture. The screen below shows a shutter
 command correctly applied at each of three waypoints.

Note: Columns in the Waypoints table accrue different meanings based on the type of command
 currently selected. These column definitions only become visible when the command is selected as
 different parameters apply to different types of commands.

Since we’re using the APM to control the camera, we need to set the Servo out function
 (RC7_FUNCTION) parameter to Disabled (under Standard Parameters). Write waypoints and
 parameters to the APM.

Ensure that your camera and APM are connected correctly. Run 3DR_Shoot.bas prior to launch. Fly
 your mission according to standard practices and safety procedures.

Creating a composite image
One of our favorite applications of CHDK is creating a map of an area by stitching automatically-
captured pictures into a composite image. We’ll use the same 3DR_Shoot.bas script that we used in
 the previous section.The process is similar to setting shutter triggers at waypoints, only to make sure

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/configure-commands-1900.png
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/3DR_Shoot.txt
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 we capture the entire area, we need more frequent, more regular waypoints. We’ll do this
 automatically using Mission Planner’s Grid V2 automatic waypoint function.

1. Setting waypoints with GridV2
First locate the area you wish to map in Mission Planner. Right-click and select Draw Polygon -> Add
 Polygon Point. Add polygon points until you have created a polygon around the area you wish to
 map. Once you are satisfied with your polygon, right-click and select Auto WP -> GridV2 as shown
 below.

Input a relative altitude (100 feet is fine if you are unsure). Input a distance between lines; the larger
 the number, the fewer waypoints you’ll end up with. When prompted, enter a distance between each
 waypoint; the same rationale applies here. Enter line direction; the waypoints below show a line
 direction of 70. When prompted to add camera triggers, input “Yes”; this will create a command after
 each waypoint, it will not automatically set up your CHDK commands. We recommend experimenting
 with these settings until you find the waypoint configuration that is right for your mission. You should
 now have a grid of waypoints mapped onto your polygon as shown below.

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/draw-polygon.png
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Here is where we have to switch our automatic functionality for some manual labor. GridV2 has
 created a command after each waypoint with command type DO_DIGICAM_CONTROL. However, for
 our CHDK setup, we need command type DO_SET_SERVO. For each DO_DIGICAM_CONTROL
 command, change command type to DO_SET_SERVO, set Ser No to 7 (or whichever channel you’re
 using), and set PWM to 1,100 (to call the 3DR_Shoot.bas function that takes a picture).

When run, this mission returns a set of images that can be stitched together to create a map of the
 selected polygon.

2. Stitching images
Microsoft Image Composite Editor (ICE) is a great, free tool for automatically stitching images together
 into a composite. Just upload your images, and ICE will stitch them together. Here’s an example
 of one of our composites:

We hope this solution
 provides some enhanced
 functionality to your
 missions and expands
 your autonomous
 imaging capabilities. For
 more information, check
 out the Advanced Topics
 section below.

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/gridV2.png
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/3DR_Shoot.txt
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/redmond/groups/ivm/ice/
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Appendix

Camera Settings
The following settings will help ensure that you get the best results from your aerial imagery.  The
 picture settings should can be adjusted based on your environment, but the listed values are a good
 place to start. Both the Canon settings and CHDK settings will vary from camera to camera.

CHDK settings have a tendency to be unintuitive and to reset themselves at random, so be sure to
 understand what each setting does and check to make sure they have not changed before you fly!

Canon Settings
Flash: Off
Function

ISO: Auto
AWB: Daylight

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/marina_stitch_medium.jpg
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Image Size: L
Image Quality: Fine/Superfine

Menu
AF Frame: Center
Digital Zoom: Off
AF-Point Zoom: Off
Servo AF: Off
AF assist beam: Off
Flash Settings

Red Eye correction: Off
Red-Eye Lamp: Off

Date Stamp: Date & Time
Power Saving…

Auto Power Down: Off
Display Off: 1 min

IS Settings…
IS Mode: Shoot Only
Powered IS: Off

GPS: On

 

CHDK Settings
Function

Autostart: On
Save Params: ON
Remote Parameters: Enable Remote

Menu
Extra Photo Operations…

Disable Overrides: Disable
Override Shutter Speed: 1/1600
Value Factor: 1
Override Subj. Dist V: 65535
Value Factor: 1
Custom Auto ISO…

Enable custom auto ISO
Minimal: 1/1000
Clear override values @start: Disable
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Advanced Topics

CHDK Cable Troubleshooting and Testing
CHDK cables work by translating pulse width modulation (PWM) output by the APM into USB power
 pulses that can be read by the camera. It does this by establishing a range of how long power is
 applied to the USB port (ex: 40-80 ms) and assigning that range to a PWM value corresponding to a
 channel switch position (ex: Channel middle).The table below shows the corresponding output values
 between the switch position on the RC transmitter, the APM’s PWM output, and the camera’s USB
 power. In practice, our Spektrum DX 8 outputs the values shown in the rightmost column.

Switch position PWM (ms) USB power (ms) Spektrum DX8 USB power readings (ms)

Channel 1 up 1,100 ms <50 30

Channel 1 mid 1,500 ms >40 and <80 50 or 60

Channel 1 down 1,900 ms >70 and <110 90

Channel 2 up 1,100 ms >100 and <140 130

Channel 2 mid 1,500 ms >130 and <170 150 or 160

Channel 2 down 1,900 ms >160 and <120 190

To verify that your transmitter behaves similarly, you may want to perform a test to ensure that a valid
 USB power value is returned for each switch position. View the 3DR CHDK Tester script here. Copy
 the contents into a text editor and save as 3DRCHDKTester.bas. Load into your (unlocked) SD card
 by copying the file into the Scripts folder (in the CHDK folder).

1. Configuring CHDK cable for Testing
Before we can test the CHDK cable, we’ll need to choose a channel for camera control and configure
 the corresponding inputs. Connect your plane’s APM to Mission Planner. Go to Configuration ->
 Radio Calibration to locate an available channel and its corresponding switch on your RC transmitter.
 (We’ll use channel 7.) Check the PWM outputs for the up, mid, and down positions of the channel.
 Compare them with the table shown above.

Before we disconnect the APM, we need to change an important parameter that you’ll be using often.

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/05/3DRCHDKTester.txt
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 Under Configuration -> Standard Parameters, scroll about 4/5 of the way down to find the Servo
 out function parameters for each channel. Find the parameter that corresponds to your camera
 control channel. For us, it’s Servo out function (RC7_FUNCTION).

Set this parameter to Manual whenever you want to control your camera using your RC
 transmitter; set to Disabled when you want the APM to control the camera automatically.

Since we’re using the RC transmitter to test the CHDK cable, set Servo out function to Manual.
 Select Write Params before disconnecting your APM.

Once you’ve chosen your camera control channel, you’ll need to connect your CHDK cable to the
 APM’s output pins. Connect either of the pin connectors on the CHDK cable to the APM output pins
 corresponding to your camera control channel (black cable on the outside). For example, we
 connected our CHDK cable to the channel 7 output pins on the APM. Make sure no input pins are
 connected for that channel.

2. Testing the CHDK cable
Testing the CHDK cable will ensure that our camera controls execute as expected and is a great
 opportunity to test for potential noise created by your equipment setup.

Connect the CHDK cable to the camera’s USB port. Turn the camera on, load
 the 3DRCHDKTester.bas script (by selecting Load Script from File from the main CHDK menu), and
 press the shutter button to run the test script.

To perform the test, set each camera control channel position on your RC transmitter and observe the
 outputs on the display. Verify that these outputs are within the acceptable USB power ranges in the
 table above. If you encounter problems, you may need to shield your cable to prevent noise.

3. Shielding the cable
Coming soon.

GeoTagging Images
For information regarding geotagging images, more information can be found on Sandro Beningo’s
 step-by-step guide.

Troubleshooting

http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/geotagging-images-with-mission-planner
http://www.diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/geotagging-images-with-mission-planner
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Problem: The tester script runs but does not display any output on the camera screen.

Cause 1: Do you have the APM parameter RC#_FUNCTION=1 for manual override of the RC channel
 you are using? You can see both the PWM input and output on the Configuration > Failsafes screen in
 the mission planner

Cause 2: Is your output rail powered? Even if you are getting the correct PWM
 signal out on your camera control channel, the output needs 5V DC. You can
 power the output rail with a jumper on JP1 as shown, which bridges the input
 power to the output, or by directly running power to the output.

Cause 3: Do you have the remote enabled in CHDK? In the CHDK menus:
 Remote parameters > enable remote. Leave the other remote settings as is.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

How Multicopters Work

What You'll Need

Safety Information!

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2013/02/APM2_JP1.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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Contents

1 Use the Canon CHDK Camera Link to connect Your Canon Camera to the APM
2 Modify a USB Cable to connect Between the Camera and the APM
3 Connect the APM and your Camera
4 Install the CHDK software into your Canon Camera
5 Set up the APM parameters for use with CHDK
6 Ensure that everything is working properly

Use the Canon CHDK Camera Link to connect Your Canon Camera to
 the APM

This tutorial will show you how to get your CHDK-enabled camera connected to your ArduPilot Mega (APM)
 without buying any extra hardware or decoding PWM outputs. You might want to make this connection to take
 advantage of the camera trigger function based on distance covered, to ensure a certain overlap and to avoid

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-APM to CHDK Camera Link Tutorial

APM to CHDK Camera Link Tutorial

ArduCopter
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http://ardupilot.com/
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 excessively high overlap. This modification is not necessary, if you have a CHDK camera and want to keep it
 simple, you won’t gain much by switching to this method right away.

Modify a USB Cable to connect Between the Camera and the APM
For this tutorial, I’ll use an SX260 HS but this should work equally well on any CHDK-supported Canon
 Powershot camera. You’ll need just the supplies below to make the cable. The SX260 uses a USB Mini-B
 connector. Most Powershot cameras come with a USB cable, you can just use that one to be safe.

If you don’t have a crimp tool to attach the servo connector, just take a spare servo wire and solder the wires
 together instead.

We’ll only be using the Mini-B side of this cable, so measure whatever length you need from that end depending
 on how your camera and autopilot mount in your airframe. I’ve measured out about 14″ and cut the cable
 completely through. Inside are four wires, we only need the red and black wire so cut away the green and white
 wires. Strip the ends of the red and black wires.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/Supplies-1024x682.jpg
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If you have the crimp tool, crimp and insert the wires into the first and third positions of a 3-position header. If
 you don’t have the crimp tool, solder these two wires to the ground and signal wires of a spare servo wire. Insert
 the ground wire into the side with an arrow so you can tell which wire is which later on.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/USB_StrippedWires-1024x682.jpg
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Cover the connector with heatshrink. Be careful with the hot air near the connector as it can cause the locking
 plastic pieces in the receptacle to deform.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/Connector_Attached-1024x682.jpg
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Connect the APM and your Camera
Now plug this cable into pin A9 on the side row of APM. The text doesn’t line up exactly so be sure to count
 rows. SPI takes two rows, then A11 and A10 are two more so there should be 4 rows of free pins, then our new
 connector.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/Connector_Heatshrink-1024x682.jpg
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Install the CHDK software into your Canon Camera
If you already have CHDK installed, just install the script file  (right click, save link as) into the scripts directory
 on your SD card. If not, follow instructions for installing CHDK from the page corresponding to your camera at
 the CHDK wiki . Load up CHDK and go into the menu then navigate to Miscellaneous Stuff -> Remote
 Parameters and make sure the Enable Remote setting is checked.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/APM_Connect.jpg
http://www.event38.com/v/vspfiles/downloadables/E38_APM.bas
http://chdk.wikia.com/wiki/CHDK
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Set up the APM parameters for use with CHDK
If not already connected, connect your camera to the APM with the modified cable and open the Full Parameters
 List in the Config/Tuning tab. Set the parameters as following:

CAM_DURATION: 1
CAM_TRIGG_DIST: Depending on overlap required.. be sure to keep in mind the normal downwind speed of
 your plane as well as the maximum rate at which the camera can take pictures. For the SX260 and the E382
 that’s once every 2.7 seconds and about 18m/s. I plan to operate below those condition in most cases but I do
 like to get as many pictures as possible, so I set my distance to 49 (meters).
CAM_TRIGG_TYPE: 1
RELAY_PIN: 13

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/CHDK_Remote-1024x682.jpg
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Ensure that everything is working properly
All that’s left is to test it out. Load the E38_APM.bas script file like any normal CHDK script and start running
 it. If you can get a 3d fix inside, you can test it on your lab bench just using USB power. Just set the
 CAM_TRIGG_DIST to 1 or 2 meters and let your plane sit on the desk. Small movements between GPS

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/Params_CAM-1024x554.png
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/Params_Relay-1024x553.png
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 readings will cause the distance value to count up slowly and it should trigger the shutter every few seconds.

If your camera lens closes and opens instead of taking a picture, make sure the CHDK remote enable setting
 saved properly. If nothing happens at all, take your APM outside and walk around to make sure you are getting
 some distance covered.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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1 Overview
2 First some fundamentals.
3 Antenna radiation is polarized
4 On to Issues of resonance and matching

Overview
Although this is not directly connected with the operation of our flight controllers it is a very important
 topic.
 We often use multiple radios for: Radio Control, Telemetry and First Person view.
 We also operate at extended distances and in the vicinity of obstructions.
 Joe Noci has provided this excellent compilation of information regarding antenna design.

      

As promised, James, Brad and Hughes, and anyone else interested, some info on turnstiles and the

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-The Science of Successful Antenna Design

The Science of Successful Antenna
 Design

ArduCopter
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 methods of antenna matching.

James made the following statement:

I came across this link http://www.fpvmanuals.com/category/manuals/equipment-manauls/antennas/ 
 which explains how to build what they call a turn stile antenna.  Could anyone try and explain why this
 antenna would work as I had really poor performance with it.  I ended up using a simple cross dipole
 on the RX side with much better results.

I gave the start of an answer in a long reply which can be found in his post : 433 UHF LRS Antenna
 “Turn Stile”

Some further questions where asked regarding the methods of match the antenna, and the antenna
 tuning, so I will try to elaborate.

First some fundamentals.
When I speak of antenna radiation it also includes the reverse, that is, the antenna ‘collecting’
 radiated energy from the ether.
Any piece of wire will radiate energy when connected to a source of RF ( Your transmitter or
 receiver).
How WELL it radiates that applied energy  is dependent on only two factors-

That the antenna is resonant at the same frequency as the radio signal applied and
That the feedpoint of the antenna is matched to the impedance of the attached transmitter energy
 source.

Maximum energy transfer between source and load ( the antenna) occurs ONLY when the load and
 source impedance’s are equal.
How well the antenna radiates that energy in any or all directions, if the above conditions are met, is

http://www.fpvmanuals.com/category/manuals/equipment-manauls/antennas/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/CrossAntenna.jpg
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 then only dependent on the antenna design, shape, or style.
For example, a simple vertical 1/4 wave radiator will radiate a doughnut shaped pattern, in all
 direction of the compass, with low energy upwards and downwards, in the direction of the
 antenna element.
A yagi type antenna, on the other hand, ( such as your VHF or UHF TV antenna) focuses the
 energy in a single direction, as would a torch.

Antennas do not have gain.
They focus the energy to a greater or lesser extent, in a direction of design, but do this by
 robbing energy from other radiating directions.
Your torch puts more light out the lens end, with nothing out the rear end.
If you remove the reflector from behind the torch bulb, the light is radiated in all directions,
 omnidirectionally, but is much weaker at any distant point than the focused beam.

Antenna radiation is polarized
That is to say, the radiated electromagnetic wave has a net polarization plane.

This is usually either linear or circular.
Elliptical polarization is also found, but that is merely a mix of the two former types.
A 1/4 wave vertical antenna will radiate linearly, with vertical polarization.

Placed on its side it will radiate horizontal polarization.
 A Helical antenna ( looks like a coil of wire wound in a screw fashion) wound clockwise when
 viewed from behind will radiate clockwise circular polarization, and vise versa.

For reception of maximum energy, the transmitting and receiving antennae must be identically
 polarized.

There is a massive loss of signal ( easily some 30dB, although the theoretical loss is infinite) if
 one attempts to receive a horizontally polarized signal with a vertically polarized antenna.
Similarly, there are massive losses if trying to receive a circularly polarized signal with an
 antenna of the opposite circular sense.
The odd man out is that there is only a 3db loss between an antenna that is circularly polarized
 and one that is linear.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/TrackerHelical.jpg
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Why would one use circular polarization?
If the two antennas in question could not be made to maintain similar attitudes, such as one in a
 pitching , rolling aircraft, then there would be unacceptable signal losses as the aircraft banks
 and pitches.
So you could use a vertical on the aircraft, and a helical or turnstile, or similar, on the ground
 segment.
This way you would only ever experience a 3db maximum loss. ( all assuming good line of sight
 view).
Or you could gain back the 3db loss by fitting a similar circularly polarized antenna on the aircraft,
 giving the best of both worlds.
But you actually gain more than that with circular polarization at both ends.

Assume first that the two antennas are simple vertical monopoles, radiating vertically polarized
 signals.

When you are flying, at the flying club, etc, you are probably near some metal structures, the
 ‘hanger’ , cars and other vehicles, etc.
All these structures reflect the same energy you are trying to receive.
In addition, when the aircraft is low and far, the RF transmitted by the A/C antenna follows two
 paths to your receiver – One directly, and one via a reflection from the ground, somewhat
 midway between you and the A/C.
What happens to the reflected wave is that the polarization is changed in unpredictable ways.
Your receiver ( and antenna) does not know or care where the received energy comes from, so it
 receives this reflected energy as well.
These multitude of received waves add constructively and destructively with the main received
 wave, causing large, short duration, signal drop-outs – a sort of ‘flutter’ in the signal.

If both antenna are circularly polarized, however, the picture is quite different.
When the circular polarized waveform is reflected , it REVERSES its polarization.
When this reversed polarized signal arrives at your receiving antenna it is largely rejected and
 hugely attenuated, so interfering minimally with the main received signal.

      

On to Issues of resonance and matching
Most simple linear antenna are either of the monopole or dipole form.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/Ant_in_Bay.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/ACantBay.jpg
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A single monopole ( 1/4 wave vertical for example) or a single dipole will only radiate linear
 polarization.

Any antenna is only resonant when it is exactly the correct length AT the frequency of operation.
( this does not apply to the class of broadband antenna, such as helical antenna, etc.
The helical will easily cover an ocatve with good performance).

At resonance the antenna will exhibit its characteristic feedpoint impedance.
Feedpoint impedance is expressed with two terms, the pure resistive part, and the reactive ( j
 operator) part.

Most transmitters and receivers terminal impedance are made to be 50ohms resistive, or very close
 to that.

So it stands to reason the antenna must also be 50ohm resistive to have max energy transfer.
However, none of the antenna are that obliging, so we have to do some feedpoint matching to
 meet the criteria.

A 1/4wave vertical monopole over a ground plane has a resistive feed point of around 75ohms.
A half wave dipole is around 72ohms.
As with resistors, placing two dipole in parallel as in the IBcrazy turnstile, will result in a feedpoint
 impedance of 35ohms.

A 75ohm feed connected to a 50ohm coax and transmitter will exhibit a 1.5:1 SWR ( the ratio of
 power going out to power reflected).

A 1.5:1 SWR means that approx 3% of your transmitter power is not being radiated: ( 30milliwatts
 for a 1watt transmitter).
That is not so bad, and we can live with an SWR of 1.5:1 in most cases.

The turnstile antenna is a pair of crossed dipoles, fed 90deg out of phase with each other, thereby
 generating circular polarisation.

You CANNOT simply connect the dipole in parallel at the coax feedpoint though.
Apart from the halving of impedance ( which we decided we can live with) the radiation pattern
 and polarization of the antenna will be totally destroyed by unwanted radiation from the coax
 cable.
The RF energy, at the dipole connection point, ‘leaks’ out and currents then flow down the outer
 shield of the coax.
As mentioned previously, any piece of wire will radiate RF energy, and so the coax radiates this
 energy, and the radiation again adds constructively and destructively with the main antenna
 radiation, causes complete distortion and signal nulls in the pattern.
This radiation from the coax MUST be prevented.

This is done by means of a Balun transformer. – which is is an acronym for ‘Balanced
 to Unbalanced transformer’.
A dipole is a balanced device – it is electrical equal along each element, outwards from the
 feedpoint. It therefore requires that the feedpoint be fed in a balanced fashion.

Coax cable is an an balanced feeder – the shield is at ground potential, while the inner core
 carries the energy.
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This effectively ( oversimplifying a little) connects the one dipole half to the ‘live’ core, and the
 other half to ‘ground’ unbalancing the dipole.
This causes currents to flow on the coax outer shield, and distortion of the dipole radiation
 pattern.

Baluns can be constructed from coax cable, but the accuracy required in coax cable length ( they
 are normally length multiples of 1/4 wavelength) is very critical, especially in the GHz range –
 0.5mm can have a great effect.
The turnstile is not new – it is some 50 to 60 years old, and is well researched and published.

Up to the VHF and lower UHF region , the coax balun, with embedded impedance match
 transmission line transformer, is used, along these lines:

For the higher microwave frequencies, a plumbing type version is more appropriate.
This is called the spilt tube or split sheath balun, and looks like this when used as a feed for a
 pair of crossed dipoles.

      

The balun and feed match consists of an outer and an inner tube.
The ratio of diameters D/d is chosen to give the desired impedance:

D/d = 1.86 for 75ohms, and 1.5 for 50 ohms.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/turnstile.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/Oblique.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/Slit.jpg
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Typically the outer tube would be around 8mm for use at 2.4GHz.
In order to obtain circular polarisation, I mentioned that the two dipole have to be fed 90deg apart (
 phase quadrature).
This can be done as in the coax balun version above ( inserting an extra 1/4wave length of coax in
 the leg to one dipole gives an extra electrical wavelegnth of 90 degerees).
Or, this can be achieved by slightly lengthening the one element ( becomes more inductive) and
 shortening the other( becomes more capacitive) – this also introduces the required phase
 difference between the elements.
This can be seen in the images above:

The one element is typically around 0.21 wavelength per half, while the other is around 0.25
 wavelength.
One short and one long element penetrate the outer tube and are connected to the inner tube.
While the opposite pair of elements are connected only to the outer tube.
The outer tube is split or slotted ( 0.5mm width slot). The slot is approx 0.23 wavelength long.

     

The relationship in length between the two dipoles is critical.
Typically this would be measured on a network analyser and the feed impedance of each
 element set to say R+j45 ohms ( longer dipole) and the other to R-j45 ohms.
This will give the correct phase relationship between elements.
A half mm variation can have a great effect, turning a good antenna into a mediocre one..

The last image above shows a teflon tube.
This is inserted in the tube from below, and fits snugly inside the outer tube, and over the inner
 tube.
This is then slid up and down to adjust the ‘R’ part of R+-jX, till the match is a good 50ohms.
This does not affect the antenna radiation pattern or characteristics.
Obtaining a 50ohm impedance match can be done by trimming the element lengths as well, at
 the same time destroying the antenna radiation pattern and circularity.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/End.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/04/Teflon.jpg
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And that is why it is not so simple to do at home, and why the ‘Hobby King’  et al variants sold
 everywhere are mostly trash.

You will probably achieve a few km range with those.
Remember, any old piece of wire will radiate.
I easily  achieve 15km with 500milliwats at 2.4GHz using two split sheath balun , properly
 matched and trimmed, crossed dipoles..

For those interested:
References are – RSGB VHF/UHF Manual – page 8.45
Modern Antenna Design – Page 255
Here are some images of my split sheath balun crossed dipoles..
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1. Outputs and Inputs

 Common negative-rail (pins closest to edge “-“) provides a negative path to complete power and signal
 circuits
 Separate positive-rails (central pins “+”) for low-level power distribution
 Individual sensor/signal pins (inner pins “S”) output control signals to motor-ESCs and take-in RC input
 signals from the Rx

 

2. Micro USB

Direct connection to a computer

 

3. Power Module

Provides power input and battery monitoring capability

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/apm-power-module-with-deans-connectors
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4. 3DR Radio

Two-way wireless telemetry  and control

 

5.GPS

Input from GPS receiver (Rx)

 

6. Analog I/O

Common negative-rail (outer “-“) shared with Inputs and Outputs
Positive-rail (center “+”) is connected with the positive rail on the Inputs
Individual signal pins (inner “S”) connect with servos and sensors

 

7. I2C connection. 

Inter- Integrated Circuit, a type of serial bus. This allows multiple peripheral devices to be connected with a
 single port

 

8. Jumper-JP1

Connects the positive-rail of the Outputs to the positive-rails of the Inputs-Analog  (details )

 

9. Optional I/O ports

Anti-vibration techniques, methods and “tuning” are covered in greater detail in the Anti-Vibration section of
 the Wiki: (Here!)

http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-radio-telemetry-kit-915-mhz
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-using-the-3dr-radio-for-telemetry-with-apm-and-px4/
http://store.3drobotics.com/t/parts/gps
http://dev.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-apm25_overview/
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A 3/4″ inch square Kyosho Zeal Gel or Moon Gel pad under each corner of the flight controller, lightly
 secured by a Velcro strap with 1/2″ of foam under it will normally provide sufficient vibration damping.

Compensation for Magnetometer interference from the motors is covered: (Here!)

APM 2.5 Exploding Graphic and Detailed description of Options
Select this Link For a look inside the case and a detailed description of options.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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PX4FMU plus PX4IO with 3DR 8 channel PPM encoder and 3DR
 telemetry radio

The 3DR PPM Encoder will allow you to use any Conventional RC receiver but there are some
 downsides.
The 3DR PPM Encoder does require quite a bit of additional wiring to the receiver.
It uses quite a bit of power making it likely you will need to plug in your battery while doing radio
 setup with USB cable in Mission Planner.
The 3DR encoder also costs as much or more than several of the available PPM-Sum receivers
 including the FRSky Delta 8 below.
The Newest version of the 3DR PPM-Sum encoder is here:

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-Pixhawk and PX4 Compatible RC Transmitter and Receiver Systems

Pixhawk and PX4 Compatible RC
 Transmitter and Receiver Systems
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And the original 3DR PPM-Sum encoder is here:

Using the 3DR 8 channel PPM Sum encoder in a system:
The Original 3DR PPM-Sum encoder is shown, but the new encoder installs in the same fashion.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/01/PPM_cables_-_Copy.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/PPMEncoderDesc.jpg
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Using a Standard RC Radio Receiver with an 8 channel PPM Encoder
You can use a standard radio receiver with an 8 channel PPM Encoder in place of the
 PPM-SUM receiver.

An 8 Channel PPM Encoder is available from 3DRobotics (Here!)
Solder a 3×8 Right angle connector from the top into one end of the 8 Channel PPM Encoder
 board.
With the 3×8 connector up and facing away from you, solder a 3×1 Right angle connector on
 the right edge of the 8 Channel PPM Encoder board.

Connect 5-8 output channels of your receiver to the inputs of the 8 Channel Encoder
 (signal wire furthest from board) with 5-8 female to female servo jumpers.

Connect the PPM-SUM output of the Encoder with a 3 wire cable to the PX4IO boards PPM
 sum input (1×3 connector).

Note! If you are using a 3DR PPM Encoder it is important to know that when you are
 calibrating your transmitter you will quite likely need to hook up your flight battery to the
 PX4IO because the USB port alone can’t supply enough power.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/PX4FMU_PX4IO_Wire_3DRradio2.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/8-channel-ppm-encoder-version-2
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There are several radio systems that support PPM-Sum or S-Bus
 directly

FRSky Delta 8 MultiProtocol PPM-Sum Receiver
This PPM-Sum compatible FRSky Delta 8 Receiver is multi-platform capable including Hitec
 Aurora 9 and Futaba RC transmitters.
For an Aurora 9, install a jumper between receiver signal pins 6 and 7 (Hitec AFHSS) and pins 3
 and 4 (CPPM mode) in order to bind.
Note: For a Hitec Aurora 9 system you need to have version 3.01 or later of the firmware in the
 transmitter’s AFHSS 2.4ghz module.

If your module does not have version 3.01 or later firmware you will need the Hitec HPP-22
 programmer module in order to upgrade it.
Upgrade both the AFHSS 2.4ghz module and the transmitter itself to the latest versions
 following HP-22 online instructions.
If the transmitter’s AFHSS module’s blue LED will not illuminate during binding you will need to
 perform this firmware upgrade.

I am using the Delta 8 successfully with a PX4 and an Aurora 9, I had to complete the firmware
 upgrade procedure before I could bind.

FRSKY Taranis PPM-Sum Compatible Transmitter (highly Recommended)

http://www.valuehobby.com/frysky-delta-8.html
http://hitecrcd.co.kr/tester/hpp_22.htm
http://hitecrcd.co.kr/tester/hpp_22.htm
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/1372056090.jpg
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More information on the open source FRSky Taranis RC Transmitter (Very highly recommended
 for all RC uses)
 This is a very high quality RC Transmitter and it is a real bargain, they are (as this is written) in short
 supply and hard to find.
 Currently in the US Range Video has them in stock and Aloft Hobbies should be getting them in
 stock also.
 A wide variety of the high quality FRSky PPM-Sum compatible receivers operate appropriately with
 the Taranis transmitter.

Turnigy Transmitter Compatible With FRSky Transmitter Module

http://www.frsky-rc.com/product/pro.php?pro_id=113
http://www.rangevideo.com/en/radios-and-receivers/96-frsky-taranis-24ghz-rc-system.html
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/FRSkyTaranis.jpg
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FRSky Transmitter Adapter Module and PPM-Sum Receiver
The FR-Sky PPM Sum Receiver and conversion module below will work with Turnigy 9x, 9XR (above)
 and other RC transmitters.
 FRSky makes several receivers, some are compatible with PPM-Sum, some are not, check at
 FRSky’s web site.
 The receiver shown is PPM-Sum compatible and is recommended (4 channel receivers still do 8
 channel PPM-Sum)

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/Turnigy9XR.jpg
http://www.frsky-rc.com/product/product.php?cate_id=12&cate_name=Receivers
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Futaba Transmitter Compatible With Futaba S-Bus Receivers
Support for Futaba SBUS is not fully implemented, although some receivers do work at this time,
 including Futaba R6303SB.
Connect the SBUS receiver to the PPM input, not the adjacent SBUS output.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/01/1361165329.gif
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2014/01/24788.jpg
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Spektrum Satellite Receivers Operate on PPM-Sum
Although Spektrum main receivers do not communicate by PPM-Sum their range extending
 “satellite” receivers do.
So it is feasible to use a single Spektrum Satellite Receiver to act as a PPM-Sum receiver with
 PX4 and Pixhawk.

Simply pre-bind the Spektrum Satellite to your transmitter using a conventional Spektrum
 receiver with satellite attached.
Then connect the tiny Spektrum Satellite receiver to the special “Spektrum” connector on either
 the PX4IO or Pixhawk.

Currently satellites only work with the Spektrum DX7 and DX8 transmitters, Transmitters with more
 channels are (in progress).
Please note that you can use a Spektrum Satellite receiver with Pixhawk or PX4 if you bind it to the
 transmitter using a main Spektrum receiver module. It is not currently supported to bind the Satellite
 receiver directly to the transmitter while the receiver is connected to the Pixhawk or PX4.
Being a satellite, range is limited with this configuration and the preceding receivers and
 methods will provide greater range.

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/01/FutabaT8FG.jpg
http://www.amainhobbies.com/product_info.php/cPath/61_435/products_id/199408/n/Spektrum-DSMX-Remote-Receiver
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Parts:
Pixhawk in enclosure with SD card:
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Buzzer:

Safety switch:

Power module

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/PX4-buzzer.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/PX4-arming-button.jpg
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Also: an SD card USB adapter, a Micro-USB cable, two 6-wire cables and some anti vibration
 foam.

You also need a GPS Module and it is easier to avoid interference if you get one with a built in
 compass.

Getting Started
You will need a multicopter: Please see the Build Your Own Multicopter Wiki page.
With the help of APM firmware, Pixhawk turns any RC plane, copter, or rover into a full-featured
 personal drone.
Once you have a fully-assembled MultiCopter, please follow this guide to install your Pixhawk.

Mount the Pixhawk to Your Copter
Connect the wiring from the Pixhawk to Your Copter
Load the firmware to the Pixhawk
Calibrate Your Copter

You can also link directly to the current copy of the 3DR Pixhawk Quick Start PDF which parallels
 this document.

Mount the Pixhawk to your Copter

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/BR-APMPWR-2b.jpg
http://store.3drobotics.com/products/3dr-gps-ublox-with-compass
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/IMG_2120.jpg
http://3drobotics.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/pixhawk-manual-rev7.pdf
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Use the provided adhesive backed vibration damping foam to mount the Pixhawk to your copter.
Cut four pieces of the foam approximately 3/4 inch square and adhere 1 in each corner of the
 Pixhawk.
It is better to mount the Pixhawk near to your vehicles center of gravity.
Be sure to orient the Pixhawk with the arrow pointing towards the front of your copter.

 

Connect the wiring from the Pixhawk to Your Copter

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/pixhawk-back-4-corners-foam.jpg
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http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/connect-peripherals.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/PPMSUMconnect-1024x176.jpg
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Connect your PPM-Sum or Futaba SBus PPM RC receiver wires (black ground, red power and
 white signal) to the left most RC pins.
SB is for Futaba SBus out which is not implemented yet.

For a Spektrum DSM, DSM2 or DSM-X SAtellite RC receiver, connect to the SPKT/DSM port.

Connect the red and black two wire cable from the (3DR) power distribution board (PDB) to any pair
 of the Pixhawk’s main ground (-, black wire) and power (+, red wire) output pins.

Warning! this power connector must have 5 volts or a voltage compatible with your servos and
 cannot come directly from the battery.

You can use an ESC’s 5 volt BEC output or a stand alone UBEC with sufficient power for your
 servos.
This connection is also optional and is only necessary if you are powering external servos from
 the Pixhawk.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/spektrum-connect.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/pdb-connect1.jpg
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For copters, connect each signal wire from the PDB to the main output signal (S) pins by motor
 number.
Connect one wire for each motor to the corresponding pin.

Pin 1 = Motor 1 – – Pin 5 = Motor 5
Pin 2 = Motor 2 – – Pin 6 = Motor 6
Pin 3 = Motor 3 – – Pin 7 = Motor 7
Pin 4 = Motor 4 – – Pin 8 = Motor 8

For planes, connect the control channel wires to the main output signal pins.
Pin 1 = Aileron
Pin 2 = Elevator
Pin 3 = Throttle
Pin 4 = Rudder

For rovers, connect the throttle and steering wires to the main output signal pins.
Pin 3 = Throttle
Pin 4 = Steering

Load the firmware to the Pixhawk
APM firmware is the brains of your autopilot operation.
To load firmware onto Pixhawk, install a mission planner application on your ground station
 computer.
Choose either Mission Planner for Windows or APM Planner for Mac and Linux.
Both applications are available for free download from ardupilot.com.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/main-outputs.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/
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For Windows download Mission Planner from (Here!) and select the Orange Download button.
For Mac or Linux download Mission Planner from (Here!) (Warning not yet installed!)

For Mac select APMPlanner – DMG – Latest and then select the Orange Download button.
For Linux select APMPlanner – RPM – Latest and then select the Orange Download button.

Install Planner
After selecting the correct file, read the safety information on the following page and select
 Download.
Open the file to run the setup wizard.
Proceed through any security warnings, and install all suggested drivers.
When the installation is complete, open the Mission Planner application.
Connect the Pixhawk to your computer using the micro-USB cable.
Your computer will automatically install the correct drivers.
Do not select the Connect button at this time; Pixhawk can only load firmware while “unconnected”
 to Mavlink.

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/install-firmware.jpg
http://ardupilot.com/downloads/?did=82
http://ardupilot.com/downloads/
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/pixhawk-usb-connect.jpg
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1. In the Planner program select the Initial Setup icon.
2. Then select the Install Firmware item in the left column.
3. Then select the vehicle type you wish to load the firmware for.
4. When prompted confirm that is what you wish to do.

Once the status bar shows that the download is complete power cycle the board by disconnecting
 and reconnecting the USB.

If you hear a musical tone, your firmware installation is complete.
If you hear a series of tones followed by three beeps, disconnect the USB and reconnect while
 holding down the safety button.
Upon restart, listen for a series of tones followed by two beeps indicating that your firmware has
 loaded successfully.

Calibrate your Pixhawk
Link to This Wiki Page to calibrate your Pixhawk for Copter use.

Then link to (Here!) to perform ESC calibration.
And then link to (Here!) to correctly set motor spin directions.

Link to This Wiki Page to calibrate your Pixhawk for Plane use.
Then link to (Here!) to check the sensors.
Then link to (Here!) to set servo direction and aileron or elevon mode.
If you have ailerons set up on 2 channels you can set them up (Here!)

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/MPFirmwareLoad.jpg
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/arduplane-setup/first-time-apm-setup/
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/arduplane-setup/first-time-apm-setup/checking-the-sensors/
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/arduplane-setup/first-time-apm-setup/reversing-servos-and-setting-normalelevon-mode/
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/multipleailerons-3/
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If you have flaps you can set up automatic flaps (Here!)
If you have split elevons you can set up differential spoilers (Here!)

Pixhawk LED Meanings
Flashing red and blue: initializing. Please wait.
Double flashing yellow: error. System refuses to arm.
Flashing blue: disarmed, searching for GPS. Autopilot, loiter, and return-to-launch modes
 require GPS lock.
Flashing green: disarmed, GPS lock acquired. Ready to arm. Quick double tone when
 disarming from the armed state.
Solid green plus single long tone: armed with GPS lock. Ready to fly!
Flashing yellow: RC failsafe activated.
Flashing yellow plus quick repeating tone: battery failsafe activated.
Flashing yellow and blue plus high-high-high-low tone: GPS glitch or GPS failsafe activated.

Pixhawk Safety Switch Meanings (Red LED)
Quick, constant blinking: performing system check. Please wait.
Intermittent blinking: system ready. Press the safety button to activate.
Solid: ready to arm. Proceed to the arming procedure.

Pixhawk Ports

http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/automatic-flaps/
http://plane.ardupilot.com/wiki/differential-spoilers/
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1 Spektrum DSM receiver
 2 Telemetry (radio telemetry)
 3 Telemetry (on-screen display)
 4 USB
 5 SPI (serial peripheral interface) bus

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/portsmain1.jpg
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 6 Power module
 7 Safety switch button
 8 Buzzer
 9 Serial
 10 GPS module
 11 CAN (controller area network) bus
 12 I2C splitter or compass module
 13 Analog to digital converter 6.6 V
 14 Analog to digital converter 3.3 V
 15 LED indicator

 

 

1 Input/output reset button
 2 SD card
 3 Flight management reset button
 4 Micro-USB port

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/ports1.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/ports22.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/ports3.jpg
http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/pin-description.jpg
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1 Radio control receiver input
 2 Futaba S.Bus receiver input
 3 Main outputs
 4 Auxiliary outputs

Pixhawk Specifications
Processor

32-bit ARM Cortex M4 core with FPU
168 Mhz/256 KB RAM/2 MB Flash
32-bit failsafe co-processor

Sensors
ST Micro 16-bit gyroscope
ST Micro 14-bit accelerometer/magnetometer
MEAS barometer

Power
Ideal diode controller with automatic failover
Servo rail high-power (7 V) and high-current ready
All peripheral outputs over-current protected, all inputs ESC protected

Interfaces
5x UART serial ports, 1 high-power capable, 2x with HW flow control
Spektrum DSM/DSM2/DSM-X Satellite input
Futaba S.BUS input and output
PPM sum signal
RSSI (PWM or voltage) input
I2C, SPI, 2x CAN, USB
3.3 and 6.6 ADC inputs

Dimensions
Weight 38 g (1.3 oz)
Width 50 mm (2.0”)
Height 15.5 mm (.6”)
Length 81.5 mm (3.2”)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
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The PX4-IO board Contains its own on board microcontroller and stacks with the PX4-FMU board.
Built in Brownout proof direct battery input power supply.
8 High speed servo PWM outputs.
Futaba SBUS or PPM-SUM serial servo output.
Futaba SBUS, PPM-SUM or Spektrum serial inputs from your receiver.
Two user assignable relays, two 1/2 amp 5 volt outputs and an analog input port.
All power inputs are reverse polarity protected.
All power outputs are current limited.
All logic inputs and outputs are ESD protected.
All PX4 boards use positive retention DF13 connectors and a variety of connectors.
Wires with pre-crimped sockets and pre-made cables are available inexpensively for the PX4-IO
 from 3DRobotics.

Contents

1 The Bottom of the PX4 IO Board
2 The Top of the PX4 IO Board
3 A Breif Description of the PX4 IO Board
4 The PX4 IO Board Connector pin assignments
5 The PX4 IO Board Stacks On Top of the PX4 FMU board

The Bottom of the PX4 IO Board
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Note the Red Circled item above is ferrite L1.
For high power servos you can remove L1 to allow you to supply power from an external power
 supply to a servo connector center pin.

The Top of the PX4 IO Board

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/PX4io-bottom.jpg
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A Breif Description of the PX4 IO Board

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/03/PX4io-top.jpg
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The PX4 IO Board Connector pin assignments

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/03/PX4IOdiagram.jpg
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The PX4 IO Board Stacks On Top of the PX4 FMU board

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/04/PX4IOconnectors.jpg
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2013/03/PX4-STACK1.jpg
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The PX4 has the following “Available” Analog input port pins which
 may be put to a variety of uses.

PIN = 10 High Voltage Analog pin.
Located on pin 5 of the DF13 15 pin “multi-connector” of the PX4FMU board.
This pin can accept up to 18.6 volts. (You can add an additional resistor divider and set the
 scaling appropriately for higher voltages).
With the Advanced Parameter VOLT_DIVIDER set to 1 voltage can be read directly.

For old releases VOLT_DIVIDER needed to be set to 5.66 for direct voltage scaling.
PIN = 11 The “airspeed” pin.

Located on pin 2 of the 3 pin “FMU-PRS” DF13 connector on the PX4IO board.
Generally used in APM:Plane for the Air Speed Sensor with VCC on pin 1, Sensor on pin 2 and
 Ground on pin 3.

APM:Plane Advanced Parameter: ASPD_PIN set to 11.
This pin is directly connected to the ADC on the PX4FMU.
This pin can accept up to 6.6 volts (it has an internal voltage divider).

PIN = 12 A general analog input pin.
Located on pin 3 of the “FMU-SPI” port on the PX4IO board.
Commonly used for Sonar

APM:Copter and APM:Rover Advanced Parameter: SONAR_PIN set to 12
This pin is directly connected to the ADC on the PX4FMU.
This pin can accept up to 3.3 volts.

PIN = 13 A general analog input pin.
Located on pin 4 of the “FMU-SPI” port on the PX4IO board.
Commonly used for Sonar 2 in dual Sonar installations.

APM:Rover Advanced Parameter: SONAR2_PIN set to 13

3DRobotics > ArduCopter > common-PX4 Analog Pins
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This pin is directly connected to the ADC on the PX4FMU.
This pin can accept up to 3.3 volts.

PIN = 100 A virtual analog input pin for voltage of a battery connected to the 6V to 18V input
 of the PX4IO voltage regulator.

This is the normal pin to use for LiPo monitoring on the PX4IO.
If using this pin then set VOLT_DIVIDER to 1 for correct battery voltage reading.
Virtual “pin” 100’s input comes only from the battery power in jack on the PX4IO board.
This “pin” is not brought out for separate user access.
This pin is separate from the Pin 10 high voltage analog pin on the PX4FMU listed above which
 can also be used as a battery voltage monitor.

PIN = 101 A virtual analog input pin for a battery current sensor connected to the “current”
 pin next to the power connector on the PX4IO.

This pin can accept up to 3.3 volts.
WARNING: If voltages higher than 3.3 are used there is a risk of causing the PX4IO to
 malfunction, forcing the PX4FMU to reboot.
For use with a current sensor, a 0.1uF capacitor between this pin and ground will help reduce
 “noise”.

The battery voltage and current reading tasks can be assigned to any analog pins.
The “virtual” pins 100 and 101 are actually measured on the PX4IO microcontroller, and are

http://planner.ardupilot.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/06/PX4IOanalogPins1.jpg
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 presented to the APM code on the FMU board via those virtual pin numbers.
You can set the BATT_VOLT_PIN parameter to any of the analog input pins on the PX4 listed in
 the wiki.
All of them will give you a result in volts, automatically scaling for the right scaling factor on that
 input.

For example:
If you have an external voltage monitor that outputs 0 to 5V and you are not using the airspeed
 pin for an airspeed sensor.
Then you are probably best off connecting your voltage monitor to the airspeed input and setting
 BATT_VOLT_PIN=11.
That will give you an input that can take up to 6.6V.

Similarly you can use any of the analog inputs for current, by setting the BATT_CURR_PIN
 parameter.
So you really just need to match up your sensors voltage output range to the input that best fits and
 then use that one.

Just make sure your sensor won’t give a voltage above the rated range of the input.
(Or include a resistor divider to make sure it doesn’t.)

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum! Use the platform specific
 to your query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.

GETTING STARTED

Introduction

http://ardupilot.com/forum/
http://copter.ardupilot.com/
http://3drobotics.com/
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NOTE: This page has not been reviewed by the wiki approver team. It appears to contain a lot of
 out of date and unverified material – January 2015.

Contents

1 I can’t get the motors to run and/or can’t arm the ESCs
2 My APM 2 is locking up
3 ArduCopter tilts/flips over or wobbles crazily when I try to take off.
4 My overpowered copter rockets into the air can’t be brought down unless I cut the throttle
5 My copter motors spin but the copter wont take off (or motors may not spin at all)
6 My radio setup isn’t reading the RC channels right or hangs
7 My ArduCopter isn’t as stable as I’d like or doesn’t Loiter/Hold Altitude/Navigate reliably
8 My ArduCopter flies okay, but it tends to tilt one way or another
9 My ArduCopter Moves In a Direction even though the Stick is Centered
10 After aggressive flying my copter leans to one side 10 – 30°
11 The quad always wants to yaw to the right or left when I take off
12 The quad always wants to yaw when I pitch or roll
13 My copter flies well, but then dips a motor arm in a fidgety manner while hovering
14 One of my motors started shaking and then burned out!
15 The APM board works when it’s plugged into the USB, but not when it’s powered by the RC rail
 (ESC/Lipo)
16 In the “raw sensor view” of the Mission Planner, the Z accelerometer reading is always 1000, not 0,
 when it’s on the bench
17 I can’t connect with the Mission Planner over USB
18 I can’t connect with the Mission Planner over Xbee
19 I can’t connect with the Mission Planner with the 3DR Radios
20 I’m having trouble connecting via MAVLink over USB
21 ArduCopter ESCs keep beeping
22 I’m using a MediaTek GPS, and although the module’s blue lock LED goes solid, APM is not showing a
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 lock or I’m getting “No GPS” on the Mission Planner display
23 I’m not getting GPS lock at all
24 I want to load the code in Arduino, but I’m having trouble
25 My ArduCopter just won’t rise/lift off
26 My ArduCopter feels sloppy on roll or pitch axis
27 I’ve got a tricopter and I’m having trouble with the yaw
28 The Mission Planner’s HUD display moves around even though my copter is motionless
29 My copter’s is moving a lot on the Mission Planner map even though it’s sitting still in my house
30 In Alt-Hold or loiter my copter is very bouncy or takes off into the sky
31 My copter slowly rises or descends when I enable Alt-Hold or Loiter
32 Mission planner displays enormous “Distance to Home” or “Dist to WP”
33 Mission Planner displays Altitude of -21 million or NaN appearing in Advanced Parameter list

I can’t get the motors to run and/or can’t arm the ESCs
This can be due to a number of mistakes:

1. Have you completed the mandatory hardware configuration steps described here ?
2. Are you in Acro, Stabilize or Simple mode? As a safety measure, the motors won’t arm in other modes.
3. Are you using the APM 2.5 Power Module to power the APM board, as recommended? If not, and you’re

 using one of your ESCs via the PDB to power the board, make sure the JP1 jumper is on.
4. Are you sure you’re arming them right? When the motors are armed, the arm LED (green on APM1, yellow

 on APM 2) on the IMU will turn solid after the IMU calibration flashing (about 5 seconds). Review
 the arming guide  to make sure you’re doing it right.

5. Are your Yaw or Throttle channels reversed on your transmitter? Try moving the Yaw stick to the far left,
 instead of the right. If that works (green LED tuns solid after the IMU calibration, your Yaw is reversed. If
 not, try the same with the Throttle channel: push it to max and try full right yaw from there. If that works,
 your Throttle channel is reversed.

6. Is your RC gear in Mode 2? If not, you’ll need to move the right stick (yaw) to the right and the left stick
 (throttle) to the top. (Or just switch back to Mode 2)

7. Some ESCs are thrown off by some startup signals in ArduCopter 2.x. Try plugging in a USB cable first, to
 boot the board, and then plug in your LiPo after it’s already up, or just ensure that the four-wire cable from
 your APM board to your power distribution board is disconnected during regular startup. See details here .

8. It’s possible you’ve changed your throttle trim settings since you did your initial radio calibration. Trim the
 throttle down a few notches and try arming again.

9. Some ESCs have a minimum low threshold before they will arm. If you need to, trim down your radio throttle
 and redo radio calibration.

10. Redo your radio calibration in the Mission Planner. Make sure that the throttle channel (Ch 3) is being read
 properly and the values are around 1100 (low) and 1900 (high), more or less. Remember that your LiPo must
 be plugged in to power the RC gear.

11. If you’ve checked the previous things, it may be that you need to recalibrate your ESCs. Do it the manual way

http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2_Flying
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/apm2-esc-startup-problem-and-workaround
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 (second method here  to be sure).

My APM 2 is locking up
The cause is probably that the dataflash card not initializing correctly. To verify this is the problem, take it out
 and try to power your apm 2 again.

If this is the case, there is an easy fix. Put the dataflash back in, and power the board up while looking at the
 terminal screen. It will reformat the card (this will take A WHILE). Leave it plugged in for 2 min. After that you
 should see a “ready to fly” message. You only have to do this once.

ArduCopter tilts/flips over or wobbles crazily when I try to take off.
This almost always means that you’ve configured it or set it up wrong. Check the following:

1. Is the APM board facing forward and in the direction of forward motion (towards the forward arm in + mode
 and between the arms in x mode)?

2. Have you set your quad orientation right in the setup process: + or x?
3. Check that all the motors are hooked up right, turning the right way and the pusher/puller props are on the

 right motors and oriented the right way.
4. Check the signal wires on the power distribution board to make sure they are oriented correctly. If you’ve

 reversed two, it will cause ArduCopter to flip. This should be noticeable by doing the hand test as well. (It
 should have also shown up in the Motors test above)

5. Check that your props can’t turn on their motor shafts, as if they weren’t tightened down enough. If one can,
 despite its prop being tightened, that may mean that its motor shaft has been pushed down into the motor too
 far for the prop mount to get a grip. Take off the prop and and use a small allen wrench to loosen the little set
 screw that holds the shaft onto the motor. Then with pliers pull the shaft out until it’s the same height as those
 of the other motors. Then tighten the set screw, and put the prop back and tighten it up again.

6. Was the quad stable and flat for the whole calibration routine at startup? Was it stable and flat during the setup
 process? (If need be, do it again)

7. Did you calibrate your ESCs? They should all start together when you advance the throttle. If need be, do it
 again manually, as described in the second process here .

8. Did you setup and test your radio? Run test/radio to see. Pitch, Roll, Throttle and Yaw should all be 0 or near
 zero (60 or less). Move the pitch and roll stick to the lower right, you should see approximately 4500, 4500 in
 Channels 1 and 2.

9. Have you checked all your sensors in the Mission Planner to make sure the hardware is working right?

My overpowered copter rockets into the air can’t be brought down unless I
 cut the throttle

http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2_ESC
http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2_ESC
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Very over powered multicopters can require so little throttle to hover that even the minimum throttle (13%) is
 enough for them climb. In addition, the default Rate roll/pitch gains, which are meant for weaker copter, are too
 high for a powerful copter and can lead to roll/pitch instability. The ArduCoper firmware may try to compensate
 for this roll/pitch instability by increasing the overall throttle which can lead to the copter climbing further
 (Note: in this particular case arducopter increasing the overall throttle is counter-productive but in a properly
 tuned quad it helps in cases where there is a motor failure).

The possible solutions are:

add extra weight to your frame to bring the hover throttle closer to mid stick
reduce the THR_MIN parameter (default is 130 or 13%) to the lowest value that will still keep all motors
 spinning reliably
set the rate roll/pitch gains low (perhaps 1/2 the default) during the first flight and increase them from there.
 Consider using the CH6 tuning feature to allow you to tune your roll/pitch gains for the first few flights.

 

 

My copter motors spin but the copter wont take off (or motors may not spin
 at all)
While there are a few different reasons for copters to be perceived as underpowered, this condition applies to
 motors that simply aren’t spinning fast enough (if at all!) to generate the lift needed, even though you know they
 can spin faster.  Some instances discovered recently showed someone had accidentally imported the wrong
 parameter file into their copter from the 3D Robotics Aero, and when they then loaded the correct parameter file,
 the THR_MAX parameter was left unchanged.

Check the following:

Connect to the copter via your GCS
Go to Full Parameter List
Examine the THR_MAX parameter and make sure the value is between 800 and 1000.  The default is 1000.

FYI: The 3D Robotics Aero preset param file sets this to 80.
If the THR_MAX parameter is less than 800 and you don’t recall making this change, set the parameter to
 1000 and Write Params out to the copter

My radio setup isn’t reading the RC channels right or hangs
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Check the following:

1. Click on that Calibrate Radio button. That will start the measurement process.
2. Are you sure your receiver is getting power and is paired with your transmitter (it should show a solid green

 light). Make sure your transmitter is on!
3. If you assembled the board yourself, double-check your soldering! A tiny short on the APM board could

 disable all the channels.
4. We’ve had some reports of problems with older FM RC gear and even the occasional digital receiver, for

 reasons that are not clear (most likely low voltage output). Can you try a different receiver? This at least will
 eliminate that possibility.

5. We’ve also had reports of people having trouble with Spektrum radios, which have a funky binding process.
 This is what works: To bind the receiver and telemetry (TM1000+AR8000 to DX8) module, connect them
 both together(TM1000 to AR8000). With the transmitter off (DX8 off), press the tiny button on the side of
 the telemetry module (TM1000) and power the receiver (plug the lipo batteries but do not plug the 4-wire
 connection). Both the receiver and telemetry module will start to blink (if they do not blink TM1000 is no
 good). When that happens turn on your radio holding the trainer/bind button and it will bind (stay at least 10ft
 away). Make sure that when it binds it says something like “binding dsmx —— receiver with telemetry”.
 You may have to do this twice if it doesn’t pick up the telemetry module the first time.

6. Check your cables! The signal wire should be at the top, and ground at the bottom.
7. Finally, if all else fails, try to narrow down the problem. First, check that the the receiver is working right by

 plugging a servo into the output you’re testing and making sure that it’s outputting a good signal. Then plug
 one known-good RC channel into the APM input channels, from 1-7, one at a time and see if any are read. If
 some channels are read and some are not, you may have a soldering error or may have fried one or more
 inputs.

8. If you still can’t diagnose the problem, contact the customer support from the store you bought it from.

My ArduCopter isn’t as stable as I’d like or doesn’t Loiter/Hold
 Altitude/Navigate reliably
Every copter is different, and even the official kit can have differences in motor performance or balance
 depending on how you’ve put it together. So we’ve made it relatively easy to tweak many of the performance
 settings to turn your copter perfectly. That said, tuning is something of an art, so it helps to read a bit more
 before you start tweaking.

There is a guide to PID tuning here . If you just want to solve a specific problem, jump to the Troubleshooting
 section at the bottom of that page.

My ArduCopter flies okay, but it tends to tilt one way or another
Make sure the CG (center of gravity) of the copter is dead center. Then run the level command on a flat surface.

http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2_Tweaks
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 (hold disarm for ~15 seconds to invoke.) You can also fly in auto-trim mode in a windless (important!)
 environment–any wind will cause the changes you make to work against you when the quad rotates 180°. Hold
 arm for ~ 20 seconds to fly in auto-trim mode for about 45 seconds. It will exit auto-trim automatically and fly
 normally. (Don’t worry about counting out the time, just wait for the flashing lights to enter either mode.

You can use your radio pitch and roll trims, but remember to re-center them when you set up your radio with the
 config tools. I’m not a fan of trimming the radio for quads, but NEVER, NEVER trim yaw. (Quads are also
 susceptible to drafts. They will need constant correction unless you install an optical flow sensor. One day…)

My ArduCopter Moves In a Direction even though the Stick is Centered
1. It is very important that the RC Channel 1 and 2 Trim parameter values (for the Roll and Pitch axes) are equal

 to the PWM value displayed in Mission Planner for the stick in its center position during Radio Calibration.
1. To check this Start Mission Planner, connect and go to the Advanced Parameter List and write down the

 parameter for RC Trim PWM (HS1_TRIM) and RC Trim PWM (HS2_TRIM).
2. Now start up the radio Calibration function in Mission Planner and turn on your RC Transmitter.
3. With the Roll and Pitch Stick centered, the values of the channel 1 (roll) and channel 2 (pitch) PWMs

 should be the same as the values for the parameters you wrote down above.
4. If they are not recalibrate the radio.
5. The HS1 Trim value must match the Live stick centered Roll value and the HS2 Trim value must match

 the live stick centered Pitch value or the Flight Controller will think your stick is not centered when it is.
2. Make sure the CG (center of gravity) of the copter is dead center.
3. Then run the level command on a flat surface. (hold disarm for ~15 seconds to invoke.)

1. You can also fly in auto-trim mode in a windless (important!) environment–any wind will cause the
 changes you make to work against you when the quad rotates 180°.

2. Hold arm for ~ 20 seconds to fly in auto-trim mode for about 45 seconds.
3. It will exit auto-trim automatically and fly normally. (Don’t worry about counting out the time, just wait

 for the flashing lights to enter either mode.
4. Avoid it if possible but if you have to you can use some radio pitch and roll trims
5. NEVER use any radio trim for Yaw.

After aggressive flying my copter leans to one side 10 – 30°
If after a lot of flying you find you need to hold your roll or pitch stick pretty far off center to keep your copter
 leve, ensure that your filter pads on the IMU are soldered as shown here . You can also tune up the drift
 correction in system.pde. Maybe .5 higher if needed. In the meantime, just land for 30 seconds, then continue
 flying.

The quad always wants to yaw to the right or left when I take off

http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2Assembly
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This is usually due to an airframe that it out of tune, either with one motor tilted slightly or the weight balance
 not centered. Typically, the bad behavior is that the quad will always yaw by a certain amount, typically around
 30-45 degrees on takeoff, but will stay in that direction. This is because the mechanical asymmetry of an out-of-
tune quad is forcing the yaw, and the limit is just how long it take for the P term in the AC2’s PID equations to
 grow and stop it.

Although you can adjust those terms in the Mission Planner’s PID configuration screen, the best solution is to
 solve it at the source. Eyeball each motor and see if it or the arm it is one is slightly tilted, and bend it back to
 vertical if so. Also ensure that the battery is centered on the quad and the center of gravity of the vehicle is as
 close to the center of the APM board as possible. It’s also a great idea to redo the ESC calibration routine just in
 case.

Also make sure that you’ve got your forward-rotating and counter-rotating props on the right motors, as
 shown here .

The quad always wants to yaw when I pitch or roll
Your compass may need calibrating. AC2 calibrates while flying to take the magnetic fields of your motors into
 account. You must disarm the motors at the end of your flight to save your calibration to EEPROM. It usually
 takes 1-2 flights before the calibration makes a difference.

You must use a compass in conjunction with a GPS. If you disable your compass, please disconnect your GPS or
 you will have random Yaw hold issue.

My copter flies well, but then dips a motor arm in a fidgety manner while
 hovering
The most likely cause of this is your bullet connectors. After your initial setup, when you test motor direction and
 electrical connections, westrongly recommend that you cut off the bullet connectors and directly solder the
 motors wires to the ESC wires. That way is vibration-proof and will lead to much more reliable operation.

If your wires are soldered without bullet connectors and you still see this issue, there are some other things that
 can cause this problem. Your motor may be going bad: either the bearings are going or your shaft is horribly
 bent. A motor with bad bearings takes more power to spin. In that situation, the ESC could be cutting out to
 protect itself. Or it maybe flying slow enough to stall the motor. Attach a current sensor between your battery
 and the motor and test the difference between a good motor and the bad one. If you are seeing higher draw in the
 bad one, replace or fix it.

If you are using a Futaba tx/rx with more than 8 channels and purchased your APM before early 2013 you should
 upgrade your PPM encoder following the instructions here . Below is a video pre-upgrade (i.e. twitches) and

http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2_Props
http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/APM2Encoder
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 post (no twitches).

Another possible cause is the THR_MIN parameter’s default of 130 is too low for your motors or ESCs. The
 THR_MIN parameter controls the minimum throttle that will be sent to the ESCs/motors to ensure they keep
 spinning while your throttle is above zero. If this parameter is too low it is possible for your motors to
 momentarily stop leading to a twitch. Try increasing this parameter to 150. You should be careful not to set this
 parameter too high (i.e. >150 especially on a high powered copter). 

One of my motors started shaking and then burned out!
Motors will typically twitch once per second or so (often with a beep) while they’re waiting for a signal. That’s
 normal. But sometimes, if you have not followed the warnings and disconnected the four-wire signal cable, they
 may vibrate rapidly when you reset your board. This is a rare problem that can crop up with certain ESC types
 that don’t handle out-of-range signals well (it’s a problem with the Arduino bootloader during bootup, so there’s
 not much we can do about it). But it can always be avoided by following the advice of this warning, which is
 liberally sprinkled throughout the manual!

The APM board works when it’s plugged into the USB, but not when it’s
 powered by the RC rail (ESC/Lipo)
APM allows for both RC power or a separate battery run through APM’s built-in power regulator as
 described here . A solder jumper called SJ1 determines which is used. By default from the factory, that jumper
 should be soldered which means APM will be powered by the RC rail.

If for some reason, connecting power to the RC rail does not power your board, check to see if that jumper is
 soldered. If it isn’t, as shown below, just solder a blob of solder over the two pads to connect them.

In the “raw sensor view” of the Mission Planner, the Z accelerometer
 reading is always 1000, not 0, when it’s on the bench
That’s normal. The Z accelerometer is showing the force of gravity (which is an acceleration, as you’ll recall
 from high school physics). If you turn the quad upside down, you’ll see that it reverses.

I can’t connect with the Mission Planner over USB
If you are unable to load firmware or otherwise connect with AC2 via USB, please double-check that you have

http://code.google.com/p/ardupilot-mega/wiki/Hardware?wl=es
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 followed all the procedures here . If you are using Windows 7, the FTDI drivers should have been automatically
 loaded, but if not you must download them yourself as described in those instructions. Double check that you’ve
 selected the right COM port and 115200 as the baud rate in the Mission Planner.

If you’re still having trouble, check the troubleshooting guide here . Finally, try another PC and/or another USB
 cable.

I can’t connect with the Mission Planner over Xbee
First, remember that you cannot use wireless telemetry with APM 2 while the USB cable is plugged in (they use
 the same port). Make sure it’s unplugged.

Check that you’ve switching the Mission Planner to the COM port assigned to your Xbee that’s connected to
 your PC and set the baud rate to 57600.

Ensure that you’ve gone through the full Xbee configuration process described here.  Run the test code at the
 bottom of that page to ensure that your Xbees are communicating. Remember that the Xbees must be
 programmed in X-CTU to run at 57k.

If your Xbees suddenly stop working, it could be that a loose cable has led to a signal glitch that bricked the
 airborne one. You can unbrick it by following the instructions at the bottom of the page here .

I can’t connect with the Mission Planner with the 3DR Radios
Remember that you cannot use wireless telemetry with APM 2 while the USB cable is plugged in (they use the
 same port). Make sure it’s unplugged.

Check that you’ve switching the Mission Planner to the COM port assigned to your 3DR radio that’s connected
 to your PC and set the baud rate to 57600.

I’m having trouble connecting via MAVLink over USB
1. Double check that you’ve selected the right COM port and baud rate for USB (115200). Also double check in

 your Windows Device Manager which COM port your APM has been assigned to. It will be listed under
 Ports.

2. Did you use the MP installation program, which installs the drivers, and did it complete successfully?
3. Have you loaded flight firmware (ArduCopter or ArduPlane) to APM?
4. Did you press Connect in the MP?

ArduCopter ESCs keep beeping

http://code.google.com/p/ardupilot-mega/wiki/DownloadCode
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/arduino-debugging-tips
http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2_telemetry
http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2_telemetry
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1. Have you set up your RC input in the Mission Planner setup process?
2. Check that your RC radio is talking properly to its receiver (typically, that will be shown by a green light on

 the receiver).
3. If those two check out, you probably just need to calibrate your ESCs (even if you’ve done that before, if

 you’ve erased your EEPROM and done a reset, you’ll need to do it again. It’s an easy procedure and the
 instructions are here.

4. Check that your radio channels are in right order (cabling and/or Mode-1, Mode-2)
5. Some ESCs are thrown off by some startup signals in ArduCopter  2.x. Try plugging in a USB cable first, to

 boot the board, and then plug in your LiPo after it’s already up, or just ensure that the four-wire cable from
 your APM board to your power distribution board is disconnected during regular startup. See details here .

I’m using a MediaTek GPS, and although the module’s blue lock LED goes
 solid, APM is not showing a lock or I’m getting “No GPS” on the Mission
 Planner display
I’m also not getting GPS data in my telemetry.

Solution:

There are a few things that could cause this. First, make sure that your input voltage to APM is not too high. It
 should be in the range 5-5.4v. Do not power the board at 6v.

Second, ensure that you’ve selected the right MediaTek  version in the config file. If you bought your module
 from the DIY Drones store before December, 2010, it had version 1.0 firmware: select GPS_PROTOCOL_MTK
 in the config file. If you bought it after that, it as version 1.6 firmware: select GPS_PROTOCOL_MTK16 in the
 config file.

Finally, if things still aren’t working, check your cable. Cables longer than the short one that ships with the GPS
 module tend to have thinner wires that can break.

I’m not getting GPS lock at all
First, note that you will probably only get GPS lock outside (if you’re very near a window or are lucky enough to
 have strong GPS signal and a radio-transparent roof, you may be able to get lock inside). For a cold start (power
 on), it make take three minutes or more. If you’re just hitting the reset button after lock has been achieved, it
 should take less than a minute.

If you can’t get GPS lock outside after many minutes(the blue LED on the MediaTek module keeps blinking),
 you may have a defective module. If the module shows lock, but the red APM GPS LED is still blinking, you
 either have a bad cable or an older MediaTek module that needs to have its firmware updated. Instructions for

http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2_ESC
https://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/ArduCopter
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/apm2-esc-startup-problem-and-workaround
https://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/MediaTek
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 doing that are here .

If you have a uBlox module and APM is not showing lock, you may not have ordered the module preprogammed
 for ArduPilot from the DIY Drones store (you had to select that option). In that case, program it yourself with
 the instructions here .

I want to load the code in Arduino, but I’m having trouble
First, ensure you’ve downloaded the latest AC2 code here , unzipped them to a folder on your desktop, and are
 using the latest Arduino (at least 022).

If you’re getting compile errors, that means that you haven’t told Arduino where your libraries are properly. You
 can use the similar instructions for APM  to show you how to do that.

If you’re getting avrdude sync error message in the Arduino status bar), go through all of the tips here .

My ArduCopter just won’t rise/lift off
If you have a problems on getting your ArduCopter up from the ground, check that you propellers are mounted
 correct way.

Official ArduCopter propellers are not symmetric and they need to be mounted proper way. If you look close to
 center mounting hole, there are small texts saying 10×45 or 12×45. There texts needs to be upside.

If text is on downside, your ArduCopter cannot lift properly.

The props that came with early version of the 3D Robotics Arducopter were also of uneven quality and some
 would flex too much under load, reducing lift. If you have these (black and more flexible than most props), you
 should replace them with APC or equivalent props or contact 3D Robotics for a replacement.

My ArduCopter feels sloppy on roll or pitch axis
Both of roll and pitch axis should give to you exact or close to similar response when doing hand tests. If one of
 the axis does not respond as expected, check your PID settings and you can try to upload firmware again.

Firmware upload might be successful but due internal timing issues some of the code is not written properly and
 this can cause unstabiliness on your ArduCopter.

I’ve got a tricopter and I’m having trouble with the yaw

http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/GPSFirmware
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/tutorial-programming-your
http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/downloads/list
http://code.google.com/p/ardupilot-mega/wiki/Code
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/arduino-debugging-tips
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Please see the tips here .

The Mission Planner’s HUD display moves around even though my copter is
 motionless
As of 2.9 we’ve enabled a feature that uses GPS velocities/accelerations to compensate for centifugal forces. It
 should not cause you any issues in flight but you can disable it by setting the AHRS_GPS_GAIN to 0 through
 the Mission Planner’s Advanced Parameters List if it makes you uncomfortable. Here is a video demonstrating
 the problem and the explanation as to why it happens.

My copter’s is moving a lot on the Mission Planner map even though it’s
 sitting still in my house
a GPS will rarely give an accurate position while indoors or near walls due to multipath-ing. If you go outside
 you should see that it settles down.

In Alt-Hold or loiter my copter is very bouncy or takes off into the sky
Arducopter uses the accelerometers heavily for calculating altitude and climb rate. Vibrations from the motors
 can cause the accelerometer values to become very noisy and throw off the altitude estimates. The solution is to
 reduce sources of vibration from your frame (bent prop adapters and motor shafts, replace EPP props with APC)
 and remove hard connections between the frame and APM by using vibration dampening products such
 as DuBro foam .

As of version 2.9 of ArduCopter , inertial navigation is used to maintain altitude and in 2.9.2 horizontal position
 as well so vibration truly needs to be minimized. A small pad (1/2 to 1″) of Kyosho Zeal tape under each corner
 of the Flight Control board should get vibration low enough.

Or you can use a standoff with an extending screw 1/10″ outboard of each corner of the flight control board and
 suspend it with four 1/16″ O-rings of appropriate diameter such that when folded over through the flight control
 board they just hold the board without movement, but also not in much tension.

When a flight log is checked in RAW mode, X,Y and Z hovering ACCELs vibration on a log graph should at
 least be in the + to – 5 range and either of the above techniques can get them down to the plus to minus 1 range
 if they are just right.

You can graph your Z-axis vibrations by enabling the “RAW” message type in the dataflash , then take a short
 flight in Stabilize mode and finally download the logs and graph them with the mission planner. Below is an

http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/tricopter-based-on-arducopter-yaw-issues-and-solutions
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXppOmZ3Rpg&feature=player_detailpage
http://shop.dubro.com/p/1-2-r-c-protective-foam-rubber-qty-pkg-1
https://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/ArduCopter
http://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/AC2_Logs
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 example of an extremely badly vibrating copter (top) and a nearly perfectly smooth copter (bottom). The Z-axis
 vibrations should not move up and down more than -5 to -15 or alt hold will not function correctly. There is a
 good discussion here  re vibration dampening.

My copter slowly rises or descends when I enable Alt-Hold or Loiter
The throttle deadband when in alt-hold or loiter mode is from 40% ~ 60% of the throttle. If you have an
 overpowered or underpowered copter then when in stabilize mode the throttle required to maintain a hover may
 be outside this range. So when you engage alt-hold or loiter your throttle is outside of the deadband and
 arducopter thinks you want to climb or descend. The simple solution is to move your throttle back to center as
 you engage alt-hold. A permanent solution is to modify the THR_MID parameter through the mission planner’s
 Adv Parameter List screen. If your copter hover at 40% of throttle stick when in stabilize mode, make
 THR_MID = 400. If it hovers at 60% of throttle make the parameter 600, etc.

Mission planner displays enormous “Distance to Home” or “Dist to WP”
The “Dist to WP” (distance to waypoint) default to -1 when you do not have a waypoint set. Because of a display
 issue the mission planner displays this negative number as 65535. It will display a proper number as soon as you
 enter loiter mode, guided more or start a mission. This display issue will be fixed in a future version
 of ArduCopter .

The “Distance to Home” is the distance from the mission planner’s home location (which is different from the
 arducopter’s home location which is set when you arm the motors). You can reset the mission planner’s home
 location to the copter’s current location by clicking on the “Home Location” link in the Flight Planner screen.
 Below is a video explanation and how resolve it.

Mission Planner displays Altitude of -21 million or NaN appearing in
 Advanced Parameter list
You should not attempt to fly your copter in this state because AltHold ?  will not function at all. You should
 instead go into the Mission Planner’s Terminal screen and reset your parameters by typing “setup”, “reset”, “Y”
 and rebooting your APM.

The cause is a bug in the 2.9.1 accelerometer calibration routine that can save NaN to the AHRS AHRS Trim
 parameters if the calibration routine fails. This feeds into the inertial navigation routines and results in the
 bizarre altitude display in the mission planner. Note: you will likely have seen “Calibration failed (????)” after
 you attempted to calibrate the accelerometers values.

http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/vibration-isolation-and-dampening-of-apm-px4-for-version-2-9
https://code.google.com/p/arducopter/wiki/ArduCopter
https://code.google.com/p/arducopter/w/edit/AltHold
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Magnetic Interference

This page covers general information related to magnetic interference on a compass which can cause circling
 (also known as “toiletbowling”) in Loiter, RTL, AUTO flight modes.  Information on how to set-up your
 compass on APM:Copter including the “compassmot” procedure to compensate for “dynamic” interference can
 be found on the Advanced Compass Setup wiki page .
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Wiki Description of: Magnetic Declination

Hardware changes to reduce magnetic interference on the compass
1. The best way method is to use an external compass  or GPS+Compass  module mounted on a mast up and

 away from magnetic source of interference including the power distribution board (PDB).
2. Keep the wires between the PDB, ESCs and battery as short as possible.  The wires from the ESCs to the

 motors are less important because they are AC and produce less interference.
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3. Twist the wires between the PDB, ESC and battery and use grounded shielding where possible.
4. Replace the PDB and ESCs with a 4-in-1 ESC because they tend to poroduce less interference probably

 because their wires are shorter and closer together and they also have an aluminum plate on top which may
 help reduce the interference.

5. Add aluminum shielding (even gutter tape) around the wires from the ESC to the motors may reduce the AC
 interference.  Aluminum will not help reduce the primary DC interference from the PDB, ESCs and the wires
 connecting them.

Maxwell’s Equations – The Magnetic Field on the Axis of a Current
 Loop
 

Show
 geometric
 details

The application of the Biot-Savart lawon the centerline of a current loop involves integrating the

 z-component. The symmetry is such that all the terms in this

 element are constant except the distance element dL , which when integrated just gives the

 circumference of the circle. The magnetic field is then

The diagram is from this web page.

There are 3 things to get from this drawing and the equation for the magnetic field B as you move away from a
 current loop along the Z axis:
1. The magnetic field increases as a function of the enclosed loop area Pi R^2
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Big loop = big magnetic field
Reduce the magnetic field by twisting the loop to close it. aka twist the wires together and keep your return
 path close to the source
In the case where you have a PDB and 4 ESCs you have 4 loops that start at the Deans connector on the
 PDB, go out to the ESC and return back to the Deans connector.  In the case of the 4 in 1 ESC the current
 flow is much more concentrated in one area and you don’t have the big loops so consequently you
 decrease the magnetic field.

2. The magnetic field increases as a function of current
Where there is the option, you can deliver the same power and decrease the magnetic field by increasing
 the voltage and decreasing the current.

3. The magnetic field decreases as a function of the cube of the distance
It is more complicated when you are close to the loop but when z >> R the denominator goes to z^3

There is one more thing and that is that the direction of the magnetic field depends on the direction that the
 current flows so when you rotate a battery it changes the magnetic field produced by the current flowing in the
 battery.

It can’t be stated enough that minimizing the enclosed loop areas and moving the magnetometer away from the
 current will help things work better and “yes”, power distribution boards with big circular thick high current PC
 traces on them produce significant semi-spherical fields as large or larger than their diameter..

Natural and Artificial Magnetic Anomalies Warning
Note: the following information has not been objectively tested to determine it’s impact on a vehicle’s compass
 accuracy in flight.

1. Many things can distort the earth’s magnetic field in the area you are flying:
Steel framed or reinforced concrete buildings, bridges and roadways, iron pipes and culverts, high power
 electric lines, heavy equipment, trucks and automobiles, steel tanks, electric motors and even computers.
Flying between steel framed or reinforced high rise buildings will distort the magnetic field in addition to
 causing GPS multi-pathing.

2. Safe distances for compass calibration
6″ (15 cm) minimum: Metal rim glasses, pen/pencil, metal watch band, pocket knife, metal zipper/buttons,
 belt buckle, batteries, binoculars, cell phone, keys, camera, camcorder, survey nails, metal tape measure.
18″ (50 cm) minimum: Clipboard, data collector, computer, GPS antenna, 2-way radio, hand gun, hatchet,
 cell phone case with magnetic closure.
6 ft (2 m) minimum: Bicycle, fire hydrant, road signs, sewer cap or drain, steel pole, ATV, guy wire,
 magnets, chain-link fence, bar-wire fence, data collectors
 that use a magnet to hold the stylus.
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15 ft (5 m) minimum: Electrical box, small car/truck, powerline, building with concrete & steel.
30 ft (10 m) minimum: Large truck, metal building, heavy machinery.

Questions about this page? Comments? Suggestions? Post to APM Forum ! Use the platform specific to your
 query, and make sure to include the name of the page you are referring to.
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